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BRITAIN'S LARGEST SELLING MICRO MAGAZINE

THE END OF BLACK AND WHITE DECISIONS
Benchtest: Oki's all -in -one colour business micro

Cromemco System Three

If you've already recognised the
superiority of Cromemco products, or
even if you're still evaluating alternative
systems, it's worthwhile visiting
MicroCentre.

systems-single user and multi-user; and
a wide range of software, including
compilers, data base management, word
processing, and Cromemco's integrated
business packages.

Here's our promise. Ask to see anything in
the Cromemco catalogue, and we'll
demonstrate it for you. Nobody else in the
UK carries a wider range of Cromemco
demonstration systems and stock. We'll
show you all the Cromemco computers. of
course. From System Zero to System
Three; the Z -2H Hard Disk system; high
performance colour graphics; and the
adaptable SCC single card computer.

At MicroCentre we pride ourselves in
taking care of all the important details that
like
make up a complete service
stocking the complete library of
Cromemco documentation: arranging
leasing and maintenance agreements:
supplying continuous stationery, ribbons.
floppy disks, print thimbles, etc.

Then we'll show you quality Cromemco
peripherals; a choice of operating

.

.

So if you're interested in Cromemco
systems don't miss out a visit to
MicroCentre. We're Cromemco's top
dealers in Europe-and proud of it!

For Cromemco. . .call the expert,
MicroCentre
Tel: 031-556 7354

LEADING UK
DISTRIBUTORS

Complete Micro Systems Ltd.,
30 Dundas Street
Edinburgh EH3 6JN

SACKCLOTH AND ASHES!
SUBSCRIBE TO PCW

Let's face it, last month he went completely over the top
(no pun intended) on this page. There was really no need
to publish that revolting 'exploding head' shot. One outraged reader even reported us to the authorities. 'Vengeance!' cried the Editorial Department' Atone!'
demanded the Advertising Team.

Well, he has. Normally so tight that his head squeaks
when he removes his hat, our esteemed publisher has
agreed to really and truthfully offer readers something
for nothing. So. . every person or company subscribing
to Personal Computer World before 30 October 1981
.

cup yellow naughahyde and gold -blocked front and

spine with the magazine's logos. They normally set you
back £3.25 each and would grace even a bibliophile's

shelves. More importantly, they

will

protect your

treasured copies of Britain's largest -selling
computing magazine.

micro -

Get in now. Kick him while he's penitent. Even if you
already have a subscription it could be monetarily
worthwhile renewing in advance. This will cause utter
confusion in our Subscriptions Department but, then,
that's what computers are for, isn't it?
Use the coupon below or the subscription card stuffed
somewhere in the magazine which has probably already
dropped onto your floor. Include your remittance if you

will be sent a free binder. This offer applies only to new
or renewal subscriptions accompanied by full payment.
Knowing our publisher's behavioural characteristics we
can promise you it is an offer which is not likely to be want to claim a free binder. Send to the address
repeated.
indicated; no stamp is required on your envelope. And
For those of you unfamiliar with PCW binders, these congratulations on a good deal!
items are sturdily constructed, lavishly covered in butter-

UPTION ORDER FORM
I would like to subscribe to Personal Computer World for one year (12 issues).
issue.
Please start my subscription from the

This is a new subscription This is a renewal

UK:110.00. Rest of the world: £17.00.

I enclose my cheque, made payable to Personal Computer World, for £
Please invoice my company (UK only)
Name
Address

10

Please use block capitals.

For Office use only

a

b

c

d

e

Please send this order form, with your remittance, to Personal Computer World,
Subscriptions Dept, Freepost 7, London W1E 4EZ. No stamp is required.
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If only choosing a microcomputer
was as simple as using one
Just look at the advertisements in
this magazine. When can you find
time to digest them all?
There are millions of chips,
thousands of boards and hundreds
of peripherals, software systems and
application packages. How do you
pick the right ones to meet your
requirements?
And put them together? And
make them work? And add the
specials you want?

Professional

Services

At Digitus we have computer
professionals working full-time
putting systems together. Absorbing
information. Testing equipment and
software. Writing programs. Training
users.

At one stop you can commission
a complete system to fit your
requirements

Working Systems
In the last two years we have
supplied systems for: number
processing, word processing, data
processing, information
management, graphics and many
creative applications. Advised
accountants, surveyors,
archaeologists and engineers.
Helped DP departments and small
business men. Developed software
for personnel, insurance, incomplete
records, order processing, business
games, linear programming, process
control and terminal emulation. And
were retained by other computer
companies to advise on micros.

Proven Experience
This year we can put over 200
man years computer experience to
work so that you can benefit from
micro technology ... in comfort.
Come and see us. Spend a few
hours discussing your requirements.
Attend a training course. Select a
machine. Test some software
packages.
Solve the micro puzzle. Buy an
operational system that fits your
needs.

Call for an appointment or return
the slip and we will call you.

Digitus Ltd10-14 Bedford Street
Covent Garden London WC2
Tel 01- 379 6968
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mA NEWSPRINT: Guy
*-P-r Kewney reports the
latest micro happenings.

94CHECKOUT: The

67 YANKEE
DOODLES: Tom

:
98 BOOKFARE
Malcolm Peltu gets

Williams is back with
news of the Apple III.

Softy2 EPROM
programmer.

to grips with this month's
titles.

ack CTUK! NEWS:

""# Would you believe

300 people at Computer Town Worcester's first
night?!

inni

PATTERNS:

" Alan Sutcliffe

continues his series.

CHECKOUT: An

71 MENT: Martin takes 106 in-depth review
of the Heuristics Speech a look at an intriguing
BANKS' STATE-

family of chips with a big
future.

Link and of speech
recognition in general.

7A. CONTROL YOUR

TJ'S WORKSHOP: Introducing a new, regular
feature which brings
hardware and software

N-ir OWN SUB-

STATION: Well, not

quite, but here's how to
connect your ZX80/81
to the outside world.
8C5 COMMUNICATIONS: Your
chance to have your say.

121

jAin

NEWCOMERS

Especially for our
younger readers.

START HERE:
Our quick intro for those
new to the micro world.

THE SHARP
132 UP
END: A double

141

COMPUTER
ANSWERS:

YOUNG COM-

" PUTER WORLD:

dose this month: software piracy and getting
to grips with the 68000.

129 CALCULATOR

CORNER: It
mysteriously escaped
from our August issue,
but we've recaptured it:
quirks on the TI51-III.

tips for all you Terminal
Junkies. (Geddit?)

micro to work and win a
prize.

FASTER BASIC:
Access your inter-

158 PROGRAMS:
Our readers'
latest listings.

speed.

165

month!

three-part investigation
into computer literacy
projects.

166
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More useful
assembler language subroutines, compiled by
Alan Tootill.
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Got a problem? Sheridan
Williams and friends can
help.
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fates

On the edge of the atmosphere, space shuttle Columbia was about to lose all contact with Earth:
for 21 agonising minutes, touch -down would be touch-and-go.
As the world held its breath, the £41/2 billion project relied on a £165 hand-held calculator, small
enough to live in the pocket of Robert Crippe0 flight suit.
The Hewlett-Packard HP -41C. Unmodified. Just as you buy it today.. .
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Astronaut quality.
Everyday simplicity.
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The HP -41C. E165kAT
Sooner or later, a basic calculator is too basic.
Suddenly you need to `compute'-but with a 'computer' that's as
simple and pocketable as a hand-held calculator. And, as NASA
found, that means an HP -41C.
Today, a broad -ranging companion to an A -level course.
Tomorrow, a fully-fledged, advanced programmable system for
the businessman, analyst, researcher, technician, engineer or scientist.
Whatever your job, here's a calculator that will grow with you
and your needs step-by-step into a complete calculating system -yet will
always stay simple, manageable and portable.

ALPHA

ENTER +

CHS

EEX

N

The friendly calculator with power in reserve.
As a straightforward calculator, the HP -41C is a masterpiece
of compact power.
--- -It gives you
read-out in letters,
as well as figures
and symbols, so the display can talk to you in an easy, simple way
Yet, inside, it has the effortless, problem -solving power
normally associated with computers.
Among other things, that means the HP -41C is fully
programmable. You can feed its built-in 400 -line memory
with ready-made programs or develop your own. Its friendly
style makes it surprisingly easy. And, because the memory is
continuous, what you put into it stays in-even when you
switch off.
But that's not the end of the story by any means. Because,
unlike any other advanced programmable calculator you are
likely to see, the HP -41C has behind it a highly developed
package of software support representing many years of heavy
investment by Hewlett-Packard. So when you buy the HP -41C
you don't just own a powerful system; you can put it powerfully
------------------

Proven software support at your fingertips.
Here, the HP -41C really comes into its own with
an unrivalled range of software support.

to work.
The HP -41C hand-held
`computer'in a box. £165 brings
you the calculator, a comprehensive
270 -page manual, owner's handbook, and programming guide, a
standard applications handbook,
customising overlays, HP Users' Library
membership reply card, free one year's
subscription to HP's User's Newsletter,
batteries, carrying pouch and 12 months'
full guarantee.
PCW 4

17 Application Modules - miniature plug-in
solutions: maths, electrical engineering, financial
decisions, games ...
29 Solutions Books - each with up to 15
programs drawn from the best of10,000 user submitted programs. Each book provided with Bar
Codes - for instant program entry with the HP wand.
11 Application Pacs - pre-recorded magnetic
cards covering over 2,000 programs, entered through
the card reader.

All software and peripherals are optional extras.
*Price correct at time of going to press.

Two ways to make your system grow...

See the HP -41C at

Comet, Xerox Stores,
Wilding, Sumlock-

Bondain, Landau
or these other
Appointed Dealers:
Snap- 'n more memory. A single module
will double the memory available. A quad module
adds no fewer than 256 registers at once. Sudden&
you've over 1800 lines of memo'', at your command.

Plug -in a printer. The HP -41C printer
handles upper and lower case, in alpha, numeric
and graph -plotting modes. Use it for final hard
copy, or to follow program execution.

Four ways to program your HP -41C...

Card reader. This reads pre-programmed

Application modules. These are plug-in

magnetic cards. It can also record and read your
own programs and data.

modules each containing a whole range of readymade programs on your chosen subject.

Bar code reader. A quick and easy way of

Keyboard customising. Develop your own

loading any one of the software packages. The
wand simply 'lifts' the coded program straight off
the page of your HP -41C solution books.

programs and enter them through the keyboard.
You can assign any function or program to any key
and mark them on your own customising overlay.

Thousands of easy ways
to solve problems.

Quality from HP -the big
computer manufacturer.

Think of a problem! As an HP -41C
owner you won't have far to look for the
solution-or long to wait before it's
locked in your system's memory. Any of
HP's hundreds of pre-programmed
solutions can be easily entered in any of
the four ways we illustrate above. You'll
certainly want to devise your own
solutions, too. The guidance manual in
your basic pack tells you how. If you
develop an original one you could
submit it to the HP -41C Users' Library.
It already contains thousands of tested
programs which 10,000 users worldwide are happy for you to share.

The HP -41C is made from the chip
upwards by Hewlett-Packard, a world
leader in computers. And you can tell!
By the detail like the permanent inlaid
key notations, tough ABS case, and
gold-plated port contacts. By the
elegant simplicity designed into the
HP-41C's operating style. By the sort of
software support only a computer giant
would be capable of. By the utter
reliability that is the HP hallmark
throughout the world of computers.

riaHEWLETT

PACKARD

Aberdeen Tyseal Office Equipment.
Bath Wilding Office Equipment.
Belfast Cardiac Services Company.
Birmingham John Mabon Associates; Research Micro System.
Bolton Wilding Office. Equipment.
Bournemouth South Coast Business Machines.
Brighton Office Machinery Engineering Co.
Bristol Decimal Business Machines; Wilding Office Equipment.
Bromley Wilding Office Equipment.
Cambridge W. Heffer & Sons; Wilding Office Equipment.
Canterbury R. E. Typewriters.
Cardiff Sigma Systems (Calculators).
Carlisle Thos. Hill International.
Colchester Wilding Office Equipment.
Croydon Wilding Office Equipment. Derby Office Machines.
Dundee Tayside Office Equipment.
Edinburgh Business & Electronic Machines; Holdene; Robox.
Folkestone R. E. Harding. Glasgow Robox.
Gloucester Wilding Office Equipment.
Gravesend Wilding Office Equipment.
Grimsby Teesdale Office Equipment.
High Wycombe Wilding Office Equipment.
Hornchurch Wilding Office Equipment.
Ilford Wilding Office Equipment.
Ipswich Anglia Business Machines; Wilding Office Equipment.
Kingston-upon-Thames Wilding Office Equipment.
Leeds Holdene; Wilding Office Equipment.
Leicester A. C. Barratt & Co.; Sumlock Services.
Lichfield Anglo American Computing.
Liverpool Rockliff Brothers.
London AEC -2 Shoreditch High Street; City Business Machines 57 Houndsditch, Bethnal Green Road; Concept Business Systems;
Dixons.Photographic-123 Holborn, 64 New Bond Street;
Euro- Calc-128-132 Curtain Road, 224 Tottenham Court Road,
55 High Holborn; Landau Calculators -Bourne's Oxford Street,
227 Tottenham Court Road; McDonald Stores 78 Oxford Street; Metyclean -137 The Strand, 92 Victoria Street;
Mountaindene - 22 Cowper Street; Sumlock-Bondain 263-269 City Road, 360 Euston Road, Cannon Street Station;
Wallace -Heaton -127 New Bond Street;
Wilding Office Equipment- 7 The Arcade Hoe Street,
21 Thomas Street, 120 The Broadway, Wimbledon;
199 Parrock Street, Gravesend. The Xerox Store Piccadilly 76 High Holborn,110 Moorgate.
Luton Wilding Office Equipment.
Maidstone Wilding Office Equipment.
Manchester Automated Business Equipment; Holdene;
Wilding Office Equipment. Matlock Derby Office Machines.
Middlesbrough Thos. Hill International.
Newcastle Thos. Hill International.
Northampton A. C. Barratt & Co.
Norwich Leamons Office Machines; Sumlock-Bondain.
Nottingham Bennett's (Typewriter & Office Suppliers);
Trent Office Equipment. Oxford Reid's Office Equipment;
Science Studio. Plymouth JAD Integrated Services.
Reading Central Southern Equipment; Reid's Office Equipment;
Caversham, 38 Market Place, Reading.
Romford Wilding Office Equipment. Royston Herts Electroplan.
Sheffield Butlers Office Equipment.
Slough Wilding Office Equipment.
Southampton Leicester Typewriters.
Southend Wilding Office Equipment.
Sunderland Thos. Hill International.
Sutton Landau Calculators.
Swindon Wilding Office Equipment.
Waltham Cross Wilding Office Equipment.
Watford Automatic & Electronic Calculators;
Wilding Office Equipment.
Worthing Office Machinery Engineering Co.
CHANNEL ISLANDS: Guernsey A. E. S. Ltd.
Jersey A. E. S. Ltd. EIRE: Dublin Abacus Systems.

All UK Comet branches.
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O MONITOR or TV output (625 line UHF). Data
contents of memory visible -AWINDOW IN THE
CHIP.

O 28 -KEY, 2 -LEVEL KEYPAD with HEX ENTRY and EDITING
CAPABILITY. (BYTES and BLOCKS of code can be changed,
inserted, deleted, shifted around etc.).

O INPUT and OUTPUT: SERIAL (RS232) and PARALLEL
(Centronics) routines provide ready interfacewith computer

0 40 -KEY, 3 -LEVEL KEYPAD with Z80 ASSEMBLER

0 24 bits of I/O can control external machinery,
indicators etc.

O EMULATION of PROGRAM MEMORY in -circuit
is performed by plugging SOFTY into the ROM SOCKET.
A lead with a 24 pin DIL PLUG is supplied.

0 CASSETTE INTERFACE.
0 BEEPER gives entry and error feedback.

O CASSETTE INTERFACE.

O LED gives prompt and page number.

O EPROM -PROGRAMMER: an EPROM may be copied or
reprogrammed at the press of a key.

MENTA was designed to fulfil request of
Schools Council's Modular Courses in

O PERSONALITY SWITCH selects 2716, 2532, 2732.

Technology Project for "Microelectronics
Teaching Devices" for use in a module which
is now being tested in schools in Bromley.
Inquiries are invited from Companies and
Institutions with commitment to train

SOFTY is used as an EPROM -PROGRAMMER,

a production ROM CHECKER and for the
DEVELOPMENT and PRODUCTION of
PRODUCTS which contain MICROPROCESSORS and use EPROM for program
storage.

students in SYSTEM DESIGN.
MENTA is from the same stable asthe SOFTY
development systems.

*Price is fora BUILT and TESTED SOFTY (No kits)
including POWER SUPPLY, TV LEAD,
ROMULATOR LEAD, 90 DAY WARRANTY and
14 day money -back guarantee.

*Price is for a SAMPLE UNIT with POWER
SUPPLY and TV LEAD. £115 +£1 7.25 (15%

£169.00 + £25.35 (VAT 15%) = £194.35.
DATAMAN DESIGNS,

VAT) = £132.25.
DATAMAN DESIGNS,
Lombard House, Dorchester, Dorset DT1 1 RX
Dorchester (0305) 68066 (UK sales)

Lombard House, Dorchester, Dorset DT1 1 RX

PCW 6

PROGRAM, STACK and REGISTER contents visible.
MNEMONICS and HEX. PROGRAM -EDIT, STEP, RUN etc.

or printer.

Dorchester (0305) 68066 (UK Sales)
Maiden Newton (0300) 20700 (Export)

O MONITOR or TV output (625 line UHF).

J

Maiden Newton (0300) 20700 (Export)

MICRODIGITAL
PRICES SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 1981

APPLE * Two year guarantee

NET

Apple II + 48K, B & W Modulator ...
Disk Drive Plus Controller (3.3)

Disk Drive
Programmer's Aid
Autostart Rom Pack
Graphics Tablet
Silentype
Apple Tel System

Black and White Modulator
Pascal Language System
Applesoft Firmware Card
Integer Card

16K Ram Card (48K-1. 64K)
Language Card
Apple Pilot
Apple Fortran
Apple Prototype/Hobby Card
Vero Prototype/Hobby Card
Parallel Printer Interface Card
Communications Card
High Speed Serial Interface Card
Centronics Card
Controller Card

Eurocolour Card
IEEE -488 Interface
Thermal Paper for Silentype
Vinyl Carrying Case
Apple Ties

V.A.T.

TOTAL

Ring for Latest Price!

375.00
295.00
26.00
33.00
485.00
335.00
575.00
14.00

245.00
95.00
95.00
95.00
97.50
79.00
105.00
12.00
10.00
87.50
103.00
94.75
103.00
100.00

69.00
230.00
2.75
16.00
6.00

56.25
44.25
3.90
4.95
72.75
50.25
86.25
2.10
36.75
14.25
14.25
14.25

14.63
11.85
15.75
1.80
1.50

13.13
15.45
14.21

15.45
15.00
10.35

34.50
.41

2.40
.90

Visi Term

431.25
339.25
29.90
37.95
557.75
385.25
661.25
16.10

281.75
109.25
109.25
109.25
112.13
90.85
120.75
13.80
11.50
100.63
118.45
108.96
118.45
115.00
79.35
264.50
3.16
18.40
6.90

Alf
mci - 9 Voice
MC16 -3 Voice
10-1-17 Timing Mode Input

99.00
123.00

14.85
18.45

11.30

1.70

113.85
141.45
13.00

Heuristics
Speech Lab

Controller 70
Speechlink 2000

Rom -Plus Board

Rom Writer
Music System Complete
Copyplus Rom

AD+ DA 16 Channel

Numeric Keypad
Sup 'R' Terminal

Visidex

Easywriter (80 Col.)
Mailmerge (80 Col.)
Applesoft Basic Compiler
Full Lisa 4 -part Package

Lisa Interactive Assembler
Bill Budge 3D Graf Tutor
E -Z Draw 3.3
Animation Pac
Saturn Navigator
Higher Graphics II
Higher Text
3-D Super Graphics

Apple World
Memory Management System

Programming Aids 3.3 ,,,,,
Applesoft Structured Basic
Apple- DOC
Datestones of Ryn
Hellfire Warrior
Morloc's Tower
Temples of Apshai
Alkalabeth
Tarturian Adventure
Creature Venture
Adventure
Wizard and the Princess

25.95
27.75
19.05
15.75
49.50
5.10
31.50

198.95
212.75
146.05
120.75
379.50
39.10
241.50

150.00
85.00
195.00

22.50
12.75
29.25

172.50
97.75
224.25

195.00
299.00
210.00
235.00
395.00

29.25
44.85
31.50
32.25
59.25

224.25
343.85
241.50
270.25
454.25

49.95
49.95
49.95
85.00

7.49
7.49
7.49
12.75

57.44
57.44
57.44
97.75

Microgammon II

425.00
115.00
110.00

63.75

488.75
132.25
126.50

Apple Galaxian

Zork

ICRODIGITAL

17.25

16.50

NETT

V.A.T.

TOTAL

98.00
140.00
82.00
110.00
56.00
39.00
38.00
33.00
47.00
47.00
67.00
105.00
27.00
49.00
155.00
68.50
I 11.00
66.00
35.00
21.70
22.50
31.00

14.70

112.70
161.00
94.30
126.50
64.40
44.85
43.70
37.95
54.05
54.05
77.05
120 75
31.05
56.35
178.25
78.78
127.65
75.90
40.25
24.96
25.88
35.65

2:21

22.50
12.30
22.00
12.30
22.50
20.00

3.38

14.80
14.80
14.80
18.90
21.00

12.95
12.35
21.50
22.50

The Best of Muse
Bridge Partner
Checker King

22.50

Fracas

Apple 21

Roulette

Cosmo Mission
Anti Balistic Missle
Asteroid Field
Asteroids in Space
Star Cruiser
Alien Typhdon

Hyper Head -On
Puckman

23.25
10.28
16.65
9.90
5.25
3.26

14.75

15.00

Adventure 10
Windfall
Sargon II Chess Game
3 Mile Island

Microchess 2.2
Fastgammon

12.30
16.50
8.40
5.85
5.70
4.95
7.05
7.05
10.05
15.75
4.05
7.35

20.50
20.50
22.25
33.00
25.25
43.50

21.00
21.00
21.00

Gammon Gambler

21.00

3.38
4.65
2.25
3.08
3.08
3.34
4.95
3.79
6.53

Adventure 1 + 2 + 3
Adventure 4 + 5 + 6
Adventure 7 + 8 + 9

Craps

APPLESOFTWARE
Micro Modeller
Visicalc (3.3)

Magic Window Text Editor

173.00
185.00
127.00
105.00
330.00
34.00
210.00

March Communications
Micro -Clock
Micro -Port
Micro -Synth
Micro -Talker 1

The Address Book

155.25
69.00
212.75

Interactive Structures
AO -03/4 Analog Output 4 Chan
AO -03/8 Analog Output 8 Chan
A1-02 Data Aquisition
D1-09 Digital Interface
AI -13 Analog Input 16 Chan

CCA Datamanagement
Apple Writer
Apple Plot
Data Plot (Muse)
Data Base Management
Data Master
Information Master
D.B. Master V.2.4.

20.25
9.00
27.75

Other Items
Omnivision

Desktop Plan II

135.00
60.00
185.00

Mountain Hardware
Clock/Calander
Supertalker

Visiplot
Visi Trend/Plot

14.80
14.80
14.80
14.80
14.80
14.80
14.80
14.80
14.80
14.80
14.00
14.80
14.80
12.50
14.80
14.80
14.80
14.00
14.80

17.25
23.58

23.58
25.59
37.95
29.04
50.03
16.96
25.88

1.85

14.15

3.30

25.30

1.85

14.15
25.88
23.00

3.38
3.00
2.22
2.22
2.22
2.84
3.15
3.15
3.15
3.15
1.94

1.85
3.23
3.38
3.38
2.22
2.22
2.22
2.22
2.22
2.22
2.22
2.22
2.22
2.22
2.10
2.22
2.22
1.88
2.22
2.22
2.22
2.10
2.22

17.02
17.02
17.02

21.74
24.15
24.15
24.15
24.15
14.89
14.20
24.73

25.30
25.30
17.02
17.02
17.02
17.02
17.02
17.02
17.02
17.02
17.02
17.02
16.10
17.02
17.02
14.38
17.02
17.02
17.02
16.10
17.02

}Send for free 24 page book brochure
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rall11'1= Terms & Conditions
Microdigital Limited

Epson Interfaces
Epson/Sharp Cassette
Epson/Sharp Disk
Epson/RS232

Epson/RS232 + 2K FIFO
Epson/Apple
Epson/TRS 80 Bus

Epson/TRS 80 Expansion
Epson Ribbons

Epson MX100, MX130 Ribbons
Microline 80
Microline 80 Tractor
Diplomat Card (Apple-Microline)
Microline Ribbons
Paper Tiger 445
Paper Tiger 460

Paper Tiger 560
445, 460, 560 Ribbons
Centronics 737
Centronics 739

737/739 Ribbons
Seikosha GP80

NETT

V.A.T.

65.00
120.00
45.00
98.00
85.00
59.00
25.00
7.00
8.50
295.00
45.00
85.00
2.25

9.75
18.00
6.75
14.70
12.75
8.85
3.75

560.00
690.00
850.00

1.05
1.28

44.25
6.75
12.75
.34
84.00
103.50

127.50

8.50

1.28

390.00
485.00
6.00
195.00

58.50
72.75
.90

29.25

Microdignal Limited is part of the retail division of the Lodbroke Group of companies and is registered in England.
Registered Number 319646437
Registered Office Chancel House, Neosden Lone, London NWIO
Drectors P M George, P Klein, G W Ralph, 0 J. Sate, V C Goff in, T Edmondson.
Ultimate Holding Company Ladbroke Group Limited VAT Number 240 1132 31

TOTAL
74.75
138.00
51.75
112.70
97.75
67.85
28.75
8.05
9.78
339.25
51.75
97.75
2.59
644.00
793.50
977.50
9.78
448.50
557.75
6.90
224.25

In addition io cosh we accept Access, Borcloycord, Stereo Club, American Express, Diners Club and cheques covered
by a bankers cord
Official orders over £50 are welcome, with normal 30 days credit extended to bona fide commercial and
government argot rmo tions All prices, specifications and terms ore subject to change without notice at the discretion of
the management Offen subject to availability.
All previous Microdigital Advertisements ore superseded by this. Not all stores cony every advertised item. Prices
correct at time of going to press. E
O.E

Computer Retailers Association

We ore founder members of the Computer Rel.:Jaen Association, voluntary organisotion of leading micro -computer
dealers and service organisations
The purpose of the Association is to maintain and improve standards of trading ond customer support within the
industry and to present the industry's case to the outside world. The Association also acts os a forum where members
can discuss common problems.

A letter Guarantee

Microdigital Ltd, warrants the products it sells against defects in material and workmanship fora period of one year
horn the dote of purchase, two years for Apple and Sharp products.
During the warranty period, the company will repair (or at its own option, replace) at no charge, components that
prove defecthie This is provided the product is returned, shipping prepaid, or by person, stating when it was bought
and enclosing proof of purchase.
This warranty does not apply if, in the opinion of the company, the product hos been damaged by accident, misuse or
misapplication

-4:Titrallyftway toi

boy, from Microdigital. Multiply your monthly payment to 24 to find oat your credit limit. POT
instance, for the minimum monthly payment of £5 you would get credit up to E120. In some cases you may be able
to get instant credit by paying a deposit of 10% of a purchase price. Current Stereoclub interest rote is 25% monthly
- equivalent to an APR of 34.5%. Rates may vary.
Bankers' Order, apart from the extra convenience, you'll enjoy a LOWER INTEREST RATE - currently
If you pay
2.2% month , equivalent to an APR of 29.8%.
Stereoc ub member well send you regular news and literature from Lasky's and Microdigital. losky's Sterexlub
Ps
is probobly the best thing that's happened to Microcomputers Once the invention of the chip!
If you ore unable to ger too Microdigital shop then you con buy your requirements from our Moil Order Deportment at.

Mirror:80cl Limited, FREEPOST (No stamp required), Liverpool, L2 2AB
The Conditions of Business am the same as the shops except.
1. Albw one week for personal cheques to clear

Seikosha Interfaces
Seiko/Apple
Seiko/Pet

Seiko/Video Genie (EG3016)
Seiko/RS232
Seiko/TTL Serial
Seiko/IEEE 488
Seiko/Sharp (Disk)
Seiko/Tandy

Seiko Ribbons
Seiko Paper 81/2" x 11" 2000 Sheets

Paper 91/2" x 11" 2000 Sheets
Paper Delivery

59.00
59.00
33.00
79.00
43.00
59.00
59.00
30.00
4.00
12.00
12.00
3.00

8.85
8.85
4.95
11.85
6.45
8.85
8.85
4.50
.60
1.80
1.80

67.85
67.85
37.95
90.85
49.45
67.85
67.85
34.50
4.60
13.80
13.80

.45

3.45

2. Add E1 p&p to orders under E10
3. Carnage free on orders over E 10 within Mainland U.K. Overseas odd 15%.

Telephone
ust give yourOrders
credit cord number and requirements on our 24 hour 7 day
Anmphone Service, 051-236 0707 Mail Order Manageress - lye Major

Hood Office

Accounts, administration and engineering are at.

Mkeecrigital Limited, 14 Castle Street, Liverpool L2 CIA Telephone 051.227 2535
General Manager Bruce Everiss, Operations Manoger. Graham Jones

Shops Nation Wide

JUST

MOVED

LIVERPOOL MICRODIGITAL
33 Dale Street, Liverpool, L2 2HF. Tel: 051-236 2828
Manage, Tim Best. Between the Town Hall and Magistrates Courts. (within Lasky's)

BIRMINGHAM MICRODIGITAL
19/21 Corporation Street, Birmingham, B2 4LP. Tel 021-632 6303.
Manager: Peter Stallard. 300 yards from Bullring Centre (within Losky's).

EDINBURGH MICRODIGITAL
St James Centre, Edinburgh, EH1 359. Tel: 031-556 2914.
Manager, Colin Draper. East end of Princes Street, St. lames Centre (within Lasky's).

VIDEO MONITORS
BM12E 12" Green

VM129 12" B/W
VM906 9" HI-RES B/W

VM910 9" B/W
10" B/W Monitor
Cables

180.00
183.00
150.00
125.00
85.00
5.00

27.00
27.45
22.50

207.00
210.45
172.50

18.75
12.75
.75

143.75
97.75
5.75

285.00
285.00

42.75
42.75

327.75
327.75

-

SUNDRIES
QED Mains Suppressor 3 amp
QED Mains Suppressor 6 amp
Scotch 7440 Head Cleaning Kit
Cl 5 Cassette
CI5 Cassettes Box 10
Cl 5 Cassettes Box 50
C15 Cassettes Box 100

C15 Cassettes Box 1000
Mini Floppy SS/DD
Mini Floppy SS/DD x 10
Mini Floppy SS/DD x 50
Mini Floppy SS/DD x 100
Mini Floppy DS/DD
Mini Floppy DS/DD x 10
Mini Floppy DS/DD x 50
Mini Floppy DS/DD x 100

4116, 200 N.5
2114,300 N.S

12.80
17.30
19.50
.80
5.20

25.00
45.00
370.00
2.50
20.00
87.50
150.00
4.00
33.00
150.00
275.00
87

1.92

2.60
2.93
.12
.78
3.75

6.75
55.50
.38
3.00
13.13
22.50
.60
4.95
22.50
41.25
13

TI Programmer Calc.
Paper 81/2" x 11" 2000 Sheets

45.00
12.00

20
6.75
1.80

Paper 91/2" x 11" 2000 sheets

12.00
3.00

1.80
.45

Paper Delivery

1 30

14.72
19.90
22.43
.92
5.98

28.75
51.75
425.50
2.88
23.00
100.63
172.50
4.60
37.95
172.50
316.25
1.00
1 50

51.75
13.80
13.80
3.45

BM NM- 11=1

INN MIS Mil MIN HIM

Office Use
only

Goods required

I

2

I

3

I
I
I

4

I

I
I
I
I
I

Price

I
I
I
I
I

5

I
I

6

VAT in this ad has.been calculated at the rate
of 15% current al the time of wtittng.
Please allow lot any changes.

Add El P & P to

I
I

orders under £10
Total

If vnn rnniiirn n Stern (Ink nrmliontinn ion", tick Hirt knv n

MAIL TO: Microdigital Limited, Freepost, Liverpool L2 2AB
Name

Access 5224
I

Address

1

1

1L_L_LJ__LJI

111

Barclaycard 4929
I

Post Code

Tel (day)

Send for free 24 page book brochure

MO MI

I

I

II

American Express/Diners Club/
Stereo Club Na
Expiry date

PCNV10/81

NM 11E11 NM I= - VIII NM
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Microdigital Mail Order Form

Colour Monitors 14" New!
MP 14N (NTSC) TTL, RGB
MP 14P (PAL) TTL, RGB

SHEFFIELD MICRODIGITAL
58 Leopold Street, Sheffield, SI 2GZ. Tel: 0742 750971.
Manager: Justin Bowles. Top of the Moor, opposite town hall (within Lasky's).
CHESTER MICRODIGITAL
The Forum, Northgate Street, Chester, CHI 2BZ. Tel: 0244 317667
Manager: Jeremy Ashcroft. Next to the town hall (within Lasky's).
MANCHESTER MICRODIGITAL
12/14 St. Mary's Gate, Market Street, Manchester, MI 1PX. Tel, 061-832 6087.
Manager Lesly Jacobs. Comer of Dear,gate (within Lasky's).

I

Bill Budge's Space Album
Trilogy of Games

Olympic Decathlon
Hi -Res American Football

Autobahn
Orbitron
Phantoms Five
Pulsar II

Space Eggs

Tranquility Base
Flight Simulator
Galactic Revolution
Galactic Trader
Galactic Empire
Tawala's Last Redoubt

The Prisoner
Operation Apocalypse
Warp Factor

Gorgon
Apple Panic
Alien Typhoon
Sneakers

Raster Blaster

NETT

V.A.T.

TOTAL

22.50

3.38
2.63
2.22
2.96
2.33
2.33
2.33
2.33
2.33
1.88
3.08
2.10
2.10
2.10
2.33
2.63
5.03
3.15
2.23
2.63
2.33
2.33
2.78

25.88
20.13

17.50
14.80
19.70
15.50
15.50
15.50
15.50
15.50
12.50

20.50
14.00
14.00
14.00
15.50
17 50

33.50
21.00
15.50
17.50
15.50
15.50
18.50

17.02

22.66
17.83
17.83
17.83
17.83
17.83
14.38
23.58
16.10
16.10
16.10
17.83
20.13
38.53

24.15
17.83

20.13
17.83
17.83
21.28

APPLE BOOKS
Apple II Reference Manual

6502 Hardware Manual
Apple II Basic Program Manual
Applesoft II Reference Manual
DOS 3.2 Manual
Apple II Basic Tutorial Manual
Fortran Reference Manual
Pascal Reference Manual (1.1)
Pascal Operating Manual
Graphics Tablet Manual
Silentype Manual
DOS 3.3 Manual
Pilot Language Reference Manual
Pilot Editors Manual
6502 Software Manual

10.00
11.00
3.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
14.00
11.00
13.00
5.00
1.00
5.00
10.00
8.00
11.00

10.00
11.00
3.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
14.00
11.00
13.00
5.00
1.00
5.00
10.00
8.00
11.00

HEWLETT PACKARD
HP 83 Computer
HP 85 Computer
16K Memory Module
ROM Drawer
Mass Storage ROM
Plotter/Printer ROM
Input/Output ROM

Matrix ROM
Assembler ROM
HP- IB Interface

Serial Interface Female
Serial Interface Male
Serial Interface No Connector
GP I/O Interface
B.C.Dt Interface
Centronics Interface
HP-IB Cable 1/2M
HP-IB Cable 1M
HP-IB Cable 2M
HP-IB Cable 4M
Plotter
Personality Module
O'Heod Transp. Kit
Digitising Sight

1340.00
1935.70
175.70
26.80
86.36
86.36
175.70
86.36
175.70
235.26
235.26
235.26
235.26
294.82
294.82
175.70
41.51
41.51

44.48
50.41

1435.70
439.50
58.06
21.07

201.00
290.36
26.36
4.02
12.95
12.95

26.36
12.95
26.36
35.29
35.29
35.29
35.29
44.22
44.22
26.36
6.23
6.23
6.67
7.56
215.36
65.93
8.71

3.16

1541.00
2226.06
202.06
30.82
99.31
99.31

202.06
99.31

202.06
270.55
270.55
270.55
270.55
339.04
339.04
202.06
47.74
47.74
51.15
57.97
1651.06
505.43
66.77
24.23

Plotter Carrying Case
100 Sheets English
100 Sheets Metric
50 Sheets Blank EF
50 Sheets Blank A4
4 Colour Pen PAC

TOTAL

21.10

4.21

.63
.63
.27

161.74
4.84
4.84
2.08
2.08
4.39
4.39
4.39
4.39
4.39
14.92
2.70
5.75
5.75
5.75
5.75

1.81
1.81

3.82
3.82
3.82
3.82
3.82
12.97
2.35
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

5 Blue Pens

5 Green Pens
5 Black Pens
100 Transp. Films
Tansp. Solvent
Transp. Pens BRBG
Transp. Pens BOBV

Transp. Pens BRBG Wide
Transp. Pens BOBV Wide

Printer HP 82905A
Printer HP 2631B
Printer Stand
Paper Rack
Sound Cover
Wire Paper Basket
Printer Ribbon (Pack of 3)
Tape Cartridge (Pack of 5)
Thermal Paper Blue (Box 2)
Thermal Paper Black (Box 6)
Cartridge Manual Holder
HP 83/85 Carrying Case
3 Ring System Binder
Dust Cover

Owners Manual HP 83/85
Pocket Guide
Mass Storage ROM Manual
Plotter Printer ROM Manual

I/O ROM Manual
Matrix ROM Manual
Assembler ROM Manual
Flexible Disk Operating Manual
HP-IB Manual
Serial Installation Manual
GP -I/O Manual
BCD Manual
Centronics Manual
Standard PAC
Basic Training
General Statistics
Finance

Maths
Circuit Analysis
Games
Linear Programming
Text Editing
Wave Form Analysis
Basic Stat and Data
Regression Analysis
Graphics Presentation
Visicalc Plus

Information Management
Surveying

Dual Master 51/4" (540K)
Dual Add on 51/4" (540K)
Single Master 51/4" (270K)
Single Add on 51/4" (270K)

Dual Master 8" (2400K)
Dual Add on 8" (2400K)
Single Master 8" (1200K)
Single Add on 8" (1200K)
Flexible Disk 51/4" (Pack 10)
Flexible Disk 8" (Pack 10)

* Send for free 24 page book brochure

V.A.T.

4.21

5 Red Pens

Graphics Tablet

NETT

140.64

597.00
2314.70
169.94
31.06
61.53
31.06
36.92
55.67
18.06
54.17
6.02
72.23
6.02
9.03
15.05

.27
.57
.57
.57
.57
.57
1.95
.35
.75
.75
.75
.75

89.55
347.21
25.49
4.66
9.23
4.66
5.54
8.35
2.71

8.13
.90
10.83
.90
1.35

686.55
2661.91
195.43
35.72
70.76
35.72
42.46
64.02
20.77
62.30
6.92
83.06
6.92
10.38
15.05

3.01

6.02
6.02
18.05
6.02
12.04
6.02
6.02
6.02
6.02
6.02
6.02
56.58
56.58
56.58
56.58
56.58
56.58
56.58
56.58
56.58
56.58
56.58
56.58
119.12
119.12
119.12
119.12
1489.00
1310.32

893.40
774.28
4002.33
3387.03
2924.14
2308.84
43.30
61.53
1201.30

3.01

8.49
8.49
8.49
8.49
8.49
8.49
8.49
8.49
8.49
8.49
8.49
8.49
17.87
17.87
17.87
17.87

223.35
196.55
134.01

116.14

600.35
508.05
438.62
346.33
6.50
9.23
180.20

6.02
6.02
18.05
6.02
12.04
6.02
6.02
6.02
6.02
6.02
6.02
65.07
65.07

65.07
65.07
65.07
65.07
65.07
65.07
65.07
65.07
65.07
65.07
136.99
136.99
136.99
136.99
1712.35
1506.87
1027.41
890.42

4602.68
3895.08
3362.76
2655.17
49.80
70.76
1381.50

*9/1/11CRODIGITAI.
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SHARP* Two year guarantee

PC1211 Computer
CE121 Cassette Interface
CE122 Printer Interface
CSR 700 Paper Rolls (40)
EA BOOR Ink Ribbons

MZ80K Computer 20K
MZ8OK Computer 48K
MZ80 I/O Expansion Interface
MZ80 F.D. Dual Disks
MZ80 F I/O Disk Interface
MZ80 FMD Master Disk and Manual
MZ80 F15 Disk Cable
MZ80 FOS Extra Disk Cable
MZ80 P3 Dot Matrix Printer
MZ80 T20C Machine Language
MZ80 TU Assembler
MZ80 T4OE Pascal
MZ80 I/0-1 Universal Interface Card

MZ8OB Computer 64K
MZ80 Fl Disk Interface
MZ80 MDB Master Disk and Manual
MZ80 BJC Disk Cable Jointer
MZ80 EU Expansion Interface
MZ80 P5 Dot Matrix Printer
MZ80 GMK Graphics Option
MZ80 I/0-2 Universal Interface Card

MZ80 T10C K-* B Converter
PC 3201 Computer 64K
CE 320C 80 x 25 Monitor
CE 332P Dot Matrix Printer
CE 331M Dual Disks
CE 341M Disk Interface

Total System
CE 350L Extra Disk Cable
CE 330G Direct Generator
CE 332A Extra 48K RAM
CE 340R RS232 Interface

CE 340G GP I/O Card
CE 350R Printer Ribbon

NETT

80.00
11.00
60.00
5.00

V.A.T.

TOTAL

1.20

92.00
12.65
69.00
5.75
2.07
454.25
471.50
110.40
644.00
59.80
23.00
9.20
8.05
419.75
20.70
41.40
46.00
46.00
1173.00
108.10
34.50
17.25
54.05
445.05
128.80
46.00
8.05
1495.00
253.00
448.50
672.75
126.50
2995.75
34.50
120.75
149.50
149.00
149.50
9.20

.88
.88
.88
.88
1.27

6.73
6.73
6.73
6.73
9.72

12.00
1.65
9.00
.75

1.80

.27

395.00
410.00
96,00
560.00
52.00
20.00
8.00
7.00
365.00

59.25
61.50
14.40
64.00

18.00
36.00
40.00
40.00
1020.00
94.00
30.00
15.00
47.00
387.00
112.00
40.00
7.00
1300.00
220.00
390.00
585.00
110.00
2605.00
30.00
105.00
130.00
130.00
130.00
8.00

2.70
5.40
6.00
6.00
153.00
14 10
4.50
2.25
7.05
58.05
16.80
6.00

7.80
3.00
1.20
1.05

54.75

1.05

195.00
33.00
58.50
87.75
16.50
390.75
4.50
15.75
19.50
19.50
19.50

Sharp Cassette Software
Towering Inferno
Block Kuzushai
Head -On
Asteroids
Escape from Colditz

5.85
5.85
5.85
5.85
8.45

ATARI
400 16K Computer
800 16K Computer
410 Tape Recorder
810 Disk Drive
822 Thermal Printer
825 80 Column Printer
850 RS232 Interface
16K RAM Upgrade
Light Pen

Pair Paddles
Pair Joysticks

I/O Cable
Printer Cable
Interface Cable
RS 232 Cable

Monitor Cable
Thermal Paper
Master Disk
5 Blank Disks
Word Processor

300.00
560.87
43.48
300.00
230.43
478.26
117.39
56.52
39.13
10.43
10.43
8.26
24.78
20.43
20.43
20.43
3.48
13.91
13.91

73.91

45.00
84.13
6.52
45.00
34.57
71.74
17.61

8.48
5.87
1.57
1.57
1.24

3.72
3.07
3.07
3.07
.52
2.09
2.09
11.09

R
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345.00
645.00
50.00
345.00
265.00
550.00
135.00
65.00
45.00
12.00
12.00
9.50
28.50
23.50
23.50
23.50
4.00
16.00
16.00
85.00

Inv. Prog. 1

Conversational French
Conversational German
Conversational Spanish
Conversational Italian
Music Composer ROM
Touchtype

Calcifor
Graphit
Statistics

Eng. Czar
Hangman
Kingdom
States and Capitals
States Europe
Scram

Telelink ROM
Asteroids ROM
Bask/Ball ROM
Blackjack
Chess ROM
Miss. Comd ROM
Space Inv. ROM
Space Inv.
Star Raiders ROM
Super Breakout ROM
Assembler Editor ROM
Pilot ROM
Microsoft Basic
Technical Notes
Operating System Lists

NETT
10.39

V.A.T.

28.26
28.26
28.26
28.26
28.26

4.24
4.24
4.24
4.24
4.24

11.26
26.04

3.91

21.30
30.00
43.04
43.04

3.20
4.50
6.46
6.46

14.74
9.52

-

TOTAL
11.95
32.50
32.50
32.50
32.50
32.50
14.95
16.95
11.95
11.95
8.95
8.95
8.95
8.95
8.95
12.95
14.95
29.95
24.50
8.95
24.50
29.95
24.50
12.95
29.95
24.50
34.50
49.50
49.50
14.74
9.52

13.00
14.74
10.39
10.39
7.78
7.78
7.78
7.78
7.78
11.26
13.00
26.04

21.30
7.78
21.30
26.04
21.30

1.56

1.95
2.21

1.56
1.56
1.17
1.17
1.17

1.17
1.17
1.69
1.95
3.91

3.20
1.17
3.20
3.91

3.20
1.69

-

2.61

DOS Lists

2.61

DOS 2 Manual

6.04

-

6.04

279.00
185.00
215.00

41.85
27.75
32.25

105.00

15.75
32.25
61.50

320.85
212.75
247.25
120.75
247.25
471.50

VIDEO GENIE
Video Genie Computer
EG3013 Expander
EG3013 Expander + RS232
32K Memory Board 5100
Single Disk Drive
Dual Disk Drive (40 Track)
2 Drive Cable
4 Drive Cable
Printer Cable
Parallel Interface EG3016
Sound Kit
Fitting Above
Lower Case Kit
Fitting Above
Keyboard Update Kit
RS232 Interface

215.00
410.00
17.00
32.00
17.00
33.00
10.00
5.00

2.55
4.80
2.55
4.95

33.00
5.00
3.00
52.00

4.95

19.55

36.80
19.55
37.95
11.50
5.75
37.95
5.75
3.45
59.80

1.50
.75

.75
.45

7.80

Cassette Sofware for Video Genie
Space Invaders
Asteroids

Golden Baton
Zost in Space
Space Eye

13.00
8.75
8.75
8.75
8.75

1.95

1.31

14.95
10.06
10.06
10.06
10.06

415.00
399.00
465.00
389.00
575.00

62.26
59.85
69.75
58.35
86.25

477.25
485.85
534.75
447.35
661.25

1.31
1.31
1.31

PRINTERS
Epson
MX80 T Newtype 2
MX80 FT/1

MX80 FT Newtype 2
MX82
MX100

MX130

Ring for Latest Price!

}* Send for free 24 page book brochure

THE SHARP mz..80K
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SHARPSHARPSHARPSHARF
SHARPSHARPSHARPSHARF
SHARPSHARPSHARPSHARF
SHARPSHARPSHARPSHARP

SHARP.
SHARPSHAR
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Since its introduction the Sharp MZ-80K has proved to be
one of the most successful and versatile microcomputer
systems around. Sharp now have a comprehensive range of
products ready to make the powerful MZ-80K with its
Printer and Disc Drives even more adaptable.
Products include:- Universal Interface Card, Machine
Language and Z-80 Assembler packages, CP/M* plus a
comprehensive range of software.

You'll find all the help and advice you .need about
the MZ-80K at your Specialist Sharp Dealer in the list below.
If there is no dealer in your area, or if you require any further
information write to:- Computer Division,Sharp Electronics (UK) Ltd.,
Sharp House, Thorp Road,Newton Heath, Manchester M10 9BE.

SHARP
7Puit,adaltratenteut

*Trade mark of Digital Research Ltd.

GET IT ALL HERE

AVON
BCG Shop Equipment Ltd

CLEVELAND

Hunting Computer Services Ltd

Gilbert Computers

Bnstol,Tel: 0272 425338
Decimal Business M/Cs Ltd

Stockton-on-Tees, Tel: 0642 769709
DERBYSHIRE
Lowe Electronics Ltd
Matlock, TeL 0629 2817
DEVON
Crystal Electronics Ltd
Torquay, Tel: 0803 22699

Lubenham, Tel: 0858 65894

Plymouth Computers

Bristol, Tel: 0272 294591
BEDFORDSHIRE

H.B. Computers (Luton) Ltd
Luton,Tel, 0582 416887
BERKSHIRE

Newbear Computing Store Ltd
Newbury, Tel: 0635 30505
BIRMINGHAM
Camden Electronics
Small Heath, Tel: 021-773 8240
E.B.S. Ltd

Birmingham, 1,Tel: 021-233 3045
Electronic Business Systems Ltd
Birmingham, Tel: 021-384 2513
lax Rest Ltd
Birmingham, Tel: 021-3284908
Newbear Computing Store Ltd
Birmingham B26, Tel: 021-707 7170
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Interface Components Ltd
Amersham,Tel: 02403 22307
CHESHIRE

Charlesworth of Crewe Ltd
Crewe, Tel 0270 56342
Cash Register Services
Chester, Tel: 0244 317549
Chandos Products
New Mills, Tel: New Mills 44344
Cheshire Computer Services Ltd
Levensh ulme, Tel: 061-225 4763

Fletcher Worthington Ltd
Hale, Tel: 061-928 8928

Newbear Computing Store Ltd
Stockport,Tel 061-491 2290
Ors Group Ltd
Warrington, Tel: 0925 67411

LEICESTERSHIRE

MEM
SALOP

SUSSEX

Computer Comer
Shrewsbury Tel: 0743 59788
SCOTLAND
A & G Knight

Gamer
Brighton, Tel: 0273 698424
lax Rest Ltd
Brighton, Tel 0273 687667

Leicester Computer Centre

MANCHESTER
Sumlock Electronic Services Ltd
Manchester M3,Tel: 061-834 4233
Sumlock Software Ltd
Manchester M3,
Tel: 061-228 3502

Leicester, Tel: 0533 556268

MERSEYSIDE

Mayes Hi Fi

Microdigital Ltd -

Aberdeen, Tel: 0224 630526
Business and Electronics M/Cs
Edinburgh, Tel. 031-226 5454

Oval Automation

Leicestershire.Tel, Leics. 22213

Liverpool. Tel: 051-227 2535

LINCOLNSHIRE
Howes Elect. & Autom. Servs.
Lincoln, Tel: Lincoln 32379
Z. R. Business Consultants
Lincoln. Tel: 0522 680087

Micro Centre

Worthing,Tel: 0903 501355

Sota Communication Systems

Edinburgh, Tel: 031-556 73 54

WALES

Liverpool L14, Tel: 051-480 5770
NORFOLK

Microforth
Dunfermline, Tel: 0383 34954

Limrose Electronics Ltd
Wrexham, Tel: 097 883 5555

Moray Instruments Ltd

Morriston Computer Centre

LONDON
Bridgewater Accounting

Sumlock Bondain (East Anglia)
Norwich, Tel: 0603 26259
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
Computer Supermarket

Elgin, Tel: 0343 3747

Gloucestershire Shop Equipment Ltd

Digital Design & Development

Corby, TeL 05366 62571
H.8. Computers Ltd
Kettering, Northamptonshire,
Tel: 0536 520910
NORTHERN IRELAND

Tyseal Computers Ltd

GLOUCESTERSHIRE

Whetstone, Tel: 01-4460320
Butel-Comco Ltd
Hendon,Tel: 01-202 0262
Central Calculators Ltd
London EC2,Tel: 01-729 5588

Gloucester, Tel 0452 36012
HAMPSHIRE

London WI, Tel: 01-387 7388
Euro-Calc Ltd
London WC1, Tel: 01-405 3223
Euro-Calc Ltd

Swansea,Tet 0792 795817
Sigma Systems Ltd
Cardiff, Tel 0222 21515
WARWICKSHIRE
Business & Leisure Microcomputers
Kenilworth, Tel: 0926 512127
WORCESTERSHIRE
Capricorn Computer Systems
Worcester. Tel: 0905 21541
YORKSHIRE
Bits & P.C:s
VVetherby, Tel: 0937 63744
Datron Micro -Centre Ltd
Sheffield, Tel. 0742 585490

Plymouth. Tel: 0752 23042
EXETER

Peter Scott (Exeter) Ltd
Exeter, Tel: 0392 73309
DORSET
South Coast Business M/Cs
Femdown,Tel: 0202 893040
ESSEX

Prorole Ltd
Westcliff -on-Sea, Tel: 0702 335298

Advanced Business Concepts
New Milton, Tel: 0425 618181
Xitan Systems Ltd
Southampton, Tel: 0703 39890
KENT

Video services (Bromley) Ltd
Bromley, Tel: 01-4608833
LANCASHIRE
H. R. Control Systems Ltd
Chorfey, Tel 02572 75234
Sound Service
Burnley, Tel 0282 38481
Sumita Electronics Ltd
Preston, Tel: 0772 51686

The Micro Chip Shop

G.W. Cowling Ltd
Leicester, Tel: 0533 556268

Bromac (U.K.)
Co. Antnm, Tel: 023831 3394
O & M Systems
Belfast, Tel: 0232 49440

The Microcomputer Centre (NA.)

Pointer Business Equipt Ltd
Glasgow, Tel: 041-332 3621
Aberdeen, Tel: 0224 573111
SOMERSET

Norsett Office Supplies Ltd
Cheddar, Tel: 0934 742184
SOUTH HUMBERSIDE

Silicon Chip Centre
Grimsby, Tel: 0472 45353
STAFFORDSHIRE
W. B. Computer Services
Cannock, Tel 0543 75555
SUFFOLK
C. J. R. Microtek Co. Ltd
Ipswich,Tel: 0473 50152

London EC2, Tel: 01-729 4555

Belfast, Tel: Belfast 682277

Euro-Calc Ltd
London W1, Tel: 01-636 5560
Lion Computer Shops Ltd
London WI, Tel: 01-6371601
Personal Computers Ltd

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
Mansfield Business M/C Ltd

London EC2, Tel. 01-626 8121
Scope Ltd
London EC2, Tel: 01-729 3035

Oxford, Tel: 0865 45172
or 0865 49349
REPUBLIC OF IRELAND

Sumlock Bondain Ltd
London ED, Tel: 01-253 2447

R.M.B. Ltd
Croydon, Tel: 01-6841134
Saradan Electronic Services
Wallington, Tel: 01-669 9483

O'Connor Computers Ltd

T & V Johnson (Microcomputers)

Galway, Tel: 0009 61173

Camberley, Tel 0276 20446

Mansfield, Tel: 0623 26610
OXFORDSHIRE

Oxford Computer Centre

SURREY

M & H Office Equipment
Brighton. Tel: 0273 697231

Huddersfield Computer Centre
Huddersfield, Tel: 0484 20774
Superior Systems Ltd
Sheffield, Tel: 0742 755005
Ram Computer Services Ltd
Bradford, Tel: 0274 391166

Tomorrows World Ltd
Dublin 2,Tel: 0001 776861

Blackpool, Tel: 0253 403122
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MicroValue

New British
icro tem.
Gemini Mu tiBoard2
Soflware:Comprehensive monitor. Optional
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12K Microsoft BASIC (ROM).Standard
configuration PROM provides decodes for
4 x 2732 (4K x 8) EPROMs.
The CPU Board is fully buffered to the Gemini
80 -BUS standard.

INTELLIGENT VIDEO
Eight boards available NOW 8" x 8"
board modules 280A CPU board 280A
Video board 64K RAM Built and tested
Developed by one of the most experienced
micro board design teams in the UK, Gemini

MulfiBoard is the ultimate modular board
system. Unlike most systems of its kind,

virtually nothing is made redundant when
you expand it.And for those who want
expansion this can be immediate,for we are
launching eight boards simultaneously.No
other system has offered so much so soon.
All MultiBoard modules are Nasbus; and
Gemini 80 -BUS' compatible and can be
used in a wide spectrum of application,e.g.
educational, personal, business, system
development and process/production
control.
MultiBoard modules are built and tested to
the highest standards.And offer enormous
computing power and potential at
astonishingly low cost.

MultiBoard Modules
available now

Runs at 4MHz with no wait -states.
4 banks of 16K dynamic RAM,each bank
locatable on any 4K address boundary
Page Mode supplied as standard allowing
up to 4 memory boards to be addressed.
All the memory can be used by switching
out on -board CPU memory,e.g.in disk
environment.

Memory:4 'Bytewyde' sockets to accept
EPROM/ ROM/ RAM.Memory switched in/out
of memory map under software control.

a 11;...

I I acaga
agaaaca
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F D650 Bin.
Controls up to 4 drives of same type.
Single/double density software selectable.
Single or double sided.
Western Digital FD1797 controller.
Up to 8 drives (2 boards) can be used
in the same system.

Processor:280A CPU at 4MHz.Optiona I

baud rates and software selectable between
RS232 or 1200 baud CUTS cassette
interfaces.

Connects to PIO on CPU board.

Software provided on tape.

3A PSU
Supplies 4/5 boards.
o LED on each output.

5Vat3A;12at1A 5Vat1A; 12Vat

80mA.
Adjustable dot clock for alternative screen
KEYBOARD
formats.
Character set:128 in EPROM - 128 in RAM Full alpha -numeric 59 -keys ASCII
which can be defined as the video inverse
encoded Exclusively designed for Gemini
of the main set or as block graphics with
Auto repeat Cursor control keys
160 x 75 resolution.
I/O port communication with host
computer.
MULTIBOARD PRICES
Light pen socket.
(excl VAT)
8 -bit input port allowing several video
(All built and tested except where marked)
boards (each with its own keyboard) to be
CPU (G811)
£125.00
connected to a single CPU board.
£140.00
Video (G812)
64K RAM (G802)
£140.00
FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER
FDC (G809)
£140.00
Controls:Pertec FD250 5.25in 48 TPI,
EPROM/ROM (G803)
£ 70.00
Micropolis 1015 5.25in 96 TPI, Pertec

64K RAM

Parallel 1/0:8 bit ASCII keyboard socket.
Uncommitted 780A PIO giving two 8 bit bidirectional ports with handshake.
Serial 1/0:8250 UART with programmable

Programs multi -rail 2708 or single rail
2716.

chip.

Z80A CPU
wait-states.Reset jump to any 4K boundary.

liegagaaa

280A microprocessor controlled.
80 x 25 display controlled by 6845 CRTC

EPROM PROGRAMMER

EPROM/ROM BOARD
Accepts up to 40K of firmware.
4 banks of 4 sockets.
Banks can be mixed between 2708 or
2716.
24 -pin ROM socket.
Wait -state generator.
Supports Page Mode scheme.

£ 29.50
£ 40.00
£ 57.50

EPROM PROG. (G808) Kit

3A PSU (G807)
Keyboard (G613)

FLOPPY DISK UNIT
Gemini unit suitable for MultiBoard.Hoids
one or two 5i -in double sided,double density
Pertec drives.Intergral power supply. Price
£375 plus VAT for one drive, £575 plus VAT
for two drives.CP/M2.2 and documentation
£90 plus VAT.
KENILWORTH CASE

for MultiBoard
5 -Card Support Kit
VERO Frame

£49.50

VAT

£19.50 + VAT
£32.50 + VAT

(also suitable for Nascom)

£24.50 +
PSU Enclosure Kit
KEYBOARD enclosures available soon.

VAT

MultiBoard Modules are available from the
MicroValue dealers listed on facing page.
Trademarks at Gemini Microcomputers Limited
Trademarks of Nascom Microcomputers Division
of Lucas Logic
Trademarks of Digital Research Inc.

I1I

Nasbiit products
from your

MicroValue Dealers
GEMINI G805 FLOPPY
DISK SYSTEM FOR

NASCOM-1 & 2
It's here at last.A floppy disk system and CP/M
CP/M SYSTEM.The disk unit comes fully
assembled complete with one or two 51" drives
(FD250 double sided,single density) giving 160K
per drive, controller card, power supply,
interconnects from Nascom-1 or 2 to the FDC card
and a second interconnect from the FDC cord to
two drives, CP/M 1.4 on diskette plus manual, a
BIOS EPROM and a new N2MD PROM. All in a
stylish enclosure.
Single drive system
£450 + VAT
Double drive system
£640 + VAT
Additional FD250 drives
£205 + VAT
D-DOSSYSTEM.The disk unit is also available
without CP/M to enable existing Nas-Sys software
to be used. Simple read, write routines are supplied
in EPROM.The unit plugs straight into the Nascom
F10.

A NASCOM-2 BASED

Centronics 737 printer -10 inch

SYSTEM FOR LESS THAN

monitor, and the Gemini Dual Drive
Floppy Disk System.The CPU and
RAM boards are also available built the additional cost is available on

£1500 + VAT
The proven Nascom-2
microcomputer can now be bought
as a complete system from under
£1 500 + VAT. For this price you get
the Nascom-2 kit,16K RAM board kit,
Kenilworth case
with 2 card frame,

application.

Single drive system £395 + VAT

DCS-DOS A greatly enhanced version of D DOS, running under Nas-Sys.Gives named files in
BASIC, ZEAP, NAS-PEN and machine code
programs
£50 + VAT

DISKPEN
The powerful text editor written for the Nascom is
now available on a 51 inch floppy disk with a

number of new features. Price £43.25 + VAT.

NASCOM COMPUTERS
NASCOM-2 Microcomputer Kit

£225 + VAT
NASCOM-1 Microcomputer Kit

£125 + VAT
Built and tested £140 + VAT

16K RAM KIT
3A PSU KIT

£100 + VAT
£32.50 + VAT

KENILWORTH CASE

FOR NASCOM-2
The Kenilworth case is a professional case
designed specifically for the Nascom-2 and up to
four additional 8" x
ca rds. It has hardwood side
panels and a plastic coated steel base and cover.A
fully cut back panel will accept() fan, UHF and
video connectors and up to 8 D -type connectors.
The basic case accepts the N2 board, PSU and
keyboard.Optional support kits are available for 2
and 5 card expansion.
Kenilworth case
£49.50 + VAT
2 -card support kit
£7.50 + VAT
5 -card support kit
£19.50 + VAT

CASSETTE

ENHANCING UNIT
The Castle interface is a built and tested add-on
unit which lifts the Nascom-2 into the class of the
fully professional computer. It mutes spurious
output f rom cassette recorder switching, adds
motor control facilities, automatically switches
output between cassette and printer, simplifies
2400 baud cassette operating and provides true
RS232 handshake.
Castle Interface Unit
£17.50 + VAT

A -D CONVERTER
For really interesting and useful interactions with
me 'outside world' the Milham analogue to digital
converter is a must.This 8 -bit converter is
multiplexed between four channels - all software
selectable.Sam piing rate is 4KHz.Sensitivily is
adjustable.Typica I applications include
temperature measurement, vo ice analysis, joystick
tracking and voltage measurement.lt is supplied
built and tested with extensive software and easy
connection to the Nascom PIO.
Milham A -D Converter
(buitt and tested)
£49.50 + VAT

PROGRAMMER'S AID
For Nascom ROM BASIC running under N as -Sys.
Supplied in 2 x 2708 EPROMs. Features include:

auto line numbering; intelligent renumbering;
program appending; line deletion; hexadecimal
conversion; recompression of reserved words;auto
repeat; and printer handshake routines. When
ordering please state whether this is to used with
Nos -Sys 1 or 3. Price £28 + VAT.

GEMINI `SUPERMUM'
12 x 8 piggy -back board for Nascom-1 offering
five -slot motherboard, quality 5A power supply
and reliable buffering with reset jump facility. Kit
Price £85 VAT.

CENTRONICS 737
MICRO PRINTER
A high performance, low price, dot-matrix printer
that runs at 80cps (proportional) and 50cps
(monospaced).Th is new printer gives text
processing quality print.And can print subscripts
and superscripts.lt has 3 -way paper handling and
parallel interface as standard.Serial interface is

Hexadecimal scratchpad keyboard kit for N1 /2;

Price £34 I. VAT.
AS above but including (on the same board) a
control keypad kit to add N2 control keys to N 1.

optional. Price £375 + VAT. Fantold paper
(2000 sheets) £18 + VAT.

Price £40.50 + VAT.

BITS & PC's PCG

Supplied on tape for NI/2 running Nos -Sys and
Nascom ROM BASIC. Features include auto line
number,full cross-reference listing, delete lines,
find, compacting command, plus a
comprehensive line re -numbering facility.

5 x 4 board which plugs straight into Nascom-2.
Operates on cell structure of 128 dots, producing
64 different cells. Once defined, each cell may be
placed anywhere, any number of times on screen
simultaneously. Max screen capacily:768 cells.
Dot resolution:384 x 256 98304.Many other
features including intermixing of alpha -numeric

characters and pixels. Price (kit) £60 + VAT.

PORT PROBE
Allows monitoring of input and output of Nascom
PIO.This board can generate interrupts and

simulate handshake control. Price (kit)

£17.50 + VAT.
All prices are correct at time of going to press
and are effective 1st July 1981,

YOUR LOCAL MICROVALUE DEALER
All the products on these two pages are available while stocks lost from the
MicroValue dealers listed below.
(Mail order enquiries should telephone for delivery dates and post and packing
costs.) Access and Barclaycard welcome.

BASIC PROGRAMMER'S AID

Price £13 + VAT.

`SCREENPLUS'
Screenplus enables a programmer to blank or
display in reverse video, selected words, letters or
areas of the screen under program control.
Suitable for use with either Nascom 1 or 2.

'Screenplus' (built and tested) .... £40.00 + VAT.

DUAL MONITOR BOARD
A piggy -back board that allows Ni users to switch
rapidly between two separate operating systems.

Price (kit) £6.50 + VAT.

TARGET ELECTRONICS

16 Cherry Lane, Bristol BSI 3NG.
=CE3=12

BITS & PC'S

ELECTROVALUE LTD.

4 Westgate,Wetherby,W.Yorks.
BUSINESS & LEISURE
MICROCOMPUTERS

680 Burnage Lane, Bumage,
Manchester MI9 INA.
Tel: (061) 432 4945.
28 St Judes, Englefield Green,

16 The Square, Kenilworth,Warks.

Egham, Surrey TW20 OH B.

Tel:(0926) 512127.

Tel: (0784) 33603.71x:264475.

Tel:(0937) 63774.

HEX & CONTROL KEYPADS

Tel:(0272) 421196.
INTERFACE COMPONENTS LTD.

Oakfield Corner, Sycamore Road,
Amersham, Bucks.

Tel:(02403)22307.Tlx:837788.
HENRY'S RADIO

404 Edgware Road, London W2.

Tel:(01) 402 6822.
TIx:262284 (quote ref:1400).
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5'i4WINCHESTER
Software: HMSOS or CP/M
Users have a choice of software; either the highperformance HMSOS single/multi-user operating system
or CP/M.

Available NOW!
The long-awaited 5Mb and 10Mb mini -Winchester drives

are available now from Hotel Microsystems. The greatly
improved speed and storage capacity made available
by

the

mini -Winchesters

now

make

realistic

many

Complete upgrade for Horizon

applications, especially business and multi-user systems,
for which floppy drives were too small, too unreliable or
too slow.

An upgrade kit for existing North Star Horizon owners
contains all the hardware required - three S100 cards
and the drive itselt. Fitting to the Horizon is straightforward - no soldering is required and the Winchester

XCOMP S100 controller

is held by the same screws as the floppy drive it replaces.

The XCOMP ST/S Winchester controller is a custom designed microprogrammable controller which consists
of two S100 bus printed circuit boards. The ST/S
controller is compatible with the 5 and 10Mb disk drives.
These drives are formatted with 32 256byte sectors per

HMS S100 power card
The mini -Winchester drives require higher supply currents

track. With four heads and 153 cylinders the drives

than floppy drives. We have had an S100 card designed
which provides the necessary supplies to connect to the

provide a formatted capacity of 5.0 megabytes.

Winchester.

I

69 Loudon Road London NW8 ODQ Telephone 01-328 8737/8 Telex 266828 H M S -G
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ZX81
NEW ROM

ZX80
VIDEO GENIE/TRS-80 level II.
GP3001 LUNAR LANDER/3D
MAZE/DOMINOES - tackle these
three 'classic' programs on your
micro. Hours of enjoyment/
frustration guaranteed
£7.95
UP301 XBAS
Add eleven new commands in
Video Genie/TRS-80 level II
non -disc BASIC. Commands
include:

KILL - inverts all graphics on
screen.

PUT - slows speed of screen
listing.
RSET - toggles keyboard and
speeds up execution of
program.
and eight other commands +
BREAKOUT program to demonstrate the commands
£7.95
14 PCW

Your ZX80 programs are no longer
redundant!
UP101 ZX80-ZX81/NEWROM
ZX80 CONVERTER.
This program will allow you to load
ZX80 (old ROM) programs onto
ZX81/new ROM ZX80. Full
instructions are included ....£7.95
UP1OZ DATA -BAS - allows you to
write data to and read data from
cassette - up to 14K of data.
+ REMKILL - removes all unwanted
REM statements
£4.95

GP101 TREK '81 - exciting new
version of the classic Star Trek game
with full display and computer assisted attacks
£7.95

GP1002 BATTLECHESS (New) 2 -player version of Star Chess with
full screen graphics
£5 95

ACORN
ATOM
UP201 SHAPEMAKER/SCREENSWAP - allows you to draw shapes
of your choice and store them for
graphics use in your programs.
Demo program also included.
2K RAM needed
£7.95

GP2001 INVADERS/HEDGEHOG
'fast' version of the old favourite
'Invaders' plus the totally new game
of Hedgehog. Both games are highly
£6.95
addictive. 12K RAM needed
NEW

ATARI

GP4001 MICROMAZE - a 3D
labyrinth to test your frustration
limits. Escape if you can! For 16K
RAM

£495

All programs supplied on high
quality microcomputer approved
cassettes. Orders to:
TEAM 4
12 TAUNTON HOUSE
REDCAR ROAD

HAROLD HILL
ROMFORD ESSEX

THE AM SPEECH BOARD

& AM LIGHT PEN

Make your inputs and many of
your outputs audible as well
as visible. Hearing the
question and answer will
speed up your acceptance and
enhance your usage. With
words as well as display the
use of any computer system is
greatly expanded.
The initial ROM set will be
expanded and future ROMs
will add to your direct library.
Your own expansion using the
fragmented sections of the
words provided to create new
words will be as complex as
you wish.
The speech is generated by a
National Digitalker chip
together with two 64 K ROMs.
The first ROM set gives you a
vocabulary of 256 words and

At last a true light pen in the
UK at a low cost! Its
interactive flexibility and
simplicity of use allows even
the totally untrained user to
liase with the computer.
The uses are as varied as the
applications however some of
the more obvious areas could
be: answer selection, editing,
menu selection, identification
of block or specific areas,
movement of displayed data
blocks and X Y plotting. The
ramification of uses in these
areas alone are tremendous.
All applications depend on
software and the light pen is
supplied with straight forward
operational software which is
easily interfaced into your own

sub -sounds.

The on -board power amplifier
and 21/2" speaker will give you
immediate speech from your
software instructions. The
instructions are simple and

demand no extensive re -write
or patching, in fact, speech is
as easy as display.
A socket is provided to allow
external use of a tape recorder
or for the use of external
speakers.
The product is supplied in a
custom built case which
incorporates the speech board,
interface board and its own
power supply. A plug to the
mains and a simple connection
to your computer and you can
start discussion.
£120 + £2.99 p&p + Vat
(Nascom + Apple Boards only
£85 + £2.99 p&P + VAT

programs.
The pen uses a high speed

photo diode which works
directly with the normally
illuminated pixcels. The
outputs it provides are
debounced microswitch and

*

So far compatable with
Pet, Apple, Tandy, Video
Genie, Nascom, UK 101,
Gemini & RS232*

gated strobe. The pen's speed
is typically 500nS.

The pen itself is professionally
presented in anodised
aluminium and is supplied with
an interface board for your
computer and a power supply,
both of which are housed in
our custom designed case.
£80.00 + £2.99 p&P + VAT

Arfon Microelectronics Ltd.,
Cibyn Industrial Estate,
Caernarfon, Gwynedd, Wales
- Telephone: (0286) 5005. Reg. No 1553140

these are trade names

N. Am a_
to: Arfon Microelectronics Ltd., Cibyn Industrial Estate,
Caernarfon, Gwynedd, Wales - Telephone: (0286) 5005. Please send me the following:

Name

Address

r.1-I, AM Light Pen & Interface - £95.44 (Inc p&P + VAT)
ILI AM Speech Board Nas & Apple - £101.19 (Inc p&P + VAT)

AM Speech Board Interface £141.44 (Inc p&p + VAT)
(Sales also by 'phone with Access and Barclaycard)
II enclose Cheque/P.O. for

Type of user: DHome 0Commercial Ellndustrial
[Educational

I Please debit my Access/Barclaycard No
Signature

MIN

Existing Computer System

NM

Cheques, P.O. Access & Barclaycard are not banked more
than seven days before despatch - All goods are carefully
packed and sent within 21 days of receipt. Reg. No 1553140

MN

NIN MN
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Highest possible quality + lowest possible cost = EPSON +MICRO PERIPHERALS
for the best of both worlds.
ilutri

-

7

5

9\

Paper Handling

9x9

7

Friction

Tractor

Speed

80 CPS

135 CPS

Max. Paper Width

70"

15 4"

High Res.
Graphics

& Italics

MX80 T
MX80 FT/1

MX80 FT/New Type 2
MX82
MX100
MX130

*
_

The above machines have many more features including interfaces for Apple, PET (with PET Graphics), TRS80,
Sharp, NEC, Hitachi, Nacom, Acorn, Super Brain, Video Genie, BBC Micro etc, some have correspondence quality printing
and multiple character sets including international lariguages. Ring Ian today for full details and specifications
and printout samples. All machines usually ex -stock with next day delivery plus 12 months no -quibble guarantee.
Wholesalers and Distributors of quality Japanese Micro Products.

micro Penpheicar ltd,
61 NEW MARKET SQUARE, BASINGSTOKE, HANTS. Telephone: 0256 56468
Europe's leading Epson Distributor and Supplier. Trade Sales - 0256 56469
JAPANESE OFFICE: 101 Abe Bldg. 4F, 2-42 Kanda Jinbocho, Chiyado-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

0

CHECK THE FEATURES:
80, 96, 132 characters per line.
80 cps, bidirectional,logic seeking
100 million character life head
Double width characters
3 - 10 inch wide paper for Tractor versions
8 - 10 inch wide paper for Friction versions
1/6, 1/8, or 1/12 inch line spacing selectable
256 characters including graphics
Centronics interface version available now
RS232C, IEEE488, and many others coming.

FROM

ROXBURGH
-"44-c.,--)

PRINTERS

LIMITED

22 WINCHELSEA ROAD, RYE, EAST SUSSEX TN31 7BR

Telephone: Rye (07973) 3777

Telex: 957066
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IRS -80 SOFTWARE

FROM THE PROFESSIONALS

This program is a highly accurate computer simulation of the flight of the Space Shuttle Columbia from the

initial countdown through the launch period, the launch itself and into a stable orbit. The craft may be
manoeuvred within the orbit and then dropped out to finally fly through the atmosphere to a safe touchdown.
The attraction of this simulation is its authenticity. So far as is possible, it follows the actual parameters of the

first Columbia flight with only one or two minor exceptions. The shuttle, of course, starts its flight pointed
vertically into the sky and carries a huge fuel tank to provide the fuel for its three main engines in addition to the
solid fuel rockets which provide the major thrust to lift it off the ground. Two minutes into the flight the rockets are
jettisoned, having burned all their fuel. The count -down for take off starts at T-20 seconds. At T-10 seconds the
shuttle motors start firing, but the shuttle remains tethered until T = 0. When the shuttle blasts off, the pilot must
guide the craft into its orbit by controlling its attitude and track. A number of guidance controls are supplied,
together, of course, with control of the shuttle motors' thrust.
The simulation may be started at one of three points in time: either at take off, at a point where the Columbia
is in a stable orbit round the earth, or finally, prior to landing. Measurements of speed, fuel and so on may be
selected for either Metric or Imperial measurements. All of the physical forces which acted upon the actual flight
are taken into account. One departure from fact has been included in that the two solid fuel rockets have had their
thrusts increased from 26 to 36 million Newtons so as to give the pilot an increased latitude for error. In other
words to make the take off easier.

A fascinating program, the more so because it follows fact so closely. Available for the Model and
Model III TRS 80, Model and Model II Genie and on tape or disk. The tape version will run in 16K, the
I

I

disk in 32K.
Tape version
£14.95
Disk version
£17.95
Both inclusive of V.A.T. but plus 50p P & P (if ordered alone).

TRS-80 & VIDEO GENIE SOFTWARE CATALOGUE E1 .00 [refundable] plus 50p postage.

MOLIMERX LTD.

A. J. HARDING (MOLIMERX)
1 BUCKHURST ROAD, TOWN HALL SQUARE,
BEXHILL -ON -SEA, EAST SUSSEX.
TEL: [0424] 220391/223636
TELEX 86736 SOTEX G
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TRS-80 SOFTWARE

FROM THE PROFESSIONALS

First there were the TRSDOS's, 2.0, 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3. Then came Newdos +, essentially a patched version of the TRSDOS's but with a
number of very useful commands and utilities added. Then VTOS 3.0 and VTOS 4.0. These constituted a departure from the earlier DOS's
and featured Device Independence so that devices such as the keyboard, printer, VDU and disk drives could interact directly together. Then
came Newdos80 which is a rewrite of Newdos + , adding new utilities and new Basic commands, its main features being the ability to mix
different capacity drives on the same cable and the ability to use variable length records. Now from LOBO International comes LDOS, the
fifth generation disk operating system for the TRS-80 microcomputer. It combines most of the advantages of the preceding disk operating
systems and unlike some of them, is accompanied by a complete and readable set of documentation, which includes a Technical Section
containing relevant addresses.
It is impossible to describe all of the features of LDOS in an advertisement. For instance it includes no less than 35 library commands

as follows:APPEND
LIB
ROUTE
BUILD

COPY

DEVICE

LINK
RUN

LIST
SET

CLOCK
PURGE

CREATE
SYSTEM

DIR
LOAD
SPOOL
DATE

DO

FILTER

KILL

MEMORY
ATRIB

RENAME

RESET
BOOT
FREE
XFER

DEBUG

AUTO
DUMP
VERIFY

TIME
TRACE
All of the useful abbreviations in Newdos are included and the System Commands in Basic (CMD) now number eleven. A program
called LBASIC/ FIX is included, with which the normal TRSDOS Disk Basic may be patched to include a number of new commands and
features. A Job Control Language is included and in fact is one of the most powerful features of LDOS. It allows the user to compile a
sequence of commands or key strokes for later execution as a chain, with or without user intervention. There are too many new features to
list them herein, but examples are: The ability to provide an audible signal, output through the cassette port. To flash or blink a one line
message on the video display. A WAIT feature is included so that the machine can be put into a "sleep" state until such time as the system
PROT

clock matches the time specified. And so on!
Hard disks in addition to single/double density, single/double sided, 8" and 51/4" floppies are supported although they may, of course,
require hardware modifications. Utilities included in the package are:
FORMAT
BACKUP
LCOMM
COMMAND FILE
PATCH
KEY STROKE/ MULTIPLIER
PRINTER FILTER
RS232
A Basic Renumber facility is included, as is a Basic Cross Reference function. Both are similar to the ones in Newdos + and Newdos80.
'

Most of the utilities are library commands which were existent in the previous DOS's, have been improved with the addition of new

functions or facilities.
The prime development team of LDOS consisted of no less than 8 first rank programmers and they had the support and advice of six
other well known programmers. They have done an excellent job to bring to the user what must be the best disk operating system so far
produced for a microcomputer, which is destined to become the Standard DOS.
LDOS is totally upward compatible with TRSDOS, that is to say LDOS will be able to copy files and programs from TRSDOS disks onto
LDOS formatted disks. As they are competitive disk operating systems, it is not suprising that the manual states that disks created under

Newdos are not guaranteed to be compatible with LDOS, but we have not experienced any difficulty. We have done some work on
investigating the compatibility of LDOS and the Video Genie and at the time of going to press we have found no incompatibilities. LDOS
appears to run on the Video Genie without any problems at all. LDOS is compatible with either the Tandy or Electric Pencil lowercase
modifications and Scripsit. LDOS is available for the Model I and Model !ILA Model II version will be available shortly.
£85.00 plus VATand £1 .50 P&P.
LDOS

TRS-80 & VIDEO GENIE SOFTWARE CATALOGUE £1 .00 [refundable] plus 50p postage.

0.1

MOLIMERX LTD.
A. J. HARDING (MOLIMERX)

BARQAITAID

VISA

E21

1 BUCKHURST ROAD, TOWN HALL SQUARE,
BEXHILL -ON -SEA, EAST SUSSEX.
TELEX 86736 SOTEX G
TEL: [0424] 2203911223636
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"Unfortunately, my
guarantee only lasts
90 days:'

At Micro -C we'll give you unbiased,
honest advice about micro-

computers. Not a sales pitch.

At Micro -C, we guarantee microcomputers for one full year.

At Micro -C, we test all software.
If it isn't easy to understand or fr(
from errors, we won't stock it.

nfortunatdy
"U
I didn't
'my coin uter
from currys.

or more ofour
microsystems
can tackle your
needs.
Maybe it'll be the

20 20 or the Apple II
with which you can
with
keep books,
tackle incomplete
ifaccounts
and through

At Currys' Micro -C, before we talk
about hardware or software, we'll
talk about your business, or practice.
(It's the only way we know to
make sure the micro you choose is
the micro you want.)
Next, we'll demonstrate how one

on financial
and modelling.

On the other hand, for a little
less, the Commodore Pet might do
the job for you.
Again, it'll handle book-keeping,
word processing, and incomplete
records.
If your business is more complex

CURRY'S MICRO SYSTEMS LTD., A MEMBER OF THE CURRYS GROUP OF COMPANIES
OUR TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE ARE DIFFERENT FROM THOSE SET OUT IN CURRYS LTD., STATEMENT OF TRADING STANDARDS BUT THEY EMBODY THE SAME PRINCIPLE.
MORE PROTECTION FOR YOU. OUR CUSTOMER, YOU WILL FIND FULL DETAILS OF TERMS OF BUSINESS ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF OUR INVOICES AND AGREEMENTS.

PCW 20

t Micro -C, we can maintain
achines regularly. For a little

ctra, we'll guarantee to be there
ithin one working day.

At Micro -C, we're part of the
Currys Electrical Group. When
you need us we'll be there.

we might talk about the National

Panasonic JD800, or JD840, or our
new Micro -C 2000. They do all that
the others do and offer fully

integrated accounting, stock control
and management information

facilities.
We'll back them all with the

guarantees and promises you can
read above, together with one or two
you can't.

For example, we help with staff training so that the change -over is
smooth and easy.

At the same time, we'll offer any
numbers of ways to buy or lease,
starting at around £35 a week.
Come and see us for a free
demonstration. Before our
cautionary tale turns into a True
Life story.

The new Micro -C shops.
At Birmingham, Bristol, Leicester,
Leeds, New Malden, Nottingham,
Luton, Manchester, Southampton.
To Currys Micro -Systems Limited, 653 London Road,
High Wycombe, Bucks HP11 lEZ

7

Please send me an information pack on your service and products

o Please telephone to make an appointment
Name
Company

Address
Telephone

COMPUTERS EXPLAINED BY HUMAN BEINGS.

MICRO -C INSIDE CURRYS SHOPS AT: BIRMINGHAM TEL: 2331105 LEEDS ALBION STREET TEL: 446601 LUTON TEL: 425079
NOTTINGHAM TEL: 412455 SOUTHAMPTON BARGATE TEL: 29676 INSIDE BRIDGERS SHOWROOMS AT: BRISTOL TEL: 650501 NEW MALDEN TEL: 01-949 2091
BY ITSELF IN LEICESTER:127 CHARLES STREET, TEL: 546224 MANCHESTER:19 BROWN STREET, TEL: 834 8156
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Video Genie...
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EG3003
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Are you a home enthusiast taking
your first tentative steps into the
enthralling world of microcomputers? If so, the Video Genie is
the ideal complete system for you!
It's a real micro -computer, not a
pocket one, yet it only needs
connecting to a domestic T.V. set to
produce superb results.
The Genie is compatible with the
popular TRS 8016K level 2, the best
selling computer of all time. As well
as its lower price, the Genie offers an
in built cassette deck, 16K RAM,
12K ROM with BASIC interpreter, full

size keyboard and a stylish carrying
case. So it is not only excellent value
for money, but an ideal "First
computer" on which to learn
programming.
There are literally 1000's of pre-

including educational, leisure and
small-business applications, and
simple BASIC language means you
can write your own programs with
ease.

Extended
BASIC. Cassette.
The Microsoft extended BASIC
Two cassette interfaces are
has many powerful features,
including double precision
variables, scientific functions,
formatted printing, extended editing
sub -commands, automatic line
numbering, multiple dimensional
arrays, complete string
manipulation, direct access to
graphics and machine language
sub -routines.

Memory

recorded programs available,

c Dr
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of internal RAM expandable
externally to 48K using the special
Expansion unit.12K of ROM contains
the Microsoft BASIC.

The Genie EG 3003 model has 16K

provided for both the internal and an
external cassette unit.

CPU.

The machine uses the industry
Standard Z80 micro -processor.

Display.
64 or 32 characters x 16 lines are
available on the full display.

one giant step for
micro -computer systems

Video Genie Approved Dealers

12" Monitor.
The additional purchase of
the EG 100 Monitor offers 3

distinct advantages

It gives a considerably
better quality display.

It does not interfere with
domestic T.V. viewing.

It comes in an attractive
matching style.

Expander.

tTgalm°

The expansion box unleashes the full
possibilities of the Genie. It contains a
selection of interfaces, allowing the
connection of up to 48K RAM, 4 disk
drives, printers and 8100 cards.

Disk Drive.
As well as the obvious advantage of
mass -storage, the addition of the disk
system to the Genie means much faster
access to other languages and full
random access file handling. Up to 4
drives can be used on a system.

AVON Microstyle, Bath, 0225 334659/319705. BEDFORD
Computopia, Leighton Buzzard, 0525 376600. Comserve.
Bedford, 0234 216749. Cavern Electronics, Milton
Keynes, 0908 314925. BERKSHIRE P.C.P. Reading, 0734
589249. BUCKS Interface Components Ltd, Amersham.
02403 22307. Photo Acoustics, Newport Pagnell,
0908 610625. CAMBS Cambridge Micro Computers.
Cambridge, 0223 314666 CHESHIRE Hewart
Electronics, Macclesfield, 0625 22030. CUMBRIA
Kendal Computer Centre, Kendal, 0539 22559. DERBYS
Kays Electronics, Chesterfield, 0246 31696. T Crossley,
Chesterfield, 0246 850357. Lowe Electronics, Matlock,
0629 4995. DORSET Blandford Computers, Blandford
Forum, 0258 53737. ESSEXEmprise, Colchester,
0206 865926. Compuskill, Romford, 0708 751906. Infolab.
Chelmsford, 0245 357111. CSSC, Ilford, 01-554 3344. GLOS
MPL Computers, Cheltenham, 0242 582090. Petrie
Systems, Cheltenham, 0242 584060. HEATS Photo
Acoustics, Watford, 0923 40698. Watford Electronics.
Watford, 0923 40588/37774. Q Tek Systems, Stevenage,
0438 65385. Comp Shop. New Barnet, 01 4412922. KENT
Matrix Computer Systems, Beckenham, 01 658 7508/7551.
Business Systems, Hempstead, 0635 362652. Thanet
Electronics, Herne Bay, 02273 63859. The Computer
Room, Tunbridge Wells, 0892 41645. SMG
Microcomputers, Gravesend, 0474 55813. LANCS
Computer Business Systems. Lytham St. Annes, 0253
730033. Microdigital, Liverpool, 051 227 2535. Mighty
Micro, Burnley, 0282 32209/53629. Leisuronics,
Blackpool. 0253 2709L Harden Microsystems, Blackpool.
0253 27590. ABC Supplies, Levenshulme, 061 431 9265.
HR Control Systems, Chorley, 02572 75234/5.
Computercat, Leigh, 0942 601818. Micro Chip Shop.
Fleetwood. 03917 79480. Micro Chip Shop, Preston. 0722
22669 79511. Micro Chip Shop, Blackpool, 0253 403 122.
Sound Service. Burnley, 0282 38481. LEICS Eley
Electronics. Leicester. 0533 871522. Arden Data
Processing, Leicester, 0533 22255. Kram Electronics.
Anstey, 053721 3575. LONDON (CENTRAL) City
Microsystems Ltd. London, 01 588 7272. Sumlock
Bondain. EC1, London, 01 250 0505. LONDON (NORTH)
Henry's Radio. London. 01 402 6822. Radio Shack. NW6.
London. 01 624 7174. Comp Shop, 311 Edgware Rd.
London. 01 262 0387. Chromasonic Electronics, N19.
London. 01 833 3705. Davinci Computers. Edgware.
London. 01 952 0526. Comp Shop. New Barnet. London.
01 441 2922. N1C. Tottenham. London, 01 808 0377.

LONDON (WEST) Ecobits. Shepperton. 09322 20826.
NORTH EAST H.C.C.S. Associates. Gateshead.
0632 821924.3 -Line Computing. Hull. 0482 859169.

. .

.

and introducing Genie II

Derwent Radio. Scarborough, 0723 65996. Briers
Computer Services. Middlesbrough. 0642 242017.
General Northern Microcomputers. Hartlepool.
0783 863871. NORTHANTS Arden Data Processing.
Peterborough. 0733 49577. NOTTS Electronic Servicing
Co. Lenton. 0602 783938. University Radio Stores.
Nottingham. 0602 45466. Midland Microcomputers.
Nottingham. 0602 298281. East Midland Comp. Services.
. Arnold. 0602 267079. Mansfield Computer & Electronics.
Mansfield. 0623 31202. NORFOLK Anglia Computer
Centre. Norwich. 0603 29652. OXFORD Micrb Business
Systems. Witney. 0993 73145. Magnus Microcomputers.
Kidlington. 08675 6703. SALOP Tarrant Electronics.
Newport. 0952 812134. SCOTLAND Computer and
Chips. St. Andrews. 0334 72569. Scotbyte Computers.
Edinburgh. 031 343 1005. Esco Computing. Glasgow.
041 204 1811. Silicon Centre. Edinburgh. 031 332 5277.
SOUTH Catronics. Wallington. 01 669 6700,1. Gem soft.

.. one giant leap for micro, business systems!
New and exclusive ! The Genie II is a
breakthrough for small business
computers. Harnessing all the
advantages of the Genie, including low
price, Genie II adapts perfectly to
commercial functions with the following
features.

Numeric keyboard

Four usable, definable.function
keys.
Extension to BASIC

Basic business commands
Fully expandable for same
peripherals.

For full details and demonstrations of the Video Genie system or Genie II contact your
local dealer, or write directly to the sole importers at the address below.

Woking. 04862 22881. Castle Electronics. Hastings.
0424 437875. Gamer. Brighton. 0273 698424. SOUTH
WEST Disk wise Ltd. Callington. 05793 3780.
Electrosure. Exeter. 0392 56280 56687. West Devon
Electronics. Yolverton. 082 285 3434. SUFFOLK Rebvale
Computers. Bury St. Edmunds. 095 381 316. Marshion
Electronics. Ipswich. 0473 75476. Microtek. Ipswich.
0473 50152. SURREY Croydon Computer Centre.
Thornton Heath. 689 1280. SUSSEX Nestra Electronics.
Chichester. 0243 512861. WALES MRS Communications.
Cardiff. 0222 616936/7. Morriston Computer Centre.
Swansea. 0792 795817. Tryfan Computers. Bangor.
0248 52042. WEST MIDLANDS Ward Electronics.
Birmingham. 021 554 0708. Allen TV Services. Stoke on
Trent. 0782 616929. Microprint. Stoke on Trent.
0782 48348. YORKS Advance TV Services. Shipley.
0274 585333. Amateur Radio Shop. Huddersfield.
0484 20774. Thomas Wright. Bradford. 0274 663471. Photo
Electrics. Sheffield. 0742 53865. Allan M. Plainer Ltd.
Leeds. 0532 688397. Quadraphenia. Sheffield. 0742 77824.
Scene and Heard, Halifax. 0422 59116. Spot Computer
Systems. Doncaster. 0302 25159. EIRE Compshop,
Dublin. 74933. D.B. Microcomputers. Limerick, 061 42733.
NORTHERN IRELAND Business Electronic Equipment.
Belfast. 0232 46161. Brittain Laboratories Ltd.. Belfast.
0232 28374. JERSEY G.B. Organs. St. Saviour,
0534 26788/23564.

Chesterfield Road, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 5LE
Telephone: 0629 4995. Telex: 377482 Lowlec G.
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GW Computers
CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
LONDON WC1. TEL NO. 636 8210/63.1.4818,

r SUPERBRAIN"

COMPUSTARTm

Intelligent Video Terminal Systems
350K or 700K of Disk Storage
SuperBrain's CP/M operating system boasts an overwhelming amount of available software in BASIC,
FORTRAN, COBAL and APL. Whatever your
application' ... General Ledger, Accounts
Receivable, Payroll, Inventory or Word Processing,
SuperBrain is top in its class. And the SuperBrain QD
boasts the same powerful performance but also
features a double -sided drive system to render more

than 700K bytes of disk storage and a full 64K or
RAM. All standard!

Functional characteristics
The CompuStar 10 megabyte Disk Storage System (DSS) consists of
read/write and control electronics, read/write heads, a track positioning mechanism, a spindle drive mechanism, dual disks, an air filtration system, and our exclusive 255 user controller - all packaged
in a compact desktop enclosure. Although designed primarily to
accommodate multiple CompuStar Video Processing Units (described
at left), the unit can easily be connected to a single SuperBrain Video
Computer System to facilitate additional disk storage. When used
with CompuStar VDUs, however, the integral Z80 based controller
will permit up to 255 users to "share" the resources of the disk with
minimal CPU response degradation.
Read/Write Heads and Disks
The recording media consists of a,lubricated thin magnetic oxide
coating on a 200mm diameter aluminium substrate. This coating formulation, together with the low load force/low rriass Winchester type
flying heads, permits reliable contact start/stop operation. Data on
each disk surface is read by one read/write head, each of which
accesses 256 tracks.

*** D/SIM ***
(DETERMINISTIC SIMULATOR)
01=FILE RELATED TASKS
02=FUNCTION TABLES
03=MATHEMATICS
04=COMPUTE FUNCTIONS
05=AUTOMATIC PROCESSES
SELECT ?

06=VOCABULARY SECTION
07=SET RECORD FORMS
08=FIELD ATTRIBUTES
09=PRINT FORMAT
10=DISK SWAP

A NEW MODELLING PROGRAM. TOTALLY IN CORE. PROVIDES THE ABILITY TO TABULATE FINANCIAL (AS WELL AS
OTHER) DATA AND THEN PROCESS THE DATA UNDER CERTAIN ALTERNATIVE CONDITIONS. SET-UP INITIAL CONDITIONS
OF A GIVEN SITUATION AND EVALUATE THE CONSEQUENCES UNDER A GIVEN LOGICAL MODEL. ALTER THE CONDITIONS
AND EVALUATE POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVE CONSEQUENCES BEFORE TAKING ACTION.
PRICE (195.00) MAIL ORDER OR 250.00 WITH TRAINING. (MANUAL 20.00)
GRAMA (WINTER) LTD/G.W. COMPUTERS LTD. ARE THE PRODUCERS OF THIS PACKAGE WHICH IS UNEQUALLED FOR ITS
LEVEL OF TOTAL INTEGRATION, LINGUISTIC FLEXIBILITY AND MAXIMISED DISK/MEMORY CONSERVATION.
AUTHOR TONY WINTER (M.D.;B.A.LIT;B.A. HON. PHIL;AND LECTURER)

TWO TYPICAL PACKAGE DEALS.

NORMALLY

NORMALLY
01-SUPERBRAIN 64K RAM 700K
02 -NEC 5510 (OR SIMILAR)
03 -CABLE ADAPTER
04-12 MONTH WARRANTY
05 -DELIVERY IN U.K.
06 -TRAINING SESSION
07-CPM HANDBOOK
08-50 BASIS EXERCISES

16-MSORT & DSORT
17 -RECOVER (ERASED FILES)
18 -INSTANT BASIC

1950.00
450.00
25.00
235.00
40.00
50.00
8.75
8.75
20.00
475.00
190.00
150.00
114.00
125.00
50.00
75.00
25.00
9.00

(NOT INC VAT)

4000.50

(NOT INC VAT)

01-SUPERBRAIN 64K RAM 320 K
02 -EPSON MX80 FT (OR SIMILAR)
03 -CABLE

04-12 MONTH WARRANTY
05 -DELIVERY IN U.K.
06 -TRAINING SESSION
07-CPM HANDBOOK
08-50 BASIC EXERCISES
09 -BOX PAPER (2000 SHEETS)
10 -DBMS (DATABASE)
11 -WORD -STAR (ELSEWHERE 250)
12-MBASIC-80
13-40 MEMOREX DISKETTES
14 -DOS+ AND DIAGNOSTICS

15-AUTO/CLOCK/CLICK/KEY AHEAD

OUR PRICE *" 2950.00

09 -BOX PAPER (2000 SHEETS)
10 -DBMS (DATABASE)
11 -WORD STAR (ELSEWHERE 250)
12-MBASIC-80

13-25 DYSAN D/SIDE DISKETTES
14 -DOS+ AND DIAGNOSTICS
15-AUTO/CLOCK/CLICK/KEY AHEAD
16-MSORT & DSORT
17 -RECOVER (ERASED FILES)
18 -INSTANT BASIC

OUR PRICE *"" 4850.00

2395.00
1695.00
25.00
410.00
50.00
50.00
8.75
8.75
20.00
195.00
190.00
150.00
150.00
125.00
50.00
75.00
25.00
9.00

5910.50

WARRANTY NOTE: WE HANDLE ALL REPAIRS OURSELVES. WARRANTY COVERS FREE REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT IF
DEFECTIVE IN FIRST THREE WEEKS. THEREAFTER UP TO 12 MONTHS THE COVER PROVIDES INSURANCE ON ALL
SPARE PARTS AND LABOUR COSTS (EXCLUDING CARRIAGE). CALL OUT MAINTAINANCE IS ALSO AVAILABLE AT 25.00
LMINIMUM (LONDON) 50.00 MINIMUM ELSEWHERE IN U.K. PLUS MILEAGE.

CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS ONLY: 55 BEDFORD
COURT MANSIONS, BEDFORD AVENUE, LONDON WC1.
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*** BUS ***
(BUSINESS EFFICIENCY)
WIDELY USED IN UK/FRANCE/USA AND ENGLISH SPEAKING COUNTRIES FOR ITS
OVERALL FLEXIBILITY AS A COMPLETE BUSINESS PACKAGE.
T"

Includes Inventory, Database, Management, Invoicing, Mailing Addresses, Statements, Sales/Purchase Ledger

with or without Auto Stock Update and Double Entry Journals including Nominal Ledger; plus A'C Receivable
and Payable making Auto Bank entries.
01=ADDRESS SECTION
02=STOCK CONTROL
03=A/C RECEIVABLES
')4=SALES LEDGER
J5=A/C PAYABLES
06=PURCHASE LEDGERS

WHICH OPTION

07=BANK UPDATE
08=USER DATABASE AREA
09=INVOICE CREATION
10=ORDER FILES
11=30/60/90 DAY AGE ANALYSIS
12=ARITHMETIC SECTION

13=PRINT CUSTOMER STATEMENTS
14=PRINT SUPPLIER STATEMENTS
15=PRINT AGENT STATEMENTS
16=PRINT TAX STATEMENTS
17=RUN SEPARATE PROGRAMS
18=CHANGE VOCABULARY

SUB -MENU EXAMPLES:
)Quit or .Random or Sequential or .Key sorted field or .Other functions
)Quit or .AII or .Part or .Specific
)Quit or .Fast screen or .Slow screen or .Rapid print or .Pausing print
>Quit or .Continue or .Amend or .Delete or .Print

19=PRINT YEAR AUDIT
20=PRINT PROFIT/LOSS A'C
21=DISK DIRECTORIES

(9.00)
(9.00)

22=CASHF LOW FORECAST

(9.00)
(9.00)

23=PAYROLL (N/AVAILABLE)
24'OISK SWAP/EXIT SYSTEM

(LEVEL 8.00 @ 975.00)
(LEVEL 9.00 @ 1075.00)

)Quit or .Double entry or .Alter filename or .Echo input or .Print options
>Quit or .Mail ticket or .Columnated or .Raw data line
)Quit or .Add or .Subtract or .Multiply or .Divide
)Quit or .Greater or Smaller or .Cross refer two files

+++++++ SUPER - BUS +++++++ A NEW HIGHER LEVEL OF THE ABOVE PACKAGE.... HAS BEEN REDUCED IN SIZE BY
50 PER CENT TO A SINGLE 15K BASIC PROGRAM, MAKING ALL FILE RETRIEVALS A MATTER OF NANOSECONDS. WORKS

UNDER WPM AND COMPUSTAR FOR COMMON DATA RETRIEVAL LEVEL 10.00 .... ***** 1475.00 *****
DBMS (DATABASE) HAS 01=02=04=;06=;07=08=;17=;18=;21=;24=. PRICE 475.00
DATABASE FEATURES ARE:
FOR ANY SIZE RECORD UP TO TWENTY FOUR FIELDS FILE ARCHITECTURES CAN BE DESIGNED
WITH COMPLETE FREEDOM OVER THE LINGUISTIC CONVENTIONS ASSIGNED TO EACH FIELD. THE FILE THEN CAN STORE 32000
RECORDS WHICH CAN BE SEARCHED BY THE RANDOM ACCESS NUMBER (RETRIEVED IN LESS THAN ONE SECOND) OR 'KEY'
RANDOM ACCESS ON SPECIFIED FIELD OR SEQUENTIALLY COMPARING FOR LEFT FIELD PARTS, FIELD-INKEYS, OR PARTS OF
RECORD, AND THEN CHANGED, PRINTED, DELETED, SKIPPED.
GRAMA (WINTER) LTD/G.W. COMPUTERS LTD. ARE THE PRODUCERS OF THIS PACKAGE WHICH IS UNEQUALLED FOR ITS LEVEL OF
TOTAL INTEGRATION, LINGUISTIC FLEXIBILITY AND MAXIMISED DISK/MEMORY CONSERVATION.
LAUTHOR TONY WINTER (M.D.;B.A.LIT;B.A.HON.PHIL;AND LECTURER)

DUE TO LONG TERM CONTRACTUAL COMMITMENTS, WE ARE - ONLY GIVING RESTRICTED
DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT AT ONE OF OUR LONDON OFFICES. WE EXPORT TO ALL
COUNTRIES, TAKE AMEXCO, ACCESS AND BARCLAYCARD.
CONTACT TONY WINTER ON 01.636.8210 OR 01.631.4818 AND IF UNAVAILABLE THEN LEAVE A
CALL-BACK MESSAGE (CLEARLY STATING YOUR TELEPHONE NUMBER AND NAME) ON THE
24 -HOUR ANSWER -PHONE, WE CALL BACK ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD.

IMPORTANT!!! No hardware is any value without the software, and our software is unequalled. We give you a
discount to set you going. Just decide on the system you intend purchasing, and take 10% of its value off the price
you would have to pay for the software. You could get the software free with the hardware if you choose the best
system we sell.

VSUPERBRAIN * SUPERBRAIN

/ COMPUSTAR * COMPUSTAR

PRINTER * PRINTER

425.0-07
64K MDL 10 VPU
OKI MICRO -80
1695.00
OKI MICRO -83
795.00
/ 64K MDL 15 PRNT
1595.00
EPSON MX80F/T
450.00
/ 64K MDL 20 VPU
2495.00
1395.00
/ 64K MDL 30 VPU
TEXAS 810
2695.00
1595.00
DIABLO 630
2995.00
/ 64K MDL 40 VPU
NEC 5530
1595.00
/ 10 MEG INTERTEC
2950.00
5 MEG CORVUS. DISK
1695.00
7950.00
NEC 5510
11 MEG CORVUS
/ 32 MED INTERTEC
1895.00
NEC 5525
/ 96 MEG INTERTEC
8500.00
CORDLESS PHONES
1950.00
QUME 5/55
SHUGART DRIVES
975.00
/ BUS PROGRAM
FREE.00
SHEET FEED
TRACTORS
/ BUS MANUAL
9.00
S100 CONTROLLER
750.00
FREE.00
CP.M (TM)
SHUGART 5 MEG DSK
4195.00
SYSTEM 3
4195.00
SYSTEM 1
/ SYSTEM 2
60K+2.4 MEG
64K+750 K DISK
/ 64K+5.3 M DISK
CRT AND TWIN 8"
/ CRT AND CORVUS
CRT AND S100 BUS
IN 1 ABC -26 UNIT
/ IN 1 SUPERBRAIN UNIT
IN 1 'ARCHIVES' UNIT
FORTRAN -80
200.00
COBOL -80
320.00
150.00
MBASIC 80
275.00
WORD -STAR
195.00
420.00
PASCAL UCSD
CIS COBOL
75.00
120.00
CBASIC
SUPER SORT
55.00
MAIL MERGE
190.00
TEXTWR ITER
75.00
190.00
BASCOMPILER
DATASTAR
T/MAKER
150.00
125.00
SUPER CALC (CPM)
195.00
DBMS (DATABASE)
BUS VER 9,00
1075.00
975.00
475.00
BUS VER 8.00
DBMS (EXTENDED)
125.00
UTILITIES
75.00
75.00
DOS + AND DIAGS
MSORT & DSORT
ANY SOFTWARE ABOVE
OUR PRICE INCLUDES FREE:
/ 10% ALLOWANCES AGAINST
5-50 DISKS *******
TRAINING SESSION
/ DELIVERY
24/48 HOUR REPAIR
CABLES
/ 6/12 MTH WARRANTY
MANUALS
EXTENDED WARRANTY IF REQD
/ RIBBONS & THIMBLES
2000 SHEETS PAPER
CPM HANDBOOK
/ BASIC MANUAL
IF YOU WISH TO MAKE THE WARRANTY TO 1 YEAR THEN ADD 5% OF HARDWARE COST. OTHERWISE NO MAINTENANCE
SCHEDULE. SIMPLY AD -HOC CHARGES AFTER WARRANTY EXPIRATION, SAME QUALITY SERVICE.
REPEAT KEY AUTO -LOAD, RAM CHIP TEST,
. 125.00
DOS + AND DIAGNOSTICS FOR SUPERBRAIN SPECIAL .
FAST FORMAT BOTH DRIVES, FAST COPY TRACK TO TRACK TPU TEST, RS232 TEST, SCREEN TEST, DISK TEST (VARIOUS), DISK I/O TEST.
MAIL ADDRESS G.W. COMPUTERS LTD. 55 BEDFORD COURT MANS. BEDFORD AVENUE. W.C.1.
64K +320 K DISK
64K + 700 K DISK
64K + 1.5 M DISK
EMULATOR TERML
INTERTUBE III TML

1950.00
2395.00
2995.00
495.00
495.00
2250.00
2955.00
135.00
95.00
150.00
1500.00
3750.00

/

-

hh

DUE TO LONG TERM CONTRACTUAL COMMITMENTS WE ARE ONLY ABLE TO GIVE RESTRICTED
APPOINTMENTS AT ONE OF OUR LONDON OFFICES. CONTACT TONY WINTER ON TELS 01.636.8210
AND 01.631.4818. ALSO 24 HOUR ANSWERPHONE. IF YOU JUST WANT LITERATURE THEN CLEARLY
STATE YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS, WE WILL MAIL YOU A STANDARD INFORMATION PACK.
PCW 25

Which Computer?

Just a few tasks a microcomputer could
be organising for your company,
division or department: -

Businessmen and professional
people alike can rid themselves
of day-to-day problems and
increased workload with
a microcomputer.

Integrated Accounts
Sales Ledger
Purchase Ledger
Nominal Ledger
Sales Forecasting
Stock Control
Job Costing
Estimating
Payroll
Word Processing

Accountants
Estate Agents
Retailers

Insurance Brokers

Doctors

Dentists
Solicitors
Architects
Engineers

(automatic compilation,
editing and production of
repetitive letters and
documents).

Chemists

Farmers
Bankers
Teachers
to name

APPLE II

SUPERBRAIN

£399

£755

_

£1700

£1579

£2380

£2400

£2150

£2050

£2830

£2850

_,

£4380

£4335

SYSTEM A
Basic computer
including screen &

RAIR

PET

keyboard

SYSTEM B

As 'A', plus floppy disk
drive(s) and matrix
printer for small
business user.

SYSTEM C
As 'B', but quality printer
for word processing
instead.

SYSTEM D
As 'B', plus hard disk for
up to 5,000,000 bytes
on line.

Prices exclude V.A.T. Rental, Leasing, and/or Maintenance Contracts

plus System Software Consultancy available.
O

n
Johns
0
microcomputers
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Johnson House, 75-79 Park Street,
Camberley Surrey. Telephone 0276 20446
48 Gloucester Road, Bristol.1Telephone 0272 422061
MI

148 Cowley Road, Oxford. Telephone 0865 721461

calcDcompuTER PRODUCT)
INTERNATIONAL LTD.

IROOM PCW 8 CAMBRIDGE HOUSE, CAMBRIDGE ROAD, BARKING, ESSEX IG11 8NT, ENGLAND
Telephone: 01-591 6511 Telex: 892395
EUROPE'S LARGEST SELECTION OF MICROCOMPUTER SOFTWARE. BOOKS AND
MAGAZINES FOR THE HOBBYIST, EDUCATIONALIST. PROFESSIONAL AND RETAILER

BOOKS
BY OSBORNE

FOR THE 6800

Introduction to Microcomputer Series
Vo 0: Beginners Book
Vo 1: BASIC Concepts
Vo 2: Some Real Microprocessors
Vo 2: Updating supplement set Nos. 1 - 6

£6.50
£9.00
£20.85
£20.85
£13.00
£20.85
£4.50

Vo 3: Some Real Support Devices
Vo 3: Updating supplement set Nos. 1 - 6

Retailer
and OEM
terms
available

1 Updating supplement (Specify for Vol 2 or 3)
PET and the IEEE 488 (GPIB) Bus
6800 Programming for Logic Design
8080 Programming for Logic Design
Z80 Programming for Logic Design
280 Assembly Language Programming
28000 Assembly Language Programming
6502 Assembly Language Programming
8080A/8085 Assembly Language Programming
6800 Assembly Language Programming
6809 Assembly Language Programming
Accounts Payable and Accounts Receivable
Payroll with Cost Accounting
General Ledger
Some Common BASIC Programs
Practical BASIC Programs
80891/0 Processor Handbook
The CRT Controller Handbook
The 68000 Microprocessor Handbook
Apple Users Guide
CP/M Users Guide
16 Bit Microprocessor Handbook
4 and 8 Bit Microprocessor Handbook
8086 Book

£10.95
£6.30
£6.30
£6.30
£11.85
£14.85
£11.85
£7.95
£7.95
£13.50
£14.85
£14.85
£14.85
£9.85
£10.25
£4.95
£4.95
£4.50
£11.50

TBA
£15.95
£15.95
£13.50

GENERAL
MAIL
ORDER
TELEPHONE
CREDIT
CARD
ORDER
VISIT -v

See Magazines and Subscriptions!
Microprocessors from Chips to Systems
Microprocessor Interfacing Techniques
IC OP -AMP Cookbook
RTL Cookbook
Ciarcias Circuit Cellar
Buyers Guide to Microsoftware
Calculating with BASIC
Computer Programs that Work (in BASIC)
Dr Dobbs Journal Volume 1
Dr Dobbs Journal
Dr Dobbs Journal Volume 3
Best of Byte
Scelbi BYTE Primer
Best of Creative Computing, Vol. 1
Best 01 Creative Computing, Vol. 2
Program Design
Programming Techniques: Simulation
Numbers in Theory and Practice
PIMS-A Database Management System
Best of Interface Age -Software
Programming the Z8000
CPM Handbook
CP/M Primer

See Osborne Books!

K2 FDOS

£9.00
£12.10
£9.85
£4.25
£6.00
£2.40
£4.95
£3.95
£15.50
£15.50
£15.50
£8.95
£8.95
£6.95
£6.95
£4.75
£4.75
£6.00
£6.50
£9.95
£11.60
£12.10
£ 8.45
£15.50

Microsoft BASIC'University Software Inc Listings:
Home and Economics Programs
Education and Scientific Programs

£16.50
23.00

FOR THE Z80
Full

descriptive
Catalogue:
available

£1 deductable
from
first
purchase

See Osborne Books!
Z80 Instruction Handbook (Wadsworth)
£11.50
Programming the Z80 (Zacs)
£10.25
280 Software Gourmet Guide and Cookbook
£11.10
32 BASIC Programs for the TRS-80 (Level II) 16K
Introduction to the T -Bug (Guide to TRS-80 Machine Language Monitor)
£6.95
30 Programs for the Sinclair ZX80
£7.50
Z80 Microcomputer handbook

CONCERNING LANGUAGE
A Practical Introduction to PASCAL
The PASCAL Handbook
Beginners guide to UCSD PASCAL
Introduction of PASCAL (Including UCSD PASCAL)
BYTE Book of PASCAL
SCELBAL-BASIC Language Interpreter (Source Code)
Instant Basic
BASIC BASIC
Advanced BASIC
Users Guide to North Star BASIC
Microsoft BASIC (a guide)
Secret Guide to Computers
Fifty BASIC Exercises

£4.95
£11.50
£8.25
£9.10
£17.85
£10.00
£7.65
£7.15
£6.60
£10.00
£7.15
£4.00
£10.25

FOR THE 6502
See Magazines and Subscriptions!!
Best of Micro, Vol 2
Programming the 6502 (Zacs)
6502 Applications
6502 Instruction Handbook
The PET Revealed
Library of PET Subroutines
32 BASIC Programs for the PET
First Book of KIM
PET/CBM Personal Computer Guide (2nd edition)

Trade
Enquiries
Welcome

£5.50
£10.25
£10.25
£2.75
£10.00
£10.00
£11.10
£7.00
£11.00

FOR FUN
More BASIC Computer Games
8080 Galaxy Game
SUPER-WUMPUS-A Game in 6800 Assembler Code 8 BASIC
Computer Music Book
Computer Rage (a Board Game)
Introduction to TRS-80 Graphics
Take My Computer Please ... (Fiction)
Introduction to Low Resolution Graphics for PET, Apple TRS-80
Starship Simulation
Microsoft BASIC: University Software Inc., Listings:
Fun and Games Programs 1
Fun and Games Programs 2
6502 Games
Inside BASIC Games

£6.00
£6.95
£4.25
£6.75
£6.95
£6.30
£3.25
£6.00
£4.50
£10.45
£10.45
£10.25
£9.45

FOR THE NOVICE
See Magazines and Subscriptions!
See Osborne Books!
Getting Down to Business with Your Microcomputer
£5.50
Getting Involved with Your Own Computer
£5.50
How to Profit from Your Personal Computer
£6.50
Microcomputer Potpourri
£1.95
Hobby Computers are Here
£3.00
New Hobby Computers
£3.00
Understanding Microcomputers and Small Computer Systems
£6.95
Understanding Microcomputers and Small Computer Systems
and Audio Cassette
£8.75
From the Counter to the Bottom Line
£10.00
Buying a Business Computer
£9.75
You Just Bought a Personal What?
£8.75

MAGAZINES

MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS
(all processed within 3 weeks)
Micro 6502 Journal (12 issues)
68 Micro (12 issues)
Personal Computing (12 issues)
Interface Age (12 issues)
Dr Dobbs Journal (12 issues)
Recreational Computing (6 issues)
BYTE (12 issues)
Creative Computing (12 issues)
Kilobaud Microcomputing (12 issues)
Compute for the 6502 (12 issues)
80' Microcomputing (12 issues)
S-100 Microsystems (for CPM users) (6 issues)

£17.00
£21.00
£21.00
£30.00
£19.00
£13.50
£40.00
£25.50
£31.00
£25.50
£29.00
£12.50

MAGAZINE BACK ISSUES
Micro 6502 Journal
Personal Computing
Interface Age
Dr Dobbs Journal
Computer Music Journal
Recreational Computing
BYTE

Creative Computing
Calculators and Computers
Kilobaud Microcomputing
Compute -for the 6502
68' Micro
80-Microcomputing
On Computing
5-100 Microsystems
Magazine Storage Box (holds 12)

£1.95
£2.15
£3.25
£2.15
£3.75
£2.15
£3.60
£2.15
£1.95
£3.60
£2.50
£2.15
£3.60
£1.95
£2.15
£2.15

BYTE NIBBLE REPRINTS:
£3.50
a) A TMS-9900 Monitor
£1.25
b) BASIC Cross -Reference Generator
£4.50
c) A Micro Word Processor
d) 'Tiny' PASCAL in 8080 Assembly Language ('e needed to use this)£13.00
e) A 'Tiny' PASCAL Compiler
£13.00
I) An APL Interpreter in PASCAL
£2.35
g) Computer Assisted Flight Planning
£2.00
h) Computerized Wine Cellar
£13.00
i) The Design of an M6800 Lisp Interpreter

ORDER INFORMATION
MAGAZINES/SUBSCRIPTIONS: Magazine back issues that are not
currently in stock are often difficult to obtain. For unavailable back issues
there is a photocopying service of £0.15 per page plus p -p plus VAT.
Subscriptions are processed to start with the next current issue alter the
date of order.
BOOKS: Most books are published in the USA and stocked in Britain by L.P.
Enterprises: MPI Ltd.

We aim to keep all at these books in stock and as a result of this, most
prepaid orders are despatched by return of post.

Please add £0.75 (plus WV, VAT) towards postage for EACH book

FOR THE 8080
See Osborne Books!
8080 Hex Code Card
8080 Octal Code Card
8080 Software Gourmet Guide and Cookbook
8080/8085 Software Design
8080 Standard Monitor
8080 Standard Assembler
8080 Standard Editor
8080 Special Package: Monitor. Editor. Assembler
BASEX: A Simple Language and Compiler for the 8080

See Magazines and Subscriptions!
See Osborne Books!
6800 Software Gourmet Guide and Cookbook
£7.85
6800 Tracer -An aid to 6800 Program Debugging
£4.50
Tiny Assembler
£6.30
RA 6800 ML -An M6800 Relocatable Macro Assembler
£17.50
Link 68 -An M6800 Linking Loader
£6.00
MONDEB-An Advanced M6800 Monitor Debugger
£3.85

purchased. II purchasing more than 5 books at any one time, please add
£0.15 for each extra title (over the 5).
£1.95
£1.95
£7.15
£6.75
£8.95
£8.95
£8.95
£20.00
£6.00

PAYMENT: All payment must be in sterling and drawn against a UK Bank.
Send cash, cheques, postal orders, IMO, Access or Barclaycard No. to:

Microcomputer Products International Ltd., Room PCW, 8 Cambridge
House, Cambridge Road, Barking. Essex IG11 8NT. Prices subject to
change due to fluctuations in the dollar rate.

Three good reasons why
professionals pick Apples
1. In research
Apple desk top computer systems help
you collect, store and analyse data as
fast as you can load and execute a
program. There are many software
programs for Apple which enable you
to manipulate your data in the
computing world. If you need special
programs you can now use any of
Apple's development languages Basic, Fortran, Pascal, Cobol and
Pilot.

3. In production
management
Apple desk top computer systems
make it simple to gather data, analyse
productivity, measure yields and
facilitate all phases of production
control. Do you want to speed up
repetitive tasks? You can rely on
Apple's word processing capabilities to
write, edit and print your reports and
data.

Apple desk top computer systems let
you define models and refine
prototypes. Do you want to study
cause and effect of several variables?
Apple can compute new results
instantly and display them in
colourful, easy -to -read graphs, charts
or plots on a video monitor.

Maximum Memory Size
Screen Display

Screen Resolution (B & WI
Screen Resolution (Colour)
Keyboard
Numeric Key Pad
Input/Output
Disc Drives
Languages

Whichever system you choose, Apple
never locks you into a single
configuration. You can use up to
eight I/O accessory expansion slots to
add an IEEE bus, Apple's Silentype"
printer, a modem or a Graphics Tablet.
You can add up to 64K bytes and 51/4in.

disc drives without adding any
overhead. For support, service and the
best extended warranty in the industry
- Apple is the answer. If you have any
other questions about why Apple is
chosen by professionals in engineering
and science, see your nearest Apple
Computer Dealer.

Please send me full information on the Apple
computer, the Apple software booklet and my
nearest Dealer. I am interested in how Apple can
help me in:

Science Research Engineering
Production Management Business
Name:
Position:

Company:
Address:

Post Code:

Telephone Number

28 PCW

1

PCW10

Fixed

Accessory
8 expansion slots
Add-on one to six drives
BASIC
Fortran 77
Pascal

Cobol

Typical Configuration

48K RAM Apple with BASIC,
single disc drive, B & W Monitor

(9"1, Silentype" printer.

For details of the numerous programs available for Apple and the
name and address of your nearest Apple Computer Dealer, please
complete the coupon below and return it to Microsense

Computers Limited, Finway Road, Hemel Hempstead,
Herts HP2 7I'S. FREEPOST.

SOLE UK DISTRIBUTOR

microsense

comppters limited
Finway Road, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 7I'S
Hemel Hempstead (0442) 41191 and 48151
24 hour answering service, Telex: 825554 DATEFF G

* Price exclusive of VAT and correct at time of going
to press.
Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc, Cupertino,

California, USA.

Profession

64K bytes
40 column
(80 column with
peripheral card)
24 Lines
Upper Case
280 x 192
140 x 192 16 colours)

Assembly
Pilot

Apples grow with you

2. In engineering

Apple II

MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS LIMITED
Announce

microRFIIIIIE

- the progr2rn that gives microcomputer users a mainframe capability
- at a fraction of the cost.
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Specifically written for the Apple 11, Micro Planner plans and controls
projects which require accurate co-ordination of interdependent operations
and inputs.
Micro Planner uses the powerful technique of Network Analysis (or P.E.R.T.)
to enable operators with no previous computer experience to control complex
projects on site.

CONSTRUCTION - private housing to oil rigs
EVENTS - exhibitions, sports meetings, air displays.
NEW PRODUCT LAUNCHES
RESEARCH and DEVELOPMENT
SHIPPING - building and refit.
MILITARY - planning operations. ETC., ETC.,
We believe that Micro Planner is a superb program which in
many respects revolutionises the use of the microcomputer
allowing it to achieve its maximum potential with an economy
and flexibility unobtainable with larger systems.

MALI

Microcomputer Systems Limited
10, Waring House, Redcliffe Hill,
Bristol BS1 6TB. Tel: Bristol (0272) 213427

WI I= II= MN NM

INE

EMI
To: Datalink Microcomputer Systems Limited
Please send me detailed information about Micro Planner
Name

IAddress

I Tel No.

OM MI

INN

MIN MI MI

PCW 29
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TVs --

Hardware

COLOUR TV's by
FERGUSON, J.V.C.
MITSUBISHI
PANASONIC
TOSHIBA

f

SYSTEMS BY

ADLER, APPLE, ACORN,
PANASONIC, SHARP,
VIDEO GENIE.

Q

PANASONIC TC402

£199.00
Colour TV 12"
SHARP B/W 12" TV £54.90
MONITORS

4,
C.

4

SHARP
PC1211 POCKET

ACORN

ATOM KIT 8K ROM + 2K RAM
ATOM ASSEMBLED 8K ROM
+ 2K RAM
ATOM KIT 12K ROM + 12K RAM
ATOM ASSEMBLED 12K ROM
+ 12K RAM

I

11

Mail Order ficcessories
All items listed are available through our fast efficient mail
order service. If you find our prices are not competitive
than we will be pleased to match any genuine offer in this

4

ACORN
Colour Encoder
Floating Point Rom
ea
Memory Chips
Magic Book
Printer Drive
Printer Buffer

Utility
VDU

Maths Pack
Games Packs 1 to 7
Word Pack Rom

a

20.00 a
20.00 a
1.95 a
5.50 c
9.00 a
2.50 a
10.00 a
10.00 a
10.00 a
10.00 a
26.00 a

APPLE (Please ring for software
not listed)
Visicalc (new 16 sector) 111.00 b
100.00 b
Visiplot
144.00 b
Visitrend/Visiplot
111.00 b
Visidex
475.00 b
Cisobol
65.00 b
Desk Top Plan
425.00 b
Micro Modeller
121.00 b
APM
39.00 b
Writer
79.00 b
Magic Window

.1.

BOOKS (Send SAE for full list)
5.50 c
Acorn Magic
8.95 c
Microsoft Basic
Basic Basic

Learning Level II
Basic Handbook
Introduction to Pascal
Programming in Pascal
CP/M Handbook
Programming &
Interfacing 65 02
Programming the 65 02
Basic Computer Games
Basic A Unit for
Secondary Schools
More Basic Computer
Games

WP

Making Most of Z X80
Machine Language from
ground up

8.25 c
11.00 c
11.00 c
8.75 c
6.95 c
8.95 c

8.95 c
9.10 c
5.50 c
4.45 c
6.25 c
6.95 c

9.00 c

Please add p&p and then VAT @ 15%
(Zero VAT on Books)

VIDEO GENIE
Sound Mod
Colour Mod
Synthesiser
EG 3013 Expander
EG 3013/RS232
Lower Case
Dust Cover
Invaders

ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE OF
POSTAGE & PACKING
APPLE II (48K)
ADLER SYSTEMS FROM
VIDEO GENIE (16K)
(Please add VAT to prices above)

Tables

SHARP
CE 121 Cassette
Interface

MICROLINE 83
CENTRONICS 737
SHARP MZ8OP 3
SHARP MZ8OP 5
EPSON MX100
EPSON MX130
EPSON MX80F/T2

11.50 b

63.90 b
Assembler Tapes &Manual

20.44 b
Speed Basic

Biorhythm
Autocross
Hanoi
Fox & Geese

Four in a Row
Moonlander
Bank Account
Posiedon
Address Book
Anagrams
Dust Cover

MEMORY CHIPS
4116 (Apple, Sharp)
2114 (Acorn)
4027 ('AK Sharp)

41.40 b
10.00 a
4.00 a
4.00 a
4.00 a
4.00 a
5.00 a
5.00 a

ea
ea

1.50 a
1.95 a

ea

0 50 a

£195.00
£259.00
£399.00
£799.00
£395.00
£379.00
£415.00
£575.00
POA

a

ai

interest Free and
Lease Purchasing Piaci

4.00 a
5.00 a
5.00 a
44.00 a
3.00 a
5.00 a

Composer

£695.00
£1550.00
£275.00

£480.00
DISK DRIVES
SHARP DUAL DRIVE
£580.00
VIDEO GENIE SINGLE DRIVE £215.00
VIDEO GENIE DUAL DRIVE
£410.00
INTERFACE UNITS
A WIDE RANGE OF INTERFACES ARE
AVAILABLE EX -STOCK
WESTRA COMPUTER STATION
DESKS IN STOCK
(Please add VAT to prices above)

CE 122 PrinterInterface

Machine Language tape
& Manual

£11.00 All

Peripherals
PRINTERS
SEIKOSHA GP80
EPSON MX70
EPSON MX80F/T

7.50 a
13.50 a
13.00 a
13.50 a
23.10 a
25.00 a
9.50 a
14.50 a
6.50 a
8.75 a
13.50 a
8.75 a
6.50 a

Adventure 1 to 9
Haniball
Android Nim

£253.00

*sceiTyvvirr4

7.50 a

Pinball
Pools
Imon
Sargon II chess
Startrek
Z chess 3
Adventure Sampler

£153.00
£223.00

1.11

39.46 b
45.00 b
185.00 d
215.00 d
35.00 b
5,55 a
13.00 a

Biorhythm
Battle of Britain

£123.00

POWER SUPPLY

magazine.
P&P Rates: a 0.75 b 1.00 c 1.50 d 2.50
ft

£79.00
£400.00
£425.00
£999.00

SHARP MZ8OK (20K)
SHARP MZ8OK (48K)
SHARP MZ8OK 164K)

£95.00
£85.00
£112.17
9" HITACHI B/W
£180.00
12" BMC
(Please add VAT to prices above)
9" OPC GREEN
9" APF BAN

INTEREST FREE CREDIT

AVAILABLE ON ALL ITEMS
OVER £300. PLEASE PHONE
FOR DETAILS. LEASE
PURCHASE SYSTEMS FOR AS
LITTLE AS £10 PER WEEK!

o

SuperidSgstems

BARta

VI

178, WEST STREET, SHEFFIELD S1 4ET TEL: 0742 755005
-ALSO AT: QUADRAPHENIA, 19 BRADFORD ROW, (HALLGATE) DONCAST
DN1 3NF TEL: 0302 21215
.
3

Business Hours: Sheffield Mon -Sat 9am-5.15pm Doncaster Mon -Sat 10am-5.00pm

Your prayers
have been
answered.
If you own or use a micro -computer, then chances are that
from time to time, you've wished that someone could simplify
programming.
Because as useful as micro -computers are, they can only ever
be as good as the programs they run.
Well then, how does this sound?
No more program -coding. No more debugging. And no more
time wasting.
Arguably more comprehensive and advanced than anything else
of its kind, The Last One is a computer program that writes computer
programs. Programs that work first time, every time.
By asking you questions in plain English about what you want
your program to do, The Last One uses your answers to generate a
ready -to -use program in BASIC.
What's more, with The Last One, you can change or modify
your program as often as you wish. Without effort, fuss or any
additional cost. So as your requirements change, your programs
can too.
And if, because of the difficulties and costs of buying, writing
and customising software, you've put off purchasing a computer
system up to now, you need delay no longer.
Available now.
The Last One costs £260 + £39 VAT and is now available from

better computer stores.
For further information, write to D.J. 'Al' Systems Ltd.,
Station Road,
Ilminster,
Somerset TA19 9BQ.
Tel: 04605 4117.

THE IAST CNE
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The low-cost answer
for both character and
graphic display...

...the KAGA 12" lightweight monitor
with green character display ideal for your
Apple microcomputer

-

SPECIFICATIONS

nationwide

availability
through over

Picture Tube

310KMB31

Phosphor

P31

Video Input Signal
. Polarity
Level

Negative sync.
1.0Vp-p

Impedance

750

Active Display Area
Scanning Frequency
Horizontal
Vertical

Active Video Period
Horizontal
Vertical
Video Band Width
Display Characters

54.5 ys max.
15.57 ms max.

More than 18 MHz (-3 dB)
80 characters with 25 lines

Operating Ambient Temperature
Power Supply

0...+40°C

Power Consumption
Dimensions
Weight (Net)

26W

230V AC ±10%

235(W) x 1851H) rn

15.75 kHz (63.5 ps)
60 Hz (16.67 ins)

310(W) x 286(H) x 308(D) mm
7kg

NOTE: The above specifications are subject to change without notice for further improvement.

400 dealers

Ring for details of your

OTHER ACCESSORIES INCLUDE:Communications
Input Devices
Data Storage
Interface Cards
Desks
Languages
Display Accessories
Printers
Entertainment
Scientific/Industrial
General Apple Accessories Speech
Video Monitors
Graphics

nearest stockist
(0442) 63561

DE
Data Efficiency
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Tel Hemel Hempstead

or write to us at this address

Data Efficiency Limited
Minicomputer Accessories Division
Finway Road Hemel Hempstead
Hertfordshire HP2 7PS
Pnces exclusrve of carnage and VAT
Pnces are correct at lime of gang to press
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Come and see us on Stand 1230 Ground Floor Grand Hall
NEW! A Mailing, Merging Document Processor

CHAIN MAIL - only £45

ITT

COMPUTECH SOFTWARE Et HARDWARE IS WIDELY ACCLAIMED - WHY?

Companies like Shell UK Oil, Grindlays Bank, W.H. Smith, government departments and hundreds of firms

from multinational corporations to sole traders and small businesses have licensed Computech
software. Why?
Thirty years experience of business fifteen years experience of computing and dedication to serving the
users' interests economically must be major contributions. By the time this advertisement appears about
1000 business software packages will have been installed and supported by us. Note other features which
appeal to our customers - no special equipment, all configurations of Apple items supported, no extra
charge for lifetime support, hot-line service, economical use of hardware resources, program code supplied,
modifications allowed, full validation, all accountancy requirements satisfied, all data written to disk and
recoverable on demand, very simple operation, emulation of traditional manual methods, comprehensive
manuals with sample reports, reliable operation, advisory bulletins and free fixing of bugs, (which is
fortunately rare). Reduced licence fee for new versions with extra features. As approved dealers of Apple
products and actual manufacturers of compatible hardware we combine the knowledge of hardware and
software so essential for the application of microcomputers.

COMPUTECH SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE INCLUDES:
Payroll for 350 employees, 100 departments, all pay periods, printed payslips, approved year end
documents, very quick and easy to use, £375. Sales, Purchases and General Ledgers £295 each,
detailed statements. Job Costing and Group Consolidation are amongst many and various applications
of the General Ledger package, which supports values to totals of one thousand million accurate to a
penny! Our Utilities Disk available like other packages in 13 sector or 16 sector format, is widely used for
reliable, error checking, copying, including single drive, and the renowned DPATCH program beloved of
programmers for £20. We have developed a Terminal Utilities package which enables Apple to Apple
and Apple to mainframe communications with local processing and storage as well as Apple to host
communications from the amazingly low price of £130. Our Graphics Utilities program for use with the
Microline and Epson families of printers enable the plain paper production on low cost printers of high
resolution screen pictures, graphs etc. - free with Microlines or £30 separately. Keyboard Driver enables

the use of our Lower Case adaptor with BASIC programs and Applewriter Patches supplied FREE
with our character generator package (total cost £50) is separately available on disk with documents for
£10. At the same price CAI (convert Apple pictures for ITT) makes binary high resolution picture files
display properly on the ITT 2020. We sell the famous Visicalc for £125 and have delivered systems using
it to do amazing things like production control, shipping accounts and stocks and shares valuations! The
versatile Applewriter word-processing package at only £42, especially employed with our Lower Case
Character Generator is widely used by people who cannot type to produce word-perfect copy! Experience
with Apple systems has led to the design and manufacture of compatible products with enhanced features
at very favourable prices to satisfy users' needs. These include the Diplomat Serial Interface which has
handshaking capability and switchable options (£80), the Diplomat Parallel Interface which enables the
direct use of text and graphics with the Microline and Epson printers and is a complete 'plug in and go'
item with gold-plated edge -connector at £80 and has optional direct connection for Centronics 730/737
printers. Our new Diplomat Communications Card at £95 is a sophisticated peripheral especially suitable
for Apple to mainframe communications at high speeds in full duplex mode with switch selectable bit
rates and other options. The Lower Case adaptor is available for Apples (revision 7 and earlier) as well as
ITT 2020, complete with diskette software for £50. It offers true descenders on screen and the £ sign. We
also have an Optional Character Generator for the ever popular Microline M80 at £15. This provides
£ sign and improved digits and lower case characters with USASCII special symbols. Our price for the
Microline M80, with graphics, 40, 80 and 132 characters per line, friction, sprocket and teleprinter feed,
is only £345, amazing for this small, quiet reliable 'look alike' printer. Tractor option is £40 and Serial
Adaptor £80. The Microline M82, bidirectional printer with both parallel and serial input is only £525, it
can have an optional 2K buffer, while the Microline M83 full width adjustable tractor 120 cps printer with
similar specification is only £775. Then for all computer users there is the unique Micromux which from
£800 provides up to 16 ports for simultaneous independent serial asynchronous communications! Telephone
for data sheets or to arrange a demonstration or for the address of our nearest dealer. Please hurry - the
demand for our products has been such that some have been temporarily out of stock. We offer the
effective low cost solutions you need. Prices exclude V.A.T., carriage and packing.

COMPUTECH SYSTEMS
188, Finchley Road, London NW3 BHP. Tel: 01-794 0202
AGENTS THROUGHOUT THE UK AND OVERSEAS
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THE MEMORABLE
64k STATIC BOARD
Exported, not imported.
The ultimate in reliability.
A new high technology product from Transam, the ME3
64K static S100 memory board is the first standard
S100 card to hold a full 64K of static RAM (low

power CMOS 200nS parts). It has the
added advantage of doubling as an
EPROM card for 2516 EPROMs,
and is suitable for all S100
computers.

Designed and manufactured
in the UK and available now.

Expandable from 0-64k
of RAM or EPROM in 2k
blocks, one chip at a time.

Maskable in 8k
boundaries and
selectable in 8k blocks
(FFFF to E000
selectable in 2k blocks).

Phantom disable
implemented.

RAM and EPROM can be
resident on the same card.

ME3 assembled
with 16k RAM

El 62 excl. VAT
Dealer and OEM enquiries
welcome. For further details
please contact:

TRAINAG\A
TRANSAM COMPONENTS LIMITED
59/61 THEOBALD'S ROAD
LONDON WC1
Tel: 01-405 5240/2113
Telex: 24224 (Ref. 1422)

WASA
UNIAkkk.,

TRS BO MODEL III
AL
SITY DISK
UPGRA
KITS
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Kit

comes

assembled

and

illustrated. Full installation
given. Kit includes: -

tested

as

instructions

2 x 40 TRACK DUAL DENSITY DRIVES

OR 2 x 80 TRACK DUAL DENSITY DRIVES
DISK CONTROLLER BOARD
240 VOLTS AC SWITCHED MODE POWER
SUPPLY

ALL CONNECTORS AND CABLES
PRICES

KIT WITH 2 x 40 TRACK DRIVES £599
KIT WITH 2 x 80 TRACK DRIVES £729

Call your nearest dealer for a demonstration:
RADIO SHACK LTD.,
188, Broadhurst Gardens,
London NW6
Tel: 01-624-7174

COMPSHOP LTD.,
14, Station Road,
New Barnet, Herts.
Tel: 01-441-2922
COMPSHOP LTD.,
311, Edgware Road,
London W2.
Tel: 01-262-0387
COMPSHOP LTD.,
19, Herbert Street,
Dublin 2
Tel: 6041 65
LONDON COMPUTER
CENTRE, 43, Grafton
Way, London W1.
Tel: 01-388-5721

NA L.
61, Broad Lane,
London N15.
Tel: 01-808-0377
CROYDON COMPUTER
CENTRE, 29a, Brigstock
Road, Thornton Heath,
Surrey,
Tel: 01-689-1280

P J EQUIPMENT LTD.,
3, Bridge Sgreet,
Guildford.
Tel: 0483-504801
R.D.S. ELECTRICAL
LTD., 157-161, Kingston
Road, Portsmouth
Tel: 0705-81 24 78

TANDY HASTINGS
LTD., 48, Queens Road,
Hastings.

Tel: 0424-431849
MICROWARE
COMPUTING
SERVICES, 57, Queen
Charlotte Street, Bristol
Tel: 0272-279560
BLANDFORD
COMPUTERS, Higher
Shaftsbury Road,
Blandford Forum
Tel: 0258-53737
TAPE SHOP

32i Viaduct Road,
Brighton.
Tel: 0273-609099
PARWEST LTD.,
18 St. Mary Street,

COMPUTER SHACK

LTD., 14, Pittville

Street, Cheltenham.
Tel: 0242-584343
ENSIGN,
13-19, Milford Street,
Swindon, Wilts.
Tel: 0793-42615
COMSERVE,
98, Tavistock Street,
Bedford.
Tel: 0234-216749

CLEARTONE
COMPUTERS, Prince of
Wales Ind. Estate,
Abercarn, Gwent.
Tel: 0495-244555
EMPRISE LTD.,
58, East Street,
Colchester.

Tel: 0206-865926
MAGNUS MICROCOMPUTERS,
139 The Moors,
Kidlington, Oxford.
Tel: 08675-6703

CAMBRIDGE
COMPUTER STORE,
1, Emmanuel Street,
Cambridge.

Tel: 022165334
I.C. ELECTRONICS,
Flagstones,
Stede Quarter,
Biddenden, Kent.
Tel: 0580-291816

MICRO CHIP SHOP,
190, Lord Street,
Fleetwood, Lancs.
Tel: 03917-79511
MICRO CHIP SHOP,
197, Waterloo Road,
Blackpool.
Tel: 0253-403122
MICRO CHIP SHOP,
93, Friargate,
Preston, Lancs.
Tel: 0772-22669
HARDEN MICROSYSTEMS, 28-30, Back
Lord Street, Blackpool,
Tel: 0253-27590

NORTH WEST
COMPUTER
CONSULTANTS LTD.,
214 Market Street,
Hyde, Cheshire
Tel: 061-366-8624
HEWART MICROELECTRONICS,
95, Blakelow Road,
Macclesfield.
Tel: 0625-22030

KARADAVVN LTD.,
2 Forest Way,
Great Sankey,
Warrington.
Tel: 0925-572668
PHOTO-ELECTRICS,
459 London Road,
Sheffield.
Tel: 0742-53865
BRIARWOOD
COMPUTER SERVICES,
Briarwood House,
Preston Street,
Bradford.
Tel: 0274-306018

Chippenham.
Tel: 0249-2131

CUMANA LTD

35 Walnut Tree Close, Guildford, Surrey, GU1 4U1\1.
Telephone: (0483) 503121.

THOMAS WRIGHT LTD.,
Thorite House,
Laisterdyke,
Bradford.
Tel: 0274-663471
GNOMIC LTD.,
46, Middle Street,
Blackhall,
Hartlepool.
Tel: 0783-863871
BRIERS COMPUTER
SERVICES, 1, King
Edward Square,
Middlesborough,
Cleveland.
Tel: 0642-242017

3 LINE COMPUTING,
36, Clough Road. Hull.
Tel: 0482-445496
N.C. COMPUTER
SALES LTD., 182,
Earlsway. Team Valley
Trading Estate,
Gateshead.

Tel: 0632-874811
EWL COMPUTERS LTD.,
8. Royal Crescent,
Glasgow.

Tel: 041-332-7642

Please add VAT to all prices.

Delivery at cost will be advised
at time of order.

IF YOU DON' T I4FittIT A NORD PROCESSING DOCUMENT
THAT L ':'OKs

YOU NEED A PRINTER THAT PRINTS LIKE THIS.

The more your system can do, the better your
terminal should be. That's why, if you're adding
text editing capability to your data processing
system, you should also think about adding a
quality daisywheel terminal to replace the matrix
terminal you're using now. And the best -quality
terminal you can buy is one by Qume.

A printer for every application.
No matter what application you choose,
Qume makes a printer to fit it.
Like our Sprint 5® KSR and RO, which
have achieved the reputation for being the
easy -to -use leader in letter-perfect terminals.
You can have 50 different typestyles to use with
it, including APL, scientific symbols and
international character sets.
And there's the Sprint 5 Wide Tracker with
RS -232C interface. The first character printer
data terminal in the world capable of handling
paper up to 28 inches wide. That's a full 264 column printing area. Sprint 5 Wide -Track adds
an entirely new dimension to the printed word.

what we sell. That means excellent service to
the OEM and the end user, and one of the best
supplies programs in the business.
So if you're getting ready to upgrade your
system, then it's time you upgraded your
printer as well. To a Qume.
Ask about the NEW Sprint 7 and 9 models.
For more information
contact your

Qume

[U

AUTHORISED

DISTRIBUTOR

ACCESS DATA COMMUNICATIONS LTD.,
Eskdale Road, Uxbridge Industrial Estate,
Uxbridge, Middlesex UB8 2RT. Tel: (0895)30831.

BYTECH LIMITED, Suttons Industrial Park,
London Rd, Earley, Reading RG6 1AZ. Tel: (0734) 61031.
DAISY TERMINALS LIMITED, Bridge Road,
Haywards Heath, West Sussex. Tel: (0444) 57546.
FACIT, Maidstone Road, Rochester, Kent.
Tel: (0634) 401721.

ISG DATA SALES LIMITED, Unit 9, Fairacres Ind. Estate,
Dedworth Road, Windsor, Berkshire, Tel: (07535) 57955.

ROHAN COMPUTING LIMITED, 52 Coventry Street,
Southam, Warwickshire. Tel: (092681)4045.

The best backup in the business.
Not only do we make the best printers, but
we also provide the best support to back up

Qume (UK) Limited Tel: (0734) 584646. Telex: 849706.
A British Company of ITT
,,
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SIRTON COMPUTERS
We have moved to: 29 Willow Lane, Mitcham
Surrey CR4 4NA
Tel: 01-640 6931/2/3

MIDAS S100 SYSTEMS

4)
MIDAS 1 : From £750
MIDAS 2 : From £1580
MIDAS 3 : From £2150
MIDAS 3HD : From £4750
ITHACA-DPS 1 : From £1075
Our versatile Z80 Microcomputers are available as standard units or custom configured to your exact
specification from a comprehensive range of stocked S100 boards.

Disc storage capacity of the MIDAS 3 can be 2M Bytes, expandable to over 80M Bytes with a
Winchester Hard Disc Unit in our MIDAS 3HD range.

MIDAS runs CP/M and MP/M Other Software includes M -BASIC, C -BASIC,
FORTRAN, COBOL, CIS -COBOL, PASCAL and Word Processing.

A MIDAS 3, with 64K RAM and 2M Bytes storage on two 8" drives with two Serial I/O Ports and
CP/M 2 only £2835
Multi -User System (four users) - MIDAS 3 with 112K RAM, 1 MByte disc storage on two 8" drives
8" drives and four Serial I/O Ports, and CP/M 2 + MP/M - £3850.
Multi-user Hard Disc System (three users) - MIDAS 3HD with 160K of RAM, 1M Byte Floppy Disc
and 10M Byte Winchester Disc; Four Serial I/O Ports and CP/M 2.2 + MP/M - £6300.
Printers, VDUs and other peripherals stocked to give complete package systems at keen prices.
Business Packages include Accounts, Stock Control, Purchase Ledger etc etc.

Boards stocked from Ithaca, Godbout, SSM, S D Systems, Vector, Micromation Mullen, Mountain Hardware, Hi -Tech,
Video Vector, Pickles & Trout, Central Data, Cromemco, Thinker Toys - Send for full Price List (many available in

kit form).
PROCESSOR
Z80 Starter Kit
SBC100

Z80 CPU's 4 MHz

RAM
£251

£265

from £150

Dynamic RAM 16K - 64K
Static RAM 16K - 64K
Memory Manager

from £683
from £205
£60

I/O
EPROM
2708 EPROM (16K)
2708/2716 Programmers from

£70

£143

VIDEO
16 lines, 32/64 ch
24 lines, 84 ch

from £104
from £265

DISC CONTROLLERS
Versafloppy S/D
Doubler D/D

Goolbout D/D - DMA
SOFTWARE

£215
£336
£282

2S/4P prov 4K RAM/4K ROM
2S/2P or 2S/4P or
3P/1S or 4S/2P
Analogue 8 or 12 bit

Optically isolated I/O
IEEE 488 Interface

£190

from £154
from £287
£129
£360

MISCELLANEOUS
Real Time Clock
High Dens Graph/8K RAM
Hi -Tech Colour

Motherboards - various from
Extender Board/logic probe
Maths Board AM D 9511

£180
£333
£295
£34
£39
£330

CP/M 1 & 2, MP/M, PL/1, C -BASIC 2, M -BASIC V5, XYBASIC, FORTRAN 80, COBOL 80, CIS-COBAL, PASCAL/Z,
PASCAL (UCSD), PASCAL M/T, Forth, MAC, ZSID, Disassembler, Wordstar, Datastar, Magic Wand,
Wordmaster, Supersort etc etc.
MAINFRAMES

S.

We are the sole UK Distributor for Integrand Mainframes and Disc Enclosures, available in nine models including Desk
Top and Rack Mounting, with or without provision for Disc Drives. All units totally enclosed. painted on all external
surfaces and complete with power supply etc.
PRICES EXCLUSIVE OF VAT
WRITE OR PHONE FOR CATALOGUE
PM 37

Xitan
South Coast Leaders in
Microcomputer Support
Application and Service

Xitan - First for Business &
Commercial Systems

Xitan - First in Science and
Research

Xitan's speCialised Administrative and
Operational Microcomputer Systems
provide cost effective computer support
for wide ranging business organisations;
from low entry level, stand alone
systems for the smaller business, to
integrated multiuser/multitasking
systems to meet the more specific needs
of the larger business enterprise.

Xitan support the more personalised
requirements of the scientific and
research users universities and colleges,
and in government and independent
research establishments with
comprehensive practical experience
embracing hardware, system, and
applicational software.

Xitan - First in Industry
Xitan's depth in microcomputer
experience is playing an increasing role
in the rapidly developing industrial
applications for production and process
control, and in product and production
development operations.

Xitan - First for Service
Xitan's local reputation is founded
securely on Service- both in system
development- software and
hardware support, and service in the
field.

SYSTEMS
-itan Systems Ltd 23 Cumberland Place Southampton SO1 2BB Tel: 0703 38740

38 PCW
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Adda Computers Ltd., a major supplier of computer systems to
industry and business, have opened the Vic Centre in West London.
Here you can see, discuss and buy everything to do with the new VIC 20
personal computer-in person or by mail. Hardware, software, technical advice
and information is available from an experienced staff of experts. Even if you
already own a VIC 20, get on our mailing list to know about new developments.
Remember-everything has the backing of Adda's reputation, and there's a full
12 -month warranty on all hardware. The Vic Centre is easy to reach-Just off
the A40, close to North Acton tube station.

VI
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Not just a
computer
but a whole
expandable system
AT ONLY £189.95 inc.VAT.

special cassette deck £44.95 inc.VAT.
The VIC 20 is a fully-fledged, easy -to -use computer. It's the core of a great
expandable system, with full-size keyboard operation. First-time users can work it
immediately with plug-in program cartridges, using your own colour TV to get up to
24 colours on screen, and three different sound tones. Or write your own programs in
BASIC. The VIC 20 lets you build a system as needs and budget dictate. You can
expand its memory to 32k Byte with Plug-in modules, and transfer data to external
storage units. So the VIC 20 is more than just a personal computer-and its system
will expand to put it even further ahead.
SHOP ADDRESS: Adda Computers Limited, 154, Victoria Road, Acton, London, W3. Telephone No. 01-992 9904.
OPEN: 10 am -6 pm (Tuesday-Friday), 10 am -5 pm (Saturday)
MAIL ORDER to: Adda Computers Limited, FREEPOST, London, W13 OBR or
telephone your order (24 hours a day) to n1-992 9904 quoting your BARCLAYCARD OR
ACCESS number.
TERMS AND CONDITIONS: Ali goods sold subject to Adda' terms and conditions of sale. Full details
available on request, but include: 7 day money back guarantee. Adda 12 month hardware warranty. Please
allow 14 days for delivery. Allow 7 days for personal cheques to be cleared. Quoted prices are inclusive of VAT.
MAIL ORDER FORM to: Adda Computers Limited, FREEPOST. London, W13 OBR (No stamp needed).

Price

Goods Requited

I enclose a cheque, made
payable to Adda Computers
Limited for
Please charge my Barclay/Access
account. My account number is

* Please add my name to your
mailing list

Add £2.00 p. & p. for
orders under £50.00

Total

Delete as applicable
Date -

Signature'

(BLOCK
CAPITALS
PLEASE)

Name:
Address -

Postcode
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micronetworks
SOLVE THE STORAGE
SHORTAGE

with ten multi-user megabytes

ALSO

COMPUSTARTM
Our New CompuStarTM 10 Megabyte

Disk Storage System (called a DSS)
features an 8 inch Winchester drive
packaged in an attractive, compact
desktop enclosure. Complete with disk,
controller and power supply. Just plug it
into the Z80 adaptor of your SuperBrain
and turn it on. It's so quiet, you'll hardly

know it's there. But, you'll quickly be
astounded with its awesome power and
amazing speed.
The secret behind our CompuStar DSS

its unique controller/multiplexor. It
allows many terminals to "share" the
is

resources of a single disk. So, not only can

you use the DSS with your SuperBrain,
you can configure multiple user stations
using our new series of CompuStarTM
terminals, called Video Processing Units
or VPU'sTM.

Whether you need an extra 10

megabytes for your SuperBrain or an
enormous multi-user network, the
CompuStarTM DSS solves your storage

shortage problems. Sensibly. And

economically. Plus, your investment is

protected by a nationwide service.
Providing efficient on -site or depot
maintenance.

Get a demonstration of this extraordinary new system today. Call or write:

MICRO NETWORKS LTD.
60 PALL MALL, LONDON
Tel. 01-839 3701

PCW 40

DISK STORAGE SYSTEMS

SUPERBRAINS

10 MB Winchester

Model DD

E2,945

Shugart 8 inch mechanism
Quiet, table -top operation
Can be used with CompuStar or
SuperBrain Video Terminals

VIDEO PROCESSING UNITS
Model 10 VPU
£1,595
64K Internal Memory
Integral CRT, CPU, & Keyboard
Download programmable

Model 20 VPU

£2,195

64K Internal Memory
350K Dual Disk Capacity
Integral CPU, Disks, CRT &

£2,595

I

MB Dual Disk Capacity
Integral CPU, Disks, CRT &
Keyboard

£2,195

64K RAM Memory
670K Dual Disk Capacity
Dual Serial Ports
Integral CPU, Disks & Keyboard

Model DT

£2,595

52 MB Dual Disk Capacity
Dual Serial Ports
Integral CPU. Disks & Keyboard

FULL RANGE OF SOFTWARE AND
PRINTERS ALSO AVAILABLE.

Keyboard

64K Internal Memory

Model QD

I

64K Internal Memory
750K Dual Disk Capacity
Integral CPU, Disks, CRT &

Model 40 VPU

64K RAM Memory
320K Dual Disk Capacity
Dual Serial Ports
Integral CPU, Disks & Keyboard

64K RAM Memory

Keyboard

Model 30 VPU

£1,845

£2,895

Visit our Showroom at:
60 PALL MALL
and see the Complete Range

DEALERS' ENQUIRIES INVITED

ONIX FROM CPS
(10111(04%7E111 IEEE, RS232C,

OR CIATTnitmus ampuunurn
num
C925.00
OLYMPIA
; OKI Microline 83

SCRIPTA

I

RS232 interface or Centronics
compatible. Friction and pin
feed, 120 cps with 4 character
sizes. 96 character set with 64
Iblock graphics.

The Olympia Scripta daisywheel
printers have a wide selection of
super -sharp typestyles and are
renowned for lasting reliability.

Scripta RO
£826
Scripta KSR

£990,,,

I
111111111111111

IEEE
CENTRONICS
RS232C
COMPATIBLE COMPATIBLE COMPATIBLE
045+.
£925+,,
f965,

CPS"CUSTOM" CBM 321(4000
Series

L525+vAT
Tractor feed -->Quine

I RICOH 16005

.

Available with IEEE, RS232C or
Centronics compatibility.

WABASH

including Apple, Serial

R1UTISHAUSER
Cutsheet feed-.Qume

f695+VAT

£1450+VAT

IEEE ->Centronics
IEEE-1RS232C
RS232C ->Centronics

and Parallel cards.

1

CPS ARE THE SOLE SUPPLIERS OF THIS UNIQUE PRINTER'
which has our own factory -fitted adaptations for RS232C, or
Centronics compatibility. The CBM8024 operates at 160cps,
Iwith ASC1 1 96 character set on tractor -fed continuous fan paper
giving an original and up to 4 copies on paper from 4 to 15"wide.
Ideally suited to accounting, mailing lists, address labelling etc.

80 column screen*Basic 4*DOS 2.0*Upper &
lower case on screen*Graphics*Ideal for word
processing*Supports the full range of Commodore software*
and yes, this price is true!

i645

FloppyDiscs
5'%SSDD including plastic
library case

19

+VAT

+VAT

:CPS ARE DISTRIBUTORS FOR 1
Panasonic:Cifer:Apple:Conunodore
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME FOR ALL LISTED ITEMS
For all information and sales phone Nick Ashburner

Phone us for the latest
discounts on all 5%1 and 8"
Discettes, including special

formats!

E145+VAT

CPS (DATA SYSTEMS) LTD
Third Floor, Arden House, 1102 Warwick Road,
Acocks Green, Birmingham B27 6BH.
Telephone: 021-707 3866
Telex: 312280 CPS G
A member of the CPS Group
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SIX
TOUGH QUESTIONS
YOU SHOULD ASK
BEFORE BUYING
A MICRO.
1. Is it easy to use?

2. Are the programs versatile?
3. Is it absolutely reliable?
4. Does it have a national network of
distributors and dealers offering
full service and support?
5. Is it competitively priced?
6. Can you see proof of performance?
With the new Adler Alphatronic the answer is 'yes' to all
these questions. Because Alphatronic is the micro that was
specially designed for the small businessman. To cut paperwork,
cope with accounts, payroll, stock control, VAT - and generally
make business, and cash, flow more smoothly. When it comes to
versatility, price, reliability and performance, Alphatronic is
outstanding value.
The Alphatronic P1 costs £1600* and includes a 2000
character screen, keyboard and integral double density floppy
disk unit. Alphatronic P2 complete includes 2000 character
screen, keyboard, two integral double density floppy disk units
together with a dot-matrix printer, CP/M disk and manual and

FREE

With model P1: a two disk basic teach -in course worth £85.
With model P2: a two disk data retrieval program worth £120.
Send back the coupon and we'll tell you how Alphatronic

could be the answer - your answer.

a

costs £2345. *
Prices exclusive of VAT.

t Trade mark of Digital Research Corp.

alphaTronic
ADLER's NEW £1600 MICRO. BRILLIANTLY SIMPLE ALPHATRONIC.

Alphatronic Division, TRIUMPH ADLER (UK) LTD.
(formerly Adler Business Systems Ltd.)
27 Goswell Road, London EC1M 7AJ. Tel: 01-250 1717.

1)lease send me further details on the Adler Alphatronic.

Name
AddressCompany

Telephone
Printer not included on P1 model at £1600.

IBS 81 October 20-29. Hall 4 Stand 321.
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U11DEdpAV SPEAKEASY
Speech output for any Micro can be used
with the Acorn, Pet, ZX81, Apple, NSH etc.
Uses Phoneme Access to produce clear
and true speech

Has INFINITE Vocabulary
Comes complete with PSU and speaker
Software and Manual included

£89

only
+ VAT
Cable £9.50 + VAT
Extra Dictionary £2.50 + VAT P+ P £4.50 + VAT

LAME/Nall CARTALKER
This is an intelligent speech unit which can be used to give programmed

speech output in response to warning signals generated by your car,

i.e.

choke, handbrake, seatbelts etc. Can be used on industrial machinery, household appliances etc. Z80 Based.
Only

£149

+ VAT P + P £4.50

IA SMALL ARM ROBOT
e Low cost Robot Arm
Wrist, hand, elbow, shoulder movement

Can be used with any micro
Parallel input
Suitable for Pet User Port etc.
Ideal for Education, Industrial Training,
developing robot control software etc.

£349

+ VAT
Cable £9.50 P + P £15 + VAT
Only

/. ANDEAN/At/ CONTROLLER
Controller Card capable of driving six stepping motors and 3 solenoids

Parallel input
Suitable for Pet user port etc
Six 16 -volt outputs
3, 1 amp solenoid outputs

own integral power supply

oniy£148+ VAT Cable £9.50

Intelligent Artefacts Limited
Cambridge Road, Orwell, Royston, Herts. SG8 5QD
Tel: CAMBRIDGE (0223) 207689
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TODAY'S BEST
PRICE/PERFORMANCE
RATIO FROM
A MICRO
COMPUTER

ALTERNATIVE MODELS

00 700K DISK £1995
S 800K DISK plus
Function Keys etc £2095

Standard Model 64K RAM/320 DISK

BRAIN

SU

PACKAGES
Complete word
processing system -

The efficient business
system consists of
standard Superbrain
Microline 80 Printer

including 'Word Star'
and 'Mailmerge',
standard Superbrain,
Diablo 630 printer
and training
Individual Price:
£1595

Individual Price £395 (inc serial interface)

Naillowl7:line 80
Software Options: we market a full supporting
range of standard languages, including, BASIC
@ £175, FORTRAN @ £225, PASCAL @ £225,
and CIS COBOL @ £425. We have a growing
and comprehensive library of software
programmes available:

Incomplete Records for Practising
Accountants @ £750

Diablo 630

Integrated Accounting System - Stock Control
@ £350, Order Entry and Invoicing @ £350,

Financial Modelling - T/Maker @ £155 and
Micromodeller @ £645.
Data Base Management -DMS @ £400
Word Processing - Wordstar @ £250 and

Sales Ledger @ £450, Purchase Ledger @
£450, General/Nominal @ £400, Name &
Address @ £250, Complete Package so far
@ £1650 plus Payroll @ £500.

Mailmerge @ £75.
Also available - Form Creation, Debugging etc.,
Alternatively we will design and implement
software packages to suit your specific needs.

Graphics - Hardware @ £435 with Software
from £80

KGB
MICROS LIMITED

KGB Micros Ltd., 14 Windsor Road, Slough, Berks. SL1 2EJ Tel : Slough 38581
Prices exclude V A i and are subject to fluctuation please phone for an up-to-the-minute quote
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ATOM-PET-UK101 USERS
(and other 6502/680X Motorola users)

BEFORE YOU BUY ANY

STATIC RAM EXPANSION

CONSIDER THE FACTS
Besides the price, which is nearly half that of the equivalent product equipped
with static Ram, DRC modules offer the following important advantages over
other Ram expansions:
1)

SAVING ON EXPANSION PORT: since most microcomputers have only
one, the expansion port is precious. The DRC module is microprocessor
attached and therefore saves you the port for other uses.

2)

EASY ASSEMBLY AND INSTALLATION: you obviously need to know
a little about basic electronics to install the DRC module, but you should
have no difficulty with the instructions provided. The most powerful 64K
requires you only to recognize the MPU chip (6502 or 6802), remove it,
insert it into the reserved socket on the module and plug the module into
the now empty MPU socket on the computer board, with no wires to
connect.

3)

POSSIBILITIES: the basic module offers 16K Ram. Further expansion is simply a matter of inserting 8
more D Ram chips (around £10.00). The 64K is implemented with the 'secondary memory' concept. It
extends the basic program storage and working space to 96K bytes. In the case of Pet, the operating

system (SMOS) consists of a set of subroutines residing in SA000 - AFFF. We hope to extend the
results to other Micros very soon; its immediate application is to extend the basic Atom to 32K, the 8K
Pet to 40K and the UK 101 (8K) to 40K. The extra memory can be used for machine code routines.
4)

PRICE:
6502

Kit

Ready built

16K expansion

£39

£47

32K expansion

£52

£67

64K expansion

£87

£95

SINCLAIR ZX81 RAM EXPANSION
The clever ZX81 has got a new friend:

We have designed a new RAM expansion especially to fit inside the Sinclair ZX81 - under the keyboard, with
a capacity of 32K bytes. This is a little inconvenient in that you have to solder the connector between the
logic board and the Sinclair computer board, but it offers you saving on the expansion port to use a wide range
of interface cards - parallel, IEEE, opti-isolator card for domestic appliances, etc (available October).

In any case, we offer the RAM pack with 16K or 32K bytes and the super pack with 64K bytes for the
advanced programmer which simply plugs into the expansion port of the ZX81.
ZX81

Kit

I

Ready built

16K expansion

£33

£40

32K expansion

£45

£53

£43

16K Ram pack

£38

32K Ram pack

£50

Power supply

£6

£8

Super 64K pack

£87

£95

Audio Computers 87 Bournemouth Park Road Southend on Sea Essex
Telephone (0702) 613081

13 in association with Kent
Barlow Information Associates
present

Eagle
Eye®
The Database Management and Information Retrieval System
For CP/M* Microsystems
- Mainframe retrieval power at micro cost using internationally accepted EURONET
Command Language.
- Sets new standards in clarity of instructions. Entire system is menu driven to make it
really friendly to users, experienced or otherwise.
- Design and update your own database with over 50 searchable terms and relocate any
record by any combination of terms.

- Each record can be up to 472 characters. Each database up to 8 megabytes.
Typical retrieval time is 6 seconds using any term in 10,000 records.
Search results can be viewed, printed or filed for subsequent processing into any format
which makes Eagle Eye ideal for custom built information systems,
mailing lists, personnel records, cataloguing, market research, sales management, medical
and veterinary records, correspondence filing, customer profiles, product lists, price lists,
project research, insurance client records, legal research, enquiry services for libraries,
museums, sales promotion, recruitment etc., etc., etc.

Eagle Eye is available from Leading Software Dealers or direct from
SOLE UK DISTRIBUTOR
KATOTEK SYSTEMS DESIGN LTD

21/25 GOLDHAWK RD LONDON W12

Recommended Retail Price £310 (excluding VAT)
Dealer enquiries welcome.
*CP/M

is a trademark of Digital Research.
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Honeywell printers
Honeywell printers: the logical landfall of a sophisticated information
technology. Depending on application, there are models with
up to 180 cps optimized bidirectional printing with serial or parallel
interface for optimal use of the computer.
Honeywell's printers are backed by an advanced technology acquired
through many years' experience in data processing. The printers'
simple, linear design and inherent product quality guarantee maximum
reliability and immediate machine utilization. Being modular and flexible,
Honeywell's printers can
easily be adapted
to all specific application
requirements.

NE

I

Honeywell I
Honeywell Information Systems Italia

rIf your are interested in receiving further
information on Honeywell's products, fill in
the coupon and mail it to:

HONEYWELL HISI - Via Tazzoli, 6 20154 - MILANO
Name

Surname
Company
Address

The first
ITT developed software

The 2020 Accountant
The 2020 Accountant is a
comprehensive Accounting
software package designed to run
on the ITT 2020 Micro computer.
It performs the functions of:Sales Ledger, Purchase Ledger,
General Ledger, VAT, Sales
Analysis, Transaction Recording,
Age Debt Analysis and Name and

Address Recording.
All of the items are fully integrated
and the system can run a set of up
to 10 ledgers concurrently.

The main application areas for
this software are seen as:- Small
Businesses, Practising
Accountants, Incomplete
Records, Managing Estate
Agents, Time Recording/Job
Control and Contract Control.
In addition, its comprehensive
detailed transaction recording
and audit capability will make it
suitable for use as a 'stand alone'
system within the Cost Centres of
large companies.

HARDWARE
The hardware requirement for the
system is as follows:- 48K ITT
2020 Micro Computer, 3 ITT
2020 Disc Drives, Monitor, Printer,
16K Memory Extension Card,

2020 Accountant Diskettes, 2020
Accountant User Manual.

World-wide Technology

ITT Consumer Products (UK) Ltd.,
Chester Hall Lane, Basildon, Essex.
Tel: Basildon 3040 Ext. 196-198
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TT

0

electronics

FIT7d

48 JUNCTION ROAD, ARCHWAY, LONDON N19 5RD 100 yds from Archway Station & 9 bus routes
TELEPHONE 01- 263 9493 01-263 9495
YOUR SOUNDEST CONNECTION IN THE WORLD OF COMPONENTS AND COMPUTERS
PETNEVV 12" Green Screen
with end of line bleep

4016 16K RAM
4032 32K RAM
4040 Dual Drive Disk
402280 column tracks teed.
as 4008 8k RAM etc.
4022 80 column tracks feed.

3023 80 column friction feed.
C2N Cassett Unit.
For the business man we
stock the 8000 range inc.

11111111111M

8032 and 8050 with

wheel

daisy

printers coming soon.

PHONE FOR MOST COMPETITIVE PRICES
WORD PROCESSING AND 32K SYSTEMS
PHONE FQR DETAILS

-VIDEO GENIE £279

EG3003
Utilises Z80, 12 K level II
Basic, Integral Cassette
Deck, UHFO/P, 16K RAM,
all TRS80 features. Simply
plugs into monitor or UHF
TV, With V.U. Meter.
PARALLEL PRINTER INTERFACE INC CABLE. . 33.00
CH ROMASONICS PROGRAMABLE SOUND KIT.
24.95
.

.

SOUND KIT (FITTING EXTRA)
LOWER CASE KIT (FITTING EXTRA)
COLOUR KIT (FIT)
COLOUR KIT (FITTING EXTRA)
EXPANSION BOX WITH/WITHOUT RS232
16K/32K RAM CARD

APPLE II PLUS

.

7.00
27.50

34.95
215/185
94/129

UK 101

U K101 Kit inc8K memory
Ready Built inc8K memory

£125
£175
£199
£14

Complete in case

4K Expansion 8x2114
New Memory Expansion kit 32k
PRICE ON APPLICATION
Printer Interface
Sound generator plus PIO kit

£29.95

Cases

£24.50

NEW
Chromasor les Sound

n24.95

Colour Kit

£84,95

Inc. Demo Tape & Full

Dcumentation Send fordet.il

vic 20-£1 65
CASSETTE DECK
£34.95
Colours
24 total. 8 for characters, 8 for border,
16 for screen mixed as you wish. Basic colours
on program keys are black, white, red, -blue,
light blue, green, yellow, and purple.
Sound
3 Tone Generator for music

"White Noise"Generator for language and

APPLE

sound effects
Each Generator gives 3 octaves.
Reproduction is through tv speaker.

Complete Systems

48K Machines £595.00

Character/Line Display
DISK DRIVE
WITHOUT CONTROLLER £299.00
ACCESSORY CARDS, SOFTWARE
ALL AVAILABLE - PHONE FOR DETAILS

Keyboard

PRINTERS
INTERFACES AND CABLES
FOR APPLE II, PET,
TRS80, RS232, UK 101,
SHARP SUPERBOARD

ALL AVAILABLE
k EPSONMX80 £359
Dot-matrix printer with Pet
graphics interface. Centronics
parallel and serial. Pet and
Apple compatible. True
bidirectional, 80 cps.
EPSON MX80 FT/1 £399
Dual single sheet friction and
tractor, 9 wire head, true
descenders.

EPSON MX80 FT/2 £449
An FT/1 with high resolution
graphics.

EPSON MX70 £259
Tractor feed, 7 wire head
high resolution graphics.
SEIKOSHA GP80A £199
Dot matrix 5 x 7, 80 columns
30 cps. graphics, double width
characters.

JUST PHONE FOR FURTHER DETAILS

MONITORS
£95.00
Green monitor 9 ' (illust)
MONI 9" (illust.) B & W
£82.00
Hitachi professional monitors
9" Black & White
£99.95
12" Black & White
£149.00
IULICLAYCAnD

NSA

TECHNICAL
COMPUTER

22 Characters by 23 lines
64 ASCII characters, pet -type graphic
character set

DISK DRIVE WITH CONTROLLER £349.00

DIN typewriter keyboard with 8 programmable function possibilities is 4 special
function keys. Colours are directly addressable
from the keyboard.
Peripherals/Accessories
VIC Datacassette with special interface to
guarantee high reliability read/write quality
(PET/CBM compatible).

VIC 1515 - Low cost VIC DOT Matrix printer
(July Release)
VIC 1540 - Single disk unit with
170k Byte capacity (July Release)

-

£165

TANTEL

PRESTEL BY TANTEL
COMMUNICATION AT YOUR FINGER TIPS FOR
BUSINESS & HOME. UP TO DATE INFO
180,000 pages of information on Travel, News, Investment,
Holidays, Hotels Etc., Etc.,

£170

--rir"'"wr

TANTEL IS POST OFFICE APPROVED. SEND FOR DETAILS.
DEMONSTRATION AVAILABLE AT OUR SHOWROOM

Please add VAT 15% to all prices. Postage on computers, printers and cassette decks charged at cost, all other
items, P&P 30p. Place your order using your Access or Barclaycard (Min. tel order, £5). Trade and export enquiries
welcome. Official orders welcome.
PCW 19

No experience required
to shop here I
We fully understand that to the uninitiated the first look at the Micro Computer
world can be somewhat confusing, to say the least. But of course, to the
experienced operator or programmer it's all plain-Kilobyte! Well, you don't have
to be experienced to shop at SRS, we try to keep things as simple as possible
and cater for everyone's needs. The businessman thinking about a small
computer for the office or the advanced hobbiest requiring all the extra
accessories for the micro system at home. We'll be pleased to give you all
the help you need, advising you, in plain English, and plan the system that's
just right for your needs-not one 32K RAM Module more! And at the end
of the day, with our LOW PRICES and all the bits you were advised
NOT to buy, we'll have almost certainly have saved you a great deal
of money too! Call in and see us soon.

ATARI
for the HOME & OFFICE
The advanced electronics of the ATARI 400 and 800 systems make them simple
to use, even if you've never used a computer before. Yet, for the sophisticated user,
they offer full user -programmability. In BASIC or Assembly Language. Connects to any

TV. You simply attach them to any home television set, causing no interference to TV
reception. And entertainment programs turn your television set into an entertainment centre
for the whole family. Call in and find out more about these exciting new Micro Computers.

Model 400

Model 800

16K
RAM

£300
Cassette recorder
Disc drive
Thermal printer

£43.48
£300.00
£230.43

IMP t
Plain paper printer
Printer Interface
16 Plug-in RAM

16K
RAM

£560

£478.00
£117.39
£56.50

NASCOM II

This excellent

single board Micro Computer is
supplied ready built and tested with keyboard but no
memory

£265

Power supply
4 x 4118 Memory chips (4K)
48K RAM Board

fitapplatomputer
Sales and Service

APPLE I I 48K

E807

Disc Drive with controller. E383
Additional Disc Drive
Video Monitor

. .

E299
E127

Call in and see us for:
£32.50
£20.00

P0A

Printers, video monitors, software, discs,
tapes etc. Many new items coming along
soon.

ACCESS & BARCLAYCARD WELCOME - HIRE PURCHASE AVAILABLE
FREE SECURICOR DEL. ON ORDER OVER £100
All prices shown are excluding V.A.T. E. & O.E.

SRS MICROSYSTEMS
161 Bramley Road,
Oakwood, London N14 4XA
Telephone: 01-363 8060
(Closed Monday)
PCW 50

To POTTERS BAR
COCEFOSTERS

To MI & BARNET

To SOUTHGATE
& North Cir. Rd

BRAMLEY ROAD

Co
s

.0

8

To ENFIELD
& A10
SRS MICRO
SYSTEMS

LONDON COMPUTER CENTRE

r

RADIO SHACK DAISYWHEEL PRINTER II £950
60 CHARACTERS PER SECOND - THE FASTEST DAISYWHEEL PRINTER

* EXCELLENT PRINT QUALITY - SUPERIOR TO MOST FAMOUS
MAKES * BUILT IN PROPORTIONAL SPACING * LOOK AHEAD LOGIC
* USES RICOH RP -1600 DAISYWHEELS

OPTIONAL BI-DIRECTIONAL
TRACTOR FOR RICOH

Heavy duty commercial daisywheel printer,
with high quality printout, coupled with low
noise necessary for office environment * 124
chrs upper/lower case " 10/12 chrs per inch
giving 126 Et 163 columns " 15 inch wide friction platten " bolding underline and a hjost

RP -1600

RADIO SHACK
DAISYWHEEL II £95

of other features.
Centronics type Parallel interface as scan
dard. Options: Series interface £60, PET In
terface £65, APPLE interface £75.

EPSON DUAL MODE PRINTERS
LETTER QUALITY Et STANDARD DOT MATRIX IN ONE LOW COST UNIT
The only full 15" width platten
MX -80 F/T £375
printer with dual print modes aLETTER LIKE PRINT QUALITY
built in dot matrix Et built in
3 WAY PAPER HANDLING
hi-res. graphics.
1. Leterheads or A4
specification as the
2. Fanfold
MX -80
3. Paper Rolls
LOW NOISE
132 COLUMNS PER LINE
JAPANESE RELIABILITY

Other Daisywheel Printers

QUME RO
QUME KSR
NEC RO
RP -1600S

£1550
£1795
£1795
£1500

-

TficFaition

SUPERBRAIN
WITH NEW EXTRA

MX -80 F/T2 £399
MX -100 FIT £495

FEATURES
FROM £1795*

L

AUTHORISED TANDY DEALERS
COMPLETE MODEL I 48K
SYSTEM
SPECIAL OFFER: LIMITED PERIOD 48K
System - 16K keyboard, 32K Expansion Interface, dual Disc Drives, Green VDU, com* 16% Greater Disc Capacity
* Faster disc Access
* Auto Repeat on all Keys
* 18 Programmable Keys
Now with multi -coloured dedicated
keys for Magic Wand and Wordstar;
the ultimate word processors.
= $1.80

£999
£375
£475
£289
£399

plete with all cables.
16K keyboard with UHF Modulator
16K System with VDU Et Cassette
32K Expansion Interface
Dual Disc Drives

MODEL II

from £1999 including CP/M
sures expansion to hard discs and other

CP/M SOFTWARE
WORD PROCESSORS

peripherals. 76 key professional keyboard.
Self test on power up. CP/M 2.2, TRSDOS

£275
WORDSTAR
WORDSTAR WITH DEDICATED KEYS £340
WORDSTAR MAIL -MERGE
£65
£185
MAGIC WAND
MAGIC WAND WITH DEDICATED
£250
£185

KEYS
SPELLBINDER

SPELLBINDER WITH DEDICATED
£250

KEYS

DATA BASE SYSTEMS
DBASE II RELATIONAL DATA BASE
CONDOR

TIM

£375
£250
£75

CRITICAL PATH
ANALYSIS
MILESTONE

Et Level III BASIC are standard.
CP/ M 2.2 enables a vast range of CP/M software to be used on the MODEL II.

From £550
16K without disc drives

48K without disc drives
48K with disc drives
With Epson MX -80 and Scripsit
for Wordprocessing

£550
£599
£1399
£1799

TRS-80 MODEL I SOFTWARE
ELECTRIC PENCIL (DISC)
SCRIPSIT (DISC)
SCRIPSIT (CASSETTE)
MAIL -MERGE FOR PENCIL
Et SCRIPSIT

VAT AID PROGRAMME
CCA DATA MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM

£60
£61

£25
£45
£45
£125

FINANCIAL PLANNER/
MODELLING
T/MAKER

£250

MODEL III

State-of-the-art generation computer. Over
10,000 already sold in USA. 8 slot bus en-

TARGET
MINI -MODELLER

£175
£250
£350

THE SPECIAL LCC APPLE
SYSTEM
48K Apple, Dual 40 Track Disc Drives Et 12
Green Screen Monitor
Double Vision 80x24 Card
CP/ M Softcard
16K RAM (Integer) Card
Centronics Parallel Card
Serial Printer/Communications Card

£1395
£170
£175
£95
£75
£85

ALL PRICES ARE EXCLUSIVE OF VAT AND DELIVERY
DEALER ENQUIRIES INVITED ON ALL PRODUCTS
43 GRAFTON WAY, LONDON W1P 5LA (Opposite Maples 1
OPENING HOURS: 11 7 MON-FRI 12-4 SAl Tel: 388 6991/2
24 hour answer phone: 01-388 5121
PCW 51

A complete, portable computer
system from Hewlett-Packard.
What more can we add?
Business sense!

You'll recognise the unmistakably compact lines of the HP -85 -the
friendly, typewriter -sized personal computer with built-in printer,
VDU and tape drive.And you'd be excused for thinking you're
looking at an exceptionally comprehensive, but ultimately limited,
standalone computer. You'd be wrong! For even more remarkable
than the capability Hewlett-Packard have built into the HP -85 is
the business system they've built around it.
Here's the HP personal computer system with the business sense
you need to help you to a better -informed management control
and a higher personal productivity.

First, choose your personal computer -either the well
established HP -85 or the new low-cost HP -83. Both form the ideal
nucleus of an affordable, expandable personal business system.

Next, start building your system -Add HP's full-scale,
compatible peripherals: flexible disc drives to provide you with
fast access into large volumes of data; an impact printer, a full colour graphics plotter...And, if you ever need more power, simply
plug it in with add-on ROMs and modules.

Now, give your system the business sense you need
-by selecting from Hewlett-Packard's comprehensive and still
growing range of professional software. For planning budgets,
creating forecasts, modifying projections, financial planning,
organising data and even generating mailing lists. Software
packages such as VisiCalc° PLUS allow dynamic and immediate
analysis of data and projections using the "what if" facility as well
as automatic and fast recalculation capabilities... Like the
Series 80 Graphics Presentation Pac, which lets you prepare
professional, presentation -standard graphs, charts and overhead
transparencies straight off the computer... Like the HP
Information Management Pac, a complete, powerful and flexible
system for managing your data files.
When you build your complete personal business system around
an HP computer, you can promise yourself not only the long-term
reliability for which Hewlett-Packard are renowned, but the
assurance that your entire system can be serviced and cared for on
site by the same business computer professionals who designed it.
HP personal computers, and the business sense that goes with
them, are available now from your HP dealer. Ask him for a
demonstration.
*VisiCalc is a trademark of Personal Software Inc.

HEWLETT
PACKARD
Contact your nearest dealer for a demonstration:
Aberdeen Tyseal Office Equipment Ltd, Tel: 29019. Belfast Cardiac Services, Tel: 625566. Birmingham John Mabon Assoc., Tel: 643 6351. Microdigital, Tel: 632 6303.
Bournemouth South Coast Computers, Tel: Wimborne 893040. Brighton Office Machinery Engineering, Tel: 689682. Bristol Decimal Business Machines, Tel: 214093.
Cambridge Cambridge Computer Store, Tel: 65334. Hi-Tek Distribution Ltd, Tel: 81996. Chester Microdigital, Tel: 317667. Dublin Abacus Systems, Tel: 711966.
Edinburgh Business & Electronic Machines, Tel: 226 4294. Rubox Office Equipment Ltd, Tel: 225 3871. Holdene, Tel: 668 2727. Glasgow Robox, Tel: 221 8413/4.
Leeds Holdene, Tel: 459459. Leicester Sumlock Services, Tel: 29673. Leighton Buzzard Co-ordinated Computer Systems, Tel: Heath & Reach 581/2. Lichfield Anglo-American, Tel: 481042.
Liverpool Microdigital, Tel: 227 2535/6/7. Rockliff Brothers, Tel: 521 5830. London Euro-Calc, Tel: 739 6484, 636 8161, 405 3113; Sumlock-Bondain, Tel: 250 0505, 626 0487,388 5702;
The Xerox Store, Tel: 405 5659, 629 0694, 588 1531. Manchester Automated Business Equipment, Tel: 432 0708. Holdene, Tel: Wilmslow 529486. Microdigital, Tel: 832 6087.
Newcastle Thos Hill International, Tel: 739261. Newport Micromedia Systems, Tel: 59276. Reading CSE Computers, Tel: 61492; Sintrom Electronics, Tel: 85464.
Royston (Hens) Electroplan, Tel: 41171. Sheffield Microdigital, Tel: 750977. Slough Crellon Electronics Ltd, Tel: Burnham 4300. Southampton South Coast Business Machines, Tel: 22958.
Sunderland Thos Hill International, Tel: 42447. Tunbridge Wells D. J. Herriott, Tel: 22443/4. Wallingford Midas Advisory Services, Tel: 36773.
Watford Automatic & Electronic Calculators, Tel: 31571. Woking Petalect Electronic Services, Tel: 69032. Worthing Office Machinery Engineering, Tel: 207292.
CHANNEL ISLANDS: Absolute Electronic Systems, Tel: Jersey 77070.
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HOW A MU
BUSINESS GOT THE

HOMEWORK
DONE.
Whether you want to enjoy a little
mental gymnastics or teach yourself
to program we're probably in a
prime position to advise you on your
choice of Computer.
We've been installing and programming
complex business systems for a year now,
and we apply the same degree of experience
to our personal software.
A sample of our wide range of hardware

is detailed below; and of course we've got
all the software, peripherals and stock to
go with them. So why not come along
and see for yourself - we'll be pleased
to discuss and advise.
CHOICEOF MONTHLY PAYMENTS
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MONTHS
VAT

NET

48K Apple II
48K Sharp MZ8OK

30

36

33.2%
31.42

25.99

33.8%
35.62
22.12

63.24

53.83

47.48
8.13
22.04

APR 34.2%

Total
833.75

Deposit

83.37

41.87

517.50

51.75

1259.25

125.92

725.00
450.00
1095.00

108.75
67.50

5K Commodore VIC20

169.57

25.43

195.00

19.50

10.48

9.09

16K Commodore Pet

460.00

69.00

529.00

52.90

28.42

24.66

64K Sharp MZ8OB

164.25

19.51

INSTANT CREDIT UP TO £750
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

][07-' 1.=

INNMI=

SHARP
MZ-80B

SHARP MZ-80K

7
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COMMODORE PET
South West Technical Products
S109 Computer System including
128K RAM, 2 Megahertz

apple X

processor with full uniflex
operating system and 21/2
megabytes disc storage on
8" disc drives.

VIC 20

C

commodore

Special Offer Price

£3995 + VAT

ES

RAM Computer Services Lid
15-17 North Parade,
BRADFORD BD1 3JL.

Telephone: (0274) 391166.
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Guy Kewney, editor of Datalink, brings his latest compilation of
news, gossip, rumours and hard micro -facts.

At last The Last

The Last One - the program
which writes programs -was
given its first British showing
at a crowded press conference last month. And by

the time you read this (or at
least fairly soon afterwards),
it should be on sale and
available on half a dozen

machines.
Since The Last One was
featured exclusively in February's PCW, two things have

happened: DJ 'Al' Systems,
the company set up to
develop and market TLO,
has launched a reputed
$1 million advertising campaign and hired a team of ace
programmers to develop
marketable versions of TLO
for various micros; and the
computing world has split
into two camps: those who've
been to see TLO and realised
its potential, even if the
development versions have
been rather ragged at the
edges, and those who've said

claim considered wildly
optimistic by TLO critics.
And those who thought it
was a con were beside them-

selves when the end of July the promised delivery date rolled round and copies of
TLO still weren't leaving the
DJ 'Al' offices in Eminster,
Somerset.
Now it's by no means unusual in the microworld for a
product to miss its launch

date - in fact, it seems
almost mandatory. But when
you've made yourself as
public as DJ 'Al' has, and
when you've aroused considerable controversy in the

process, it's scarcely surprising that missing your
release date should provoke
deafening cries of 'I told you
so' from your critics.
So what's the situation
with TLO? Will it write all
the programs you'll ever
need? Is it really different
from other micro packages
- in print, sometimes - that that write programs? And
when will it be on sale?
it wasn't anything special/
To answer the last one
couldn't be done/didn't
first, DJ 'Al' managing
exist/was a con.
The attitude of the latter
director Michael Falter was
group was considerably
hoping that TLO would be on
strengthened by TLO adverts, sale at the PCW show (this
which claimed it would
was written three weeks
provide 'all the programs
before the show). 'We
you'll ever need for £260', a
thought we could get it right

TLO author David James in his element.
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and ready by the end of July
but, because we're such perfectionists, we're not prepared to let it go while
there's still something not
quite right with it,' he said.
`It's to everybody's benefit
in the long run.'
What this means is that
work on tidying up TLO and
preparing versions to run on
various machines has taken
longer than anticipated. To
understand how this situation has arisen, it's necessary
to look at the background to
our story in February's issue
(which itself explains the
background to how TLO
came into existence).
When we received our first
phone call from TLO author
David James last November,
The Last One didn't even
have a name. It was an
interesting development
project which had 'spun off'
from David's work on artificial intelligence and David
had, in fact, become quite
bored with it. In fact, the
way he felt then, PCW could
have published the program's
listing and that would have
been the end of it. David had
spent so long immersed in the
program that he couldn't see
any end to it; Scotty Barn bury, his backer, could see a
light at the end of the tunnel,
though.
Scotty had had some considerable trouble with the
minicomputer system which
he'd installed in his tyre company. He wanted a way of
enabling himself, an ordinary
businessman with no previous
computing experience, to get
the system to do what he
wanted it to do without the
time, expense and hassle involved in getting a software
house to write special packages. If computers were so
damned clever, he reasoned,
why shouldn't they write
their own programs after
being told the requirements
in plain, non -technical
English? And, if his computer
could be made to do this,
why shouldn't other businessmen be able to obtain the

At this point, Scotty then
had several options. He could
have sold the program listing

to PCW - but this wouldn't
nearly have compensated for
the considerable time and
money invested by him and
David.

He could have set up a
time-sharing bureau, allowing
access to the program -writing
routines for those willing to
pay. This, though, would
tend to restrict access to DP

people and wouldn't - in
Scotty's view - liberate users
from the DP industry's
`tyranny'.
The third option would

have been to sell it at a high
price to those who could
afford it, but this would
similarly prevent end users
from benefiting.
Thus, Scotty chose a
fourth course of action, to
his mind the only one
possible, and decided to make
the routines available as
widely as possible at a reasonable price.
By the time the PCW
article was written (mid December last year), Scotty
had christened the product
`The Last One' and at this
time we realised that Scotty's
ideas on marketing tactics
were far, far removed from
traditional computer industry
techniques. He has, in fact,
adopted the sort of 'cavalier'
attitude towards selling TLO
that he has used successfully
for years in selling tyres.
The first the outside world
heard of The Last One was in
our February article, which
came out in mid -January. We
sent copies to a number of
papers and magazines - both
computer trade press and
more general publications as we figured that any followup stories would mention
PCW (one trade rag did, in a
storm of childish abuse, as
they clearly didn't believe in
TLO).
Reactions to TLO varied
from 'I want one' to 'Nonsense'; the story spread
around the world and we had
a few hectic weeks handling a
same service?
deluge of phone calls. Before
David's program -writing
Scotty & Co made their final
routines seemed to be just
decision to market TLO as a
what Scotty needed and he
commercial product, David
thus backed David's develop- James and David Tebbutt had
ment work, which involved a promised to present a paper
lot of tidying up to make the on TLO at a conference
system user-friendly, and the session at the West Coast
production of versions to run Faire in San Francisco.
on different machines.

NEWSPRINT
causes the signal lines to
flicker and introduces
untraceable errors.
Now it is one of the great
strengths of the Sinclair
design that it is imposSible

(say a word processor) and
start up another (say a stock
control program) with any
guarantee of being able to
restart the first where you
left off.
to enter a faulty instruction,
A proper multi -tasking
because the Basic won't
system on a cheap micro,
accept it. However, on older
if it is intended to allow
designs, where fault checking two users to run two
only occurs when you type
programs on the same
RUN, you do at least pick up processor, is silly. However,
faults that have crept in later. its value in allowing one user
On the Sinclair, you're stuck to run two programs, switchwith them and occasionally,
ing from one to the other,
you can't pick them up.
could be enormous.
On the Sinclair, they are
Enthusiasts who complain
assumed to have been purged that there already is a multibefore digestion. Just
tasking operating system
occasionally, they completely (MP/M) are assured that it
poison the machine.
isn't up to the job. That's no
So far, I've received rather criticism of Digital Research,
fewer complaints about the
who wrote it: the normal
ZX machines than I expected 8 -bit 8080 family micro just
given human frailty and the
isn't able to run a safe operavery large number made and
ting system. Normally, multisold in a very short time.
tasking executives run in secMost complaints involve
tions of memory that users
late delivery, where I can
can't get at and use machine
sympathise with the frustrainstructions that users can't
tion. But I do find it a bit
use. On today's primitive
hard to understand why only micros, even the Intel 8088
four or five people have
and 8086, there are no such
bothered to complain about a privileged instructions or
software bug.
areas of memory. But on the
future descendents of the
8086, there will be.
At that stage, IBM will
Part of the TLO development team.
suddenly find itself in a
made, things really started to memory bit. 'Four or five
very strong position. At the
people have been in touch
hot up. Machines were
moment, there is almost no
IBM
has
deeply
infuriated
me
about it,' he added, blandly.
borrowed, someone was
software for its machine
by
launching
a
cheap
micro
The way to tell if your own
appointed to prepare the
what it has prepared
earlier than I expected and by beyond
ZX81 has the bug in is to
documentation and a softfor the launch - but in four
producing
an
impressive
ask it to PRINT SQR(1/2)
ware house was contacted to
years' time, it will have a
design which should last for
and see if the answer makes
help in 'tidying up' TLO and
16 -bit micro with a mass of
many
years.
sense. He also admitted to a
preparing versions for other
software, and a workable
The
key
to
the
new
problem with the add-on
machines. Now at this point
multi -task executive.
micro
is
the
processor
memory box, which, he says,
we start to dip our toes into
chip,
ostensibly
an
ordinary
he
has
cured.
The
problem,
hot water, for it appears that
8 -bit processor (if a fast one)
says Sinclair, was caused by
there was some disagreement
like the chips that power the
between DJ 'Al' Systems and dirt on the copper contacts
Petappletandy machines, but
between computer and
the software house; as this
one which can be turned into
memory and has been cured
disagreement may, by the
Apparently a 'horse before
time you read this, be subject by putting a special lubricant a much more flexible one
the cart computer' is one
to legal proceedings, we can't on the memory socket at the without changing any of the
software written for it.
where the manuals were proelaborate. All we can say is
factory.
The system itself,
duced first, then the software
Now the strange thing
that, as a result, DJ 'Al' had
written, and then the hardabout these two faults is that however, is obviously not
to hire a team of programintending to sweep the world
ware was developed.
everybody I've met who
mers to carry on with the
in the first month. At a price
The machine in question is
conversion work and this
has a Sinclair machine with
of $3000 for a system
an American micro which
appears to have been the
the new ROM has the
with one disk and only 16
British minicomputer builder
arithmetic bug, and
cause of TLO missing its
kbytes of user memory, the
CTL hopes will let it catch
everybody who has the addlaunch date.
IBM Personal Computer
up with its home rival,
on memory says you have to
On a visit to Ilminster
undercuts none of the top Digico. Digico recently probe careful using it. And the
towards the end of July, we
sellers. And with one
duced a rather nice little
were able to see a 'pre`dud bit' problem has
standard program (Visicalc)
micro of its own design, and
impressed Sinclair as serious
production' version of TLO
its Prince (as the company
in action. Yes, it works. Yes,
enough to develop an add-on it is obviously very useful,
but without CP/M or any
called it in Wedding Year) is
fix circuit, which he will
it had been considerably
language but Basic (yet) it
building up a dealer list.
tidied up since we had first
add to any faulty machine
When it is widely available, it
sent in. That isn't the sort of seems that IBM is going to
seen it and yes, it'll probably
get into the water carefully,
should sell well, since the
be a reasonable product when thing I'd do for only five
price is nice for what you
complaints, but then I'm not no splashing until they know
it appears - watch this
how
deep
it
is.
get. And it must have made
as meticulous as Uncle Clive.
space!
Once
the
depth
is
near neighbours CTL in
The problem with the
by David Tebbutt and Peter
plumbed,
however,
the
Hemel Hempstead a bit
memory expansion isn't quite
Rod well
machine
looks
to
have
jealous.
as easily cured as the Sinclair
amazing
scope.
The
Intel
The CTL machine is in a
Lubrication Service seems to
8088 processor will run the
very different league. It is a
think. It is true that before
same
machine
code
instrucpowerful machine, using a
the cure, a ZX81 (or ZX80)
tions, direct from memory
16 -bit processor, and you
with this add-on box used to
to
processor,
as
the
bigger
have to be fairly wealthy to
just go mad for no apparent
Intel
8086.
More
to
the
buy one because the smallest
reason and start moving text
Users of the Sinclair ZX81
point,
perhaps,
it
will
run
the
model in the series costs
up and down the screen,
must be a very uncomplainmore
advanced,
but
similarly
£10,000.
flickety-flicker; now, it
ing bunch. Uncle Clive has
compatible
versions
of
the
By 1983, CTL hopes to be
doesn't.
cheerfully admitted that
16
-bit
8086
that
Intel
is
selling at least 100 of these
But that doesn't mean you
there is a bug in the new
planning
over
the
next
few
machines a year - two per
can pick up the machine and
ROM of the ZX81, the chip
week - estimating the market
move it around. The memory years.
that gives the machine a lot
As
things
stand,
in
the
for 'desk -top minis' at £100
block hangs onto the printed
more power than the ZX80.
micro
world
it
isn't
possible
million annually now and
circuit board itself and flaps
The bug comes in the
to
close
down
one
program
wanting a tenth of this.
form, he says, of a dud
about. This occasionally

IBM micro
launched

Mini makers

in microwar

'81
bug -sorting
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IF ANYOF THE FOLLOWINGWORDSGIVE
YOU A BUZZ . . . ANALYSIS STATISTICS DE
SIGN PLOTTING GRAPHICS REPORT WRIT
ING SPECIFICATIONS SCHEDULES COSTING

PLANT MAINTENANCE PRODUCTION CON
TROL SIMULATIONS IEEE INTERFACING IN
STRUMENT CONTROL MONITORING TERM
INAL COMMUNICATIONS PAPERTAPE READ
ING PUNCHING & EDITING SELF PROGRAM
MING BASIC ASSEMBLER LANGUAGE MA
CH I NE CODE . . GIVE USA BUZZ (OR SEND

BACKTHECOUPON)
The micro comes of age. The PET has come a long way since micros
were regarded as toys. It's designed and built for demanding work and this
shows in the 32K memory and 80 column screen as well as in its impressive
disk capacity. When it comes to languages, you'll find the PET fluent in
BASIC, PASCAL, FORTH, COMAL, LISP, PILOT and ASSEMBLER.
It can be used as a complete system in itself, or can be linked to other

The PET has track record. We've been involved with electronics
for over 20 years and there are now over 40,000 PET installations in the UK.
We manufacture our own microchip which is happily accepted and used by
makers of other well-known microcomputers.
You get nationwide dealer back-up with Commodore.
What's more, many of our dealers have specific expertise-which
means they can advise on anything from business systems to specialist
technical applications. So, if your particular problem is of a highly specialised
nature, it may be best to contact our Information Department direct. They
will then recommend the dealers who understandand who speak your kind of language.

PETs or a mainframe.

Who needs PET? And why? The list above speaks for itself, but
that's only part of the story as the PET now has over 600 applications. It's
good news for any engineer who's tried to get even a modest
budget approved - the PET is very acceptable to the most
sceptical of money people.
It's an attractive proposition, too, to DP
professionals who need their fingers on the pulse and are
fed up with waiting for their turn on the company
computer.
In fact, it's the nearest thing to the all-purpose
computer for everyone. An extravagent claim? A

What does all this cost? Not a lot. In fact, our
computers start at 000 and go through to 0,000 and that will buy you a complete system.
Which is just one more reason why any
professional worth his salt would be interested in a
microcomputer that's made its name in the business
world ... but is far more than just an efficient

demonstration
can prove it to

business brain.

be true.

r

Send to: Commodore Information Services, P.O. Box 109, Baker Street, High Wycombe.
Tel: Slough 79292.
I'd like to know how a Commodore PET could give me a buzz.
Name

Address

L

Tel
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COMMODORE PET

i Quite simply, Britain's biggest
selling microcomputer

Company

I

1
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LONDON AREA
Adds Computers Ltd
W13, 01-579 5845
Byteshop Computerland
NW1, 0 I -387 0505
Capital Computer Systems Ltd
W1,01-636 3863 & 6375551
Centralex - London Ltd
SE13. 01-318 4213.7

Caddis Computer Systems Ltd
HINCKLEY. 613544
Arden Data Processing
LEICESTER, 22255
Roger Clark Business Systems Ltd
LEICESTER, 20455
Betos (Systems) Ltd

NOTTINGHAM, 48108
Byteshop Computerland

Chroinasalic Electronics
N 19, 01-263 9493/9495

NOTTINGHAM. 40576

Healey Management Services Ltd
E I.01-247 2858/3149
Home and Business Computers

E12,01-4725107
Logic Box Ltd
SW I , 01-222 1122/5492
Merchant Systems Limited
EC4. 01-583 6774
Metyclean Ltd
EC4, 01-236 2000
Micro Computation
N14. 01-882 5104
Micro Computer Centre
SW I4, 01-878 7044-7
Sumlock Bondain Ltd
EC I, 01-250 0505
The Computer Shop (City) Ltd
EC1. 01-628 3531

HOME COUNTIES
Millhouse Designs Ltd

ALTON, 84517
The Computer Shop (Banbury) Ltd
BANBURY, 3477
H.S. V. Ltd

BASINGSTOKE 62444
M.M.S. Limited
BEDFORD. 40601/2
Bracknell Computers
BRACKNELL 52929
D.D.M. Direct Data Marketing Ltd
BRENTWOOD. 229379 & 230480
Amplicon Micro Systems Limited
BRIGHTON. 562163 & 608331
T & V Johnson (Microcomputers Etc) Ltd
CAMBERLEY. 20446
Wego Computers Ltd
CATERHAM, 49235
The Computer Shop (Caversham) Ltd
CAVERSHAM, 481555
Datawew Ltd
COLCHESTER. 865835
DaVinci Computers Ltd
EDGWARE. 01-9520526
Micro -Facilities Ltd

HAMPTON HILL 01-979 4546
Cream Computer Shop
HARROW, 01-863 0833
L & J Computers
HARROW. 01-204 7525
South East Computers Ltd
HASTINGS. 426844
Bromwall Data Services Ltd
HATFIELD, 60980/67111
Alpha Business Systems

HERTFORD. 57425
Commonsense Business Systems Ltd

HIGH VVYCOMBE, 40116
Kingsley Computers Ltd
HIGH VVYCOMBE, 449749
Computer Sales & Software Centre Ltd
ILFORD. 01-554 3344
H.B. Computers Ltd
KETTERING. 520910
H.B. Computers (Luton) Ltd
LUTON. 426887/416892
South East Computers Ltd
MAIDSTONE, 681263
Photo Acoustics Ltd
NEWPORT PAGNELL 610625
WATFORD. 32006 & 40698
Sumlock Bondain (East Anglia) Ltd
NORWICH, 26259 & 614302
The Computer Shop (Oxford) Ltd
OXFORD. 722872
T & V Johnson (Microcomputers Etc) Ltd
OXFORD. 721461
Arden Data Processing
PETERBOROUGH, 49577 & 67831
H.S.V. Ltd
SOUTHAMPTON. 331422
Sumlock Tabdown Ltd
SOUTHAMPTON. 26647
D.D.M. Direct Data Marketing Ltd
SOUTHEND-ON-SEA 65787 & 64589
Scan Computers Ltd
STORFUNGTON. (09066) 5432
The Computer Room
TONBRIDGE. 355962
Orchard Computer Services
WALUNGFORD. 35529
Microchips
WINCHESTER. 68085
P.P.M. Ltd

WOKING. (04867) 801 I
Persica Limited
WOKING, (04862) 69032 & 21776
1

MIDLANDS
Byteshop Computerland
BIRMINGHAM, 021-622 7149
C.P.S. (Data Systems) Limited
BIRMINGHAM. 021-707 3866
Camden Electronics Limited
BIRMINGHAM, 021-7738240
Joseph Ware Associates Ltd
BIRMINGHAM, 021-643 8033
Marchant Business Systems Ltd

BIRMINGHAM, 021-706 8232
Micro Associates
BIRMINGHAM, 021-328 4574
Peach Data Services

BURTON -ON -TRENT. 44968
Catlands Information Systems
CHESTER. 46327
PEG Associates (Computer Systems) Ltd

COVENTRY, 20246
Davidson -Richards Ltd
DERBY. 366803
Taylor Wilson Systems Ltd

DORRIDGE. (05645) 6192

PEG Associates (Computer Systems) Ltd
RUGBY. 65756
Synchro Computing Ltd
STOKE-ON-TRENT. 825391
Walters Computer Systems Ltd
STOURBRIDGE. 70811
The Computer Shop (Swindon) Ltd
SWINDON, 694061
McDowell. Knaggs & Associates Limited
WORCESTER. 28466

YORKS AND HUMBERSIDE
Ackroyd Typewriter 8 Adding Machine Co. Ltd
BRADFORD. 31835 & 32243
Allen Computers
GRIMSBY, 40568
Microprocessor Services

HULL 23146
Microware Computers Ltd
HULL 562107
Holdene Lcd
LEEDS, 459459
Yorkshire Electronics Services Ltd
MORLEY, 522181

Computer Centre (Sheffield) Ltd
SHEFFIELD. 53519/588731
Holbrook Business Systems Ltd
SHEFFIELD. 484466
Estate Computer Systems
SLEAFORD. 305637

Mitrefinch Ltd
YORK. 52995

NORTH EAST
Cumin & Maughan
GATESHEAD, 774540
Dyson Instruments

HETTON 260452
Key Computer Services Ltd
NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE. 815157
Intex Datalog Ltd
STOCKTON-ON-TEES. (0642) 781193

MANCHESTER AREA
Byteshop Computerland
MANCHESTER. 061-236 4737
Computastore Limited
MANCHESTER. 061-832 4761
Cytek (UK) Limited
MANCHESTER, 061-872 4682
Executive Reprographic Ltd
MANCHESTER, 061-228 1637
Professional Computer Services Ltd
OLDHAM. 06 I -624 4065
Catlands Information Systems Ltd
STOCKPORT. 061-477 6699
Catlands Information Systems Ltd
WILMSLOW. 527166

UVERPOOL
Stack Computer Services Ltd
BOOTLE, 051-933 5511
Aughton Microsystems
KIRKBY. 051-548 7788
Rockcliff Micro Computers
LIVERPOOL 051-521 5830
The Computer Shop (Southport) Ltd
SOUTHPORT. 77783

NORTH WEST
B & B (Computers) Limited
BOLTON, 26644
Tharstern Limited
BURNLEY, 38481
Preston Computer Centre
PRESTON, 57684

WEST COUNTRY
Radon Computational Ltd
BATH, 318483
Calculator Services & Sales (Bristol) Ltd
BRISTOL 779451/3
Sumlock Tabdown Ltd
BRISTOL, 276685
T & V Johnson (Microcomputers Etc) Ltd
BRISTOL, 422061
AC. Systems
EXETER, 71718
South Coast Business Machines Ltd

FERNDOWN. 893040
Milequip Ltd
GLOUCESTER. 411010
Devon Computers
PAIGNTON, 526303
AC. Systems
PLYMOUTH. 260861
JAD Integrated Services (Plymouth) Ltd
PLYMOUTH, 662616 & 29038
J.M. Computer Services Ltd
TRURO, 71626

WALES
Sumlock Tabdown Ltd
CARDIFF, 41361
Sigma Systet ns Ltd

CARDIFF. 348698 215 I S
Reeves Computers Limited
CARMARTHEN, 32441/2
Computer Supplies (Swansea)
SWANSEA 290047

SCOTLAND
MacMkro Ltd
BEAULY, 046-371 2774
Holdene Microsystems Ltd
EDINBURGH, 031-668 2727
Byteshop Computerland
GLASGOW, 04 I -221 7409
Gate Microsystems Limited
GLASGOW, 041-221 9372-4
Robox Ltd
GLASGOW, 041-221 8413/4
Ayrshire Office Computers
KILMARNOCK 42972

NORTHERN IRELAND
Northern Ireland Computer Centre Limited
HOLYWOOD, (02317) 6548

NEWSPRINT
Sources in America say
that the machine sells well
under the name of Convergent Technologies there,
but even with a free method
of linking up to 16 machines
plus communications
software to let them talk to
conventional mainframes, it's
hard to see what it does for
UK users that a Digital
Equipment mini with proper
user partitioning can't do.
The price and the network
alone aren't enough.
What would make it really
attractive would be a single-

user, screen plus -floppies -only

version for £1500 or so, to
get a few trial machines in
and get users hooked. But
that would look like the
wrong sort of market to
CTL and Convergent. Details
on (0442) 3272.

Red faces

at BMA

Much to the embarrassment
of the British Medical
Association, two weeks after
publishing a stern call for
improvements to 'data
protection for personal
medical information,' it was
caught with its files open;
an insurance company was
found to be accessing names
and addresses from the BMA
computers.
The BMA described this as
an administrative mix-up. I
suppose you could say it
proves the Association's
point: 'The BMA is
concerned that proposals for
standardisation of names and
addresses and other information to facilities transfer
between Government computers may seriously
compromise the principle
that information gathered
from a person for one
purpose should not be used
out of context or for any
other purpose without
consent.'

Micro makersv governmen t

British micro maker Transam
is lobbying hard to erase the
Government decision which
says that Civil Servants can
buy Apples made in America,
but not Tuscans made in
Britain. Its agitation has
finally provided an unofficial
explanation of how the
strange situation arose, and
the scent of a promise that it
will be changed in less than a
year's time,
Behind Transam are
several other British micro
builders, in the shape of the
new British Micro
Manufacturers' Group

had run two very small ads,
which merely asked for
tenders for 'a contract' and
pointed out that this would
lead to follow-up orders,
First, I said, did he
realise that some
manufacturers hadn't noticed
the ad? And second, did he
not think it was daft to leave
out the rather important

corollary of the contract that if you didn't get this
one, nobody in Government
departments would be
allowed to buy your

machine?
No to mince words, he

admitted that the choice of
tactics was deliberate. The
logic was simple: some people
had machines just off the
drawing board, not yet in
production, or in short
supply. If a grand announcement were made saying 'This
Is The Great Race For
Government Approval' then
all these paper machines
would have been tendered.
And he made the point
that every machine on the
approved list has to be
supported by trained
engineers. Yes, in the event
it appeared that the ruling
was unfair to Transam, but
did I not realise (he asked
me) that the list was only
in force for a year, and did I
realise what it would cost
to set up support for every
possible UK built machine?
'Our job is to protect the

users inside the Civil
Service,' he ended, not to
support British Industry - we
aren't the Department of
Industry.'
He's right, of course, but I
wish the Americans took the
same approach to UK hard ware as he does to American.
Anyway, the group of
British manufacturers (which
does include some that are
approved) has decided to step
up its campaign by including
those insignificant people
such as Acorn and Sinclair,
who make the odd machine
but charge less than £2000
for them.
Details from Julie
Hamilton, BMMG, PO Box

2, St Neots, Huntingdon,

Combs.

The
evaluators

The almost impossible task of
finding a useful piece of
cheap software has been
tackled head on by a new
team, set up inside the micro
distributor Digitus to evaluate
software. This is no leg-pull;
it is an attempt to set up
standards by which software
can be judged, and to publish
a catalogue showing how
various packages measure up.
(BMMG).
In charge of the project
The explanation does
is Peter Wolfdenden. (He's
concede the point that the
the guy with the glasses in the
decision was deliberate, I
pic, sitting down.) His Soft spoke to the senior Civil
ware Products Group will
Servant whose name was
select cheap software
given and pointed out that
packages (some of which will
the Central Computer Agency not be cheap, of course, by
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later on playback?
And will my BBC
computer not interfere with
the video machine the way
my Acorn and Sinclair
machines do?
Watch these spaces for
answers.

New micro

from HP

Hewlett-Packard has asked
the world for an astonishing
£4400 for its latest micro system, including processor,
two small disks, the CP/M
operating system, and a
thermal printer.
At the time of writing,
The Digitus team -see 'The evaluators'.
I've still not sat down in
Catalogue of Catalogues, to
our micro standards) and
front of the HP -125, but to
work with all the software
test them on the following
be worth this price it must
wholesalers and publishers
points: whether they use
be truly phenomenally easy
plain English commands;
and to compile a
to use. And users must be
whether the product is of real compendium.
very sophisticated to apprepractical use; whether the
ciate the need for ease of
documentation is clear;
use and probably won't
whether it is easy to use; and
realise how much they need
whether it can be crashed it, so I'm lost by the logic.
that is, if pressing the wrong
On the face of it, you get
button at the wrong moment
a wonderful system for the
can destroy all the hard work
money. Always, Hewlettof the previous half hour.
Packard computers prove to
The BBC has selected the
If a product comes
builders of its micro. At least, be much nicer and easier to
through this checkout okay,
the designers have selected
use than any others, and I
then give it a trial at some
them.
see no reason to doubt this
genuine user's office. And if
The machine is to star as
one's strong points.
they stand up to this, says
the workbench of a series of
For instance, control of
Digitus, they go into the
programs on How To Micro the system is by special
approved list, providing the
compute early next year and keys, which print their own
supplier helps properly with
the Acorn design has been
labels on the screen. These
any problems.
attacked most powerfully as
`prompt and guide the operaIt sounds great to me, or
`unbuildable in the time' tor', says HP, and on all the
I wouldn't have given it so
on the fairly solid grounds
other HP machines I've seen,
much space, but I have to
that Acorn doesn't have a
they certainly do. But that's
admit that I can see a further
big enough factory.
controlled by software.
step that is needed in this
Now it has selected two
The screen displays the
exercise. Once the list is
contents of not just one but
mass-producers of
available, it will be of great
electronics: audio company
five pages of memory, and
help to a lot of people but
Cleartone and computer
you can look up or down
it can hardly be exhaustive.
into pages that have gone
assembler ICL (yes, that
For a start, the first two
ICL, International Computers long past or pages you
machines to be listed are
Limited) who thus get into
scrolled off the bottom of the
Apple and those running
micros on the navvy level.
screen. It's absolutely great
under CP/M - which makes
Surprise. Cleartone starts
for testing out a program, or
it so much waste paper for
first, hoping to get 1000
looking through text. But
PET Tandy, Acorn (etc, etc)
machines built in September. apart from the little memory,
machines.
By November, ICL Logiclayer which is cheap, the feature
Second, and more imporis provided purely in
hopes to have built a further
tant, the list will effectively
software.
2000 machines. Good luck
be a catalogue of Digitus
to you all; I'm certainly not
The list of things provided
software. Unless a miracle
going to make any rash
by software (some running on
occurs, there will be other
guesses or predictions on how an extra Z80 micro which
software suppliers, some proit'll go, except for the certain works with the main Z80) is
ducing their own stuff, some
fact that luck will be needed. delightful, including Visicalc
importing or distributing
Not to worry: the BBC is
at an extra £118. But
overseas stuff, and some
showing it three times a week
produced on a publishing
(each episode, that is) but is
basis by people such as
carefully arranging times
AJ Harding (Molimerx) or
when as few people as possiThe Software House, or SBD. ble are looking. This way,
It's a fair bet that not everythey hope to keep demand
body will have all programs
for the machines in reasonat their command, and some- able limits the first time
one without Wordstar will
round, and hopefully this
speak well about Easywriter
way they'll find out what is
without necessarily proving
wrong with the hardware
that Easywriter is 'better'.
and software in the hands of
And if Digitus writes its
relatively few people. Then
own PERT package and says
they can repeat it in more
it is the best, nobody will
populous slots a few months
know whether that is
later.
unbiased pride or partial
By then, maybe, I'll have
praise.
got the answer to a simple
We will have to wait until
question: if I record a BBC
somebody with enough
TV program about micros
money and sense comes foron my common -or -garden
ward to offer a suitable inhome video, will I record the
dependent expert a platCeefax lines that contain the
form from which to launch a
Hewlett-Packard's new HP125.
software and pick them up

BBC micro
builders
named
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software is a once -and -for -all

cost.

In other words, once you
have your software done, no
matter how good or how bad
it is, and no matter how
much or how little you spend
it, that is the end of the software cost.
So if you sell twice as
many machines, then you can
charge half the price for the
software. And the machine
itself just can't cost that
much to build; yes, it's a nice
screen and a nice keyboard,
but that nice? So why charge
the earth? To persuade the
few that it is wonderful? Or
to give some Japanese competitor a blueprint from which
to work? Details on 0734
61022.

Where are
the Silver
Apples?
Details of ITT's new micro system not having been
received by press time, you
will have to wait until next

month to read about the
replacement for the Silver
Apple. The question of 'what
happened to the Silver Apple'
is even harder to answer.
Originally ITT very kindly
condescended to help little
Apple launch its little
machine into Europe by
taking on a distributorship.
Plainly, it wouldn't sell as it
stood, so ITT generously
made one or two improvements - slowed the system
clock a bit, adjusted the
power supply, and put an
extra bit of memory in to
give proper British colour,
among other things.
A year or two later it
clear that the ITT
version
version was the minority one
and that one or two Apples
had been sold, here and in
America, to people who had
thoughtlessly written
software which didn't run
properly on the ITT 2020.
Exactly how many Silver
Apples are lying around still
is a tricky question to answer
since ITT is loath to talk
about them. Understandably,
it feels that if it admits that it

SURVIVAL KIT

OASIS 820 is not only low-cost in its

If you service or maintain a range of
computer peripherals OASIS 820 is the

cost-effective and logical solution to

basic form, but is also flexible and
expandable. Each briefcase will hold

your control and exercising problems.

several PALMs and interface cables so

firmware
application
ALgorithm
Modules (PALMs) to configure the
keyboard to control various computer
peripherals. To test a printer, plug in a
printer PALM - for a floppy disc drive,
OASIS

820
uses
Peripheral

a floppy disc drive PALM. The same
applies
to
terminals,
principle
accessories such as front feeds, hard

discs, cartridge tape drives, etc. As
and when different new peripherals
have to be supported more PALMs can
be added to the library.

that an engineer can carry, in one

777"1"r,820

hand,

of

the

peripheral driving

test boxes, the cost per function

Each PALM comes with a set of
selected from the "soft" keys on the
keyboard. The operator is prompted

In the field of peripheral testing this
gives OASIS 820 the lowest cost per
function in the industry.
For more information on this
revolutionary new product contact us
at the address below.

OASIS 820 is designed and built completely in Britain and patents are applied for.

HAL Computers Limited
57 Woodham Lane New Haw
Weybridge Surrey KT15 3ND
Telephone, Weybridge 48346/7

is

minimal so that a Service Engineering
Department can plan ultimately to
have one briefcase for each engineer.

instructions so that various dove
routines within the PALM can be
through the tests by a display panel so
that progression through each test can
be constantly monitored.

all

equipment which he needs. Because
OASIS 820 replaces any number of

the revolutionary multiperipheral
exerciser in a briefcase
-tests virtually any computer peripheral

A

"ri
Ar

ZZi. ,Ad
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LOOKING FOR 5
EP4000 EPROM Programmer/Emulator - Not just a
programmer.
Programs a wide range of EPROMs without personality cards. Video
output for editing and LED display for stand alone operation. Standard
interfaces include RS232C, 20mA, TTL, cassette, printer and DMA. In
EMULATION MODE EP4000 replaces your in -circuit PROMs for program
development and makes changes, entries, edits simple. Accessories
include Bipolar programming modules, multi EPROM simulator adaptors,
buffer pods, ERASERS, Monitors, 2764/2564 programming satellite, printer
and production gang programmers.
EP4000 programmer/simulator £545.00 P4000 production programmer
Printer £395.00
£545.00 (9 sockets) Eraser £78.00 Monitor £88.00

Microtek MT80
Probably the most reliable small matrix printer. To coincide with the move
into our new factory we are offering these at clearance prices. 9 x 7 matrix.
upper and lower case - one only ARABIC - . extended print, 40,80,132
column, 125 CHARACTERS PER SECOND.
Parallel MT8OP £395.00

Serial MT8OS £445.00

Cables available for all of the popular micros.

DYSAN DISKETTES. Indisputably the best you can buy.
30,000 diskettes in stock. As well as the standard range of diskettes for
Apple, PET, TRS-80, etc, we also supply pre -formatted for: CPT 8000,
Micom/P5002, all IBM, AES/Lanier, Atari, Nexos 2200, Wang, Zenith and
P2000. For immediate delivery call our HOTLINE... Weybridge 48346/7

The Revolutionary New 8" Thinline
Tandon's revolutionary new 8 inch floppy disc drive is only half the
thickness of earlier drives so that you can pack twice the storage into the
same space. In addition a new method of construction allows the drive to
constantly compensate for changes in temperature and humidity so that
real capacities of up to 4.M.bytes are now achievable in the usual 8 inch
floppy disc drive envelope size. The TM800 series drives require only D.C.
power (5v and 24v) so that they run cool and no changing of pulleys and
belts is needed for manufacturers who want to ship products abroad.
Our new low profile packaging, designed and built in the U.K., complete
with power supplies makes incorporation into, or addition to, existing
systems simple.

APPLE II & TRS-80 COMPATIBLE MINI FLOPPIES
This is our popular TM 100 series mini floppy...
Tandon make 40,000 of these a month. Available as bare drives and
packaged in single and dual cabinets with power supplies. Capacities
from 100K.bytes to 1 Mbyte per drive! Compatible with TRS-80, Video
Genie. SUPERBRAIN. Horizon, Zenith, SWTP, Heathkit etc., and supplied
as the standard drive with many of these systems.
TRS-80 compatible

(in cabinet with
power supply)
APPLE II Compatible

DUAL UNITS

40 track
80 track
SINGLE UNITS 40 track
80 track

Single disc
Dual disc

APPLE Controller board DOS 3.3

£399.00
£549.00
£219.00
£289.00

£249.00
£488.00
£POA

Prices exclude VAT and delivery charges.

SPARE PARTS SERVICE AND TRAINING
We carry a complete stock of emergency spare parts for Tandon disc
drives and we can fix any drive on a short turn -round. All final testing is
carried out on an in-house ATE drive testing system which can run 73
separate diagnostic programs to ensure that your drive leaves us in
absolutely first class condition. A less complex calibration service is also
available. Full product support exists for genuine OEM customers and we
run single day training courses at regular intervals. Call our service
engineering department for further information.

We carry the full range of Dysan alignment diskettes and a staff of
Sales Engineers will be pleased to help you with any queries.
PCW 60

HAL Computers Limited
57 Woodham Lane New Haw
Weybridge Surrey KT15 3ND
Telephone: Weybridge 48346/7

fvegicitawitt
yoke ieckiii3for..
Our new Micro Winchester gives you from 5 to 20 M.bytes of
hard disc storage from as little as £1425.00 fora complete
ready -to -go, plug-in system with software.
Floppies and larger more expensive hard discs are no
match for our new drives which pack enough data to run
serious business or technical applications software
into a mini -floppy size 5'/4 "unit. Your data is
protected in the sealed enclosure making diskette
handling problems a thing of the past. The disc is fast
- 40 times faster transfer rate than a mini -floppy yet fits into the same space and so can be used as a
replacement or an enhancement.

Controllerbility"
Our controller comes with a range of adaptors to plug on to
most popular micros and there are more adaptors on the way. It
supports two discs with ease and while others are struggling with
less stable analog data separators and speed -eating error
correction circuits, we use a high performance digital design which
literally locks into the data stream and stays there. Incidentally we
also sell digital data separator cards to OEMs. Real time and multitasking applications benefit from the controller's interrupt
capability and macro level command structure and the OEM
version features a simple software interface and CP/M 2.2 BIOS
with extensive development aids. The software comes on either
51/4" or 8" diskettes together with Boot PROMs.

Service and Support
If you are impressed with the specifications so far, there is
more to come. Our packaged sub -systems are assembled
in-house and they carry a full one year parts and labour
warranty. Our controllers are built completely from TTL
logic - there are no fancy chips - so we can fix them if
they ever break down. Dozens of floppy disc drives go
through our workshops every month and we are well
known within the industry both for our training courses
and our heavy investment in computer based disc test
equipment. If your Winchester ever stops
working you can depend on
us to fix it.
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got fired by Apple as a distributor, people won't want the
Silver Apples and, also understandably, feels that if people
know that nobody wants the
things, then even more people
won't want the things.
I would have thought that
the announcement that ITT
had a thousand or so in
storage would be a good idea.
At half price, they could
suddenly become very attractive, and could all shift in a
month. Instead, I think we
will see interesting deals.
Templeman Software's
integrated stock control and
reordering system may be one
of these. For less than £4000
plus VAT (ie over £4000),
you get a processor (Silver
Apple) plus display and disks

and printer - and

Templeman Software's software. My guess is that the
markup on the software is
higher than you think, even
with a reasonable printer. But
nonetheless, it's probably a
good deal providing you
don't think you've bought
an Apple. Details on (0789)
66237.

New

characters

There are a whole new set
of characters which any PET
user can display by buying
the Avon Computer Rentals
Alpha Pluscharacter
generator. This, Avon Rentals
assures me 'is not a hoax
This is a plain straightforward
fact with no catches.'
The fact may have no
catches, but I'm afraid you'll
have to get their little leaflet
to be sure about the plain and
straightforward part. For
around £70, you get (I think)
four character sets in addition
to the normal letters and
numbers and shapes displayed
on a PET screen. And now,
in addition, the device can
now be programmed to make
all four sets of characters
appear on the screen at the
same instant, line -by-line.
You can even play snakes
and ladders race cars, it says,
but for the life of me, I can't
see how you can do both
together, line by line (see
photo below)?
Details on (0454) 415460.

connect the Apple to instruments.
The point about the IEEE
488 standard is not that it is
easy but that it is standard.
This means that if an instrument already has the interface, you know exactly what
is coming down it. On this
basis many a Commodore
PET has been sold to laboratory technicians, since the
PET had the interface (with a
slight omission) from early
on. However the IEEE 488
bus is horribly complex and
many people involved in
connecting the PET to other
electronics have chosen to use
the ordinary user port instead
of the IEEE interface. It is
simpler to add just one device
that way.
The new product (the
interface) comes at £276
including VAT from any of
Microsense's 400 -odd Apple
dealers. Details on 0442
40574.

Future phone
fun?
To me, the most important

thing about the computer controlled telephone
exchange recently installed in
Woodbridge, Suffolk, is the
fact that it can handle
computer communications
without turning them into
squeaks and sqwarks first..
but there is another angle.
The big thing about
computers is that they use
software. And software
must be testable. So it's
a pretty good bet that somebody clever could, if they
were irresponsible enough,
try to find a way of phoning
up the exchange and testing
the software.. . and maybe
changing it?
.

Sharp notes
Music lovers can draw some

comfort from the information that if the Commodore
VIC's notes are out of tune,
it is not the fault of mathematics. Despite my claim that
an octave was not an exact
doubling of frequency, the
truth will out: it is. According to John Aldred, a
computer musician of some,
er, note, I may be confusing
a natural scale with an eventempered one.
Interval between
successive notes
(Natural scale)
C

X

nV

D

E

Not so EEEsy
It should not be mistakenly
assumed that, because the
Apple II now has its own
(optional) IEEE bus connection and because the IEEE
bus is most used to connect
computers to instruments,
that this makes it easy to

F
G

A
B
C

9/8 = 1.125
10/9 = 1.111

16/15 = 1.067
9/9 = 1.125
10/9 = 1.111

9/8 = 1.125
16/15 = 1.067

All the fiddly bits around this naked screen are designed to
see if a finger is touching the glass. The idea is that a computer
can detect where on the screen someone is pointing and then
check what it has displayed at that spot.
All the programmer has to do is display something like
`Touch this square to hear the National Anthem' and then
wait for the finger to be detected before playing the Muppets
theme, through the system speaker. To use it, you need the
kit as provided for the Lear Siegler ADM 32 intermediate
terminal.

The kit is available through the maker, Interaction System
Systems Inc of 24 Munroe St Newtonville, Mass 02160
(tel 617 964 5300) or through Lear Siegler agents.
To help composers use a
Sharp MZ-80K to write
music, Aldred has submitted
the following table of
numbers which show how to
make it play in tune. It shows
differences between the two
scales, plus details of the
MZ-80K tuning as used by
Aldred in his MZ-80K
program announced two
issues ago.
`Contained in the monitor
of the MZ-80K,' Aldred
adds, 'is a table of pitch
values which are directly
related to the reciprocal of
the frequency of the note
produced. As the information
in the monitor is copyright
I can't give it in the table, but
it can be found on page 8 of
the Newbear monitor listing.'
So now you know.

Interval above C
Equal
Natural tempered
1.000
1.000

MZ-80K
MZ-80K
1.000

frequency
(Hz)
261.64

1.125

1.122

1.122

293.60

1.250

1.260

1.260

329.60

1.333

1.335

1.334

349.16

1.500

1.498

1.498

391.85

1.667

1.682

1.681

439.75

1.875

1.888

1.886

493.58

2.000

2.000

2.000

523.28

Control your
washing
machine

Using computers for
calculating, game playing or
business data manipulation,
observes a British electronics
company, 'doesn't require
any knowledge of how a
computer monitors and
controls other outside equipment. But now, the new
generation of technologists is
required to understand and
use microcomputers to
control all kinds of things.'
So the firm has started
out with a washing machine.
The firm, Feedback Instruments, showed several of its
tutorial devices at the PET
Show ealier in the year. It
provides several 'projects'
including control of a
stepping motor, of a
temperature monitoring
system, of a traffic light, of

binary input and output, and
something called a Project
Board - plus a washing
machine.
The projects use one of
several machines. If a plug is

the interface between the
CEGB and an electric motor,
then Feedback has plugs for
PET, Apple, Aim 65, ABC80
and planned plugs for Tandy
TRS-80, Research Machines
RML 380Z and even the
PCW 63
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Sinclair ZX81 'soon'.
The interfaces cost
between £45 (Aim) and £107
(ABC80). The board that
pretends to be a washing
machine costs £74, a nice
average from the 'project
board' at £45 to the temperature control system at £132,
and the plugs and boards are
all used at the Nottingdale
Technology Centre. That is
the centre for training young
humans in electronics, the
one that so impressed the
Prime Minister that she
ordered a whole set of them
for the rest of the country.
Details on (08926) 3322.

ment itself just in time to
put some money behind the
NewBrain and a new Grundy
subsidiary, Grundy Business
Systems. Smith is very
pleased with the deal, because
he hopes to supply Newbrains
between £200 and £300 this
year, and has all the people
from Newbury who worked
on the project originally.
Details on 01-977 1171
(Dealers only, for a while, I
would suggest)'

NewBrain
revived
Britain's own portable (hand-

to give owners of cheap TV
sets access to Prestel, has now
been improved to turn most
computers into Prestel
receivers, which could be
good news for you and for
British Telecom.
There's a bonus for users
of machines like PET, Tandy
and Microtan machines,
because this product, the
Tangerine Tantel Prestel
Adaptor, produces Prestel
standard colour output.
That means that for the
Tantel cost of £170 + VAT
(around £195) you get colour
graphics as well as Prestel.
This may be the sneakiest
move yet in a race, that still
hasn't yet started, to become
the UK's dominant micro
supplier. Tangerine has been
a long underated range of
micros, with a very loyal
following but without the
glamour and big headlines
that Sinclair and Acorn have
generated.
The Tantel, it should be
remembered, also attaches
your computer (or TV) to
the phone lines. As of today,
it can only talk directly to
Prestel, but the chip that
controls the phone line is
quite capable of doing more
than that; with a little altera-

held) computer is not going
to die after all, as was feared
when Newbury Laboratories
abandoned its NewBrain
micro. Instead it is to be
rescued by the man who gave
it birth, Bob Smith of
Grundy.
Actually, the NewBrain
can't be described quite so
simply. It was originally
designed (in outline at least)
by Clive Sinclair before he
split away from the National
Enterprise Board and
Sinclair Radionics. Then it
was adopted by NEB
company Newbury, where
Smith was managing director,
and developed over a year or
more, to last summer,
when it was announced. It
was then selected as the BBC
microcomputer, and when
Smith left Newbury for
Grundy, looked set for
success. Nobody who knows
will say what actually
happened to delay and eventually cancel production
plans at Newbury, but delay
and then cancellation is what
happened. Eventually
Newbury looked around for
someone to rid them of this
turbulent micro and Smith,
now doing exciting things
with Grundy, got together
with the NEB and NRDC.
Both these Government
bodies sponsor new ideas
in British industry, and they
were merged by the Govern-

Boost
for Prestel
A device, originally designed

tion to the supporting
software and addition of
some special circuitry.
At the same time as the
Tantel offer, Tangerine has
put together a rather more

detailed -output graphics
card for users of its own
range of systems. This
provides 256 by 256 pixels,

graphics.

most of this into a £400
board that fits on most Z80 based processors, including
the S100 machine, the Z -Plus,
which the company imports
from America. Details on
01-874 1171

Fast
words
It is possible to send six

Nascorn
link -up

using 8 kbytes of memory
(included on the board) and
allowing mixed text and
Cost around £92 including postage and VAT; full
details on 0353 3633.

pages of text from London
to Boston in two minutes,
for four pence. The trick,
according to Rostronics, who
has done it, is to use

A new chain of micro
retailers has been formed by
the six individual shops which
claim to have kept one of
Prestel.
Britain's earliest microThe product which,
computers (the Nascom) alive
Rostronics says, makes it all
while the manufacturer went
possible is one it picked
bust.
up through former director
The six dealers are already
John Barton, who is
known in the trade for their
marketing several products
abandoned by Cherry Leisure joint advertising campaign,
aimed at users of the Nascom
when its old viewdata subsidiary, Sparrow, went under machines and offering various
add-ons and replacement
earlier this year.
boards.
The device isn't actually
Now they have banded
designed to send messages to
together a bit more formally,
Boston, but to give ordinary
which explains the name
people the power to edit
Micro Value Group. It isn't
Prestel pages. Working with
new company: it is a group
the Government's own Prestel acontaining
Bits and PCs of
service, Rostronics launched a Wetherby, Electrovalue
of
device which could disguise
Manchester, Business and
itself as the Government
Leisure of Kenilworth
editing terminal. Built
Henry's Radio of London,
into it is the Laser editing
Electronics of
code and software which will Target
Bristol, and of course, the
take a page, and input a new
Nascom originator himself,
version according to changes
John Marshall's company
which the user enters at the
Interface Components in
keyboard.
The obvious application is Amersharn. Details from
Brian Wingfield at
Barton's Hotel Information
Wetherby 0937 63774.
Services notion of putting a
whole series of hotel chain
bookings on the system.
Booking agencies will use
this special viewdata terminal
Peter Rodwell has been
to check for vacant rooms
appointed Editor of PCW
around the country, and
to replace David Tebbutt,
when they find a suitable
who has left to get his hands
one, will instruct local softdirty again in the computer
ware to book it. The editor
business, running a newly
will find the appropriate
established software pubPrestel page, will delete the
lishing house. Peter has been
vacancy shown, and then
Deputy Editor for the last 18
transmit the new version to
months and before joining
replace the old.
PCW worked for more years
However, there is the
than he cares to remember in
new Mailbox facility on
journalism and public relaPrestel pages, where users
tions before getting into
with proper terminals can
micros six years ago. Joining
enter a letter and have it sent Peter will be calculator
to all Prestel computers
expert and computer freak
around the country.
Dick Pountain, who becomes
Rostronics has packaged
Managing Editor.

New Editor

By TED Rio -Imps
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We've raised the
standard but not
the price.
The new Microline 82A raises X -Data's price/performance standard
higher than ever. At no extra cost.
Based on Oki's superb engineering tradition, the
Microline 82A is the result of a continuous
development program aimed at providing
highest performance at lowest cost.
Unbelievably at the same price as its bestselling predecessor, the Microline 82, it offers:

E Speed

- 120cps

E Clarity

- 9 x 9 matrix

Throughput - enhanced logic seeking

- true descenders
n Style
111 Convenience - rear andbottom paperfeed
The Microline 82A will challenge any other
printer available in this price range. With Oki
engineering to give total reliability.
And it has a sister - the wide -carriage
Microline 83A - which offers all the facilities of
the Microline 82A with a full 136 -column
carriage.
Plus lower cost. We've reduced the price by
15 per cent compared with the Microline 83
Price/performance is X -Data's winning
theme. Ring Jane Lindsay at Slough (0753)
49117 for further details and prices or the name
of your nearest dealer.

any
se,

X -Data Limited, Marish Wharf, St Mary's Road
Langley, Slough, Berks SL4 1HE
Tel: Slough 49117. Telex: 847728.

X- DATA
Equipment Wholesalers
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Our advantages: S-100

12 slots
Z80A Microprocessor
Real time clock
Interrupt driven hardware
Double density, single or double
sided 5" and 8" floppy disc drives
5" and 8" Winchester drives
(option)
Tape back-up (option)
Cartridge disc drives (Equinox 200)
64KB Dynamic RAM with parity
Static RAM (option)
Up to 384KB RAM (option)
Two serial ports
Additional serial and parallel
ports (option)

CAP Microcobol
CP/M, CP/NET, MP/M
TURBOCHARGER II for greater
disc capacity and performance
for your CP/M software
BASIC, COBOL, FORTRAN,
PASCAL, C, LISP, APL, FORTH

Word Processing
Information Management
Powerful Utilities -Z80 Assembler,
Editor, Debugger and linker

Analog/Digital and Digital/
Analog interfaces
Prestel/Viewdata
Mainframe/Micro
Communication

Networking
CCTA Approved Systems

Built to high quality standards by IMS International

And consider the price -from £1750
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EQUINOX
COMPUTER SYSTEMS LIMITED
Specialists in Multi-user Microsystems
Kleeman House, 16 Anning Street, New Inn Yard.
London EC2A 3HB. Tel: 01-739 2387 & 01-729 4460
Telex: 27341

1.

YANKEE DOODLES

.

Tom Williams reports on the American side of the microscene

APPLE III ON ITS WAY

There seems to be a few rumblings from

Apple Land, which are possibly more
upsetting to folks in Europe who are
being kept in official darkness than to
Americans who still see a very strong

company here. The two sources of
unease are worries

over the status

of the Apple III and over some of

Apple's tactics in marketing, particularly

in

regard to

British distributor.

Microsense, the

The 'official word' is that an agree-

around $2000 that will run the same

programs? Apparently this elementary
subtraction equation sunk in with the
marketing people and they have been
keeping a low profile on Apple III while
frantically pushing a hardware and software program that will be able to sell it

Steve Jobs of Apple:
" We're going

to bury you"

ment for purchase has indeed been signed

with Microsense and that the deal is
going ahead, but on a low key. The
(again official) reason is that Apple
wants to avoid drastic changes that
might affect the goodwill that Micro sense has established. Knowing nothing
about Microsense's goodwill, I leave

judgement of that remark up to my
British readers. At any rate, the gopolicy

slow

is

also tied

up with

problems surrounding the Apple III.
Shortly after the Apple III was
introduced over a year ago, there were

"Software sells
hardware"
delays

in

the projected availability

here in the US which were supposedly
due to design flaws. One source even
claimed that the Apple III's DMA
simply didn't work. I cornered some of
Apple's technical people at a reception
at last May's National Computer Conference in Chicago and asked about

that.

pain of joblessness to develop an answer
to that piece of Californian impudence.
Time will tell.

Another big -name entrant into the

personal computer arena that has
announced a product is Hewlett-

Packard. HP recently introduced a Z80,
CP/M-based desktop computer called
the HP -125. The computer is - with the
exception of the disk drives - contained
in one of those pedestal -type terminal
cabinets so characteristic of HP, and has
a detached keyboard. The terminal por-

tion, which is controlled by another

Z80, supports dot resolution graphics,
In the meantime, Apple has gotten communications and remote terminal
into agreements with Seagate Techno- functions, and user -programmable soft effectively.

logy to supply 51/4in Winchester drives
and has been pursuing a vigorous software effort. Software soon to be avail-

able will come from sources external

keys.

The machine has an optional thermal

printer that is contained in the top of

the terminal housing. Hewlett-Packard

to Apple as well as from within the supports the CP/M operating system as
company. When all this is ready and well as Visicalc, Microsoft Basic, and an

orchestrated there will presumably be a
great convocation of the heavenly host
and the new image will be announced
with silver trumpet fanfares in Europe
and America. There is, however, no

truth in the rumour that every Apple
executive has had branded on his back-

side the motto: 'Software sells hardware'.
Apple has managed to get into

another lawsuit with one of its dealers,
charging it with unfair trade practices.
Computer Words, Inc has accused
Apple of encouraging its dealers to pur-

intelligent terminal communication program that allows it to access databases
on HP -3000 computers.
The interesting thing about the introduction of the HP -125 is the price -

$7460 for the computer with 51/4 in
dual disk drive and thermal printer.
Compare this with the Osborne 0-1

at $1750 which is also a 64k, Z80,

CP/M computer with 51/4in drives and
extensive software. The intriguing question is how will two fairly similar

Compare the
HP -125 at $7460
with the Osbourne

sue the educational market and then
circumventing the dealers by selling to

They told me that there had schools through a consortium run by

indeed been problems, but that they

the state of North Carolina. The dealer's

rather minor electrical and mechanical
mistakes and problems that compromised the overall operation of the system
- things like flaky connectors and IC

tracts with Apple makes it impossible
for them to compete with the kind of
volume and pricing possible with direct

were not fundamental

design flaws,

sockets. They (once again officially)

assured me that the problems had been

identified and had now been solved.

And it is true that you can now go into
a

in his engineers and ordered them on

store here in the US and buy an

Apple III and complaints about reliability have largely ceased.

The reason that people in Europe
have not been able to get their hands
on an Apple III or heard much about
it is that Apple has been trying to isolate the problems to the US with the
intention of reintroducing, or 'repositioning' the machine before making a

big push in Europe. One of the big

problems with Apple III was that there
was little if any software to run on the
machine other than that which would,
also run on Apple II. Why buy a $4000

computer when you can get one for

claim that the burden of service and
support placed on them by their consales from Apple.

The big boys
are coming

0-1 at $1750
computers with such divergent prices
fare on the open market? Admittedly,
the 0-1 doesn't have the office styling,
the softkeys, the

printer and the

graphics of the HP -125, but is that

really covered by the $5710 difference
personal

price? Once again, time will tell.
On another quick note, the San

going to bury you.' This so incensed

which the users leave messages with

As

competition

in

the

in

Francisco area is experiencing a blossoming of Conference Trees. These miniaDEC's entry may well be the result of a ture teleconferences can now take
grudge. The minicomputer pioneer is place on an Apple which has an auto rumoured to be working on a personal answer modem and the Communitree
computer code -named the Falcon. The software. Dialing in can get you into
project is said to have originated from a running conferences on all sorts of
remark by Steve Jobs of Apple, who, futuristic topics from space, alternative
while sitting in the office of DEC's communities and political/privacy issues
president, in blue jeans with his feet to magic and Tarot readings. I've been
on the table, reportedly said, 'We're particularly intrigued by a conference in

computer world, look for IBM (that's
not really news any more) and DEC.

the president, Mr Ohlson, that he called

voice comments on publishers.
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"OLYMPIA
HELPED TO SAVE

MARRIAGE"
If you find yourself working later and later,
you must be seeing less and less of your wife.
Hardly the ideal recipe for a happy marriage.
However the solution is a simple one.
Enlist the help of the remarkable
BOSS. The new desk -top computer
from Olympia.
It's been specially designed with
your needs in mind so you can make fast
accurate decisions today and plan ahead
for tomorrow
The BOSS stores your information.
Up to date. Ready for instant access.
For instance, sales by product group or
territory to monitor targets.
It speeds up order processing to give
your customers a better service.
It optimizes your stock levels and

improves your cash flow by identifying slow moving items.
And all this costs less than a company car.
You don't need specialist training.
Just plug in the BOSS and see how easy it is
to operate.
Maintenance is not a problem.
Olympia have a nationwide service network
just a telephone call away.

Quite simply, the Olympia BOSS desktop computer will help you stay on top and get
you home on time.
To find out more, fill in the coupon below.
If you don't, chances are your wife will.

International
10 Olympia
Microcomputers to help you mind your own business
L
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Write to Phil Fencou, Olympia International, FREEPOST, Olympia House, 199/205 Old Marylebone Road,
London NWI 5QS or ring 01-262 6788. Please send me details on how the Olympia BOSS can help me in

0 Business
Name

Educational, Scientific, Technical applications
:-isiness Address

Tel No

I

NEWS
David Tebbutt brings you the latest update.

FIRST NIGHT FUN!

ComputerTown UK! is an ever-grow-

ing network of computer literacy

centres, where members of the public
are given free access to microcomputers, courtesy of those willing

to volunteer their time and equipment.

ComputerTowns might be

found anywhere: in a church hall,
a library or maybe in a school after
hours. The emphasis is on making
computing enjoyable and non -threat-

ening and, because Computer Town
is entirely non-commercial, overt
axe -grinding of any sort is banned.
Guidelines are available for those

interested in setting up their own

'Towns: Write to CTUK!, 7 Collins
Drive, Eastcote, Middlesex HA4 9EL

putting leaflets in copies of PCW at their Write to Bob at All Saints Hall, Camb-

local newsagents. The leaflets have the bell Road, Twickenham, Middlesex or,
CTUK logo on them and (neatly) ask better still, ring him on 01-979 4970.
for computers, programs and help. If Good luck, Bob.
anyone else is thinking of taking the
Visitors to Acton ComputerTown
same approach, all we ask is that you do may be astonished to find it gone. The
things tidily (Letraset, typing or profess- fact is that Mike Baker has moved it to
ional artwork, please) and obtain the Southall. He'd love some help there, so
newsagent's permission before doing it. if you're interested give him a ring on
We'd also appreciate your dropping us a 01-840 0030. Incidentally, Mike very
line at PCW to say what you're planning kindly took the lion's share of the work
to do. To contact ComputerTown, involved in organising the Computer Dorchester write to Derek Moody at 2 Town stand at the show. Thanks a
Victoria Terrace, Dorchester, Dorset lot Mike.

If anyone has been having trouble
Incidentally, we must thank Henry contacting Kevin Stock of Coventry
Budgett of Computing Today. Henry and Belfast, it's because he goofed
kindly gave permission to Dorchester with one address and we goofed with
DT 1 1LS .

to slip their leaflets into his own esteem- a postcode. Coventry -based people
ed periodical and, what's more, he also should write to him at the Department
gave ComputerTown a mention in his of Computer Science, University of Warmagazine. Thanks a lot, Henry, you'll be wick, Coventry, CV4 7AL. The Belfast
pleased to hear that we're getting en- address should have read 44 Park
project is entirely a spare -time
Avenue, Belfast, BT4 1JJ. Let's hope we
quiries as a result.
activity.
Every month we receive a substantial got it right this time.
The Beeb has written to us twice in
document from ComputerTown Enfield
This month's big news is that Computer full of interesting information about its the last month - once for a set of guideTown Worcester is up and running and own project. The gem I'm selecting lines and again to see if ComputerTowns
wow, what a start - over 300 kids from it this month is the idea of 'twinn- would be good places to refer viewers
turned up! 'They were like lemmings! ing' with ComputerTowns in America. interested in computing. We'll be meetsaid Tony Cartmell, the man who What a neat idea. Next time I write to ing the people concerned very soon and
started it all. Tony was aided and CTUSA! I'll ask to be sent regular lists will let you know the outcome as soon
abetted by among others, the local of active 'Towns over there. When, and as possible.
Tandy store and the Worcester Comp- if, they arrive I'll let you know.
Other enquiries received this month
uter Club. Tony didn't say where the
Quite a few people wrote this month came from: London NW2 and SE12,
event was held but he's now been to express a very keen desire to start Ilford, Birmingham, Portsmouth, Glasoffered a room by the local library and their own ComputerTowns. I think the gow, Peterborough, Swindon and Hemel
there's even a strong chance of a best thing to do is to list their names Hempstead.
machine being donated to the project. and addresses and leave you to make
Finally, thank you all once again for

and remember to enclose a large
SAE (A4 would be fine) for your
reply. Please don't try to telephone
PCW for information because this

tell you all about that when it contact. Here they are: J V Flynn, 30 your news and your excellent support
Hermitage Way, Kenilworth, Warks for ComputerTown. Keep up the good
CV8 2DW; John Kilburn, 6 Milford work - we've now got 23 'Towns
interviewing the organisers and then Gardens, Appleton Park, Warrington, running, and more starting up all the
splashed the story across the front page. Cheshire; Trevor Jordan, Eardley time. Mind you, we've no cause to be
Incidentally, it should be mentioned House, 84 Market Street, Ashby de la complacent - when you consider the
We'll

happens. The local 'freebie' paper picked up the story, spent over three hours

that the reporter did an excellent job - Zouch, Leics; Len Wood of 41 Goddingnot always the case as you may know. ton Road, Bourne End, Bucks SL8 5TU
It looks as if special meetings are going is interested in getting something going
to be organised for local teachers since in the Great Marlow area. I hope we

they are very enthusiastic about the

scheme and, presumably, don't want to
be left behind by their pupils! What an
excellent start. Well done all of you.

Lyn Antill tells us that she's been

running an occasional ComputerTown
for residents in the Barbican. If you're
a resident and you're interested in
helping/joining then contact Lyn
1 Defoe House or ring 01-638 3225.

at

Let's have a look now at a 'Town

that's on the verge of starting in Dorchester. Chris Donaldson and Derek

Moody are the men behind this one.
They're trying to attract attention by

hear from you all again soon.
Malcolm Part wrote again from

Witham in Essex. He'd tried once al-

ready to get a ComputerTown going but

number of communities in Britain,

we've got a fair way to go before the
country is covered. Still, keep those

letters rolling in with your news and, if
you're seriously considering having a go
yourself, ask for a set of guidelines. We
look forward to hearing from you.

Finally, Here's a complete list of

without too many people coming for- ComputerTowns up and running. If you
ward to help out. He'd like to try again, want to contact one in your area, drop

so here's his address once more: 35 us a line (with an SAE, please) and we'll
Town End Field, Witham, Essex, put you in touch: Southall, Jesmond,
CM8 1EU.

Romford, Street, Colchester, Worcester,

their programs would be most welcome.

Tyne, South Shields, Eastcote, Renold
Ltd, Gloucester, Norbury, Barbican.

Bob Brittain wrote from Twickenham to say that he'd like to run some
`fun evenings' at all Saint's Hall in
Twickenham. Anyone willing to take
along their machines and demonstrate

Leeds, Enfield, Croydon, Caversham
Park Village, Wokingham, New Addington, Gateshead, Retford, Horsham,
Sutton in Ashfield, Newcastle upon
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"Every PET owner
should read it"
Chuck Peddle, Inventor of the PET
"The PET Companion" is
a fascinating collection of
essential PET information
from the pages of
Microcomputer Printout. It
contains all of the editorial
from the 1979 & 1980

issues, including 105 PET
programming hints and
tips, 116 news reports,
reviews of 54 peripherals
ranging from light pens to
printers and 27 major
articles on PET programming. All of it written in
straightforward English.

Some of the topics covered:
PROGRAMMING THE PET HARDWARE REPORTS
Double Density Plotting
Modular Programming
Programming Style
Graphics
Subroutines
Sorting Out Sorts
Tokens
The Game of LIFE
Tommy's Tips
ROM Addresses

The New ROM Set
CBM 8032 SuperPET
CompuThink Disk Drives
Hardware Repeat Key
High Resolution Graphics
The Commodore Printer
How the Keyboard Works
AIM161 A to D Convertor
Commodore's 3040 Disk Drive
PET's Video Logic
Colour for PET: The Chromadaptor

THE SOFTWARE

THE SPECIAL REPORTS

Business Software Survey
Cosmic Invaders
Superchip
PETAID Do -It -Yourself Database
What's Wrong with WORDPRO?
Screen Display Aids
Keyboard Tutor
Photography Course
Who Do You Want To Be?: Fantasy
Games
Commodore's Assembler Development System
Programming Aids & Utilities Survey
PET Games

PET in Education
PET Show Report
The Jim Butterfield Seminar
Hanover Fair Report
PET In Public Relations
Local User Groups
High Resolution Graphics
Commodore's New Technology
Future Shock: Forecasting The
Future
Speech Synthesis
PET As Secret Agent
A Visit to the Commodore

plus news, letters, gossip and regular columns by leading PET
experts.

To: Printout Publications, P.O. Box 48, Newbury RG16 OBD. Tel: 0635-201131
Please rush me a copy of the PET Companion
[
I enclose cheque/postal order/money order
[
] Please charge my Access/Eurocard/Mastercharge
or Barclaycard/Visa No[
] UK £9.50 plus 45p postage
[ ] USA $25
[
] Overseas £12
(Credit card orders accepted by telephone on 0635-201131)
NAME:
ADDRESS:

Postcode:

PCW1181

All elmut
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THE GATES
ARE WIDE OPEN

Martin Banks examines an upcoming generation of chips which promise to change hardware
design concepts radically.
`Once upon a time,' Daddy said, as he

tucked Junior gently into bed, 'there

were a lot of big companies that made a
great deal of money making very, very
clever things called integrated circuits.
`These were used by other companies
that made a great deal of money putting
them together into little boxes. Now
these did clever things as well and were
called microcomputers. The people who

worked for these companies were all
extremely clever and were able to do
things that ordinary people, like you
and me, just couldn't do for love nor

individual circuits, it would be used

intact and that a system function would

be produced by wiring together the

needed individual circuits. Because of
yield problems (where one defective
circuit could mean the complete wafer
was useless) the technique never caught

detailed instructions that were needed
to make those microcomputers do what

other people wanted them to. It was

all terribly involved, and there weren't
many people who could do it well. In
fact, there weren't that many who could
do it at all.'
`Oh, Daddy,' said Junior turning over

and closing his eyes, 'I don't believe
your boring rotten old story. No-one
ever did it like that. Look, I can build
a system easy, and I'm only six It's not
quite as boring as Lego.'

How far into the future this particu-

lar fairy story has to be set is hard to

tell. Probably it will never actually

occur in the words as set down. There is
a good chance, however, that the idea that the way in which the semiconductor companies produce chips that others
engineer into systems that others
provide complex programs for will drift
off into antiquity - is quite valid.
What's more, the trends and develop-

ments in the design and manufacture

became that of putting a range of logic
functions onto a single chip.
One of the first companies to pioneer

small market.

That market is now set to take off,
for the idea of the gate array device is

now taking off, and for some very
sound reasons.

Gordon Moore, one of the three

founders of Intel, is also famous among
the semiconductor fraternity as a law'
maker. One of his laws states, in
essence, that as device complexity
increases, the number and diversity of

potential functions that can be incorporated into a circuit also increases.
Extrapolate this and a point is reached
at which the users of the circuits can
legitimately expect to see devices that

contain exactly the functions they alone

require. But from the industry's point

of view there can be nothing worse, for
it means that it becomes impossible to

manufacture the devices the market
wants at any thing like the volume
required to make them economically.

and
increasing complexity
high volume manufacture are mutually
QED,

of integrated circuits that will cause that
drift are starting now.
The first, and possibly most
important, is gate array design. The
second is the development of firmware
modules, which will have a more longterm impact.
The idea of gate array design in
integrated circuits has been around for

incompatible.

Texas Instruments in the early seventies.

of users.
This

some time. Patents were taken out by

That company's initial work had been
aimed at a technique it called discretionary wiring, where each silicon wafer
would hold a variety of different circuit

types rather than the normal practice
of a large number of circuits that were
all the same. The Texas idea was that,
instead of breaking up the wafer into

the final masks which define the pattern

of interconnections are produced and

the circuit completed.
The major disadvantage of this

approach is that only the majority of
It was translated to the individual applications can be tackled. It should
chips instead of wafer, and instead of be noted, however, that with the general
attempting individual circuits the idea increase in circuit complexity, that
on. The idea, however, stuck.

this approach was Ferranti with its
`Then, there were the people and Uncommitted Logic Array. By 1974
companies who were just as clever, it was producing devices with about
but in a different way. They were able 100 uncommitted gates on each and
to sit down and work out all the started to corner what was then a very
money.

the specific task of matching the logic
functions to a user's requirements with
relative ease. With the design complete,

The game array neatly sidesteps

this problem. By using it, the semiconductor companies can maintain volume
manufacture of the basic uncommitted
arrays and even gain the inherent
advantages of better product yield.

majority is getting ever bigger.

The advantages are that customer

circuits can be produced
quickly, easily and cheaply. It also
specific

means that the semiconductor industry
can maximise production and process

skills and make the best use of the
complexity available to it (and the
users) .

When

Gordon

Moore

first

put

forward his law, he noted that many

of the large systems houses (especially
large computer companies) had internal
semiconductor fabrication operations

making the devices they specifically
required. He suggested that the trend

would continue.

With the gate array it certainly will

the ability for small systems
companies to follow the trend will have
some interesting results. Ferranti,
for example, states that for many
applications the design work is simple
and

enough for the user to do - no more

semiconductor 'black art'. This ability
of small systems companies to design
the circuits they require for the systems
products they plan - rather than 'make
do' with the devices the semiconductor
companies

care

to

manufacture -

opens up a whole new growth arena in
microcomputer capability.
Specific products advantages (more
power,

more

flexibility,

greater

communication capability, lower cost
and easier manufacture) can now be
engineered into new systems as and

when required. Just look at what Uncle

Clive has achieved with the Sinclair
ZX81, which uses a Ferranti gate array,

The final product will also be able to compared to the ZX80. A better commeet the majority of applications and puter is also cheaper.
functional requirements of the majority
A natural extrapolation of the small

is how it is done. The gate

microcomputer

manufacturer

being

contains an array of logic gates and

able to make use of gate array circuits
to economically produce exactly what
is required is that the user (or more
specifically the local distributor/dealer/

for a circuit designer to carry out

GOTO page 165

array chip consists of a circuit that is
partially

manufactured.

Each

chip

other circuit functions found in every systems house) will also be able to do it.
device ever made. They are, however, Why shouldn't such people, who in
unconnected. It is therefore possible theory at least know what their
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Now With

9x9 Matrix
and True

Descenders

RRPE425 +VAT

The
Microline
82A

CHHRACTER DENSITIES:
10 CPI
APCDEFGHI JKLMNOPORSTUVWXYZ

Serial Dot
Matrix printer
120 cps
Bidirectional
abcdefighijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

CPI

FaBODEFC3H I JKLMN 017)C1FRSTIAVWXYZ
B. 7,

CPI

ABCDEFGH I JKLMNOPORSTUVWX YZ
Microline printers are again setting
the quality standard for the entire
industry. Built on a cast aluminium
base and driven by two motors, these
rugged units will run all day with no
duty cycle limitations. The head
warranty, equivalent to 200,000,000
characters, is unmatched in the
industry.
We don't need to offer a
replacement print head!
The Microline 82A prints
bidirectionally at 120 characters per
second and includes a short line
seeking logic that can increase
throughput by 80% over equivalent unidirectional printers. A dense 9 x 9
dot pattern is used to produce crisp,
clean copies, first copy to last.

Graphics
Microline users can generate charts,
graphs and illustrations and explain
them with captions of double width
characters. The Microline 82A prints
64 block shapes in addition to the full
character ASCII set.

Three Printers in One
Microline 82A users do not have to
purchase different models for different
forms. The standard platen
accommodates friction and pin feed
forms and optional tractors snap in
place and adjust to suit form width.
The Microline 82A proNiides versatile
forms controls including vertical tab,
top of form and a vertical format unit
that provides switch and program
selection for up to ten form lengths.

In addition to normal upper and lower
case, ten character per inch printing,
the 82A prints both double width and
condensed characters at six or eight
lines per inch. Font selection, character
pitch and line spacing are all standard
and program -controlled.

Interfaces
The Microline 82A is offered with both
Centronics -compatible parallel and
RS232C serial interfaces as standard
equipment and TRS-80TH, APPLE
and other popular small computers.

rRTHAMBER

LIMITED

Phone 0372 62071

Great Oak House, Esher Surrey KT10 9JR.
Importers Distributors & Wholesalers of quality computer products.
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IEEE 488 parallel and current loop
interfaces are also available.

Standard Features
O 120 cps
O 9 x 9 matrix
O Bidirectional
O Short line seeking
O 80 columns with standard
characters

132 columns with condensed
characters
O Graphics
O Dual interfaces
LI Operates with TRS-801-m, APPLE't,
PET and others
El Plain paper - up to 4 parts
El Full 96 character ASCII set

O Double width characters
CI 6 and 8 lines per inch
O Paper tear bar

Phone 0372 62071

For your nearest stockist

QANTEX
Series 6000/6010 printers
X on/X off

Parallel or serial interfaces
150 characters per second

EPSON MX 80T,
MX 80FT, MX 100.
Built in dependability with an
extensive range of features.

Unbelievable quality from the world's
largest print head manufacturer.

OKI MICROLINE
80, 82A, 83A.
Small, light, quiet matrix printer.
40, 80 or 132 columns.
6 or 8 lines per inch.

NEC SPINWRITER
5510- RS232, 5530
Centronics 8 bit par.
5 copies

Friction or Tractor Fed
55 characters per second

ASF 160 and 560
SERIES AUTOMATIC
SHEET FEEDERS
Feeds up to 250 single sheets or
letterheads automatically - no
more hand -feeding!

Unbeatable
Dealer
Discounts
From Your
Ex -stock

Wholesaler
Wholesale,
Education and
OEM enquiries
welcome
Delivery by
Securicor
(24 hour&

Easily attached or removed in seconds.

TVI 910, 912C,
920C, 950.
Fully intelligent Terminal with 24
x 80 display and dual intensity,
blinking, reversed, underline &
111111111111111111

protect fields

ASCII characters etc.

RTHAMBER
LIMITED

I mpo

Great Oak House, Esher, Surrey KT10 9JR
Phone: Esher (0372) 62071
rs, Distributors & Wholesalers of quality computer products
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CONTROL YOUR OWN

SUBSTATION!

Well, maybe not quite a substation, but a new add-on for the Sinclair ZX80 and '81 will let you
connect up to the outside world, as D E Graham describes.
Early adverts for the Sinclair XZ80
promised that the machine could do

facility offers a very wide range of data
collecting and control capabilities.

a power station'. This, of course, was
wildly optimistic; chess on the basic
ZX80 then available would have been

Output port

`anything from playing chess to running

The output port is accessed through the
16 -pin socket labelled WRITE. Its
connections are given in Figure 1. Pins 1
to 8 carry the eight channels, pin 9 the
earth and pin 16 the 5 -volt supply. The
voltage on each channel can be set by
the computer at one of two levels - so-

laughable and as to controlling a power

station - well, apart from anything
else, for a computer to control anything
in the outside world, it has to be
connected up by one or more ports, or
interfaces, which allow signals to be
passed between the computer and the
device under control. The '80 and '81

both came with just one port, the

cassette port, which is patently unsuitable for control purposes.
This article describes the use of a two-

The port plugs neatly into the rear of
the '80/81.

Channels

machine code or in Basic, but for most
applications we shall be using the latter.
To control the output levels of the
port, the command POKE 25000,X is
used for the ZX80 and POKE 11000,X
for the ZX81. X is any integer between
0 and 255. With X=0 all outputs are set

while not allowing complete control

w

WO
16

9

GND

+5 V
WRITE

Edge of board

Fig 1 Connections to output socket

comes in two versions - one for the
ZX80 and one for the 8f. Each plugs
into the

rear of the machine - see

internal

power supply.

LED

fortunately, it isn't possible to plug in
both the RAM expansion pack and the
extra internal memory, you'll be rather
limited

in what you can

WO
7

9

do. Don't

despair, though; firstly, you can still
do quite a few interesting things even
with 1k of RAM; and secondly, when
the printer becomes available, there will

Fig 2 Output port with LED on
channel zero

ports have a total of eight channels (as

The 80/81 port is available in kit form

signal levels the ZX80/81 can test or
read in, and eight other lines whose

with

the

memory

extension.

from Technomatic Ltd, tel 01-452 1500,
at 111.50p excluding VAT & PP.

Channel activated

1

0

2
4
8

1

16
32
64

4

2
3

5
6

128

presumably be an adaptor to allow its
use with the RAM pack in place - and
this should also allow the board to be
used

output, while leaving the remainder low,
Poke

Un-

port board at the same time, which
means that unless your machine has

to logic low, while 255 sets them all
high. To set any one channel to high
the following values should be used:

photograph - and runs from the computer's

control of the port is extremely simple
and requires no setting up procedures.

The port may be accessed either in

way data port on the ZX80 and 81; and,

over all power station functions, it does
offer a wide range of applications from
push button data input, proximity
detectors and joysticks, to light sensors,
seven -segment displays, relay operation
and sound output.
The 80/81 port to be described here

called logic low (about 0.1 volts) or
logic high (about 4.5 volts). Software

is usual in 8 -bit computers). This means
that there are eight separate lines whose
voltage

level

the ZX80/81

can in-

7

Thus the command POKE 25000,8 (or
POKE 11000,8 on the ZX81) will set
channel 3 high, leaving all other
channels low. Setting a high output on
a number of channels simultaneously is

achieved by using the sum of the individual

data.

Thus

the

command

POKE 25000,7 (11000 for the 81) will
make channels 0,1 and 2 high and the
rest low (since 7=1+2+4). All channel
outputs remain in the condition set
until another POKE command is

In the first of two articles, we will dividually control.
Each of the input lines could be concover how the port is used and what it
can do, and will look at some simple nected to a different device. Line zero encountered. In most of the program
applications. Next month will treat could be wired to a light sensor, line one listings which follow, I shall use the
more complex applications - including to a push button, lines two and three to command POKE P,X. When you type
a joystick, and so on, and the computer in the programs, type 25000 instead
sound output.
could be programmed to respond differ- of P if you have a ZX80, or 11000
ently to each different combination of instead of P if you have an '81.

What's a port?

A port is simply a channel or series of
channels through which information
can pass either to or from a computer.

On the 80/81 port to be described
here, there is one input port for data to
be received (or read) by the ZX80 or

81, from the outside world, and one

output port for data to be sent (or
written) to the outside world. Both
74 PCW

input data.

Each of the output lines could be
connected to a different device. Line
zero could cause a lamp to flash, line
one could activate a loudspeaker to give

sound output of varying tones, line
two could cause a relay contact to close,
which may in turn be used to switch on

pretty well any imaginable device. As

may be seen, such an input/output

LED indicator

The light emitting diode (or LED) is
a low power (and low cost) indicator
lamp that may be driven directly from
any channel of the output port, using
only a single series resistor.

Figure

2 shows the connections for a single

LED lamp on channel

zero. Note

that LEDs are polarised and will only
give off light when placed the correct

way around - but that placing them
the wrong way will not harm either
them or the port. To light the LED in

channel zero, execute POKE P,1.
POKEing the value zero will extinguish

it. The programs below will cause the
LED to flash on and off indefinitely.
10 REM ZX80 FLASHER
20 POKE 25000,1
30 FOR A=1 TO 100
40 NEXT A
50 POKE 25000,0
60 FOR A=1 TO 100
70 NEXT A
80 GO TO 20

10 REM ZX81 FLASHER
20 POKE 11000,1
30 FOR A=1 TO 10
40 NEXT A
50 POKE 11000,0
60 FOR A=1 TO 10
70 NEXT A
80 GO TO 20

routine of a larger program but some
from it at the

required point would have to be incounting the

number of flashes.

It is possible to connect up to eight
LED indicators to the output port (see
Figure 3 for wiring). Each one may be

turned on and off separately and a
number of effects may be produced
with very simple software. For example,

the program below ripples through the

outputs from zero to 255, and then
repeats:

10 REM RIPPLE COUNTER
20 FOR A=0 TO 255
30 POKE P,A
40 NEXT A
50 GOTO 20

most

310 LET B=0
320 FOR A=0 TO X-1
330 LET B=B+2**A
340 NEXT A
350 IF X<2 THEN LET B=X
360 POKE P,B

shortness of the XZ81

rapidly, channel

very slow.
One or more LEDs may also be used as

readout indicators - for indicating useful scores, program position, etc. This is
particularly useful on the ZX80, where
the screen blanks during computation.
A single LED could be made to flash to
indicate that a certain point in the

follows at half the rate, and so on up to
channel seven. A waiting loop could be

inserted between lines 30 and 40 to

slow things up if desired.
It is also easy to produce a light

representation of the number 131

individual channels are the sequence of
powers of two - ie, 2° (=1) sets channel
zero, 21 (=0) sets channel one, 22 (=4)
sets channel two, and so on). In the first
cycle of the FOR loop, F=0 so that 2 to

the power zero is sent to the port,

produce the effect on a much large

pin 11 of the WRITE socket and this
should satisfactorily drive two or three
such relays. If more are to be used, then
a separate 9 -volt supply should be used.

see its binary representation on the LEDs

relay coil. This is necessary to protect

is

131 to the 0 -nut port, you should

- provided you have WO on the right
hand side. One could even use this to
write a games program that output a
random number on the LEDs and

Note the use of the diode across the
the buffer from voltage spikes caused by
the relay. Note also that if it is intended
to use the relay contacts to drive mains

voltages, extreme care should be taken
Chan
0

W7

10 REM LIGHT CHASER
20 FOR F=0 TO 7
30 POKE P,2**F
40 NEXT F
50 GOTO 20

The program works by taking powers of

A set of eight relays, for example, could

be used with the light chaser program,
or the random display program to re-

10000011; and if you POKE the value

chaser effect in which a lighted LED
appears to run repeatedly across the
eight lamps. The following program
produces this effect. When used with
the ZX81, the fast mode must be used
in order to achieve any useful speed.

two and POKEing them to the port
(since the values that set each of the

Each one of the eight output channels
may be used to activate a relay. The
relay may in turn be used to switch on
and off almost any device imaginable.

scale. Relays cannot generally be
achieved with a modification of the connected directly to the output port
software already given. Alternatively all in the way that LEDs can and a soeight LEDs could be used for data out- called buffer or driver amplifier will be
put to give a score, or other result. One needed in each channel used for relay
way to achieve this would simply be to driving. Also, very few relays will
POKE the data (assuming that it is an operate satisfactorily from supplies as
integer between 0 and 255) directly to low as 5 volts. A single uncommitted
the port. This will produce a com- buffer amplifier has been included on
bination of ons and offs which uniquely the 80/81 port board for such purposes
represents any one of the 256 possible as relay driving; and Figure 4 shows it
integers from 0 to 255. In fact the read- connected up to drive an Omron type
out produced is the binary represent- LZNZ 03 6 -volt relay from channel
ation of the number POKEd to the port, zero. In this case the relay is powered
with a one being represented by a by the ZX 9/10 volt DC supply taken to

tinguished one. For example, the binary

one

Relay output

program had been reached. This is easily

lighted LED, and a zero by an ex-

This causes each lamp to flash at a
different rate. That on channel zero
flashes

10 REM RANDOM DISPLAY ZX81
20 POKE 11000,255*RND
30 GO TO 20

mode, no delay loop is required since
the natural calculating speed is really

program could be used as part of a sub-

by

the value to be displayed and is assigned
to any integer value from 0 to 8 before
entering the routine.
300 REM ROW OF LEDS READOUT

program arises because, in the slow

slow the speed of the flashes. Either

corporated - eg,

30 POKE 25000,X
40 FOR A=1 TO 100
50 NEXT A
60 GO TO 20

The relative

The ZX81 program assumes the slow
mode. In the fast mode, a longer waiting
loop at lines 30 and 60 could be used to

means of escaping

illuminating channel zero. The second required the correct decimal equivalent
cycle sends 2 to the power one, and so to be entered through the keyboard by
on up to 2 to the power seven, (-128) the players.
which lights channel seven. The
If the eight lamps are being used for
sequence then repeats by returning to readout purposes, and you do not
line 20.
automatically think in binary, you may
Alternatively, random combinations prefer a simpler method of readout.
may be displayed on the eight lamps, The following is much easier to read,
using the RND function. Note that on but allows only nine possible levels of
the ZX80 the three letters must be output. It produces a line of lights
typed in full since there is no key for whose length is the number to be outRND.
put. Zero is thus represented by all
lamps off, the number 8 by all lamps
10 REM RANDOM DISPLAY - ZX80
illuminated, and so on. The following
20 LET X=RND(255)
routine achieves this effect where X is

// // /4/ )4/ /4/ // )4/ //

w
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Fig 3 Output port with eight LEDs

WO

Fig 4 Output port with relay on chan
0, driven by on -board transistor
driver. Relay is powered by 9 V
supply at pin 11. The resistor
connects chan 0 to the transistor's
base; the transistor's collector is
connected to the relay.
PCW 75
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. ... Computing for everyone

Nascom products, designed and built in Britain, are now backed by Lucas one of Britain's foremost industrial companies. This is a vindication of the
innovative design of the Nascom computer and an assurance of its future.

Optional Packs for I/O Board

NASCOM-1
Kit Price f125 +VAT
Built Price f

140

PIO Pack
UART Pack

+VAT
CTC

£12.00 +VAT
Contains one MK3881 PIO.
Contains one 6402/8017 UART and the
components for a crystal controlled
£16.00 + VAT
V24/RS232C Interface.
Contains one MK3882 Counter timer circuit. £14.00 +VAT

NASCOM IMP PLAIN PAPER PRINTER
The Nascom IMP (Impact Matrix Printer) features:

60 lines per minute 80 characters per line Bi-directional printing
10 line print buffer Automatic CR/LF 96 characters ASCII set
(includes upper/lower case, S, £) Accepts 81/2" paper (pressure feed)
Accepts 91/2" paper (tractor feed) Tractor/pressure feed Baud rate
from 110 to 9600 External signal for optional synchronisation of baud

rate Serial RS232 interface.
12"x 8" PCB carrying 5LS IMOS packages 16.1K MOS memory packages
and 33 TTL packages. There is on board interface for UHF or unmodulated
video and cassette or teletype. The 4K memory block is assigned to the
operating system and video display, leaving a 1K user RAM Complete with
keyboard.

NASCOM 2

Kit Price

E225 +VAT
£265 +VAT

Built Price

£325 +VAT.
NASCOM FIRMWARE
CPU card can accommodate either 8K of static memory or 82708
EPROMS. This allows for inclusion of standard firmware on board
ASSEMBLER Version 2.1 of ZEAP (Z80 Editor Assembler Package).
A comprehensive line editor is provided in addition to an assembler
operating in standard Z80 mnemonics. ZEAP can take advantage of
special features of NAS-SYS, which was itself developed on this
assembler. Supplied on tape £30.00 plus VAT or in 4 x 2708 EPROMS at
£37.50 plus VAT.

DISASSEMBLER The NAS-DIS 3K disassembler reverses the effect of
assemblers such as ZEAP by turning machine code into assembler
program, automatically labelling and cross-referencing to produce a
complete program listing. Supplied in 3 x 2708 EPROM5
at £30.00 plus VAT.

1

NASPEN
Naspen is a 2K word processor supplied in two EPROM's. It provides
facilities for text entry modification and is capable of finding specified
words or characters in the text block and of operating a printer remotely.
£25.00 plus VAT.

NAS-SYS 3. THE NEW OPERATING SYSTEM FOR NASCOM 2.
Supplied in 1 x 2716 EPROM.
NAS-SYS 3 is the latest in the current series of Nascom monitors and
includes features such as adjustable keyboard repeat and cursor speed,

Kit includes all parts to build CPU board which has resident 8K Microsoft
BASIC and 2K NAS-SYS 1 monitor for machine code programming.
Included with kit is a fully assembled LICON QWERTY SOLID STATE
KEYBOARD specially designed to exploit the potential of the NAS-SYS
monitor. Other interfaces include video to monitor or domestic TV, Kansas
City standard cassette interface (300/1200 baud) or RS232/20mA
teletype interface and two uncommitted parallel ports.

full interrupt handling and a number of powerful routines and commands
making this probably the most comprehensive 2K monitor ever written for
a microcomputer f20.00 plus VAT.

New

A moulded case for the
Nascom computer

New

Twin floppy disks

RAM BOARD
SERIES B ramboard gives user option of 16K -48K DYNAMIC RAM. This
board can be arranged in page mode to allow use of up to 4 with NASCOM 2
Boards are fully buffered but PAGE MODE facility is an optional extra. This
card can be used at 4MHz without wait state.

16K .£80 +VAT. 32K f95 + VAT. 48K f110 + VAT.

I/O Board
This board provides support for six eight -bit parallel ports, one serial port
and a sophisticated counter/timer unit. Only the support circuitry is
provided, the main devices, from one to five, are added separately

£45.00

+ VAT.

Authorised Distributors:
Anglia Computer
Norwich 29652

Bits &PCs
Wetherby 63774
Business & Leisure
Kenilworth 512127
CJ R Microtek
Ipswich 50152
Crystal Electronics
Torquay 22699
Datron Micro Ctr
Sheffield 585490
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Electrovalue
Egham 3603

Manchester 4945
Eley Electronics
Leicester 871522
Henrys Radio

London 723 1008
Holtain Ltd
Crymych 9656
Interface Components
Amersham 23307
JPS

Huntingdon 840710

Lucas Logic
Nascom Microcomputers
Division of Lucas Logic Limited, Warwick

Lunatronic Computers Ltd
Hereford 66174
Micro Comms
Aberdeen 63385
Micro Spares
Edinburgh 337 5611
Midshires Computer Centre
Crewe
Newcastle Comp Services
Newcastle-upon-Tyne
Off Records
London SW12 01 674 1205

Parkstone Electric
Poole 746555
Photo Acoustics
Newport Pagnell 610625
Semicomps Northern
Kelso 73 2366
Steves Electronic
Cardiff 41905
System Electronics
Brighton 26081
Target Electronics
Bristol 421196

Trading Post

Hastings 437875
Zeta Computers
Stonehouse 2444
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to isolate all live leads, and to ensure
that the current and voltage ratings of
the relay contacts are not exceeded. It
may also be necessary to prevent pick

internal power supply. The external
supply may be a 5 volt regulated power
supply but, failing this, a single 41/2 volt

to buffer each channel is to use a hex (ie,
six -channel) driver integrated circuit.
Figure 5 gives a circuit showing the use

10 REM SEVEN SEG DISPLAY TEST
20 INPUT A

the first,

2 the second, and 3

activate them both.

will

Sound output

at 200 may be used in other similar
applications. It takes a variable N equal

will work perfectly adequately.

If more than one relay is to be used
with the 80/81 Port, a convenient way

of the 7416 integrated circuit to drive
relays on channels 0 and 1. With this
configuration, POKEing 0 to the port
will turn off both relays, 1 will turn on

to vary the count rate. The subroutine

torch battery (Ever Ready type 1289)

To display any number from 0 to 9,
simply POKE that number to the output port. Thus POKE P,6 will display
a 6, and so on. The displayed digit will
remain until another value is POKEd to
the port. The program below may be
used to test the display:

up from the relay contacts by screening,
etc.

Waiting loops may be added in each case

any integer from 0 to 99, and

to

w

WO

7

30 POKE P,A
40 GO TO 20

Orient EB-2
low current
solid state

Using this you will see that values of A

buzzer

between 10 and 16 are also uniquely
represented on the display by a set of
symbols - and these can obviously be

Fig 6 Output port driving solid state
buzzer on chan 0.

used to extend the range of the display
to 16.

Sound output will be dealt with in some

detail next month, but for now there

are two simple ways to produce noises

Two -digit readout

obviously, to use a relay to switch on a
device such as an electric bell or buzzer.

eight channels available at the 80/81

at the output port. The first is, rather

The second utilises a so-called solid state
buzzer. These devices work at low

output port, a second may be added by
duplicating the circuitry of the first, on
presentational capability of 0-99
decimal, or 0-255 if the symbolic

of noise. It is possible to wire one of
these directly to a channel of the out-

for a decimal representation of the

low

milliamps, and can produce a good deal

put port as in Figure 6, which shows it
connected to channel zero. To make it

buzz, POKE zero to the port and to

stop it, POKE 1. The inversion effect
(ie, 0 TURNS it on not off) arises be-

cause the buzzer is taken to the positive,
supply rather than to earth as were the
LEDs.

The programs above for the single
flashing LED may be used with the
buzzer without modification and will
cause it to bleep on and off. The buzzer
obviously has quite a range of uses on

the 80/81 port, from telling you that

the ZX thinks that your egg is cooked,

to sending morse code from letters
entered via the keyboard.

Seven - segment
displays
The 80/81 Port will support one or

9

channels 4 to 7. This will give a re-

currents - perhaps 10 or 20

voltages - typically 6 volts - and very

Display
FND507

Since this display uses only four of the

representation of 10-16 is made use of.
If the double display is being used

10

7

15 14 13

numbers 0-99, it is necessary to filter
out the unwanted symbols using software. The following program uses such
a routine in order to achieve a repeating

4

2

2

10

9

6

7

74LS47

count from 0-99.
10 REM 0-99 COUNTER
20 FOR CO= TO 99
30 LET N=C
40 GO SUB 200
50 POKE P,N
60 NEXT C
70 GO TO 20
200 REM CONVERSION ROUTINE
210 LET A= N/10
(for ZX82 this must be changed to:
LET A= INT (N/10).)
220 LET B=N-A*10
230 LET N=16*A+B
240 RETURN

WO
6

+0

0

4 5 volt battery
or 5 V supply.

Fig 7 Output port driving single
seven -segment display on channels 0-3

14

more seven -segment displays. These are
illuminated readouts capable of displaying the digits zero to nine.

7416

Such a display has many uses, allowing data to be read out while keeping
the screen clear for other purposes, for
example. And with the ZX80 (and

3

ZX81 in the fast mode) it offers the
possibility of reading out data without
stopping (or slowing) the program.
The easiest way to run such a display
is to use a so-called decoder -driver
integrated circuit such as the 7447.

What this does is to arrange for the

correct segments of the display to be lit
for any given number from 0 to 9 sent
to the IC. It also contains a set of
buffer amplifiers to enable the display

0A91

0A91
2

I

1

w

WO
9

1

16

fl

f

to be lit to full brightness. Figure 7

shows the circuit for driving an FND
507 single -digit display from the 80/81

port. Note that a separate supply has

been used to drive the display so as not
to

put too much strain on the ZX

Fig 5 Output port driving two relays using
7416 inverting driver.

To pin 11 of write socket
or to separate +9 V supply

- see text.
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and so on up to the button on channel 7

POKEd to the port will produce a

decimal display of the number required.
If it is required to output more data

found

values

give

converts it to an integer which when

by

may be split up into pairs of digits, and

addition of the eight values in the table.

Note that with nothing connected to

POKEing 255) could indicate the start

as a logic high. This may cause some
confusion, and it is probably easiest to
short to earth (either directly or via a 1k

of the sequence and pairs of digits,
representing

hours,

minutes

and

seconds, could be POKEd up at, say,
one -second intervals.

Note that channel 7 has been used here
so that by testing the PEEK value to see
if it is greater than 127 we can
determine whether the button has been
pushed, irrespective of the states of the
other channels. To accomplish this using
any of the other channels requires more
detailed software.
A similar basic polling technique
could be used with one or more pushbuttons to be activated at a given point
during a program. The cue for this data

result 255; this being the numerical

these

could be POKEd to the port
sequentially. A blank (produced by

ACTION

associated button values; again, in a Note: brackets not required around the
similar manner to that for the output PEEK address on the ZX81.
port. Thus PEEKing with the buttons

example, to display the time in hours,

minutes and seconds - then the data

1000 REM SECOND COURSE OF

the

adding

pressed on channels 2 and 4 will give a
result of 20 (=4+16) and so on. Pressing
all buttons simultaneously will give the

than the two digits allow - say, for

999 END

which will yield the result 128. Combinations of the various buttons will

any particular channel, it will be read in

resistor) any channel not in use.

Data input

Input port

The eight -channel input port on the
80/81 port board is accessed through
the 16 -pin socket labelled READ. Its
connections are given in Figure 8. Pins

1 to 8 again carry the eight channels
and pins 9 and 16 earth and 5 -volt
supply. Reading data present at the

port is accomplished by the command
PRINT PEEK. Note that on the ZX80
the command PEEK must be typed in

full, and for this reason brackets are
required around the address.

The above commands will print an
integer between 0 and 255, represent-

input could be the flashing of a LED
and in this way it is possible to input

One or more push -buttons or switches, data during the running of a Basic
program on the XZ80 without stopping
make decisions during the running of a the program with an INPUT statement.
program. For example, a switch could The routine below causes a LED (or
be placed in channel 8 of the input port buzzer) connected to channel zero of
(ie, on pin 8 of the READ socket) and the output port (pin 1 of the WRITE
a program could read the state of the socket) to flash/buzz on and off as a cue

wired as in Figure 9, may be used to

switch from time to time in order to

that data is required and the program

determine, say, the degree of difficulty
of a game, or even which game or game

will loop around until an input from the

push button is received. If the button
on channel 7 is pressed the program

variation was to be played next time

around. A routine to effect this is given

branches to line 200, while if any other
button is pressed it branches to 300. It
should be noted in this case that if the
program is to work satisfactorily, all
unused inputs must be taken to ground

below:

100 REM CHAN 7 DECISION

ing the combined effect of the eight 110 IF PEEK (P)> 127 THEN GO
TO 1000
channels. If all channels are held at
logic zero (or ground potential), the 120 REM FIRST COURSE OF ACTION
result will be a zero, while if all channels
are at logic high (between about 3 and 5
volts), the result will be 255.

Figure 9 shows each channel of the
input port connected to a push-button
switch. The purpose of the 1k resistor
in each channel is to hold the channel
voltage at zero unless the switch is
closed. Pressing any button will cause
the voltage on that channel to be taken
up to +5, so representing a logic high.
The table below gives the data values
associated with each channel.

Button pressed on
channel no.

-[

4110-1-1

0---1

as described above.

10 REM FLASHING LED INPUT CUE
20 POKE P,1

14,0

1k0
1k0
1k0

410-{

--I

0-

1 k0

k0

1k0
1k0

Result

0

1

1

2
4
8

2
3

5

5

6
7

none

3

2

01 0I 0I 0I 0I GI

Fig 9 Input port with eight push buttons

0

These are the same as for the output
port. Executing the command PRINT

I

PEEK (P) - with the button on channel
zero pressed will yield the result 1,
channel 1 will cause 2 to be printed out,

330

l

II//I
LED

R7

7

WRITE

R7

RO

GND

.5 V
READ

Push button
mounted in
plastic film
container

Edge of board

Fig 8 Connections to input socket

RO

READ

16

9
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rto
16

16
32
64
128

4

4

R7

Fig 10 Connections for reaction speed tester

30 FOR A=1 TO 100
40 NEXT A
50 POKE P,0
60 FOR A=1 TO 100
70 NEXT A
80 LET X= PEEK (P)
90 IF X>127 THEN GO TO 200
100 IF X>0 THEN GO TO 300
110 GO TO 20

Reaction timer

Using a push-button on the input port
in combination with a LED or buzzer
on the output port allows the implementation of a reaction timer. The
idea here is that the LED is lit after a
random length of time; as soon as it

comes on, the player must press the
button and the ZX counts and prints

out the time that elapsed between lamp
and response. The circuit for the set up
is given in Figure 10. For ease of use the
push-button should be mounted on
something solid. A good mounting may

be made from a plastic 35 mm film
container. The ZX80 and '81 differ a

little in that with the '81 it is possible to
switch over to the slow mode during the

running of the program to display the

result of each test.
The 81 program is written so that sub-

sequent release of the button causes a
second round of the game. This is not
possible on the ZX80 and an INPUT
statement is used to allow the result to
be printed out. As the programs stand,
both may be run until the screen has
been filled but a routine could be added

to average the results of the first ten

attempts and to print this out as a game

ending. The reaction times printed out 140 PRINT N
are only relative and it is left to the 150 PRINT "RELEASE BUTTON TO
reader to convert these, either by softRESTART"
ware or by brainpower to fractions of a 160 IF PEEK 11000=0 THEN GO TO
second.

30

10 REM ZX80 REACTION TIMER

20 REM USES PUSH BUTTON ON
ANY CHANNEL

170 GO TO 160

Combination lock

30 REM AND LAMP ON CHANNEL Another application of the 80/81 port
ZERO
using push-button data entry is an elec40 LET N=0
50 POKE 25000,0
60 LET A= RND(2000)+500
70 FOR S=1 TO A
80 NEXT S
90 POKE 25000,1
100 IF PEEK(25000)>0 THEN GO TO
130
110 LET N=N+1
120 GO TO 100
140 PRINT N

150 PRINT "AGAIN -Y OR N"

160 INPUT Ys
170 IF Ys="Y" THEN GO TO 40

10 REM ZX81 REACTION TIMER

tronic combination lock. Up to eight

buttons can be mounted remotely from
the ZX close to the doorway concerned,

with the ZX programmed to monitor
their state and to respond in different
ways to different codes input at the
door. Some codes could automatically
unlock the door using a relay to switch

on a door release mechanism, while
others could

cause an alarm to be

sounded, or to flash the owner's name
on the screen, awaiting some response

from the controller.
Figure 11 gives the circuit for such a
system. It uses all eight channels for

data input but channel 7 is used to
20 REM PUSH BUTTON ON ANY indicate that the correct data has been
CHAN, LAMP ON CHAN 0
30 FAST
40 LET N=0
50 POKE 11000,0
60 LET A=2000*RND+500
70 FOR S=1 TO A
80 NEXT S
90 POKE 11000,1

set up on the other 7 buttons, so that all

130
110 LET N=N+1
120 GOTO 100
130 SLOW

90 REM ZX81 COMBINATION LOCK
100 REM CODE DETECTING
ROUTINE
110 POKE 11000,2

valid

codes require button 7 to be

pressed. The relay operating the door is
connected to channel zero of the output

port, and channel 1 operates a buzzer
to indicate an invalid code. Below is a

100 IF PEEK 11000>0 THEN GO TO

simple program for operating the system
on the ZX81:

SERVICES

SUPERBRAI

IN ALL THE RIGHT PLACES
FROM HELISTAR SYSTEMS
Repair and Maintenance

Add on Hardware

Your SuperBrain® repaired and maintained on -site
through the Helistar contract maintenance service - our own
engineers cover Central, North and West London, Bucks,
Berks, Oxon, Herts, Northants, Beds, Glos, Warwicks. and
Middx. Also repairs carried out at our workshop on a time
and materials or contract basis.

GRAPHICS - 512 x 256 high -resolution graphics with the
M icronex PIXELPLOTTER® . PORT -BUFFER - allows the
connection of external devices to the internal Z80 address
and data bus.

Software

Upgrades and Modifications
Have your SuperBrain disk system upgraded to QD
(700Kb) or DQD (1.5Mb). Benefit from faster disk accessing

Memory -mapped WORDSTAR. This version of WordStar
is specially tailored to take advantage of the SuperBrain's
memory -mapped video giving faster screen display and
smoother scrolling.

and 40 -track capacity with our FASTROM. Improve the
character display with true descenders.

Contact us today! Telephone Aylesbury (0296) 630364

Helistar Systems Ltd. 150 Weston Road, Aston Clinton, Aylesbury, Bucks. HP22 5EP
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DataStar

is

an

easy

to learn,

yet

professionally

powerful, comprehensive data entry, retrieval and update
system for microcomputer systems. DataStar handles record
keeping applications from initial design through updating,
addition/deletion, and search/ retrieval of records - quickly
and easily, even for complex operations. DataStar is a
powerful program that can be used for an extremely wide
range of possible applications by experienced programmers or
systems analysts as well as inexperienced first-time users. The
DataStar

package

consists

of two

parts:

FormGen and

DataStar. Formgen is used to prepare forms for entering data,
then DataStar handles the data entry and verification process

MailMentsx is a powerful file merging tool permitting
up to eight levels of nested file references as well as chaining.
As variable data is merged with text MailMerge automatically
reforms paragraphs as required to conform to the margin
settings and justification used in the original document
resulting in accurately formed and marginated documents
that look as though each received special attention, all without special intervention, consideration or calculation required
by the operator.

according to the form requirements defined by FormGen.

SUDEPSOM combines

DataStar features include: data entry verification by sight, list

in sorting, merging and selecting information from data files.
It can sort and merge up to 32 files into a single file, at the
rate of 560 records per minute. And new records can be integrated into a master file in one simple and efficient operation.
SuperSort is a star at sorting. It will accept just about any kind

and retype; arithmetic operations on fields; record search/
retrieval and edit/updating; comprehensive help messages and

instructions displayed on screen; compatibility with CP/M
supported languages e.g. BASIC, FORTRAN etc; automatic
documenting of field and form layouts detailing verification
etc., horizontal and vertical scrolling allows design of forms
exceeding screen width and depth. Application examples:
Order entry and invoicing, name and address lists etc.

WordStai, is a powerful, screen -oriented, integrated
word processing package for CP/M
systems. Advanced
features include: simultaneous printing and editing, multiple
levels of user -selectable help messages, word-wrap, page break
display, hyphen help, and extensive print enhancements,
including boldface, underline, sub and super script, variable
line height and character pitch. Comprehensive screen prompts

performance

and

flexibility

of record you can imagine. The data can be justified, or
include floating decimals, exponential notation, or upper and
lower case letters; it can even be in several standard formats,
such as binary, bcd, ASCII, etc. You won't have to waste time
and money translating your records for the computer. And
you can have fixed or variable length records and fields. In
fact, you can have a different number of fields in each record.

DataStar
WordStar
MailMerge
SuperSort 1

-

Software*/Manual**,
Software*/Manual**
Software*/Manual**,
Software*/Manual**,

£160/£25
£205/£25
£60/£15
£110/£20

allow for easy insertion and deletion of words, lines, paragraphs and pages. Gives true screen image of what your print-

out will look like, before you print. Use in conjunction with
MailMerge to automatically insert variable text either from
console or data files into standard forms, such as circulars
etc.

Prices and specifications subject to change without prior notice.
CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research Wordstar, DataStar, Super Sort and Mail Merge are trademarks of MicroPro Inc.

Please write or phone for free 16 -page brochures and flyers.

*Price of software includes manual
**100% credit if software is purchased later

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

MAIN UK DISTRIBUTOR:
INTERAM COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD.,
46 BALHAM HIGH RD., LONDON SW12 9AQ
Tel: 01 - 675 5325/6/7 Telex: 925859

SIG/NET 202S - Z80A CPU, 64K RAM, 2 FAST STEPPING 51/4" DRIVES (400K, Superbrain compatible
format), 2 SERIAL RS232 PORTS, CP/M 2.2
EPSON MX80 F/T PRINTER - BIDIRECTIONAL, LOGIC SEEKING, GRAPHICS, SERIAL INTERFACE

TELEVIDEO TVI-910 VDU
ALL THE ABOVE SYSTEM AS ILLUSTRATED FOR JUST £2145 !!!
The SHELTON SIG/NET 200 series computer is a high performance stand alone computer system using the
Z80A microprocessor. The system is based on a new revolutionary design concept which achieves low cost
flexibility through the simple interconnection of functional modules via the SIG/NET "ring".
The CPU-RAM module houses the Z80A processor, 64K RAM, 2K ROM, a Z80 counter/timer circuit and the
SIG/NET ring interface. The F DC -5 disk controller module which interfaces up to four mini -floppy disk drives
to the SIG/NET ring can be modified to support eight inch drives. The design of this module incorporates the
latest suite of disk controller chips which provide advanced features such as phase locked loop data separation
and write precompensation - essential for reliable disk performance. The third module which completes the
basic 200 series configuration is the 2SER dual serial interface. This provides two independant RS232 serial
channels - one for the VDU and one for a serial printer. Baud rate and serial line parameters are fully software
controllable for maximum flexibility in use.
The SIG/NET Resident Operating System (ROS) resides in 2K EPROM, and includes a bootstrap loader and a
simple system monitor.
The SIG/NET 200 series uses the popular Tandon Magnetics disk drives (either single or double -sided) with a
storage capacity of 200K per side.

The modular design of the SIG/NET provides a low cost system, yet offers a greater expansion potential than
bus -based systems. Multi-user and network configurations are possible and together with the addition of a hard
disk make the SIG/NET range extremely powerful.
SYSTEMS

SIG/NET 202S -2 Single sided drives (400K)
SIG/NET 202D -2 Double sided drives (800K)
SIG/NET 202Q -2 Double sided 96tpi drives (1920K) .

.

£1299.00
£1649.00
£1999.00

MODULES

CPU-RAM (Z80 + 64K)
FDC-5 (Floppy disk controller)

£299.50
£159.50
£89.50
£59.50
£69.50

2SER (2 RS232 serial ports)
3PAR (3 parallel ports)
RING -RING (Interface module)
SOFTWARE
Microsoft MBASI C-80 Interpreter
Microsoft MBASIC-80 Compiler
Microsoft FORTRAN -80 Compiler
MMike's BaZic (Z80 North Star BASIC compatible)

£155/£18
£195/£18
£205/£18
£95/£25

MICROPRO SOFTWARE
WordStar - Word-processing Package
SpellStar - Dictionary Program for above
DataStar - Database Management System

SuperSort 1 - CP/M File Sort Utility
MailMerge - Mailing list for WordStar
PERIPHERALS

£205/£25
£125/£25
£160/£25
£110/£20
£60/£15

Televideo TVI-910 VDU
Televideo TV 1-920 VDU
Televideo TVI-920 Customised for WordStar
Televideo TVI-950 Detachable Keyboard, Many Features

1460.00

Epson MX80 Printer
Anadex DP9500L Printer 150cps
Anadex DP9500 Printer 150cps. Graphics
TEC Starwriter Daisy Wheel Printer
NEC Spinwriter RO Letter Quality Printer

£350.00
£795.00
£895.00
£995.00
£1695.00

£595.00
£695.00

1750.00

1

SIG/NET is a trademark of Shelton Instruments Ltd.
CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research Corp.

TRADE AND OEM ENQUIRIES WELCOME
All prices exclude VAT and are subject to change without notice
All specifications are approximate only

Sole Distributor for South/S. East
INTERAM COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD.
46 Balham High Rd
London SW12 9AQ
Tel: 01-675 5325/6/7 Telex: 925859

Make the most of your
Sinclair ZX Computer...

OFIENT

SNIPER
METEORS
LIFE
W°L,-R PACK

Sinclair ZX
software
on cassette.

JUNIOR
EDUCATION

LBUSINESS &
HOUSEHOLD

(--" A IVES

23.9-4 per cassette.
The unprecedented popularity of
the ZX Series of Sinclair Personal
Computers has generated a large
volume of programs written byusers.
Sinclair has undertaken to
publish the most elegant of these
on pre-recorded cassettes. Each
program is carefully vetted for
interest and quality, and then
grouped with other programs to
form a single -subject cassette.
Each cassette costs £3.95
(including VAT and p&p) and comes
complete with full instructions.
Although primarily designed
for the Sinclair ZX81, many of the
cassettes are suitable for running
on a Sinclair ZX80 - if fitted with a
replacement 8K BASIC ROM.

Some of the moreelaborate
programs can be run only on a
Sinclair ZX Personal Computer
augmented by a 16K -byte add-on
RAM pack.
This RAM pack and the
replacement ROM are described
below. And the description of each
cassette makes it clear what
hardware is required.

8K BASIC ROM
The 8K BASIC ROM used in the
ZX81 is available to ZX80 owners
as a drop -in replacement chip.
With the exception of animated
graphics, all the advanced features
of the ZX81 are now available on a
ZX80-including the ability to run
much of the Sinclair ZX Software.
The ROM chip comes with a
new keyboard template, which can
be overlaid on the existing
keyboard in minutes, and a new
operating manual.

16K -BYTE RAM pack
The 16K -byte RANI pack provides
16 -times more memory in one
complete module. Compatible with
the ZX81 and the ZX80, it can be used

for program storage or as a database.

The RAM pack simply plugs
into the existing expansion port on
the rear of a Sinclair ZX Personal
Computer.

Cassette 1 -Games
For ZX81 (and ZX80 with 8K
BASIC ROM)
ORBIT -your space craft's
mission is to pick up a very valuable
cargo that's in orbit around a star.

SNIPER-you're surrounded
by 40 of the enemy. How quickly
can you spot and shoot them when
they appear?
METEORS -your starship is
cruising through space when you
meet a meteor storm. How long can
you dodge the deadly danger?
LIFE-J. H. Conway's 'Game of
Life' has achieved tremendous
popularity in the computing world.
Study the life, death and evolution
patterns of cells.
WOLFPACK- your naval
destroyer is on a submarine hunt.
The depth charges are armed, but
must be fired with precision.

Cassette 4 -Games
For ZX81 (and ZX80 with 8K
BASIC ROM) and 16K RAM pack

Cassette 5 -Junior
Education: 9 -11 -year -olds
For ZX81 (and ZX80 with 8K
BASIC ROM)
MATHS - tests arithmetic with
three levels of difficulty, and gives
your score out of 10.
BALANCE-tests understanding
of levers/fulcrum theory with a
series of graphic examples.
VOLUMES -`yes' or 'no'
answers from the computer to a
series of cube volume calculations.
AVERAGES-what's the average
height of your class? The average

LUNAR LANDING-bring the
lunar module down from orbit to a
shoe size of your family? The average
soft landing. You control attitude
and orbital direction-but watch the pocket money of your friends? The
fuel gauge! The screen displays your computer plots a bar chart, and
flight status-digitally and graphically. distinguishes MEAN fromMEDIAN.
BASES - convert from decimal
TWENTYONE -a dice version
(base 10) to other bases of your
of Blackjack.
choice in the range 2 to 9.
COMBAT-you're on a suicide
TEMP-Volumes, temperatures
mission. You have only 12
GOLF-what's your handicap? space
-and their combinations.
missiles but the aliens have
It's a tricky course but you control
unlimited strength. Can you take
How to order
the strength of your shots.
12 of them with you?
Simply use the order form below,
SUBSTRIKE - on patrol, your
Cassette 2 -Junior
and either enclose a cheque or give
frigate detects a pack of 10 enemy
Education: 7 -11 -year -olds subs. Can you depth -charge them us the number of your Access,
Barclaycard or Trustcard account.
For ZX81 with 16K RAM pack
before they torpedo you?
Please allow 28 days for delivery.
CRASH-simple addition-with
CODEBREAKER-the
the added attraction of a car crash
computer thinks of a 4 -digit number 14 -day money -back option.
if you get it wrong.
which you have to guess in up to 10
MULTIPLY-long multitries. The logical approach is best!
plication with five levels of
MAYDAY- in answer to a distress
difficulty. If the answer's wrongcall, you've narrowed down the
the solution is explained.
search area to 343 cubic kilometers
TRAIN-multiplication tests
of deep space. Can you find the
Sinclair Research Ltd,
against the computer. The winner's astronaut before his life-support
6 Kings Parade, Cambridge,
train reaches the station first.
system fails in 10 hours time?
Cambs., CB21SN. Tel: 0276 66104.
FRACTIONS - fractions
explained at three levels of
Fro: Sinclair Research, FREEPOST 7, Cambridge, CB2 IYY
Please print
difficulty. A ten -question test
Please send me the items I have indicated below.
completes the program.
ADDSUB-addition and
Item
Qty
Code
Item price Total
subtraction with three levels of
Cassette I -Games
21
£3.95
difficulty. Again, wrong answers
22
Cassette 2- Junior Education
£3.95
are followed by an explanation.
23
Cassette 3 -Business and Household
£3.95
DIVISION-with five levels of
difficulty. Mistakes are explained
24
Cassette 4 -Games
£3.95
graphically, and a running score is
25
Cassette 5 -Junior Education
£3.95
displayed.
17
'8K BASIC ROM for ZX80
£19.95
SPELLING-up to 500 words
£49.95
18
'16K RAM pack for ZX81 and ZX80
over five levels of difficulty. You
can even change the words yourself.
*Post and packing (if applicable)
£2.95

ZX SOFTWARE
1

Cassette 3 -Business and
Household
For ZX81 (and ZX80 with 8K
BASIC ROM) with 16K RAM pack
TELEPHONE - set up your own
computerised telephone directory
and address book. Changes,
additions and deletions of up to
50 entries are easy.
NOTE PAD-a powerful, easy to -run system for storing and
PCW 82

retrieving everyday information.
Use it as a diary, a catalogue, a
reminder system, or a directory.
BANK ACCOUNT-a
sophisticated financial recording
system with comprehensive
documentation. Use it at home to
keep track of 'where the money
goes,' and at work for expenses,
departmental budgets, etc.

Total £
*Please add £2.95 to total order value only if ordering ROM and/or RAM.
I enclose a cheque/PO to Sinclair Research Ltd for £
Please charge my Access*/Barclaycard/Trustcard no.
I

I

*Please delete as applicable.

Name: Mr/Mrs/Miss

LIIII
Address

I

I

1

11111111111111
11111111
11111111
111111

SOF 12LI

SUBSTATION

Solid state buzzer

N

120 LET X=PEEK11000
130 IF X<128 THEN GO TO 120

R7

RO

140 IF X=143 OR X=152 THEN GO
TO 600
150 IF X=131 THEN GO TO 500
160 GO SUB 700
170 GO TO 120
500 REM IDENTIFICATION ROUTINE
510 PRINT "SMITH IS AT THE
DOOR"

READ

Socket wired exactly
as in Fig 9

520 PRINT "ADMIT -Y OR N"

530 INPUT Ss
540 IF Ss="Y" THEN GO TO 600
550 GO TO 120
600 REM OPEN THE DOOR
610 POKE 11000,3
620 PRINT X: "ADMITTED"
630 POKE 11000,2
640 GO TO 120
700 REM BUZZER
710 POKE 11000,0
720 RETURN

11 Tolockdoor
Fig 11 Connections for door combinatio n lock

The program allows holders of the code

switches and relay contacts will all
10011000 and code 10010001 direct perform in the same way.
entry, opening the lock and printing
Using a very similar circuit it is possible
their code number (in decimal) to the to connect a light sensor to one or more
screen, while with code 10000011 it of the input channels. The so-called
prints the holder's name and at the same light dependent resistor, or LDR, is
time

waits for a response from the

controller as to whether he should be
admitted or not. All wrong codes that

are keyed in with channel 7 pressed will
cause the buzzer to sound (by sending a
low to channel 1) until a correct code is

particularly well suited for use with the
port, and with the circuit of Figure 12,
an ORP12 LDR will give a reading
which changes from high to low as the
ight level decreases. That is to say,

entered. I leave it to you to add subtleties like shutting down for a few
seconds after more than one incorrect
entry, etc. To run the program on the

it

is, of course, only

possible to detect whether the light level
is above or below a given arbitrary

value. To be able to measure that level
using the computer requires a device
called an analogue -to -digital converter

- but this is beyond the scope of this
article. There is, however, much that
can be done with the simple two -state

or dark) detection facility.
For example, the LDR allows the
detection of moving objects, using a
light beam which is interrupted by the
object to be detected. Suppose, for
example, that the ZX was being used to
control a conveyor belt and was
required to stop the belt when a certain
article arrived at a given point. The set

should be readdressed to 25000, the
PEEK addresses bracketed and an INPUT

statement should be inserted after line
620 if an immediate readout is required
of the codes of those admitted.

up shown in Figure 13 achieves this
when used with the program below.

The basic circuit of Figure 9 using a 1k

input through the port. Ordinary
switches, micro -switches, magnetic reed

simple set up

(ie, light

ZX80, the PEEK and POKE commands

resistor on any channel will operate
with any form of switch to allow data

executing the command PRINT PEEK
(P) will yield a zero in dark conditions
and 128 when illuminated. With such a

Fig 12 Input port with light dependent
resistor on channel zero

11011
READ

Light
source

To convey or

belt motor

10 REM CONVEYOR BELT
20 POKE P,1
30 LET X=PEEK(P)

40 IF X<128 THEN GO TO 30
50 POKE P,0

60 REM REST OF PROG TO DEAL
WITH
RO

70 REM ITEM ON THE BELT

The program first turns on the belt (via
a relay in channel 0 of the output port)
and then monitors the input port
(channel 7) until it detects that the cell
is in the dark. It then stops the belt and
routines from line 60 onwards can be
used for dealing with the article
detected - eg, testing its size with more
light beams, drilling a hole in it, spraying it with paint, or whatever.

Sometimes pairs of photocells are
used in timing and speed determining
operations. Here the LDRs would be
arranged some distance apart, so that
the object to be measured passes first
one beam and then the next; the computer is programmed to calculate the

time between crossings. Of course, since

LDR ORP12
mounted in long,
darkened tube

Fig 13 Conveyor belt control circuit

the photocell is sensitive to any light
source, best results will be obtained in
situations of low background illumination; in brighter environments it will be

necessary to place the photocell at the
end of a long darkened tube.
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The
Seikosha GP80A
Manufactured by the Seiko Company, Japan.

The micropriced microprinter
80 col dot graphics for around f200
Seiko's new Seikosha GP80A offers big printer performance at a
fraction of the cost. High quality output, proven reliability and a variety
of interfaces make the GP80A an ideal choice for hobbyists,
educationalists and businessmen. Service is provided by DRG's
nationwide distributor network.
Available with full dealer support from:
LIVERPOOL
LONDON
Microdigital. (051) 227 2535.
Electronic Brokers. (01) 278 3 461.
BOLTON
Chromasonic. (01) 263 9493.
Professional Data Systems. (0204) 493816.
WATFORD
SHEFFIELD
Watford Electronics. (0923) 4 0588.
LEICESTER
Microdigital. (0742) 750971.
Kram Electronics Ltd. (0533) 27556.
ASCOT
Riva Terminals Limited. (03447) 5193.
BIRMINGHAM
CHESTER
Westwood Computers Ltd.
Microdigital. (0244) 317667.
(021) 632 5824.
GATESHEAD
Microdigital. (021) 632 6303.
HCCS. Tel: (0632) 821924.

FEATURES INCLUDE

80 col. 30 cps.
Dot Matrix unihammer action
96 ASCII + 32 European characters
Full graphics
Upper and lower case
Double width printing
Up to 8" paper width

Up to 3 copies
Pin feed
Self testing
INTERFACING for most systems

Standard: Centronics
Options: RS232C, PET 2001
TRS-80, Apple II, IEEE -488,
Sharp MZ 80.
OPTIONAL EXTRA

Plain paper feed

DRG
BUSINESS

MACHINES

For full product information and details of new dealers that may not
appear above, ring the UK Master Distributor, DRG Business Machines on

0934 416392.
Peripherals & Supplies Division) Unit 8, Lynx Crescent, Winterstoke Rd,
Weston -super -Mare, BS24 9DW.

THE FINEST WORLDWIDE SUPPORTED NATIONWIDE.

COMMUNICATIONS
PCW welcomes corespondence from its readers but we must warn that it tends to be one way!
Please be as brief as possible and add 'not for publication' if your letter is to be kept private. Please
note that we are unable to give advice about the purchase of computers or other
hardware/software - these questions must be addressed to Sheridan Williams (see 'Computer Answers'
page). Address letters to: 'Communications', Personal Computer World, 14 Rathbone Place,
London W1P 1DE.
and UHF colour outputs, a multiplied by itself B times that the second rectangle
two -speed cassette interface,
from the top will be the first
RS232 output, four -channel
In practice, this means to be completed in the next
12 -bit A/D converter, sound that if A=2 and B=3, then run. Do a warm start, enter
generator, light pen input, A**B = 2x2x2x2 = 16. RUN and win the bet. This
parallel printer output and so Surely the statement should can be done any number of
on.
read: '"A**B" means "A times after a warm start but
The ACC's unhappiness multiplied by itself (B-1) don't accept bets immewith the 6502 is irrelevant times"'. Thus if A=2 and diately after a cold start.
when you consider that a B=3 then A**B = 2x2x2=8, Len Wood, Bourne End,

The BBC
micro

.

There were some rather cool
references in August's 'Newsprint' to the forthcoming
BBC
micro:
both Guy
Kewney's own doubts about
Acorn's ability to produce second microprocessor can
enough of the machines by be added, leaving the original
1982
and the 6502 to handle just the
January
Amateur Computer Club's I/O. This second processor
objection to the machine's can be a second 6502 running
use of the 6502 CPU.
at 3 MHz, a Z80A (opening
There was further critical up the world of CP/M) or
from
Derrick a 16 -bit micro, likely to be
comment
Daines in 'Young Computer the 68000.
World', complaining of the
BBC Basic is very close to
moral Microsoft Basic but with very
loosing its
BBC
authority in promoting a worthwhile additions, such as

.

.

which is correct.
G Sutherland, Farnham,
Surrey

Stokes' enthusiasm for the

`telesoftware' add-on which
will provide the BBC machine
with the ability to down -load
software directly from the
air. However, the general
critical tone of the August
issue

has prompted me to

also have
assembler.

an

interactive

My point is that you ought

to be supporting the BBC

initiative as hard as you can,

because of the tremendous

impetus it will give to widening the understanding of, and
interest in, microcomputing
in

the general public. The

write to you.
BBC machine has a very good
I have no connection with specification, is competitively
Acorn at all, save, I must priced and will be made by
admit, being the owner of an ICL. So let's hear it for the
Atom, with which I am well BBC!
pleased. I am, however, I G Nicholls, Kidderminster,
responsible for co-ordinating Worcs
microcomputer development
in the Management Services

Division of a major public
in
the
West
Midlands. We have a great
deal of experience with both
the hardware and software
aspects of microcomputers I intend to modify the Basic
and it is our view that the interpreter for the school's
whole BBC computer literacy RML 380Z. This is an
project, including the BBC attempt to undermine the

Mods help
wanted

authority

microcomputer

and

BBC

maths

department's

claim

on the machine and alert
exciting the aforementioned to the
the UK fact that we scientists want
scene to a look -in.
`Rabid' for 'Ready' and

Basic, are, by far, the most

SuperBrain

reliability
I noticed a comment in the

is utterly reliable - as soon
as this letter is despatched,
no doubt it will give me
trouble. However, as a
SuperBrain QD user, can I say

type software, books, and a
`30 -hour Basic' course available for private study, in the

Ginsberg, New
major constraint is that the Malcolm
Barnet, Herts

of a correspondence
course or via so-called 'flexistudy' at local colleges of
further education.
What of the hardware
itself? For £335, you will get
a 6502 running at 2 MHz,
accessing 32k of dynamic
RAM and 32k of ROM,
form

which spring go mind. Your
readers can help fire the
first salvo in this interdepartmental war by suggesting
changes of this nature to fox at Slough.
the mathematicians. The

of characters as the words

One- liner 1

Howler?

Here's a Superboard single line program:
0 X=INT(256*RND(1))
:POKE 53383+3* (X AND
192)+2*(X AND 48) +
(X AND 15), 161:R UN

they replace.
Sean Morgan, London NW10

I

have

spotted the most

STEP C:
POKE A,C:
NEXT:NEXT:
NEXT :CLS

Note that, this can only be
fitted on to the Nascom's

Kentucky
Fried
error
Delighted though we were to

that I am delighted with my
machine and that it has note the inclusion in your
proved extremely reliable. To August issue of a short piece
date, we have put on it some on page 43 about one of our
5000 company addresses for clients, I'm afraid it was not
the
Flight
International without errors.
Directory of European AviaThe piece, and accompanytion and printed, using Mail - ing photograph referred to a
merge and a Diablo 1650 Kentucky Fried Chicken
daisywheel printer, name and Store using one of our sysaddress labels for all these tems. The errors were:
companies.
1. Tom Allen is in fact Tim
With regard to the failure Allen
rate, can I suggest that 2. Our phone number is 6792
this might be something to do not 6795
with the conversion to 240
I hope you will be able to
volts (the brochure says 115 correct the above in your
volts) by some of the impor- next issue. Sorry to ruin the
ters. If this problem is not `Bludners ' record set in
tackled thoroughly and pro- August!
fessionally, obviously the R F Honeyman,
machine is not going to give Chess Consultancies Ltd,
its best.
Manchester
My SuperBrain was pur
chased through KGB Micros

`Total Cockup' for 'Syntax
Error' are two replacements

new commands and responses
should have the same number

I wrote the following one for
the Nascom 2:
0 FOR D=1 TO 127 :
FOR C=D TO 255-D :
FOR A=2058 TO 3065

limited line length by typing
in the key character for each
command. A list of these is
August issue regarding Super - to be found in appendix J of
the programming manual.
Brain.
Clearly it is courting disas- A Alexander, Stamford,
ter to say that one's machine Lines

significant
and
developments on
microcomputing
date.
Just consider what the
computer literacy project
involves besides the computer
itself: there will be a series

of ten TV programmes, large
amounts of ready -written
educational and consumer -

One-liner 2

What you have discovered
isn't a howler by the manual's After the two one -line proauthor but a semantic irregu- grams for the Superboard/
larity in arithmetic. In your UK101 caught my interest,

example, the correct answer
for A**B with A=2 and
B=3 is, as you say, 2x2x2=9;
to put it crudely, you count
de facto standard Basic by multi -line procedures and the occurrences of A two
choosing a particular manu- functions, REPEAT...UNTIL in this case - not the multifacturer, Acorn, to produce loops and very versatile ply signs -Ed.
its microcomputer. I admit graphics commands. It will
there was a certain redressing
of the balance in Adrian

Bucks

Name game

Couldn't resist picking up

Guy Kewney on his 'Name

Game' piece in PCW. Microsoft Basic (Basic -80), in all

but the 8k version, supports
variable names of any length
with the first 40 characters
being significant. They can
contain
commands, ie:
also

embedded

GOTO .IF .PUT.ON.FOR.

with options to extend the terrible howler on page 39 of Enter and run the program NEXT.GOSUB
ROM further to include, for the ZX81 Basic programming after a cold start. Four rec- is a valid variable name and

example, Pascal. There are manual: 'At its most elemen- tangles will be displayed. will not be confused with a
eight graphics modes, RGB tary level, "A**B" means "A Find someone willing to bet command. The only restricPCW 85

COMMUNICATIONS
tions are that the first charac-

Wideband Products has been of 1250 francs, around £125!

excellent magazine! I know

ter must be a letter of the manufacturing a Speech Out- For another £25 or so they you've got to strike the right
alphabet and the first two put device called Speakeasy can buy an 8k ROM for it, balance but couldn't we have
characters must not be FN for quite some time and in thus enabling them to have a little section of ZX81
(then a user defined function fact we have registered the a machine only slightly programs each month? After
which inferior to the ZX81 for a all, it's likely to be the bestSpeakeasy,
call is assumed).
name
means that Hi -Tech are not paltry £150.
Serves them right, I say,
allowed to use the name.
Furthermore, our Speakeasy for dumping their lousy
is available for any make of Golden Delicious on us! Mind
computer, is self -powered you, delivery is promised
costs only £69. It is pro- within 15 days, while I had
So, Bob Chappell's Gomoku and
grammed
by the Phoneme to wait two months for my
is
program (August PCW)
access
method
and so has a ZX81. And goodness knows
I
it?
Unless
unbeatable, is
infinite
when I'll get the 16k RAM I
virtually
have made some silly typing compared with vocabulary
Hi -Tech 's ordered last week.
errors in copying the listing words. We also use a superior
Congratulations on your
and adapting it for a Tandy, high flux loudspeaker which
the following short sequence makes a world of difference

Brian S Crank,
Southborough, Kent

Unbeatable?

is a winning game:
(You move first)
1 5,4 : 5,5
2. 4,5 : 4,4

to speech quality.
The
Phoneme

3. 3,3,: 6,3
4. 3,4 : 3,5
5. 2,3 : 5,6
6. 4,3 5,3
7. 2,6 : 6,5 (!!!)
8. 2,5 : 2,4
9. 5,2 : 6,1
10.1,6 : "You Win"
I would be grateful for his (or
anyone else's!) comments on
:

this.
B E Newsam, Sheffield

Speakeasy
I have just read your 'Check-

out' review of the Hi -Tech
Speakeasy card. I thought
your readers would wish to
know

that

our

company

selling micro!

Charles Jannaud, Teddington,
Middx

print ZX81
receive ones which fulfil our
original/interesting criteria We'll certainly

programs as and when we
Ed.

access

method of speech synthesis
opens the door to real computed speech without being
limited to the equivalent of
semiconductor
tape
a
recorder, which is what the
Digitalker system is.
D N Sands, Intelligent Artefacts Ltd, Royston, Herts

ZX80

mountain?
I was amused to see in this

week's Paris Match that lucky
French punters are being
tempted with the very
wonderful offer by mail-order

of the latest thing in microcomputers,
the
Sinclair
ZX80, for the bargain price

PIG IN A

POK E
GOING
CHEAP!

And all the cleaning information you need is at your
toe tips!'

Look at

it

this way:

No-one in their right

mind would go out and
spend £5000 on a motor
car without first satisfying
himself of it's reliability,
and

overall value for money.
Likewise with hi-fi.

Whether you're planning to invest

several thousand pounds, or you
simply need a cheap set of headphones, some products are bound to

be superior to others, and mistakes
can be expensive. The Hi-Fi Choice
range is specifically designed to

eliminate this element of chance.
We can't make your mind up for

you. But we can provide the
type of information that will help
you decide for yourself. Alternatively,
you could always buy a pig in a poke...
The Choice is yours.

Simply a better way of buying hi-fi.

Please send me the following copies of Hi-Fi Choice. Add 40p p&p for each issue. (Overseas postage 60p)

copies of Loudspeakers @ £2.00!-copies of Turntables and Tone Arms @ £2.00
_copies of Systems @ £2.00__copies of Cartridges & Headphones @ £2.00
copies of Cassette Decks & Tapes @ £2.00-copies of Receivers Tuners & Amplifiers @ £2.00
_Hi-Fi Choice Binders (holds a complete set) @ £1.95 (incl p&p)
Name

Address
PCW4

payable to Sportscene Publishers Ltd. Allow 3 weeks for delivery.
I enclose a cheque/P.O. for £
Mail coupon to Hi-Fi Choice Offer, 14 Rathbone Place, London WIP IDE. If you do not wish to clip this
coupon please send your order, clearly printed, together with your remittance to the above address.
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Giant capacity -pocket size.

The last word in compact power.
The Sharp PC1211 pocket computer packs highperformance functions into a slim, compact body -bringing
you a huge range of applications through 1424 steps of

computing power, with 26 memories protected by safeguard circuits.

A rolling dot display of letters and numerals allows
for instant communications, and 18 reservable and 18
definable keys make operation simplicity itself.
All commands you make are in the widely -accepted,
simple -to -use BASIC language.

PROGRAMME STORAGE
You may well want to store programmes from your
Sharp pocket computer -easily done with the CE -121,
a simple cassette interface which allows programmes to be
stored on a normal cassette tape.
The CE -121 simply clips onto your pocket computer
and plugs into a separate cassette recorder -giving you
the means to build a comprehensive programme library.

MATCHING PRINTER
The Sharp pocket computer has its own clip -on
printer, too. The CE -122 combines a 16 -digit mini -dot
printer with a cassette interface -in a neat, compact
design.
It will give you clearly -

typed, hard copies of
calculation records, programmes and performance

The CE 121-interface only.

SHARP

at the touch of a button,
and comes complete
with its own battery
charger which plugs directly into the normal
mains supply.

"Adt,aftei
The CE 122-interface plus printer.

Sharp Electronics (UK) Ltd., Computer Division, Sharp House,
Thorp Road, Newton Heath, Manchester M10 9BE. Tel: 061-205 2333.
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--- BENCH
TEST

OK
if -800
MODEL 20
Chris Sadler and Sue Eisenbach
examine a new business micro
from Japan.

What springs to mind when you hear
the term 'all -in -one micro'? Typically
this will be a VDU cabinet incorporated
into which is a CPU board, some RAM

and a couple of floppy -disk drives the SuperBrain is probably the most
familiar example. All you need for 'the
complete business system' is to plug in
a printer in the back - and what more
could you ask? Well, you could have an
integral printer, which brings to mind
the range of `desk -top' computers
(between £15,000 and £30,000) which
slightly pre -date micros as we know
them and of which the Hewlett-Packard

which takes

the main power cable.

The big box had a screen/twin floppy
disk unit, mounted on a plinth which
notches very neatly into the keyboard
unit, giving the 'all -in -one' effect. Power

and data lines are passed up one leg of
the plinth so there is no messy wiring
9845 is probably the most prominent and with a mostly metal casing (apart
example. These tend to be very easy to from the keyboard surface and the
use as processing tools for executive video frame) and measuring 51 cm high
applications but are not really accessible
for development programming, which is

why the Oki if800 seems to be an
interesting machine, combining the
classy desk -top features (integral every-

by 68 cm deep by 51 cm across, the
assembled system is a most presentable
sight.

The keyboard unit contains the only
power switch on the system, together

thing, powerful key functions, colour with RESET (IPL) and BREAK (NMI)
screen) with the flexibility we expect buttons, well down the left hand side
from a micro system (Z80A, 64k, of the unit and out of reach from the
Microsoft Basic, CP/M).
keyboard. (The initials in brackets are
Oki's equivalent titles for these func-

Hardware

Getting a microcomputer to review

can be rather like receiving a package
in the post in a plain brown wrapper you have to get it up the stairs before

you open it up. In the case of the
if800, weighing in at 40 kg divided

between two bulky boxes, it was touchand-go what was going to get opened

up first - the cartons or your intrepid
reviewers.
Since it

was supposed to be an
by the two boxes. The smaller one
`integral system', we were a bit puzzled
revealed a keyboard/printer/CPU unit

88 PCW

tions.) The front edge of the unit

which, under an aluminium cover, is
the slim power supply. The review

machine had a 110 V power rating and
we were supplied with a transformer.
This was a shame as it spoiled the 'all in -one' effect but there didn't seem to
be room in the power -supply case for
240 V type components, so Oki might
be stuck with an external unit. To the
right of the printer there is a five -slot
backplane (on Oki's own bus) which
contains a video card and a disk
controller card (on the standard

system), and the remaining three slots

can hold any combination of the following options: a Centronics -type parallel

interface card, another RS232 card, a

IEEE 488 card, A/D or D/A cards

or an additional 8in floppy disk controller card. Beneath all these elements, and
covering the whole of the bottom of the
unit, is a large printed -circuit board
containing all the remaining electronics

contains a slot for a ROM cartridge,
while at the side there are DIN -plug
connections for an audio -cassette, a for the system including the CPU and
light -pen and a TV monitor, together support logic, 64k of main memory
with a 25 -way RS232 port, all fully plus 16k of memory for the video
software -supported (eg, baud rate soft- system (VRAM). The board looked
ware selectable, according to the docu- cleanly designed if fairly tight -packed
mentation). The top cover pops off but it was distressing to see that there
(without recourse to screwdriver, wasn't a single socket on the board Phillips or otherwise) revealing a very this is definitely the type of system one
tightly -packed interior, starting with the takes out a maintenance contract on!
keyboard which is firmly clipped in
On switch -on, the 2k bootstrap
place (no screws again) followed by the ROM does a very cunning thing which
printer mechanism (a Microline 80 - we have not previously seen on
no lower case descenders) behind micros - without being told, it inter -

rogates any device which

it could

possibly find on a system, starting with

specific set of function keys. Inciden-

lines down, and similar controls

25

tally, these function keys are duplicated
the ROM cartridge, then each of the by a set of keys along the bottom edge
disk -drives and finally the audio- of the screen. This is so that a user does
cassette. As soon as it finds a system not need to back off from the screen
it boots it in with much flashing of and hunt for the keyboard when using
colours on the screen, while if it doesn't the light -pen -- a very superior feature.

exist over the printer.
Finally, the loudspeaker can be programmed to play over five octaves
(not particularly melodiously); the
ROM cartridge is a sequential access

device which holds 20k (and a set of

find a system on any of the devices it The repeat function can be generated
exists with a long beep on the speaker by holding the key down, at which
and an error message on the screen. We point a clicking sound is heard, one

these

cartridges

may

be

used

in

sequence up to 1Mb); and the diskettes
soft -sectored, double density,
are
double -sided with 280k/disk (two
additional 5.05in drives can be connected using the same controller). However,
although it is easy to be enthusiastic

found the boot -up times relatively slow

click for each repetition.

which is maintained by a NiCad battery.
The first time we booted up, having just
extracted the system from its cardboard
boxes, we got a really eerie feeling when

for micros, is high -resolution. With the
colour card in, the on -board VRAM
becomes the blue picture while a further

thing but tentative about the availability
of any options or technical support as,

and time!

640x000 (slightly lopsided resolution to

Software

of eight colours:

review system were of two types: those

(working off the top floppy drive),
The review system offered the colour
clocking 12s to boot CP/M and 16s video option although there is a cheaper
for the Oki Basic System. Under CP/M, `green screen' option available. This
the time and date are displayed on exploits the 16k of VRAM to give a about the features which this system
boot -up. There is a real time clock 640 x 200 dot resolution picture which, offers, it would be misleading to be any-

it came up with the correct date, day

at the time of this review, only one

32k on the colour card itself provides
the red and green pictures at the same

British dealer had been selected.

The one thing the Japanese have program) dot resolution. This arrangereally had to come to terms with is ment gives the standard TV colour mix The floppy disks supplied with the
character sets. Apparently the 'formal'
alphabet has several hundreds of charac-

black, blue, red,

violet, green, cyan, yellow and white.
ters while the modern, simplified verIn character mode, the screen may
sion (Kana) has roughly twice as many (under software control) be used to
symbols as our own alphabet. In compu- hold 40 or 80 characters across, 20 or
ting terms, all character -oriented devices
(screens, printers, keyboards) must be

able to cope with 7 -bit ASCII (128
symbols) but with Kana the Japanese

vt

would expect quite a good range of
up the

numbers, quite apart from
screen -addressable graphics. In addition,

this flexibility has been built into the

matrix -head of the if800 printer which

offers a hardcopy facility where the

5411T
501
4111
4111

printed page reduced to half-size in the
vertical or horizontal directions.
However, it is the keyboard which
most dramatically demonstrates the
fact that the Japanese are happier handling a larger quantity of symbols than

1a1

we are. In addition to the standard
qwerty, numeric pad, editing pad and
ten function keys (about which more
later) there are a surprising number of
SHIFT/CTRL type keys. Firstly, the
default is upper case and SHIFT must
be depressed to get lower case (this is
sensible for programming and useless

ri

1311 I!

*

contents of the screen will (at the touch
of the key) be faithfully translated onto
the printed page (colour excluded).
In addition, at the touch of another key

the screen can be translated to the

that came up in Oki -Basic. This latter is
really Microsoft Basic (version 5), which
seems to have been pretty successfully

KI n111 fity :11

are forced to go to an 8 -bit code, thus
allowing 256 symbols. As a result one
graphics and other characters to make

that would boot -up CP/M and those

32N
24N

IN
f

II 11 12 1

5i ri r

2

3

4

5

i

7

t

p.4 !I 12 1

for word processing; however, pressing
CTRL and SHIFT reverses this arrangement). Secondly, there is a Kana toggle
key which, if depressed, will give a

whole set of Kana characters. Then
there is a Graphics key which, when

depressed, gives a set of graphics
symbols. Finally there is the COMD key
which, when depressed and used in conjunction with alphabetic keys, will
initiate full Basic keywords, thus:
COMD + I -0. IF
on screen
COMD + T

THEN on screen, etc.

The function keys are preset on

boot -up so that, when depressed, they
will introduce onto the screen up to 15

characters from a buffer (eg, F3 ->

`SAVE', after which the user types 'file-

name' CR). Since the CR

can be
inserted in this buffer, it is possible to
execute complete commands with one
key stroke (eg, F9 -* 'LIST' CR). It is a

simple matter to alter the values in these
buffers and hence create an application

A selection of if800 graphics
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the system to boot -up with user -defined

commands in these buffers, but it
obviously possible

is

since one of the

applications disks provided with the
review system allowed one to insert the

disk, boot up and simply press F10

(to initiate the application).
The editing keypad includes the four
arrows together with DEL, which

deletes the character to the left of the

cursor; INS, which inserts after the
character to the left of the cursor. Basic

programs are edited (much like the

PET) by manipulating these keys and
pressing RETURN when a particular
line of editing has been completed.

Initial program creation can be speeded

up by means of a
The I/O connectors are grouped together at one side.
Key Code

Fl

Buffer Contents

typed, while the COMD (command)

LOAD

FILES CR

F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
F9
F10

(Microsoft's directory listing)

SAVE

END CR
(see later)
(real- time clock)
DATE$, TIME$ CR

COLOR

CONT CR
KEY
LIST

CR

RUN CR

Secondly, the function keys have
mplemented, given the hardware configuration and is, in fact, the standard been primed, on boot -up, such that each
supplied software - (the CP/M being key will, on being pressed, discharge
very much an optional extra). On boot - a 15 byte buffer onto the screen. This
up, the query HOW MANY DISK can take the place of a word command
DRIVES (1-4)? appears followed by or, since CR can be embedded in the
buffer, an entire command can be perHOW MANY FILES (0-15)?
Once these questions have been formed by one keystroke. At boot -up,
answered, the system displays a copy- the keys are initialised as in Table 1.
right notice followed by the date of the Use of the F8 key allows the user to
creation of the disk, the current date overwrite any of these and insert other

and time, and the amount of user - commands, for instance, to run a
available memory, on the basis of the specific applications program or to peranswers given to the two questions. form certain editing tasks. Incidentally,
On the review system, the exact figure
varied from disk to disk (presumably
reflecting configuration changes during
development), but we found the maximum to lie between 18 and 20 kbytes
(on a 64 kbyte system) with reductions
of the order of 150 bytes per disk drive
specified, and 250 bytes per file specified, presumably for buffer space. The
default settings (ie, RETURN in answer
to both questions) are for one file and
one drive. This sort of interrogation is
not very user-friendly and it might have
been preferable (if not easier to do)
to boot up on the defaults and allow the

F8 followed by F9 (ie, KEY, LIST) will

list the current settings of the function
keys. We never worked out how to get

key

is

depressed:

WIDTH, XOR. Not all of these are
standard Microsoft keywords, which
will be described in due course. As a
final word on the keyboard, there is a
CAN (for cancel) key which has the
effect of a BREAK (ie, returns control
to the Basic interpreter), while the ESC
key can be used to cause execution to
pause, and resume again when any other
key is pressed.

The first of the special Oki keywords

is CONSOLE which can be used to

define some of the display characteristics. It takes four parameters as follows:
CONSOLE a,b,c,d, where 'a' defines
the top line of a scrolling window (line

0 is the top of the screen); 'b' defines
the length of the window (in lines),
`d' defines the 'scroll type' which is
basically very jerky (the text jumps
up a line at a time as it does on most
systems) when d=0 and gets smoother
(the text moves incrementally up the

sufficient detail both in earlier Bench tests and elsewhere so it is unnecessary
to devote much space to it here. Suffice
it to say that it seems to be a full implementation (ie, nothing memorable left
out) to which have been added facilities
to enable the user to exploit the
hardware features of the Oki, as described in the previous section. Firstly, the
different peripheral devices are referenced fairly conventionally; the disks with
single digits followed by a colon (eg,
1:); the other devices as follows:
CAS 1: cassette

COM1: RS232 (communication) port
LPY1: line printer
PAC1: ROM cartridge

Presumably, if more than one of any
particular device is online, the trailing
90 PCW

be

changed accordingly.

,

GOTO, HEX$, INPUT, KEY, LPRINT,
MOD,
NEXT,
OPEN,
PRINT,
RETURN, STOP, THEN, USING, VAL,

user to set up the buffer space in a

can

AUTO, BSAVE

CONSOLE, DELETE, ELSE, FOR,

different way.
Microsoft Basic has been described in

digit

single -keystroke

`shorthand' (like Sinclair), the following
keywords being available (and inserted
in the text) when their initial letters are

Japanese neatness --but no sockets: a maintenance 'minus'.

screen) as d goes higher (similar to a

VT100). We found d=15 to
be a comfortable setting and thought
Digital

that this was the nice ergonomic type of
feature which one should expect on an
up-market system. Unfortunately, d

defaults to zero (ie, ordinary jumpy
mode) as soon as a window is set up so
smooth scrolling only works on the full
screen. Finally, the parameter 'c' is a
switch which, when set (ie, c=1), will
display the current setting of the func-

tion keys in reverse video along the
bottom line of the screen - in fact, just

above the subsidiary set of function

keys installed along the lower edge of
the screen frame. To all intents and
purposes, this is uncannily similar to
the Hewlett Packard `softkey' scheme.
The second keyword is WIDTH,
which takes two parameters as follows:
WIDTH a,b. Here 'a' represents the
number of characters per line (the only
meaningful

values

are

80

or

40,

although other input will be accepted
and converted to the nearer of these

two); likewise, 'b' defines the number of
lines to be displayed on the screen (20
or 25). The characters displayed at the
different settings will vary according to
these parameters, so WIDTH 40,20
turns the system into a Noddy machine
with big friendly letters marching across
the screen. The final touch can be

brought about by the use of COLOR
which takes four parameters in the
range 0-7 where: 0 means Black, 1 is
Blue, 2 is Red, 3 is Violet, 4 is Green, 5
is Cyan, 6 is Yellow, 7 is White. So
COLOR a,b,c,d will cause the characters
to be written in colour 'a' against back-

ground of colour 'b' with the display
area framed by colour 'c'. Colour 'd'

CIRCLE, whose purpose is obvious, and
DRAW, which passes a character string
coded to enable:

1. Absolute horizontal and vertical movement;
2. Relative horizontal and vertical movement;
3. Colour definition;
4. Scale definition;
5. Angle definition.

In addition, LINE will connect point to

point, while PAINT can be used to

colour the inside of a figure. Finally,
GET@ and PUT@ will enable entire

onto the system in a great hurry and the
quality of the documentation bears this

facilities. The next step

over again, integrating all the clever bits
and pieces into the CP/M environment
(and it probably has the low level inter-

arrays, or accessed from them. Taken
together, these constitute pretty powerful graphics

would be to provide more sophisticated,
high level graphics capabilities so that
pie charts and graphs could be produced

with real data with the minimum of

programming effort.

All the facilities on the Oki seem

fairly accessible from within Basic. A

fairly sophisticated, interactive screenbased application, for instance, might
require input both from a light -pen and
from one of more of the function keys.
Such input would normally make itself
known to the programmer via an inter-

rupt, generated by the pen or key in
question and the routine would deal

it via an interrupt processing
routine. Alternatively, another application may require communication with a
remote machine and this would also be
interrupt driven. Commands exist within Basic (ie, OPEN, ON COM GOSUB,
COM ON, COM STOP, COM OFF) for
incorporating interrupt processing rout-

with

ines, enabling and disabling them as well

as disabling the interrupts themselves.
Only a few items remain - the command COPY produces a screen image on
the printer from within a Basic program,

CP/M

the number of lines per page

(default 66) and 'c' is the printer pitch
(default 24). Obviously, both scrolling
and colour have no relevance to a print-

er of this type. However, output can

frewaraly be directed to the printer by
prefixing an 'I,' to a command which
normally produces output on the
screen. Thus LPRINT as above, and also
LLIST and even LFILES.
Oki -Basic

does more than enable

colours to be specified on the screen.
Firstly, there is a cursor addressing via
LOCATE a,b,c where 'a' is the horizon-

tal screen position, 'b' is the vertical

screen position and 'c' is a switch which,
when off, causes the cursor to disappear
from view altogether. Beyond that,
there are the graphics capabilities of the
640x200
screen,
which
include

extra utilities under CP/M. These are
COPY, which does a track -by -track
copy of either the whole disk, or just
the system bit, or just the non -system
bit; and PRINT, which produces fancy
listing (ie, with a heading and the date
on each page). On the whole, it looked
to us as though CP/M was crammed

areas of the screen to be saved in named

defines the 'colour mask' which has the just as pressing the HARD COPY key
effect of eliminating from the display does from the keyboard. The loudall objects which do not contain some speaker is available via two commands,
components of this colour. By this BEEP, which accepts a character string
device some wondrous effects are possi- coded for tempo, pitch, scale, length,
ble - for instance, a picture can be rests and relative rises and falls in the
drawn in red, say, (against a black back- scale. Finally, the real-time clock is
ground) and then the command available via TIIVIE$ and DATE$ which
COLOR 1 will cause it to vanish are used both to reference and set these
from sight (although still preserved in values.
the RED 16k of video RAM), while a
blue picture is drawn. The command
COLOR , 4 will cause that to disappear
and a third, green picture can be drawn.
After all that, CP/M on the Oki is a
Then, by selecting different masks, bit of a let -down. It boots up all right
different combinations of these can be with a jazzy '52k CP/M' in different
superimposed on one another. The coloured, double height characters, but
default setting for COLOR is 7,0,0,7 it soon becomes apparent that few of
The printer can be configured in a the special features on the Oki are impsimilar fashion to the screen by WIDTH lemented or at least fully implemented
LPRINT a,b,c, where 'a' is the number under CP/M. For instance, instead of
of characters per line (80 or 40 again), COLOR, it is possible to change the
`b' is

ploit the hardware.
On the software side, Oki offers two

foreground colours or to get reverse
video by fiddling with an escape sequence, but that is all. Similarly, we
could find no way of programming
the function keys and the only one
that worked on boot -up (F10 - which
gave the time and date) immediately
crashed CP/M and converted the whole
system into a very expensive digital
clock. On the other hand, the width and
scrolling functions work (also with
escape sequences) as does the hard copy
facility, with the added bonus that one

can produce a printout of the screen

reduced by half, both horizontally and
vertically. For those of us who do not
rank Basic as our favourite language,
full implementation of a high-level
graphics package (`turtle' or Gino -F

like calls) would allow the user to ex-

out. If Oki could start the project all

face - what else could take up all the
space between the 64k of RAM that's

sitting in the system and the 52k boot up message?) and then carefully implementing some of the classic CP/M packages, like Wordstar, etc, then it would
have a product to reckon with. As it is,

the user is better off sticking to the
Basic environment where the system
software matches the hardware.

Enough on operating systems! The
application software offered with the
review system was conspicuously thin
on the ground. Apart from some enter-

graphics
demonstration
programs which were well put together

taining

and quite entertaining to watch, there
was a troubleshooting sort of utility
which offered to test different bits of
the system for you and a share analysis
program. We had a great deal of trouble

with the tester program, particularly
the memory test during which it came

up with problems and faults and the

occasional crash. Our own memory

testing program - which admittedly
didn't attempt to test the memory it

occupied itself - did not show up memory faults.

Other options were not

always reliable so we gave up on this
utility and tried the shares program.

This had overall a more impressive feel
to it, with a polished user -interface

(when you chose an option from the

menu, your selection changed colour in
confirmation) and some nice -looking
features. Unfortunately, it crashed when
we tried to write some data to a write protected disk and, having unprotected
the disk, we succeeded in destroying the
entire data file on the next attempt.

At this point the inquisitive reader
may be asking why people who don't
back up their disks first (would you
believe they didn't supply blank disks?
Excuses, excuses - Ed) are allowed to
be machine users in the first place; but
application software should be suffic-

that when we answer

iently robust

questions to the best of our abilities the
disk doesn't get destroyed.
Benchmarks

7

2.2
6.4
16.8
16.8
17.9
31.8
50.7

8

5.7

1

2

3
4
5

6

All times in seconds.

Potential
From the user's point of view, the

if800 hardware offers a comprehensive

set of very up-market features. Un-

fortunately, the people who can afford
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NOW YOU CAN PLAY

SUPER INVASION.

ON YOUR ZX80 & ZX81
s

TOTALLY FLICKER FREE

ocp*rx,ps0C

Absolutely no flicker. You don't need to press anything for the display to move!

3 LEVELS OF PLAY IN EACH GAME

SUPER INVASION
is the machine language game you and your
SUPER INVASION
Sinclair have been waiting tor. Cruel and crafty invaders have been spotted
in battle formation ready to attack with your ship just below them! Quickly
and skilfully you shift right and left as you carefully fire your lasers at them.
But watch out - they are accurate! 3 levels from easy to almost impossible
to beat

From easy to dangerously difficult - you'll find it
hard to resist the challenge time after time!

MOVING GRAPHICS
No hardware modifications are necessary to get
moving graphics. Just follow the instructions for cassette
loading and off -you go; no extra memory needed,

MACHINE LANGUAGE
These programs are written in the computer's own
language - only this way is it possible for continuous.
flicker free action to occur

ALL PROGRAMS ON CASSETTE
Loads just like any other program on cassette. Each

tape contains instructions on how best to load the
cassette.

FITS IK BASIC MACHINE
Amazing as it

is,

DOUBLE BREAKOUT
You'll be amazed to see how difficult it is for you to break through the
and even more astonished to see this ex.
ZX80 DOUBLE BREAKOUT
Try your skill on the easiest
citing game fit into your IK Sinclair
level because even with the most skilful! bat control you'll find it hard,to
catch at the fastest level! Breaking through the first barricade is easy but
don't be fooled for the second - it's much harder than you think! Two ball
angles and curved bat will keep the excitement going for hours!

all these moving graphics programs

fit into your basic IK Sinclair!

A.#

Now only £6 each

Access accepted for Mail Order

oCi".

4,

or phone 01-837 3154
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FROM THE PUBLISHERS OF THE BEST -I
SELLING BOOKS FOR THE SINCLAIR COMES:
NOT ONLY BUT ALSO...
PROGRAME FOR THE
SINCLAIR ZX81...IK

UNDERSTANDING

UNDERSTANDING YOUR
ZX81 ROM

Plus special section: How to use machine

YOUR

NOT ONLY...does this book contain over
30 fully debugged and exciting programs,
every one of which will fit into the basic IK
memory of your Sinclair ZX81 - including
programs such as STAR WARS, LUNAR

code routines in your BASIC programs.
by DR. I. LOGAN.

ZX 81 ROM

Dr Logan was the first person to dissassemble the Sinclair ZX80 Monitor and was
the co-author of the ZX80 COMPANION.
In UNDERSTANDING YOUR ZX81 ROM
Dr. Logan illustrates all the facilities of the
ZX81 Monitor, how it works and how you
can use it in your own programs.
A special section shows you how you can

by

Dr Ian Logan

LANDER, BLACKJACK, MINI ADVEN-

TURE, DRAUGHTS, BREAKOUT.
See°11..

BUT ALSO ...
Detailed explanation of
programs were written.

how these

c°66aos
SPe6:31weic"'`

vol

ose es

squeeze more power into your ZX81,

by using machine language and machine
language subroutines.
An essential book for those who really want
to understand the full working of the

Lots of hints on how
you can write exciting
programs for your
ZX81.
Numerous

space

saving techniques obviously invaluable to
the ZX81 owner.

PEEKS and POKES

SINCLAIR

Published by MELBOURNE HOUSE PUBLISHERS LTD.
Send Stamped, self-addressed envelope for FREE catalogue.
THE ESSENTIAL SOFTWARE COMPANY (Visconti Ltd)
47 Brunswick Centre, London W1 CN 1AF (01-837 3154)
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Please

NIL' AMU
rush me NOT ONLY 30 PROGRAMS FOR THE

SINCLAIR ZX81 1K: at E6.95 each

the other
'complicated'
functions
are
clearly
explained.

I enclose a cheque/postal order for £

MUCH,

Name

and

all

MORE..
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SINCLAIR ZX81.f8.95
30 PROGRAMS
FOR THE

MUCH
6.95

Please

also

rush UNDERSTANDING YOUR ZX81

ROM

by Dr. I. Logan at £8.95

Address

+50p post and pack.

these accessories tend not to be the
average microcomputer enthusiast, still

the dreaded 14 -year old junkies
whose programming prowess upstages
their elders. Instead, we find this sector
populated by lab scientists (in both industry and higher education) and (perhaps) status -conscious and undoubtedly
busy executives and managers who are
interested in a micro in the same way
that they are interested in a wristwatch
- something to be consulted for the results it can produce rather than for the
pleasure afforded by the consultation.
Such users probably resent the
less

amount of time spent keying in their

data, let alone the time wasted in learning to program and programming their
problems on a machine. Instead they require high quality software, either packages or produced in-house. For people
in this market, who would probably be
willing to pay for function keys, light
pen and fancy colour graphics, there is a
gaping hole in the complete Oki picture
- substantial quantities of reliable, high

pages) describes how to connect up the
system and get it started. There are sections describing the operation of all the
special keys; the operation of the
commands required to set the size and

colour parameters of the display; and
a section on Troubleshooting. The next
manual is entitled `I/O Interface for
Basic Unit' and it describes every line
and signal for every I/O route into the
system. As a brief reminder, these include the ROM cartridge, the light pen,
the RS232 port, the audio -cassette,

colour or mono video, the disk con-

troller and the little motherboard
tucked in at the back of the cabinet.
The next manual deals with the disk
operating system utilities which are
gathered together in a menu -driven pro-

gram called `IFUTY'. This covers the
usual maintenance and housekeeping
chores like formatting and backing up

Documentation

more

serious -looking

manila

folder.

On inspection, this turned out to con-

tain five slimmer manuals covering
CP/M, Basic, Installation and Opera-

tion, the I/O interface and the disk

operating software. There were fre-

quent tables and nicely labelled

dia-

grams and it was only on closer inspection that the poor standard of the
English translation emerged. On several

counts, the worst one was the CP/M
manual which begins, enigmatically and
ambiguously: 'No better CP/M could be
found than the if-CP/M Digital Research
will be surprised to find it.' There
follows a brief description of the if800

features which aren't available under
standard CP/M, with nothing on standard CP/M, so a user will need a
separate manual for these

features.

Brief and unsatisfactory references are
made to tantalisingly important facilities, eg: 'Files such as if -BIOS, RS232C

handling

and

DISPACH

are

resident on diskette and they are useful
for the changes of BIOS'. At only seven
pages

long,

the CP/M document

is

clearly inadequate as a user manual. It
looks like a rush -job and its short-

comings may have obscured some of the
features of the CP/M implementation as
we reported in an earlier section.
Fortunately, none of the other
manuals appears to have been produced
by the writer responsible for trans-

lating the CP/M manual and one

is

seldom unable to extract meaning from
the fairly frequent grammatical con-

tortions. The Operations Manual (52

(ie,

only four drives so the 8in drives would

be instead of 5in external drives. The
bus is Oki's own, so all future options
are likely to come only from them, and
this is a disadvantage.
On the software side, the if800

comes standard only with Microsoft

Basic so it is necessary to look to CP/M

to provide the means for a range of

software options. It was not clear to us
how one went about exploiting all the

nice Oki features through CP/M, so
there may not be much incentive to
undertake this kind of enhancement in

Prices

At the time of this review the Oki if800

had one distributor, Encotel, in this
country. Encotel had not firmly set a

presentative in Germany, we found that

with no listing in any manual of the

The documentation supplied with the
review machine consisted of a variety
of flashy sales brochures and a thick,

double -sided

error codes.

offer an inexpensive alternative. Assuming all the interface boards mentioned in the documentation exist,
graphics an added bonus.

double -density

1Mbyte per disk) disks and a variety
of interfaces including parallel (Centronics), IEEE 488, A to D and D to A
converters. The software can recognise

Syntax: ERROR error code
Explanation: Makes an error simulated
Example: ERROR 5'

Consider:
`ERROR

both control and programming should
be straightforward, with the colour

8in

price but when pressed thought 'around
£4000' for the review machine, with no
ideas on what any add-ons would cost.
We then asked about maintenance for
the machine. The reply to this question
was that Encotel would do its best. No
arrangements had yet been made with a
maintenance company.

programming a single -user mini (say a

PDP11 running RT11) the if800 may

options include a controller for dual

disks. Some of the options are a bit the first place.
obscure and it's hard to see (and it's

certainly not explained) why one would
use them.
Finally, the Basic manual consists of
quality application software that uses
the Oki's hardware potential. The if800 a list of all commands, instructions and
is a machine begging for a good soft-, functions fairly tersely described. This is
ware house to take it in. And they well below Microsoft's standard of
have to be willing to program in Basic documentation - at worst the descriptions are brief to the point of obscurity.
(or to do a lot of systems level work).

For the lab scientist who is used to

but after that all expansion must occur
from the three vacant slots. Projected

In

conversation with the Oki re-

Our overall impression of the
manuals was that they were sufficiently
detailed to be quite strong on hardware
but on software were too sketchy to be
much use at all. A rewrite is called for.

he expected the machine to retail for

Expansion

machine.

The review system was nearly fully
expanded. From the documentation it
appears that a minimal system would
have neither CRT nor disk drives. Instead, it would look somewhat like a
Teletype 43 but with 64k RAM, the
port, loudspeaker and an
attached cassette for backing store. The
RS232

next step up would be to hook up a
domestic TV set, using the 40 characters

per line option. After that is the review
machine with monochrome display and
dual minifloppies, and then the colour
display. Moving beyond the review

machine and after installing the light
pen, perhaps a ROM cartridge full of
useful application software would be
the next step (although nothing in the
documentation suggests that these actually exist in any quantity or that it
would be straightforward for a software

house to 'program them). Two more
minifloppy drives can be added without

about $7500.

Conclusion
The Oki if800 is a rather classy looking

It comes crammed full of

hardware features (integral printer, high
resolution colour graphics, function
keys, light pen) which are supported in
a variant of Microsoft Basic.

If the machine sounds appealing, a
word of caution - this is a machine that
needs a good dealer network. There are
no sockets anywhere and so any hardware failure could be quite expensive to

repair. Also currently notable for its

absence is a solid software base. There
are programmers in this world who
would like to be able to access the
hardware (especially the graphics) in a
language other than Basic in a straightforward manner. An implementation of
the UCSD p system with turtle graphics

would be a big step forward. And, of
course, a few tailor-made application
packages would not go amiss.
For any manufacturer

worrying

about how close the Japanese are to
producing machines that will take over
the market, the answer must be - very

using up extra slots on the backplane, close.

Technical specification
CPU:

Memory:
Keyboard:

Z80A
64k dynamic RAM, 48k video RAM, 2k ROM

100 keys including numeric, editing and function keys 20 or
24 lines of 40 or 80 lines, 640x200, 8 colours, 12inch diagonal
Printer:
Microline 80, 5x7 dot matrix, 80 or 40 chars per line.
Cassette:
43 kbytes per second.
Disk drives:
Double density double sided 5in, 280 kbytes per unit,
up to 4 drives.
Ports:
1 RS232 port standard, 1 RS232 port, 1 Centronics port
optional.
System software: CP/M optional
Languages:

Basic 80, Assembler, Bascom
PCW 93
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SOF
Neil Cryer reviews the new, British -made EPROM programmer.
Softy2 is an EPROM programmer and
ROM emulator for single rail EPROMs

of type 2516/2716 and 2532/2732.
(Type 2708 requires Softyl.) It is
advertised as a complete development
system which means that the user can
create and modify programs in RAM
and then, when satisfied, save them in
EPROM. This is achieved by plugging
Softy2 into the socket of the host
system that will eventually be occupied

by the required EPROM, working out
the hex code program, typing it in and
testing it using Softy to display it,

section by section, on a TV screen.

Softy has facilities for putting parts of
the program onto cassette tape as they
are deemed satisfactory and then,
once the program is complete, burning
it into the EPROM. It can also copy

these functions be clearly separated and
that illustrations of Softy2 be used
for the Softy2 manual.
The documentation assumes a competent programmer who is comfortable
with hex code as distinct from assembler language.

Operation
I set up the review machine with three
separate televisions which had performed satisfactorily with other computer
systems. Two required an adjustment

to see how much memory has been
used and to judge where relative jumps

- so often used in hex code prog-

gramming - are in order. A cursor, in
the form of a highlighted area, can be
moved left, right, up and down.

Hex code may be entered at the

cursor position merely by pressing the
appropriate hex keys. Typing in the two
hex digits necessary to fill the current
memory location causes the cursor to
move onto the next position. There is
an alternative cursor for helping with
the calculation of relative jumps. The
separation between the two cursors is
displayed in hex on the top line of the
screen.

Softy2's routines are designed in a

and useful fashion for the
programmer who is comfortable thinklogical

in hex. For example: INSERT
allows a new block of hex code to be
entered in the middle of a previous
program. Although the insertion may
corrupt some addressing of jumps or
calls, there are other routines to help
with the correction. DELETE allows
a block of code to be removed and the

ing

resulting gap to be closed up - which is

the inverse of the INSERT routine.

MOVE allows a block of up to 110 hex
GOTO page 164

EPROMs.

Softyl, reviewed in PCW Vol 3 No
6, June 1980, is still available, by the
way.

Construction
Softy2 is about 7in by 9in by 2in
and is protected by a rather flimsy

plastic case. The majority of ICs are
soldered rather than plugged into the
the printed circuit board, which might
be inconvenient if any had to be replaced. The advertising literature, which
states 'no hidden extras', shows a plug
and flying lead connected to the output
ports. No plug is supplied and soldering
it into place would involve completely
dismantling the machine from its case

and backing. The keyboard is of the

flat, plastic, touch -sensitive type and is

an integral part of the printed circuit
board. A zero insertion force socket is
provided for the EPROM to be copied
or programmed.

Documentation

Two manuals were supplied with the
review machine, both with the name
Softy on the front cover. Closer inspection suggested that one was for Softy2

and the other for Softyl, which performs different tasks. I had to read

these manuals several times to get the
best out of them. The task was made
no easier since both had illustrations
of the Softyl model and because
general instructions on use were interspersed with information on SC/MP
programming. I would recommend that
94 PCW

of the horizontal hold which upset

normal reception. The third gave a

steady picture with the display shifted
somewhat to the left.
Softy2's keyboard is touch -sensitive
and requires firm pressure from a

correctly located finger. It thus shares
the disadvantage of all such cheap
keyboards in that the action can be very

hit and miss. The only way the user
can be certain that he has made contact
is by seeing if the display has changed.

This perpetual switching of attention
between the screen and the keyboard
can be slow and tiring.

The Softy2 display shows the hex
contents of memory in lines of 16
bytes. Each block of eight lines is alternately light and dark to make it easier
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The DA Personal Computer is 1-t/1 teI/
*High Performance*
<<,

*High Value*

Standard Features
4k Resident High -Speed Basic
16 Colour High -Resolution Graphics (255 x 335)
Scrolling Screen Editor
Sound Commands for Music Generation
Very High Speed Hardware Maths Option
Resident Monitor for Machine Language Programming
Programmable Parallel Ports

tandard TV Interface via Aerial Socket
RS232 Serial Port and Dual Cassette Interfaces
Manufactured by:

DAI

Available from:
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GUESS WHAT?
THE MONTHLY COMPETITION FROM GUESTEL

Two items in the above photograph have changed
from the last issue.
There is no prize for noticing we've changed the printer,

thats already a give away at £275.
It's the other item that you can win if your entry
is the first to be drawn on November 14th
at our Brighton office.
Send your entry to Dept. PCW at the Brighton office.

---1111111106011L-

EXPANSION THROUGH EFFICIENCY
For mail order and free advice on your systems requirements

24 HOUR
CALL -OUT SERVICE

NOW EXTENDED

contact:

BRIGHTON OFFICE

LONDON OFFICE

AUTHORISED APPLE DEALER

15 GRAND PARADE BRIGHTON

8-12 NEW BRIDGE STREET

AND LEVEL 1 SERVICE CENTRE

EAST SUSSEX BN2 2QB
TELEPHONE 0273 695264

LONDON EC4V 6AL

OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY

NEW OFFICE

All prices ex VAT and P&P

TELEPHONE 01-583 2255

All items subject to availability

Whatever you want! Whenever you need!

oBmc will be there!!
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KG -1 2C (GREEN)

BM -1 2C1. (COLOUR)

Using scope of Monitor
For Account/Statics, Telecommunication, Education, Medical, Amusement
For Any purpose of Data & Video Display

411-)

BMC INTERNATIONAL-

Tanimachi 5-27, Higashi -Ku, Osaka, Japan

Phone:OSAKA 768-7791
Telex :64930 NISEMIC J, 527-8636 BMCINT J
Cable : BMCINT OSAKA

11) gmc

ELEKTRON IK GIVIBH

Capimcenter, Ross Markt 15 6000 Frankfurt am Main 1
F. R. of Germany(West Germany)

Phone:0611 -20516
Telex : 412889 CAPI D
Cable: CAPIM FRA

BOOKFARE
Malcolm Peltu gets his teeth into the latest printed words.

A prescription
for
solutions
One of the golden oldies of computer

marketing runs: 'We are not in the computer business. We are in the problem solving

business.' Never was a truer

word spoken in zest.

Programs should exist primarily to
solve problems (or exploit opportunities, depending on your frame of
mind). Too many books on program-

ming and too many programmers, however, seem to regard producing code as
an end in itself. Problem Solving Principles for Basic Programmers by William
E Lewis is therefore a welcome contribution to the ongoing computer literacy

situation scenario. And Brain of the

Firm by Stafford Beer takes the whole
concept of problem solving onto a higher conceptual level of complexity by
examining the nature of how organisations and information systems behave,
using insights based on the study of the
human nervous system.
Beer's book is far more important on
a global scale and includes the first

an excellent one because it shows that
programming is just one aspect of
general problem solving techniques.

My main criticism is that the computer examples are taken at too rushed
a pace, with insufficient description and
discussion of the example, either in the
text or as comments within the coding.
The fault may be due to the format of
the book. The nature of the material is
ideally suited to a step-by-step approach

frequently used in educational texts,
particularly in self -instruction courses.

It would be helpful, for example, to

have the computer problem stated, then
the reader asked to consider a solution.

The key aspects of the coding could
then be analysed on their own before

the completed program is shown. As it
is, Lewis tends to leap in with coding
boots first, presenting the complete
programmed solution immediately. His
discussion of the program assumes the
reader is sufficiently au fait with the
programming language to appreciate
full gist of his message.

This is a pity. The book has greatest
value, I believe, to newcomers to programming who might be slightly intim-

detailed description of how he tried to idated by the writer's approach.
use a computing network to assist PresFor me, the most useful part of the
ident Allende's ill-fated regime in Chile. book is on debugging. This is probably
Although Beer's theories are of rele- the hardest aspect of programming to
vance to managers and computer spec- learn in any formal way. Why Do You
ialists, it is Lewis's book which is of the Need A Personal Computer? by Lance
most immediate interest to the practical Leventhal and Irving Stafford (which I
computerist. Lewis's subtitle is 'Applied reviewed in the August `Bookfare')
logic, psychology and grit' which gives a made a useful stab at discussing debugfeel

for what he is trying to do. He

approaches the programming task from

the point of view of problem solving,
not coding. He examines the logical
processes needed, human attitudes to
tackling computing and provides some
true grit bits of advice.

The book is available in four differ-

ent flavours. The version I have gives all

examples in Basic. Other editions have
examples in Fortran, Pascal or a general'interlingua' version for all
ised
programmers.

Lewis structures the book around 40
`prescriptions', things like: Make Sure
There Is Method In Your Madness and
He Who Digs A Pit Will Fall Into It. He
admits that at first glance, 'some of the
prescriptions may seem trivial or trite
and not appear to justify a detailed analysis. However, it is believed that past
experience shows that they do indeed
provide commonsense panaceas to many

of the programming errors constantly

repeated every day.' These prescriptions

may be something of a gimmick, but
they are an effective gimmick because

they crystalise programming home
truths that are easily forgotten into
some memorable 'silver bullets'.
The bulk of the book relates to prob-

lem definition, analysis and paths to

solution. For each description, there is
generally an overview of the ailment the
prescription is designed to cure, follow-

ging, but Lewis does it in a more considered way. He provides 16 debugging pre-

scriptions. Here are just a few to give
you the taste of Lewis's style. Debug-

ging Prescription 3 is: Courage Is Grace
Under Pressure. Lewis explains: 'This
prescription states we must momentarily set aside our ego in the debugging
process, for debugging requires the utmost of our logical abilities. When finding a bug proves difficult, we often start
blaming the hardware... and other common "whipping boys" like the compiler,
assembler, operating system, or the fact
the program is someone else's.' He
concludes: 'It is essential to concentrate
solely on the problem at hand, disdaining facile excuses. It is sometimes help-

ful to make a game of the process and
pretend that you are a detective in

search of a suspect.'
In both debugging and general problem solving, Lewis emphasises the cruc-

role of psychological factors and
`tricks', like game playing, which can

ial

help the programmer. But psychological
forces, he says, can both aid and inhibit
our ability to design and debug programs.
Inhibitive psychological forces, according to Lewis, include having a defensive
ego, imagining unnecessary constraints,
lack of imagination and ignoring known
symptoms. Two other psychological factors are covered by Debugging prescrip-

Lewis. 'Have a drink, play tennis, watch

TV. Sometimes incubation can occur
on the way to the coffee machine; it
often takes no more than a momentary
distraction to make the bug pop out.'
Prescription 12 is Misery Enjoys
Company - Brainstorm. 'If our imagination fails, nothing could be wiser than

to discuss our problem with others, especially colleagues working on the same
project who have a general understanding of the goals of the program. Even if
you are the sole programmer, it may be
a good idea to seek advice from others.
Free of your mistakes, they may have a
positive contribution to make. Merely
describing the characteristic of the bug
will help you to gain a new perspective
on the problem.'

Some of Lewis's prescriptions are
good advice but probably impractical
in a commercial environment because
he argues against trying to force solutions against a deadline. One of his adproblem solving prescriptions,
for example, is Beware of Anxiety - It's
vanced

Heavy. 'A cause of mental blocks is

placing too much importance on obtain-

ing a solution as quickly as possible.
Such an attitude can only create addit-

ional stress in the problem -solving pro-

cess.' This may be fine for a personal

programmer with no external deadlines.
But pressure, deadlines and anxiety are
an integral part of the business environment in which so much programming is
done.

Despite my reservations about the

unreality of some prescriptions and the
way in which programming examples
are dealt with, I would recommend this
book to all programmers and potential
programmers. At times it may seem to
be stating the obvious, but it provides a
chance to carry out one of Lewis's prescriptions: Step Back and View The

Forest. 'Often we become so involved
with a programming problem that we
cannot see the overall picture no matter

how hard we try.' This is a valuable

reminder to programmers that, whatever
language you prefer, whatever size computer you use, the main aim in the overall picture is to solve problems.

Beer refreshes
untouched parts
Brain of the Firm by Stafford Beer is a
classic work in management sciences,
computing, cybernetics, physiology. It
is also a tragic book.

Tragic because Beer attempted to

implement his computing blueprint to

assist

left-wing Chilean President
Allende between 1971 to 1973.
Although he only had two small computers at his disposal, Beer had established

a nationwide information network to
help monitor and plan the economy.

But the best laid plans of mice and men
can be gnawed away by rats, the CIA,
ed by non -computer and computer Incubate When Stuck On Bug. Whenever et al. On 11 September 1973 Beer was
examples of what the effects of using you experience a mental block, incubate in London, talking to the Liberal Party
the prescription can be. This approach is the problem by putting it aside, advises in the City. He was due to return to
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tions 7 and 12. Prescription 7 states:

Chile. As he walked out of the meeting,
he saw a newspaper placard stating
`Allende Assassinated'.
Brain of the Firm was first published

variety of benefits have been sought; variety of ways but with a central
sometimes money has been saved but hierarchy leading to the managing direcall too often the pay-off has been tor. Beer explains: 'diagnostically, for
negligible.'
instance, this means that a pain in the

One of the main problems, he
in 1972 and translations produced in
many languages. The latest edition is argues, has been the way in which
an update on that first version. As well organisation behaviour has been descrias a description of the Allende experi- bed via conventional organisation charts
ment, it includes Beer's retrospective which bear little relation to the real
comments on his original work. What is world. The origins of most large enter-

remarkable, however, is not so much the

changes he makes to update the work

but the fact that the bulk of Beer's ideas
remain unchanged, despite the incredible micro revolution in technology

which has taken place in the last ten
years. In fact, the availability of cheap
computing

power

reinforces

Beer's

analysis because it makes the techno-

logy capable of matching his concept of
how organisations behave and should be

managed - as a group of interacting
autonomous units under central coordination.

The title of the book really says it
Beer regards a company as one
example of a large and complicated
all.

system. Other examples are animals and
national economic systems. He is

interested in applying general theories
of organisation control (the main thrust
of cybernetics) to practical manage-

ment. In particular, he sees a close

analogy between the way the human
brain behaves and the role of management in an organisation. As he puts it:

`The fact is that the firm is very like
an animal (let us say a human) body.
It has a head, where top direction
resides. It has a trunk, housing the vital
organs. It has limbs, or branches,
services, inputs and outputs of energy
linked by a metabolic process, and so on
indefinitely.' This analogy is used more

than just as a literary metaphor but

explores the comparison in scientific
detail, in terms of biological, computing
and management sciences.

prises, he points out, were frequently in
small operations under autocratic entrepreneurs. As the firm grew, the boss had

arm is not necessarily to be treated with
embrocation; it may well be a symptom
of heart disease. And in industry, heavy
costs in an office may result in a room-

of people being replaced by a
computer while the informational links
ful

used by the human beings are cut off
because they were not understood.' He
then develops his thesis of how a new
to delegate responsibilities. The way management order can be involved,
these responsibilities were developed using computers, which allow for
depended on the experiences and the automatic actions and interactions

whims of the boss rather than an between parts of the organisation's
objective analysis of organisational be- `body' but without creating central
haviour and requirements. At one time,
Beer explains, the control of a firm was

overboard; or general breakdowns when
the brain (or management team) try to

people interacting with each other. The
problem he pinpoints is that these
natural developments were then described via ad hoc organisation charts which

automatic behaviour.

a function of the different types of make coordinated

at first related to what actual people

were doing but then became abstracted
into a generalised organisation structure.
`It would be disastrous if some neurotically disposed chairman or consultant
tried to insist that everyone behave

like the organisation chart.' He high-

lights the particular difficulties that the
generalised concepts of organisation

sense

out of the

In a review of this length, I do not
attempt to reveal anything other than
the briefest tip of a significant intellectual iceberg. Although Beer writes
lucidly, it isn't an easy book to read. It
requires concentration and time to

consider and reconsider the implications.

In today's facile world of instant

mass

media

communications

and

attempts to package complex ideas in
easily digested but bland and meaningcharts can bring when applied to key less packages, asking for such an effort
functions which do not fit neatly into may be too much for some people. But
any particular box and come under the I hope that Beer's work is taken serioucategory of 'general management'. Prod- sly by many PCW readers. Most publiuction
control and
management shed works leave the mind untouched
accounting, for example, are often and unrefreshed; this Beer really does
taken as general management tasks. refresh the parts other authors never
But as the General Manager cannot be
expected to have too many different
managers of this ilk reporting to him,
these general management functions
have usually been squeezed into some Thames TV's 'Living In The Future'
series for young children is one of
existing organisation box.

Future Kidology

writes from experience. He
worked in management for 20 years,

But when Beer looks at the brain the gentler attempts to describe the
analogy, he identifies these general `micro revolution'. If you missed it,
management activities as analogous to you can get the book of the film by

man and a consultant to many com-

anatomy that links the cerebral cortex
Perhaps l'iswas's' plumptious super (the overall control part of the brain) girl Sally James misted my eyes but I

Beer

has been a managing director and chair-

panies and governments. He writes particularly sharply about the way managers have wasted their greatest ally in
trying to come to grips with the
increasingly complex task of managing

the role played by the part of the

Alan Radnor.

with the brain stem, which is linked

much preferred the TV film. Or perhaps

to the spinal chord and through that to
the rest of the body. All information
received

by

the cortex

is

filtered

modern organisations - the computer. through what are called the basal ganglia
Computing technology, he says, offers and diencephalon. The cortex (which
management something which could Beer compares to top management)
`make the managerial world utterly makes its decision based on evidence
different.' But he believes that manage- not so much of the facts but the
ments have used computers merely to facts as presented to it by the level
improve or `soup -up' traditional mana- below. Similarly, he insists that staff
gerial methods and have precluded functions that are often dismissed as
the emergence of a new management general management play the crucial
order based on exploiting the techno- function of filtering information
logy.
between the 'real' world and the world
`There is a rather widespread use of as perceived by top management.
computers in the role of new lamps for
At a broader system level, he draws
old,' he says. 'Routine office work is a crucial analogy between the
done by machines; sometimes staff `autonomic' behaviour of an animal and
have been saved, sometimes not. More what might very superficially be called
and better output has been obtained; `distributed computing systems'. A
sometimes people have known how to body and a firm consists of autonomous
make use of it, and sometimes not. A units interlinked with each other in a

is that I saw the TV film before the
riots in Toxteth, Brixton, etc, brought
home the reality of today and made the
it

picture of a sanitised middle class future
difficult to take seriously.
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Firstly, let me praise the book for material has duty to avoid blue skies
what it is good at. It is attractively predictions. For most children reading
produced, with lots of illustrations and the book; the future is darkened by
relatively little text. It is good at thunder clouds. New technology may
explaining chips in kid's terms (but is offer a ray of hope but it should not be
not very good at software). Radnor also
gives refreshing emphasis to non computer technologies, particularly
energy, which is often forgotten in
`impact of micro' scenarios. As in
the TV series, the main emphasis, quite
rightly, is on the application of the
technology at home, school, work, the

allowed to artifically dazzle or to
alienate.

logy itself.
But, as in

future.

Provided book is placed in context,
Living In The Future does offer a reasonable introduction to the use of
information technology. But I think
that parents, teachers, uncles, big

brothers and others should explain

doctor, etc, rather than on the techno- that
most

pro -technology

propaganda, there is little hint of the
problems of implementing the techno-

logy or of any of the likely negative

it

is a very partial picture of the

Book shorts

of the background to this interesting
book (although it may, unfortunately,
seem to be interesting only to those

interested in the subject).
It provides historical, legal and international perspectives around the core of
the book, which offers statistics on
what has happened to women in
computing.
already

There are chapters on women in

management, in the office environment
and home -based freelance programmers.
It is a useful reference work and should
be particularly valuable to union
officials, personnel officers and those
involved in employing computing staff
or planning education or vocational
development policies or courses.

NCC

effects. The accent is definitely on the

the drawings of likely
future scenes contain white, middle
class families and are worthy of an

Audit of
Computer
Systems

positive. All

WOMEN IN

advert for washing powder or mashed
potatoes. The images are of spacious,
well designed houses, well cut lawns
outside, fitted kitchens, etc; of compu-

(011RITINCI

AMOUNT

10102 00
10105 00
40320 00
10100 00
10105 00
10102 00
10104 00
10101 00
10100 00

ters in your own home to take your
temperature and give you a medical
diagnosis; of schools with advanced
computers

and

cinemascope

screens.

This is matched with

a

DEBIT

OEPT.NO./

video

fulsome

10101

acceptance and oversell of computing
potential. For example, it is said that
word processors 'not only type letters
but make sure there are no mistakes'.

and speaking different languages
because you will have a pocket electronic dictionary which will speak for
ing

A

r4T
JOCR

.000R
.3 OCR

115.00
691.03
150.00

'32.00
0

1

00

10103 00
10101 00
10103 00
10103 00
10101 00
10101 00
10101 00
10101 00
39000 00
39000 30
10104 00
10105 00
10105 00

In the future, Radnor says, international
communications will be easier. 'There
will be fewer problems with understand-

CR

'0

1

8

6

265
63

195;

b

23

63.t,
320.64

372.67

A J Thomas
I J Douglas

64.40
(41 simelnc
Audit
of
Computer
Systems by Fred
Women
in
Computing
by
G
L
Simons:
you.'
Now I don't expect a book for `The new consciousness of the rights of Thomas and Ian Douglas is a practical
children to provide a negative critique women in society has yielded legisla- aid to managers, accountants, computer

tion, changed attitudes and pressures
for further improvements. There is a
need for change in industry and elsewhere. The data processing industry is
no exception. There is evidence here

staff and auditors on how to apply

to be practical and realistic. When
many children are living in appalling
housing condition, where the National
Health Service is on the verge of
tion system short of money, educational

That is the publisher's description

pages a wealth of practical advice and

of the technology. But I do expect
it

basic audit objectives to companies with
a computer.

Both authors have experience of

computing and accounting and describe

collapse, with the prospect of work of anti -women discrimination and pre- clearly any computing or accounting
jargon. They pack into less than 200
for school leavers is poor; and the educa- judice.'

guideliness covering topics such as
auditing implications for systems
development, . data
file
control,

interrogation, online and distributed

systems. Other chapters cover control

and standards, organisational and procedural audits, statutory computer audits,
risks, losses and frauds.
This month's Bookfare included:
Problem Solving Principles for Basic
Programmers by William E Lewis
(Hayden, £7.35);

Brain of the Firm by Stafford Beer
(Wiley, 11.50) ;

Living in the Future by Alan Radnor

(ITV
Books/MacDonald
Phoebus,
£3.50);
Women in Computing by G L Simons

`We've done it sir! We've developed a system

that's completely incompatible with anything
in existence!'
100 PCW

(National Computing Centre, £6.50);

Audit of Computer Systems by A J
Thomas and

I J Douglas (National
Computing Centre, £9.50).
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Alan Sutcliffe continues his series.

100
110
120
90
900
910
920

M=10
F=0
0=1
REM SUBROUTINE
F=F+n
IF F<M THEN 9:30
F=F-M
n=F+G
940 IF O<M THEN 960
950 0=0- h'

First of all this month, I am continuing

give zeros for ever. The remaining M2-1

my notes on generating sequences of pairs of values may or may not form a
integers with the minimum amount of single cycle - usually they do not. Here
computing. Laziness is as useful an is the series for M=3: 0 1 1 2 0 2 2 1 0
attribute in programmers as it is in 1 1. . . This repeats after eight terms =
mathematicians; I often spend hours 32-1, the maximum possible. To conlooking for a way just to save a few firm this, note that within the sequence
seconds with a shorter program or a every possible pair of values occurs just
simpler proof. It's partly an obsession once: 01, 02, 10, 11, 12, 20, 21, 22,
with economy, mother of elegance, and
it may not be so silly if the program is
used often enough.
I then return to the ever -fascinating

topic of Knight's tours on a

chess-

board, and a new problem proposed by
a reader. (Which reminds me to say that
I would like to get more feedback and,
whether it's a comment, question,

development, pattern or a downright
contradiction of what I've said, let me
hear from you.) As well as its inherent
interest, I hope that the discussion of
Knight's tours throws some useful light

on methods of problem -solving with
computers. In particular, the balance
between analysis on paper, mathematics
if you like, and getting results with the
aid of a program.

More Fibonacci

Last month I wrote about using the

Fibonacci series to generate patterns of
integers in

an economical way. To

recap, the series is: 0 1 1 2 3 5 8 13 21
34... defined by
Fn+1 = Fn+ F n-1
with
F0=0 and F1=1.

This clearly increases without limit so

the trick is to use the remainder on
division by some value M, called the
modulus. M will be chosen to suit the
application: the length of a list from

which words are to be chosen, for

except for 00.
For M=4 the cycle could be up to 15
terms but it is much shorter: 0 1 1 2 3 1
0 1 1. . . Only six terms. The remaining

pairs of values appear in two other

different starting
values: 0 2 2 0 2 2. . . and 0 3 3 2 1 3 0
sequences

33...

This

having

situation, where the

break up into several cycles,

values
is

the

normal one. It is as well, therefore,
before using this method with a par-

ticular value of M, to check on the cycle
length. Program B does this.
So the problem is how to extend the

cycle length without too much extra
computing. My first thought was simply

to increase the number of terms to be
added together to 3, 4 or 5, instead of
2. But there is a slightly more economical way than this which has much the
same effect. Take the sum of two terms,

but not those immediately preceding
the new term to be defined. There are

two ways we have not yet used of
choosing two terms from the last three.
In each case it is now necessary to
define the first three terms of the series.

ducing only one value at a time, a
version of this method is given later, in
Program D.

A major drawback of this method,

however, is the fairly short cycle of
repeating values that it gives. The

longest possible cycle is M2 -1. Fn -1
and Fn define the next value, and each

of these is in the range 0 to M-1. So

there are M2 different possible pairs of
values for Fn -1 and Fn. But the series
beginning 0 0 will simply repeat itself to

FOR M=50 TO 60
F(1)=0
F(2)=1
K=2
I=1
G=F(1)+F(2)
IF G<M THEN 200
G=G-M
IF 0=0 THEN 250
F(I)=G

20 I=3 -I

230 K=K+1
240 00 TO 170
250 0=F(3 -I)

760 L=I
T=I

200 T=T*0
290 T=T--M*INT(T/M)

300 IF T=1 THEN 330
310
320
330
340
350

L=L+1
GO TO 2:30

PRINT M,K*L,M*M-1
NEXT M
STOP
CYCLE
300
72
84

M

50
51

52
53
54
55
56
57
58

108

72
20
48
72

42
58
120

59
60

MAX=M*M-1
2499
2600
2703
2806
2915
3024
0135
3248
3363
3480
3599

Program B with sample output.

1'70

G=0

1

H=1

(b) Gn+i = Gn-1 + Gn-2

900 F=F+0
910 IF 1- :M THEN 930

1i

REM SUBROUTINE

0 0 1 0 1 1 1 2 2 3 4 5 7 9 12 16 21

Now it does not follow that the cycle
of these series for a particular M is going
to be longer than for the plain

routine will be much
quicker than a call to the RND function
on most machines. If you insist on pro-

DIM F(2)
PRINT "
M","CYCLE","MAX=M*M-1"

0 0 1 1 1 2 3 4 6 9 13 19 28 41 60
88 129...

This is shown in Program A, which
produces two values for each call. This
is handy if you can use values two at a
carded, the

100
110
20
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210

100 M=10
110 F=0

(a)Gn+i = Gn + Gn-2

28...

time, but even if one of them is dis-

(mod M).

Go =G =0 ,G2 =1

example, or the size of the plotting area
in graphics. It is not necessary to carry
out a division - since the values to be
added are always less than M, at most
one subtraction of M is all that is
needed.

960 RETURN
Program A. Simple Fibonacci series

Another advantage of using only two

terms is that the remainder can be produced with, at most, one subtraction,
rather than by repeated subtraction or
by division.

Fibonacci series. But it does have the

chance to be longer, for the maximum is

now M3-1, the number of possible
triplets, excluding 0 0 0. If it is acceptable to produce these values three at a

9'7'0

F=F-M

30 0=0+H
940 IF G<M THEN 960

950 0=0-M
9A0 H=H+F
970 IF H<M THEN 990
9S0 H=H-M
990 RETURN
Program C. 3 new values at each call.

every such pair of values will give rise
to a new series. For example, in series

(b) above, the next term can also be
time, Program C is the way to do it. defined by
However, if you insist on producing
only one value at a time, look at Pro- Gn+i = Gn + Gn-4
gram D. The values here have to be

shifted down each time, which entails
three extra assignment statements and

This can be proved by a bit of algebra,

but it is easy enough to spot dupli-

an extra variable. So you can have three
values almost for the price of one.

cations like this by inspection. As

tended by using two values from earlier

for the variables.
Another easy way to introduce

This technique can

still

easily be ex-

in the series. But notice that not

before, variants of the series can be got
by starting with different initial values
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Hill, London has sent me a list of a com-

plete set of Knight's tours, on an 8x8
board of the more conventional kind, in
which each cell is visited just once in a

tour. The list is complete in the sense
that there is a tour for each different

variety is to vary the value of M. This possible pair of starting and ending cells.
The problem is in two distinct parts.
can always be increased without danger
but if M is decreased then the sum of First, enumerate all possible different
the two terms can be greater than 2M, pairs of starting and finishing cells. I
and the values may increase out of shall call such a pair of cells a journey,
control. There is no guarantee that a while a tour from one to the other is a
longer sequence will result and a check route. On an 8x8 board there are 136
should always be made that the cycle journeys. Those which differ only by
reflection or rotation are not counted
length is not unacceptably small.
To sum up, Program E combines separately. Direction of travel is also
some of these methods to make a ignored: a route and its reverse count as
pattern of squares. The result is shown one.
The second part of the problem is to
in Figure 1. I do hope that next time
you need some fairly random integers find a route for each journey or, alteryou will try one of these series. How natively, to show that no route exists
Fibonacci would have loved to have a for a particular journey - that is, 'you
small computer to experiment with, like can't get there from here', not if you're
this - but, sadly, he never knew what a Knight, anyway. What Silver has done
is to show that there is a route for every
he was missing.

More
Knight's
tours
In the April and May issues of PCW I

journey on an ordinary chessboard.
To illustrate the first stage, consider

IN

laill
MP ,I
_OR ii ermusiiii5M
IMPIWTE

N

0

0

1

0

the 4x4 board shown in Figure 2(a).
There are three kinds of starting cell:

3

3

0

4

0

On such an even -squared board a

6

10
16
45
50

136
125
325

136

A, a corner; B, an inner; and C, a side.

5

in a single tour. Geoffrey Silver of Mill black cell and ending on a white. Figure

Knight in which every possible path of opposite colours, so it is only necesbetween two cells is traversed just once sary to look at those starting, say, on a
100
110
120
130
R90
900
910
9'7'0

M=10
F=0
G=0
H=1
REM SUBROUTINE
I=F+G
IF I<M THEN 930
I=I -M

9:70 F=G

940 0=H
950 H=I
9A0 RETURN
Program D. One new value at each
call.

100 PAGE
110 P=1
120 F=0
1:740

140
150
160
170
1R0
190
00
210

0=0
H=1
M=51

FOR I=1 TO 99
GOSUB 900
MOVE @P:FIG
RDRAW @F': 0, H

RDRAW @P:Hy0
RDRAW @P:07 -H

.77,0

RDRAW @P:-Fh0

230
240
900
910

NEXT I
STOP
F=F+H

9'70
9740

IF F<M THEN 930
F=F-M
G=G+F

940 IF 0<M THEN 91.0

G=G-M
H=H+0
970 IF H<M THEN 990
9R0 H=H-M
990 RETURN
9F,0
96,0

Program E: Draws 99 squares.
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lull

Journeys with
a route

2

10

considered

No of
journeys

1

7
8
9

tours

__E:;----=-

Fig 1 Pattern from Program E,
with M-50.

by a journey must begin and end on squares

chessboard

tllI

11111911WaEgggal

8
9

9

9

2(b) shows the four different ending
Table 1
cells, starting from a corner. The journey can only end on a white cell and
there is symmetry about the diagonal neys for a 5x5 board. Starting with a
through the start. Starting from an corner cell there are 8 cases, then
inner cell, Figure 2(c) shows the three starting with the next cell on the
journeys. As well as the conditions diagonal there are five cases, ending on
above, corner cells are now ruled out any black cell except a corner. Starting
since all journeys starting at a corner from the centre there is only one
have already been counted. Starting journey, to the centre of a side. Finally,
from a side cell, Figure 2(d) shows the starting from a side there are two
three remaining distinct journeys. There further journeys, to an adjacent side
and to the opposite side. Thus there are
is no longer diagonal symmetry, but
both corner and inner cells are now 16 journeys in all.
The second part of the problem is to
ruled out. In addition, the journeys to
the two side cells marked 2 are iden- find a route for each of these journeys,
tical but for rotation. This gives a total
of ten different journeys.
I have worked out the general
formula for the number of journeys on

or show that none is possible. Geoffrey
Silver did this for all 136 journeys on a
standard board, using only a small

different cases. On an NxN board:
N even = 2n, giving: .

different endings that reached all the
required cells by reversing the route

N odd = 2n + 1, n even, giving:
n/8(2n3 + 4n2 + 13n + 6)

Suppose the cells along a route are
numbered 1 to 64. At some point, say
cell 45, the route will be a Knight's
move away from the existing final cell,
64. Re-route from 45 directly to 64 and
trace the rest of the route in reverse:

a square board, and there are three
1/2n2 (n2 +1)

N odd = 2n+1, n odd, giving:
1/8(2n4 + 4n3 + 13n2 + 4n + 1)

Don't ask me how I found this, it's just
too complicated to explain here, but I
always was good at sums. You are welcome to try to disprove it. It does show
that sometimes mathematics is better
than computing. A program to
enumerate journeys would certainly

have taken me longer to produce and
that would only have given specific

values, not a general formula. The number of journeys for the first few values
of N are given in Table 1.

When N is odd there are propor-

tionately fewer journeys. This is because
ore an odd square, a journey must begin

and end on cells of the same colour as
the centre and corner cells, say black,

number of basic routes: one for each

kind of starting cell. He then developed
from some point on.

1... 45 64.. . 46. Sometimes more than

one such switch was needed to form a
particular solution.
The last column in Table 1 shows the
number of journeys for which there are

routes for some values of N. For N=8
this is Silver's result. Clearly there are
no routes at all when N=1 or 2. For
N=3 no route is possible because the
centre cell cannot be reached. It is not

to show that there are no
routes either when N=4. On a 5x5
difficult

just half the journeys have a route, as
the following arguments show. For a
route to be possible, either the start or

the finish, or both, must be corner cells.

Suppose this is not so. Then the four
corner cells must be somewhere along
since there is always one more black cell the route. Each corner has only two
than white on such boards.
possible links, and these must then be
Figure 3 shows the number of jour - joined as in Figure 4 to form a closed

loop, which makes a complete route

impossible.
This leaves eight journeys which have
one or both ends at a corner. I have

shown simply by constructing them that
there is a route for each of these. I have
not studied the cases for other values of
"l:

6, 7 and > 8. It seems likely that

ask how easy it would be to find routes
for particular journeys by program. To
help answer this, a little look into
history is useful. In 1823, H C Warns-

benefit of computer. But it is natural to

2. For each cell that can be reached in
one step from X, compute the number
of cells that can be reached in one
further step, excluding any which have

+

+

already been used.
3. Move to the cell with the fewest such

exits, but ignoring any with no exit at
all. If there are several with the same
minimum, choose one at random. This

+

+

will be the start cell.

defines the new X.

+

+

Knight's tours. Today we would call it a
heuristic algorithm.
1. Suppose that X is the last cell

reached on a partial path: initially it

+

+

dorff published a method of finding

there are routes for all the journeys on
the larger boards.
All this has been done without

+

+

+

1

+

5

8

2

+

Fig 3
16 routes by start cell.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until the route

+

B
A

wrote of this method: 'Although it is
laborious to compute every time the
number of possible exits, this inconvenience is counterbalanced by the

C

Fig 2(a)
Three possible start cells

+

+
+
+

is complete.
In 1942 that great man of recreational mathematics, Maurice Kraitchik,

+

3

2

+

advantage of a surprising property that
is very difficult to analyse, namely: the
many mistakes that it is difficult to
avoid do not prevent one from finishing
the tour, except in certain cases.'
A resilient algorithm. Clearly it is
based on the sensible idea of using up
the scarce options first and leaving
multiple options open as long as possible. Using a computer removes the
laboriousness and, hopefully, the many
mistakes. It also allows a small refinement. In step 3, instead of choosing a
cell

at random from those with an

equal minimum score, each of these can

A

4

1

be tested further to see which has the
least number of exits at the next step
and so on. Either the end of the route
will

Start at A: 4 end cells.

±

ever happens. The
method is said to work on boards of
any shape or size. An example of its
application on a 5x5 board is shown

2

3

What Warnsdorff's method by itself
does not do is allow for us to aim for a
particular final cell. There are at least

1

+

results. The first is simply to use it for
generating lots of solutions, from all

+

X

Fig 2(c)
Start at B: 3 end cells.

X

+

+

X

possible starting

cells, and then use

3
+

+

2

make up any journeys that are

still

needed.

In the second method, the program
is extended to mark as used the final
cell until the last move is made. To ensure that it can be reached, a check
should also be kept on all the cells one
step away from the last cell, so that one
of them is kept free until the penultimate move. And similarly for the cells
leading directly to this one, until the
route is completed or an impasse is
reached. It is not clear that this method
will always produce a solution: I suspect

2
+

+
1

2

2

X
C

Fig 2(d)
Start at C: 3 end cells.

+
X

2

that it will not. Its chances can be improved by using it repeatedly with
random choices put back in step 3, or
by formal backtracking - that is, when
a dead end is reached go back to the

next best minimum in step 3 in the

most recent move where there is such a
next best possibility. This method will
produce all possible routes.
Among the things I have not studied

3

-.44

two ways of using it to obtain such

Silver's method of switching the tail to

+

-x

in Figure 5.

+
B

..

This last hardly

+

+

.

best cell will

emerge, or a dead end will be reached.

Fig 2(b)

X

be reached, or a

1.

Fig 5
Application of Warnsdorff's rule.

is the number of different routes for a
particular journey. Kraitchik states that
there are 1728 (=123) routes on a 5x5
board, but he counts symmetrical cases
as distinct. Even so, there must be well
over 200 different routes for the eight
journeys that have at least one route.
Amazing what computations were done

without computers: he also says there
are 1,213,112 routes on a 4x10 board!
If you get bored with square boards,
you can turn to rectangular ones and
more fancy shapes. The only other
board I have looked at is 3x4. On this
there are 13 possible journeys but
routes for only three of them.

According to Kraitchik, there are no

routes at all on the 3x5 and 3x6 boards,

just in case you thought of looking.
I will be very glad to receive any
further original contributions to this

subject, cio PCW, 14 Rathbone Place,
London W1P 1DE.
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The Work Station
Transforms
your micro into

-

a busjness

machine
The Work Station is designed
for your convenience, allowing
you to set your monitor back to
a comfortable viewing and working distance. It has six outlets
on the back panel for all your
power needs
and six lighted
switches on the
front panel to
give you fingertip control of
your computer
& peripherals.
There is a
specially filtered outlet for
your computer,
controlled by

Advanced in -line filtered
supply eliminates mains spikes
and lost data
Metal -chassis mounted:
completely enclosed.
Solid silver switch contracts.
Long life and reliability.
Twin fuse protection.
Heavy duty power cable
for extra peripherals.

TD

C

the 'CPU' switch.
This fitter
protects your
computer from
line noise, spikes
and other local
interference.

The outlet marked 'not
switched' is a convenience
outlet for a desk lamp, clock, etc.
It is on whenever the power cord
is plugged in. The remaining outlets
are controlled individually or as a
group. When the power switch is on
you may turn any of the outlets
on or off with the appropriate
switch, or you may turn them all
off with the power switch.
The Work Station is designed
for a total load of 1875 watts.

A control centre
Finger-tip switches for
instant control.
Lights show which units
are on.
Rugged construction
protects your equipment.
A stable support for
your monitor and disk storage.
No more fumbling round
the back for switches.
Quality wood veneer finish
to complement your office.
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A professional

installation

Transform your office desk
into a work station.
Save space and increase
storage by removing clutter.
Bring your monitor to
comfortable eye level.
Power only the units
you require.
Full -width back panel hides
those vulnerable trailing cables.

Industrial standard electronics
Six backlit push button switches

Work Station
4 Disk drives
2 Switches
5 Monitor
3 Micro computer 6 Storage area
1

Overall size

243/4" x 10" x 10"

See The Work Station at your local
computer dealer, or send a cheque
for £200 (Inc. VAT and P.&P.) to:-

EMKAY SYSTEMS

"The Business House",
37 St Michael's Square,
Gloucester GL1 1HX

*pima.

Telephone: (0452) 424411 computar

pst the Graphics
could turn an apple green.
..1809
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The OKI 800 Model 20 offers outstandingly high definition
colour graphics for the price of Monochrome.
But that is just the start.
Fitted with double density 280K floppy drives and a high
resolution 640 x 200 dot colour CRT, the OKI offers the kind
of extras as standard which other manufacturers charge for.
Like the 80 character/line plain paper printer which can copy
dot -for -dot from the screen. Or the 64K of workspace RAM.
Or the world famous Microsoft BASIC, specially extended to
do justice to the graphics.
Furthermore, the CP/M operating System can be used to
give access to the most extensive and fastest growing range of
professionally written software.
Perhaps already the most complete around, the OKI is still
highly expandable. For instance, the optional light pen
enables truly interactive displays while a range of add -in
cards ensures its ability to meet not only a variety of current,
but also future needs.
At £4,299 the new OKI machine will impress to the core!

rom the people who believe in Quality, Reliability and Support.

High Resolution Graphics

IF800 model 20 Specifications CP/M or OKI BASIC
Video Display
Printer
12 inch
80th x 25
80th x 20 line

Dot impact
80 ch/sec.

Selectable by

40th x 25 line Programming
40th x 20 line
Color (8 colors)/Green
Smooth Scrolling

80 ch/line, 40 ch/line
Graphic Mode (screen dump)
Alphabets (capital/small), Numerics.
Roll Paper/Sproket Paper
3 Copies

Programmable Function Keys
10 keys available both on the keyboard and under the screen

Encotel Systems Limited,
510-554 Purley Was,
CROYDON, Surrey
I ci: 014,84, 5687 8 1 elex, 24,64,o5

HEURISTICS
SPEECH LINK
T R G Green and Gunnel Clark examine the problems of microtechnology speech
recognition and test the Heuristics system.
All the best science fiction computers
can not only talk in fluent and idiomatic English, but can also understand
spoken

English

with

remarkable

accuracy. The signs are that this dream,
like so many other s -f dreams, is already
becoming partially true. Full comprehension is still some way off, but
limited speech generation reached
children's toys not long ago in the

Speak and Spell device from Texas
Instruments, and it has been suggested
that

a

limited

degree

of

speech

recognition might be seen in the toy
shops by Christmas 1981 or 1982.
What we can expect to see is not,
however, the unerring comprehension
106 PCW

matches tolerably well with one that
stances as attacks by klingons, but a was previously stored. No attempt is
of rapid speech in such adverse circum-

made to decode the sounds received into their phonetic components. A
tolerable analogy would be with a
machine that 'read' printed text by
holding two superimposed pages up to
the light: it could recognise that two
hension of speech, using their know- pages were the same, and therefore that
ledge of the grammar and sound a test page corresponded with a stored
patterns of the language, and their page, but the method used would have
observation of facial expressions and nothing to do with the linguistic
(even in ordinary untrained people) content of the page.
some lipreading. None of that is likely
Thus, rather than decomposing 'Polly
to be seen in near future practical put the kettle on' into individual words
devices. Instead, the computer simply and then parsing the words as a sentence
recognises that a given utterance more or less equivalent to 'Please start

rather faltering ability to recognise
carefully spoken, pre -trained, isolated
utterances. There is a significant
difference between 'comprehension'
and 'recognition'. Humans deploy
massive resources in their compre-

the process of boiling the water, Polly',
near -future practical devices will only

be able to match sounds they hear

against a number of prerecorded sounds
and determine which is the best match.
So the vocabularies will be both finite
and small.
Recognising isolated utterances looks

like a parlour trick at first, a gimmick

clearly defined formants. For instance,
the vowel `ee', as in 'see' (written (i:) by
phoneticians), is characterised by one

voice control

are being investigated,

based on the recognition of isolated
utterances.

Hardware

off the shelf
Although
research
developments
naturally enough frequently employ

costly and advanced equipment, aiming
at very high recognition rates, commercial exploitation (in children's toys, for
instance)
would need
something
simpler. A number of devices are now

on the market for those wishing to

explore this field, selling at present for
prices between £45 and £200. For this
you get a plug-in device with its own

we are closely acquainted with only
one, the Heuristics H2000 SpeechLink
for

the

Apple,

but many of the

questions raised by this one can be
applied to all similar devices.

No word sounds exactly the same
on two different occasions, and the
methods of recognition have to take
account of this, looking for those
features that remain fairly constant.
The Speech Link operates by identifying

the first two formants of the frequency
spectrum. Formants are amplified bands
in the frequency resonance of the voice
as produced by the larynx, and all
vowels and some consonants have

The most useful of the demon-

stration programs is Voiceplot, which

are both low. Working from formants
helps to reduce the device's sensitivity

lines and axes are not labelled, a sur-

frequencies in between, but in the vowel
[u:] (as in 'cool') the first two formants

voice is bound to change from start to
finish, especially at moments when the
entire galaxy is about to be destroyed
by the klingons, and a phrase uttered in
the calm of the training session may be
totally unrecognisable to the machine

later on. Something has to be done
about this drift problem if possible.

The kit contains a plug-in board with
filters, ROM, and logic, a microphone
designed to pre -emphasise certain parts

of the signal in compensation for the

characteristics of the human vocal tract,
and a demonstration floppy. The microphone plugs into the board on a socket
mounted inside the Apple, as other

Apple gear does, but we have found
that bringing sockets outside makes the

The demonstration disk is not well

documented

but

the

displays a graph of the speech sample as
registered by the H2000 using the low resolution graphics. Unfortunately, the

prising oversight. However, the bottom
two lines in Figure 1 can be identified as
the first two formants, as registered by
SpeechLink. With the help of Voiceplot,
it is possible to work out which features
of words the SpeechLink can best
discriminate and so to construct
vocabularies of words that are not easily
confused.

The remaining demonstrations are
mostly games (Blackjack, Othello, and
an enjoyable maze game called Dragon),
telephone number finders, etc, relying
heavily on the digits or other ensembles
of words chosen for their meaning

rather than for their discriminability.

This does not display the Speechlink to

best advantage. For instance, the
Dragon game relies on monosyllabic
commands, among which 'left' and
its

`right' are easily confused, as are 'down'
and `no'; and in all numerical entries the

digit 'six' gives trouble. Nor have the
programs taken advantage of the full
possible sophistication of the equipment

they demonstrate. In the Othello game
it is quite possible to get trapped, finding that the device refuses to recognise
any of the legal moves and refuses to
play any of the illegal moves or to let
you pass your turn; you can sometimes
find yourself frustratedly repeating your
chosen move again and again. The
program sometimes has to be aborted in

the end. However, the equipment is
perfectly capable of supporting a better
interface.

You will certainly find Dragon more

fun if you improve the program a bit.

For a minimal start, change the vocabul-

ary to something more recognisable eg, rising/falling for up/down, raw/lee
for right/left (better to have unexpected
commands than unrecognisable ones!).
You can either simply remember to use
these words or others that you devise,

or else make simple changes to lines
380-410 of TRAIN DRAGON and lines

The H2000

microphone ready to attach to your machine far more portable.
micro. Of the various devices available,

disk before trying it.

low formant and a second very high
formant, with not much energy in the

good for nothing but children's toys and to the pitch of the voice - obviously
arcade games. But the military are put- one wants to recognise words without
ting considerable research effort into forcing the speaker to produce exactly
it, it is said, presumably because anyone the same pitch each time - and makes
flying a modern plane already has their it more likely that the device will cope
hands full of things to twiddle and with differences between speakers;
cannot possibly poke buttons as well. nevertheless, at present most devices
This is called in the jargon a 'hands - need to be 'trained' afresh by each
busy situation'. In an absorbing article different speaker if they are to perform
in the IEEE's magazine Computing, adequately.
May, 1980, John R Welch describes at
The vocabulary sizes are small - 64
length the pros and cons of entering words for the SpeechLink 2000, 32 or
data by voice in industrial contexts. 128 in other cases - but it must be
Although Welch concludes that at appreciated that the recognition accurpresent the technology needs further acy falls as the vocabulary increases.
improvement, he cites a wide variety of The central difficulty is, therefore, to
possible applications. The blind, too, find enough words that are sufficiently
would benefit from being able to give different in a reproducible way. This is
spoken commands to devices - not quite a serious problem, and one needs
merely to computers as we usually meet to consider the characteristics of the
them, but to washing machines and particular system used. We shall explain
other domestic devices, many of which below how to make the most of the
will soon be available with significant SpeechLink recognition system. One
computing power. And it is possible may have the option of matching an inthat word processors would be signific- coming utterance against a partial
antly improved if commands could be vocabulary rather than a complete
spoken, especially the word processing vocabulary, so that if some utterances
packages for use on ordinary micros seem completely inappropriate in a
which often require a multitude of two - particular context they can be tempokey or three -key commands.
rarily left out of account, giving
In fact, what about robots? Once
improved chances of recognition with
your computer becomes mobile you the remaining utterances - whether that
cannot possibly expect to run alongside is possible depends on the particular
it poking buttons. At Queen Mary device; if it is, one can manage rather
College, London, a project in collabor- ingenious techniques.
ation with ICL is attempting to produce
Reproducibility presents a subsidiary
a
robot for underwater salvage problem. During a long session, the

operations and other hostile environment work. Advanced techniques for

should take care to copy the master

programs

it

contains are quite effective. There are
some difficulties, though, and the first
one arises right away. When you first

up the main demonstration
program (by RUN DEMO INIT) you are

bring

asked for identifying initials, so that
your voice samples can be taken once

1525-1560 of DRAGON. Rather than

miss a turn when a word is unrecognised,

put in a repetition request; and instead
of terminating the game without appeal
if the Speech Link thinks it has heard
`finished', either give the user a second
chance or, more drastically, delete line
26080. Numerous other small improvements could be made, such as catching
the bug that crashes the program if you

try to drive through the ceiling and
suppressing 'yes' and 'no' from the

vocabulary after they have served their
purpose (thereby reducing potential
confusions).
It should be noted that all the

demonstration programs except one run
under Integer Basic, not Applesoft. The
same is

true of the test program to

verify the SpeechLink ROMs. They are

also very poorly commented, making

for training and then be re -used for sub- them less useful than they might have
sequent runs. True to American custom otherwise been in showing how to proyou are invited to supply exactly three gram the device. The Applesoft program,
initials. If you only supply two you will FPDEMO, is the most useful for study

be unable to clear off that user to purposes.

Fortunately the user manual is well
reclaim the space for later ones. (About
five users can coexist on one disk.) in written and in most cases the examples
case any such gremlins catch you, you work perfectly as long as you make all
PCW 107

This means that at one time the user can

HEURISTICS
SPEECH LINK
the corrections shown on the errata

sheet. It would be useful to have more
detail on the operation of the algorithm
and on how the data are stored.

Training

The device is controlled mainly by

PRINT and INPUT commands with a
handful of special signals. To 'train' it,
ie, to store a sample against which subsequent utterances will be matched,
the command PRINT J$ is used, after
using the PR command to address the
slot where the board is mounted. The

effect of PRINT J$ is to make the
device wait until it registers a sound,
then to store data about what it heard

and also to store the value of J$. After
training whatever sounds you want, you
can

then recognise

them by using

INPUT J$, this time using the IN
command to address the slot, and now
the device waits for a sound and training

sample. There is no need whatever for
the sound to correspond to J$ in any
real way: if you tell it to print (ie, train
on) 'Hamlet' and then sneeze into the

mike, you will need to sneeze again

be talking to a vocabulary concerned
with one topic, and later can be talking

then the device will use what it
previously heard against the newly Unfortunately
vocabulary.
selected
neither the manual nor the demonstration programs give a lot of help here.

words.
Although the instruction manual
recommends using multi -syllabic words,

DOS, should you find that a bug in the
program makes it necessary to break in
when the device is awaiting speech, your
program is lost. Unless already saved on
disk you will have to retype it. Second,

Stuffing the utterance with consonants

issue another INPUT command, and

happens. In visual terms, if the device is
trained on a cat, a cow, and an elephant,
then it would refuse to recognise an

ant if the rejection level were set midway. With the rejection level set very
low it might 'recognise' an ant as the
cat, that being the best match of a poor

number of training samples given for
not been trained at all and is therefore
to be ignored during the recognition
process. It is also possible to switch
vocabularies quite straightforwardly, by

changing a pointer in the workspace.
108 PCW

because they 'have more information

than one syllable words', our experience

cuts down the vowels, which are the
SpeechLink's best feature.
As

a

rule -of -thumb

summary

of

able to choose words containing long
vowels, (as in 'heat' as opposed to 'hit'),

which have more distinctive formant
structures. The long vowels in English
are [i:] (as in `see'), [a:] (as in 'far),
[a: ] (as in `saw'), [a 1 (as in 'fir'), and
[u:] (as in 'cool'). The SpeechLink

seems to have difficulties with this last
vowel, however, possibly because both
the first and the second formant will fall
within the lower band filter, causing a
third, fairly weak formant to be picked
up by the upper frequency filter. Turning to diphthongs, [ai] (as in 'fine') and
[au] (as in 'cow') are generally identified
correctly, whereas [ea] (as in 'bear')

taken for [a:] (as in 'fir').
Thus,

good

vowel

elements

to

include are the ones that occur in the
words see, far, saw, fir, fine and cow.

The sound produced must be of

certain intensity for the SpeechLink to
take

notice

of it.

It

is

therefore

important that the beginning of the
word is loud enough. On this account,
words

with

non -initial

stress

(eg,

`impair') should be avoided. For the

reliable feature.

Certain words can be turned off if
desired during a recognition trial to
eliminate potential mistakes. This is

similar formant structures. They cannot
therefore be relied upon to distinguish

Because the SpeechLink makes extensive

each word. Zeroes mean that a word has

for training.

I

Vocabulary design

done very simply by writing a zero into
a 'suppression vector'. Although the
manual uses that term it, is not strictly
accurate; the vector actually stores the

it was the same colour as the one used

The nasals (m, n, ng) and and r
have low intensity and display fairly

dark.

same reason it may be useful to have a
plosive (p, t, k, b, d or g) at the beginning of a word, to ensure that the beginning of the vowel element has enough
intensity to register.
Plosive consonants cannot, however,
be counted on to distinguish words such
as 'it', 'pit' and 'kit'. Their manifestation stretches over too short a time for
the SpeechLink to catch them reliably,
and although plosives do influence the
formant structure, that also generally

lot. With the rejection level set very high
it might refuse to recognise a cat unless

Figure 2).

vocabulary design, try to choose two the manual does not tell you how to syllable words with stress on the first
find out how successful the best match syllable or else one -syllable words; rely
was, which means that fiddling with on long vowels or contrasts between the
the rejection level is whistling in the presence or absence of fricative

and [ia] (as in 'beer') are often mis-

might be; set very high, the opposite

avoided. Inside words the presence of a
fricative can be useful for recognition,
and 's' can generally be identified
correctly, since its characteristic high frequency noise is within the range of
the upper filter. Thus 'rising' and
`riding' are reliably distinguished (see

There are some features that are suggests that two syllables (preferably
rather irritating. If working in Applesoft stressed on the first) is about right.

how closely a sound must match one of
the training samples before it is

match regardless of how bad the match

a word like 'six' is not an easy target.
Initial fricatives should therefore be

use of the first two formants it is advis-

`recognised'; set very low, anything
goes, and the device returns the best

unpractised speakers, which means that

to a second vocabulary concerned with
another topic, a useful logical extension
of the idea of suppressing certain words
in certain contexts.
The SpeechLink also has a feature
which is invaluable if you hope to set up
a friendly system. After hearing a word,
it can be used more than once. So if it
cannot be matched in one vocabulary,
you can set a flag to say 'reprocess that
same word', change the workspace
pointers to point to a second vocabulary,

whenever you want it to think it's hearing 'Hamlet'.
If the device finds that no previously
stored samples are adequate matches to
the sound it hears during an INPUT, it
returns the empty string '" so that you
can do something about it. The demonstration programs do nothing whatever
about it as a rule, which is certainly not
the best approach - at the very least the
program ought to print a polite request
to say it again. Alternatively, after one
failure, or maybe two failures, the rejec-

tion level could be relaxed inside the
device by poking new values into
locations specified in the user manual.
The rejection level is a criterion of

initial 's' seems to be very variable in

happens over too short a time to be a
The fricative consonants (s, sh, f, v,
th) are often not immediately registered
by the SpeechLink at the beginning of
words. Sometimes they are not
registered at all. Also the duration of an
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Fig 1. Plots from the Voiceplot
demonstration program. The lower
two lines are formants --concentrations o f energy, in particular
frequency bands characterising
human speech; the Speech -Link
analyses the first two formants,
which it regards as lying in the bands
150 to 900 Hz and 900-5000 Hz.
These are the most useful for distinguishing between vowels, so
vocabulary design should pay particular attention to vowel contrasts.
The plots show which frequency
(y-axis) contained most energy at
each sampling interval (x-axis) for
the utterances (a) 'rising' and (b)
'riding'. The fricative
shows
clearly as a hump in the second
formant in (a) while the corresponding 'd' in plot (b) is much
less visible, showing that the
SpeechLink can easily distinguish
between presence or absence of
internal fricatives, but would find it
hard to tell a 'd' from, say, a
The slow rise of the second formant
before it humps in (a) or dips in (b)

characterises the long T diphthong
and the SpeechLink can readily distinguish this pattern from those of
other long vowels.

consonants inside the word to distin-

guish one word from another; and try to
choose words starting with a consonant,
especially a plosive. It makes good sense
to try out your vocabulary first with the
Voiceplot program. Any words that give

very similar pictures are likely to be
confused with each other.

Vocabulary size and

rejection level

The SpeechLink allows the user to
control two important parameters, the
amount of training and the rejection
level, or the minimum acceptable value
for accepting a word as recognisable. We

made use of the feature that allows a

word to be reprocessed to help us investigate these parameters. (Dave Morrison,

a student working with Dr Green, did

much of the work involved.)
Our program was trained on a vocabulary of whatever size was desired. The
list was read a few times by the speaker,

usually three or five times. During the
first reading, the program stored each
word twice in separate tables; during

the subsequent readings, one of the
tables was left alone, while the other
was used to form a merged record of

the words. Thus we finished with one
table recording singly trained words,
and another recording multiply trained words including the very same utterances that had been used for the singly
trained table. During the recognition

phase, words were uttered by the
speaker and were processed six times by

the machine: each utterance was re-

cognised against both tables, using three

different values for the rejection level.
The first difficulty was that reading
a list of words for training the machines
produces in most people a flat mono-

tonous diction which differs sharply
from normal speech. When a list of 20

Stiffening the rejection level will
certainly decrease the number of in-

correct recognitions but it will increase
the misses; relaxing the rejection level
will increase the hits and decrease the
misses, but it will also cause more incorrect recognitions. Especially, relaxing the rejection level will risk more mis-

recognitions of known words, if the

utterance happens to have been poorly
enunciated so that it doesn't sound like
anything much but happens to sound

more like something else than itself.
To our surprise, relaxing the rejection level had a side effect of making
the device more likely to recognise an
incoming utterance as the last word in
its list, whether it was really that one

machine surprises the reader, waiting a
random length of time before asking for
another word to be read and then asking
for a random word.
The user needs as much training as
the computer! As the manual says, you
need to hold the mike close and be very
consistent with its positioning. Speak

firmly, and do pronounce the words
correctly: 'move' must not be allowed
to degenerate into something almost the

same as 'moo', and the diphthongal
quality of 'down' should not get lost.
Such points will usually have to be

Dragon demonstration program does or rather, it makes you miss a turn if
your move was unrecognisable. Not recommended;

2. After an unrecognised utterance,

have the Apple ask for a repetition. This

is less helpful than it might seem, because the user is unlikely to recapture
the sound of the original training: one
can find oneself getting steadily more

irritable, saying the word, whispering it,
shouting it, wheedling it . .
The
Othello demonstration program uses
.

this

method. So does our modified

Dragon program, which gives a rising
tone on the speaker and displays the
word 'PARDON?' as shown in Figure

or not. A stiff rejection level meant that

3;

utterance processed twice through the
system with the rejection level changed
would be rejected at some levels and
recognised at others, but would always

In that case, now relax the rejection
level, and try again, reprocessing the

the word might quite well not be
recognised at all, but was more likely to
be correct if it was recognised. One
would have expected that the same

have been recognised as the same thing,
if it was recognised at all, regardless of
the rejection level. It was not clear why
this happened. A bit more information

in the manual on how the recognition

algorithm operates would have been useful here.
Given all this, it is obviously best
to work in a quiet room and with well -

practised speakers who are unlikely to
stumble or to offer invalid words; most
of what the device hears will then be
what it was meant to, and the rejection
level can be tightened up. We found that

setting it to -100 was too tight, but

-50 seemed about right (more negative
numbers give tighter rejection). Under
these

conditions,

most

recognitions

claimed by the device will be hits, and
not many incorrect rejections will

3. Try recognising first against a
tight rejection level. If that succeeds,
you probably have a hit, but it increases
the chance of not getting a recognition.

same utterance. If you get a recognition

you can no longer be so sure of it, so
ask the user to confirm. (`Did you say

"COWCATCHER"?' - and the user gives
Yes or No.) Continue to relax the
rejection level until some sort of recognition is achieved. Unfortunately, as we

have noted, when the rejection level is
looser than about 100, the last word in
the training list is generally 'recognised';
this should therefore be a dummy that
is never spoken, and if the SpeechLink
`recognises' it that should be taken as a
failure to find a recognition;
4. In some cases, only certain words
are valid. All others can be suppressed
by poking a bit in the memory table for
each unwanted word, and the utterance
can be matched to those remaining. If
successful, well and good; if not, bring
in the suppressed words again and try
once more. This scheme is like no 3 in
philosophy, and can indeed be
combined with it;

occur.

its

The dynamic

attempts, or maybe three, something is

words was read five times the effect was

very severe. To counteract it, try to
arrange the training period so that the

not be recognised. That is what the

interface
Since no amount of tweaking

5.

will

produce perfect performance, something must be done to make the failures

tolerable to users. After all, the whole

purpose of speech recognition is to help
make computers easier and friendlier to

use; how stupid it would be to set out
on such an endeavour and then to spoil
it at this point! Here are some possible
schemes.

1. Do nothing when the word can-

If the user fails in the first two

obviously wrong; the intonation has
drifted away from what it was during
training. In even slight stress that is
bound to happen. You might just as

well give up gracefully and display all
words (starting, if possible, with the
most likely) asking the user to respond
Yes or No. When the Yes is found, ask
for it to be said again and keep that as
another entry in the vocabulary tied to

the same stored string. This may be
irritating, but it is better than sitting
there bellowing again and again at the

explained to first-time users.
Having got past that hurdle, we
found that multiple training contributed
less than would be expected after read-

ing the manual. A list read five times
produced little more accuracy than one

read once only. One might well limit
oneself to three or even two training
trials.

When a word

is

uttered for re-

cognition, it

may or may not be a

vocabulary.

The

known part of the previously trained
Speech Link

may

correctly recognise a known word (a
hit), incorrectly 'recognise' a known
word, incorrectly 'recognise' an un-

known word, reject a known word (a
miss), or correctly reject an unknown
word. Ideally one would like to achieve
100 per cent hits and correct rejections.

Fig 2. The Dragon demonstration
program. (a) As supplied, the walls
become visible only when the player
bumps into them. (b) A version
modified to leave the maze in view.
The player steers towards the exit by
spoken commands up/down/left/
right, trying to evade the dragon. The
last two commands spoken remain in

view. Our versions have also been

modified to print 'pardon?' and give
an audible cue when an utterance is
unrecognised. The (b) version uses a
vocabulary chosen for discriminability, rising/falling/raw/lee instead
of up/down/right/left, a revision
that dramatically improves recognition accuracy.
PCW 109
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machine and getting Please say it again
each time;

6. To avoid the indignity of admitting defeat in the previous approach,
the problem of drift ought to be
tackled. Each time a word is recognised,
the voice sample can be blended in with

the previously stored version. This will
of course go hopelessly wrong if there is
a substantial number of misrecognitions.
The snag is that the SpeechLink deies not

provide any way to form a weighted
average of samples, and moreover it
objects to receiving more than eight

training samples on any one word. Do
not despair. The 'suppression vector', as
we noted above, contains the number of
training samples received by each word.

It is therefore quite easy to cheat the

nition, the rejection level is relaxed, and

device. After training, every entry in the
vector is set to, say, 2. Thereafter, each
word recognised is also used for retraining, which will give an average weighted
2:1 in favour of the past and against the

if

word just heard, and the entry in the
vector will be incremented to 3. Reset
the entry to 2, ready for next time, and
there it is: the device's stored samples
will automatically keep up to date with
drifting enunciation.
So a friendly interface would perhaps

work like this. After training three or
four times on each word, the main task
is started, in which the device tries to
identify the user's utterances. Each

utterance is first tried against a vocabulary of only appropriate words, with
a tight rejection level. If no recognition
is achieved, it is tried against all possible
words, still with a tight level, and now if

a recognition is made the response is
probably to say that that word is inappropriate. If there is still no recog-

a match is now found, the user is

asked for confirmation before acting on
it. If, however, no match is found even
with the lowered level, or if the dummy

last word of section 3 is 'recognised',

the user will have to be asked for a
repetition, and the entire process is

repeated. Should it once again fail to
produce a recognition, there seems
nothing for it but to use the desperate
measure of 5. But to reduce the likeli-

hood of that, recognised utterances will
be blended in with the previously stored

versions, in the manner of section 6.

Interface

development and
the small user

Speech recognition devices are evidently

here to stay. The big firms, however, are
putting their massive resources into
pushing the accuracy of recognition as

high as possible. It is up to the rest of
the world to find good ways of coping
with the inevitable failures of recognition and to create friendly interfaces.

FY SORTING- OFFOCE

The history of micros to date has shown

that their great popularity and their
appeal to a quite different market from
the mainframe has resulted in a new and
most welcome concern for friendly,
usable systems aimed at the relatively
inexperienced user. Quite often these

MOM
ory-rxorxxo

have been developed by small users,
and we look forward to the same
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happening with speech recognition now
that the hardware is so cheap. Who will
come up with 'Audio-calc'?

The computer works out the first class post codes, Fred here works out the
second class ones.'

COMPUTING CAN BE FUN
QUALITY PROGRAMS CHOSEN FOR THEIR SUPERB GRAPHICS AND SMOOTH ACTION

TRS 80

Video Genie
The newest and most exciting Pleaders
type game yet! Cruel and crafty aliens
attack Earth. You are the sole defender.
As you fire your laser at the aliens
they swoop down and bomb you.
Exciting use of graphics! Must be seen.
TRS 80 Level 1 or 11.16K
£10
Taps
Video Genie 16K Taps
E10

Your fighter appears Below a convoy of
aliens! If you destroy them another set
aPPears who seem to be slightly cleverer
than before! Soon your space station
nears but before you can dock the station
comes under attack! Survival is up to you!
The excitement is just beginning!!
TRS80 Levels I & II 16K Tape
E10
Video Genie 16K Tape
El 0

Now the amazing ASTEROIDS arcade
game for your TRS80! Your Ship is
floating in the middle of an asteroid belt!
Your only escape is to destroy them and
the crafty alien spacecraft! Blast them

Dodge the alien Ramships and fire
missiles to destroy them before they get
you. The alien Flagship uses his deadly
laser bon to transform a Ramship into
another Flagship or into your ship's

with your laser, thrust, rotate or hit

double Look out, Destroy your double
and you could destroy yourself
TRS 80 Level 1 or 11.16K Tape

E10

Video Genie EG3003 16K Tape

E10

THE ESSENTIAL SOFTWARE COMPANY
(Miscounti Ltd.) 01-837 3154
47 Brunswick Centre, London WC1N 1AF
have a
microcomputer
0 Please send me your software catalogue. I '
I

enclose a stamped self addressed envelope.
0 Please send me
I enclose a cheque/postal order for
(plus 50p post & packing)
Signature
Name
Address

Postcode
My ACCESS No is

1ln PC \A

hyperspace to survive!
TRS80 Lovels 1 & 11.16K
Taps'

£10

Video Genie 16K Taps

E10

.44141VeMit41
A must for all adventure addicts! Walk down
corridors depicted in full 3-D graphics. Look
around to find the objects you need to survive. But
beware! Monsters and Incredible Obstacles can lurk
round every corner!

LABYRINTH TAPE £10 DEATHMAZE TAPE £10

LA a VILINTH

DEATHMAZE

WORKSHOP
This month we introduce a new regular feature to PCW, designed to cater for everyone
who really enjoys getting to grips with their micros - all you 'terminal junkies' in fact. From now on we'll
be publishing a wealth of hardware fixes and software tricks for all the popular machines.
But we depend on your help in sending us your favourite tips - we'll even pay you for them and PCW
pays its contributors very well! Send your input to: "I'J's Workshop', PCW, 14 Rathbone Place,
London W1P 1DE

ZX81 TIPS

ZX81 SPACE SAVING
If you own a 1k ZX81 and
you've been trying to use
programs written for the 1k
ZX80, you may have found
that some won't fit into
RAM, let alone run!
There are two main
reasons why programs take
up more RAM in the ZX81
than in the '80. First, numbers are stored as five -byte
floating point format, rather
than two -point integers,
which is particularly significant when arrays are used;
and second, ZX81 system
variables take up 125 bytes,
80 more than in the ZX80,
leaving only 899 bytes free
for the program, display
file, variables, work areas
and stack!
Fortunately, it's possible
to reduce the size of most
programs, using the following tricks. Of course, you can
still use these if you have

more than 1k to play with with 16k, you should be able
to squeeze in some pretty

impressive programs!
1. Common numeric constants may be replaced by
variables, each having been
assigned the value of a con-

stant. Generally, at least
four occurrences of the same
constant makes this worthwhile, since each numeric
constant takes six bytes of
the program area. Other less
common numeric constants
may be expressed in terms
of the common constants,
wherever possible. Use may
also be made of 0=NOT n
(00) and 1=NOT 0.
2. Common statements,
which may be adjacent, may
be merged into one statement, particularly LET,
PRINT and IF, often using
conditional terms in expressions. Often this device

promotes structured programming as it removes the need
for many GOTOs. Examples
are shown in Listing 1.
3. Arrays of small valued integers (<256), as are often required for graphic programs,
particularly using positions in
the display, may be replaced
by arrays of characters, thus
saving four bytes per element.
This requires the use of
CODE and CHARS when
setting and accessing the
values, but with any significant size array there can be
a considerable saving.
4. Indicators may be stored
in string rather than numeric
variables; also, saving the
numeric constants with
which they are tested.
5. Codes in POKE statements
and PEEK comparisons may
be replaced by CODE
`character', saving four to
six bytes as well as making
the program more readable.
6. Temporary variables used
to evaluate expressions used
later only once or twice may

be avoided; often saving both
the variable and the LET
statement.
7. Headings and graphics may
often be printed explicitly,

rather than in a loop - see

Listing 2.
This device saves space for up

to at least 24 identical or
related characters.
8. There is no need to have
superfluous LET statements
to pre -declare all variables, as

with the ZX80, to fix the
start of the display file.
In fact, since the start of
display file is fixed once the
program is running, the
address of the display file
may be embedded in
a particular program,
having extracted it after inputting the program, instead
of using in the program:
PEEK 16396+256*PEEK
16397, giving a saving of
24 bytes. Extreme care

must be taken to alter this
address whenever the program is changed.
Colin Clayman

100 PRINT ("WIN" AND NOT L) + ("LOSE" AND L)
saves six bytes over

100 IF L = 0 THEN PRINT "WIN"
0=9
110 IF L <> THEN PRINT "LOSE"
and
100 LET P = P + (P < M)
saves 10 bytes over
100 LET P = P + I
I=1
110 IF P > M THEN LET P = M
Listing 1

100 PRINT "0123456789"
saves 14 bytes on
100 FOR N = 0 TO X
110 PRINT N;
120 NEXT N
130 PRINT
Listing 2

0 = 9, X = 9

Here are a few tips for those
ZX81 owners who have
gotten rather behind in the
Rampack race:
1. Use only single letter variable names. As you would
expect, the name 'EGGS'
takes up four bytes and `E'
only one every time it is
referred to in the program.
2. Instead of a row of LET
statements at the beginning
of a program, store the variables with the program (not
forgetting, of course, to
GOTO instead of RUNning!).
3. Restricting the amount of
screen being used at any time
for output by the use of CLS
will often prevent that
annoying report 4, halfway
through a run.
4. Surprisingly, the statement
LET A=VAL '1' takes up
three bytes less than LET A=
1! This is because the ZX81,
in order to speed up execution, writes every numerical
constant twice; once in
decimal and once in binary.
5. If a constant is used fairly
often in a program, it may be
worth assigning it to a variable. Quite a few of my
programs begin with:
10 LET A=VAL '0'
20 LET B=VAL '1'
6. For those masochists who
will do anything for a byte, it
is possible to write a program
leaving every numerical variable 0 and then POKEing the
appropriate value into the
binary. This is, however, not
worth doing if you wish
your program to be readable
or if the number is less than
five characters long.

Daran Gill
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Europe's four leading
computer magazines (Bit, Chip,
Databus and Micro Systemes)
have joined hands.
Together they now introduce
the first international
microcomputer magazine for
European traders: Micro Digest.

PCW 112

The first European magazine about microcomputer trade, Micro Digest, will be
published monthly in four languages: English, French, German and Italian.
It's the essential complement to your own national computer magazine: In Micro Digest you'll find
everything a microcomputer trader needs to know.
Have a look at the contents and see for yourself: topical events of
international importance, market research, interviews, the latest product
information, editorial news
Your advantage is obvious. Micro Digest gives you all the
.,....,...,
,.......,, -,..-.,---:
--4.,...,........-4.-----.
important information about microcomputer technology. There's no
----...7.-"`-*:
need any more to subscribe to different magazines from many
countries. No need to have to translate from foreign languages.
-=--zrr
From now on all you have to know about your trade is
available in your own language. In Micro Digest.
The magazine that gives you a better insight in your own

MICRO

.

.

.

-digest

.,..._

--_"%-*.`

"--4.,---%""Zr-

profession.
="'"=Z:

MICRO"

Monthly magazine

for traders

MICRO DIGEST IS PUBLISHED BY THE EUROPEAN MICRO PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION IEMPAI.

Write for more information to:
Micro Digest, Kluwer Technische Tijdsthriften, P.O. Box 23, 7400 GA Deventer, The Netherlands. Tel. 05700-91487.
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UK101 SCREEN HANDLING

TRS-80 INVERSE VIDEO

Here's a collection of very
handy screen handling subroutines from Robin Freeman of Tilburg, Holland.
They're designed for an 8k
UK101. The routines allow
you to clear the screen, using
a section of code borrowed

and probably most micros
may be accomplished with
minimum effort and expense.
The following modification
may be done in approximately one hour. You will need no
more than a switch and some

from the 'old' monitor;
before you clear the screen,
though, you may want to
preserve its contents, so
Robin has included a subroutine which does that.
Naturally, as there's no point
in saving stuff unless you can

get it back again, Robin's
routine does exactly that.
The routines are in a Bt.sic
program which you put onto
the front of your program;
your program then starts at
line 1000 and the routines are
used through GOSUBs, as
follows:
Clear screen
GOSUB 200
GOSUB 300
Save screen
Restore screen GOSUB 400
Here's Robin's listing:

10 REM CLEAR SCREEN CODE
20 POKE 173,67:POKE 134.71:POKE 8026,96
30 FOR 1=65036 TO 65061:J=PEEK(I)
:POKE I-57036.J:NEXT
35 REM
40 REM MOVE SCREEN CODE
50 READ D:IF D=999 THEN 1000
60 POKE 7681+C.D
70 C=C+1:GOTO 50
75 REM
100 DATA 169,0,133.225,133.227,168.169
110 DATA 208,137,226.169,26.173,228
120 DATA 177,225.145.227,200,192
130 DATA 0,208,247,166,226,224,211
140 DATA 240.8.232.134.226.230
150 DATA 228,24,144,233,96,999
155 REM
190 REM CLEAR SCREEN SUBROUTINE
200 POKE 11,64:PQKE 12.31:X=USR(X):RETURN
205 REM
290 REM SAVE SCREEN SUBROUTINE
300 POKE 11.1:POKE 12,30
310 POKE 7708,211:POKE 7689.208
320 POKE 7697,26:X=USR(X):RETURN
325 REM
390 REM RESTORE SCREEN SUBROUTINE
400 POKE 11,1:POKE 12,30
410 POKE 7708,29:POKE 7689,26
420 POKE 7697,208:X=USR(X):RETURN
425 REM
1000 REM MAIN PROGRAM STARTS HERE...

Inverse video on the TRS-80

wire.
Carefully unscrew the bot-

tom of your keyboard while
noting the screw lengths and
locations for reassembly. Remove the top cover. Lift the
keyboard to separate it from
the main board below. Take
care not to twist the short
length of ribbon cable that
connects the two boards. Remove the small white
cushions from the pegs that
supported the keyboard,
again noting their locations.
Lift the lower main board
and the keyboard out of the
case. It is advisable that you
have an extra pair of hands
available for the next operation. Carefully separate
the two boards and lay them
flat so that the keyboard
faces upward. Locate the
DIN socket end of the main
printed board, Z41 and
Z24, the former being an
eight pin chip, the latter a
16 pin. When you are satisfied that you have found the
correct two chips, invert the

two boards and try to pinpoint the soldered connections for both chips on the
reverse side of the board.
When you have located the
correct ones, mark both areas
with a felt pen.
Now stand facing the
board with the power, video
and tape sockets nearest to
you. Z41 and Z24 should be
on the left side of the board.
Look closely at Z41 and compare the right middle two
pins with the diagram. You
should see that the two pins
are soldered together and a
track leads off away from
you. If you are in any doubt
about which pins you should
be looking at, count clockwise from the bottom lefthand pin, pin one, until you
reach pins six and seven, the
two in question.
Check once more that you
have the correct chip and
then cut the track leading
away from pins six and seven
with a modelling knife. Now
locate Z24 and cut the track
leading away from the two
pins four and five, as shown
on the diagram. That's the
difficult part over with.
The switch may be mounted anywhere on the cabinet,
but if you have a very small
switch handy you will find
Final video stage

Fig 1 Logic diagram for TRS-80 reverse video mod.
Green

Cut track here

ZX8OTIPS
POKEing location 16421
with a value over 10 will prevent an error code being
printed by the ZX80. This is
desirable because the ZX80
will print an error code for
the quite legitimate operation

of a stop statement and the
appearance of a strange
number at the bottom of the
screen will confuse the inex114 POW

perienced user.
A radio tuned to long
wave at around 200 kHz will
play a tone when placed near

the ZX80, but don't place it
too near the television set.
Thus, the ZX80 can be used
to play tunes with simple
programs.

Dominic Stocqueler

Red

Cut track here
DIN

sockets

Fig 2 The modifications to the Tandy board. Note
that this is a view of the underside.
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room to mount it between
two of the DIN sockets.
Now for the wiring. The
ideal wire to use would be a
four -cored screened cable,
with the screening earthed to
prevent pickup and hence
patterning on the display.
Whether you are using screened cable or not, wire as per
the diagram. You will find it
less confusing if you use wire
of four different colours. If
you have used screened
cable then pin seven of Z24
will provide a suitable earth
for your screen.
When you have finished,
check again the diagram
against your work and when
you are satisfied that it is
correct, reassemble and give
it a try.
If you don't own a TRS80, you might still be able to
modify your machine for reverse video. Locate on the
circuit diagram the video
output stage. You will
probably see leading into
the circuit two signal lines.
One of these lines should be
labelled 'sync' and the other
`video'. It is the video line we
are interested in. To invert
the video to the screen all
you need to do is to invert
the signal at this position.
There will probably be a
spare NAND gate somewhere
on your micro which you can
use. Break the video line and
wire your gate in series with
the two open lines. To enable
switching between normal
and inverted video, simply
connect your switch across
the input and output terminals of the gate.
This modification works
perfectly well on the Tandy
monitors, but if you are
using a standard television
receiver, you may find that it
suffers a loss of sync when
displaying large areas of
black.
Note: the ribbon cable
joining the keyboard to the
main printed board is of very
poor quality and the copper
track inside is easily broken.
The symptoms of a break
vary depending on which
particular track is broken. If
one is broken, you will
probably find it impossible
to make an entry via the
keyboard as random characters will be printed on the
screen when you press a key.
C Bolton -Heaton

CUSTOMISING NASCOM BASIC
Nascom's ROM Basic contains the non-standard reserved words POINT, SET and
RESET. Since these are an

addition to the 'standard'

Microsoft Basic, they are
accessed via reflections in the
RAM workspace at 1051H,
1054H and 1057H respectively. It is therefore possible
to substitute user -defined
Basic commands at these reflections and to call them
through a Basic program.
A good example is the use

of SET+ and SET- to turn a
parallel printer on and off.
ODAC

7E

ODAD
ODAF
ODB2
ODB4

FEAC
CAnnNN
FEAD
CAmmMM

NNnn

E5

SETT:

PRTON:

Below is a source listing of
just such a program. The new
SET routine (SETT) is activated by DOKE 4181,3500
(ie, replacing the Basic reflection of FF4OH at 1055H
with ODACH, the address of

SETT - chosen to be an easy
decimal number!). Normal
SET (X,Y) commands may be
used without any special precautions and spaces between,
for example, SET and `+' are
disregarded by Basic.
Obviously, any identifying
symbol or symbols, other
than `(', may be used to dis-

tinguish a user -defined com-

mand. The pointer to the
next character in a Basic program is in HL. Hence HL
must be incremented for each
special SET character before
returning to Basic. It is sufficient to terminate the user defined command with RET
in order to move onto the
next statement of the program. This replaces the RET at
the end of the Basic SET subroutine at FF4FH. This routine makes Nascom Basic even

more flexible and useful.
Leslie Pettit

CP
JP
CP
JP

;Character immediately
after SET in Basic
program (spaces ignored)
;Is it '+'?
SAC
Z,PRTON ;Yes - turn printer on
;Is it '-'?
SAD
Z,PRTOFF;Yes - turn printer off

PUSH

HL

LD

A,(HL)

;Save pointer

Insert routine here
POP
INC
RET

El

23
C9

MMmm

PRTOFF: PUSH

E5

HL
HL

;Restore pointer
and increment it
;Back to Basic for
next statement

HL

;Save pointer

Insert routine here
POP
INC
RET

El

23
C9

HL
HL

;Restore pointer
and increment it
;Back to Basic for
next statement
;

d

/

Mercl-g`I used to meditate for hours over a question, now I can do it in seconds'.
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FASTER

BASIC
Alastair Cairns and Maurice Shepherd show how to speed up
your Basic programs by directly accessing the interpreter's
subroutines.

Basic interpreters have the reputation of
being very slow in comparison with the
of specifically written
execution
machine code. In some respects this
reputation is deserved; for example,
PEEK and POKE statements appear to
be executed very slowly by some
interpreters. Obviously, the interpretative process is inherently slower

of byte 2) is always assumed to be 1 in
evaluating the mantissa, ensuring that
the floating point number is normalised;

code but how much does a Basic interpreter slow down purely arithmetic
computations in number -crunching ap-

curacy of at least six significant decimal
numbers. The examples shown in Table
1 illustrate the conversion of binary
floating point to decimal.

than the direct execution of machine

plications? We shall look at some of
the number handling aspects of Basic
interpreters in this article, taking
specific examples from the 8k Nascom
Basic. This Basic interpreter is written
in 8080 code and is fairly representative
of many of the smaller Microsoft Basic
interpreters currently in use. Directly
accessing subroutines in the interpreter is one way to increase processing
speed in some applications, as we shall
show. Although this article is restricted
to arithmetic applications, there is
obviously

considerable scope for in-

creasing the speed of string handling

operations using a similar approach.

Floating point
numbers
arithmetic operations

The

the actual value of this bit is used to

indicate the algebraic sign of the
number (0 = positive, 1 = negative). The

four bytes can thus represent zero and

signed decipal numbers in the range
to almost 212 (ie, 2.9
7
0.5 x
x 10 9 to 1.7 x 1038) with an ac-

In principle, floating point numbers
can be added by equalising the exponents (making the necessary shifts in

the mantissas) and then adding the
mantissas.
Multiplication
involves

multiplying the mantissas and adding
the exponents. A little thought shows
that these apparently simple operations
require quite complex software and will
have relatively long execution times, in

many

eliminated.

BYTE 1

digit of the fraction is significant - eg, 0.00198 x 105 is not
the first

normalised.

The binary floating point numbers

to represent Basic numeric
variables and constants are expressed in
a similar way and can be stored in four
bytes - see Table 1. Byte 1 contains the
binary integer exponent which is biased
+80H to allow both positive and negative exponents to be represented. Byte
1 = 0 is a special case which is defined
used

to represent numeric zero. The most
significant digit of the mantissa (bit 7
116 PCW

resorting to detective work on dis-

assembled listings, there is usually no
direct means of finding the call
addresses of these subroutines.

The Nascom interpreter uses four
bytes in RAM (10E4H - 10E7H) as a
floating point accumulator (FPA) and
also makes use of the two Z80 16 -bit
registers BC and DE to hold floating
point numbers. Table 2 shows the format of FPN in these two pseudo 32 -bit
registers. Note that, following Z80

convention, the four bytes are stored

in reverse order in memory.
The call addresses of the subroutines
for addition, subtraction, multiplication

and division of the contents of these
two registers are:
F5CDH
F5CAH

BCDE + FPA

F708H
F769H

BCDE * FPA
BCDE / FPA

ABS
ATN
COS
EXP

F838H

BCDE - FPA

The results are returned in the FPA.
The call addresses of other subroutines
are given below; in each of these cases
the argument is entered in the FPA and
the result is returned in the FPA.
FC7CH
FCOOH

FAFAH
F8E6H

INT
LOG

F6C 7H

FC06H
FAACH
FC67H

There are also interpreter subroutines
for conversion between FPN and 16 -bit
complementary two's binary integers. A

numbers written in scientific notation,
such as 1.98E+02. The mantissa of a

example, 198 expressed as a decimal
floating point number is .198 x 103,
where the fractional mantissa is +.198
and the exponent is +3. Floating point
numbers are generally normalised, ie,

whenever the interpreter encounters a
byte corresponding to +, -, SIN, LOG,
etc, in the stored program. Without

floating point numbers which causes
rounding errors. These two limitations
of floating point arithmetic, speed and
precision, can be minimised by good
software - generally by trading one off

multiplication. There is also an inherent
lack of precision in operations with

Binary Exponent.
Offset +80H

floating point number is, however,
always expressed as a fraction. For

addition,
division and the evaluation of various
functions using floating point arithmetic. These subroutines are called

SIN
SQR
TAN

Basic interpreters are carried out using
binary floating point arithmetic. Floating point numbers consist of a mantissa

and an exponent and are similar to

contains the
to perform
subtraction, multiplication,

The Basic interpreter
necessary subroutines

comparison with integer addition and

against another - but they cannot be
in

Arithmetic
subroutines

subroutine call to E98BH returns the
integer value of the FPA in the DE

register pair - the FPN must be in range
or an error is flagged. The converse may
24 bit Binary Mantissa

BYTE 2

BYTE 3

MSB

Bit 7 of byte 2 indicates algebraic sign (0 = +, 1 = -)
but is assumed to be 1 in evaluating the mantissa.
Example a:
Bytes 1-4
Binary exponent
Byte 2
Binary mantissa

Decimal number

84 CO 00 00
=

84 - 80 = +4
11000000

- .11

ie Negative sign

- .75 decimal
- 0.75 x 2 = -12.0 decimal.

Example b:
Bytes 1-4
78 60 00 00
Binary exponent = 7E - 80 = -2
Byte 2
= 01100000
ie Positive sign
Binary mantissa = + .111
+ .875 decimal
Decimal number
+ 0.875 x 10 = + 0.21875 decimal.

Table 1 Binary floating point numbers

BYTE 4
LSB

be achieved, in a rather more com-

plicated way, by zeroing the A register,

F P Number

loading 98H into the B register and

Byte 1

Byte 3

Byte 2

Byte 4

the complementary
two's number initially in DE is returned
as a floating point number in the FPA.
The conversions between ASCII

FPA

tables.

Table 2 The s orage of floating point numbers it the floating point
accumulator and the registers BC and DE.

calling

F82AH;

Register

coded decimal and FPN are discussM
after the section on variable and array

How fast?

The execution times, T(sub), of some of
these subroutines are given in Table 3
and exclude the slight looping overheads
involved in making the measurements.

rapid than the example given in Table 4.
These subroutine execution times may
be compared with the times required
for the same operations within a Basic
program, T(Basic). The values of

D

C

B

T (sub)

T (Basic)

T (Basic)/T (sub)

ADD

0.21
0.23

2.85
2.86
3.75
5.03

13.6
12.4
3.38
2.10

- 1.11
2.40

-

10.9
14.0
14.5
15.4
18.9
28.3
31.2

-

-

13.3
16.3
16.7
17.8
21.3
30.5
33.2

1.22
1.16
1.15
1.16
1.13
1.08
1.06

4 MHz Z80 clock with wait states added.

determined using the

Table 3 Execution times of Nascom Basic subroutines.

A=9.2:FOR N=1 TO 5000
B= (relevant function) : NEXT : END

and include the time required (0.98ms)
for the FOR. . . NEXT loop. It is worth
noting that this is an optimised Basic

Variable table format. For example, the variable AB = 12.75 is stored as:
BYTE 2

BYTE 1

in the sense that the inter-

preter does not have to search a large

variable table. In a long Basic program,
the corresponding times could be
significantly higher, especially if array
elements have to be accessed.
The ratios t(Basic)/t(sub) give a
useful indication of the Basic interpreter overheads in carrying out these

10E6

SUBROUTINE

LOG
SIN
COS
EXP
ATN
SQR
TAN

or if the exponents are very different;
multiplication by zero is much more

program

10E7

10E5

(The above figures refer to A+A, A -A, A*A and A/A)

cases arise if one of the numbers is zero

T(Basic) were
program,

< Exponent >

10E4
E

SUBTRACT
MULTIPLY
DIVIDE

The execution times of the add, subtract, multiply and divide subroutines
are very dependent on the relationship
between the numbers in the FPA and
BCDE registers. For example, special

< LSB - Mantissa - MSB >

BYTE 3

41

42

< ASCII >

BYTE 5

Mantissa

Variable
name
Hex

BYTE 4

00

Offset
MSB

LSB

00

BYTE 6

4C

exponent
84

< FLOATING POINT >

operations and are independent of the

Array table format. For example, the array AR(1,2,3) is stored as:

tion of square roots and the transcendental and trigonometric functions, the
interpreter overhead is relatively small
since these routines have relatively long
execution times. There would there-

BYTE 1

microprocessor clock rate. In the evalua-

fore be no real advantage in directly
calling these subroutines.

The ratios for add, subtract, mul-

tiply and divide do, however, indicate
that significant decreases in processing
time could be achieved by calling these
subroutines directly. This, of course, is
because these subroutines have relatively short execution times in comparison with the corresponding interpreter overheads. It can also be seen
from Table 3 that SQR and TAN have
particularly long execution times and
the run time of a Basic program can

obviously be optimised by omitting
such functions whenever possible.

Variable
and array tables

Nascom interpreter stores the
values of numeric variables and arrays
in two contiguous tables in RAM and
maintains pointers to (i) the start of the
variable table (10D6H), (ii) the start of

The

the array table (10D8H) and (iii) the
end of the array table (10DAH). Each

numeric variable occupies six bytes

(Table 4) - the first two bytes contain

the two initial characters of the variable

BYTE 2

Array
name
Hex

52

41

BYTE 3

BYTE 4

Displacement to
next array
00

67

BYTE 5

Number of
dimensions
03

This is followed by 04 00 03 00 02 00, the numbers of
elements in each dimension (in reverse order), and
then by 24 floating point numbers giving the array
element values (see Table 5) starting with AR(0,0,0)
Table 4

Every time that the interpreter en
name (in ASCII) and the following four
counters a variable in the program it
bytes the value in floating point.

The format of the array table

is

rather more complicated. Two bytes are

used for the array name and the two

following bytes give the displacement to
the next array or to the end of the array

searches the variable table to find the

value using a subroutine which we shall
call FIND. If the variable is being
declared for the first time and therefore

is not already in the variable table, a
table if no further arrays exist in the new entry is made; this involves shifting
table. This is followed by a byte giving
the number of dimensions of the array,
say N, and then 2N bytes indicating the
number of elements (including the
zeroth element) in each dimension, as
16 -bit integers. This is shown in Table 4
for the array AR(1,2,3), which occupies
107 bytes of RAM. The elements of the

the entire array table six bytes higher in
memory to make space.
The interpreter can therefore spend a
considerable time searching tables; this

can be minimised by ensuring that

commonly used variables are declared
early in a Basic program so that they are
located near the beginning of the table.

array are stored in a logical sequence
which is illustrated for AR(1,2,3) in
Table 5. A DIM statement sets up the
relevant entry in the array table and The variable/array search subroutine,
FIND, is called at EF2D. Its use can
initialises all the array elements to zero.

Finding variables
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DESK TOP
COMPUTING
A COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO SUCCESSFUL
BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL MICROCOMPUTING

We live in an age of cheap computing power. For the first time the cost of a computer
is within the reach of the small businessman, the professional person or the private
citizen. And in the present economic climate the pressure is on to increase productivity
and efficiency using these electronic aids.
But will your desk top computer be a
boon or a curse? Will it increase your
profits or disrupt your workplace? Will
you be misled by salesmen's patter,
baffled by programmers' jargon and
find yourself the unhappy owner of a
totally unsuitable system?
Success in computer installation
depends on taking a logical approach to
your task - the Systems Approach; the
side of the microcomputing revolution
they didn't tell you about. This book,
from the publishers of PERSONAL

DESK TOP
A COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO SUCCESSFUL
BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL MICROCOMPUTING
urvInr,IT

DOC LOR

INCOMPLETE
RECORD

JOURNALIST

LIBRARIAN

PATIENT
RECORDS

CATALOGUE

CHEMIST
FARMER

MATHS

Define exactly what tasks you wish
your computer to undertake.

YIELDS

&
STATS

Interpret those tasks in a way the

----PRINTER

SHIPPING
AGENT
INVOICES

ARCHITECT

QUANTITY

PLOYMENT

ESTIMATES

CLIENT
RECORDS

limpyivEyoR

MP

key to obtaining the computer system
you need. Step by step, this book tells
you how to:-

EER ,
WORD
PROCESSING

ESTP

COMPUTER WORLD, Britain's largest selling micro magazine, tells you.
Lyn Antill explains, in language
plain enough for the most non -technical
user, the secrets of Systems Analysis, the

NCB

computer can handle.

Choose the right machine for
present and future needs.

Buy off-the-peg software.
Hire and supervise a programmer
when necessary.

EMPLOYER

Write program specifications
tailored to your staff and working
PROPERTY
RECORDS

Also included are several case studies covering the installation of desk
top computers in small businesses and for professional use together
with a comprehensive listing of virtually every hardware and software
system currently available in the UK.

methods.

Test programs and introduce them
into your business smoothly with
minimal disruption.

Maintain and modify programs.

AVAILABLE NOW PRICE L195 FROM YOUR PCW NEWSAGENTS,
THE PCW BACK ISSUES CENTRE OR BY MAIL ORDER (SEE PAGE167).
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FASTER

from a USR added subroutine, ie, by
calling FIND once to locate a numeric
variable or array and then storing the
relevant pointer for further use.

by directly calling Basic subroutines.

Direct access

speed can therefore justify the extra

best be illustrated by an example which

We now have the necessary information
to access certain Basic subroutines

BASIC

would normally form part of a USR- directly rather than through the intercalled subroutine.

LD HL, STRING ; HL points to
; variable name
CALL FIND
RET
STRING: DEFB AB
; variable name
START:

Assume that one requires the value of

the variable AB or, if it is not in the

variable table, to make an entry for it.
The HL register pair is loaded with a
pointer to memory location where an
ASCII string of the variable name is
stored. This string is terminated with,
for example, a colon. The subroutine
FIND will return with DE pointing to
the least significant byte of the value.
If AB was not already in the variable

preter. The only good reason for doing
this is to increase speed since it involves
writing additional machine code routines. The most effective way to do it is
via USR routines from a Basic program.
This gives a hybrid system in which one
retains the capability of the interpreter
but can accelerate specific sections of

AR(1,1,1):) must specify the array

element required and the array must

have been previously dimensioned. The
interpreter has to call FIND every time
that it encounters a variable even

where increased speed is useful is that
of Fast Fourier transformations.
An order of magnitude increase in

effort of writing specific USR routines
in a large number of applications. The
other software approach of starting
from scratch in assembler language

would certainly involve a great deal
more work and it is unlikely that the
final result would be appreciably faster

than that obtainable using the hybrid
method.

the program.

Provided that the variables that will
be used in the USR routines have been
previously declared in the main Basic
program, their values are available in
the tables in floating point. Their
locations may be obtained using FIND
and direct arithmetic operations carried

table, then an entry will have been
made and the value set to zero. The out on them in the USR routine by
array table may be searched in a calling the relevant Basic subroutines.
similar way but the ASCII string (eg,

This has obvious applications in
graphics, for example. Another area

On returning to Basic the new values

may be obtained in decimal by PRINTing. The decimal to floating point conversions are thus left to the interpreter.
The class of programs which benefit

most from this approach are those involving a large number of simple arithremains fixed throughout the exe- metic calculations, preferably on relacution of a particular program. Similarly, tively few variables. Matrix manipulaprovided that all the variables have been tions are a particularly good example.
declared, the array entries remain in The speed of matrix multiplication can
fixed locations. Obviously a more be increased by more than a factor of
intelligent use could be made of FIND 10 over that of a pure Basic program

though the location of that variable

2.

0, 0, 0
1, 0, 0

3.

0, 1,0

4.
5.

1, 1, 0
0, 2, 0
1, 2, 0

1.

6.

7.
8.
9.

0, 0, 1

1,0,1

0, 1, 1

23.
24.

0,2,3
1, 2, 3

Table 5 The ordering of array
elements in memory, in this case
the array AR(1,2,3).

PROTECT YOUR SOFTWARE INVESTMENT

APPLE®

COPY II PLUS

- can copy the "uncopyable"

With the Copy II Plus it is possible to make back-up copies of most currently available diskettes - including many supposed
to be "protected: against copying.
RELAX

PAYS FOR ITSELF

HOW TO GET YOUR COPY II PLUS

With the Apple Copy II Plus in your top

Many software suppliers offer replace-

drawer you can stop worrying about

ment of damaged disks - but many
don't. With the Copy II Plus you can
avoid the problems and time lost in

Send £39.99 (which includes VAT) to:Apple Orchard. 7a Church Lane,

accidental damage to your valuable
diskettes. The Copy II Plus allows you to
make back-up copies for normal use, so
you can keep your originals safely locked

away - away from the dangers of spills
or stray magnetic fields, or lust the wear
and tear of. everyday usage.
FAST

The Copy II Plus requires a 48K Apple II
with at least one disk drive and DOS 3.3

sending disks back
IDEAL FOR NEW USERS

The Apple Copy II Plus is ideal for
offices, colleges and schools and other
places where inexperienced users have
access to valuable software. Why watch
your expensive programmes deteriorate
when they could be safely locked away?

Loughton, Milton Keynes MK8 OAS.

or: Phone 0908 53595 and quote your
Access or Diners Club card to our 24 hour answerphone

Please allow 21-28 days for delivery-or
tell us to rush if that's too long.

%de Ore

(DOS 3.2 can also be supplied). The
Copy II Plus will copy nearly any diskette

in less than one minute and is suitable
for BASIC, PASCAL, FORTRAN and most

"protected" diskettes.

Apple m a registered trade mark of Apple Computer Inc.
Apple Orchard is a registered business name of Flintdata Ltd.
Copyright Flintdata Ltd 1981
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Commodore VIC-20
A fully-fledged, fully expandible, computer with large typewriter style keyboard, programmable function keys, PET compatible.
Gives 24 colours and sound, (to the degree that n can be used to
compose music). High resolution graphics module available as
extra. Speaks BASIC. Easy -to -use, even for beginners. New
VIC,-20 material is available and more is on the way. Supplied
with easy -to -read, easy -to -use manual, suitable for beginners
and children. Programs can be stored on optional VIC tape

recorder. Commodore approved supplier.

Texas Instruments TI -99/4
(PAL colour TV compatible)
Usable literally within minutes of unpacking. Anyone can use it
without previous computer experience or programming
knowledge. Powerful 16K. BASIC language. Special features:
high resolution graphics let you create animated displays,
charts, graphs; built-in music synthesizer allows you to build
notes and chords; equation calculator for maths solutions.
Designed for home management, educational and
entertainment use. Large amount of educational software
available on modules for youngsters. Programs can also be
stored using good quality tape recorder. Texas Instruments

approved supplier.

Trust the =kw Computer

Supermarket to be first with
new
the
computers.

Four new -technology computers bring you colour, sound, high
resolution graphics. All with plug-in program modules. All at
unique Computer Supermarket prices.
Atari 400
Brings the family music, art, education, entertainment. A general
purpose personal computer that's easy to operate and offers 16
colours, each with 8 intensities; high resolution graphics; 4
sound synthesizers; 57 key alphanumeric keyboard with upper/
lower case, inverse video, full screen editing, four-way cursor
control, 29 graphics keys. Programming languages: BASIC.
ASSEMBLER, PILOT. Programs can be stored on optional Atari

tape recorder. Atari approved supplier.

Atari 800
Top -of -the -line personal computer. Advanced peripheral
components, comprehensive software library. Modular design
precludes obsolescence. 16 colours (8 intensities), 4 sound
synthesizers; 57 keys with upper/lower case, inverse video, full
screen editing, four-way cursor control, 29 graphics keys.
Programming languages: BASIC, EXTENDED BASIC,
ASSEMBLER, PILOT, PASCAL. Programs can be stored on

optional Atari tape recorder. Atari approved supplier.

To Computer Supermarket Ltd, Douglas House,
Queens Square, Corby, Northants.

I enclose my cheque for £

II I

Or debit my Access/Barclaycard/Diners Card No. El

Please send me

O
O
O
O
O
O
O

(Cardholders may telephone orders 10 05366 61587/8)

Commodore VIC-20 at £192.50
Texas Instruments -D-99/4 at £282.50

THESE EXCITING NEW PERSONAL
COMPUTERS CONNECT TO VIRTUALLY
ANY COLOUR OR MONO TV. Full range of
peripherals will be available for each computer.
All units are complete and ready to use. 13 amp
plug fitted. Thorn colour TV's can be supplied
for use with these computers. Details on
application.

Signature

Prices include VAT. P&p & insurance £3.50

Name

Your remittance should be made payable to 'Computer Supermarket
Ltd', and shall remain your money until the goods have been
despatched to you at the address specified. All goods offered are
subject to Computer Supermarket conditions of sale, copies available
on request. Registered in England No. 2646589.

Atari 400 at £348.50
Atari 800 at £648.50

Hardware/Software list

Address

Atari tape recorder at £45 inc. VAT, p&p
VIC tape recorder at £40 inc. VAT, p&p

(BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE) PCW10

PRESTEL SERVICE Prestel subscribers can obtain further details
on these computers - and place orders for them - through the Prestel

service. PRESTEL No. 400400
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COMPUTER SUPERMARKET LTD, DOUGLAS HOUSE, QUEENS SQUARE, CORBY, NORTHANTS. TELEPHONE 05366 61587/8 AND 62571
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CHOOSE ATOM POWER

At work or play- everything you need in a personal computer
The Atom is a machine to be used.
Every day, day after day. It's a full

Optional Extras

function machine- check the
specification against others. It's
rugged, easy to operate built to last
and features a full-size typewriter
keyboard.

analogue to digital, viewdata VDU, disk
controller, daisywheel printer, plus many,
many more! 4 Power supply

Just look at some of the features!

FREE MANUAL

More hardware support than any other
microcomputer Superfast BASIC - can be
updated to BBC BASIC if required
High resolution and comprehensive
graphics ideal for games programmers and
players* - Integral printer connection*
Software available for games, education,
maths, graphs, business, word processing, etc.
Other languages: Pascal, FORTH, LISP
I/O port for control of external devices
Built-in loudspeaker Cassette interface
Full service/repair facility a Users club

YOU AND YOUR CHILDREN

Network facility with Econet

t Disks PAL UHF colour encoder
Add-on cards include 32K memory,

The Atom's highly acclaimed manual comes
free with every Atom and leaves nothing out In
just a while you'll be completely at ease with
your new machine! Within hours you'll be
writing your own programs.

More and more schools are buying Atoms.
More and more children will learn on an Atom.
You can give them that extra familiarity with an
Atom in the home.

ACORN

4a Market Hill,
CAMBRIDGE CR2 3NJ

v. When you order your Atom we will include

full details of all software packs and the
optional hardware.

pirr

Acorn Computer Limited, 4A Market Hill,
Cambridge CB2 3NJ.
I enclose a cheque/postal order for

ITo:

j'94 -

Please debit my Access/
Barclaycard No
Signature
Name (please print)
Address

* Expanded version only

Dealers or or Mail Order

Computer stores are stocking Atoms - there's a list below, but if you have any problems getting
hold of one just fill in the coupon and we'll rush one to you within 28 days. If the machine isn't
all you expected, or all we've told you, just return it within 14 days for a full refund.
MOM, Aberdeen 22863. Broadway Electronics, Bedford. Owl Computers, Bishops Stortford,

Telephone Number

52682. Eltec Services, Bradford 491371. Gamer, Brighton 698424. Electronic Information
Systems, Bristol 774564. Cambridge Comp Store, Cambridge 65334. Cardiff Micros, Cardiff
373072. Emprise, Colchester 865926. Silicon Centre, Edinburgh 332 5277. Esco Computing,
Glasgow 204 1811. Control Universal, Harlow 31604. Unitron Electronics, Haslington. Castle
Electronics, Hastings 437875. Currys Micro Systems, High Wycombe. Microdigital, Liverpool 236
0707. Barrie Electronics, London 488 3316. Off Records, SW12. Technomatic, NWI 0 452 1500.
H.C.C.S., Low Fell 821924. NSC Comp Shops, Manchester 832 2269. Compshop, New Barnet
441 2922. Newbear Comp Store, Newbury 30505. Newcastle Comp Services, Newcastle 615325.

Anglia Comp Store, Norwich 29652. Leasalink Viewdata, Nottingham 396976. Customized
Elect, Redcar 481460. Computers for All, Romford 751906. Intelligent Artefacts, Royston,
Arrington 689. Quadraphenia, Sheffield 77824. Q-TEK Systems, Stevenage 65385. 3D Computers,
Surbiton (01) 337 4317. Computer Supplies, Swansea 290047. Abacus Micro Comp, Tonbridge,
Paddock Wood 3861. Northern Comp, Warrington 601683.

IRegt stared No 1403810 VAT No 215 4C0 220

Quantity
I

I
I

L..

Item

Item price inc.
VAT + P&P

Atom Kit 8K ROM+
2K RAM
Atom Assembled 8K
ROM+ 2K RAM
Atom Assembled 12K
ROM+ 12K RAM

@ 040.00

Power Supply

@E 10.20

@ E174 50

@ £289.50

TOTAL

Totals

INTERRUPT

THE REAL

CHALLENGE
OF THE CHIP
Jeff Taylor is a researcher currently studying micro awareness and computer literacy projects in Britain
and the USA. He spent this summer travelling across the States visiting the various projects there and
comparing them to UK efforts. In this, the first of these reports, he gives an overview of computer literacy;
the views he expresses are his own and are not necessarily those of PCW. We would welcome responses from
readers, but advise that you read all three of his articles first.
for response, of which the supermarket cuts in educational spending. ConcernIn its revolutionary potential
changing

society,

microtechnology

has been likened to a multitude of
fundamental technologies throughout
history, from the harnessing of fire
to the electric motor. Two models
in particular are useful to bring into
sharp focus the confliction potentials
of this new technology: the development of writing and the printing press.
Writing can be shown to have led to

the development of a stratified society,
in

which those who controlled the

written word could, for example, record
history to their own advantage; the
printing press eventually instigated a
democratising influence. Significant
concern with both the negative and
positive social implications of micro technology scarcely exists in the United
States, whereas Britain has at least
begun to realise the crucial need for an
informed public that can direct, rather

than be merely persuaded to accept,
the impact of this and other new technologies.
In Britain,

the simple -but -classic
`Computer Revolution' has diversified
into the 'Microcomputer Revolution',
the 'Second Industrial Revolution', the
`New Industrial Revolution', the 'Microelectronics Revolution', the 'Information Revolution', the `Microrevolution',
etc. It has been said that Britain's only
growth industry is talking about the
chip and the rate at which names are
added to this list is matched in spirit
only by the changes in social conditions
with which it interfaces so provocatively: the demise of traditional
industry and the sharp rise in unemployment. Hence the keen attention paid to
it by practically all sectors in Britain,
who see microtechnology as a crucial
variable in projecting the future course
of society.

The media
and the micro
Popular

British

awareness

of

the

microrevolution has been fed by, and
in turn spawned, a plethora of media
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bestseller, Chris Evans' The Mighty Micro
(known in the US as The Micro
Millenium), is but the soft tip of the

ing out -of -school education, the BBC
is hastily assembling its computing skills

television course, set now to be aired
microberg. The level of current public starting January 1982, licensing the
receptiveness to the airing of micro - British computing firm Acorn to
social issues in Britain was optimistically produce the BBC computers that will
gauged by ITV when it ran a prime -time receive software via teletext, for home
six -part series based on 'The Mighty and school -based study. The Science
Micro', narrated by the late Dr Evans. Museum in London has decided to
Poor ratings for its first showing indi- extend indefinitely its exhibit 'The
cate that the mass audience was not yet Challenge of the Chip', which attempts
a viable market. Yet, that commercial to lead the visitor on from the nature of
broadcasting took the early risk is a silicon through to applications in sewing
valuable indicator. Its judgement was machines, missiles, etc. Although the
based on the phenomenal success of the presentation is Department of Industry
early 1978 BBC2 documentary 'Now sponsored, and therefore neglects menthe Chips are Down' which provoked tion of negative social implications, it
a mass doubletake by shouting bold and at least represents free public access to
problematic questions concerning auto- an understanding of the technology and
mation, unemployment and government the potential ubiquity of its applicaapathy. The program startled then - tions. Finally, initiatives such as the
Prime Minister James Callaghan to Nottingdale Technology Project in
announce overnight a £500 million Hammersmith, and the far-sighted
microelectronics development program efforts of Robin Bradbeer working
for the UK. Indeed, it shocked me into through the North London Computer
resigning as primary school teacher in Club, are beginning to provide access to
bucolic Derbyshire in favour of full- computing to a wide range of people.
time London -based research into the
educational and social implications of
microtechnology.
Since 'Now the Chips are Down' and
The Mighty Micro, the debate has been

enriched by a host of books, articles,

television and radio programs, conferences, etc. Even computing journals have
widened their scope to participate in the
dialogue over the social implications of
microtechnology. Concerning school
micro -education, Margaret Thatcher's
echoed,
albeit
government
has
belatedly, Callaghan's early response by
committing funds to develop a national
network of regional centres for software
development and exchange, and for inservice teacher training, the 'Microelectronics Development Programme
for Schools and Colleges' (consultative
paper, DES, 1979). There is also a new

`Awareness' and

`Literacy'

- The choice

The British government
emphasis on the more

choice of
potentially

pervasive 'microelectronics' rather than

on 'computers' is reflected in the two
early discussion documents issued by
the

Department of Education and

Science in which the past and present

governments announce the Microelectronics Development Programme

for Schools and Colleges, mentioned

above. Throughout these documents

the word 'computer' does not appear,
an omission more than just semantic.
It is indicative of the government's

commitment to subsidise the purchase sudden awakening to microtechnology
for and, in fact, the original document must
of
British
microcomputers
secondary schools, the micro -related be seen as a hasty and self-conscious
areas being the only exceptions to the response to the tremendous jolt given
general government policy of drastic by the airing of 'Now the Chips are

Down'. In that document was included
the statement: 'Education, together
with training, has a major part to play
in producing the skills and qualifications

to enable the new technology to be

exploited to best advantage; and in preparing society for its full consequences.'
Clearly, that government was hedging
its bets, vaguely directing education to
meet the wide range of needs that the
microrevolution might imply for
society. Note, however, the bureaucratic
Catch -22 planted within this document

by the Labour government, whereby

funds were to be made available to prepare society for the 'full consequences'
of the microrevolution, yet it is specifically stated that no funds were to be
made available by the DES to research
just what these consequences might be.
In America, sponsorship efficiently
blocks mass media from ever being so
impudent and informative as to awaken
government and populace to the imminent arrival of one of mankind's most
fundamental and problematic technosocial revolutions; the 'microelectronics'
emphasis has, therefore, never arisen.
Instead, here we are experiencing a
tidy flip-flop from a stress on the need
for 'computer awareness', an early 70s
pre -micro concept liberally sprinkled

with a social awareness that has gone
out of fashion, to a mechanistic and
'computer

literacy',

educational

security

easily -measured

completing yet another patch in the
back -to -basics

blanket. (Of the two major opposing
views of computer literacy in the US,
MECC - the Minnesota Educational
Computing Consortium - supports the
",,P..:0011 .....

..ssa

`softer' computer awareness' approach,
fast being superceded by the 'hard'
functional approach, supported most

notably by Arthur Luehrmann, formely
of Lawrence Hall of Science, now head-

ing his own computer literacy firm.)

Media coverage of micro -related
subjects in the US is usually confined to
non -mass audience networks and geared
to cultivating computer consumers
rather than informed citizens. When
social implications are raised, they are
whitewashed with dainty and superficial
optimism. These programs are invariably
sponsored by major computing companies whose multinational futures depend
on spreading just enough carefully

diluted computer awareness to ensure
ever-expanding

markets

for

their

products. It's not merely the familiar

reluctance to associate one's name with
controversial subject matter that could
prove remotely offensive to anyone,

it's also the danger that an informed
public might be more selective in its

applications of new technology than a
company's sales projections would
allow. It's rather like expecting a

producer of mouthwash to sponsor a
documentary that attempts to prove

that not only is mouthwash ineffective,
but that it might cause cancer.

Americans

spent

$300

million

on

mouthwash last year. They are projec-

ted to spend $2 billion on computers

in the next five years (Computer
Business News, 17 Nov 1980).

At a recent US national conference
on microcomputers and education, I
had the opportunity to voice my dismay before the assemblage of speakers
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INTERRUPT
to concentrate on providing techfundamental, such as biotechnology. duty
Imagine what an impact an informed nical and employment -related skills. If
sion of a more socially responsible public might have had on the develop- that is their considered analysis of the
present quality and role of the
computer awareness to a largely func- ment of nuclear technology.
American mass media, then one must
tional computer literacy in public eduquestion seriously the awareness level
cation, which invariably means learning
of these experts regarding the revoluto program in Basic - programming, a
tionary potential of microtechnology.
skill which may well soon be automatI have alluded to some of the reasons
ed, and Basic, a language whose future
is even more dubious. My argument was The technology for public access is with why there is more urgent preoccupaand is that the major and most imme- us now - we do indeed have the tech- tion with the microrevolution in Britain
date social implication of microtech- nology: 'The case of the Wells encyclo- than in the US, why in America there
nology is the crucial need for people to paedial or a modern derivative is the has arisen no effective mechanism that
be made aware of the remaining poten- extreme case. We do not suggest that an can be widely heard to inform that 'now
tial social implications so that they may enterprise should be undertaken, rather the chips are down': a) unemployment
be motivated to become quickly than it could now be practically under- in Britain is already highest since the
informed about how to direct the taken were the demand for access Depression; b) strength of British
impact of this technology rather than to that information to be there' (Sam unions, far greater than US counterbeing pacified into accepting decisions Fedida and Max Malik, The Viewdata parts, can easily sensitise the workforce
at their support for a hasty and largely
unquestioned transition from the provi-

Public access
UKv US

taken by the few. Just as a dictator

might decide that his country is not yet
ready for democratic elections, that the
people are not literate and are therefore
uninformed and ineligible to make decisions to take control of their collective
future, so, as our society becomes
ever more closely dependent on increasingly complex technologies, the public
is deemed technologically illiterate and
ineligible to control its own technological, and therefore social future, leaving
decisions by default to the few.
This initial awareness should not be
merely concerned with computers, but
with the conglomeration of technology
that microtechnology makes possible,

interfacing computers and robot systems, with their fast-growing artificial
intelligence, with telecommunications in
general - an awareness of la telematique.

as the French call it. This is the first
important step towards creating the

vigilant citizenry essential to direct the
impact of this and other new technologies. Through microtechnology itself
comes the potential for providing unprecedented access for all people, at their

own entry level, to information not
just about it, but about other new
impending technologies perhaps just as

Revolution, Associated Business Press,

to work -related implications; c) Britain's

Nelson's Xanadu Project, as described in
his new book Literacy Machines).

through the exploitation of new technology, for productivity through automation; d) Britain's freer and more socially
responsible media; e) Britain as a more
sociologically mature nation than
America, eg, the National Health

London 1980, pp 167-8; see also Ted

What is not with us is a public
informed enough of its own needs to
make certain that such access systems

will be implemented, equally available
to all, and as basic a right as libraries.
What is as crucially lacking is a public
motivated to use such systems, even if

available, especially when the same technology will offer as competition
exponentially more titillating diversions
and dilutions via the same medium.

What percentage of US TV viewers at
present watch the Public Broadcast
Service? Far smaller than the mere 50
per cent of citizens who use libraries,
or the equally pathetic 50 per cent who
voted in the last national US election
- but I digress.
The assembled response of experts
on micros and education to my plea for
a

more,

not

less,

interdisciplinary

technological component in education
was

ironically montonous. I was
informed that the American media are
doing a 'splendid job' of educating the
public with regard to the social implications of computers, that education has a

dire need for economic revitalisation

Service.

Innovation
and regression
Yet, it would be false to say that things
are really much better in Britain.
Despite the media assault in the UK

despite government input to schools,
despite out -of -school initiatives to pro-

vide microelectronics education to a
wider public, there seems little hope
through present mechanisms of providing even the utilitarian computer
literacy necessary for new technological
revitalisation of British industry, much
less of educating the general public so

they are informed enough in time to

take part in making decisions that will
guide the impact of this technology for
the greater good. Only media concerns
with educating beyond a more technical
computer literacy offer a spark of hope,
yet this spark seems small indeed when
it is realised what a tiny percentage of
the public are ever exposed to media
science education. BBC2, for instance,
on which most serious micro -based pro-

grams have been aired, captures only a
small percentage of the viewing
audience.

While these debates still rage in
England among academics and through
the media, traditional v progressive educational philosophies translated broadly
now by the extremes of education for
vocation or for permanent vacation, the
form in which government educational
policy has congealed has become distressingly clear. The pressures on public
education to return to basics and heed
the short-term needs of industry at the

expense

of the

long-term needs of

society, and the politically contentious

issues that a wider discussion of the

social implications of microtechnology
brings with it, ensures that, as in
America, British education will dilute

the microrevolution to the attempted
provision of easily testable skills, such
as programming and microprocessor

applications, along with the use of CAI
(Computer Aided Instruction) to reinforce traditional skills, some of whose
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INTERRUPT
value the

microrevolution places in

doubt. Signs are that this model is
being widely adopted in recent out of -school British

initiatives as well,

either confined to providing skills that
will ensure competent industrial fodder,
or towards cultivating the micro -

consumer base, following the role of

the US media. Note the new BBC

educational initiative is titled 'computer
literacy', yet it is designed to promote
programming and
to
sell
BBC

computers, hence affirming the most

functional definition of computer
literacy.
So, after a brief flirtation with
a potentially far-sighted and enlightened
approach, the British seem to have

succumbed to importing yet another

technology with labels and values
the
American
utilitarian
intact;
computer literacy, which, though
emphasising hands-on activities, allows

(under Luehrmann's interpretation) no
exposure to the broader social issues as
a basis for facilitating informed citizens.
(A balanced view of the arguments
supporting commuter literacy and

computer awareness can be found in
Dani I H Watts's article, 'Computer
Liter cy: What Should Schools Be
Doin About It?', Classroom Computer
New, November -December 1980.)

Yet, who could feign surprise at this
regreSsive rationalisation, par for a
government course hell-bent on reducing social obligation in so many other
spheres? Indeed, from the outset it was
implicit in its careful revision of the

inherited Labour Party discussion docu-

ment previously quoted, in which the
Tories deleted the clause about preparing society for its full consequences,
while elsewhere stressing the need to
exploit microelectronics for its econo-

mic potential. It should not be unexpected that Thatcherism should reveal
itself unconcerned with creating an
informed citizenry, or with the
unemployment implications of new
technology, or that it should clinically
display its only interest in micro technology and education as exploitable
means to revitalise the flagging economy
in such a way that it reinforces the
status quo. Meanwhile, the consequen-

ces of this mentality that increasingly
governs the West are beginning first to
appear in Britain, with unemployment
just now reaching the three million
mark, nearly 13 percent of the working
population and as high as 60 percent in
disadvantaged areas.
As the present lack of micro foresight in Western government policy

allows the gap between the haves and

the have-nots to increase rapidly, corresponding to the fall in price -per -chip

component and concomitant explosion
in automation and automatic unemployment, the critical flashpoint will have
been reached throughout the West, as

has just been reached

in Britain,
rioting have
occured. But whereas it is a bayonet it

where

outbreaks

of

point society of short, sharp shocks
that is now imminent in that formidable bastion of democracy, future
troublesome elements of the Western
displaced and unplaced workforce will
be crushed by sophisticated micro surveillance. Note Reagan's recent move

to create extensive databanks on all
welfare recipients, as part of his

rationalisation of social programs (as
reported in

syndicated Washington
Post feature which appeared on 1 May
1981 in the Arkansas Democrat).
a

anti -technology block', getting them

`well and truly hooked', so they will,
in turn, involve their parents.
It has the potential to subvert

public apathy to matters social and
technological, not merely to placate,
feed industry, or create a consumer base

ComputerTown UK!
and USA!

which represents its present direction.
Its phenomenal success indicates its
potential as a carrier of social evolution and the need to look more closely

faint glimmer is being issued forth from
the British horizon. A new media -

represents

Yet, in the midst of all this gloom, a

initiated effort also stating as its aim
the spreading of 'widespread computer
literacy' seems to embody just the sort
of mechanism necessary to drive a
subtle wedge of micro -awareness deep

enough within the British society to

reach a significant cross-section of the
public. ComputerTown UK! (CTUK!)
is a nation-wide network of voluntary
computer literacy centres with its own
monthly notice board, ComputerTown
UK! News'. In elaborating its aims,

CTUK! states flatly that the intent is
not to produce a 'nation of programmers', but to do something 'on a very
wide scale to introduce the public to
some

basic

truisms

of

computers'

(ComputerTown UK! was introduced
through PCW in the November 1980
issue, from where all of the CTUK!
quotations that appear here were
taken). CTUK! relies on 'computer
enthusiasts who are prepared to spend
a
little time spreading computer
literacy within their own communities,'
and in so doing offers the potential for
early, wide, free public access to

computers and education about them.

The purpose of spreading this 'awareness' is not so very different from
initiatives I have
other British
mentioned: it is needed to overcome the
`poor public image' of computers which
they see as the roots to upcoming
`widespread social unrest' which micro induced unemployment will trigger off.
It is noteworthy that CTUK! sees this
investment in automation as essential to
Britain's economic future, an imperative

that must not be blocked by the hostility of unemployment. In this CTUK!
sees

its role as removing 'fear of the

at its origins.

As one might have guessed, CTUK!
yet another American
technique imported by Britain, another

triumph of American know-how. As

such, it becomes all -the -more essential

that the goals for which the 'tool' was
originally designed, and its history of
success

and

failure,

be

carefully

examined so that the technique can be

appropriately adapted to meet local

needs. In this case, the needs are as I
have already outlined: for a public

motivated to question and seek answers
regarding the social implications of new
technology.
The concept ComputerTown USA!
was originated by Bob Albrecht in
Menlo Park, California, with the stated

aim of 'bringing computer literacy to
the entire community.' (this motto is
the subheading of every CTUSA! news
bulletin). Activity began in April of
1979 with Albrecht and Ramon

Zamora manning personal computers
in strategic places in the community,
such as local schools, pizza parlours,
book stores, community centres, parks,
and the eventual home base of CTUSA!,
the Menlo Park Library. They managed

to attract the support of a local representative of a computer manufacturer
who was able to provide the project
with three machines, and from then

on, as the CTUSA! News Bulletin No 1,
May 1980, from which I learned all this
states, 'the project was an instant
success'. An important measure of that
success is that in September 1980

CTUSA! was granted $250,000 from

the National Science Foundation to put
together an implementation package
over three years to aid in the replication
of CTUSA! in other libraries. The project was funded just prior to Reagan's

unknown', namely computers, in order cuts which no place in jeopardy the
to remove a great 'barrier' to change, in future of much of the NSF.
What information I could learn about
other words, to placate a potentially
hostile public by endearing them to the CTUSA! from England I found vague
technology that threatens them. It does and intriguing. These two California
not see its role as one of involving the pied pipers would apparently attract
public in becoming informed enough to loads of children and, after a brief
direct this transition into a future that micro -initiation, each child would go
respects the quality of life by first away with a 'My Computer Likes Me'
making known to it the alternatives. badge as graduation certificate. Yet,
CTUK! identifies the most fearful beyond spreading 'computer literacy',
unknown as the technology, whereas it a term that the bulletin leaves undecould be argued that the most obviously fined, there are no clearly stated aims,
a public is the no demystification to counteract the
future itself, especially when the public anthropomorphic myth which the badge
feels that its future is governed not by seems to reinforce.
Through good fortune, it soon
it, but by technology out of control.
Another part of CTUK!'s purpose in became possible for me to visit the US
spreading computer literacy is also not to research CTUSA! and other US
very different from other British initia- micro -education initiatives in context.
tives: to prepare citizens to 'help create What follows in the next two months,
the new industry that this country then, is an impressionistic diary of
requires'. Yet, CTUK! describes itself micro -encounters of all kinds along a
as 'subversive'. It is subversive in its 6000 -mile drive, meandering ever west,
mechanism, designed to appeal first to in search of other Computefrowns
children, 'the weak point in society's enroute to CTUSA!

fearful unknown to
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DESIGNING PROGRAMS

THE WARN1ER WAY
Here's a really neat way to design programs quickly and logically,' described by Paul Overaa.

There's a lot more to writing a pro-

Warnier-Orr techniques were pioneerby Jean -Dominique Warnier in
France and their use has been expanded

gram than the physical effort of putting
it into code, whether you're using Basic,
Pascal or any other programming

ed

short and simple, your first action must

in

language. Unless the program is very

be to design it - work out the under-

lying sequence and logic. Without doing
this, you can end up in a frightful mess.

The program design stage can often
be more difficult than the actual coding;

put another way, by properly
designing the program before you start
coding, the coding itself becomes very
much easier because you have a clear
mental picture of what you're doing at
each stage in the program. Producing
logical, well -structured programs which
or,

actually do exactly what you wanted
them to thus hinges around good program design.

A program design technique must,

if it is

criteria:

to be useful, satisfy several
it

must produce consistent

results of high quality; it must be quick;
it must allow easy program maintenance

must be simple enough for
anyone to use it and produce good
and

it

results.

If these criteria look as though we're
waiting for some really handy program

design technique of the future, then
relax
just such a technique is here
-

already.

REPORT

BEGIN REPORT
ACCESS FILE
PRINT DETAILS ON FILE
END REPORT

Fig 1

US. The method is a major step forward
programs.

Before we look

in

detail at the

Fig 2
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and if this is the case, the user should be
informed.

Warnier Diagrams - that are basically to be performed any number of times
a series of hierarchical 'curly brackets'. from not at all to n times.
The best way to learn to understand
Having now dealt with the basic
these diagrams is to see them being used conventions of Warnier diagrams, we
in specific cases, so let's consider a very
simple example.
For some purpose or other, we have
to print a report comprising the

can
express
in
plain language
exactly what the diagram tells us:

we are dealing with a certain procedure
called REPORT which starts by asking

contents of a disk file. The Warnier us for the name of a file. If the file
diagram of this is shown in Figure 1. exists then we can access it and print
Notice that the bracket is read from out the details; if it does not exist then
top to bottom and that the word the operator is informed of that fact.

`report' on the left-hand side identifies
To appreciate the elegance and speed
what we're doing in the bracket. Notice with which this technique can
also that we explicitly state at the top accommodate changing requirements
and bottom of the bracket that there is within a particular problem, let's place
a beginning and an end to the operation. some additional restrictions on our
example: the user must be able to access
a file of his own choosing and a report

of the contents of this

(1)

ACCESS FILE
(1)

FILE EXISTS
(0,1)

END REPORT
(1)

printed report of details

- and the programming language you're used to separate mutually exclusive
going to use! These are things which will operations - in this example, a file
affect how you code your program but either exists or doesn't; the logical
they should not influence your logical opposite of a statement is written with
solution to the problem.
a bar over it - FILE EXISTS means
Programmers are using Warnier-Orr that the file does not exist; brackets
techniques to design programs which written to the right of an item or stateare then written in Basic, Cobol, ment indicate the operations to be
Fortran, APL and assembler languages carried out; underneath each item or
as well as many other languages; all statement is a number in parentheses
agree that the techniques result in easy which indicates how many times the
to understand, well -structured programs operation is to be performed - (1) tells
(yes, even in assembler!).
us that the operation is performed once
The technique uses diagrams - called and (0,n) tells us that the operation is

ASK FOR NAME OF FILE

FILE EXISTS
(0,1)

a

I
should emphasise that
Figure 2 shows the problem in
during the design stage, it's vital to Warnier diagram form. The following
forget about your computer completely conventions are used: the C) sign is

techniques,

(1)

O

obtain

the design of logically structured present. Such a file may not in fact exist

BEGIN REPORT

REPORT

To explain some further conventions,

let's now introduce a minor complication to the problem: the user will wish
and publicised by Kenneth T Orr in the to access a file of his own choosing and

PRINT DETAILS
(1)

{

INFORM OPERATOR THAT
FILE DOES NOT EXIST
(1)

file

is to be

printed; such a file may not exist and
if this is the case, the user must be so
informed. In addition to this, there are
within our hypothetical system various
files containing sensitive information,
such

as wages or personnel details,

which must only be made available to
those users with the proper authority
- users are therefore issued with access
code numbers. If a user tries to access
a file which he has no right to examine,
two operations must be carried out: the
user must be informed that he has tried
to access data to which he is not permitted access; and the system security
officer must be informed of a
possible attempted illegal access.

The Warnier diagram for this new

condition is shown in Figure 3; pay

particular attention to the layout of

this diagram and compare it to
Figure 2, the example without the additional restrictions.
Notice that as we redefine the
problem and add more details, we don't
have to re -arrange the complete

r-

BEGIN REPORT
(1)

ASK FOR NAME
(1)

BEGIN FILE EXISTS

ASK FOR SECURITY CODE

(1)

(1)

diagram, as we would have to with a
flowchart. All we do, in fact, is super-

impose the new details and restrictions
onto the existing diagram, which grows
as we successively modify the requirements. In addition, the diagram is documenting and expressing the logic of the
problem in a way which will actually
make the transition to a language coded equivalent very straightforward.
The ability of these Warnier diagrams
to display, help formulate and to grow
with the changing logic of a problem is

FILE

CODE CORRECT
(0,1)

REPORT

"(

FILE EXISTS <
FILE IS RESTRICTED
(0,1)

END FILE EXISTS
(1)

I don't intend to discuss the coding

FILE EXISTS
(0,1)

END

SUBROUTINE FILE EXISTS
IF FILE IS RESTRICTED THEN GOSUB "RESTRICTED
FILE" ELSE GOSUB "ACCESS"

REM

SUBROUTINE RESTRICTED FILE
INPUT SECURITY CODE
IF SECURITY CODE=CORRECT CODE THEN GOSUB
"ACCESS" ELSE GOSUB "ILLEGAL ACCESS"
RETURN

REM

duction to this very important technique. If you want to experiment, then

try the ideas with small programs at
first, gradually increasing the complex-

ty of the problems. I think you'll be
very surprised at how quickly your

SUBROUTINE ILLEGAL ACCESS
WRITE TO ILLEGAL ACCESS FILE THE TIME OF ACCESS
ATTEMPT AND USER CODE
PRINT "THIS IS A RESTRICTED FILE - YOUR ACCESS
CODE DOES NOT PERMIT YOU ENTRY"
RETURN

REM

programming assumes a more professional approach.

References

Warnier, J D: Logical Construction of

REM

Programs, 3rd edition, trans B M Flana-

gan, New York, Nostrand Reinhold,
1976.

we can take care of the polishing. Here
are some tips:
If the article is already written,

simply send it in, making sure that your
name, address and 'phone number

appear on both the article and the

(1)

REPORT MODULE
INPUT NAME OF FILE
IF FILE EXISTS THEN GOSUB "FILE EXISTS" ELSE
PRINT "FILE DOES NOT EXIST"

by working from the largest bracket

their prose is less than perfect. Providing
that submissions have a sensible structure and follow a logical sequence,

(1)

REM

as a 'main block'. Lower -level brackets
are called as subroutines and these may
themselves call further subroutines. The
pseudo -code in Figure 4 should give you
the general idea.
This has been a somewhat brief intro-

to say so we don't mind too much if

INFORM OPERATOR THAT
FILE DOES NOT EXIST

END REPORT

Fig 3

operation as subroutines! If this is done,
then it's very easy to code the program

have appeared in print before. In
this game it is often those with practical
experience who have important things

ACCESS FILE
(1)
PRINT DETAILS
(1)

of the solution in this article, other than
by giving a very general pseudo -Basic
type of program based on the example

be writers, even those who may never

..tINFORM SECURITY
OF ILLEGAL ACCESS
ATTEMPT
INFORM OPERATOR
NO ACCESS
(1)

(0,1)

lete logical solution to the problem!

PCW welcomes approaches from would-

(1)

CODE CORRECT
(0,1)

simple conventions have been learned,
these diagrams can be read just like the
written plain -language equivalent but,
unlike the plain language form, a
Warnier diagram contains within its
apparently simple notation the comp-

Orr, K T: Structured Systems Development, New York, Yourdon Press, 1977

PRINT DETAI LS

FILE IS RESTRICTED
(0,1)

of great importance. Once the quite

we have developed.
The secret in transforming the
Warnier diagram into the finished
program lies in treating all of the
brackets containing more than one

(1)

Fig 4

SUBROUTINE ACCESS

(This would access whatever data the file contained
and display it on a terminal, printer, etc)
RETURN

covering letter. If you have submitted
the same work to other magazines you
should tell us - it would be embarrassing (to say the least) if the same article

drop us a line saying what you'd like to
do and why you think you're qualified
to do it. We're not particularly looking
for strings of academic qualifications experience carries just as much weight.
Dick Pountain is always on the look-

out for interesting calculator features
and we wouldn't mind seeing one or
.two readers getting on their soapboxes
but remember: even articles such as

this need a structure.
appeared in more than one.
Reading PCW will give you a good
If you have an idea for an article or
a series, write us a letter outlining your idea of the style we prefer. You may
ideas. A one or two page synopsis giving notice that we try to avoid pomposity

the proposed structure, sequence and at one extreme and flippancy at the
content will give us a sound basis for other (except in 'Chip Chat', that is).
Finally, have a look through back
discussion. Please give us a daytime
issue indexes and try not to re -invent
'phone number if possible.
If you have nothing specific in mind any wheels. Oh, we almost forgot but feel qualified to conduct case PCW does pay for all published work.
studies, Benchtests or whatever then
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Corned Approved
Dealers
Aberdeen
MOM Offshore
21 Bon Accord Street
Tel: 0224 22863

Belfast
0 & M Systems
95 Dublin Road
Tel: 0232 49440

New Slidemaster brings colour
graphics with no application programming

Birmingham
Byteshop Computerland
94/96 Hurst Street
Tel: 021 622 7149

SYSTEMS SHIPPED PER M,1,1 -t

leee

Bristol
Senton
27 Nicholas Street

Tel: 0272 276132

Cambridge
Toltec
24 Thompson Lane
Tel: 0223 312347

Cheshire
Holdene
82a Water Lane
Wilmslow
Tel: 0625 529486

I

Dublin
Lendac Data Systems
8 Dawson Street
Tel: 0001 372052

IL

Edinburgh
Holdene Micro Systems
48 Great King Street
Tel: 031 557 4060
Ciltagova
Byteshop Computerland
61 Waterloo Street
TN: 041 221 7409

Leeds
Holdene Micro Systems
11/12 Rampart Road
Tel: 0532 459459

London
Byteshop Computerland
324 Euston Road, W1
Tel: 01-387 0505
Digitus
9 Macklin Street, WC2
TN: 01-405 6761

Jarogate
67 Tulsemere Road, SE17
TN: 01-670 3674

Manchester

The ColourfulWorld of
Cromemco

Byteshop Computerland
Piccadilly Station Approach
Tel: 061 236 4737
NSC Computers
29 Hanging Ditch

Tel 061 832 4269

Newbury
Newbear Computing Store
40 Bartholomew Street
Tel: 0635 30505

Nottingham
Byteshop Computerland
92a Upper Parliament Street,
NG1 6LF
Tel: 0602 40576

Sheffield
Hallam Computer Systems
451 Eccleshall Road
Tel: 0742 663125

Southampton
Xitan Systems
23 Cumberland Place
Tel: 0703 38740

Suffolk
Eurotec Consultants
Little Waldingfield,
Sudbury

Tel: 0787 247959

Surrey
Gemlines
184 London Road, KT2 6QU
Tel: 01-546 9944

Wenvicits
Business & Leisure
Microcomputers
Kenilworth
TN: 0926 512127

Watford
Lux Computer Services
108 The Parade,
WD11 2AW
TN: 0923 29513

Worthing
Ace Computing Services
1-11 Bridge Road
Tel: 0903 35411

Comart Ltd,
St. Hoots, Cambs.
Tel (0486) 215005
Telex 32514 Comart G.

Cromemco brought
High Resolution, broadcast
quality colour graphic systems
onto a new price/specification
level with the SDI System. They
gave a wide colour pallete, up to
4096 colours, and a wide variety
of functional development; area

The image is developed from a
digitising tablet, and reproduced
directly on the colour Monitor.
Slidemaster offers a choice of up
to 75 powerful design functions. A
touch of the pen and the images can
be erased, shaded, coloured,
enlarged or reduced, or rotated. The
menu provides for a variety of pen or
brush selections, and the capability to
generate circles, elipses, lines or text,
and to zoom and pan.
The images can be stored on
diskette, and redisplayed
"sideshow" style at the touch of
a key. The user can have up to
six images stored in RAM
Memory for instant recall or
merging, and hundreds more
stored on disk in a highly
compact and cost effective form.
Cromemco Colour Graphics
users benefit from the in-depth support

infill, rotation, -a true
professional graphics capability.
With the Slidemaster they
have added a new dimension User Convenience. Slidemaster
is an optional expansion to the SDI
System. It provides sophisticated colour
graphics with no programming.
Slidemaster users still have full SDI
756 x 482 point High Resolution
capability, and the facility to program
in the high level languages of BASIC,
and Fortran. Cromemco Colour
Graphics is supported on the floppy
disk based System 2 and System
3, and the hard disk Z -2H.
Cromemco's analogue, digital,
and optically isolated I/O
Modules provide versatility for
control applications.
Slidemaster is a fully self
contained application package. It
allows images to be developed,
stored and manipulated
interactively with speed and ease.

of Comart - Cromemco's longest
standing, and leading European
Distributor. Comart, its nationwide UK
dealers, and supported OEM's
provide local and specialist end user
support at all levels. Comart's central
technical, distribution and service
facilities ensure ready availability and
well qualified technical support in
hardware, software and after sales service.

comart

SPECIALIST IN MICROCOMPUTERS
A member of the Comart % Group of Companies
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Start talking
business
with your Apple
COBOL is the most effective business language.
Apple H is the most friendly business computer.

Over half the Apple II's now being sold are going
to business or professional users so demand for

CIS COBOL with FORMS -2 brings together the

quality applications is growing fast, creating big
business opportunities for you.

best features of COBOL and Apple to enable you to
deliver the most effective, user-friendly applications.

Business Programmers: Take the COBOL
expertise you have acquired on big business
mainframes, and use it on Apple II to create friendly
applications that will talk directly to your users where it suits them best, on their own desks.
CIS COBOL's dynamic module loading gives
you big application capability and the FORMS -2
source generator lets you build and modify
conversational programs from visual screen
formats, creating much of the code automatically.

Application vendors: CIS COBOL with
FORMS -2 steps up the pace for your development

of the high quality professional application
packages needed today. And creating them in
COBOL makes them more maintainable.

Stability proven by the US Government.
CIS COBOL has been tested and approved for two
consecutive years by the US General Services
Administration as conforming to the ANSI '74
COBOL Standard. Apple II under CP/M is included
in CIS COBOL's 1981 GSA Certificate of Validation
(at Low -Intermediate Federal Standard plus
Indexed 1-0 and Level 2 Inter -Program
Communication).

Get your hands on CIS COBOL at your
Apple dealer.
Talk business with him now!
Micro Focus Ltd., David Murray John Tower,
Brunel Centre, Swindon, Wilts., SNI INB.
Phone: (0793) 695891. Telex: 444418 MICROF G

MICRO FOCUS
CIS COBOL with FORMS -2 for use on the Apple II with CP/M is an Apple Distributed Product.
C S COBOL and FORMS -2 are trademarks of Micro Focus. CP/M is a trademark of Digital

Research. Apple II is a trademark of Apple Computer.
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MEGASTOR consists of two very reliable 8 -inch BASF drives, an integral
power supply, and a controller card for Apple ][.

MEGASTOR software available from VLASAK:

In addition, we are able to offer a range of specially -developed user

Open -Item, or Balance -Brought -Forward.
INVOICING: User -configured to produce invoices, credit notes, delivery
notes, and picking notes. Automatically updates the Sales Ledger.
STOCK CONTROL (INVENTORY): 3000 to 6000 stock records on-line,
with an average access time of 1 second.

software - inventory, accounting, payroll, etc - to utilise MEGASTOR's
large storage capacity.
Special software is available to convert Apple ][ DOS files to IBM 3741 formatted EBCDIC -encoded files, and to read IBM -formatted files.

MEGASTOR offers the user 1.1 or 2.2 Megabytes of storage power per
dual -drive unit.

SOME OFTEN -ASKED QUESTIONS
Q: What drives?
A: BASF double -sided, double -density 8" drives.
Q: How do I copy programs from 51/4" to 8" disks?
A:

A utilities disk that provides a direct copy program for DOS 3.2 is
supplied. DOS 3.3 files are transferred using FID (on the Apple
System Master Disk). Pascal programs can be copied by using the

Pascal Autoboot utility (£75).
Q: Is MEGASTOR any faster than 51/4" disks?
Yes. A program will operate faster on MEGASTOR than on mini -disks.
Can I run mini -disks and MEGASTOR together?
A: Yes. The MEGASTOR can be used stand-alone, or in combination with
mini -disk drives.

' Apple is a trade mark of Apple Computer Inc.
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LEDGERS: fully -integrated, 1500 accounts, 6000 transactions/month,

PAYROLL: 400 employees (200 weekly, 200 monthly). All tax & NI
contribution codes supported. 12 pre-tax payments, and 5 post -tax
adjustments available.

Vlasak
Computer
Systems

lV

Vlasak House, Stuart Road, High Wycombe, Bucks HP13 6AG
Telephone: High Wycombe (0494) 448633
DISTRIBUTORSHIP AND OVERSEAS ENQUIRIES WELCOMED

that we have received, well, that's just

to encourage you. Even if your listing is
not published, at least you get the thrill
of seeing your name and program
mentioned.

What I can and will do is to put

enquirers in touch with authors. I keep

a fat and growing file of names and

addresses of all those who write to me.
If you're interested in a listing mentioned, drop me a line at PCW and an

1P7A4

°

P

SAE and Ill' send you the address of

0

MIDIS

D
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Compiled by Derrick DaMes

Fibonacci series
A reader wrote to colleague Sheridan

Williams recently, asking why there was

desired element
what -have you.

fourth, tenth, or

Remember you saw it here first!
If I get some time, I might get

no function available for factorials. If around to doing the same for the
you're not sure what they are, let me factorials problem - or can you beat me
explain. Factorial 2 is written as 2! and to it? I would be interested to hear
is understood to mean 2 x 1. Factorial from anyone with a solution, or anyone
3, written as 3!, means 3 x 2 x 1; 4! is with a better answer than mine for the
4 x 3 x 2 x 1; and so on. Factorial Fibonacci series.
numbers obviously get very big very
quickly but they are of great interest to
statisticians as well as to humbler folks
who like a flutter on the football pools.

Programs received
Square and Cube Roots (TRS-80) by

Try permutating any eight from 32 Jonathan Sumpster (14) of Maidenhead.
matches and you'll see what I mean!
Alphon Invaders (Video Genie) by Alex
Now, at first sight, it is not im- Mackow (13) of Margate.

mediately obvious why anyone should Golf (PET) by Mark Cochrane (13) of
want a function to produce factorials. Gerrard's Cross.
One would think that all you have to Old Glory and Horse Race Predictor
do is access a subroutine:
(ZX81) by Kevin Kirkland (16) of
9000 F=1
Newport, Salop.
9010 FOR X=1 TO Y
Spacefighter (Video Genie) by Jason
9020 F=F*X
Bell (12) of Prestwood, Bucks.
9030 NEXT X
Defender (MZ-80K) by Basil Zimms
9040 RETURN
(16) of Edinburgh.

where Y is the desired factor to be Berk's Defence (PET) by Stewart
returned in F - but three variables and Sargaison (15) of Berkhamsted.
five lines are used up and if space is
That's another good month for
restricted, this can be serious. Besides,
it's not nearly as satisfying as having a
neat function to call.
I had this little problem at the back
of my mind the other day when I was
working on a program that called for
the use of the Fibonacci series, an in-

teresting series of numbers in which

the next element is obtained by adding
together the previous two: 1, 2, 3, 5, 8,

13, 21, 34, 55, 89, 144, and so on.
(Some authorities start it off as 1, 1, 2,
3, etc, while others begin 0, 1, 1, 2, 3.)
As before, it is easy to construct a subroutine:
9000 F=1: F2=0
9010 FOR X=1 TO Y
9020 F1=F2+ F
9030 F2=F
9040 F=F1
9050 NEXT X
9060 RETURN

programs. Thank you all!

I've also had mugtraps from Shaun
of Maidstone,
Andrew

Dunmall

Freudenberg of Taunton, David Lomax

of Manchester, Alistair McLuckie of
Gwynned, Phillip Watson of Hartlepool
and this one from J P Jiggins of Greenwich:
10 PRINT
"ENTER
20 INPUT N$
25 N=0

NUMBER";

30 C=CODE (N$)-28
40 IF C<0 OR C>9 THEN GOTO 20
50 IF N>3275 THEN GOTO 20
60 N=N*10+C
70 N$=TL$(N$)

80 IF NOT N$="" THEN GOTO 30
90 PRINT N

Mr Jiggins wins this month's book token.

where Y is the element of the series to
be returned in F.
Here four variables and seven lines

Program listings
No fewer than four people have written
to me this month, asking for copies of

are used up, although of course with listings that I have mentioned but not
multiple -statement lines there would be published. I have explained the situasome saving. Even more to the point, it tion on this page already but I'll do it
is intellectually unsatisfying, like an un- again for new readers. I cannot send
solved crossword puzzle. It was a tan- out listings because those that are not
talising challenge to reduce it to a single

equation. My program was put away
and I devoted a couple
solving the problem.

of days to

What I finally came up with was the

following:
F=INT((1.618036T(X+1)+.5)/2.23614)
which will produce the first 26 elements

of the series before rounding errors
affect the result. The variable X is the
PCW 131

published are returned to their rightful
owners. Besides, if you think about it,
you will realise that it would be illegal
for me to send copies here, there and
everywhere, unless we had previously
paid

the author. Fair enough?

Project packs
`Dear sir, my school is doing a project
on computers. Please send me full information.' Roughly speaking, that is
the gist of dozens of letters received by
PCW every year -- and it's sending the

Editor prematurely bald! He doesn't
know how to answer it, you see. Well,
do you?

If you are guilty of sending such an

enquiry, then take heart -- help is at

hand. I am proud to announce the formation of MAPE - Micros and Primary
Education - an organisation of practising teachers and educationists dedicated to 'spreading the word' among all
22,000 primary school in these islands.
The first meeting of the steering committee was held in London recently
under the chairmanship of Ron Jones,
Headmaster of Upwood Co Primary
School, Huntingdon, Cambs, following
the Easter international conference held
at Exeter University. Committee mem-

bets from Land's End to

Sheffield

(does nobody live North of there?)

gathered to begin work on establishing
a national body espressly for primary
computing.

My own view is that on sheer numbers of machines and schools represented, primary computing will eventually
become bigger than any other sector in

education - but I may be wrong. The
point is that word 'eventually' - so far,

MAPE is in its infancy. One thing they
have started work on is an information
pack for newcomers, but it's not ready
yet. I'll keep you informed. Since, for

my sins, I too am on the committee,
it'll be the 'inside dope'.

Another source of information

is

Newman College, University of Birmingham, who have started a primary
computing magazine Microscope, and

are devoting space to the

fledgeling

organisation. Write to Roger Keeling,
Newman College, Genners Lane, Bartley
Green, Birmingham B32 3NT.

A sub -committee is already at work
next year's conference at
Exeter. Judging by this year's, it will be
a sell-out and early booking is advisable.
Write to Roy Garland, College of Education, St Luke's, University of Exeter.
planning

Trumpet
voluntary
What can you do if you want to know
about schools computing and want to
get 'stuck in' right away? Well, one
thing you can do is to turn to the back
issues

of PCW and read my series,

`Gateways to Logic', which began with

the owner - and that would the July 1980 issue. (I regret that it is

imply that we should pay for each and
every program sent in! It's not on,
mates!

As to why we publish a list of those

not available in book form, and if any
publisher is interested, so am I!)

If all that isn't enough, interested

UP THE SHARP END
A USER'S VIEW OF SOFTWARE PIRACY
From Richard Waller of The Management Centre Ltd
In the good old days BM (Before
Micros) we didn't have software

piracy. We wrote programs for ourselves. If anyone else wanted to use
our programs we gave them to him,
with whatever documentation

there

happened to be, 'as is', warts and all.
And good luck to him - let him be ten
years behind as well.

Then user groups came into fashion
and with them formalised software
sharing. IBM identified three classes of
software. As I recall, Type 1 was from
IBM laboratories and came with super
documentation and always worked.
Type 2 came from IBM staff working
with customers and had some standard
documentation and the programs sometimes worked. Type 3 was sent in by

customers who either contributed to
the well-being of the industry or just
wanted to get their name in print. The
documentation varied alarmingly and
again, the programs sometimes worked,
at least on the author's own system.

Came the great IBM price unbundland

ing

things ceased to be free.

Suddenly all software cost money. On
mainframe computers the average cost
of a software package now is said to be
$14,000. Surely it should be possible
to acquire one cheaper than this from a
friend? So was invented software piracy

and, in order to try and protect the
shattered remnants of their revenue,

the authors invented software protection.
First line of defence is the source

code. In the new suspicious environment the author keeps the source; all
you get is the compiled object code.
You can still have some changes; the
software house will configure your
system for you with a whole range of
available user options. But once set up
and running, any change means going
back to

the author again. But this

technique doesn't work with interpreted languages like Basic. Quite a lot of

users know Basic and we have a protection problem even when the Basic code

looks a right dog's dinner with not a
remark statement to help you in the
entire listing.

The second line of defence is the

contract.

Every

purchaser

signs

a

contract in which he finds he hasn't
bought the software - he only has a

perpetual lease. And he accepts a
more or less open-ended commitment to
damages if the software he is using falls
into the hands of an unauthorised party.

This worked for a time. With only
about 8000 mainframes in the UK and
minis not being at that time very signi-

bill to pay and a contract to sign and he
did both without a murmur. No
problem.
Documentation was the third kind of
protection. The documentation is copy-

right (not that anyone seems to care
about that) but these products were
large and full of bugs. And the user
manuals were the only communication
the user had to keep him in touch with

reality. Unless the new releases kept

coming, the bugs bit him faster than his
boys could fix them. A steady stream of
Program Temporary Fixes was a must.

Allied with this, most computer users
were the larger companies and even if
they took a package they also paid a lot
of money for customising and for instal-

lation consultancy. The actual cost of
the software package was trivial by
comparison. This still applies for the

more complex applications like production control and inventory control.
Now we have maybe 120,000 micros
installed, of 140 different types. All the
world and their wives are writing software

packages.

Most

are

relatively

simple and thus easy to install; this

132 PCW

multiple terminals on my computer

then I can, of course, use the program
at each. If I have several micros with
single screens, the best I can do is to
pass the program disk around; I cannot
use the program simultaneously, which
seems unfair.

Now there are some neat ways to

protect software. Unfortunately, these

are nearly always in addition to the
above (no -source code, the contract
clause,

officious

documentation/

upgrade service, program copy booby
traps). The fashionable thing to do

today is to use a `dongle'; you buy a
small box to fit on the cassette port

for each machine you want to run your
package on and you can make as many
copies of the software as you need. It

a much better solution than the
products which got bent if you kept
picking it in and out of the printed
is

PROM chip that came with some earlier
circuit board.

Next in line is user personalisation.
The author configures the software for
your particular computer model,
appeal and suddenly having to pay memory size, printer display and disks
£95 for a program like Visicalc stops and it will not run on any variations of
you in your tracks.
this set pattern. This is not so good for
Would it be the bicycle shed
syndrome? The accountant suddenly
queries the £95 (plus VAT) for a
program. 'But you bought a program
last week', he says. And the money you
benefit, retail
image is a large part of the new micro
up -front,

immediate

would have to pay suddenly has to
compete with other items of small
spending like continuous stationery, an

upgrade of the printer - even with
important things like beer money.
Everyone tells you that it is foolish

to pay the full price. A lot of dealers
offer discount on everything - why
can't I get discount on Visicalc? So
you look for a bootleg copy and pay,
say, £40 plus the hidden cost of photocopying the manual.
So nothing is quite as easy any more.

The product

is

more complex and

probably more expensive because of the

security. You have to see your legal
people before you sign the contract;
you cannot change anything yourself
because you haven't got the source; and

if you go back to the author it takes a
month and you have to explain your
simple requirement

to the thickest

programmer in the kingdom, and he
keeps asking you why you want to

change his product when it's obviously
perfect.

You cannot even make a backup
copy; the authors have put a load of
cunning code onto the floppy disk on
When I was with CAP we heard, via a which the program is supplied so that
man we wanted to employ, of a user the copy program will not run. The
who had our software. So we sent him a author has promised a 24 hour turnficant for their packaged software, a
contract seemed a good protection.

around if you send him a corrupt disk,
but you want it now.
And there is another nasty. If I have

the user for portability or back-up but
it does at least ensure that the buttons
are all functional. But then the author
can go on and put the purchaser's name
the

on

copyright

system

welcome

message. And on each output display

screen. And on each report printed. And
on the user manuals. You name it, your

name is on it. So unauthorised users
have an identity problem.

Third in line is a software maintenance contract. Some companies are

now offering software maintenance for
life at no extra cost. Whose life is not

always clear, but an aggressive sales
campaign on the back of this to issue
upgrades perhaps for 'the cost of reproduction' like £40(!) could tie the
user into his contract in a mutually

attractive way.

The objective is to ensure that
revenue accrues to software package
authors. It is hard enough for package
authors to stay solvent without ripping
them off. Oh, that everyone was as
ethical as you or I. If it is profitable to

write software than there will be lots of
exciting new products available at nice
low prices.

the 6502 since 1976 in various instruments, primarily battery powered noise
level meters, or environmental noise
monitors; it seems if you wrap some
pretty aluminium around the 6502
you can sell it for $8000!
I

am sure that we are not alone

the end of

its useful life (the first

microprocessor that we used here at
Digital Acoustics was the Intel 4040,
which has been out of production for

part, anyone who has been reading the
numerous articles and advertisements
for the Motorola 68000 is aware that
this is by far the fastest of the available

some time now).
We are astonished that some persons

microprocessor chips.
Because our environmental noise
monitors are manufactured in relatively

with like views see the Motorola 6809
as the 6502 successor. Perhaps these

small quantities the cost of software
is by far the single most expensive
ingredient of the instrument. Had we
had a choice of using a $5 6502 or a

persons are unfamiliar with some of
the characteristics of the 6809. For

example, to perform a 32 -bit add it is
necessary
to perform the usual
succession of four LDA, ADC, STA
sequences since the 16 -bit add in the
6809 is not an add with carry. Further,

$198 68000 developing our latest
model, I would have immediately
chosen the 68000 because it is far
easier to program and requires far

the above sequence will run more

fewer lines of code to perform a particular function. This would have benefitted our company in two ways. First,
the lessened cost of software would
more than offset the additional cost of
the integrated circuit. Secondly, the
time saved by our engineering staff

slowly than a 6502 at the same clock
speed because the 6809 is not pipe -

lined and therefore requires four clocks
for a zero page reference as opposed to
three for the 6502.
6809 is not overall a better general
purpose computing device than the

chip which came along five years later
than the 6502, the relative performance

equipment design. The author, Hal
Hardenbergh, is president of California based Digital Acoustics Inc.

If we want to look at chips with a
very high performance to price ratio
we would have to consider the 8088
which is now under $15 at the 100
level, or the Z8002 which is under
$20 at the 100 level. The 8088 is

here's a hardware manufacturer's description of the problems involved in

We at Digital Acoustics have been using

.,

tical because the 68000
fact available at that time!

We did purchase two sample 8 MHz

68000s (at $249 each) when the chip
finally became available in a bug -free
version

November.

last

Until

very

recently we had not done anything

with the 68000 for the simple reason

COMPUTERS
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THE "PET" SPECIALISTS

AFFORDABLE CBM 'PET' PRICES!!
Available from stock:

4016 (16K)
8032 (32K SUPERPETS)

TRY US!
YOU WILL NOT BE
DISAPPOINTED

PRICE BREAKTHROUGH III

SOFTWARE

As well as a full range of Petsoft and Commodore Software, we
have some highly reliable "Home -Brewed" programs available.
STOCK CONTROL & INVOICING
£60

(Handles up to 500 items- 32k) (80 on 16K). Stock depleted
on invoicing, search etc. Cassette, disk (& print option).

EXT CASSETTE DECKS (INC COUNTER & SOUNDBOX) £55*

£125

3000 item: 4040/8050

£90

CASH BOOK
Printers
CBM 4022
CENTRONIC 779
CENTRONIC 737
SPINWRITER 5510

was not in

192 HONEYPOT LANE, QUEENSBURY, MIDDX HA7 1EE 01-204 7525

oom.#

4008 (8K)
4032 (32K)

developing additional instruments for
sale. Of course, this is purely hypothe-

advantage seems slight.

I RA j

uotirpoa

have been put to better use

could

6502, what I am saying is that, for a

`Sharp End' has until now been mostly
concerned with software. For a change,

-4

6809.
However, if we can ignore the
current $198 one-off price for an 8 MHz

in seeing that the 6502 is approaching

I am not trying to say that the

HARD CHOICE

4-,

source code compatible with the 8080,
and has considerably superior computational throughout compared to the
6809. The Z8002 has 16 general 16 -bit
registers and has vastly superior computational throughput as compared to the

Disk Drives
CBM 8050
CBM 4040
CBM 3040

printout and totals, weekly

Sundries
INTERFACES: C12 CASSETTES

Enter daily/weekly amounts

DISKS: LIBRARY CASES
PAPER (ROLL & TRACTOR FEED)
LABELS: DUST COVERS

(4032. & 8032 Versions £110 & £120.

CBM 8026 & 8027

TOOL KITS (BASIC 2 & 4), SUPERCHIPS
. . AND ALL SORTS OF OTHER CH IPS. ..
UPGRADE YOUR PET EVEN MORE!!

monthly analysis, totals and balances.

STOCK TAKING for the licensing trade
OUTSIDE SERVICES (For Mini -Cabs etc.)

£240

£220

Sae for free software booklet

.

Commodore Business Programs

Specialists in:

The "MUPETs" are HERE!
3 to 8 PETS only need 1 DISK DRIVE ....

Daily demonstrations: Rinq for details.
-

pit ---ir -,

COMPLETE SYSTEMS
FROM £17001!

---- --

COME AND SEE THE NEW

/1
)

THE SYSTEMS WE SUPPLY & INSTALL ARE COMPLETE
ESTIMATES GIVEN FREE WITH NO HIDDEN EXTRAS:
FULL BACK-UP: GUARANTEED EXPERTISE.

$ PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE VAT

PERSONAL SHOPPERS WELCOME
Phone & Mail Orders accepted.

Bristol Trader, Item & Monitor
Superpay, Word Processing.

1 i

'\

`'1

,i

N

't [i @i1189inc. VAT
/

,

_

FULLY WORKING AND OPERATIONAL
ASK US ABOUT ALL THE ADD -ON -GOODIES
THAT GO WITH THE VIC
I

ALL GOODS SENT SAME DAY WHEREVER POSSIBLE
LARGE S.A.E. FOR LISTS ETC.
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UP THE SHARP END
that all of the application literature put
out on this chip by Motorola (and not
much of it at that!) suggests that the
circuit cannot be turned on without the
use of fewer than 574 integrated circuits
to support it! A processor of this
complexity is completely inappropriate
to the sort of instrumentation we manufactured.

port was completely
unusable! After examining my alternatives I decided to cut one line and install
expansion

determine the content of the TTL chips,
but not the PIAs! (Now that I have the
system debugged I might be inclined to

could

complete board contains 25 ICs includ-

4k display area, 800 -through $8FFF
be accessed via the memory
expansion port. Since I needed only a
few bytes to interface to the 68000, I

discovered that the Motorola sales that I now have about 2k RAM that

people were remarkably uncommunicative once they discovered you were not

a prospect to purchase their $28,000
Exormacs

system.

Although

I

was

convinced that it was possible to make
a far simpler system using the 68000,
there was no information available in
such detail as to make it practical to
out a circuit board with any

lay

nobody
knows
about, including
Commodore, Wordpro or Toolkit!

It took about two weeks of debugging both the hardware and the bootstrap PROM software before we finally

got the 68000 working reliably. Once
the basic hardware and software was
debugged, two further changes proved
necessary to achieve a completely
reliable handshake. First, since the

expectation that the resulting system
would work. For these reasons, until a 68000 was operating on its own regulamonth ago the 68000 chips had literally

never been removed from the plastic

cartons they came in.
We now go back about 3'/2 years to a

time when a 3M salesman dropped by
to

show me a

new

breadboarding

system. The sample he had with him
was a circuit board about 3x5in and
both 14- and 16 -pin sockets were
available for use with this system. At
that time I told him that I loved the
concept but could not use the system
since all of the circuits that we would
like to breadboard would require a
board much larger than 3x5in, and
sockets with 20, 24 and 40 pin size
among others. You are not going to
believe this but the very same salesman came back less than two months
ago with a brochure outlining exactly
what I had asked for. I immediately
ordered about $500 worth of breadboarding equipment that included two
kits, three circuit boards and a number
of various odd sized sockets. In three
weeks a partial delivery was made,
including one of the two kits and one
of the three circuit boards.

ted 5 V supply which didn't have a line
filter, it proved necessary to protect

the 68000 from line transients. The
most convenient means of doing this

proved to be the use of a Sola harmonic
neutralising
regulating
transformer

which we happened to have on hand.
Once we plugged this in we were able
to transfer an average of four million
bytes before the handshake would hang

up. We then modified the software in
the 8032 to set the interrupt mask
before data transfer and then enabling
interrupts

after

the

transfer

was

complete. After making this software

modification we ran the instrument

overnight without any hang up. During
this time the two instruments exchanged about one gigabyte. I have no idea
why it is necessary to set the interrupt
mask because, from my knowledge of
how the 6502 works, no such problem
should occur.

floating point multiply and the floating

portion of the two operands is sent to
the Motorola 68000 for processing and

RAM and 1k of bipolar PROM, plus the result retrieved. The 6502 does most
the necessary clock generator and de- of the necessary computations involving
coder and interface circuits to my the exponent while the 68000 is handlrecently -purchased Commodore 8032. ing the integer portion of the arithmeThe wiring of this breadboard took tic.
The elapsed time (for multiply)
about four hours. I then realised that
with all of those wires in place it would between the start of the data transfer
be virtually impossible to add the of the 68000 and the end of the data
necessary +5 V and ground lines, plus retrieval from the 68000 is about 250
the necessary bypass capacitors. I stalled ps, of which 180 ps is devoted exclutwo days over this impasse and then sively to data transfer. The integer
ripped out all of the wires, installed the portion of the divide routine takes a
ground and VCC wires (these needed to little bit longer but not much. The net
be soldered) and a large number of result is a saving of between 2,1 and
miscellaneous ceramic bypass capaci- 2.3 ms each time a floating point
tors. Then the system was rewired; multiply or divide takes place. If a
apparently I had learned a little bit simple FOR. .NEXT is written whereabout the prototyping system, since in a particular transcendental function
it took only a little over three hours is performed (eg, arc tangent), the net
the second time through.
I decided to interface the board

through the memory expansion port of

the 8032 and was rather surprised to
discover that Commodore, through its
memory

decoding

procedures,

had

'arranged matters so that the memory
134 PCW

try PIAs on a future attempt.) The
ing the 68000. There are nine 2kx9

static RAMs, one of which is used by
the 8032. There are two 512x9 bootstrap PROMs containing a mini -monitor,

plus the multiply and divide code. The
remaining chips are used for decoding
and interfacing purposes. I believe this
proves conclusively my contention
that it is possible to build a simple
system using the 68000 microprocessor!

The point of all this is that I believe
the 68000, not the 6809, is the logical

successor to the 6502. After all, the

6502 was noted for being significantly

faster than the other microprocessor

chips of its day. On the other hand the
6809 bears the dubious distinction of
being unquestionably the slowest micro-

processor of its generation, while the
68000 is the fastest. Like the original
6502 very simple yet useful systems can

be built using the 68000. The 68000

even has a zero page addressing mode
which, like the 6502, operates significantly faster and uses less memory space

than the longer forms of addressing.
Further, the zero page in the 68000 is
64 kbytes wide!

I predict that it will be some time
before home computer enthusiasts will
complain about the lack of zero page
space in the 68000 as they now
complain about the lack of such space

in 6502 systems.

The currently high price of the
68000 is a temporary inconvenience
which will surely be cured as a number
of second sources are now coming on
line. The 68000 has been available from

Since that time we have modified Hitachi for some time now, and Rockthe 8032 Basic by replacing 12 bytes well will be selling parts shortly. There
are a number of other second sources
so that both entrance points to the

point divide routine jump to a user
The kit was delivered on Friday EPROM which we installed in the
afternoon, and by noon Saturday I A000 -socket. At this point the integer
had a fully wired up breadboard which
included a Motorola 68000, 16k static

for interfacing rather than PIA chips
since an oscilloscope can be used to

single TYR 'gale (one fourth of a
74LS32) so that the upper half of the
a

On trying to get clarifying informa- decoded 2040 of the possible 2048
tion on this matter through Motorola bytes into an additional static RAM so
I

Now about the 68000 hardware;

this system was designed for maximum
simplicity rather than for smallest chip
count. For this reason LSTTL was used

performance improvement ranges from
2.6 times to 3.0 times depending upon
the particular transcendental function
involved.

for this part and it is possible that some
of these are already on line without my

knowledge. In any event, how cheap
must a processor be for use with a
system including a 24x90 CRT, a dual
floppy disk drive, and a good quality
printer?

I would be very much interested to
hear of other persons' experiences with

the 68000 and I am very willing to
exchange software and other informa-

tion on the 68000 with anyone who
does not plan to compete with us by
manufacturing
monitors! (I
exchange.)

environmental
emphasise the

noise
word

(Since writing this, Hal has gone on to
develop an add-on board which gives

68000 power to the 8032 SuperPET;
he's selling this for $600 in the States
but it's not yet available in this country. If you want to contact Hal, write

to him at Digital Acoustics
Inc, 1415 E McFadden, Suite F, Santa
Ana, CA92705, tel (714) 835 4884
- Ed.)
directly

Sinclair ZX81 Personal Comp
the heart of a system

that grows with you.
1980 saw a genuine breakthrough the Sinclair ZX80, world's first complete personal computer for under
£100. Not surprisingly, over 50,000
were sold.
In March 1981, the Sinclair lead
increased dramatically. For just
£69.95 the Sinclair ZX81 offers even
more advanced facilities at an even
lower price. Initially, even we were
surprised by the demand - over
50,000 in the first 3 months!
Today, the Sinclair ZX81 is the
heart of a computer system. You can
add 16 -times more memory with the
ZX RAM pack. The ZX Printer offers
an unbeatable combination of
performance and price. And the ZX
Software library is growing every day.
Lower price: higher capability
With the ZX81, it's still very simple to
teach yourself computing, but the
ZX81 packs even greater working
capability than the ZX80.
It uses the same micro -processor,

but incorporates a new, more powerful 8K BASIC ROM - the 'trained
intelligence' of the computer. This
chip works in decimals, handles logs
and trig, allows you to plot graphs,
and builds up animated displays.
And the ZX81 incorporates other
operation refinements - the facility
to load and save named programs
on cassette, for example, and to
drive the new ZX Printer.

Kit:
149.95
Higher specification, lower price how's it done?
Quite simply, by design. The ZX80
reduced the chips in a working
computer from 40 or so, to 21. The
ZX81 reduces the 21 to 4!
The secret lies in a totally new
master chip. Designed by Sinclair
and custom-built in Britain, this
unique chip replaces 18 chips from
the ZX80!

New, improved specification
Z80A micro -processor - new
faster version of the famous Z80
chip, widely recognised as the best
ever made.

Unique 'one -touch' key word

Kit or built - it's up to you!
You'll be surprised how easy the
ZX81 kit is to build: just four chips to
assemble (plus, of course the other

Unique syntax -check and report
codes identify programming errors
immediately.
Full range of mathematical and
scientific functions accurate to eight

work with a fine -tipped soldering iron.
And you may already have a suitable
mains adaptor - 600 mA at 9 V DC
nominal unregulated (supplied with
built version).
Kit and built versions come complete with all leads to connect to
your TV (colour or black and white)
and cassette recorder.

Multi -dimensional string and
numerical arrays.

Up to 26 FOR/NEXT loops.
Randomise function - useful for
games as well as serious applications.

Cassette LOAD and SAVE with
named programs.
1K -byte RAM expandable to 16K
bytes with Sinclair RAM pack.

Able to drive the new Sinclair
printer.

BASIC manual

Every ZX81 comes with a comprehensive, specially- written
manual -a complete course in BASIC programming, from
first principles to complex programs.

169.95

entry: the ZX81 eliminates a great
deal of tiresome typing. Key words
(RUN, LIST, PRINT, etc.) have their
own single -key entry.

decimal places.
Graph -drawing and animated display facilities.

New

Built:

Advanced 4 -chip design: microprocessor, ROM, RAM, plus master
chip - unique, custom-built chip
replacing 18 ZX80 chips.

discrete components) -a few hours'

!ter-

1V0 z'
m
,mm..
99e50GO - CO 'fle,
IF X e.C2
aSsZ. THEN RE:

39",'"a LET C=1

.983 LET m=2
9984 POKE It
9985 POKE 11
9986 LET R$
9987 RETURN
9988 REM PR
TIME
989 FOR I=
990 FOR J.
991 FOR K=
992 POKE
(t. K +I)
93 NEXT I.<

94 NEXT u

L76 P-OnR 1es..
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Available now the ZX Printer

for only 149.

16K- byte RAM
pack for massive

add-on memory.
Designed as a complete module to
fit your Sinclair ZX80 or ZX81, the
RAM pack simply plugs into the
existing expansion port at the rear
of the computer to multiply your
data/program storage by 16!
Use it for long and complex
programs or as a personal database.
Yet it costs as little as half the price
of competitive additional memory.
With the RAM pack, you can
also run some of the more sophisticated ZX Software - the Business &
Household management systems
for example.

Designed exclusively for use with
the ZX81 (and ZX80 with 8K BASIC
ROM), the printer offers full alpha numerics and highly sophisticated
graphics.
A special feature is COPY, which
prints out exactly what is on the
whole TV screen without the need
for further intructions.
How to order your ZX81
BY PHONE - Access, Barclaycard or
Trustcard holders can call
01-200 0200 for personal attention
24 hours a day, every day.
BY FREEPOST - use the no -stamp needed coupon below. You can pay

At last you can have a hard copy
of your program listings -particularly
useful when writing or editing
programs.
And of course you can print out
your results for permanent records
or sending to a friend.
Printing speed is 50 characters
per second, with 32 characters per
line and 9 lines per vertical inch.
The ZX Printer connects to the rear
of your computer - using a stackable
connector so you can plug in a RAM
pack as well. A roll of paper (65 ft
long x 4 in wide) is supplied, along
with full instructions.

by cheque, postal order, Access,
Barclaycard or Trustcard.
EITHER WAY - please allow up to
28 days for delivery. And there's a
14 -day money -back option. We want
you to be satisfied beyond doubt and we have no doubt that you will be.

r"To: Sinclair Research Ltd, FREEPOST 7, Cambridge, CB21YY.
Qty

Order.1
Code

Item
Sinclair ZX81 Personal Computer kit(s). Price includes
ZX81 BASIC manual, excludes mains adaptor.
Ready -assembled Sinclair ZX81 Personal Computer(s).
Price includes ZX81 BASIC manual and mains adaptor.
Mains Adaptor(s) (600 mA at 9 V DC nominal unregulated).

Total

£

£

12

49.95

11

69.95
8.95
49.95

10
18

16K -BYTE RAM pack.

Item price

ZX Printer.
Sinclair.

27

8K BASIC ROM to fit ZX80.

17

49.95
19.95
2.95

Post and Packing.

TOTAL £
El Please tick if you require a VAT receipt
*I enclose a cheque/postal order payable to Sinclair Research Ltd, for £
*Please charge to my Access/Barclaycard/Trustcard account no.
*Please delete/complete as applicable

I

I

I

I

1

I

I

I

I

11111
Please print.

Name: Mr/Mrs/Miss 111111111111

ZX81
6 Kings Parade, Cambridge, Cambs., CB2 1SN.
Tel: (0276) 66104 & 21282.

Acidress.1111111111111111

1111111111111111111

LFREEPOST - no stamp needed.

I

I
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How the ZX81 compares with other personal computers
SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

ZX81

ZX80

ACORN
ATOM

APPLE II
PLUS

PET
2001

TRS 80
LEVEL I

TRS 80
LEVEL II

ROM

8K

4K

8K

8K

14K

4K

12K

£70
£120

£100
£150

£175
£285*

£630
£630

£435
£530

£290
£360

£375
£375

ROWS

24

24

16

24

16

32

32

32

40

25
40

16

COLUMNS
LOW RES GRAPHICS (<7000 pixels)
HI RES GRAPHICS (>40000 pixels)
USR (CALL, LINK)
PEEK, POKE (OR EQUIV)

64

64

GUIDE PRICE

Basic unit - inc. VAT
Unit plus 16K RAM (*12K RAM)

COMMANDS

LIST, LOAD, NEW, RUN, SAVE

STATEMENTS

PRINT, INPUT, LET, GOTO,
GOSUB/RETURN, FOR/NEXT IF/THEN
STEP
TAB

ARITHMETIC
FUNCTIONS

ABS, RND
INT

ATN, COS, EXP, LOG, SGN, SIN, SQR, TAN

ARCSIN, ARCOS

STRING
FUNCTIONS

CHR%

LEN

ASC(CODE), STR$', VAL, INKEY

NUMBERS

FLOATING PT±10,38
INTEGERS

NUMERIC
VARIABLES

A -Z

STRING
VARIABLES
NUMERIC
ARRAYS
DISPLAY

SPECIAL
FEATURES

AA-ZO
An-Zn, n= any alphanumeric string
AS& 8%

A$to Z$
An$to ZnS n = any alphanumeric character
SINGLE DIMENSIONAL
MULTI DIMENSIONAL

Sinclair software
on cassette.

The ultimate course
in ZX81 BASIC

If you own a
Sinclair ZX80...

programming.

The unprecedented popularity of the
ZX Series of Sinclair Personal
Computers has generated a large
volume of programs written by users.
Sinclair has undertaken to
publish the most elegant of these on
pre-recorded cassettes. Each program is carefully vetted for interest
and quality, and then grouped with
others to form single -subject
cassettes.

Software currently available
includes games, junior education,
and business/household management systems. You'll receive a
Sinclair ZX Software catalogue with
your ZX81 - or see our separate
advertisement in this magazine.
PCW 138

Some people prefer to learn their
programming from books. For them,
the ZX81 BASIC manual is ideal.
But many have expressed a
preference to learn on the machine,
through the machine. Hence the
new cassette -based ZX81 Learning
Lab.

The package comprises a 160 page manual and 8 cassettes. 20
programs, each demonstrating a
particular aspect of ZX81 programming, are spread over 6 of the
cassettes. The other two are blank
practice cassettes.
Full detailswith your SinclairZX81.

The new 8K BASIC ROM used in the
Sinclair ZX81 is available to ZX80
owners as a drop -in replacement
chip. (Complete with new keyboard
template and operating manual.)
With the exception of animated
graphics, all the advanced features
of the ZX81 are now available on
your ZX80 - including the ability to
drive the Sinclair ZX Printer.

ZX81
6 Kings Parade, Cambridge, Cambs., CB21SN.
Tel: (0276) 66104 & 21282.

Compiled by Dick Pountain.
nothing in the (program) press 2nd

gives CAb as expected, 17485648 gives

R/S, the run/stop instruction, and a 1CAb. Another point: the terminator
capital 'A' will appear on the screen! number does not have to be 8.
9
.

.

Now switch off/switch on, and repeat works too. Similarly, in the positive case
the above with:
only (ie, without minus sign), the first
-1648 which gives a small 'b'; or - digit does not have to be 1... anything
1748 which gives a capital 'C'; or - except zero works, in which case the
1848 which gives a small 'd'.
More interestingly, after whichever one
of the above four sequences you want,

Yet more
from Casio

A veritable deluge of new product
from Casio this autumn continues with
the fx-702p and fx-9000p.

to get several letters on to the screen at 1.2374858 STC 9, then enter 3.78 EE 8
+/- SUM 9. Thus 1.0374858378 is now

alphabetical order rather than QWERTY
keyboard. The language is Basic,

memory is 1888 bytes and many of
the stats and maths functions are
carried over from the calculators, inclu-

ding regression analysis. A printer will
be available and the price will be around
£115.
The fx-9000 is a microcomputer with
built in VDU, but may interest calcula-

tor users since it works to calculator
precision, unlike most micro Basics.
It, too, has many built in maths and
functions;

a

letter string - just as the 1 did, in fact.
I have had no success in unravelling

press CE and then press any random this, but by bashing lots of numbers
string of numbers. . . eg, 4418365. Sure into memory 9 and running, I have
enough, the A or b or C or d will be come up with more and more intriguing
pushed along the screen - just as if it results. By far the most surprising result
was a legitimate number! It is also easy I have come across so far is this: enter

The 702p is Casio's reply to the once - in fact, even to fill the screen
Sharp PC1211. The sales literature with letters.
shows a machine of similar 'sideways'
Let's say that you want `bbC' on
format to the PC1211, but with an your screen, for instance. Well, first I

stats

chosen digit dutifully appears before the

direct calculator

mode plus program storage by remov-

able CMOS RAM modules and an

optional matrix handling Basic make it
clear that Casio is aiming at scientific

rather than hobby or business users.

The price is expected to be PET -like.
See Benchtests on both machines here
soon.

500
Fanfare
A user group has been formed for Casio

in memory 9. Now press CLR, then
press 2nd R/S. Unbelievably, the cal-

culator switches off! There is no way to
must digress a little. These four numbers switch it back on again except to 'really'

above (-1858 for A, etc) have the switch it off and then to switch it on
following values, ignoring the -1 at the again. Do so quickly, because the
beginning and the 8 at the end: -85 battery is drained at a terrific rate in the
for A; 64 for b; 74 for C; and 84 for d.
Henceforth I will refer to these middle
portions as the 'codes' for each letter.
Digression over; no for the crucial
point. The codes can be strung together
to give character strings. Thus the code
for bbC, which was my example above,
is simply 646474. Now re -attach the -1
and the 8 to this code. . to get, in the
.

case of bbC, the number -16464748.
Switch off/switch on and enter this
number into memory 9; press 2nd R/S
as before and - hey presto - the string
bbC appears on the screen! Now press
CE and then press 3 - and the screen
now reads bbC3, the channel on TV

artificial switched -off state.

To fill the screen with letters, pro-

ceed as follows: I will use ACbbCdAb as

an example. The first four letters in this
string are ACbb; code 85746464. Throw

in the -1 and 8 as usual, to get -1857464648; and now throw in a decimal
point as well, between the eighth and
ninth digits, to get -18574646.48.
Store this in memory 9. (Do this by put-

ting -18574646 in first, then pressing
.48 INV SUM 9). Similarly, the required

number for the second half (CdAb) of
the letter string is -17484856.48; store
this number in memory eight (8). Now
enter learn mode at step 00, by pressing
which we're all hoping will come soon. 2nd RST 2nd LRN, and replace all the
(Continue pressing some more numbers empty steps, and both the 2nd COSH

and you can have bbC37582 if you keys (there will be two of them) by INV
- until you get to the batch of empty

want.)

I'll come back later to how you can steps after your second encounter with
fill the whole screen with letters. At the a 2nd COSH. Do not replace these with
fx-501/502p owners, and the first issue moment, I know, it seems impossible; INV; rather, replace the first two of
of its newsletter 500 Fanfare has just after all, to get (say) ACbbCdAb you them with 2nd R/S 2nd RST.
reached me. It contains several games would have to enter -1857464647484Now, after all this, simply press 2nd
programs plus a nice gossip column and 85648 into memory 9, which is far too LRN 2nd RST 2nd R/S. The required
I hope it will go far, which seems likely long. All will be revealed below.
letter string will appear on the screen at
given the volume of mail I receive from
Just why does all this happen? If you last.
500 owners.
Trails of leading zeroes are possible enter learn mode at step 00 (by pressing
The first issue contains amusingly 2nd RST then 2nd LRN), and step eg, C0000144. I will use this number as
slighting references to my good self, through the program, then it seems an example. To obtain it, press 985 STO
speculating on my existence or other- totally empty, hardly surprising since 9 - which simply stored 985 in memory
wise, due to my poor record of answer- you never touched it! - until you reach 9 - and then press 2nd SST 2nd SST
ing letters and/or publishing readers'
step 17 or thereabouts, when suddenly 2nd SST. . . on and on and on like this.
programs. To set the record straight, I you are confronted with the keycode After some time (about 20 steps), '9A'
do exist after a fashion, but lack of time for INV (inverse), followed by a lot of will built up on the screen. Keep going;
prevents my answering letters, and of nonsense like 2nd DEG (degree mode, the 9A will soon disappear, leaving a
space my publishing any but the most of all things!) or 2nd FIX (fix -decimal string of zeroes. But don't stop now;
unusual of programs.
format key). This garbage usually con- keep going until there is, a string of five
Get your copy by sending a stamped tinues until roughly step 20, the last zeroes, as required. Then press 144. The
addressed envelope to: Max Francis, 38 piece of the garbage invariably being display screen will now read 00000144,
Grymsdyke, Great Missenden, Bucks 2nd COSH (hyperbolic cosine key); as was wanted.
HP16 OLP. Tel: 02406 5436.
from then on the program is empty.
For all I know, these discoveries may
Why this should cause letters to appear be only a tiny fraction of the quirks
on the screen is quite beyond me. which can be exploited. Perhaps readers
It seems plausible that the hexa- will spot more.
The Texas TI -51-111 is a budget -priced decimal machine -code ROM has some(.£20.25) and programmable calculator, how been tapped, although I have never

Texas quirk

which is also subject to alphanumeric managed to get E or F; perhaps some
quirks, as discovered by lain Stewart of readers will find a way. Incidentally, if

Alva, Scotland. Here is his own account

of how to extract the alphas from it.

Enter the number - 1858 into memory
9

and

then (even though there

is

you leave out the minus signs in front of

the memory 9 inputs above, then the
output is the same sequence of letters,
except that there is a number '1' before
them; for instance, while - 17485648

Computer world
Kraftwerk's

new

album

'Computer

World' has a track called 'Pocket Cal-

culator' which uses the 502p music
facility to good effect. The album is
recommended, except
nervous disposition.

to

those

of
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WCOMERS-START

RE

This is our unique quick -reference guide, reprinted every month to help our readers
pick their way through the most important pieces of (necessary) jargon found in PCW. While it's in no
way totally comprehensive, we trust you'll find it a useful introduction. Happy microcomputing!
Welcome to the confusing
world of the microcomputer.
First of all, don't be fooled;
there's nothing complicated
about this business, it's just
that we're surrounded by an
immense amount of necessary
jargon. Imagine if we had to
continually say 'numbering
system with a radix of 16 in
which the letters A to F
represent the values ten to
15' when instead we can
simply say 'hex'. No doubt
soon many of the words and
phrases we are about to
explain will eventually fall
into common English usage.
Until that time, PCW will be
publishing this guide - every
month.
We'll start by considering a
microcomputer's functions
and then examine the physical components necessary
to implement these functions.
The microcomputer is capable of receiving information,
processing it, storing the
results or sending them somewhere else. All this information is called data and it
comprises numbers, letters
and special symbols which
can be read by humans.
Although the data are (yes,
it's plural) accepted and output by the computer in
`human' form, inside it's a

different story - they must
be held in the form of an
electronic code. This code

is called binary -a system of

numbering which uses only Os

and ls. Thus in most micros
each character, number or
symbol is represented by
eight binary digits or bits as
they are called, ranging from
00000000 to 11111111.
To simplify communication between computers,
several standard coding systems exist, the most common
being ASCII (American Standard Code for Information
Interchange). As an example
of this standard, the number
five is represented as
00110101 - complicated for
humans, but easy for the
computer! This collection of
eight bits is called a byte and
computer freaks who spend a
lot of time messing around
with bits and bytes use a halfway human representation
called hex. The hex equivalent of a byte is obtained by
giving each half a single

character code (0-9,A-F):

0=0000, 1=0001, 2=0010,
3=0011, 4=0100, 5=0101
E=1110 and F=1111.
Our example of 5 is therefore
35 in hex. This makes it
easier for humans to handle
complicated collections of Os
and ls. The machine detects
these Os and is by recognising different voltage levels.
The computer processes
data by reshuffling, performing arithmetic on, or by
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comparing them with other
data. It's the latter function
that gives a computer its
apparent 'intelligence' - the
ability to make decisions and
to act upon them. It has to be
given a set of rules in order to
do this and, once again, these
rules are stored in memory as
bytes. The rules are called
programs and while they can
be input in binary or hex
(machine code programming),
the usual method is to have a
special program which trans-

memory, RAM (Random
Access Memory) and ROM
(Read Only Memory). The
CPU can read information
stored in RAM - and also
put information into RAM.
Two types of RAM exist static and dynamic; all you
really need know is that
dynamic RAM uses less
power and is less expensive
than static, but it requires
additional, complex, circuitry
to make it work. Both types
of RAM lose their contents
lates English or near -English
when power is switched off,
into machine code. This
whereas ROM retains its conspeeds programming contents permanently. Not sursiderably; the nearer the
prisingly, manufacturers
programming language is to
often store interpreters and
English, the faster the
the like in ROM. The CPU
programming time. On the
can only read the ROM's
other hand, program execucontents and cannot alter
tion speed tends to be slower. them in any way. You can
The most common micro- buy special ROMs called
computer language is Basic.
PROMs (Programmable
Program instructions are
ROMs) and EPROMs (Erase typed in at the keyboard, to able PROMs) which can be
be coded and stored in the
programmed using a special
computer's memory. To run device; EPROMs can be
such a program the computer erased using ultra -violet light.
uses an interpreter which
Because RAM loses its
picks up each English -type
contents when power is
instruction, translates it into switched off, cassettes and
machine code and then feeds floppy disks are used to save
it into the processor for
programs and data for later
execution. It has to do this
use. Audio -type tape recoreach time the same instrucders are often used by contion has to be executed.
verting data to a series of
Two strange words you
audio tones and recording
will hear in connection with
them; later the computer can
Basic are PEEK and POKE.
listen to these same tones and
They give the programmer
re -convert them into data.
access to the memory of
Various methods are used for
the machine. It's possible to
this, so a cassette recorded
read (PEEK) the contents of by one make of computer
a byte in the computer and
won't necessarily work on
to modify a byte (POKE).
another make. It takes a long
Moving on to hardware,
time to record and play back
this means the physical com- information and it's difficult
ponents of a computer systo locate one specific item
tem as opposed to software - among a whole mass of inforthe programs needed to make mation on a cassette; therethe system work.
fore, to overcome these proAt the heart of a microblems, floppy disks are used
computer system is the
more sophisticated
central processing unit (CPU), on
systems.
a single microprocessor chip
floppy disk is made of
with supporting devices such thinAplastic,
coated with a
as buffers, which 'amplify'
magnetic recording surface
the CPU's signals for use by
rather
like
that
used on tape.
other components in the
The
disk,
in
its
protective
system. The packaged chips
envelope, is placed in a disk
are either soldered directly to drive which rotates it and
a printed circuit board (PCB) moves a read/write head
or are mounted in sockets.
across the disk's surface. The
In some microcomputers, disk is divided into concenthe entire system is mounted tric rings called tracks, each
on a single, large, PCB; in
of which is in turn subdiviothers a bus system is used,
ded into sectors. Using a procomprising a long PCB holdgram called a disk operating
ing a number of interconnec- system, the computer keeps
ted sockets. Plugged into
track of exactly where inforthese are several smaller
mation is on the disk and it
PCBs, each with a specific
can get to any item of data
function - for instance, one
moving the head to the
card would hold the CPU and by
appropriate track and then
its support chips. The most
waiting for the right sector
widely -used bus system is
to come round. Two methods
called the 5100.
are used to tell the computer
The CPU needs memory
where on a track each
in which to keep programs
sector starts: soft sectoring
and data. Microcomputers
where special signals are regenerally have two types of
corded on the surface and

hard sectoring where holes
are punched through the
disk around the central hole,
one per sector.
Half -way between

cassettes and disks is the

stringy floppy -a miniature
continuous loop tape

cartridge, faster than a
cassette but cheaper than a
disk system. Hard disk systems
are also available for microcomputers; they store more
information than floppy
disks, are more reliable and
information can be transferred to and from them much
more quickly.
You, the user, must be
able to communicate with the
computer and the generally
accepted minimum for this is
the visual display unit (VDU),
which looks like a TV screen
with a typewriter -style keyboard; sometimes these are
built into the system, sometimes they're separate. If you
want a written record (hard
copy) of the computer's
output, you'll need a printer.
The computer can send
out and receive information
in two forms - parallel and
serial. Parallel input/output
(I/O) requires a series of
wires to connect the computer to another device, such as
a printer, and it sends out
data a byte at a time, with a
separate wire carrying each
bit. Serial I/O involves sending data one bit at a time
along a single piece of wire,
with extra bits added to tell
the receiving device when a
byte is about to start and
when it has finished. The
speed that data is transmitted
is referred to as the baud rate
and, very roughly, the baud
rate divided by ten equals the
number of bytes being sent
per second.
To ensure that both
receiver and transmitter link
up without any electrical
horrors, standards exist for
serial interfaces; the most
common is RS232 (or V24)
while, for parallel interfaces
to printers, the Centronics
standard is popular.
Finally, a modem connects
a computer, via a serial interface, to the telephone system
allowing two computers with
modems to exchange information. A modem must be
wired into the telephone
system and you need British
Telecom's permission; instead
you could use an acoustic
coupler, which has two
obscene -looking rubber cups
into which the handset fits,
and which has no electrical
connection with the phone
system - British Telecom
isn't so uppity about the use
of these.

Send your queries to: Sheridan Williams, 35 St Julian's Road, St Albans, Herts.
Please note that Sheridan can no longer answer questions on an individual
basis, so please don't send an SAE with your query.

Atom
memory
I have heard a serious critic-

ism of the Atom, that it isn't
possible to have more
than 21k of continuous
memory. Is this true? Also
could you tell me the Atom's
maximum amount of
memory and are the 1k RAM
sets merely pairs of 2114s?
Finally, would it be possible
to use the Atom for word

processing?
Mark Dunn, London.

Taking your questions in
order, it is not true that you
are limited to 21k RAM. The
maximum continuous RAM is
in fact 38k. Of this, most of
the bottom 1k is used by the
Basic interpreter; 7k is assigned for memory -mapped
peripherals, although there is
absolutely no reason why you
should not put RAM here;
the next 2k is used by the
DOS if present - otherwise it
is unused - followed by 256
bytes of floating point
variables; a further 22k is
available for Basic programs
and the last 6k by the VDU,
of which some may be
unused, depending on which
graphics mode you are using.
The RAM sets are indeed
pairs of 2114s. They are, in
fact, 450 ns low power
devices. It is probably not
practical to use the Atom as a
word processor at the moment
due to the small screen size
(16 lines of 32 characters),
the lack of true lower case
letters, the relatively small
memory capacity on board
and the current lack of disks.
However, Acorn does have an
80 by 24 VDU card which is
compatible with the Atom,
although as yet there is
no software to drive it, and it
says that disks are on the
way.

Richard Meredith, Atom User
Group.

Atom
for
business
In your review of the Atom

The main drawback to the
use of the Atom in business
applications is the nonstandard Basic, which makes
it very difficult to transfer
packages originally intended
for other machines to the
Atom, Other drawbacks are
the small screen size, which
makes it difficult to display
large amounts of information
simultaneously, in a coherent
manner and the lack of

ics, 34 Pier Avenue, Tanker ton, Whitstable, Kent CT5
2HJ is interested in the
Sorcerer and may be able to
help. The European Sorcerer
Club is C Morle, 32 Watch -

yard Lane, Formby, Liverpool L37 3JU. Also Liverport
Data Products, The Ivory
which can be overcome but
the question is, is it worth the Works, St Ives, Cornwall
complications when compared TR26 2HF, tel 0736 798157,
to other systems, which don't has offered to help. I would
have thought that the Radio
have them to start with?
Society of Great Britain, 35
From the specifications
Doughty Street, London
that I have seen, the BBC
micro looks as though it will WC1N 2AE might also have
have potential in this area for been of help.
SW
considerably less cost than it
would take to bring the
Atom up to the same level.
With the non-standard
nature of Atom Basic it is
Please could you advise me
difficult to recommend a
on how to execute double
suitable book; however, it is
precision arithmetic from
the principles involved that
Basic on a Sharp MZ-80K
are important so any book
microcomputer?
that deals with this, rather
A I Carruthers, Preston,
than the actual details of
Lancs.
programming, should be helpful.
This is a similar question to
Richard Meredith, Acorn
one published in the July
Atom Users Group.
edition of PCW and I will
repeat myself; why, if you
Acorn produces extension
want to do double precision
memory boards and many
arithmetic, did you buy a
other peripherals, possibly
MZ-80K? There are excuses
the most useful being the disk for hobbyists but a serious
interface. It s a very well
computer user should have
thought out system that
written a specification, before
allows direct access files;
he bought a system and
additionally, any file can be
chosen a system that met that
locked under software
spec. Anyway, I approached
control. The DOS is particKnight's TV & Computers,
ularly impressive.
108 Rosemount Place,
Alan Taylor
Aberdeen AB2 4YW (0224
630526), where Graham
Knight informed me that he
was leaving for Japan to bring
back a 16 -digit Basic for the
MZ-80K and it will be available by the time that you
read this.
disks.
These are all problems

Sharper Basic

Sorcerer
software
source
sought

I have an Exidy Sorcerer
which I have modified to
interface with my amateur
radio equipment. The mods
involve the UART, parallel
port, keyboard scan and a tremendous amount of screening.

I have mastered the hardware and written qu ite lengthy

you implied that the Atom is machine code programs but
am suffering from a distinct
not much use for business
lack of information when it
applications. Why is it unsuitable? Is it lack of RAM or comes to software in general
what? Which book would you - monitor entry points for
recommend to assist me in
example. Can you give me a
programming for business
source of information specifically on Sorcerer software?
applications?
S R Wyndham, Reading,
F J Mellish, Horsham,

Berks.

There are two parts to your
question. Firstly, you need
sources of Sorcerer software
information and secondly,
amateur radio enthusiasts
who have mastered the same
problems. Protolec Electron-

W Sussex

SW

Chain
chance
Could you tell me if it's

possible to CHAIN or overlay
Microsoft Fortran programs
running under CP/M?
R D Redman, Bristol
If you wish to call a variety
of subroutines then Microsoft
Fortran will readily let you
do this, as with mainframe
Fortran. However, all these
subroutines must reside in
memory along with the
calling program.
If your objective is to use
an overlay technique to run
programs too long to fit into
memory, the problem is more
difficult and is not catered

for by Microsoft Fortran on
its own. However, Lifeboat
Associates has advised that
this can now be achieved by
using Phoenix Software
Associates' Plink -II linkage
editor along with the Micro-

soft Fortran, when operating
under CP/M.
P L Mcllmoyle

TRS- 80
upgrade
How can I upgrade my
TRS-80 expansion to 32k

from Ok?

Stephen Wood, Blackburn,
Lancs
Just plug the RAM chips
into the sockets provided.
No track cutting is required.
Expanding by only 16k
means putting the RAM into
sockets 9 to 16; trust Tandy

to get it back to front.

S Bird, Oxford Micro Club

Insurance

with a micro

As an insurance broker I am
planning to computerise my
office to the extent of a full
accounts package and a full
range of programs to cover
producing documents, statements, reports, etc. The only
microcomputers available
here in Athens with sufficient
support for business use seem
to be the Apple II and the full
range of Ohio Scientific.
I am contemplating
either an Apple or an Ohio
C4P or C8P with dual 8in
floppies:
a. Are these systems reasonably comparable for my
use or what are the significant
differences?
b. Would it be worth paying
the extra for a C3 system
allowing the use of CP/M?
Would the Apple CP/M
conversion be just as useful?
c. Could you comment on
the use of a Microperipherals
99G matrix printer and a
'refurbished IBM I/O 735
typewriter for general use
and letter quality respectively?
d. A cheap multi-user
facility with terminals for
the Chief Executive,
the accounts department,
and a word-processing desk
in addition to the central
unit sounds attractive. Is
this being over ambitious?
E T Moore, Nasco Hellas
Ltd, Athens

a. The major difference
which strikes me is that
the Ohio Scientific
machines are part of a large
PCW 141
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family of computers and
associated peripherals,
while the Apple II has only
the Apple III as stable mate
and that is not yet readily
available outside the US.
So there is perhaps greater
scope for moving to bigger
machines with Ohio. On the
other hand, there is a very
wide range of equipment
and accessories available
for the Apple.
b. In your kind of application there is much to recommend being able to run
CP/M, as this makes available a wide range of
effective and often competitively priced serious
commercial software, either
written in machine code
(like the very popular WordStar word-processing package) or in one of the wide
range of languages forwhich
interpreters or compilers are
available to run under
CP/M. This includes Cobol,
Basic, Pascal, Fortran and
APL.
The Apple CP/M conver-

sion should also be effective,
as this works by adding a
Z80 microprocessor to the
Apple! Apart from the wide
range of software available,
CP/M also makes a file
handling simpler.
c. I am sorry that I cannot
track down any information
on the Microperipherals
printer, but any reasonable
quality dot-matrix printer
should be suitable. It is

always good practice not to
buy too cheap a printer for
serious business use, as
quality of the printing and
reliability will both be

important to you.
While an IBM typewriter
can certainly be used for
letter quality output, daisywheel printers are more
popular, despite their greater
price, as they will print
at 45 or even 55 characters
per second, compared with
about 15 cps for the IBM
typewriters.
d. If your system will run
CP/M and take 'bank switching' memory cards,
a four station multi-user
system should be possible.
However, it would be wise

acquired a Mae 2000 with a
suite of programs suitable
for my business.

The Mael is working very
well, but I would like a way
to put my limited knowledge
of programming the PET to
work in writing small
programs for general use in
the office. Could you
recommend material to suit
the assembler language on
the Mael? The manual gives
the full instruction codes but
it is a far cry from Microsoft
Basic!

Patrick J Morrissey, Athlone,
Co. Westmeath, Ireland

If indeed you are not being
over modest as to your
`limited' knowledge of
programming in Basic,
assembler language programm
programming may well
cause many headaches when
writing even small business
programs. After all, that's
exactly why one of the first
major 'high-level' languages
(Cobol) was invented! It is
unfortunate that there are
no high level compilers or
interpreters available for
the Mael 2000, particularly
as the Mael 5000 range
supports Cobol, Fortran,
RPG II and Basic.
While I'm not aware of
any books which help
directly with writing
assembler language programs
for the Mael 2000, I can
recommend How To Program
Micros by W Barden Jr.
While written around the
8080, 6800 and 6502 microprocessors, this gives much
practical advice on programming which, taken together
with your Mael manual
should set you on the right
road.
Should you decide that
you would like certain
programs written for you,
or to explore a range of
ready -written commercial
programs for the Mael
2000, then you could
contact M and 0 Business
Systems and Software Ltd,
Unit 55, Milton Trading

Estate, Abingdon, Oxfordshire; as well as writing software, this company is the UK
agent for the Mael 2000
(The Mael 5000 range is
handled by Dicoll of
Basingstoke.)
P L Mcllmoyle

Random
reward
Could you suggest a method
for obtaining a convincing
`RND' product on MBasic
5.03? MBasic has been altered
so that a 'seed' input is now
required. My kids know the
effect of various seeds and
the fun is spoiled as a result.
R Reason, 24 Mitchell Rd,
Camborne, Cornwall TR14
7JH.

Mr Reason has promised a
£10 reward for the best
answer, which will be published. Send your answers
directly to him at the above
address.
SW

Just to pre-empt the wise
guys, we published two
machine code subroutines to
obtain random numbers in
`Sub Set'. The routine on
page 136 of April's issue
(Vol 4 no 4) works on the
Z80 only and gives a number
in the range 0-127; that on
page 145 of July's issue
(Vol 4 no 7) gives a 16 -bit

random number and works
on the Z80 and 8080/85.
It might be possible to patch
one of these into MBasic or maybe someone has a
better solution? - Ed.

A/D for '80?

Does anyone make a multichannel A -to -D converter for
the TRS-80 level II?
R H Walker, Cheadle Hulme,
Cheshire.

The Moors, Kidlington,
Oxford OX5 2AF.
S Bird, Oxford Micro Club

Amazed
I was amazed by your
comment in the May issue
of PCW that for a simple
word-processing system you
would prefer a TRS-80 to
a `widescreen Superboard
CIE with CECMON.
Which of the features of
the TRS-80 make it superior
for this application, bearing
in mind the restricted display
area, the quality of the lower
case letters and the cassette
loading problems of the
Tandy? Not to mention the
more reliable keyboard and
greater speed of the Super board !

S Graham, Belfast

Please remember that I said
that my personal preference
was for the TRS-80, not that
I was making a recommendation.
So far as I am concerned
the Tandy scores particularly
on ready expandability. I
use the genuine Tandy
lower-case conversion and
find the lower-case letters on
the screen to be all that can
be desired, with true descenders, and a clear font.
As I use disks, I avoid the
admitted problems with
tape -loading. I find it hard
to see that serious business
word-processing could be
done using tapes alone.
I use Newdos as the disk
operating system overcomes
all problems with keyboard
bounce. The speed of the
TRS-80 model one seems
quite adequate for wordprocessing but it can be upgraded if you wish.
Finally, I like the wordprocessing packages available
for the TRS-80, in particular
Electric Pencil and Scripsit.
P L Mcllmoyle

Yes, you can get one from
Magnus Microcomputers, 139

to leave this until your
initial installation has settled
down, so as not to try too
much at once. Also you
should get more reliability,

as the multi-user version o1
CP/M (MP/M) has been withdrawn and is being re -written.
Ohio Scientific s agents
should be able to give you
advice as to whether other
equipment in its wide range
can provide such a multi user system without using
MP/M.

P L Mcllmoyle

Help with
Mael
I have recently parted

company with my 16k PET
because of its limitations
for business use and have
142 PCW

SPACE
INVADER

PL.AVER5

Corned Approved
Dealers
Aberdeen
MOM Offshore
21 Bon Accord Street
Tel: 0224 22863

Belfast
0 & M Systems
95 Dublin Road
Tel: 0232 49440

Birmingham
Byteshop Computerland
94/96 Hurst Street
Tel: 021 622 7149

Bristol
Senton
27 Nicholas Street
Tel: 0272 276132

comart
communicator

Cambridge
Toltec
24 Thompson Lane
Tel: 0223 312347

Cheshire
Holdene
82a Water Lane
Wilmslow
Tel: 0625 529486

The clean simplicity outside...

Dublin
Lendac Data Systems
8 Dawson Street
Tel: 0001 372052

Edinburgh
Holdene Micro Systems
Bristo Street
Tel: 031 668 2727

Glasgow
Byteshop Computerland
61 Waterloo Street
Tel: 041 221 7409

Leeds
Holdene Micro Systems
11/12 Rampart Road
Tel: 0532 459459

London
Byteshop Computerland
324 Euston Road, W1
Tel: 01-387 0505
Digitus
9 Macklin Street, WC2
Tel: 01-405 6761

Jarogate
67 Tulsemere Road, SE17
Tel: 01-670 3674

Manchester
Byteshop Computerland
Piccadilly Station Approach
Tel: 061 236 4737
NSC Computers
29 Hanging Ditch

Tel: 061 832 2269

Newbury
Newbear Computing Store
40 Bartholomew Street
Tel: 0635 30505

Nottingham
Byteshop Computerland
92a Upper Parliament Street,
NG1 6LF
Tel: 0602 40576

Sheffield
Hallam Computer Systems
451 Eccleshall Road
Tel: 0742 663125

Southampton
Xitan Systems

23 Cumberland Place
Tel: 0703 38740

Suffolk
Eurotec Consultants
Little Waldingfield,
Sudbury
Tel: 0787 247959

...conceals the pedigree inside.

Surrey
Gemlines
184 London Road, KT2 6OU
Tel: 01-546 9944

Warwick,
Business & Leisure
Microcomputers
Kenilworth
Tel: 0926 512127

Watford
Lux Computer Services
108 The Parade,
WD11 2AW
Tel: 0923 29513

Worthing
Ace Computing Services
1-11 Bridge Road
Tel: 0903 35411

Comart Ltd,

St Boots, Cambs.
Tel (0480) 215005
Telex 32514 Comart G.

First came the Communicator CP100, a
British designed, British made Microcomputer;
Z80A processing power, Twin Floppy Disk
Drives, S100Bus Construction, CP/M operating
system, neat compact styling, and a standard
of engineering reliability uncommon in such a
new system.
In just a few short months Communicator
was the focal point of a new range of

Microcomputers.
It offered floppy disk drive options,
double density, quad capacity, and 80 track
quad capacity. It offered floppy disk and s100
bus expansions. It had a 20 Megabyte Hard
Disk Sub System and Cassette Back up.
Now there is Communicator CP500, a
dedicated system within a System. CP500

provides over 5 Megabytes of on-line data
storage with its integral 5 MegaByte 5"
Winchester Technology Hard Disk and very high
capacity floppy disk drive.
To the user, CP500 means greatly improved
utility. It will support larger scale computer
operations at several times the speed and
commence of the conventional floppy disk
systems. And it offers greater application
flexibility, with reduced operator involvement in
diskette management routines.
Find out more about the Communicator
range today.

comart

SPECIALISTS IN MICROCOMPUTERS
A member of the Comart _!1;i._ Group of Companies.
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The new flexible multi-user system

TheVector Graphic 5005
from Almarc
with imegabyteWinchester,630kfbppydiu
The new Vector 5005 is a multiple -user,
multi -tasking hard disc system for general
business and word processing applications.
It is a low priced system with highly rated
capabilities.

It supports up to a maximum of 5 users
and gives 5 megabytes of high-speed totally
reliable Winchester disc technology with
Vector's automatic error correction feature. It is
also MP/M compatible.
Total flexibility means that the VG 5005's
terminals can work independently which
permits the widest possible range of usage. One
user could use Execuplan for financial planning
whilst the second user is entering sales
information with accounting
software and the third may run
correspondence simultaneously
with Vector's Memorite III word
processing software. Each user
gets a full 56k bytes of RAM and
most other standard CP/M

compatible applications software
will run on the system e.g.
COBOL, FORTRAN,
PASCAL, BASIC
COMPILER, ALGOL, PL/ 11(
and other statistical and

I

data based management t

as

,,

packages.

The Vector Graphic
5005 is ideal for application
packages, such as accounts,

'N
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hurl

4%40.-6,

stock control, payroll, word processing,
financial modelling and solicitors packages,
all available from Almarc.
For further information on the VG 5005
write or telephone Almarc. Complete

Almarc
DATA SYSTEMS

vEcoal

sales and servicing facilities are available

throughout the U.K.
Almarc Data Systems Ltd.,
906 Wood borough Road,
Nottingham NG3 5QS.
Tel: (0602) 625035.
Telex: 37407 Almarc/G.

Also at:
Green Street,
High Wycombe,
Bucks. HPI I 2RF.
Tel: (0494) 23804.

Igapple°computar
Level 1 Service Centre

Apple Software Experts:

CE SIL it
Barristers' Accounts
Technical "Page" Database

SUPER DISK COPY III

48K & DISK II required, APPLE II or APPLE II PLUS SDC

is a menu -driven programme that allows manipulation of all
types of files under DOS 3.1,3.2 and 3.3. SDC is the only disk
utility available for the APPLE that combines these features:
COPY single files (Integer, Applesoft, Binary, or Text), COPY
DOS, COPY entire disk, UNDELETE deleted files, LOCK or
UNLOCK files, PLOT of disk usage, and optional rearrange-

ment of files so that they occupy contiguous sectors for
improved access times, SDC supports the wildcard character
"- " in file specifications. SDC makes the conversion to DOS

CARDIFF
46.. :

Applesoftware from
Leicester Computer Centre

3.3 less painful (than MUFFIN) and also allows files to be
transferred back to DOS 3.2 since both 13 and 16 sectored
disks can be accessed at the same time.
£24.95 + VAT

S....

COMPUTERS
46 Charles Street

Tel: 373072
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAYS

ATOM
RN

MINCO

STOCK

PUTER

ROOLIPI COMPUTER CEF1TRE
MICROCOMPUTERS FOR BUSINESS,
EDUCATION AND HOME

corresp ncient
by R. Wagner

The Correspondent is an extremely versatile program design-

ed primarily for writing letters and other documents but

comes with so many supporting utilities and features that it
will be one of your most frequently used diskettes. The
screen becomes a window onto a 40 to 80 column page with
4 directional scrolling to see any part of the page just as it
will be printed. A special "reading mode" compresses text
into a 40 column format for easy proof-reading. Editor
functions include full upper/lower case & control character
support, character or line insert/delete, paragraph move/
copy/delete, forward and reverse tabbing, text centering,
fine linking and even math functions! Also featured are split
screen capabilities, access/edit text files, single disk copy
program, and a global find routine for use as a free form
database. You can use it for letters, forms, memos, phone
lists, etc. The Correspondent is easily the best value of
performance and price of any similar program.
Price £34.95 + VAT

Visicalc Utilities
Visicalc Utilities Apple computer program includes

Visiprint - Re -format the printout of your workwith variable column widths, additional
text headings, dates, page control and numbering If
sheets

FOR ALL YOUR BUSINESS, EDUCATION & LEISURE
COMPUTER REQUIREMENTS!!!

you have a clock card the date & time are automatically included in your printout. Visiprint format

APPLE II
TRS-80
SHARP
NORTH STAR
HORIZON
TANGERINE
J.K. 101
NASCOM

Visiform - Enabling you to list out on your pririter

files can be saved to disc for future use.

or VDU all the worksheet formulae.

Also allows you to display or print those formulae
King's Lynn
Dereham

Great Yarmouth
NORWICH

+PRINTERS AND
OTHER PERIPHERALS Thetford
Bury
BOOKS**
St. Edmunds
SOFTWARE*

MAGAZINES**
STATIONERY***

Diss

Lowestoft

Apple World

is here. The fast 3D
graphics package that runs on your Apple I plus. Zoom,
pan, tilt and scale your own designs on the Apple
I

screen,

computar

INDUSTRIAL

S le and Service

CONTROL

88 St. Benedict's Street
NORWICH NR2 4AB
Tel. (0603) 29652
24hr. Answering Service.

at only £29.95 + VAT

Plus a complete range of "off the shelf" programs for finance, commercial, scientific
and education. Keep yourself up to date, send for our "Fact Sheets" giving
full program details.

BUSINESS+

WE ARE HERE!!!

£34.95 + V.A.T.

too wide for the Visicalc display area.

Cromer

r

jlr KC:Cr O:311r

computer centre limited
Dept. C10, 67 Regent Road, Leicester LE1 6YF.
Tel: 0533 556268
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IN STORE
`In Store' has been completely updated this month to bring you the very latest from the
micro marketplace. I would like to thank all distributors listed for their prompt and comprehensive
responses to our enquiries, an indication of the confidence invested in PCW as a shop window.
Any additions or alterations should be addressed to me, Dick Olney, PCW, 14 Rathbone Place,
London W1P 1DE.
Machine

Main Distributor's
(No. of Dealers)

Hardware

Software

(Price train)
ABC 80

Datormark Ltd:

16-40k RAM; Z80A; C; 12",

(£738)

97 44896

16 x 40 b&w VDU; 4680 bus;
IEEE 488; RS232 port.

DOS; Basic (I6k
ROM;Fortran; Pascal;
A; Multi user Basic.

ACT Series 800
(£3495)

ACT: 021-501

48k RAM: 65 02 ; idual 5'/" F/D

2284
(50)

(800k); 12", 30 x 64 VDU; I
S/P; I P/P; Multi -screen int.
Option: 10-20 Mb H/D

Adler Alphatronic

Adler 01-250 1717

48k RAM: 8085Asingle 5'h" F/D
(160k): 12", 24x 80 VDU: S/P: P/P
64k - 1 Mb RAM; 16 bit; dual
8" F/D (2.4 Mb); 6 S/P.

(£1600)

Alpha Micro

Alpha Micro (UK) Ltd:

(£5650)

01-250 1616 (TBA)

Altos ACS 8000
(£3398)

Logitek: 02572 66803
(33)

APL Signet

Micro APL: 01-834 2687

64k RAM; Z80; I k EPROM; dual
8" F/D (1 Mb); 2 x RS232 ports;
1 P/P.
64k RAM: Z80A: dual 5 1/4" F/D
(380k): 2 x RS232 ports.

(£1750 or £130pm)

Miscellaneous

(Documentation)
Colour video graphics with
UHF output. Viewdata compatible. Loudspeaker. Numeric
keypad. Options: dual 51/4" F/D
(320k) £895; dual 8" F/D

(2 Mb). BT 1/80. (I)
IBM compatible K/B. High

MDOS; Basic; A;
CBasic; PL/M; Forth;
Fifth; Cesil; Pilot;
Fortran.

resolution graphics. Available

with dual 8" F/D (2.4 Mb)
£4950 - 4.8 Mb maximum.
BT 2/80 (E).
With 80 cps printer and dual F/D
£2345 (inc CP/M). (S)
Modular. Expands to 1200 Mb,
24 terminals or multiprocessor
system. (E)

CP/M: Basic: CBasic:
Fortran: Cobol
Multi-user OS; Basic;
M/A; Pascal; U.
Fortran: Cobol
CP/M; Basic; CBasic;
Cobol; Pascal; Fortran.

Expandable to 4 -user system

with 58 Mb H/D. Maintenance
contracts avail; BT 5/80 (S&H).
Desktop APL computer with self

CP/M: APL: Basic: U:
Fortran: Cobol: Algol:

teaching course. (S)

Forth

Apple II

Microsense: 0442
41191 (190)

16-48k RAM; 6502; 8 I/O slots.

(£695)

Atari 400

Ingersoll: 01-226 1200

(£345-16k)

(40)

16k RAM; 6502; C int;
cartridge slot; 12 x 20 TV int;
RS232C port; touchpad k/b;
Opt: C £40.
I6 -48k RAM; 6502; C int;
4 x cartridge slots; 12 x 20 TV
int; RS232C port. Opt: single
5 1/4" F/D (90k) £345; 16k RAM

280 x 192 high resolution graphics;
Integer Basic in 6k ROM;
Option: single 51/4" F/D (116k)

OS; Basic; Pascal;

Fortran: Cobol: Pilot

£349.

Atari 800

As above.

(£645-16k)

High resolution colour graphics.

OS (10k ROM);
Basic (8k ROM).
Pilot: Forth.

4 -channel sound. Four games

controller/light pen sockets..
BT 10/80. (I/B).
As above. Software & RAM on
cartridge modules. Up to 4 disk
drives. BT 10/80. (I/B).

As above.

£65.

Athena 8285
(£5694)

Atom (£120)

Butel-Comco Ltd:

64k RAM; 8085A; dual 5'h" F/D

0703 39890 or
01-202 0262 (TBA)

(644k); 12" 25 x 80 VDU; 150
cps printer; RS232 port.

Acorn: 0223 312772

2-12k RAM; 8-16k ROM 6502; Full
K/B: C int; TV int; 20 I/O lines; 1 P/P.

(35)

Attache 201
(£8000)

COLT 01-572 3784
(10)

64k RAM; Z80; dual 8" F/D
(2.4 Mb); 12" 24 x 80 VDU;

AMOS; T/E; Basic;
Cobol; Fortran; Pascal;

Extended ASCII K/B with
numeric pad; graphics. Options:
dual 8" F/D (2 Mb); up to 1200

APL; M/A.

Mb H/D.

Basic in 8k ROM; A
Cass 0/S.

High resolution graphics on
bigger model; colour monitor
0/P. Loudspeaker. Note also,
systems based on Acorn SBC.
BT 7/80 (B).
Upgradable to multiuser system

Basic; Fortran; Cobol.

with 18 Mb H/D. Full range of

180 cps printer.

business packages included
software dealers TBA. (S)

BASF 7120

BASF: 01-388 4200

64k RAM; Z80A; 3 x 5'h" F/D

DOS;(OASIS) Ex Basic;

H/D available soon. Also 7125 with

(£3600)

(12)

(480k); 12", 24 x 80 VDU;
RS232 port; P/P.

Cobol U. A: CP/M

930K
F/D £4280 and 7130 with

Billings BC -I2 FD:

Mitech: 04862 23131

(£3995)

(TBA)

DOS; Basic; Fortran;
Cobol; A.

C/09 (£3975)

SWTP Ltd: 01-491 7507

64k RAM; Z80A; dual 51/4"
F/D (640k); 12", 24 x 80
b&w (or b&g) VDU.
56k RAM; 6809; dual 8" F/D
(2 Mb); 8", 16 x 80 VDU; 1 S/P.

7507 (16)

Canon BX-1

Canon Business

(£3850)

Machines (UK) Ltd:

Challenger 1P &
C4P (£220 & £395)

Challenger 2
(£1500)
Challenger C3
(£2334)

01-680 7700.
CTS: 0706 79332.

Millbank Computing:
01-549 7262. Mutek:
0225 743289. UMicrocomputers: 0925
54117(18)
As above
As above

64k RAM; 6800; Single 51/4"
F/D (65k); 12", 25 x 80 VDU;
5 x V24 ports.
4-32k RAM; 6502; C Mt;
RS232 port. Options: dual 51/4"
F/D (160k) £550; for C4P dual

single F/D (430k) & 5Mb H/D £4950.
Disk controller has own Z80A. BT 9/80
With dual 8" F/D (2 Mb) £5995.
Additional dual 8" F/D £3000
option: 50MB H/D. (S).
VDU is intelligent. Option: 15 Mb
H/D £3575; with dual 51/4" F/D
(350k) instead of 8", £3000. (H)
Also supplied with integral
thermal printer instead of VDU.
(S&H)
D/A cony; colour capability.

TSC FLEX; Basic;
Pascal; A; Dis A;
T/E; U.
DOS; Ex Basic; A.

0/S; Basic (8k ROM)
Ex Basic; A.

Runs OSI business software on

8" F/D Plato educational soft ware avail. soon. BT 4/80. (S).

8" F/D (1.15 Mb) and 20MB

H/D

48k RAM; 6502; dual 8" F/D
(0.5 Mb); RS232 port.

OS65U; Ex Basic; A.

Designed as low cost business
system (S).

32-56k RAM; 6502; 6800; Z80;

OS65U; Basic; CP/M;
Fortran; Cobol.

Expandable to multi-user (8)
system. Options: C3B & C3C

dual 8" F/D (1.15 Mb); 2-16
S/P.

H/D units. 74 Mb for about
£8500. (S&H).

Clenlo Conqueror

Clenlo Computing

(£2475)

Systems Ltd:
01-670 4202 (TBA)

List of Abbreviations
A
Assembler
BT
C
E

Bench Tested
Cassette
Extensive

F/D Floppy disk

64k RAM; Z80; dual 8" F/D
(1 Mb); 3 S/P; 2 P/P.

G/C Graphics card
H

Hardware

H/D Hard disk
I
Introductory
Int

Interface

CP/M; CBasic-2;
Pearl I; U. Fortran:
Cobol: Pascal

With 2.4Mb F/D £2950. Also H/D
systems with 10 Mb H/D
& tape drive £5430.

M/A Macro assembler

S

N/A Not available
N/P Numeric pad
0/S Operating system
P/P Parallel port

S/P

Software
Serial port

T/E Text editor
TBA To be announced
U

Utility

Please note: Software items listed in italic are not included in the basic price of the equipment. All prices are exclusive of VAT.
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Machine

`(Price from)

Main Distributor's
(No. of Dealers)

Comart Communicator Comart 0480 215005
(£1995)

(25)

Compucolor II

Dyad Developments:
08446 729 (TBA)

(£1 175)

Software

Hardware

Miscellaneous

(Documentation)

64k RAM: Z80A: daul 51/4" F/D
(780k): 2 S/P: P/P.
16-32k RAM; 8080; 13" 32 x 64

CP/M: Basic: Cobol:
Fortran: Pascal

With 1.5 Mb F/D £2295. Option: 18 Mb
H/D. £3395 (S)

DOS (ROM); Ex -Basic

8 -colour VDU; single 51/4"
F/D (51k); RS232 port.

(ROM); A. MM:

48-60k RAM; Z80; dual 51/4" F/D
(630k); 9". 16 x 80 VDU;
40 col printer; RS232 port, P/P.
60k RAM; Z80; Up to 4 x 5 1/4"
F/D (160k-2.4 Mb); 9", 20 x 80
or 12" 20 x 80 or 20" 60 x 80
VDU; 40 -col printer; RS232 port.
32-256k RAM. 8085; dual 8"
F/D (1-2 Mb); S/P; P/P.

Basic: A; Fortran;

32k version £1295.
High resolution graphics. 6 -month
subscription to user magazine
inclusive BT 9/79. (S)
IEEE -488 Controller and 5100
int. Many applications packages
avail. (E)
Prices incl installation and

CDOS; Basic; Cobol;

T/E: Fortran: U

Compucorp 625

Compucorp: 01-952 7860

(£6000)

7860 (17)

Compucorp 655/
665/675/685
(from £5050)

As above

Computermart

Computermart:

2000 DS
(£1500)

0603 615089

Cromemco System
2, System 3, System

Datron: 0742
585490. Comart:

Z2H. (£2900/

0480 215005.

£4400/£6000)

MicroCentre: 031-

64k RAM; Z80; dual 51/4"
F/D (346k) on System 2 &
Z2H; dual 8" F/D (1.2 Mb)
on Sys 3; 10 Mb H/D on Z2H;

556 7354 (18)

S/P; P/P.

Data Applications

Basic (ROM); U.

(UK): 0285 2588
(7)

48k RAM; 8080; C int; 24 x 60
VDU int; RS232 port; over
20 industrial ints.

Business Computers
Ltd: 01-207 3344

32k RAM; 8085; dual 8" F/D
(1.3 Mb); 12", 24 x 80 b&w VDU;

DOS; Basic; DACL;
A; U.

Selection of business packages
included (S).

CP/M; CBasic:
Cobol; Fortran:
Pascal: PL /I
CP/M; Basic -E;
CBasic; Cobol;
Fortran; Pascal.
O/S; DBasic; CP/M;
CBasic; Micro
Cobol.

Expandable to multiuser system
with 10-28 Mb H/D. Extensive
software avail. (S)
Also DSC-3 with 64k RAM.
Options; 128k RAM £1295;

CP/M; MP/M; CP/Net,
CBasic, MBasic Cobol,

All systems expandable to
multi-user and net working;

Fortran, Pascal, PL/l-80

CP/M inc in base price for

Pascal; U.
As above

training. Opt: 10-20 Mb H/D
CP/M; Cis Cobol; Basic;
Fortran

Expandable to multi-user,
multi -tasking, multi -processor
% Mb H/D system (around
£15000).

DAI (£998-48k)

Diablo 3000
(£6950)

(TBA)
Digital Microsystems DSC-3
(£3530)

Digital Microsystems DSC-4
(£4395)
Durango F-85
(£4995)

Dynabyte 5200
5900(£2600)

Equinox 200

All systems expandable to
multi-user (max 6)
Options:
dual 8" F/D (996k); 11-22 Mb

Fortran; RPG II;
Lisp; A; W/P; Multiuser Basic.

H/D. BT 10/79 (E).
Colour graphics up to 255 x 335;
3 notes & noise generator;

PAL 0/P to TV; Paddle Mt; H
maths option. (I). BT 10/80

45 cps printer.

64k RAM; Z80A; dual 8" F/D

Modata: 0892
41555(14)

(1.14 Mb); 4 x RS232 ports; EIA

As above

port.
128k RAM; Z80A; single 8"
F/D (500k); 11 Mb H/D; 4 x

Comp Ancillaries:

RS232 ports; 2 P/P.
64k RAM; 8085; dual 51/4" F/D
(1 Mb); 9", 16 x 64 green VDU;
132 col 165 cps printer; N/P.

0784 36455 (12)

64k RAM; Z80; S100 bus; 2
ser ports; 1 par port; any

Metrotech 089557780(15)

Equinox: 01-739 2387

corn of 51/4" F/D (630k), dual 8" F/D
(1Mb), 9/27/45 Mb H/D, 32/64/96
Mb Cart Module Disk.
64-512k RAM; Z80; 10 Mb 1200 Mb H/D; 6 x S/P; I P/P.

F/D systems, MP/M for H/D
systems.

Multi-user MVT/FAMOS

CP/M; CBasic; Cobol;
Fortran.

(£7500)

(N/A)

Exidy Sorcerer

Liveport Data Products:
0736 798157 (27)

48k RAM; Z80; RS232 port;
I P/P; S100 connector; 30 x 64

O/S; Basic (ROM);

(£695)

VDU int. - N/P

Gemini 801
(£1075)

Gemini: 02403
22307 (7).

64k RAM; Z80A; Single 51/4 " F/D
(315k); 25 x 80 VDU int; RS232

Algol; Fortran; Basic;
80. Pascal: W/P
CP/M Basic; Cobol;
Fortran; Pascal; A;
T/E.

Gimix System 68
(£2000)

SEED: 05433 78151:
Windrush 0692 405189

16-64k RAM: 6800/6809: dual 51/4"
F/D (500k): 2 x RS232 ports.

OS -9: Flex Basic: Pascal:

Haywood 3000
(£1925)

Haywood: 01428 0111. (TBA)

32-64k RAM; Z80A; dual 51/4" F/D
(800k); RS232 port; P/P. Opt: 15"

CP/M; Basic; Cobol;
Fortran; Pascal; W/P.

port. P/P.

up to 4 Mb F/D and 20 Mb. H/D. (FI).
Up to 5 work stations; fully
integrated system. Options:
additional dual 5 1/4" F/D (1 Mb);
12-24 Mb H/D. (S).

available in place of CP/M. 16 -bit
version (Equinox 300) £10,000. (S&H).
High -resolution graphics capability;
user programmable character set.
Option: single 51/4" F/D (316k) £600

T/E; A; CP/M;

Up to two integral & two external
F/D. Graphics. With no F/D and
C int. £750. (5)
With dual 8" F/D (2 Mb) £2900.
Designed as development system for
industrial control. (H).
Also system 7000 with 48-65k

A: Dis A: T/E: U

RAM and 8" F/D /2.5 Mb)
£2999. (S)

28 x 80 VDU £799.
HP 85 (£1830)

Hewlett Packard Ltd:

16-32k RAM; C.P.U.; 5",

0734 784774 (16)

16 x 32 VDU; C (200k):
64 cps printer; 4 P/P.

Basic (ROM)

Full dot matrix
graphics. Complete range of interfaces,
peripherals and application packages
avail. 16k RAM £222. (S).

CP/M; C/Basic;
Cobol, Fortran.
CP/M; CBasic; Cobol;
Fortran; MicroCobol.

3 drives option: (S&H).

DOS(ROM): Ex -Basic:

High res graphis avail: Many options
including size of F/D and VDU. (S).

Options: dual 51/4" F/D
(540k) £1408; dual 8" F/D (2.4 Mb)
£3744.

Equinox: 01-739 2387

IMS 5000
(£1500)
IMS 8000

(20)
As above

(U500)
Intecolor 8000
(£2999)

Dyad Developments:
08446 729(TBA)

ITT 2020

ITT: 0268 3040 (15)

16-56k RAM; Z80; dual 51/4"
F/D (320k); 2x S/P; 1 P/P;
64-256k RAM; Z80; dual 8"
F/D (1 Mb); 2 x S/P; 1 P/P
8-32k RAM: 8080: 19", 80 x 48 colour
VDU: single 51/4" F/D (90k): Option:
up to 26 Mb H/D.
16-48k RAM; 6502

(£867)

Ithaca DPSI

Ithaca: 01-341 2447 (10).

64k RAM; Z80; dual 8" F/D
1 Mb); 2 x RS232 ports; 4 x P/P.

(£3995)

Multi-user MVT/FAMOS available
in place of CP/M. (S&H).

A: M/A: T/E: Fortran: U
Monitor; A; ExBasic;
Dis A.

360 x 192 high res graphics. Ex -Basic

in 6k ROM; Options: single 51/4" F/D
(116k), £425; 16k RAM, £110; RS232

CP/M; Basic; Cobol;
Fortran; Pascal; A; U.

port, £96; 32k system, £931: 48k system.
£995. (B).
Z8000 16 -bit processor board avail.
IEEE/S100 (8 or 16 bit)

DOS; Basic; A.

compatible. (E).
Other printers available. (S).

Opt: H/D.
Logabax Ltd: 01-965 0061

LX -500
(£3500)

(13)

32k RAM; Z80; dual 51/4" F/D
(180k); 12" 25 x 80 b&w VDU;
100 cps printer.

List of Abbreviations
Assembler
A
BT
C

Bench Tested
Cassette
Extensive

G/C Graphics card
H
Hardware

H/D Hard disk
Introductory

Software

M/A Macro assembler

S

N/A Not available
N/P Numeric pad
0/S Operating system
P/P Parallel port

S/P Serial port

T/E Text editor

TBA To be announced
Utility
U
Int
Interface
Please note: Software items listed in italic are not included in the basic price of the equipment. All prices are exclusive of VAT.
E

F/D Floppy disk

1
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IN STORE

11achmi

Mani Dish -Milli.
(No. iii Dealers)

LSI M -One
(£4200)
LSI M -Two
(£7900)

04862 23411 (20)
As above

(Price from)

,

LS1 Computers:

[Loth% .o.

Sof tk ale

Nli,iclIalieoti,

8-16k RAM; 8080; dual 8" F/D
(1.2 Mb); 12", 24 x 80 b&w VDU
64-128k RAM; 8085A; dual 8" F/D
(1.2 Mb); 12", 24 x 80 VDU;

FMOS; A

Choice of standard business
packages included in price. (S).
Max 8 VDUs and 4 printers. Many
applications packages available.
Option: 10 Mb H/D £2600. (S)
Designed as timesharing replace -

(1)4ictouviliat Ion I

Elsie; CP/M; Basic; Cobol
Fortran; Pascal; A; U

60 cps printer

Macro I (£3950
or £294 pm).

Micro APL Ltd. 01-834
2687 (TBA)

64k RAM; Z80A; dual 8" F/D
(1 Mb); 4 x RS232 ports.

CP/M; APL; U; Basic;
Fortain; Cobol; Word-

ment. Macro 2 with 2 Mb F/D

2star Algo; Pascal; Forth.

£4750 or £334 pm.
Range of bus. packages now

CP/M; U; Basic; A;

Megamicro

Bytronix: 0252

56k RAM; Z80; dual 8" F/D

(£6080)

726814(5)

(500k); 12", 20 x 80 green VDU;
180 cps printer; 2 S/P; 2 P/P.
16-32k RAM; 6800/6809; 10"
16 x 24 VDU; 2 x C int; Opt:
dual 51/4" F/D (160k) £595;
8k RAM £17.

M/A.

avail. from Ludhouse of
Streatham. (H&B).

Basic; A; Pascal; PL/M;

SS50-based system. Graphics

W/P

avail. Int card with real time
clock £17. (I)

Stardos; CP/M; Basic;
Cobol; Fortran

(E)

Options: bulk I/O modules, hi def graphics, CP/M,
system racking, ASCII keyboard.
Prestel adaptor (S&H)
One high level lang. included.

Micro Trainer 1

Hewart; 0625

(£650)

22030 (N/A)

Microstar 45

Data Efficiency

64k RAM; 8085; dual 8" F/D

Plus (£4800)

(1.2 Mb); 3 S/P; RS232 port

2k RAM; 6502; T Mint; Exp
up to 277k RAM.

2k TANBUG monitor;

(£69)

Ltd: 0442 63561
(30)
Tangerine: 0353
3633 (6)

Millbank Sys 10

Millbank: 01-788

65k RAM; Z80; dual 5'h" F/D

(£2995)

1083 (6).

(700k; 12", 24 x 80 VDU; 2 x
RS232 ports; RS4449 port; P/P.

CP/M; Basic; Cobol;
Fortran; Pascal; PL1;
W/P

64k RAM; 8085; dual 8" F/D
(1 Mb); 12", 80 x 24 VDU; 80

CP/M; Basic; Cobol;
Fortran; MP/M.

Microtan 65

MS5001 (C7450)

BMG Ltd: 0793
37813 (N/A)

2k A, disassembler,
cassette firm ware;
10k Microsoft Ex Basic.

12 -month warranty. Main -

frame comm. package. H/D
avail. soon. (S&H)
Price includes desk mounting
and one computer. Hardware &
software support. Leasing
arrangements available. (E)
Graphics & PROM programmer
available (S&H)

cps printer; RS232.
MSI 6816
(£1200)
MSI System 12
(£8000)

16-56k RAM; 6800; dual 9" 16 x 64

Strumech: 05433
4321 (5)
As above

NEC PC 8001
(£450)

NEC(UK)

Newbrain MB £219

Newbury Labs: 021-707
7170. Newbear: 0635
30505 (N/A)
Comart: (7) 0480
215005. Comma:

North Star
Horizon (£2230)

Basic; A.

b&w VDU; C int; I S/P; I P/P.

0277 811131.

56-184k RAM; 6800; 10 Mb
H/D; single 8" F/D (500k) 24 x 80

SDOS; Basic; CBasic;
U.

VDU; 1 S/P; 1 P/P.
32k RAM; Z80A: RS232 port: P/P

CP/M: Basic N: Fortran

Option: dual 51/4" F/D (574k) £675
2-4k RAM; Z80A; Nat 420; I4x
16 VDU; 2 x C int; TV int; V24
port. Option: C (50k) £60.
48-56k RAM; Z80A; dual 51/4"
F/D (360k); 15", 24 x 80 VDU;
150 cps printer; 2 S/P; 1 P/P.

Cobol: Pascal
C Basic (16k ROM)

64k RAM; Z80; 12 Mb Cartridge;
10 Mb H/D; 4 S/P; P/P

CP/M; MP/M Oasis:

As above. Business packages

avail. Up to four terminals
(H & S).
Colour monitor £250 (low res) or £480
(high res) both 12", 25 x 80(E) BT 6/81
Graphics. Battery or mains. Mains
only with 16k RAM £269. (low
power battery version £299). (I).
Options: 18 Mb H/D.

DOS; Basic; CP/M;
Cobol; Fortran; Pascal.

Equinox : 01-739
2387 (20)

Onyx C8000
(£6875)

Onyx Dist Ltd: 0734 664343
Colt 01-577 2150.

(TBA)
313997 (30)

64k RAM; Z80; dual 5 + F/D (800k);
12", 25 x 80 VDU; RS232 port; I P/P

Panasonic
JD 800U,
JD840U
(£4275, £4950)

Panasonic Business
Equipment: 0753
75841 (10 regional dist)

56k RAM; 8085A; 2-4k PROM;
dual 8" F/D JD800 U (500k),
JD840U (2 Mb); 12", 24 x 80

Pascal Microengine

Pronto Electronic

(£2295)

Systems Ltd: 01-

green VDU; 3 x RS232 ports.
64k RAM; MCP 1600; 2 x
RS232 ports: 2 P/P.

Oscar (£2560)

IDS Ltd: 0908

C8001 with 128k RAM
£8220. Multi-user version
avail. using Oasis. (E) BT 3/81
Also avail. with daul 51/4" F/D (1.6 Mb)
£2905 and dual 8" F/D (2 Mb) £3380.
Advanced video board. (S + H).
Also available with 51/4" F/D;
JD740U (570k) £4095. H/D avail soon.
BT 3/80 (S).

Unix; Fortran; Pascal;

W/P
CP/M: Basic; Pascal
Fortran; Cobol; W/P; A
CP/M; Basic; MicroCobol.

CPU instruction set is P -code;
no interpreter needed. Avail -

Pascal.

able with dual 8" F/D (2 Mb)

554 6222

£3900.
Pasca 640 (£3700)

Westrex Ltd: 01-578 0957

(TBA)

64k RAM; Z80A; dual 8" F/D (512k);
12", 24 x 80 VDU; RS232 port; P/P.

Maintenance contracts avail. 10 Mb
H/D avail. soon. (S) BT 5/81

CP/M; Basic; Cobol;
Fortran; Pascal; A; W/P;
U

Periflex 630/64
(from £1995)

Sintrom: 0734

64k RAM; Z80; dual 5'/ "

85464 (5)

F/D (630k); 2 x RS232 ports;
1 P/P

Periflex 1024/64
(from £2750)
PET 16k, & 32k

As above

64k RAM; Z80; dual 8" F/D

Commodore: 0753
79292(150)

(1.2 Mb); 2 x RS232 ports; 1 P/P.
16-32k RAM; 6502; C; 9"
25 x 40 VDU; IEEE -488 port;
Options: dual 51/4" F/D (353k)
£695; same but (950k) £895

(£550, £695)

Powerhouse 2
(£1125)
Powerhouse 3
(£2600)
Prince (£3045)

Powerhouse Micros:
0422 48422 (TBA)
As above

CP/M; Basic; Fortran;
Cobol; A.

One -day installation training on
site included in price. Option;
dual 51/4" F/D (630k) £464,
dual 81/4" F/D (1 Mb) £1025.
BT 6/80 (S&H)
As above.

As above

O/S; Basic (in 8k

ROM); Forth; Pilot;

8032 with 80 -col screen (32k)
BT 12/80. £895 Field

Pascal; Comal; Lisp; A

service avail. (I)

32-64k RAM; Z80A; 5"

4k Monitor; FDOS;

29 x96 VDU; RS232 port;
external bus.
32-64k RAM; Z80A; dual 51/4"

Basic; ExBasic (14k

VDU has flexible screen logic.
Options; FDOS & Basic £210;
graphics card £200. (H)
VDU as above. With 1.2 Mb
F/D £3500. ExBasic & FDOS in
14k EPOMs £300. (H)
High res graphics. Options: single 51/4"
F/D (400k) £600: dual 8" F/D (2 Mb)
£2000. Rentals avail. (S).

EPROM)
As above.

F/D (350k); 5", 29 x 96 VDU;
RS232 port; external bus.
48-64k RAM: 2 x Z80: dual 51/4" F/D
(800k): 2 x RS232 port: 12", 24 x 80

Digico: 04626
78172 (TBA)

VDU

CP/M: Basic: Pascal:

Fortran: Cobol: W/P: A:
T/E: U

List of Abbreviations
A
BT
C

Assembler
Bench Tested
Cassette
Extensive

G/C Graphics card
H
Hardware

H/D Hard disk

M/A Macro assembler

S

N/A Not available
N/P Numeric pad
0/S Operating system
P/P Parallel port

S/P

Software
Serial port

T/E Text editor

Introductory
TBA To be announced
int
Interface
U
Utility
Please note: Software items listed in italic are not included in the basic price of the equipment. All prices are exclusive of VAT.
E

F/D Floppy disk
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I

Cet

IN STORE
Main Distributor's
(No. of Dealers)

Hardware

Software

Raannd SPI
(£4500).

Raannd: 0506 33372

64k RAM; MCP 1600; dual 8" F/D
(2 Mb); 12", 24 x 80 VDU; RS232
port; P/P.

Pascal ADA: Basic

Rair Black Box III

Rair; 01-836 6921

CP/M; Basic; Cobol;

Fortran; M/A

10 Mb I -1/D £2500.

ExBasic; A; T/E; U;
CP/M; Fortran;
Cobol; Algol; Cesil: Pascal.
TSC FLEX; Basic;
Pascal; A; Dis A; TIE;

High res colour graphics. Many possible
systems. With 48k RAM &
dual 8" FD (I Mb) £3394.
VDU is intelligent. Expands to
Option: 15 Mb H/D £3575.
60 Mb H/D multi-user system.
Maintenance contracts. (S&H).
Applications packages & maint.
contracts avail. With dual 8" F/D
(2 Mb) and 64k RAM, £2676. (E)

Machine

(Price from)

(TBA)

ww,

Miscellaneous

Based on Microengine (with integrated
P -code). Up to 4 F/D drives.
64k RAM expansion avail. BT 12/80.

(Documentation)

(S)

(£2750)

(N/A)

64-512k RAM; 8085; dual 51/4"
F/D (260k); 2 x RS232 ports.

Research Machines
380Z (L895)

Research Machines:
0865 49791 (N/A)

16-56k RAM; Z80A; 2 x C;
RS232 port. P/P

S/09 (£5350)

SWTP Ltd: 01-491

128k RAM; 6809; dual 8"
F/D (2 Mb); 8", 21 x 92 VDU
2 x S/P; 1 P/P

7507 (16)

Saracen
(£1925)
SBS 8000
(£1449)

U.

Bytronix 0252 726814

32-64k RAM; Z80; dual 51/4" F/D

(TBA)

(800k); 2 x RS232 ports.

CP/M; Basic; Cobol;
Fortran; Pascal; A.

Manhattan Skyline Ltd:

64k RAM; Z80A; 12", 16 x 64
VDU; I P/P; RS232 port (extra

ExBasic (24k ROM);
DOS

0801 3442; C Itoh 01353 6090 (TBA)

SEED System 1
(£2000)

Strumech: 05433
4321 (5)

Sharp MZ-80K
(£460-34k)

Sharp Electronics (UK)
Ltd: 061-205 2333 (22)

Sharp MZ-80B (0095)

As above

Sharp PC320I

As above

(£2995)

CP/M: Cobol.

16k RAM expansion £500

Options: disk control card
£237; dual 51/4" F/D (368k)
£795; dual 8" F/D (2 Mb)
£1400. BT 11/80. (S)
Graphics. PROM programmer
Also system 19 multi-user
(0000). (E).
Graphics; loudspeaker.
BT 10/79 (B)

£133).

32-56k RAM; 6800; various
disk options: 12", 24 x 80
VDU: RS232 port: P/P
6-34k RAM; Z80; C; 10" 24 x
40 VDU; Option: dual 51/4"
F/D (289k) £695.
64k RAM: Z80A: C: 9", 25 x 80 VDU:
RS232 port: P/P.

DOS; Basic U; Fortran;

64k RAM; Z80A; dual 51/4" F/D
(500k); C int; 12", 25 x 80 VDU;

DOS; U; Basic.

Various expansion cards avail.

CP/M: Cobol.

(I&B)
(I&B)

I -16k RAM: Z80A: C int: TV inb:
full K/B: 44 -pin expansion port.

Basic (8k ROM).

Advanced 4 -chip design. Printer avail
soon BT 6/81

32-64k RAM; 6800/6809; dual
51/4" F/D (500k); 2 x RS232 port.

DOS; 68/FLEX; Basic;
Fortran; Cobol; A:
Dis A: Pascal: U.

With dual 8" F/D (2 Mb) £2600.

64k RAM; 8085; 14" VDU
(with own CPU); 45 cps
printer; CPU port; dual 51/4 "
F/D (700k)
8" F/D (1.02 Mb) with BS200.
48k RAM; Z80; 8k ROM
dual 51/4" F/D (246k):

DOS; Basic

All solitaire systems are compatible;
and can be upgraded to
multi-user H/D system. (S)

O/S; Basic; A;
Fortran; Pascal.

Up to 3 drives possible.
Colour graphics avail.
Option S100 bus.

A; Pilot; Strubal; T/E
Basic (I4k ROM); A.
CP/M: Pascal.
Basic: A: Pascal: FDOS

High res graphics. Options: dual 51/4 "
F/D (560k) £800: 80 cps printer £415.
(S)

70 1pm printer.

Sinclair ZX81
(£50 -kit, £70 -built prices inc VAT).
Smoke Signal

Sinclair: 0276

Chieftan (0800)

Seed 05433

Solitaire WP &

78151 (TBA)
Solitaire KPG: 01995 3573 (TBA)

BS200 (£6750 &
£8200)

Sord M100
ACE (£2339)

66104

Windrush 0692 405189:

Midas Computer
Services Ltd: 0903
814523 Exleigh Bus.
Mach. 0736-66577.(10)
As above

N/P

Mk II -VI
(£4078)

green VDU; RS232 ports; 5100

bus; N/P

SPC/I (0770)
(TBA)

Digital Data: 01-

Superbrain

Icarus: 01-485 5574
(45)

(0950)

573 8854

for industrial control. (H)

24 x 64 green VDU; RS232 port:

64k RAM; Z80; 8k Rom; dual
5" F/D (700k); 12", 24 x 80

Sord M223

Designed as development system

64-1024k RAM; 8085A-2; dual
51/4" F/D (90k); 12", 24 x 80
VDU; 2 x RS232 ports; Option:
single 8" F/D (1 Mb) £1090:
20 Mb H/D £7000.
64k RAM; 2 x Z80; dual 51/4"
F/D (320k); 12" 25 x 80 VDU;
2 x RS232 port.

(I)
Expandable to 4 Mb F/D. 32 Mb,
H/D, 5 screens, 2 printers. M243
with 192k RAM & 1.4 Mb F/D

0/S; Ex Basic;
CBasic; Multi -User
Basic; Fortran;
Cobol.
Mikados, Comal; Pascal;
A.

£5087.

With 32k RAM and single F/D
(Comal only) £1995. Expandable
to multi-user system (8
users). BT 7/80 (S).

CP/M; A; Basic;
Cobol; Fortran; APL;
Pascal.

(TBA)

64k RAM; Z80; dual 51/4" F/D (700k);
12", 24 x 80 VDU; 2 x RS232 port;
P/P

CP/M; Basic; Fortran;
Pascal; Cobol; PL/1; W/P.

System 20

Extel: 01-7392041

(0500)

(TBA)

64-512k RAM; Z80A: dual 8" F/D
(1 Mb); 12", 24 x 80 VDU; 3 x V2

CP/M:E Basic; M Basic;
Pascal; Cobol; Fortran

System 80
(£1355-48k)

Nascom: 02405
75155 (32)

16-48k RAM; Z80A; dual 5'h"
F/D (560k); TV int; RS232 port.

CP/M; Basic (8k ROM)

Tandberg ECIO
(£4000)

Tandberg: 0532
774844 (N/A)

Tandberg TG

As above

64k RAM; 8080A; single 8" F/D
(250k); 12", 25 x 80 VDU; 7 x
RS232 ports; printer int.
64k RAM; 8085; single 51/4" F/D
(77k); C int; 12", 24 x 80 VDU;
RS232 port; P/P

CP/M; ExBasic (24k)
Multi-user Basic;
Pascal; Cobol; A; U;
TDOS; Basic; Cobol;
Fortran; Pascal.

4-48k RAM; Z80; C; 12", 16 x 64
VDU: RS232: P/P

Basic (4k ROM); A.

64k RAM; Z80; single 8" F/D (500k)
12" 24 x 80 VDU; 2 x RS232 port;

Basic; M/A
Fortran; Cobol

System 10
(£2995)

'Millbank 01-788 1083

8450 (£2200)

Tandy TRS-80
Model 1 (£289)

Tandy: 0922

Tandy TRS-80

As above

648181 (200)

Model 11 (£2499)

List of Abbreviations
A
Assembler
BT Bench Tested
C
E

Cassette
Extensive

TDOS is CP/M compatible.
Opt: single 51/4 " F/D (77k)
£250 (up to four); dual 8"
F/D(2 Mb) £1800. (S&H)
Fully expandable. Option: single
51/4 " F/D (175k) £339 (up to 4). Many
extras available. (I)

Option: single 8" F/D
(500k) £899 (subsequent £450, up to
4). 32k RAM £344.

P/P

G/C Graphics card
H

Hardware

H/D Hard disk
Introductory
I

Limited graphics, Mainframe int avail.
Full range of application
packages avail. Also avail with
700k & 1.5 Mb F/D. BT 8/80. (S&H).
12 month warranty. Maint contracts.
Applications packages avail. Choice of
high level language in price. (E)
Maintenance contracts avail (132 field
service engineers). Expands to multiuser system. Options 13.7 Mb H/D
£5799; 27.4 Mb H/D £6674.(S)
EPROM firmware avail. Colour
graphics card £165. Many configurations possible. (S&H).
Up to 7 terminals. Includes V28
comms port. (S & H).

M/A Macro assembler

S

N/A Not available
N/P Numeric pad
0/S Operating system
P/P Parallel port

S/P

Software
Serial port

T/E Text editor

TBA To be announced
U
Utility
Int
Interface
Please note: Software items listed in italic are not included in the basic price of the equipment. All prices are exclusive of VAT.

F/D Floppy disk
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IN STORE
actinit,

(Price from)
Tandy TRS 80 Model

Software

Hardware

Main Distributor's
(No. of Dealers)

Miscellaneous

(Documentation)
Fully intregral unit. Up to 2 integral and
2 external 51/4" F/D.
Various software packages avail. Runs
on mercury batteries. (I).
Fully viewdata compatible.

As above

See Model I Levels I and II

As above

2k RAM: 2 x 4 -bit proc: 24 char LCD;
K/B: Option: C int £18: C £50
4-56k RAM; 8k PROM; 6800/
6809; 2xC; TV int; 2xRS232
ports; internal viewdata modem
& printer port.

4k Monitor (ROM); 7k

TDOS; A; T/E;
Pilot; Fortran; Cobol.

Options - dual 5'/4" F/D

80k RAM: Z80A: single 51/4" F/D
(819k): 2 S/P: 3 P/P

CP/M: CBasic; Fortran:

64k RAM: Z80A: dual 8" F/D (2 Mb):
2 S/P: 3 P/P. Options: 10 Mb H/D:

CP/M: MP/M: CP/Net:

System with Okidata 80 printer: TVI
910 VDU: W/P and various appliation
packages £5995 (S + H).
2 user system with 10 Mb H/D £7400
4 user system with 34 Mb H/D & tape
backup £11981. (S + H).

3 (00041700)
Tandy Pocket
Computer. (£119)
TECS (£1200)

Technalogics Computing
Ltd: 061-793
5293 B&B Computers
Ltd: 0204 26644

Basic (ROM).
FLEX: Basic; Pascal;

(320k) £850; dual 8" F/D £120
£1200. (S&H).

(TBA)
Terodec CPC -100 0
(£4095)

Terodec: 0734 664343 (8)

Terodec DPS 64/2M

As above

(£3598)

TI 99/4 (£750)

T1: 0234 67466 (TBA)

Tuscan CP/M Starter

Transam: 01-405 5240

Tape.
16k RAM; 26k ROM; 9900;
24 x 32 VDU; 2 x C int; TV int;
RS232 port.
24k RAM: Z80: single 51/4" F/D

(N/A)

(190k): Cint: TV int: RS232 port: P/P:

(£999)

UDS 3000
(£2300)

N/P.
64k RAM; Z80A; dual 8" F/D

Kemitron: 0244
21817. (TBA)

Pascal: Cobol.

CBasic: Fortran: Pascal:
Cobol: Basic.
OS: Basic.

Can run 16 -colour TV screen.
BT 5/80 (S).

CP/M: Basic: Fortran:
Pascal: Cobol:

options: single 51/4 " F/D (190k) £155:
single 51/4" F/D (370k) £285: 8k RAM

CP/M; Basic; Cobol;

£50. (S + H)
Full range of industrial

2 Mb; 2 x RS232 ports.

Fortran; Pascal.

Option: 10 Mb H/D
56k RAM; Z80A; dual 51/4" F/D
(630k); 3 S/P; 2 P/P.

CP/M; Basic; Algol;
Cobol; Pascal; Fortran;

support cards, and applications
software. (E)
High resolution graphics. Also
system B with video board &
terminal £3195. (E).
High-res graphics. Also System
3030 with 32 Mb H/D and
single 51/4" F/D £7500. (E)
Graphics 3 tone sound generator. Will
interface to PET. Option: single 5'/4"
F/D (170k). ($).
Up to 3 additional F/D drives. Options:

Vector MZ

Almarc: 0602 62503

(£2595)

(3)

Vector System
2800 (£4195)

As above

56k RAM; Z80A; dual 8" F/D
(2.4 Mb); 3 S/P; 2 P/P.

As above

Vic 20 (£200)

Commodore: 0753 70292

5-32k RAM: 6502: Cint: 22 x 23 TV int:
S/P: P/P: Games int.

Basic

64k RAM; 3k ROM; Z80A; single
5'/4" F/D (315k); 12", 24 x 80 VDU;
RS232 port; 3 x P/P
16k RAM; Z80; 500bps C;
16 x 64 TV int; extra C int; 1 P/P

CP/M; Basic; Fortran;
Cobol; Pascal; A.
Basic (12k ROM);

Graphics available with

Pascal: A M/A; Fortran

ex -Basic (13.5k) £350.

16-64k RAM; 808A (or Z80);
4 S/P. Option: single 51/4 " F/D

OS; HDOS; CP/M;

Kit. 3 drives max. Colour graphics
avail. (S&H) BT 2/80.

Coral; CBasic; A.

(150)

VIP (£2125)

Almarc
0602 62503 (3)

Video Genie
EG3003

Lowe Electronics:
0629 4995 (N/A)

dual 8" F/D (2 Mb) £1063, 32 Mb H/D
(TBA). (H&S). BT 2/81

(£300)

WH8 (£352)

Heath 0452 29451

(N/A).
Zentec (£4838)

Zenith WH-11 A

Zygal Dynamics:
02405 75681 (TBA)

(£2673)

Heath Ltd: 0452
29451 &01-636
7349 (N/A)

Zenith Z89

As above

(102k) £241.
32-64k RAM; 2 x 8080; dual 51/4"

F/D (256k); 15", 25 x 80 VDU;
RS232 port.
LSI I I; 16-32k RAM; 25 x 80

VDU; S/P; P/P.
16-48k RAM; Z80; single 51/4"
F/D (102k); 12" 24 x 80 b&g
vdu; RS232.

£1570-£1710

64k RAM; Z80; dual 8" F/D

Zilog MCZ 1/05
(portable): MCZ

Micropower: 0256
54121. Memec; 084421

(600k); RS232 port; MCZ 1/20A

1/20A (£3250)

5471 (N/A)

only 1 P/P; Option: 10 Mb H/D

Fortran; Pascal; Basic

O/S; A; U; Basic;

User programmable character

Cis Cobol.

set. Option: dual 8" F/D

0/S; Basic; Fortran;
A: U.

(1 Mb). (S).
PDP 11-compat. Option: 2x 8"
F/D (1 Mb). £1717 (S&H).

Basic; A; HDOS;
CP/M; MBasic;
CBasic; Fortran.
RIO; O/S; Cobol;
Basic; Fortran; Pascal;

3 x 51/4" F/D possible. Options:
dual 8" F/D (1 Mb) £1717,
20 Mb H/D.
Available desk top or rack
mounted. Debug in 3k PROM.
1/20A runs multi-user Cobol, up to
5 terminals with 40 Mb H/D. (S&H).

M/A; U.

£7100

Z -Plus (from £4000)

Rostronics Ltd: 01-870

64k RAM; Z80A; dual 8" F/D

4805(16).

(0.5/1 Mb); 12", 24 x 80
VDU; 4 S/P; 1 P/P

CP/M: MP/M; A; U;
Basic;

Complete with furniture.

Cobol; Fortran;
Pascal; APL; PL/1;
Algol.

avail. Option; 20 Mb H/D £4000.

Various business packages
BT 12/79 .(S&1-1).

SINGLE BOARDS
Main Distributor's
(No. of Dealers)

Hardware

Software

Miscellaneous

Acorn System 1-5
(£65-£1600)

Acorn: 0223

1/2k monitor; Basic.
Pascal: Forth: DOS.

Aim 65C (£259)

Pelco: 0273
722155(7)

11/8k RAM; 6502; EPROM
socket; Hex K/B; C int; 8digit LED display; up to 16
ports. Options: Eurocard 64 -way
connector; VDU card; full K/B card.
1-4k RAM: 6502; 4-20k; ROM;
Full K/B 2 x C; 20 char LED;
20 char thermal printer; RS232 port.
64k RAM; Z80; F/D controller; 24 x
80 VDU controller
1k RAM; Z80; TV int; RS232
port. Opt: 4k RAM £8; K/B £30.
1k RAM; Z80A; 8k EPROM
sockets; RS232 port; 3 P/P.
Option: S100 bus.

Kit. Programmable address
linking. On -board 5 V regulator.
Available assembled £79.
Cn be expanded to disk -based
system. (S&H)
Expandable using RM65 models to
full disk systems (E).

Machine

(Price from)

Bigboard. (£450)

312772 (35)

Cromemco SC

Maclin-Zand
01-837 1165 (N/A)
B L Micros: 0494
443073. (TBA)
Comart: 0480

(£355)

215005 (25)

Biproc (£119)

List of Abbreviations
A
Assembler
BT
C
E

Bench Tested
Cassette
Extensive

F/D Floppy disk

G/C Graphics card
H
Hardware

H/D Hard disk
I

Introductory

Int

Interface

(Documentation)

A. Dis A; T/E; 8k
monitor; Basic (8k
ROM); PL65. Forth
2k monitor; CP/M; Basic;
Fortran; Cobol; Pasal; A.
2k Monitor; A.

£155 as well as Z80 £180. Kit. (H)
5 program interval timers. Can
put own Basic program in

Monitor; Basic.

M/A Macro assembler

N/A Not available
N/P Numeric pad
0/S Operating system
P/P Parallel port

EPROM. (E).

Software
S/P Serial port
S

T/E Text editor
TBA To be announced
U

Please note: Software items listed in italic are not included in the basic price of the equipment. All prices are exclusive of VAT.
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Many options. Will support up to
four 8" F/D drives. BT 3/81. (E)
With 9980 instead of Z80

Utility

ch.

(Price from)
Elf II (£50)

Explorer (£82)

tilt

SINGLE BOARDS
ma.,)1)10ribut,r ,
(No of Dealer,.)

Hatri,:tr,

Newtronics: 01-348

1/4-64k RAM; RCA 1802;

3325 (N/A)

Hex K/B; 2 -digit LED; TV
int; C int; RS232. Options:
Full K/B; VDU card.

As above

Sofmare

4-64k RAM; 8085; Full K/B;
RS232 port; 6 x 5100 bus; C int; I k

Hewart 6800S
(£299)

Hewart: 0625

Hewart 6800

As above

22030 (N/A)

Mk III (£152)
Microaxis 1
(£250)

Micro Design
02% 86866 (N/A)

MPC 09 (£750)

As above

video RAM.
16k RAM; 6800; full K/B VDU
int; 2 x C int; 1 S/P; 2 P/P;
Option: 16k RAM £90
lk RAM; 6800; VDU board

lk monitor; A; Dis
A; T/E; Elf -bug;

TTY N -line decoders. Low re solution graphics (high res

Tiny Basic; Basic,

avail). Kits or built. Full range of
peripherals. (H).

2k monitor; Basic (8k)
CP/M: Basic
Fortron: Cobol.

Supplied in kit or built. Full
range of peripherals including

lk monitor; A; T/E.

Can be upgraded with 6809.

lk monitor.

Options: single 5 1/4" F/D (75k)
£350; PROM programmer £32. (H)

Designed for industrial control. Can
be expanded to F/D
system. (H)
As above. New 64k version avail.

lk RAM; 1-8k PROM; 6809; 8

1k monitor

tasking OS.

2k monitor, Basic

Tangerine: 0353

amplifier.
2k RAM; 6502; 16 x 32 TV Mt;

(£69)

3633 (6)

Options; 64 Pixel graphics

F/D. (H).
(H).

channel A -D system; 12 optically
isolated I/O lines.
17k RAM; 48k PROM; 6089; RS232
port; 50 I/O lines; 4 timers; 1 W audio

Microtan 65

Miscellaneoti,
(Docurnentati(m)

lk monitor; Multi-

£6.50;

TANEX expansion kit with 7k
RAM; 4k EPROM sockets;
10k Basic; 4 S/P; 32 P/P
£145. (E)

Nascom 1
(£125)

Nascom: 02405
75155 (20)

4k RAM; Z80; Full K/B; TV int;
2 P/P; 1 S/P. Options; 16k RAM

2k monitor; B Basic;
Tiny Basic; A; T/E; U.

£140; single 51/4" F/D (250k)
£240 (4 disk controller £127).
77/68 (£90)

Newbear; 0635

30505 (N/A)
79/09 (£65)
SBC 100 (£135)

Superboard

As above
Airamco: 0294
57755 (TBA)
(as Challenger)

(£188)

Smoke Signal
SCB 68 (£181)
SYM-1 (£160)

Windrush 0692 405189

(TBA)
Newbear; 0635

30505 (N/A)
Tuscan (£299)

Transam 01-405

5240 (N/A)
UK101 (£149)

Comp Shop: 01-441
2922 (4)

Windrush 6801 (£175)
ZCB (£260)

4k RAM; 6800; LED; C int;
VDU int.
lk RAM: 6809; P/P; S/P
1k RAM; Z80; 8k ROM; SI00;
I S/P; 1 P/P.
4-8k RAM; 6502; 10k ROM;
full K/B; VDU int; C int.
I k RAM; 6800/6809; 8k
EPROM; 1 S/P.
1-4k RAM; 6502; C int;
VDU int; 2 x 6522 ports. Option:

TV int.
8k RAM; 8k ROM; Z80A; 5 x S100
slots; RS232 port; TV int; C int;
1 P/P.
4k RAM; 6502; full K/B; 16 x 48
VDU or TV int; C int: RS232
port, Options; 4k RAM £16.

Almarc: 0602

2k RAM: 6801/3/5: 12k EPROM: S/P:
3 P/P
lk RAM; Z80A; 3 PROM

625035 (3)

sockets; RS232 port; 3 P/P

Windrush: 0692 405189

lk monitor; Basic

Kit. Built version £140. Also
Nascom 2 with 8k Microsoft
Basic in ROM £225 (no RAM).
(S&H)
Expandable to 64k RAM with

F/D. (B)
2k Monitor.
1k monitor; DOS in
ROM.
Basic (8k ROM)

Designed to upgrade 77/68. (H).
Kit. Available assembled £1%.
(E).
Options; RS232 port; single

5'h" F/D (100k) £316; 8k RAM
2k monitor

£188. (S&H).
Fully expandable to 64k RAM

with F/D. (H)
4k monitor; Basic A.

Expandable to 64k RAM with

F/D. (B).
1k monitor; 8k Basic;
CP/M; Pascal.
2k monitor; 8k Basic;
Dis A; U.

2k Monitor
Will take any 2708/
16/32 software.

High res graphics available.
Can be expanded to F/D system.
BT 1.81. (S&H)
Graphics. Expansion & colour
avail. Kit or fully assembled.
(S&H).
Designed for industrial control &
dedicated small systems. (H)
5100 bus compatible. Expand able to full system. (E).

TRANSACTION FILE
We charge a flat fee of £1 for one insertion of up to 30 words. Ads for this section are accepted only
from non-commercial readers. Please type or write clearly. Send your ad plus PO or cheque for £1, payable
to Sportscene Publishers (PCW) Ltd, to: Transaction File, PCW, 14 Rathbone Place, London W1P 1DE
ZX80/81 keyboard... full size
Computhink.. . 400k disk drive
Acorn Atom... 12k RAM 12k
UK101... 8k RAM, Microtype
qwerty keyboard, 1 stroke rubout
complete with toolkit on disk,
ROM, fully checked by Acorn,
3 case, PSG, new monitor, full
and cursor control key, numerical
£450 ono. Trendcom 40 -col
+ newsletters & 3 games cassettes,
documentation, many programs
keypad, etc, £25. 4k RAM
thermal
printer
+
PET
interface.
many programs, £199 ono. 5
inc. Invaders, Draughts etc, also
expansion board (lk fitted), £18.
£100. D Stringer, 124 GrangeTV/mon and radio/cassette, £350 volt, 3amp power supply in
9v power supply with cassette to
mouth
Rd,
Radford,
Coventry
handsome metal case, £25.
the lot, negotiable. Tel: 01-521
ZX80 switches (saves swapping
CV6 3FE.
Acornsoft games packs 1 and
8290.
jack plugs), £18. Tel: 0947
4 and soft VDU, £7 each. All
2095.
Sharp MZ-80K... 36k RAM,
excellent. Steve, 0792 51762.
TRS-80... 32k, Level II with
9
months
old,
Basic
plus
Knight
sound, cass, VDU, expansion
complete, 30 progs,
ZX80.
Commander enhancements,
UK101... 8k Basic, new and old
interface and Aculab floppy tape,
pocket book, Starship cassette,
manuals, PET manuals included
monitor, assembler, editor,
all manuals etc, and loads of
cost
£115.
Sell £70. Q Vandervell,
to allow easy conversion of listcomplete in case, £25 worth of
programs, all for £600. Might
12 Monk St, Monmouth, Gwent,
ings, various games, £395 ono.
progs, inc super S pace Invaders,
separate. Ruislip 30344.
NP5
3NZ.
Tel: Brighton 509097.
£230. Phone 01-679 4525.
Acorn Atom... 12k, manual,
PET 2001... 8k old ROM with
PET 32k... ROM 2, inc's Toolkit,
Hewlett-Packard... printer for
PSU, leads + cassette recorder
Superchip, Reset switch, UHF &
HP41, model 82143A, brand new, built in cass deck and small key(Studio 66) 10 cassette -based
VIDEO output two data cassette
board,
in
good
condition
complete
unused, complete with chrger,
games, £330, will seperate.
recorders £625 inc p&p. Approx_
cables, paper, instructions, unwan- with manual, space invaders,
Phone 0268 550217 after 6.30.
Basic
tutuorial
tape
and
other
soft£1000 software for £180.
ted gift, any offers considered.
ware, £275 ono. Tel: 01-602 3608. Burnley 58211.
Tel: 01-960 1404.
PET 32k. . 8 months old, new
ROMs, C2N cassette, Toolkit,
Microtan 65... graphics, L -case,
ZX80... Sinc built, complete with Video music monitor... £20,
Sound box cover, progs, private
Tanex, keypad mini -mother16k R AM pack, manual, PSU, leads, Big ears speach input £25,
usage, £575. PET 3022 tractor
hoard and 2A power supply in
three books (about 130 progs) and Mektronics Comunicator £25,
printer, IEEE connector, dust
Easicomp sound generator £25,
19" Verd rack, £150. Tel:
cover, as new, £395. Tel HeathSpace Invaders, good cond, cost
Presto Digitizer
light pen £9,8211.
0203 29361.
field (04352) 2499 day.
£170, accept E110. Tel: Steve,
£12, tel 92 5
Halifax 69356.
Two... 19" Vero Racks 2V and
Acorn Atom... Fac. built, 12k
3V, £10 each; Elizabethan portUK101... 8k ROM, 8k RAM,
+ 12k inc f,p, manual, PSU,
TRS-80... 16K Level II, numeric
able TV weak RF gain but super
new monitor, internal PSG,
leads, many progs. inc space
keyboard, VDU, PSU, cassette
monitor,
circuit
supplied
£30;
cased,
all leads fitted, documeninvaders, spare keys & carrying
recorder, and games progs, had
20A/5V SM power supply with
tation, £260 ono. Phone Chris,
case, £195 ono. Tel Statham
little use, £390 ono. Tel: Sedgley
spares,
£15.
Tel:
0203
29361.
Wakefield
279243
81247, eve,
76131 (West Midlands) after 6.
ITT
2020...
48k,
colour,
disk
TRS-80 L2 16k... with leads,
Fed up... waiting for Uncle
8k PET... 24k expandemem,
drive and controller, Applesoft
manuls (Basic and machine code),
Clive to deliver? 1 Sine built
disk software new ROMs, external keyboard,
in
ROM,ve
assorted books and cassette
1k
ZX81
inc
leads,
PSU
&cassette
and
toolkit,
£450.
Computhink
400k
inc integer Basic and DOS 2.2.
programs, inc powerful sort/
manual, for quick sale, £60.
dual disk drive, £450. Free with
,E595, disk drive £295.
search program, £280. Tel:
Phone (0262) 70451 (B ridlington) Computer
above system, 300 PET programs,
Tel (0462) 54241.
0761 (Avon) 416401.
Tel: 01-894 7149.
,
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LOCAL DEALERS
LONDON

Surrey

Bellmartin Services Limited
194 Union Street

T & V Johnson Limited
(Microcomputers Etc.)
Johnson House
75-79 Park Street
Camberley GU15 3XE

London SE1 OLH

Tel: 01-928 5322/3
Uon House (Retail) Limited
227 Tottenham Court Road
London W1P OHX

Tel: 0276 20446

Tel: 01-637 1601
194-200 Bishopsgate

Business and Leisure Micro
Computers
16 The Square
Kenilworth CV8 1 EB

London EC2M 4NR

Tel: 0926 512127

Personal Computers Umited

Warwickshire

Tel: 01-626 8121
S. W. Winter & Co. Limited
101 Westminster Bridge Road
London SE1 7HR
Tel: 01-633 9611

Gallid Limited
Bilton Road
Rugby CV22 7AA
1

Tel: 0788 74442/3

West Midlands

PROVINCES

Camden Electronics Limited
462 Coventry Road
Small Heath
Birmingham B10 OUG

Avon

Tel: 021 773 8240

Microstyle
29 Belvedere
Lansdown Road
Bath 8A1 5HR

Tel: 0225 334659

C.P.S. (Data Systems) Limited
Arden House
1102 Warwick Road
Acocks Green

Buckinghamshire

Birmingham 827 6BH
Tel: 021 707 3866

Chiltern Microcomputers Limited
7 Amersham Hill
High Wycombe HP13 6NQ

Tel: 0494 20416

Cleveland
Weyfringe Limited
Longbeck Road
Marske
Redcar TS11 6HQ

Worcestershire
Arrow Business Computers
Limited
Royal House
11 Market Place
Redditch 898 8AA

Tel: 0527 62733

Tel: 0642 470121/2/3/4

Cornwall
Diskwise Limited
25 Fore Street
Callington PL17 7AD

Tel: 05793 3780

Hertfordshire
CCS Microsales
7 The Arcade
Letchworth SG6 3ET

SCOTLAN D
Strathclyde
Turnkey Computer Technology
Limited
23 Calderglen Road
St. Leonards
East Kilbride G74 2W

Tel: 03552 39466

Tel: 04626 73301

Video Vector Dynamics Limited
39 Hope Street
Glasgow G2 6AE

Merseyside

Tel: 041 226 3481/2

Currie (Business Equipment)
Limited
8 Upton Road
Claughton
Birkenhead L41 ODF

Tel: 051 658 5111

WALES
CARDIFF
Penny Computer Systems
15 Main Avenue
Peterston-F -Ely

Business Equipment Centre
(Liverpool) Limited
31/35 Edge Lane
Liverpool L7 2PA

South Glamorgan CF5 6L0.
Tel: Peterston 760681

Tel: 051-263 5783/4421/
5738/6683

South Glamorgan

Norfolk
Anglia Computer Centre
88 St. Benedicts Street
Norwich NR2 4AB

Tel: 0603 29652

Oxfordshire
Alphascan Umited
Little Bourton House
Southam Road
Banbury OX16 7SR

Tel: 029 575 8202

Manufactured in W. Germany by OLYMPIA INTERNATIONAL
SOLE UK DISTRIBUTOR: DATAPLUS LTD.,

* Does the work of both a data
terminal and an electronic
typewriter.

* Optional tractor unit allows

* Saves you hundreds of pounds

* 'Lift-off' and 'Cover-up'

in machine costs.
David Potter Office Equipment
Limited
164 Richmond Road
Cardiff CF2 3BX

Tel: 0222 496510

West Glamorgan
Croeso Computer Services
516 Mumbles Road
Mumbles
Swansea SA3 4BV

Tel: 0792 60624

* Full word processing

continuous feeding of single or
multi -part forms.

correction facilities available.

* RO version available without
keyboard.

capability.

* Library of easily -changed
daisy typewheels.

000000

* Contact your nearest dealer or
the address below for more
detailed information.

1I

DATAPLUS LTD.,

39-49 Roman Road, Cheltenham GL51 8QQ.

Telephone 0242 30030 or 37373. Telex: 43594
PCW 152

I

32k Sorcerer... all manuals,
2 motor -controlled cassette
cables/modem connection,
working cassette, 3 adventures,
startrek, space invaders +
various s'ware, £500 ono. Also
Casio FX502P prog. calc, with
case, full documentation, £50
ono. All vgc. Tel: 01-670
7436.

Diablo 1641... daisy wheel
Printer with keyboard, graphics
capability of 60 points per inch,
with tractor feed and metal
stand, £800 ono. Tel: 01-586
7635 most evenings, 01-407
7050 ext 446 office hours.
Nascom 2... with Gemini 64k
RAM board (32k RAM) and
3Amp PSU, switch selectable
Nas-sys3 or Nas-sysl, graphics

or inverted alphanumerics,
1200 or 2400 baud cassette,
Zeap 2, Nas-dis, Debug, Naspen,
trace and Toolkit all in EPROM,
8k Basic in ROM, offers. Tel:
Nantgareding (026 788) 492.

Acorn Atom... 12k ROM, 12k
RAM, colour, PSU, manuals,
Magic Book, etc, software (275
new) inc. Acornsoft packs 1-4,
invaders etc, £250 ono. Tel:
York 489899.

non -worker, ideally SS50 bus but
consider anything. G Everett, 104
Junction Rd, Burgess Hill, Sussex,
Tel: 44583.

Philips G7000... video game
computer, 2 hand controls, 2
months old, good cond. 5
cassettes inc. space invaders,
£160. 12 Grove Close, Forest
Hill, London SE23 after 6pm.
Printer... IBM Golfball with
interface for TRS-80 or any
computer with Centronics parallel
port, with spare golfball and
ribbons, perfect working order,
superb letter quality print,
£450. Tel: 01-458 2106 eve,
01-435 3418 day.

UK101... 8k RAM new
monitor, 'Simple Software' case,
manual, assembler, space invaders,
star trek and other games, £200.
Tel: Janet 01-989 8534.

5" disc drive + interface... One
drive and 16k expansion interface
wanted, £325 max. R Jacobs,

Cheap 6800 system... may b

19 Vine Way, Brentwood, Essex.

Video Genie... wanted for
school use, new keyboard preferred, internal cassette use not
required. Write FHG, 19 Grayson
Dnve, Lowestoft, Suffolk NR33

Wanted

7BA.

PET 2001-8 or 3008 8k...

large keyboard, new ROM,
green screen, cass deck, any
manuals, few progs, £325 ono.
Tel: Vic, home 01-543 2379.
work 01-977 3222 ex 3966.

Practical Computing... 1981
Volume 4 issue numbers 1 (January) and 3 (March). Must be
good condition. Reasonable
Prices paid. Ring 01-866 5160.

USER GROUPS INDEX
These are updates/new entries received since our last full listing.
The next complete list will be printed in our November issue.
INTERNATIONAL

REGIONAL

DENSPET: group specifically for
exchange or original programs for
MTU 200x320 dot matrix hi-res
PET add-on. Send sample of your
work or £2.50 ($2.50) & receive
sample in return plus newsletter
sub & lists of available programs.
Contact: DENSPET, Rock
House, Ballycroy, Westport,
Co Mayo, Eire.

Merseyside Nascom Users' Group.
Now independent, with 150
members. Meets 1st Mon
monthly, 7.30pm at Mona Hotel,
James Street, Liverpool. Contact:
T Searle, 14 hawkeshead Close,
Maghull, Liverpool L31 9BT.
Merseyside TRS-80/Video Genie
Users' Group. Contact: Peter
Tootill, 101 Swanside Rd,
Liverpool L14 7NL, tel 051-220
9733.
Wirral Microcomputer Users'
Group. Meets at Mons at
Birkenhead Technical College.
Contact: J Phillips, 14 Helton
Close, Nocturum, Birkenhead,
Merseyside L43 9HP. Tel 051-652
0268.
East Anglian Computer Users'
Group. Meets: Crane Community
Centre, Telegraph Lane East,
Norwich. Contact: Gill Rijzl,
88 St Benedict's St, Norwich
NR2 4AB, tel: (0603) 29652.

KAOS -the official 6602 users'
group of Australia. Has a range of
projects within special interest
groups: hardware, software,
amateur radio, Pascal, education,
Publishes monthly newsletter.
Contact: Mr Ian Eyles, 10 Forbes
St, Essondon, Victoria, Australia
3040.
DAlnamic: European DAI personal computer users' club. Has
over 500 members, publishes a
bi-monthly newsletter with most
articles in English. Contact:
DAlnamic, Heide 98, 3171
Westmeerbeek, Belgium.

Centre, Crescent Rd, Manchester
8. Contact: John Ashurst, 061370 5121 ext 27 (day), 061Southampton Amateur Compu681 4962 (eves).
ter Club. Meets 2nd Wed monthly,
Medway Atom Users' Group.
Medical Sciences Building,
Meets last Tues monthly during
Bassett Crescent East, Southampschool terms at St John Fisher
ton (alternative venue Aug &
School, Ordnance St, Chatham.
Sept). Contact: P Blitz,
Contact: Clem Rutter, (0634)
`Gardenways', Chilworth Towers,
42811 (day).
Chilworth, Southampton, tel:
0703 766161.
Would anyone interested in
Beford Amateur Computer Club.
fprming a computer club in the
Recently started, no further
Portsmouth area please contact
Dave Cocker on Portmouth
details as yet. Contact: Mr R
Bird, 7a High Street, Great Safford, 751156.
Bedford MK44 3LB, tel 0234
870763.
Brunel Computer Club: meets
alternate Wednesdays, 1900Leeds Microcomputer Users
2200 hrs at St Werburgh's ComGroup. Meets fortnightly on
munity Centre, Contact: Mr
Thurs eve in Leeds, new memR Sampson, 4 The Coots,
bers welcome. Contact: Paul
Stockwood.
O'Higgins, 20 Brudenell Mt,
Leeds 6, tel (0532) 742347
Worle Computer Club: meets
after 6.
alternate Mondays 1900-22.30
at Woodsprings Inn Function
Rooms, Contact: S Rabone, 18
Manchester Atom Users' Group.
Castle Rd, Worle, Weston-SuperMeets last Tues monthly during
Mare, Avon, tel: 0934 513068.
school terms at Abraham Moss
TOWN

NETWORK NEWS
Here is a list of all British (and one Dutch) personal computer networks. As more networks appear and as more facilities are added to existing ones - we71 report them in this section, which appears monthly.
Forum -80 Hull... Operator:
Frederick Brown, tel 0482
856169. Facilities: electronic
mail, software up/down
loading, Forum -80 Users'
Group, PET users' section,
shopping list. Hours: 7
days/week, midnight -0800,
Tues & Thurs 1900-2200, Sat
& Sun 1300-2200.
Forum -80 London...
Operator: Leon Jay, tel 01286 6207. Facilities:

electronic mail, program downloading. Hours: Tues, Fri, Sat
& Sun 1900-2300.
80 -NET ... Operators: Leon
Heller & Brian Pain, National
TRS-80 Users' Group, tel 0908
566660. Facilities: electronic
mail, software for downloading,
newsletter, TRS-80 information.
Hours: 7 days/week, 1900-2200.

CBBS London... Operator:

Peter Goldman, tel 01-399 2136.
Facilities: electronic mail, program downloading. Hours: Wed
0700-0930 & 1900-2200, Fri
1900-2200, Sun 1600-2200.

Forum -80 Holland.. .
Operator: Nico Karssemeyer,
tel 010 313 512 533. Facilities:
electronic mail program up/
downloading, shopping list.
Hours: Tues-Sat 1800-0700
nightly, continuous from 1800

Sat - 0700 Tues.

DIARY DATA
Readers are strongly advised to check details with exhibition organisers before making travel
arrangements to avoid wasted journeys due to cancellations, printer's errors, etc.

6 -8 Oct

London
Friedrichshafen,

21-25 Oct

W Germany

(Wembley Conf Centre) Viewdata '81. Contact: Online, 09274 28211
Euro Congress for Word Proc-Intertext. Contact: Int Bodensee-Messe,
Meistershofener Str 25, 7790 Friedrichshafen.

Stuttgart,

Hobby Electronics & Minicomputers Exbn. Contact: CES, 01-236 0911

21-25 Oct

London

(Bloomsbury Centre) Computer Graphics Exbn. Contact: Online,
09274 28211

27-29 Oct

London

(West Centre Hotel) Viewdata Exbn. Contact: IPC Exbns, 01-643 8040

4-6 Nov

Madrid, Spain

Int Office Equip & Computers Exbn. Contact: CITEMA, Plaza de conde
de valle Suchil 8, Madrid 15

13-20 Nov

W Germany
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SUBSET

SHARP MZ-80 (f449 + VAT for 48K)
VIDEO GENIE (£289+ VAT for 16K)
ACORN ATOM ASSEMBLED (£150+ VAT)

+ INTELIVISION + ACE TV GAMES
+ CHESS COMPUTERS

+ HAND HELD ELECTRONIC GAMES
+ SF, FANTASY & WAR GAMES
+ ALL KINDS OF GAMES & PUZZLES

Alan Tootill presents more useful assembler - language subroutines.
If you'd like to contribute your routines (for any of the
popular processors), send them to:
Sub Set, PCW, 14 Rath bone Place, LondonW 1P 1DE.

ATARI 400 £285 plus VAT
ATARI 800 £525 plus VAT
18 SYDNEY STREET
BRIGHTON 0273 698424

Text handling

in MIDDLESEX
APPLE 11 EUROPLUS 48K
ONLY £649

into 6 -bit portions of contiguous
memory and expand such blocks of 6 Most applications need some text hand- bit characters into 8 -bit bytes.
Called PAC/UNPAC, the Datasheet
ling, so any general purpose routines
you have developed for this will be very brings us back to the Z80 processor. It
welcome. Many of our home micros are is submitted by two readers, Dave
still without the amount of memory and Yeomans of Halifax and Dave Barrow of
direct access storage we would like, so Hemsworth, brought together through
we start this section off with a routine `Sub Set'. Routines to do a similar job
to economise on space. It can both pack in M6809 code are given in the MC6809

characters, in the range 20H to 5FH, Preliminary Programming Manual.

Full range of APPLE products Word
Processing System from E19 per week.
Software: TABS, VLASAK, PADMEDE,
Etc. New Low Price memorex discs
from only £15.49 per 10. P & P FREE,
adc' 15% VAT send cheque/PO to
Full range of Computer Books, Games
and Supplies available for PET, APPLE,
ZX80/81. Please send for full list

Datasheet
PAC/UNPAC - Compress and expand characters
CLASS: 1
TIME CRITICAL? No
DESCRIPTION: When entered at PAC, converts a string of 8 -bit
characters, in the range 20H to 5FH, to a string
of 6 -bit characters. When entered at UNPAC,
converts 6- into 8 -bit characters.
;/
;I
;I
;I
;/
;/

enclosing SAE.

AUIOCRAT COMPUTERS 264 Preston
Road, Harrow, Middx. 01-908 3636

mit

;I
;I

HINTS & TIPS FOR THE ZX81
by Andrew Hewson £4.25

;I
;1

;I
;I
;/
;I
;/
;I
;/

Based on the highly successful book for the ZX80
*80 pages explaining clearly how to squeeze a computing quart
into a Sinclair pint pot.
Saving Space - vital reading for all ZX81 users
"Understanding the Display File - using the display file as
memory; ctearing a part of the display, etc.
'converting ZX80 programs - explaining how to convert the
hundreds of published ZX80 programs.
*Chaining Programs - revealing techniques for passing data
between programs, calling subroutines from cassette and
establishing data files.
*Machine Code Programs - explaining how to get started, how
to write, load, edit and save machine code routines. Including
full details of Z80 machine language.
Routines and programs in BASIC and machine code are
scattered throughout the text and the final chapter lists twelve
useful, interesting and entertaining programs such as LINE
RENUMBER, BOUNCER, LIFE, SHOOT, STATISTICS and
they all run in I K.
£3.50
HINTS & TIPS FOR THE ZX80
by A.D. & J.S. Hewson
Some comments from enthusiastic purchasers:
.

ACTION: Not given
SUBr DEPENDENCE: None
INPUT:
HL holds the address of the 1st byte of source data
DE holds the address of the 1st byte of the destination
buffer
BC = Number of characters to be packed/unpacked
OUTPUT: HL holds end of string + 1 address
DE holds end of destination + 1 address

PAC:

LD

A,80H
BINC

UNPAC:
BINC:
LOOP:

JR
XOR
INC
PUSH
PUSH
INC
LD
ADD
LD
LD

A

'Your book ... is excellent' Mr G. Smith, Slough
'... most interesting, especially the display file section' Mr
Effemey, Colchester
.. enormously helpful and streets ahead of any of the other
publications currently available for these little machines' Mr
Shaughnessy, Brighton

'The book for the ZX80 ... has been a splendid aid' Mr
Herrod, Solihull
On cassette for 16K ZX81
SPACE INTRUDERS
fight the marauding alien as you battle
to save the Earth. All the dynamic parts of this program are
written in machine code for super fast fun. Just like the famous
arcade game
£6.50
PROGRAMMERS TOOLKIT - Line renumber including
GOSUBs and GOTOs, full facility Hexadecimal Loader/Printer.
Find, Edit and Replace BASIC program strings
£8.50
Blank C12 cassettes 5 for £2.75, 25 for £13.25
Send SAE for full catalogue Cheque with order or quote Access
number to Hewson Consultants, 7 Grahame Close, Blewbury,
Oxon OXI 1 9QE (0235) 850075

To advertise in

MICROMART
Please ring Marianne McNicholas
on 01-631 1433
PCW 154

BC = zero

REGs USED: AF HL DE BC
STACK USE: 4
LENGTH: 64
PROCESSOR: Z80

JR
DEC

clear A & set PAC flag.

clear A for byte indicator.
adjust BC for queer decrmnt.

A

BC

HL

C,A
A,A
B,A

get next byte sequence no.
and save in C.
PAC or UNPAC flagged by carry
;8z no of bits to shift in B.
get next source byte and

AF
04
C5
E5
3C

4F

A,(HL)
C,DOPAC ; jump if PAC.

87
47
7E
38

HL

2B

else get other part of

80
01

3E
18

OD

MICROTYPE

FREE ASSEMBLER
LISTING IN NEW BOOK COMPLETE
MACHINE/ ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
COURSE FOR
FROM
8K

PET

2/3000
SERIES

Makes Machine -Code as easy as ABC.
Over 100 pages! Examples, programs,

MODEL
& CASE

exercises. Covers WHOLE Instruction
set.

Send f8 (cheque, PO) inc P&P (UK) or £12 for
book + assembler on cassette (UK) or SAE
for details to
P. HOLMES, 21 COLIN DRIVE

LONDON NW9 6ES

NEW
LOW
PRICES

REAM CUT CASE FUR SUPERBOARD.
OKRA NASCOM 2.
IALSO AVAILABLE WITH BLANK KEYBOARD
FOR HONIEBRFW NASCOM I ETC

PRODUCED IN BLACK ABS PLASTIC. COMPLETE WITH SCREWS AND INSTRUCTIONS
SPACE FOR EXPANSION, FORCE [TED FAN. NUMERIC PAD AND ADDITIONAL KEYS.

ONLY E19.96 F CIAO Po, VAT
SEND CHEQUES OR PO's FOR E24.13TTO

MICROTYPE. P.O BOX 104. HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HEWES HP1 702
SAE FOR DETAILS
DEALERB OEM ENOUIR IES WELCOME

RISH:

DOPAC:

LESH:

LODE:

LD

H,(HL)

RR
RRA
DJNZ
AND
ADD
JR

H

SUB
LD
LD

ADD
DJNZ
LD
DEC
LD
OR
LD
POP
LD
AND

JR
CP

JR

HINC:
DINC:

INC
EX
LD
EX
INC
INC
POP
DEC

JR
DJNZ
RET

; packed byte in H and
; shift right until
; in bits 0-5,A.

RISH
3FH
A,20H
LODE
20H

66
CB

10

FB

E6
C6

3F
20

18

OC

D6
6F
26
29

20

LA

; mask out unwanted bits and
; convert to ASCII.
; jump to common part.
; adjust ASCII to bits 0-5A
; and copy into

H ,+0

; HL.

HL,HL
LESH

; shift left by twice the byte
; sequence number.
10
; move lowest bits into B.
45
; point to lowest avail dest.
1B
; byte, get in A, merge any bits
lA
; from current source byte.
B4
; converted byte to destination.
12
; restore source pointer.
El
; byte indicator to A.
79
; do a "mod 4" on it.
E6
; skip if UNPAC, byte 4.
28
; test to split PAC, bytes 1-3
FE
; off & skip if UNPAC 1-3/PAC 4. 38
; lowest bits of PAC 1-3
13
; with trailing reset bits
EB
; into next empty
70
; destination byte..
EB
; point at next new bytes.
23

B ,L

DE

A,(DE)
H
(DE),A
HL
A ,C

83H
Z,DINC
81H
C,HINC
DE
DE,HL
(HL),B
DE,HL
HL
DE

MICROMART

1C

1F

33 TIME SIMMS
APPLE&ITT2020

00
FD

SOFTWARE SPECIALISTS

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
SYSTEM (DATABASE)
from £126.00
*All standard features PLUS
*Powerful arithmetic capability
*Flexible Report Generating
*Quick and easy to use.
*FREE DEMONSTRATION
*COMPREHENSIVE AFTER SALES
SERVICE
For further details contact:
CC MICRO SYSTEMS
48 MELROSE AVENUE

83
09
81

04

PEN -Y -LAN

CARDIFF CF3 7AS
Tel: 0222-495257

13

; restore count
; and test for
NZ,LOOP ; last byte and
LOOP
; repeat if not.
; else return.

Cl

BC
C

OD

20
10
C9

C9
C7

ACORN ATOM
Quality software for the
Acorn Atom

A detail worth noting in PAC/UN- 0.01M but less than 0.99M for good
PAC is the way the Daves decrement results. 257 is less than 0.01*21 6 and
BC and jump if not zero (DEC C; JR therefore fails here, too.
NZ, LOOP; DJNZ LOOP) having
By observing these guidelines you
earlier, at label BINC, incremented B to have a better chance of getting a good
adjust BC for the queer decrement. PRANG, but sadly it can't be guaran-

INVASION (6K)

total RAM. Uses graphics mode O.
TORPEDO (4K)
£4,00
Three rows of targets moving at different
speeds and in different directions.
£4.00
BREAKTHROUGH (6K)

This code might (or might not)

be teed on these (plus your) criteria alone.
preferred on occasions to the code we However, no good PRANG has a pohave used previously (DEC BC; LD tency of less than 3, and 5 or more is

Blast

In fairness to the contributor of our

original

Datasheet

RAND,

he

did

Random numbers

suggest better 'a's than 257 and two of
them were E 5 mod 8, greater than

writes:

code. Nothing with a potency of less

6502 find

WILLOW SOFTWARE
PO Box 6, Crediton, Devon EX17 1DL

BIG EARS
SPEECH
INPUT
FOR
YOUR
COMPUTER!
BIG EARS opens the door to direct
man -machine communication. Thetystem
comprises analogue frequency separation filters,
preamps and signal conversion, together with a
quality microphone and extensive software.
Words, in any language, are stored as "voiceprints" by simply repeating them a few times in

BUILT, TESTED & GUARANTEED ONLY

YOUR COMPUTER

Tel (03843) 53332545

J PURVES 12 Stobhill Road
Gorebridge Midlothian EH23 4PL

"learn" mode. Using keyword selection techniques,
large vocabularies can be constructed.
Use BIG EARS as a front end for any application:
data enquiry, robot control, starwars - the
possibilities are unlimited...

INSURE
Impact damage, Fire & Theft
Insurance for your Computer Equipment:
£8.00 p.a.
£1 to £1,500 cover
£10 (excess) x/s
£16.00 p.a.
£1,500 to £2,500
£15 x/s.
For details:
KGJ Insurance Brokers,
6 Hagley Road,' Stourbridge,
West Midlands, DY8 1OG

or you will be eaten.

Educational programs also available. Send
SAE for details.
ZX81 software available. SAE for details.

divisible by M (which it always will be
eventually, if your other criteria are We mentioned how June's FIND could
met); 257 is a bad 'a', since a-1 = 256 be made equivalent to FOWIA (find out
and 2562 = 65536 or 216: thus potency where I'm at) and give in Y,X the
is only 2. If you choose a = 5 mod 8 current program address on return from
you will ensure higher potency (eg, 5, the call thus:
68
pull ret addr
PL A
;
13, 21 etc).
AA
low byte to X.
;
TAX
Secondly, 'a' should be greater than

Plugs straight into the Atom to provide 17
new commands including: renumber,
delete, find, auto line numbers, program
compression, disassembler, keyboard
scanning, memory and variable dumps,
and much more. Supplied with full
instruction manual. All inclusive price
£35. Send SAE for further details.

£3.50

the dreaded zombies into the potholes

Figures refer to total RAM required. All

`There are two points I think should than 5 will be considered. June's arithbe made about the Random Number metic routines might help Z80 users to
routines in July's "Sub Set".
calculate potency.
Andrzej Filinski, of Vedbaek, DenFirstly, in a mixed congruential
mark, became the fourth reader to give
sequence:
the optimum improved code for RAND
Xi+l = aXi + C mod M
it is important that 'potency' is high. as printed last month.

:ACORN ATOM
-UTILITY ROM

Lure

prices include postage.

Giving Knuth, Art Of Computer Pro- 0.01M and less than 0.99M. Still, Brian's
gramming, Vol 2, Ch 3 as his reference, remarks present a challenge waiting to
Brian Steel of Kingston-upon-Thames be met in 8080, Z80, 6502, and M6800

Potency is the power to which (a-1)
must be raised before it is directly

your way through the advancing wall.

ZOMBIE (4K)

A,C; OR B; JR NZ, LOOP) since it desirable for this measurement.'

does not use the A register.

£6.00

machine code version requiring only 6K

Fas

£49.

PRICE INCLUDES POSTAGE & PACKING PLEASE ADD VAT AT 15',
PLEASE STATE COMPUTER: UK101. SUPERBOARD. NASCOM2.
PET. TRS80, ETC.

MICROGRAPHICS
Colour Conversion for
UK101/NASCOM 1 & 21 Superboard.

(Modulator included)

COLOUR MODULATOR
RGB in, PAUUHF out

KIT £45
BUILT £60
KIT £12
BUILT £18

Please add VAT at 15.4 to all prices
Barclay/Access orders accepted on telephone

WILLIAM

J

Dower House, Billericay Road,®

STUART ELTATI'3 3SD.

'1'

liSYSTEMS Ltd Telephone. Brentwood 10277)

PCW 155

MICROIVIART

high byte
to Y.
hi byte to stk.
lo byte to A.
lo byte to stk.
adjust to addr

PLA
TAY
PHA
TXA
PHA
INX

BNE,L1 ; of next
;
instruction.
INY
Ll: RTS ; return.

ZX8I

16K ADVENTURE
DRUAGHTS
OTHELLO
HEXAPAWN
LUNAR LAND
TORPEDO
GRAPHICS
ARCADE GAMES
Send a large sae for the new
range of 1K and 16K software
for the SINCLAIR ZX81

Users' Group,

offers a

different approach to the same task in
our next Datasheet, GETLOC. He puts
the program address in some of the page

zero memory we agreed last month to

reserve for 6502 datasheets. GETLOC is

two bytes more but 6-7 T states less
than the amended FIND and does not

;= GET LOC - Get current program address
;/ CLASS: 2
;/ TIME CRITICAL? No
Gives in consecutive zero page locations the
;/ DESCRIPTION:
address of the instruction it is at, after
V
returning to the code that called it.
;/
;/ ACTION: CY <- 0
V

TA

V

A <- A+1

V

MO <- A
TA

V

A4- A+Cy
M1 <- A

;/

;/ SUBr DEPENDENCE: None
;/ INTERFACES: None
Processor must be in binary mode (ie, decimal flag reset)
;/ INPUT:
;/ OUTPUT: MO contains the low order and M1 the high order byte
of the address of the current program instruction
V
(ie, the instruction immediately following the call
;/
to GETLOC). The carry flag is always unset.
;/
;/ REGs USED: A, MO and Ml.
;/ STACK USE: None

Doncaster DN11 9LA
Mail Order Only

ZX81+16K

Software

;/ LENGTH: 14
;/ TIME STATES: 25
;/ PROCESSOR: 6502

GETLOC:

A Cubic Puzzle, Mastermind, Shoot,
Tower of Hanoi, Snap, 4 Century
Calendar, Proverbial Codebreaker,
Moonlander and others.
of the

above games on a cassette for £3.45.
Base cassette 75p + any above program
at 75p each (min 2).
Will sell listings separately (25p each,

min 2).
send

60

local Atom

Datasheet

;/

CDS MICRO SYSTEMS
10 Westfield Close, Tickhill

Please

C8

of the Manchester Computer Club and

Vincent Fojut from Salford, a member use the X or Y registers.

SOFTWARE

SPECIAL OFFER: Any 4

68
A8
48
8A
48
E8
DO 01

large SAE for FREE

CLC
PLA
ADC
STA
PLA
ADC
STA
JMP

£01

; prepare to add with no carry.
; pull return address (low).
; increment address by 1

MO

; and save.

£00

; pull return address (high).
; add in carry

M1

; and save.

(MO)

; return.

Vincent demonstrates GETLOC in
action with a 6502 version of our old
friend the 4 -bit binary to Gray Code
conversion, one byte shorter than the

ZZ
ZZ

00

register zero and the least significant
nibble giving the value to be converted on input and returns the Gray
Code

conversion in the least signi-

the most significant nibble of the Y
GYCON:

sre

JSR
TYA
ADC
TAY
LDA
RTS

GETLOC

£07
(M0),Y

; add table
; displacement
; to no. in A.
; get conversn
; value & ret.

TABLE:

Calculate v
look- up

Dave Barrow was against using a look -up

XX

20
98
69
A8

XX

B1

ZZ

60
00
06

01

03

07

05

02
04

OD

OF

OE

OB

09

08

OC
OA

Listing 1

When he first saw that way of converting binary to Gray Code in Z80 code,
APPLE FORTRAN

00

M6800 version. This 6502 version has Listing 1.

4 FFORDD GERWYN,
Naft) ITHENS, WREXHAM, CLWYD

NEW ! NEW ! NEW !

01
ZZ

Z80 and two bytes shorter than the ficant nibble of the register - see

catalogue or listings.

topmark

18

68
69
85
68
69
85
6C

07

table for something that is shorter and
quicker when computed, especially if
the Gray Code is extended from four to
eight bits.

He spotted that, when converting

from binary to Gray, each Gray bit has

a different state to the corresponding

(Needs language card)

Send only £120 + VAT £18 (Fortran only)
Or
£419 + VAT £62.85 (complete
system, includes Pascal and language card)

NEW ! NEW ! NEW !
NEW !

DOS 3.3 - much improved
capacity £40 + VAT £6.
NEW ! Eurocolour card - vastly
superior to previous versions £113 + VAT
£16.95
Official Government and Educational
orders accepted.

Contact Tom Piercy at
Topmark Computers, 77 Wilkinson Close,
Eaton Socon, St Neots, Cambs. PE19 3HJ
Huntingdon (0480) 212563
PCW 156

SOFTWARE
WE WRITE PROGRAMS TO
FIT YOUR REQUIREMENTS
SPECIALISTS IN PET SOFTWARE

ARMBAM LTD
KILN LANE
<41144
LEIGH
TONBRIDGE
KENT TN11 8RT
HILDENBOROUGH 832130

Z80

81

SOFTNAPE
ZX 80 BASIC Fully disassembled

ZX 81 BASIC listings @ £7.00 each
ZXBUG: Now available for Z X81, also
machine code debugging program @ £7.00

ADVENTURE: A real machine code
ADVENTURE @ £7.00
ZXCHESS: The program everyone's waited
for written in machine code. @ £10.00
Many more games & educational programs
available. Send SAE for further details to:

ARTIC COMPUTING
396 James Reckitt Avenue, Hull,
HU8 OJR

binary bit if the next higher binary bit
is set, ie, each Gray bit is the result of
XORing the corresponding binary bit
with the binary bit's left-hand neigh-

SRL
XOR

C
C

This code repeated three or seven times
converts 4 -bit or 8 -bit Gray Code back
bour. There are hardware circuits to into binary. Dave Barrow has based the
do this or all eight bits of a byte can be next Datasheet, BGCB, on this principle.
done in the software:
Both Z80 and 6502 code is given.
LD

C,A

Datasheet

quickly. Price: £35.00
NASMON - A new monitor for NASCOMs.
Occupies 4k and includes a sophisticated
screen editor, a 'front panel' mode, blocked and
buffered tape routines and powerful debugging
commands. Price, £30.00 in EPROM
BAS12K - a 12K BASIC interpreter offering
11 digit precision arithmetic, PRINT USING,
I F.

LOOPZ:

HL
L,A
A

RRA
XOR
DJNZ
POP
RET

L

LOOPS:

TSX
PHA
LSR
FOR
DEY
BNE L
TXS
RTS

directives and commands.
Price: £15.00 on tape, £25.00 in EPROM.

NASNEM - a TAK disassembler which interfaces to NASMON's front panel to produce
single step disassembly. Optionally it produces
labels and o/p may be directed to a text buffer
suitable for NASGEN.
Price: £10.00 on tape, £15.00 in EPROM.
All the above software runs under NASMON
except NASPAS which can run under NASMON
or NASSYS.
All priCes are fully inclusive.
FREE: a free CHESS program with every order
of NASMON.
Full details may be obtained from:
60 Hallam Moor, Liden, Swindon
HISOFT
Wiltshire.

E5

; store input value.
; clear carry.
; shift right.
; exclusive OR with input value.

6F
B7

1F
AD
10

LOOPZ
HL

FC

El
C9

A

$0100,X

;index stack.
; store input value
; shift right.
; exclusive OR with input value.

BA

48
4A

LOOPS

; remove input value from stack.

EX

calculate

LD

best (not printed) of 82-93 T states.

Jan's routine does not give a carry signal
for any remainder and takes rather a lot
of space with its 154 -byte table in

addition to its 15 bytes of code. It

LD
LD
LD
LD
BIT

54

H,table hi addr 26 nn
5E
E,(HL)
L,D

6A

D,(HL)
0,L

56
CB 45

NORTHWICH/MID CHESHIRE
CONSULTANCY
BUSINESS SYSTEMS
MAINTENANCE and SERVICE

BUREAU SERVICES

For the personal user our computer
shop is now open
PET/CBM Specialists

Hartford Software Ltd.
63 Chester Road, Northwich,
Cheshire. Tel: (0606) 781156

F9

01

Special Programme Package

25 PROGRAMMES FOR £25

HANGMAN. HOME BUDGET. BLOCKADE.

DE,HL

A,50H

ADD A,L
LD L,A
RET
The table looks like this:
nnO0H
TABLE:
ORG
DEFW
0000H
0101H
DEFW
DEFW
0202H
DEFW
0303H
DEFW
0404H
6
DEFS

EB
C8
3E 50

85
6F
C9

is

also highly position -dependent since the
table must start on a page boundary.
But it is fast. Here is the code:
D,H

00

DO

RET Z

power of look -up tables when it comes
to getting things done speedily. To
illustrate this, he uses a look -up table
to divide four BCD digits in HL by two
in 52-61 T states against our previous

HALFHL: LD

5D
88

9A
60

Look -up v
Jan Beckman, from Ashstead, writes
that we should never overlook the

. THEN...ELSE and other advanced

NASGEN - a fast 3K assembler generating a
full symbol table and with many assembler

6502 version
BGCBS:

.

features. Price: £25.00

Z80 version
LD
OR

NASCOM systems:
NASPAS - a 12K PASCAL compiler which
produces Z80 code directly i.e. no -P-code.

airthmetic, arrays, sets, strings and all major
Pascal statements together with fully recursive
functions and procedures with value and variable parameters. The object programs run very

PROCESSOR: Z80 6502
PUSH

NASCOM SOFTWARE

We offer the following quality software for

The compiler offers floating point and integer

;-- BGCB - Gray Code to and from binary
;/ CLASS: 1
;/ TIME CRITICAL?: No
;/ DESCRIPTION: Converts binary value to Gray Code in input
;/
count is 1. Converts Gray Code to binary if
;/
input count is 3 (4 -bit value) or 7 (8 -bit value)
;/ ACTION: A a- Input Value
;/
Iterate for input count
;/
A a- A/2 (unsigned)
Input Value
A a/
,/ SUBr DEPENDENCE: None
/ INTERFACES: None
/ INPUT: Z80: Value in A, count in B
6502: Value in A, count in Y
/
/ OUTPUT: Z80: Converted Value in A, B = 0
6502: Converted Value in A, Y = 0, X = stack pointer -2
/
/ REGs USED: Z80: A B F
6502: A Y P X
/ STACK USE: Z80: 2
6502:
1
,/ LENGTH:
Z80: 9
6502: 11
/ TIME STATES: Z80 - B to G: 55, G to B (4 -bit) 97, (8 -bit) 181
,/
23
45
89
6502
BGCBZ:

MICROIVIART

DEFW
DEFS
DEFW
DEFW
DEFW
DEFW
DEFW

4444H
6

4545H
4646H
4747H
4848H
4949H

LCL 0 -LEVEL MATHS

SPACEPURSUIT. BOMBER. ELECTRONIC ORGAN. GRAPHICS. HYPNO. MUSIC.

POKER. OTHELLO.3D MAZE. DUCK SHOOT. STAMPOUT. WORLD TIME. PRIME
NUMBERS. BREAKOUT. COLDITZ. SPACE FIGHTERS, STARTREK. PAPERSTONES.
COSMIC INVASION. SNAKE ISLAND COORDIN WARS. ETERNAL CALENDAR.

LIMITED OFFER SEND CHEQUE FOR £25
TO STENMEAD, 42 BERECROFT,
HARLOW, ESSEX.

Super
Machine
Code
Word
Processor

£35

+ VAT

All you'd expect in a f75 -C150 program, PLUS redefine

keyboard, auto repeat, tape or disk files, old & new
ROMs, PET or ASCII printer, AND 80 -column PETS.
No need to change when you upgrade. We didn't
believe it either! £35 tape can be saved to disk, has 80 column mod listing. £37 disk includes sample files plus
full 00 -column version.

LIGHT PEN + SOFTWARE - plugs in. E22

PROGRAMMER'S TOOLKIT - 16/32K new ROM:

Send for a FREE Demonstration Program for your
Apple II now, to show you how easy, enjoyable but
effective LCL Programs are.LCL TRAINING
PROGRAMS take the beginner, at hisown pace, step
-by-step to 0 -Level standard. Each includes about
240 problems sound and a game. Revision Programs
set & mark questions from 0 -Level Maths Papers.

makes programming less like work! E29

GUN-SLINGER, Logs and Antilogs > 1
GOAL -KICK. Logs and Antilogs < 1.
SWORD -CLASH. Use of Logs in multiplication, division, roots and powers.
REVISION questions on Logs.
Many more. Send £15 for each program (disc) &
text book set, or £3.50 for Demo Program to
pay for disc etc. No extras (VAT or p&p(.

Beautifully simple: write tunes within minutes! Old &

Send to G. Ludinski B.Sc (Hons),AMBCS AMIEE.
LCL, 26 Avondale Avenue, Staines, Middlesex.

ADVENTURE 1

It

2:

authentic Scott Adams 24K

classic games. Each £7 (both, E131

softFANTASTIC MUSIC MACHINE: hardware
ware to write music on your PET and see it play. Add
small speaker or play through hi-fi. 4 voices. Trans-

pose, change tempo, repeat segments etc just by typing

a row of characters. Save music to disk or tape.
new ROMs, 8-32K. E37 complete.

Add VAT to all prices please, but post/insurance
included. Unconditional Instant Refund Guarantee
on hardware, also software if not up to description.
Write for more details, more items.
SIMPLE SOFTWARE LTD
15 HAVELOCK ROAD
BRIGHTON, SUSSEX 13N1 6GL
102731 504879

Noleemkerir.

PCW 157

LEISURE LINES
Well, we had a fairly mediocre response exactly by seven - agreed?
to July's puzzle, proving once again
that the computer would prefer

It pays to increase your

numerics to alphanumerics. Only 11

Quickie

entries were received for the word/prime The members of a philanthropic family

PET

number puzzle and one of those was decided to donate £2000 to a group of
withdrawn when its originator found worthy charities. Each member con-

POWER

Why not make use of the spare ROM sockets in your
large keyboard PET or CBM machine? Let's take a
look at some of the options:
SUPERCHIP (45) is the most successful British citip.
It adds many of the features of the 8032 to a 40
column machine, and has numerous other functions
including auto -repeat.
FASTER BASIC (£30) speeds up most Basic programs,
cutting running time by as much as half. No knowledge
of Basic is necessary.

PIC-CHIP (£45) makes it really simple to plot points
or draw lines, but it has many other graphic facilities.
Now available for the 8032.
MIKRO ASSEMBLER (£50) really does make machine.
language programming as simple as Basic!
SUPER-PIC 1£901 is an unbeatable combination! All
the facilities of Superchip and Pic -Chip in one 4k
EPROM.

We have many other utilities on cassette or disk, including SPEEDSORT (£121, DISK SEARCH (£251,
MASTER DIRECTORY (£221, DISK MERGE (£15)
and J -K -L which copies the screen to a printer is just
£8 (please state model of printer).

that his solution wasn't a prime number tributed an equal portion of the money
and then allocated it among the agreed
after all!
There were some very strange words, charities so that:
too. We decided to ban Interestingness' a) each charity received a donation of at
and although 'disintegrating' looked least £1 but no more than £12 from
good, it's not a prime. The largest word each family member;
which fulfilled all conditions was b) no two charities received the same
`assassinating', corresponding to the amount from the same family member;
number 2,772,776,528,653, which we c) no two family members followed the
verified as a 13 -digit prime. This came same donation pattern. Finally, all
from Mr Brian Stuart of Neubiberg, donations were in whole pounds and all
Germany, whose prize will be on its the money was distributed.
How many family members were
way soon.
there and how many charities?

Answers on a postcard please to:
October Prize Puzzle, Leisure Lines,

Prize puzzle

Write down eleven thousand, eleven PCW, 14 Rathbone Place, London W1P
hundred and eleven. It doesn't divide IDE, to arrive no later than 31 October.

PROGRAMS

,Prepaid orders are post free. Add 15% VAT.

SUPERSOFT

TRs _ so
Sailing Simulation

Dept P6, 10-14 Canning Road,
Wealdstone, Harrow, Middlesex
Telephone: 01-861 1166.

ADVENTURE
GAMES
MACHINE CODE PROGRAMS FOR THE UKI01
OR SUPERBOARD WITH ANY MONITOR

1. NEW YORK SUBWAY/TROLL'S TUNNEL 1E5.501

by Frank Hope

Overcome the trolls, stone giant, and manyother
monsters to escape from an underground prison.

2. ZOMBIE FORESTNAMPIRE CASTLE (£5.50)
Survive the servants of the Evil One, and rid
the forest of its dark curse.

3. KY, TEMPLE OF THE DRAGONKING (5.50)
With strong shield and pulsating sword, slay, the
dragon and liberate your people.

EACH ABOVE PACK HAS TWO
8K PROGRAMS

4. ALIEN ADVENTURE 16K (E6.00)
Your spacecraft is stranded on an asteroid in deep
space. Escape is possible, but not easy.

TWO OR MORE PACKS -

LESS 20%

This program simulates sailing various
types of dinghy to varying standards. As
far as possible, it follows good sailing
techniques. All the knowledge required
to use the program is included in the

glossary of technical terms and you are
strongly advised to study this carefully,
since normal club practice can differ
from the RYA's recommendations. The
program occupies 20k.

POKE16.396.231GOT0290
2 J1=0:32=0133=0,3400:35=01J6=0037=0:1)1=0:03=0,D5=0156=0:57=01P2=0:51=0:04-viP01
I

From Mr M Perkins, 290 Station Road,
Stechford, Birmingham B33 8QR

=0

II

\(130

Quality support for; ATOM
12)(80 ACTION

!

2 games per cassette - for only EU!
Flicker -free action

ZX81

games for your Z080.
Only 1K RAM needed, and the original (4K) ROM.

,

Cassette C800: BRKOUT
ACK-ACK £4 Cassette C80B: SHELL GAME - - - - INVADERS £4 -

The UN Magic Book
** WITH 8K ROM /
Games programs,

3 IFNC=1THEN278
4 GOSUB1IEMPRINT3259,"STUDY THE TECHNICAL DATA.";:PRINT0323.87$1:PRINTS451."A. C
AST OFF..;:PRINT515."B. SEE A DOCTOR.";.PRINTS579..C. WAIT FOR FINE WEATHER..::
PRINT10643..D. HAVE A REST PERIOD..;.PRINTa707..E. SEE THE GLOSSARY..olGOSUB11;

5 GOSUB123:1FNN4<>.A.ANONN4<1."S"ANDNNS<>.C.ANDNNV>.D.ANDNE"THENGOSUB99ELSE
7

6 GOTO5
7 IFNN$="A"THENSELSEIFNNS=.E0THENIIELSEIFNN4=-C"THENI6ELSEIFNN$=.D.THEN19ELSEIFN
N$=.E=THEN24

B IFN1=1ANDCI>30RNI=2ANOCI>AORN1=3ANDC15THENO2=1
9 IFQ2<>1THEN36ELSEGOSUB110
10 GOSUB83:GOT02
11 IFPI=ITHENP9=1:GOSUB110
12 IFP1=1THEN2
13 IFP1=2THENGOSU8107ELSEIFPI-3THENGOSUBIOS
14 P9=1.GOSUB112
15 GOTO2

16 IFNI=1ANDC1<40RNI=2ANDC1<50RN1=3ANDC1<6THENO4=1ELSE04=2

Z081 SUPPLEMENT **

computer music, converting programs
written in other BASICs. Improving the picture, RAM
and I/O circuits, and much more.
£4.75
Getting Acquainted with your ZXS1
A Tim Hattnell masterpiece.
£4.95
23+23 WAY Z080/81 EDGE CONNECTOR SOCKET

£3.50

ATOM CASSETTES ; £5 each
CAAA: BREAKOUT + CUPBALL+3D MAZE+SIMON 2
CAAB: PINBALL+LETTERS+SPACEWAR+DRIVE
Both tapes need 1K

VDU

a-

5K

text RAM

The ATOM Magic Book
A wealth of games and other programs; storing speech

converting programs written in other
BASICs, tape recording hints, plus many other useful
hardware and software tips.
£5.50
16/32K ATOM RAM Boards
from £59.50
Single Eurocard, can fit inside Atom's case. Built A
tested. Also suitable for other 6502/6800 computers.
in your ATOM,

Bare PCB only £23.

S.a.e. for further details

ALL PRICES INCLUDE U.K. PUP + VAT WHERE APPLICABLE

TIMEDATA Ltd.

PCW 158

57 Swallowdale,Basildon,Essex

APPLE DOS 3 2
PERSONALIZED DISKETTE
SERVICE
Your own DOS commands to order
Flashing Disk Volume to order
Flashing Disk File to order
Free Sector Count in DOS

SIMPLE LETTER WRITER
(Disk only)
for Apple/Paper Tiger Pr inter Uses

9'/" computer paper Enchanted mode
for Letter Heading 96 character line
Lower case with Lazer's 1/c adaptor
SAE for details

MAIL ORDER ONLY
KWOKSONIC 27A ORCHARD ROAD
BROMLEY KENT

ZX80/8 1 DATABASE
wovedwwwwwwiNme
For

serious 8K ROM/16 RAM users,

DATABASE blends Basic menus with over
1K m/c logic to give dynamic file of
name/address/interest codes/text. Selectable display formats include address labels

for printing. Search any element type by
any key. Beautiful to use, and very fast.
All file data is packed into a single string
whose length is automatically altered for 0
to 500+ entries. Tape and full documentation
E10.

SAE for full catalogue of Action games,
Magic Cube, Disassemblers. . for 4K or 8K
ROM,Sinclairs.

CAMPBELL SYSTEMS dept PCW,

15

Rp,us Rh', Buckhurst Hill, Essex 1G9 6BL.

PROGRAMS
40
ws
lig

1'
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

GOSUB110.GOSUU01
GOTO2
IFPI=1THENP9=1
IFP9.1THENGOSUBII0
IFPI=ITHEN2ELSEIFP1=2THENGOSUB107ELSEIFP1=3THENGOSUB108
P9.1.GOSUB112
GOT02
GOSUB118:IFNI.<2THEN25ELSEPRINT452."YOU SHOULD'NT NEED IT."..05=1:GOSUB110:60

NM,

0

Noftcentre

0

OVER 1500 PROGRAMS
FOR CBM/PET*

T02

.

. SMALL HISH/LOW.";sPRIN
25 PRINTa259,"SPRING = VERY HIGH/LOW.";:PRINT6D,"NEAP
. GOING OUT."..PRINT6515,"FORCE
T0387,"FLOOD = COMING IN.".:PRINTa451."EBB
= WIND SPEED.".:PRINT6581."3 IS ENOUGH FOR YOU.";
26 PRINT4643,"WIND DIR. = WHERE IT COMES";:PRINTQ712,"FROM. E.G. THE EAST.";:GOS
UBI20
= BAD W
27 GOSUB101:PRINT6258."BAROMETER = WEATHER GUIDE.".:PRINT6322,"FALLING
= 45' TO T
= GOOD WEATHER.";:PRINT0450."BEATING
EATHER."..PRINT8386."RISING
HE WIND.".:PRINT514,"REACHING = ACROSS THE WIND.";
= A MOVING KEEL.
28 PRINT8578,"RUNNING
= FROM THE WIND.";:PRINT@642,"C.BOARD
"..PRINT0706."(CLOSE HAULED = FULLY DOWN).".:GOSUB120
29 GOSUB101.PRINT@258,"REEFING = REDUCE SAIL."..PRINT0322,"MAINSAIL = BIGGEST S
AIL."..PRINT0386,"RUDDER
= STEERING GEAR.".:PRINT0450,"FLATTEN = TIGHTEN SAIL
.";:PRINT@514,"FULLNESS = SLACKEN SAIL...
30 PRINTV578,"JIB
= SMALL FRONT SAIL.".:PRINT@642."TRANSOM = BACK VERTICAL
:PRINT6717,"SECTION OF BOAT."..GOSUB120
31 GOSUBI01:PRINTZ67," TIDAL CALCULATIONS.";;PRINT@I94,"D. OF W. = HW-LW/I2eTR.
CDW".sPRINT6322,"TWELFTH RULE (TR) 1-".:PRINTZ452,"1 HR. AFTER LW = 1".:PRINT65
-:
-.= 6"..PRINT6644,"4 TH.
16,"2 ND.
-.= 3";:PRINT@580,"3 RD.
-

0

w

0

...

IP

".

NOW INCLUDING ENHANCED
'MICRO -POOLS PACKAGE

P

(Sole UK Distributors)
PLUS

HEAPS OF GEAR AT REASONABLE
PRICES FROM CASSETTES TO
COMPLETE SYSTEMS
WHATEVER YOU WANT/
WHOEVER MAKES IT IT'S
PROBABLY IN OUR MASSIVE
RANGE & OUR CATALOGUE IS
UPDATED ALMOST DAILY.
SEND 20p STAMP FOR YOUR
FREE COPY!
MOST MICROS BOUGHT,
SOLD, REPAIRED
Top Royalities paid on really

= 9";

= 12";
-:. 11"..PRINT8772,"6 TH.
32 PRINTW708,"5 TH.
-:SPEED CALCULATIONS.";:PRINT6323," IF WITH THE T
33 GOSUBI20:GOSUB101.PRINT867,"
IDE THEN";:PRINT0387,"SAILING TIME = 7/48S+TS)".:PRINT@515,"IF AGAINST THE TIDE
THEN"..PRINT@579,"SAILING TIME . T/(8S-TS)".:GOSUB120
34 GOSUB101.PRINTS67," BEARING CALCULATIONS.";:PRINT0322,"IF V. = EAST ADD IT TO
C.B."..PRINT0386,"IF D. = EAST ADD IT TO C.B.".:PRINT8514,"IF V. = WEST TAKE FR
3M C.B."..PRINT0578,"IF D. = WEST TAKE FROM C.B.";:GOSUBI20
35 GOTO2
36 GOSUB139
37 GOSUBS7
38 GOSUE1134:GOSUB119:PRINT@I94,"YOU MUST TRAVEL ".R$:
39 PRINT6322,"ARE YOUR SAILS SET FOR .-";:PRINT@390."A. BEATING."..PRINT@454,"8.
REACHING.".:PRINT0518,"C. RUNNING."..PRINT6642.S86:
40 GOSUB121.IFNN$<>"A"ANDNN$<>"19"ANDNN$<>"C"THENGOSUB99ELSE42
41 GOT040
42 IFNN$="A"THEN43ELSEIFNN$="B"THEN44ELSEIFNN$="C"THEN45
43 S1=1:N1$="
CLOSE HAULED ":607046
44 S1.2011$="
REACHING
";GOTO46
45 S1.30,11$="
RUNNING
46 V.V71GOSUB106:GOSUB119:PRINT82.58,"CENTRE BOARD POSITION.";:PRINU386."SHOULD
IT BE .-"..PRINT8455,"A. NEARLY UP.";:PRINT@519,"8. FULLY DOWN."..PRINT6583,"C.
HALF DOWN.";:PRINT6706,586;
47 GOSUB121:IFNN$<>"A"ANDNN$<>"8"ANDNN$<>"C"THENGOSUB99ELSE49
48 GOT047
49 IFNN$="A"THEN50ELSEIFNN$="8"THEN51ELSEIENN$="C"THEN52
50 M1=1041$="
ALMOST UP
":1307053
51 M1.2.:N1$="
FULLY DOWN
":507053
52 M1.31N16="
HALF DOWN
"
53 V.V8:GOSUB106:IFQ1=1ANDR1.1ANDS1.1ANDM1=20R01.1ANDR1.2ANDS1=3ANDMI=10R01=IAND
R1=3ANDS1=2ANDMI=30R01=1ANDR1=4ANDS1=2ANDMI.3THEN59
54 IFQ1=2ANDR1.2ANDS1=1ANDMI.20R01=2ANDRI=IANDS1=3ANDMI=101R01=2ANDRI=3ANDS1=2AND
M1=30R01=2ANDRI=4ANDS1=2ANDMI=3THEN59
55 IF01=3ANDR1=3ANDS1.1ANDMI.20R01=3ANDR1=4ANDS1=3ANDMI=10R01=3ANDR1=1ANDS1=2AND
M1=30R01.3ANDR1=2ANDS1=2ANDM1=3THEN59
56 IF01=4ANDRI=4ANDS1=1ANDM1=2ORD1=4ANDR1=3ANDS1=3ANDM1=10R01=4ANDRI=2ANDS1=2AND
M1=3ORQ1=4ANDR1=1ANDS1=2ANDM1=3THEN59
57 P2.1.GOSUB110
58 IFNC=ITHEN278
59 GOSUB112:KJ=0
60 LO=1:GOSUB118:PRINT:6455."HERE WE GO !!!"..GOSUB138
61 GOSUB229.IFD3.1THEN63ELSEIFD2=1ORNC=ITHEN278ELSEGOSUB243.IFD3=1THEN63ELSEIFD2
=IORNC=1THEN278ELSEGOSUB25411FD3=ITHEN63ELSEIFD2=1ORNC=1THEN278ELSEGOSUB264.IFD3
.ITHEN63ELSEIFD2=1ORNC=ITHEN278
62 GOSUB133:GOSUB148.GOSUB129.GOSUB102:60SUB92
63 IFD2=1ORNC=1THEN278ELSEIFD3=0THEN65ELSEIFD3=1THENGOSUR118:PRINT@E."WE ARE GOT
lG ASHORE !!".:GOSUB138:GOSUB74
64 PRINT6625,06..PRINT6689,06;.PRINTQ753,06.:GOSUB83:60T02
65 IFD2=1ORNC=1THEN278ELSEGOSUB118.PRINT6262."YOUR DOING WELL !!".:PRINT:6324,"WE
ARE OUT ON THE OPEN";:PRINT@387."SEA. FROM NOW ON YOU NEED";;PRINT0456,"TO KEEP
ALERT...
66 KJ=1:L0=0:PRINT6579,"STUDY THE TECHNICAL DATA."..GOSUB120
67 D3=0.,11=0:J2=0:J3=0:J4.:01J5=0:J6=0:01=0:05=0W2=0
68 GOSUB83.IFRND110)>6THENGOSUB158
69 GOSUB229:IFNI=IANDD3<>IANDCI>50RN1=2ANDD7-CAANDCI>60RN1=3ANDD3<>1ANDCI>7THENG
OSUB97
70 IFD3=ITHE1463ELSEIFD2=1ORNC=ITHEN278ELSEGOSUB243:IFD3=ITHEN63ELSEIFD2=1ORNC=11
HEN278ELSEGOSUB2541IFD3=1THEN63ELSEIFD2=1ORNC=1THEN278ELSEGOSUB264:1FD3=1THEN63F
LSEIFD2=1ORNC=1THEN278ELSEGOSUB133.GOSUB94
71 IFD2=1ORNC=1THEN278ELSEIFD3=ITHEN63ELSEGOSUB1-291GOSUB102.GOSUB112
72 IFKL=1THEN284

T
E

L

ORIGINAL programs send cassette

0

26 ALBANY ROAD
RAYLEIGH ESSEX
Callers strictly by appointment_
(0268.774089) 1pm - 8pm Mon Sat
naroalata satnnbua roman

BUSINESS & COMPUTER
SERVICES
292 Caledonian Rd, London N1 IBA
Tel: 01-607 0157 124 -hour Answering Service)

We are

Micro -computer Consultants
& Programmers
- and specialise in industrial
& commercial programs written to clients'
specifications.

VAT & Post incl.

Cash Analyser
Vehicle Cost Analyser
Book Keeping (min

48k &

£20.00
£25.00
drives)

2

£150.00
il

Please

ask

us

of the

for fuller details

above. All are disk based for the TRS.80
or III. Please state your DOS
Model
I

when ordering. Apple II versions soon.

APPLE II SOFTWARE
AT REDUCED PRICES
0
0

Systems

£75.00
£120.00
E75.00

MAGIC WINDOW

- word processing system
VISICALC DOS 3.3 - financial modelling package

VISICALC DOS 3.2
INFORMATION MASTER - menu driven. Create data
files. Search flies and formes reports on record selection

£70.00

criteria

DATA MASTER - reorganise, subdivide,
or merge existing INFORMATION MASTER files

£50.00
£26.00

TRANSIT - link INFORMATION MASTER files
DOS PLUS - flips between DOS 3.2 and 3.3
QUICK LOADER - rapid load from diskette

73 017'067

III - protects against copy props
III - copies DOS, files, all disk

APPLE PROTECTOR

74 GOSUB122:PRINT6709.STRING$(19,191).:POKE16068.139:PRINT8644.STRING$(6,143)..F
RINT@581.STRING$(5.191).:PRINTa518.STRING$C4.191);:FRINT8455,STRING$(3,1911..PRI
NTO392,STRING$(2,1911..POKE15689.191:POKE15625,170
75 PRINTg651,STRING$(10,143).:PRINT6587,STRING$(9,191).:PRINT6523,STRING$(8,191
..PRINT,D459,STRING$(6,191>:;PRINT:g395.STRING$(4,191);;PRINT@331.STRING8(2.191).:
POKE15627,191:POVE15627,191:RETURN
.,, PRINT@241,0$;.PRINT6305.061:PRINT,08.:PRINT@433,0$;:PRINT@497,06.:FRINTaY=,

SUPER DISK COPY

Programming
EXPEDITER - compiles Applesoft Programs
AOPT - Applesoft program condenser

018.00
E18.00

£55.00
£23.00
£70.00

/18.00

AP LUS - Structured BASIC for Apple -soft

CRAE - Copy, Append, Renumber etc.
CRAE AND MCAT -as above, plus MasterCatalog
HI-RES CHARACTER GENERATOR - from Programme
FUNCTION PLOT - also from Programme

£18.00
/14.00
E18.00
£18.00

£18.00

Ganes
Pick a Bargain for your 6800/6809 System!

ZX80/ ZX81 USERS CLUB
Low cost cassette software

10 2k ZX81 programs - 10 1k ZX80
programs

ZX80 Underground Quest 16k - ZX80
Adventure 16k
£3.00 to members
£4.00 each
Also newsletter and technical support.
£10 Overseas
Membership: £6 UK
Send stamped addressed envelope for

further details to:
David Blagden

ZX80/2X81 Users Club,
PO Box 159,
Kingston Upon Thames, Surrey KT2 5UQ

1

CSH008 SWTPC compatible 5" floppy disk

135.09

controller, bare PCB

- as above, assembled and tested with 1771 chip

2. CSH009 6800 to 6809 convertor board for
6800 CPU board, bare PCB
3. CSH010 16k STATic RAM, uses 2114's,
silk screened, bare PCB

/140.00

E8.00

13500

6875 6850 - a bargain at
CSH021 Molex connectors, female, pack Of ten
6. CSH022 Moles connectors, male, pack of ten

5.

0.50

6800 CPU MPA/2/11.00

Serial Interface

Parallel int.

(assembled)

E75.00

E6.60

MPL/A

NEW! 6809 Dissasembler, disassembles 6809 or

E35.00

on FLEX 5" or 8" disk.

it's DYNAMITE!!

Please add VAT at 15%, prices include postage.

COMPUSENSE LTD, PO BOX 169, Paimers
Green, London N134HT. Tel.

- Dealer: for SWTPC,

E 1 1.00

E12.00
'E12.00
II a El 2.00

GALAXY WARS

'02.00

HI-RES SOCCER

£21.00

All software is on diske te, and most requires 48k RAM.

PleawspecifywhotherDOS3.2orlDOS3.3fonnat.

Add15W,VATonallpumhasmand609extrafor
postageandpackingforordersbelowf25.00.

- all the above PCB's are offered at a fraction of their original cost.

6800 code, available

GALACTIC REVOLUTION

E16.50
E3.00

SWTPC Pcb's:,
Motherboard MPIII2
124.20
E6.60

E12.00
£13.00
E12.00

I

-- as above, assembled, fully socketed with 16k RAM E150.00

4. CH020 6800 chip set, 6800 6810 6820

MPS

£9.95
GERMAN WHIST -our own and very good
f22.00
THREE MILE ISLAND
WIZARD AND PRINCESS f17.00
£12.00
HYPER -HEAD-ON
ALIEN RAIN
£16.00
L.A. MONOPOLY
ALIEN TYPHOON
£15.00
MICROCHESS 2.0
MYSTERY HOUSE £12.00 CRIBBAGE
F A STG A MMON
£12.00
SNOGG LE
GALACTIC EMPIRE
£13.00
SPACE EGGS
£12.00 GALACTIC TRADER II
STAR CRUISER

01.82 0681

Callers welcome by appointment, Telephone

Wilmslow 524228

OCCAM SOFTWARE
13 Hawthorn Grove Wilmslow, Cheshire,
SK9 5DE

Full rangeof software & hardware -

PCW 159

PROGRAMS

ao systems ltd.

,

14$,,":NN$="":PRINTCHR8(15);
713 H4=INI,EYS.PRINTCHR$(143)::FORX=11.010.NEXTX:PRINTCHR$(13);
31 PRINT1-181:NNS=NN44H$

02 BOT078
83 C1=RND(B,,FORZ. .11U3:PRINT@V5,0$;;GOSUB135:PRINTaV5."

380 x 220 individually addressable points

FEATURES:

FORCE ";Cl;;PRINT"

:GOSUB135: NEXT

"ELSEIF01=2THENNIt=" SOUTHERUf
NORTHERLY
04 v=V301=,,ND(4)1IF01=1THENNI$="
"ELSEIF01=4THENN18=" WESTERLY
"ELSEIFOITHENN14=" EASTERLY
"ELSEIFD1=2THENNIS="
O5 GOSUB106.V-'4:D1=RND(3):IEDI=ITHENNIS=" FALLING
STEADY
ISING
"ELSEFFD1=3THENN1$="
96 SO3OB106,RETURN
07 IFE5).7THENZI=RND(2)ULSEZ1=0

fully bit mapped from dynamic
RAM

software controlled
software supplied for point plot, line -draw, - block
shading and display control
mixed text and graphics

SPRING EBB
"
NEAP EBB
91 V=V9:60SUB106,RETURN
92 GOSUB136.60SU8119:P=RND(,,0):IFP>95THEN167ELSEIEPOTHEN178ELSEIFP>S4THENIE1E
LIE/FP.,GOTHEN219ELSEIFP>70THFN.'05ELSEIFP>65THEN217ELSEIFP>50THEN225
93 RETURN
94 GOSUB136:GOSUB118,Y=RND(100):IFY>93THEN174ELSE/FYSEITHEN191ELSEIFY>79THEN185E
LSEIFY>70THEN189ELSEIFY>60THEN191ELSEIFY>55THEN197ELSEIFY>45T54145ELSEIFY:35THEN

display size variable to suit
memory available
15% VAT (post free)
Price
£55

EPROM PROGRAMMER 'FEATURES:
programs: 3 -rail 2708, 2716 2716, 2516
and single rail: 2758, 2508 2732. 2532
EPROM type selected by plugin modules -3 modules
supplied with simple wiring
diagrams for all EPROM
types
driven from NASCOM 1 or 2

?05
.

96 RETURN
97 S09OB136,GOSUB11S.U=RND(100):IFU).90THEN174ELSEIEU7OTHENIS5ELSEIFU),5aHENI'fll
I'sEIFU)30THEN205ELSEIEMI5THEN212ELSEIFU).0THEN217
98 RETURN
,9 O09111100.PRINTL,"INCORRECT INFORMATION PLEASE 1RY AGAIN, "::GOSUB136,60S11B1..,
0,EFTURN
100 PRINTOS98,CHR$(31):RETURN
101 SSS=STRING8(29,32):PRINT9194.858;:PRINTD25B,SS$;:PRINT,D322.SSit:PRINT9386.SS
$;:PRINT9450,SS$;.PRINT@514,55$;,PRINT@578,SS$;,PRINT@642,SS$;,PRINT9706,SS$;,PR
INTZ770,SS$;.RETURN
102 IFB1=ITHENY2=5ELSEIFB1=2THENY2=9ELSEIFB1=3THENY2=12ELSEIFB1=4THENY2=15ELSEY2

PIO

** CAN BE USED WITH OTHER
MACHINES WITH 2 PARALLEL PORTS
£63 15% VAT (Post free)
Both products built & fully

Price

.20

tested supplied with comprehen:
sive documentation and full
instructions for simple installation
Send SAF for free data sheets

103 FORX=ITOR4.A2=A21-1,PRINT9121,A2;:FORY1=1TOY2:NEXTY1:NEXTX.B1=0
104 IFKJ=1ANDA2:500THENKL=1
105 RETURN
106 FORZX=1T03:PRINT.ilV.0$;:GOSUB135:PRINTBV,N14;:GOSUB135.NEXT.N1$="".RETURN
u:GOSUB106:09$=0*,RETURN
107 V=V61P1=1:N1$=.
HEALTHY
":GOSUB106.09$=08:RETURN
108 V=V6.P01=2:P1=2.N1$=" POORLY
":GOSUB106:09$=0$,RETURN
109 V=V6,P01=3.P1=3:N1$=" VERY POORLY
110 IFP2=1THEN094=00SELSEIFO3=1THEN09$=01$ELSEIF04=1THEN094=024ELSEIEW01=10RW02-,
20RWO3=10R05=1THEN098=03$ELSEIF04=2THEN09$=04SELSEIF02=1THEN09$=058ELSEIEP9=ITHE
N09$=068ELSEIFP01=2ORP01=3THEN094=07$ELSEIFP3=1THEN09$=08$
111 FORZY=1703:PRINTa817,098;:GOSUB135:PRINT9917,0$;:PRINT@SE11,0$;:SOSUB135:NEXT
112 IFW01=10RWO2=20RWO3=10R02=10R(13=10RP9=10R04=10RO5=10RP2=10RPOI=20RPOI=3THENA
1=A1.20:PRINT@114,A11.601.0114

AVAILABLE NOW direct from: 6 Leleham Ave., Mill Hill London NW7 3HL,
Tel: 01-959 0106

`SEE US AT THE PCW SHOW STANDS T8/9'

SPECIALISED ELECTRONIC
CIRCUITS

113 A1=A11-1,PRINT@114,A1t

0

implementing?

We undertake all types of circuit
design from initial concept through
circuit diagram to completed board.
New Bungalow
Essendine Road
Ryhall

Stamford

bncokuhre
Tel 0945 71 2741

RAM BARGAINS
41 16-200ns 90p each.
EPROMS 2716-5v-450ns £2.50 each.
2732-450ns £7.00 each.

ATHANA FLOPPIES
MINIS - with free plastic library

case.

S/S-S/D £19.95 for 10.
D/S-D/D £25.50 for 10.
S/S - Quad Density. £28.50 for

IFY,30THEN208ELSEIFY25THEN210ELSEIFY)20THEN212ELSEIFY)45THEN:1.7ELSEIFY>10THE

0221

Dowered from NASCOM and
transformer supplied)
software supplied for READ/
PROGRAM/VERIFY

Do you have an idea for a circuit
which you have difficulty in

R

OS IFE5,'STHENZ2=RND(2)
SPRIG- FLOOD .ELSEIFZ1=2THENN1$="
39 IE.71=ITHENNIS="
"ELSEIFZ2=2THENN1$="
90 IF7,2=1THENNI$=" NEAP FLOOD

real time plotting

MOD Computer Systems

'7

'9 IFH$=""ORHS=CHR,(10)THEN7O
80 IF1-1$=CHR$(1)THENRETURN

VERY HIGH RESOLUTION FOR NASCOM 2

Wenleystorm
Limited

61,0$,PRINT@625,0$;,PRINT@689.0$;WHINT@753,0$;:PRIka4,817.0$::RETURN

1.

114 IFW01=10RWO2=20RWO3=10R02=10R03=10RP51=10R04=10R05=10RP2=ITHENSC=SC+1
115 IFN1=1ANDSC>40RNI=2ANDSC>7ORN1=3ANDSC>2THENNC=1
116 P2=0.03=0:04=0.W01=0:W02=0;WO3=0:05=0:02=0,P9=0.P3=0:P01=0:094=0$
117 RETURN
118 GOSUB101,PRINTaA." READ THE FOLLOWING
";.RETURN
119 GOSUB101:PRINT@A,. ANSWER THE FOLLOWING "::RETURN
120 GOSUB100.PRINT@WTO CONTINUE PRESS <ENTER> ";.GOSUB77.GOSUB100:RETURN
121 GOSUB100.PRINT@WTYPE A LETTER FROM A -- C ";:50SUB77,GOSUB100:RETURN
122 GOSUB101:PRIN1W," STAND BY FOR ACTION
";;RETURN
123 60SUB100:PRINTaL."TYPE A LETTER FROM A -- E ";:GOSUB77:GOSUB10,7,:RETURN
124 GOSUB100:PRINTaL,"TYPE A LETTER FROM A -- D ";.GOSUB77:GOSUB100.RETURN
125 P2=1:GOSUB110:RETURN
126 P2=1,GOSUB118:PRINT3452,"YOUR NOT GOOD ENOUGH.";:GOSUB110,RETURN
127 P2=1,GOSUB118:PRINT9452,"IT DOES'NT HAVE ONE !";:05=1,GOSUB1101RETURN
120 P2=1.GOSUB110:RETURN
129 09$=0$,GOSUB74:1FS1=2ANDJ1=0ANDJ2=0ANDJ3=0ANDJ5=0ANDJ7=0ANDC1>2THENBI=IELSEI
FNI=IANDS1=1ANDC1)2ORNI=2ANDS1=1ANDC1>30RNI=3ANDS1=1ANDC1>4THENB1=4ELSEIFSWAND
Z1<3ANDC1>2THENB1=2ELSEB1=3
130 IFBI=ITHEN09$54SELSEIFB1=2THEN09$=S28ELSEIFB1=3THEN09$=538ELSEIFB1=4THEN09%

0

.

.S1$

131 GOSUB110:09$=0$
132 RETURN
131 GOSUB110:09$=0$
132 RETURN

133 GOSUB11B,PRINT@259,"STATUS REPORT :---";:PRiNCD387."DIRECTION. = "R$;:PRINT@
451,"MAINSAIL. = .71$;,PRINT@515."31B.
= .73$;.PRINT9579."SPINNAKER. . "T
4$;.PRINT@643,"TRAPE7E.
= "1-2$;:PRINT-a707..RUDDER.
= .75$;:GOSUP120:FfErUf-04
134 RI=RND(4):IFR1=1THENR$="NORTHWARD."ELSEIFRI=2THENRS="SOUTHWARD."ELSEIFRITH
ENRS="EASTWARD..ELSEIER1=4THE14R$="WESTWARD.".RETURN
135 FORX=IT0350.NEXT.RETURN
136 FORX=1T01000:NEXT.RETURN
137 FORX=IT03000.NEXT:RETURN
138 FORX=1T01500.NEXT:RETURN
139 I1=RND(10):12=II,RND(20):13=RND(8):14=RNDI12):I5=I4+RND(6):16=(15-I4):E5=

0

0
0

-I1)

140 IFT6=ITHENHI=1ELSEIFI6=2THENH1=3ELSEIFI6=3THENH1=6ELSEIF16=4THENH1=9ELSEIF16
=5THENH1=11ELSEIFI6=6THENH1=12
141 E1=RND(2),IFEI=ITHENC1$="A.M."ELSECIS="P.M."
142 W7=MI2-I1)/12)4(141)+13+.5
143 GOSUB101:PRINTO67,. TIDAL CALCULATIONS.";.PRINTa258."HiGH WATER (H.W.,
PRINTUSINGLIS:I2;IPRINT" M.";.PRINT9322."LOW WATER (L.W.) =";:PRINTUSINGLIS:Il;
:PRINT" M..;.PRINTa386."DEPTH OF WATER AT";gPRINT9450,"CHART DATUM.(CDW) =";
144 PRINTUSINGL14;17t:PRINT" 11.";:PRINT9514."TIME OF LOW WATER =";,PRINTUSINGL1$

--

10.

All with Hub Rings.
8" DISCS
S/S-S/D £19.95 for 10.

S/S-D/D £25.50 for 10.
D/S-D/D £28.50 for 10.
All other disks available. Add 50p
p&p for chips and £1.00 for discs
+ VAT @ 15%.
Dept PW, Opus Media Supplies,
10 Beckenham Grove, Shortlands,
Kent.

Ring 01-464 5040 or 01-467 9309
for further details and quantity
discounts.
160 PCW

ZX80-81 SOFTWARE
Many games, Educational and Utility programs available for

ZX80 and ZX81.
"ZX80-BASIC", as reviewed by Sync, a dissasembled listing
of the 4K BASIC, with Hex, Assembly, Cross reference table
and annotations NOW only £7.00
ZXBUG -a machine code debugging program, runs in 4k
or 16k, it allows you to, set registers, set Quit points in
machine code programs, run programs, display only 64
bytes in Hex or charactors, display registers, search for byte
or word, copy a block of memory, set a block of memory to
any valve. Utilises IN ICEV3 and scrolls screen even on ZX81
New low price £500
Other programs include, Startreck, Sword of Peace, Mega VVumoas and many more!

Send SAE for latest catalogue, or orders to:

ARTIC COMPUTING
396, James Reckitt Ave, Hull, HU8 OJA

FORTH
The small computer language of the eighties!

XForth
Greatly enhanced version of FIG standard Forth. Includes screen editor for
cursor addressable VDUs. Introductory
offer
£25
Resident assembler for 8080 mnemonics,
easily extended for Z80
add £5
Send S.A.E. for more details on this and
other Forth products.
Please add El /order P&P. Prices are for

CP/M2.2x on North Star 5" discs. Other
CP/M formats and North Star DOS send S.A.E.
A.I.M. Research, 20 Montague Rd,
Cambridge CB4 1BX

MICROMART

PROGRAMS
04::PRINT" .:C14;:PRINT8643,"CALCULATE THE DEPTH OF"::FRINT9706,"WATER AT"; I6;"
HR/S AFTER L.W.":
"::GOSU1177:GOSUB100
145 PRINT8900,"STATE THE DEPTH OF WATER (DOW).
146 IFVAL(NN4)=W7THEN04=2ELSEP2=1
147 GOSUB110:RETURN
148 IFZ1ii-2THENRI=RND(2)ELSERI=RND(3).1:R4=RND(20),10:R2=RND(2)
149 IFR2=ITHENB4="WITH"ELSEB$="AGAINST"
150 IFN2r3ANDC1<3THENR3=R1+19ND(2)ELSER3=R1+RND(3).1

VETS FOR PETS
Anita Electronic Services (London) Ltd.
are specialists in the repair and service of
Commodore Pets.

151 IFIR2=1THENG7=R4/(R3-tR1)+.5

III/

152 IFR2=2THENG7=R4/(R3-R1)+.5
SPEED CALCULATIONS."::PRINT8258."BORT SPEED (BS) =":R.3:
153 GOSUB101:PRINT867,"
"KNOT/S."::PRINT8722,"TIDAL RATE (TS) =":R1;"KNOT/S."::FRINT8390,"SAILING ";B$;"
TIDE."::FRINT@579,"YOU MUST TRAVEL":194:"MILES..:
154 EPINT8707,"(T = THE NUMBER OF MILES).;
"::00SUB77:GOSUB100
155 PRINTS900,"STATE YOUR ESTIMATED SAILING TIME (ST).
156 IFVAL(NIN4)=G7THENO4=2ELSEP2=1
157 GOSUB1101RETURN
158 D1=60+RND(300):D2=RND(12):D3=RND(12):D4=RND(2):IFD4=1THEND4$="E"ELSEIFD4=2TH
END4$="W"
159 D5=RND(2):IFD5=1THEND5$="E"ELSED5$="W"
160 IFD4=1ANDD5=ITHEND6=(DI.D2.D3)ELSEIFD4=1ANDD5=2THEND6=(D1+D2)-D3
161 IFD4=2ANDD561THEND6=(DI-D2)+D3
162 IFD4=2ANDD5=2THEND6=(D1-D2-D3)
163 60SUB101:PRINT:867," LETS TAKE A BEARING."::PRINT8258,"COMPASS BEARING =
= ";:PRINTUSINGL18017::PR
FRINTUSINGLI4:D1::FRINT"'"::FRINT8322,"DEVIATION (D)
= ";:PRINTUSINGL14:D3::FRINT"'";D55:
INT".":D44;:PRINT8386,"VARIATION (V)
164 PRINT8578,"CALCULATE THE TRUE BEARING.";:PRINT8900,"STATE THE TRUE BEARING "
;:GOSUB77:GOSUB100
165 IFVALINNS)=D6THENO4=2ELSEP2=1
166 GOSUB110:RETURN
167 PRINT8322,"COLLISION IN THE HARBOUR."::GOSUB138:X=RND(5):ONXGOT0168,170,172.

We offer a fast on -site service, or alternatively repairs can be carried out at our
workshops should you wish to bring in
your Pet.
Pet maintenance contracts are available
at very competitive prices. Trade inquiries

welcomed.

For further information, tel or write to:

0

We also specialise in the repair of all

170,168

makes of office equipment.

168 D3=1:PRINT8393,"DINGY SUNK."::PRINT8452,"YOUR HEALTH SUFFERED."itPRINT8515,"
TAKE 20 DAYS FOR REPAIRS.":1P9.11GOSUB112:80SUB109
169 RETURN
170 D3=01PRINT8389,"NO DAMAGE, CARRY Ohrt:PRINT8458,"SAILING.":180SUB138
171 RETURN
172 IFM1<ii-IORW2<>1THEN170ELSEPRINT8386,"YOU COULD NOT MAKE IT"itPRINT8450,"T0 DR
Y LAND.":1PRINT8514,"YOU DROWNED !.;:GOSUB1381D2=1
173 RETURN
174 IFN1=1ANDC1>3ANDJ1=0ORN1=1ANDC1>3ANDJ2=0ORN1=1ANDC1>3ANDJ7=0THEN178
175 IFNI=2ANDC1>3ANDJ1=0ORN162ANDC1)3ANDJ2=0ORN1=2ANDC1>3ANDJ760THEN178
176 IFN1=3ANDC1>4AND31600RN1=3ANDC1>4ANDJ2=0ORN1=3ANDC1>4ANDJ760THEN178
177 GOT0191

S

,178 D3=01PRINTa.n5,"700 MUCH SAIL SET.";:GOSUB1371PRINT8388,"BOAT CAPSIZED BUT V
OU":1PRINT8452,"MADE IT. HOWEVER, YOUR":1PRINT8515,"HEALTH MAY HAVE SUFFERED."ps
GOSUB138
179 IFP1=3THEND2=1
180 GOSUB109:RETURN
181 D3=1:PRINTa325,"1-(LOATTA IN PROGRESS.":1PRINT8387,"TAKE A DAY OFF TO RACE."t:
GOSUB137:X=RND(2):IFX61THENPRINT8515,.UNFORTUNATELY YOU LOST."IELSEPRINT8517,"WE
LL. DONE YOU WON.":1GOSUB113

SHARP MZ-80K software
£5 - DUST COVERS for MZ-80K COMPUTER or
MZE0P3 printer. Black, waterproof.

£6

5

0

0

0

0
5

WE ARE SPECIALIST IN
COMPUTER SOFTWA3E &
SYSTEMS SECURITY AUDITS.

for further information
write to:
MPT, St Christopher House,
5 Brindles, Canvey Islam:, Essex
SS8 9TG

- CHASE.

£5

- MANIAC. Exhausting real

Excellent real time chase. Steal the gems but
avoid the vicious dog!

time maniac drive. Run down

strays, but don't crash. 81 skills.

your regular income/outgoings.
See the year's cash flow in monthly statements.

£4

- BANNER. Input

your message and see it scroll up the

screen in large graphics characters.

£4 EACH - BIORHYTHMS, MASTERMIND, FOX & GEESE,
ADDRESS BOOK.
COMPUTER ASSISTED LEARNING. Superb suite of programs written by experts. Exclusive to us. £5 each - WORD

MATCH, COUNT & ADO, PICTURE COUNT, £4 ---

CHARACTER MATCH.
Write or phone for full catalogue. Cash with order, or ACCESS.
All prices fully inclusive. Orders despatched by return.
FREE machine code SPACE INVADERS with all orders of £15

and over.

illGtILIGHT SOFTWARE
3 Nether Court Halstead Essex C09 2HE
Telephone (0787) 475714
S

PET HI-RES

200 D3=1:PRINT8390,"COLLISION AT SEA !!"::GOSUB138:H=RND(8):IFW2THEN203
201 D3=0:PRINT8517,"ONLY SLIGHTLY DAMAGED.";:PRINT8581,"MAKE RUNNING REPAIRS.";:
GOSUB138
202 RETURN
203 FRINT8516,.YOUR HOLED & GOING DOWN..::PRINTa582,"NOBODY SAW YOU HIT.";:PRII I

IS YOUR COMPUTER
ROBBING YOU?

Play tunes via the keyboard. Replay your

£5

£4 - BANK ACCOUNT. Input

192 PRINT8327,.MAN OVERBOARD !!"::IFW1=10RW2=1THEN193:H=RND(5):IFHATHEN195

I

- COMPOSER.

compositions. Print music strings for future use.

.192

ii)710,"IT'S ALL OVER NOW.";:GOSUB138:D2=1
204 RETURN
205 PRINT8325,.SICKNESS ON BOARD !"::IFP1=3THEND2=1
206 IFD2=1THENRETURNELSEFRINT8454."NO NEED TO WORRY"::PRINT8517,"ONLY A TUMMY UP
SET."::GOSUB108:GOSUB138
207 RETURN
208 D3=1:PRINT8322,"YOU HAD A GOOD PARTY."::PRINT8387,"TAKE A DAY TO SLEEP"::PRI
NT8456."IT OFF."::GOSUB113:GOSUB138
209 RETURN
210 IFC1(30RE5)6THEN227ELSEPRINT8325,"YOUR IN A TIDE RACE."::GOSUB17.,(8:PRINT8451,
"YOU HAVE MADE GOOD TIME"::GOSUB138
211 RETURN
212 D3=0:PRINT8325,"YOU ARE LOST IN FOG."::GOSUB138:IFW3 ITHEN215
213 PRINT8389,.YOU WANDER FOR 1 DAY.";:GOSUB1131GOSUB1.18
214 RETURN

code arcade game. Gobble

£5 - MOONLANDER. Complex real time lender.
Superlative graphics/sound (10K RAM),
£5

183 IFS1<>3THEN185EL8EPRINT8327,"ACCIDENTAL GYBE !!.;:00SUB138:PRINT8452,"NO DAM
AGE DONE. CARRY ON":1PRINT8523,"SAILING."9
184 RETURN
185 IFC1>3THEN187ELSEPRINT8327,"GEAR FAILURE !!.:iGOSUB1371PRINT@45 'ONLY MINOR
DAMAGE."::FRINT8516,"MAKE RUNNING REPAIRS.";;GOSUB138
186 RETURN
187 D3=1:PRINT:9324,"DINGY SERIOUSLY DAMAGED.";1PRINT8450,"20 DAYS NEEDED FOR REP
AIRS."::P9=1:80SUB112:80SUB138
188 RETURN
189 D3=0:PRINT0389,"BAIL SLIGHTLY RIPPED..;;RRINT-5453."MAKE RUNNING REPAIRS.":,ii
OSUB113:80SUB138
190 RETURN
191 D3=1:PRINT@197,.A FREAK GUST HIT YOU."::GOSUB138:H=RND(4):ONHGOT0189,187,189
193 GOSUB138:PRINT8453,"YOU LOST YOUR CREW !!"::PRINT8582."IT'S ALL OVER NOW."::
GOSUB138:02=1
194 RETURN
BUT HE CUT HIS LEG."::GOSUB109:G
195 D3=0:PRINT@456,"YOU GOT HIM !!";:PRINT8582
OSUB138
196 RETURN
THEN200
197 FRINT.9327,.PASS1NG LINER !!"::GOSUB138:H=RND(5):IFH
198 FRINT8455,"YOU MISSED HIM."::GOSUB138
199 RETURN

- HEAD ON. Basic/machine

up dots but avoid suicidal robot cars intent on your destruction! Very fast,

182 GOSUB138: RETURN

0

John Meade
Anita Electronic Services
15 Clerkenwell Close, London EC1
01-253 2444

320 by 200 resolution may seem like an
impossible dream - but with our new
HI-RES board it becomes reality!

Each of the 64,000 dots on the PET screen
is individually addressable, so you can plot
accurate graphs, draw realistic diagrams even display pictures!

S

The board has 8k of its own RAM, normally
used to store the screen contents - but
you could use it for machine code routines
or data storage. It also has its own ROM, a
2k EPROM containing utility software to
plot points, draw lines, display text, fill an
area and so on.

PET UPGRADE

We can upgrade your large
keyboard PET at a fraction

of the 'New Price' difference.
£44.00
8K to 16K
from £56.00
16K to 32K
£69.00
8K to 32K
NO EXTRA CHARGE
If expansion area drilled with
quarter inch holes

.

At just £149 plus VAT this board is a lowcost solution. Ready -assembled, it's easy to

fit, with no soldering or track cutting
necessary. A kit version is also available at
£99 plus VAT (excluding software). The
current model fits any large keyboard PET/
CBM which has a 9 inch screen - we will
be offering a HI-RES board for 12 inch
machines in due course.
SEE HI-RES AT THE PCW SHOW STANDS T14 & 15

.

All new RAMs fitted with sockets

Fast 2 hours while you wait service.
Tel: Mick Bignell
01-953 8385.

SUPERSOFT

Dept P9, 10-14 Canning Road,
Wealdstone, Harrow, Middlesex
Tel: 01-861 1166
PCW 161

MICROIVIART

PROGRAMS
215
ETS
216
217

PETS
PETS - We -Sell Them
As authorised Commodore Dealers we stock
and supply all PET Hardware., Computhink
Discs, Oki Microine 80 Decwriter LA34,
Texas 810, flume Sprint 5 - all at competitive prices

PETS - We Buy Them
Part Exchange is very welcome, we also

....

ia

buy for cash.

PETS - We Hire Them

3sGOSUB1313

- Single units for individual use
day upwards, all units available.

Delivery by arrangement, anywhere in UK.
PETS - Software.
We are fully authorised BUSINESS SOFT-

DOWN."

WARE DEALERS for Commodore Soft-

S

ware - COMPAY COMSTOCK.
WORDPRO etc. Also PETSOFT, BRISTOL

SOFTWARE, LANDSLER PAYROLL &
HOTEL SYSTEM. PLUS for ACCOUNTANTS, the unique

CSM INCOMPLETE RECORDS PACKAGE
- this is the best available.

MAIL - ORDER
All Hardware and Software can be bought
by Mail Order Delivery by Securicor, or
Registered Post. Discounts for Cash & Carry
or Mail -Order. Access accepted or by
Leasing (subject to acceptance)

MICRO -FACILITIES LTD
129 High Street, Hampton Hill, Middlesex,
TW12 1NJ 01-979 4546 or 01-941 1197

PO Box 12
Bentham

X

\C Ax_on Tel: Bentham (0468) 61848
.

ANALYSED CASHBOOK
INVOICE
LEDGER/STATEMENT

£75

with SA LEg JOURNAL
£225 + VAT

the drudgery of book-keeping,

EASYWORDS

fa

...

elf

0

0

PET.

253 RETURN
.54 GOSUB119sPRINT92.59,57$;IPRINT6387,S5ftsPRINT6451"B. USE THE SPINNAKER.";sPR
INT@515..C. LOWER YOUR MAINSAIL.";:PRINT9579,S66;IPHINT@706,S8as

.

£15 + VAT

DATASTAX
Each available

0

259 IFNI,,ITHEN126ELSEIFN2=1ORN2.2THEN127ELSEIFS01ANDN12ANDC1.:5ANDJI.00RSIMANO
N1=3ANDC1<6ANDJ1=0THEN260ELSE125
260 D6=1:T4*="FLYINS.°sRETURN

An inexpensive word processor for PET

utility for

0

256 GOT0255
257 IFN11$="8"THEN259ELSE1FNN$="C"THEN261EL).:EIFNNW..D"IHEN252ELJED3=1
250 RETURN

E26 *VAT

and PERSONAL LEDGER into

A data handling

0

255 SOSUB124s1FNNV,,A.ANDNN$<>"8"ANDNNS<>"C"ANDNNS,,DuTHENGOSUB99ELSE257

VAT

Each is available for CBM 'PET' 32K or 16K
with CBM or Computhink Disk System and
CBM Tractor Printer or other printers.

to relieve

0

£25 + VAT

AUTO -ACCOUNTS

230 GOSUB119:PRINT8259,67$;:PRINT9387.S5$;:PRINT9451,"8. REEF THE MAINSAIL.";;PR
INT8515."C. USE THE TRAPEZE.";sPRINTB579,56$;:PRINT0706.58$;
231 GOSUB124:IFNN$<>"A"ANDNNS<>"8"ANDNNS<>"C"ANDNNS<>"13"THENGOSUB99ELSE233
232 G0T0231
233 IFNN8."8"THEN237ELSEIFNNE="C"THEN239ELSEIFNN$="D"THEN241
234 IFLO=1THEN05.1
235 IF05=1THENGOSUB110ELSED31
236 RETURN
237 IFN1=1ANDC1<30RN1.2ANDC1t4ORN1w3ANDC1<5THEN125
238 J1=1sT1$="REEFED."IRETURN
239 IFN2.10RN2=2THEN127ELSEIFNI=1THEN126ELSEIFC142THEN125
240 D7=01729)."IN USE."sRETURN
241 IFN1.1ANDC1>20RN1w2ANDC113ORNI.3ANDC1>40RN1.2ANDS1<3ANDCWORN1n3ANDS1i3ANDC
121THEN125
242 RETURN
243 GOSUB119sPRINT9259,671141PRINT8387,65$;sPRINT9451,"8. LOWER YOUR JIB."stPRINI
sD515,"C. LOOSEN YOUR MAINSAIL."ssPRINT6579,5614:PRINT6706,S8's
244 GOSUB124:1FNNS<>"A"ANDNNS<>"8"ANDNNIO<>C"ANDNN$<>0"THENGOSUB99ELSE246
245 GOT0244
246 IFNNS="8"THEN24SELSEIFNNS="C"THEN250ELSEIFNNIS="D"THEN252ELSEW1-1
247 RETURN
248 IFN1.1ANDC1<40RN1n2ANDC1<50RN1.3ANDC1<6THEN125
249 J7n1aT3$="LOWERED.".RETURN
250 IFJ1.1ORCIMTHEN125
251 J5=1:714="SLACKENED."sRETURN
".2.52 IFNI=IANDC1>30RN1.2ANDC1:14ORNI=3ANDC1).5ORCI<21HEN125

Lancaster

All combined together

1

219 PRINT8324."REGATTA IN PROGRESS.";:PRINTQ3138."MAKE A DIVERSION TO.;;PRINT457
."AVOID IT.";:GOSUB113:GO5UE(138
220 RETURN
221 IFC1>4THEN200ELSEPRINT=3,"BEACHED ON A LEE-SHORE..;:03=1:PRINT@390,"HAVE A
DAYS REST.";160SUB1132GOSUB137
222 RETURN
223 PRINT8324,"ARGUE WITH YOUR CREW.";:PRINT8366,"LOSE 1 DAYS SAILING.";:GOSUB11
224 RETURN
225 D3=1:PRINT@3.23,"YOU LEFT YOUR WATERPROOF"s:PRINT@390."CLOTHING BEHIND.";:PRI
NT9452,"LOSE 1 DAYS SAILING.";:GOSUB113:GOSUB138
226 RETURN
227 IFN1.1THEN1193ELSEIFD1=1THEN185ELSE191
228 GOT0191
229 02=02D3=0:04.0:71$w"UP.":72$="NOT IN USE.°;738="UP.":1-4$="NOT IN USE...75$..

Our specialist hire service, with main-

tenance included for all Commodore equipment.
- Complete systems for evaluation
- Multiple units for educational courses

From 1

PRINT9390,"LIFE BOAT COMES TO";:PRINT@454,.F ND YOU. ALL HELL"tsPRINT6521."L

LOOSE.";;GOSUB1313,02.1
RETURN
D3.11PRINT@324,.PORT SHROUD SNAPPED.";:PRINT8391,"CREW INJURED !";:PRINT,D453
,"TAKE 1 DAYS REST..;:SOSUB113:60SUB109:60SUB136
218 RETURN

261 IFj7.1THEN125ELSEIFNI=1ANDC1<40RNI,.2ANDC1<50RN1=3ANDC1<6THEN125ELSEJ2=IsTi$,.'
"DOWN.",RETURN

262 IFN1w2ANDSIAANDC150RNI=3ANDS1MANDC1<60RNIr=1ANDC1>40RNI=.2ANDC1>50RNI.)5ANDC
1>nTHEN125
253 RETURN
264 GOSUB119sPRINT9259,57$;sPRINTZ387.65issPRINTa451..B. ANGLE THE RUDDER."ssPRI
NT8515."C. FLATTEN YOUR MAINSAIL..s:PRINT8579,66$;IPRINT9706.66111
265 SOSUB124sIFNNS<>"41"ANDNN$<>"8"ANDNNS<>"C.ANDNN$<>"0"THENGOSUB99EL56267
266 GOT0265
267 IFNNS="8"THEN269ELSEIFNNI8="C"THEN271ELSEIFNNS="DuTHEN274ELSED3=1
268 RETURN
269 IFS1K)3THEN125

ill

0

':r70 J3,.1;T5,="SLIGHTLY UP.":RETURN

£15 + VAT

271 1FJ1.1THEN125ELSEIFJ2=1ORP2.10RS1.3ORS1.2ANDC1<30RS1.1ANDC12THEN125
272 IFS1.3THEN125

on CBM disk or tape.

.7II J4=1:114. "FLATTENED. "I RETURN

0

'274 IFS1-8.3THEN125

0

275 IFJ1.10f1015.10RJ7w1THEN277
'276 IFJ1.0ANDC1>20RJ2.0ANDC I >20RJ7=0ANDC1 >2THEN125

PET MACHINE LANGUAGE GUIDE
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN OR ARE
ALREADY INTO MACHINE LANGUAGE
PROGRAMMING ON THE PET, THEN
THIS INVALUABLE GUIDE IS FOR YOU.
MORE THAN 30 OF THE PET'S BUILT-IN
ROUTINES ARE FULLY DETAILED SO
THAT THE READER CAN IMMEDIATELY PUT THEM TO GOOD USE.
£8.00

410

UART & BAUDRATE Generator £50.00
(converts parallel to serial and serial to parallel)
Apple Action Adventure Games

RED BARRON £14.95 BATTLE OF MIDWAY
£14.95
SUB ATTACK £14.95
Mail order welcome. Please send for catalogue.

PEDRO COMPUTER SERVICES
65 Glebe Crescent

Kenton, Middx. HA3 9LB
Tel. 01-204 9351
162 PCW

ill
1111

FE

0

IUST";;PRINTW88,"LOST !!":050SUB138.09$.08$:GOSUS110:GOSUB120
281 IFAI.OTHENA1=1ELSEIFA2=0THENA2.1
82 LO.--((A21(100)1A1):00SUB118:PRINT@.322,"YOUR COMPETENCE RATING IS";;PRINT8460.L
8;.PRINT8900,"FOR ANOTHER TRY PRESS <ENTER> .;.60SUB77

4111

THE BRAIN SURGEON (Apple)
This Diagnostic's package is designed to check
every major area of your computer, detect errors
and report any malfunctions. The Brain Surgeon
will put your system through exhaustive, thorough
procedures testing and reporting all findings. £30.00
RS232 Serial Interface. £50.00
Apple Serial I/O. £45.00
PET TV Interface £35.00
PET Soundbox. £22.50
Disk Head Cleaning Kit £17.50
PET IEEE/Parallel Interface (addressable). £80.00
4 -channel A/D Converter. £45.00
8 -channel programmable Relay Switching Unit
£45.00

277 RETURN
278 FORM.11-04:GOSUB118ePRINT@267,CHR$(191),CHRS(131),CHR$(131,1cHR$131);CHR$(19
1);;PRINT@335.CHR$(191);,PRINT8398.CHR$(131);.PRINT@397.CHR$(188);.PRINT.D461,CHR
$(143);.PRINT@525.CHRS(143);
279 PRINT@645,"PROBLEMS. PROBLEMS.";:80SUB135:NEXT
280 SOSUS135:80SUE(118,PRINT@.725."YOU ARE EITHER VERY";:PRINT8387."UNLUCKY OR ELS
YOU HAVE";:PRINT8452,"MADE TOO MANY MIS7AKES..;tPRINT@515,"EITHER WAY YOU HOWE

283 CLEAR: GOTOI

Y34 GOSUBII8:FORM=1T03:60SUB74:60SUB135:NEXT
205 IFA1.0THENA1.1
.86 IFA2=0THENA2.1
.87 LO=1(A2*100)/A11
-:.88 GOSUB1181PRINT83219,"WELL DONE !!";:PRINT@387,"YOU HAVE COMPLETED THE";:PRINT
.D457."WHOLE TRIP.";;PRINT8517,"YOUR RATING 16";LOs:PRINT9642,"FOR ANOTHER TRY HI
.

A.

..

T

<ENTER).":

ALGOL -60

COMPASS

Z80 -CP/M, PDP11, PDP8
A

6 Market Street,

family of high level languages

from R HA (Minisysterns) Ltd.

ALGOL -60, the language from which PASCAL is

Standish,
Lancs, WN6 OSQ

derived. A mature implementation with
comprehensive operating system and machine
code interfaces.

SYSTEM -ALGOL, the subset of Algo1-60 in which
all the compilers are written. Compiled code is
shorter, execution faster.

Start your computer hobby with an
inexpensive SUPERBOARD 3 or
CHALLENGER CIP, and expand

Z80 based CP/M systems including TRS80
RML Algol -60, including the option of 32 bit integers
instead of floating point. About 7 times faster than

TRS80 Level II BASIC, speed comparable with
Microsoft Fortran. Document E10, system £99 -I- VAT.

later.

*Full range of Software and Add-ons*
S.A.E. or call in for our new catalogue
detailing our SPECIAL OFFERS
(limited period)

System -Algol 450 + VAT, free leaflet.

PDP11 WITH RT-11, RSTS, RSX or IAS and PDP8
with OS/8 or stand alone
Complete package including both compilers in
machine readable source form... £250 + VAT.

1

The author of the compilers is available as a
consultant.

83, Gidley Way, Horspath, Oxford OX9 1T0 (086771 3625

0

MICROMART

PROGRAMS
289 GOSUB12,,CLEAR:GOTO1
290 CLS:F4='DINGY RACER.:FORX.701.0833STEP64:P1$=MID$(F$OX-1)/64,1):PRINTW.CHR$
(23);P1$;" ";:PRINT@X+59,CHR$(23);P1$;" .;:FORC.11-070:NEXTC:NEXTX:PRINT8208,CHR$
(23);"COPYRIGHT F. HOPE. 1981..;:PRINT8338..ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.";:PRINT8474,"VE
REIGN 6.6";
291 PRIN12602,.****$******";:GOSUB138
292 CLEAR150: RANDOM: DEFINTC-Z
CHICKEN
":02$=.
293 00$."
RUBBISH !!
.:01$=.
GHTY !!
":04$=.
WELL DONE !! ":05$="
TOO RISKY !!
$..
HAVE A REST .:08$="
BAD LUCK
!

FEEBLE
":03$="
"106$=" LAZY DEVIL

Make your computer

NAU
":07

NAG...

!

294 S1$..IT'S HARD WoRK .:S2$=.YOUR GOING WELL.:S3$="SAILING SLOWLY .:S4$=" YOUR
PLANING !":S5$..A. GO ASHORE..:E6$=.D. CARRY ON SAILING..:97$="00 YOU WISH TO
---.:S8$="SELECT A LETTER FROM A.-- C.:V1=241:V2=305:V3=497:V4=561:V5=433:V6.369
:

:LP.0

295 V71689:V8.753:V9=625:SC=0:0$=STRING$(15,143):A=67:8=195:C=259:D=323:E=387:F.
451:G=515:H.579:I=643:J=707:K=772:L=900:M1=0:NC=0
296 CLS:X=0:FORY=0T039STEP2:SET(X,Y):NEXT:X=601FORY=01-039STEP2:SET(X,Y):NEXT:Y=0
:FORX=07060STEP2:SET(X,Y):NEXT:Y=39:FORX=07060STEP2:SET(X,Y):NEXT
297 PRINTa)32,"TECHNICAL DATA..;:PRINT896,STRING$(16,43);:PRINT850,.DAYS.";:PRINT
857,.MILES.";:A1=0:L$="CE.E.:LI$=.EEE":PRINT@114,A1;:A2=0:PRINTQ121,A2;
298 PRINT8224,"SAILING SKILL..;:PRINT@2,88,.TYPE OF BOAT..;:PRINT8352,"HEALTH STA
TUS.";:PRINT8416,"WIND FORCE..;:PRINT8480,"WIND DIRECTION."OPRINT8544,.BAROMETE
R.";:PRINT8608,"TIDE STATUS.";:PRINT672,.SAILING POINT..;:PRINT8736,"CENTRE BOA
RD..;

299 PRINT@800,"COMMENTS.";:FORX..239T0930STEP64:PRINT@X,STRING$(1,42);;NEXT:PRINT
8864,STRING$(16,42);
300 PRINT@241,0$;;PRINU305,0$;:PRINT@369,0$;:PRINT@433,0$;:PRINT@497,08;:PRINT@
561,08;:PRINT@625,08;:PRINTV689,0$;:PRINT@753,0$;:PRINT@S17,0$;:PRINTV381,0$:
301 PRINT8131,STRING$(23,42);:PRINT867,"
INTRODUCTION !!
302 GOSUB101:PRINT@C,"YOU ARE ABOUT TO EMBARK";IPRINT@D,"ON A SAILING TRIP INTO"
;:PRINTVE,.UNFAMILIAR WATERS.";:PRINT@F,"SOME DEGREE OF ERROR IN.;:PRINT@G,.ANSW
ERING THE QUESTIONS.;:PRINT8H,"WILL BE ALLOWED BUT, THE";
303 PRINT8I,"AMOUNT WILL DEPEND UPON";:PRINTQJ,"YOUR SAILING STANDARD.";:GOSUB12

0
0

This remarkable unit adds speech
output capabilities to almost any
computer with a parallel or serial

0

304 GOSUB101:PRINT@C,"IF YOU ARE A BEGINNER";:PRINT@D,"SELECT THE STANDARD 0F.;:
PRINT8E,.NOVICE. THIS WILL THEN.;:PRINT@F,.ALLOW YOU TO USE THE";:PRINT@G."GLOSS
ARV OF SAILING TERMS.";
305 PRINT8643,"IF YOU SELECT
ADVANCED.;:PRINT8707,"YOU HAD BETTER BE GOOD !";:G
OSUB120
306 GOSUB101:PRINT@C-1,"ALL CALCULATIONS SHOULD BE.;:PRINT8D.1,"ROUNDED TO THE N
EAREST.;:PRINT@E-1,"WHOLE NUMBER E.G. 6.5 AND";:PRINT@F,"ABOVE = 7 BUT, 6.4 AND
:PRINT8G.5,"BELOW EQUAL 6";
307 PRINT8I-1,"A PENCIL & PAPER OR EVEN.;:PRINT@J-1,"A CALCULATOR MAY BE USEFUL.

output port.
Infinite Vocabulary

";

308 GOSUB120:GOSUB74
309 00SUB135:GOSUB101:PRINT8262,"SAILING STANDARDS.";:PRINT8386,"HOW GOOD ARE YO
U
";:PRINT8457,"A. NOVICE.;:PRINT8521,.B. INTERMEDIATE.;:PRINT8585,.C. ADVANCED
::PRINT8709y.(SELECT A LETTER)";
10 GOSUB121:1ENN$="A.N1=1:IFNI=IN1$=.
NOVICE
"
311 IFNN$="B"N1=2:IFN1=2N1$=.
INTERMEDIATE "
312 IFNN$="C.N1=3:IFN1=3N1$=" ADVANCED
313 IFNI<>1ANDN1<>2ANDN1<>3THENGOSUB99ELSE315
314 GOT0310
315 V=V1:GOSUB106:GOSUBIOltPRINT8258,"SELECT YOUR DINGY :-";:PRINT,D395,"A. WAYFA
RER";:PRINT8459,"8. ENTERPRISE";:PRINT8523,.C. 420";:PRINT@587,"D. FIREBALL.;IPR

0

INT:0651,"E. 470";

316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323

GOSUB123:IFNN$="A.N2=1:IFN2=1N1$="
WAYFARER
"
IFNN$="B"N2=2:IFN2=2N1$=" ENTERPRISE
"
IFNN$."C.N2=3:IFN2=3N18=. 420
IFNN$="D"N2=4:IFN2=4N1$=. FIREBALL
"
IFNN$..E.N2=5:IFN2=5N18=" 470
"
IFN2<>1ANDN2<>2ANDN2<>3ANDN2<>4ANDN2<>5THENGOSUB99ELSE323
GOT0316
V.V2:GOSUB106:IFN1=1ANDN2>20RN1=2ANDN2>4THEN324ELSEIFN1=3ANDN2<3THEN326ELSE7

0

27

324 N2=0:02=1:GOSUB110
325 G0T0316
326 03=1:GOSUB110
327 GOSUB74:GOSUB112:GOSU0107:SOSUB83
328 GOSUB119:PRINT8260,"HOW FAR CAN YOU SWIM ?";:PRINT@393,"NOT AT ALL";:PRINT84
57,"25 METRES.";:PRINT8521,"50 METRES..;:PRINT8585,"100 METRES.";:PRINT8649,"200
METRES..;

329 PRINT@WTYPE THE NUMBER OF METRES. (0 = CANNOT SWIM) ";:GOSUB77
330 IFNN$<>.0.ANDNN$<>.25"ANDNN$<>"50"ANDNN$<>"100"ANDNN$),200"THENGOSUB99ELSE7
32

331 GOT0329
332 GOSUB100:W1=0:IFNN$=.50.0RNN$="100"ORNN$="200"THEN334
333 W01=1:W1.1
334 GOSUB119:PRINT8330,"CRASH ON !.;:PRINT8450,"WHAT PERSONAL SAFETY GEAR";:PRIN
T8518,"ARE YOU WEARING 2";:GOSUB112
235 PRINT@L,"STATE THE EQUIPMENT
(0 FOR NONE) ";:GOSUB77
336 GOSUB100:W2=0:IFNN$="0"THEN338
337 IFNN$=.L1FE JACKET"ORNN$="BOUYANCY AID"ORNN$="BOUYANCY JACKET"ORNN$="LIFE BEI
LT.THEN340ELSE339
338 W02=2:W2=2:80T0340
339 GOSUB99:6070335
340 GOSUB119:PRINT8327,.READ ON SAILOR !.;:PRINT@F+4,"WHO DO YOU WISH";;PRINT@G,
"TO INFORM BEFORE YOU GO ?";:GOSUB112
341 PRINTL,"STATE THE PERSON
NO-ONE . 0
";:GOSUB77:GOSUB100
342 W3=0:TENN$<>"0.THEN344
(

.

Voice
Synthesiser

R

...

Just one of the many uses to
which you can put the fantastic
Mutek

)

7.43 W03=1:143=1:60704

1Y44 IFNN$="COAST GUARD.ORNN$="HARBOUR MASTER"THENGOSUB112
145 IFNN$<>"COAST GUARD.ANDNN$<>"HARBOUR MASTER.ANDNN$<>"0"THENGOSUB99ELSE347
246 GOT0341
347 GOTO4

For less than the cost of most
limited -vocabulary synthesisers the
Mutek VoxBox offers full phoneme
synthesis using the building blocks of
speech. This enables simple and easy
generation of programmed speech
and sentences of any length.

Fits Most Computers
Within minutes of receiving the
VoxBox you will be able to generate
intelligible speech using the
comprehensive documentation
supplied with the unit. For most
computers the interfacing is just a
matter of plugging in- and the
relevant connector is supplied as part
of the package.
Listen before you buy!
We can't honestly say that the quality
is as good as human speech - but
why not call Bath (0225) 743289 after

6pm and listen to our computer
talking through VoxBox. You may
place a credit-card order or a request
for further information after the
message.
Models currently available:
£59
VoxBox for all PETs
£59
VB-2 VoxBox for Acorn Atom
(these units complete with cable and connector)
VB-3 VoxBox for 6821 -type PIA parallel
VB-1

£57

port

(complete with cable and data for connection)
VB-4 RS -232 VoxBox with serial interface*
£83
("note: CTS signal must be available)

'

RS -232 VoxBox for Su perboard/UK101

VB-5

(with interface cable and data for connection)
The VB-4NB-5 units include Mutek's serial to
parallel conversion board -an optional built-in
Centronics printer port is available for these units
at £5.00 extra.

CARDIFF MICRO
CENTRE
APPLES + PETS
SHARP MZ-80s

HEWLETT PACKARD
COMPUTER BOOKS

DEMONSTRATIONS

SEIKOSHA PRINTERS
ONLY £250 + VAT

SIGMA SYSTEMS
54 PARK PLACE CARDIFF 21515/34869

STOKE on TRENT

PET demonstration cassette.... £2.50
VC -2 Atom demonstration cassette £2.50
Versions available for other makes of
VC -1

computer- please call for details.

for
TUSCAN
and

TANGERINE
and

VIDEO GENIE + SOFTWARE
and

All units are ready -built, fully guaranteed
and complete with case and speaker,
mains PSU and lead and comprehensive
manual. The manual is also available
separately at £1.50 (credited against order).
Please include VAT at the appropriate rate
and £2.00 for carriage for any number of
units.

BOOKS

MICRO -PRINT Ltd.,
59, Church Street, Stoke on Trent.
(0782) 48348. Barclaycard and Access

All prices quoted exclude VAT

MUTEK TTelaBath

written to every location rather than
zeros, as this is the cleared condition

MICROIVIART
,
FASTER,
FASTER!

SOFTY

FASTER

One way you can get your PET programs to
run faster is to use machine code - in which
case you'll need a good assembler, like our
MIKRO assembler. In one 4k chip we've
Packed a powerful assembler/editor - and
because MI KRO source is written as BASIC
lines it's an easy way to start! Available for
3000, 4000 or 8000 machines, just £50 plus
VAT.
Writing machine code isn't everybody's cup of
tea. You could spend £300 on a compiler, but
we think that for most purposes our new
FASTER BASIC chip is the best solution. For
just £30 plus VAT it'll speed up most Basic
programs by 50-100%, sometimes more.

If you don't have a disk unit then much of
your time is spent waiting for programs to
LOAD, SAVE, and VERIFY. The ARROW
chip enables the standard CBM cassette deck

to load, save, verify and append at 6 to 7
times normal speed. For £30 plus VAT you
also get auto -repeat, a plot command, and a
'hexadecimal calculator' mode.
FASTER BASIC and ARROW are 2k chips

which can be located in any vacant ROM
area (as ordered).
Each can also be combined in a 4k chip with one of our other

2k chips such as SUPERCHIP or PIC-CHIP.
There is a 'customising' charge of £5 plus
VAT.
OUR SUMMER 1981 CATALOGUE IS
FREE TO OWNERS

SUPERSOFT
Dept P6, 10-14 Canning Road,
Wealdstone, Harrow, Middlesex.
Telephone: 01-861 1166

NEW V ISICALC

FAMILY NOW AVAILABLE
Visicalc 3.3 (New)
£135
PET Visicalc
£100
Visidex 3.3 (New)
£110
Visiplot 3.3 (New)
£85
Visitrend includes Visiplot
£140
Visicalc 3.2
£85
Desktop Plan II
£110
Add £2 p&p to above prices + 15% VAT
Apple II 48k Europlus £675
EPSON MX 100 printer 15" car £575
Add £10 p&p to above prices + 15% VAT
Delivery will be by Securicor
For full catalogue send to:
ANDERLEE COMPUTING SERVICES
17 ADELPHI CRESCENT, HAYES PARK
HAYES, MIDDX UB4 SLY
or TEL: 01-841 1507

ZX81

11 PROGRAMS FOR 1K ZX81
"REACT (rnic)
*INVADERS (m/c)
*PHANTOM ALIENS (m/c)
*MAZE OF DEATH (m/c)
*COMPETITIVE PLANET LANDER (m/c)
*BUG SPLAT (m/c)
*BOUNCING LETTERS (m/c)
*I CHING (Basic)
*MASTERMIND (Basic)
*BASIC HANGMAN (Basic)
*ROBOTS (Basic)

PROG OF THE MONTH: REACT
Destroy the heavily defended reactor
before the countdown ends. Continuous display of score and countdown. Realistic bomb trajectories.
All on CASSETTE ONE (sent first class)
for £3.80 from M. Orwin, 26 Brownlow
Road, Willesden, London NW10 9QL
(Programs wanted, send s.a.e.)

164 NV

for EPROMs. Softy2 also has the facili-

ty whereby the contents of an existing
EPROM can be copied in, first for modi-

Continued from page 94

bytes to be moved from one position
to another, shifting the surrounding

code accordingly and leaving the rest of
the program unaltered. STORE and

fication and then for re -burning into a
clean EPROM. Another facility allows
the contents of an EPROM to be compared with whatever is within Softy2.
Softy2 is provided with two parallel
ports for connection with a more

REPLACE together allow a block of sophisticated micro, to allow downhex of up to 110 bytes to be lifted out loading of a hex program, perhaps from
and placed in a temporary store to be an assembler to Softy2, or to connect
later called back to any place in a printer for a permanent record of the
memory. This is particularly useful for

routines which frequently need to be
they

repeated;

can

be

copied

to

wherever the cursor is located at the
mere press of a button.
In the ROM emulator mode, Softy2

can aid in debugging programs. The
screen behaves as a window into the
contents of 512 bytes of memory. The
correct functioning of any part of a
program can be checked by running
the program in the host system and
arranging that any results or changes

contents of an EPROM. The user would
have to provide his own connector and
solder it in place himself.

Conclusion

The choice between a ROM emulator
and a more complete computer system
must be a trade-off between cost and
time: Softy2 has the advantage of being
at the cheap end of the market but must

invariably take longer to operate than

would a more sophisticated system with
occur in the area of memory into which an assembler.
On a chip -by -chip comparison with
this window is looking. A page facility personal
computers, ROM emulation
allows the window area to be moved systems seem
rather expensive but this
through the whole of the 2k RAM. probably reflects
their relatively smaller
Various other necessary facilities volume of production. At £169 +VAT,
exist, like clearing all of the memory Softy2 is significantly cheaper than any
either in front of or behind the cursor. competitors I know.
Such

clearing

means that FFs are

rrnv,77F/1 Restrictions
removed

I'll say one thing about the DOI and

have you tried contacting the local

DES - they're listening. You can't say
that in the computing field they don't
respond to opinion, judging by some
recent dope to come my way. One of
the loudest complaints from schools
was that those who had previously
taken the plunge and bought their own
computers were to be excluded from
the plan to install machines in every
secondary school during 1982. Apparently this restriction is to be lifted,
which appears natural justice and will

computer matters!

in another issue.

130G:112=11:111010081
Continued from page 131

schools should get in touch with their
nearest CTUK! centre, or go along to
any one of the hundreds of computer
clubs and user groups. Failing all that,

Education Authority? Everyone now pacify many. I also hear that there is to
has an Advisor or Inspector charged be the removal of the restriction on
with the responsibility of advising on choice of machines, but more of that
ments?
It could well happen and would

perhaps mark the biggest nail in the
Continued from page 71

particular marketplace requires, have the
facility to tailor a standard micro-

computer system to meet such require-

CHEfiP PETS
EX -HIRE

EX -DEMO
EX -STOCK

Full Guarantee

4032 Computer £525
3032 Computer £475

Tel: 01-878 7044/5/6

coffin of semiconductor industry design
leadership, which is already under
threat from existing trends in gate
array products. The semiconductor

industry now stands every chance of
becoming what has already been called

ATARI
Hardware/Software

ATARI 400
VAT

£299.50 +

ATARI

ATARI 800
VAT

£564.50 +

400 + disk + 32K

Price on application
Space Invaders, Asteroids, Word Processing
Teaching Programs etc. etc.

Ring for list
0454 418596
DORLING MICROSYSTEMS
Tockington, Bristol.
Cash & Carry/Mail order P&P extra

a 'silicon foundry', manufacturing other
people's designs on contract.
The other development in the
integrated circuit business that I mentioned ealier will also have its effect on
the microcomputer manufacturers and
perhaps to a greater extent the systems
houses and distributors/dealers. That
development is firmware.
In its simplest form, this is software
in

a

will be marketing - which programs or
sub -routines to go for. Another poten-

tial brake will be the proliferation of
bugs in programs. Put an infested program into ROM and it is stuck - there
will be no chance to patch. The whole
production run of ROMs would have to
be chucked. One way round this to use
PROMs instead, for the capacity of
these devices is also increasing rapidly.
The other alternative is better programming, but...
Now suppose all this is in existence,
what happens then? Well, it would be
possible for the systems house/distributor/dealer to configure a system
(both in hardware and software) to
more nearly suit the exact requirements of a user with simplicity, reliability and low cost. Simplicity, because
the task would tend towards the 'pick -

hardware form, and has been

around for some time. The read-only
memory and programmable ROM are
good examples. There are developments

here, however, that will greatly extend
their influence in system design.

Firstly, there is the area of system

utilities. Already there are CRT controllers and keyboard controllers that

incorporate both the software and the
hardware in a single chip. There are
numeric processors that give a hard-

a -chip -off -the -rack -and -insert -in -board'

ware implementation of a software approach. Reliability, because semifloating point maths routine. Intel, conductor devices have a high inherent
with its iAPX 432 32 -bit processor, is reliability. Low cost, because when
using a kernel operating system in ROM. made in high volume, the little beasties
This trend will continue, and more are usually cheap.

utilities will start appearing as firmware
Bear in mind something once said
modules. But why stop there? Why not by Gerry Sanders, president of
start putting common program sub- Advanced Micro Devices: 'At the first

routines into ROM? Why not have a level of approximation, the semiconmodule that provides the software ductor industry has made memory
linking for these sub -routines? Why free. At the second level we have
not edge towards complete applications made logic free. Now we are going for
packages in the same way?
the third level, and make software
As the circuit complexity increases, free as well.' The industry can and
so the memories will get bigger and probably will do it, so think about the
be able to store more code, so there is implications now.
no real technical brake. The main one

BLUDNERS
In. June's 'Calculator Corner' we wrong- The subroutine call towards the end of
ly referred to Jan 81 PCW as containing the software section should have stated

the first Casio Quirks article - it was

PET and VIC
Southampton
FREE offers with PET Products
Price List

2001S plus TOOLKIT and Dustcover
4008N
If
4016N
If
4032N
8032N
4040 plus box disks
8050
4022 plus box paper
C2N plus ten C12's
HIRE Commodore equipment by

£405
£420
£475
£625
£795
£640
£825
£365
£55

the week (inc. manuals, demos,
games etc) 8K £23, 32K £30, Disk,
Printer £30
VIC 20 available mid August £165
We are also a TV dealer and will
advise, supply and service a suitable
B & W or colour TV
6550 RAM's £10 each
OFFICIAL COMMODORE
DEALER

SUPER -VISION
13 St James Road, Shirley,
Southampton Telephone (0703)
774023 After hours 107031 554488
All prices are cash-and-carry and exclude VAT

Jacquie Hancock is leaving Micromart
and handing over to Marianne
McNicholas. Jacquie sends her best
wishes and says goodbye to all
Micromart advertisers and wishes
Marianne every success.

`I=CALL' and the last sentence in the
paragraph before the summary should

actually Feb 81. The less said about the
mystery disappearance of August's

read:

`.

.

.

if a single -user system were

`Calculator Corner' the better - we marketed at a very much lower price. I

were as puzzled by it as everyone else,
but it's reprinted in this issue.
A few bugs crept into Adrian Stokes'
HMSOS review last month. Figure 1

have discussed this proposal with Hotel
Microsystems and.. - '
Finally, last month's edition was

Volume 4 No 9, not 7 as on the con-

should have looked like this:

tents page.
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Model I and III, and Video Genie

BANK SWITCHED
USER MEMORY

NON -BANK SWITCHED:

SYSTEM MEMORY
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D

Speed up your Basic Program Development

F

EDIT - Full -screen BASIC editor with

I)

0

0
0

0
0

DISK
CONTROLLER
USER 1

DOS. BASIC

TRS-80 Compiler
Work -Station

(5640

USER 2 (48K)
USER 3 (32K)
USER 4 (32K)

floating cursor and auto repeat. 30
commands and functions let you find,
change, insert, delete, replicate, copy, or
move BASIC text at the character, string,
line, or block level. Improved program
visibility, fewer errors.
£17.50
EXEC - Command -list processor. Speeds
up and simplifies repetitive procedures
such as power -up, file reorganisation.
£9.50

Speed up your Basic Program Execution

LISTING PAPER
2000 Sheets per Box
11"x 91/2" ruled or plain

11"x 141/2" ruled only

£16.00
£17.00

FULLY INCLUSIVE OF CARRIAGE AND VAT
UK MAINLAND ONLY CASH WITH ORDER

Scholarly Supplies
Woodlands Park Avenue
Woodlands Park, Maidenhead, Berks
Tel: Littlewick Green (062882) 3104

COMPUTER CONSUMABLES
Paper 11x9.5inch 60g continuous plain with
perforated sprockets. £10 per box of 2000 sheets
Labels, self-adhesive. 1.44 x 4inch 2 across on web.
£750 per 1000.
Envelopes continues any size... ring for quote.
5.25inch FLOPPY DISKS MEMOREX S.S.S.D.
£16.20 per box of 10.
Mailing service... Personal and business mailing
list created and printed... ring for a quote.
Postage/packing: Paper £3 per box; labels £1
per 1000; Disks £1 per box.
All plus VAT.
ALSO VIDEO GENIE 16K £279 + VAT
VIDEO GENIE Small Business System: 48K
system with twin disks, monitor and Epson
MX80 printer £1350 + VAT.
MICRO COMPUTER SERVICES, 22
HOLLAND ROAD, CLACTON -ON -SEA,
ESSEX. TEL (02551 29018.

ACCE L2 - Compiler for Model I and III
BASIC (disk and non -disk). Execution
speed-ups of 20-30 times for integer

operations, 5-7 times for string handling,
less if I/O limited. Very easy to use.
Professionals note: Full instructions for
selling derived code on tape or disk. No
royalties! Ask for more details.
£39.95
TSAVE -Writes compiled code toSYSTEM
tape. Makes core -image backups of any
machine -language programs.

£4.95

PO Box 39. Eastleigh. Hants, England, 5055WQ
PCW 165

BACK ISSUES SERVICE
Here is a complete guide to all available back issues of PCW. A quick guide to their contents
is shown below. Check the coupon overleaf for the issues you require.
generator, PET tank battle,
Basic string handling
routines/Pascal: Final
instalment.

0
ep

0
N

Volume 3 No 9
Setember 1980
Benchtest: BASF 7120/
Checkout: Hi -Tech 5100
colour VDU board/
Secrets of systems analysis - Part 1/Sub set part 1/Benchtest: CBM's
'SuperPET'./Programs:
PET Dots & boxes, PET
Bloobers, PET Demolition.
Apple Showpiece, PEEK &
POKE for Apple do Pascal,
PET Giant Slalom, Speed
& Acceleration.

Volume 1 No 1, 1978
The 77-68/Practical hints
on kit building/Nascom
1/Charity case study/
Flowcharting/Pontoon
flowchart
Volume 1 No 2, 1978
Kit building/Basic - first
steps/Case study -a software house/PET 2001/
Research machines 380Z/
School computing/E78 Europa Bus.
Volume 1 No 3, 1978
More efficient programs/
Cosmac 1802/The PDP11
Part 1/Small business
computing -an approach/
The Z80/EPROM programmer construction.
Volume 1 No 6
October 1978
Pilot/Assembly code programming/Small business
case study/PET preening/
Time tabling for schools.
Volume 1 No 8 December 1978
Microcomputer architecture/System design/
Colossus/Medical interviewing machine/Hints
for the business beginner/
Cromemco Z2D/School
computing/3rd Noughts
& crosses/Low cost/High
speed cassette interface
Volume 1 No 11
March 1979
SYM-1 /Mk14 /IEEE -488
Bus/Motorola 6809/Small
computer networks/TMS9900 homebrew.
Volume 2 No 1
May 1979
Chess programming/Using
a small business computer
Part 1/Smart 1/In defence
of PET/3D Noughts &
crosses.

Volume 2 No 2
June 1979
Different computer lan166 PCW

guages/(MSI) 6800/Using
a small business computer
Part II /Demonstrations
using the Apple II Part I.
Volume 2 No 3
July 1979
Basic or Pascal? /The
Sorcerer/Z8000/Chess
programming /Graphics
for the TRS-80/Apple-

vision - part II/

Volume 2 No 4
Apple medical application/North Star Horizon/
Word processing/High
speed cassette interface/
Sorting/Buying a computer for a small business
Volume 2 No 5
September 1979
Benchtest: Compucolor
II/Checkout: Heuristics
Speech Lab/Testing
Precognition /Pascal
series - Part I/Programs:
6800 Time response,
Apple memory test,
Fx 201p spaceship, PET
Orbit sim, PET digital
clock, Acronyms.
Volume 3 No 5
May 1980
Benchtest: Texas TI 99/4 /
Benchtest: ACS 8000-2/
Benchmark round -up/
Benchtest: HP85 /Viewdata
- Part 2/Checkout: Micro data UV8 EPROM Eraser/
DIY teleprinter conversion
feature/Nascom music/
T159 accountancy application.
Volume 3 No 6
June 1980
Benchtest: Tandy TRS-80
Model II/Benchtest:
Sintrom Periflex 630/48 /
Staff case study/Checkout:
Softy Intelligent EPROM
Programmer /Checkout:
Exatron Stringy Floppy/
Practical examples of the
IEEE -488 bus use/
Programs: Naming Nascom
files 380Z Pictures,
Fuel tank calculations PET, PET large numeral

Volume 3 No 10
October 1980
3-D graphics/Benchtest:
Atari 400 & 800 /Bench test: DAI/Robotics/
Benchmarks/Programs:
PET Racer, PET Fighter
Pilot, UK101 Graphics,
'Apple Plotting, UK101
Gunfight, PET Algebraic
evaluation, ZX80 Breakout

Volume 3 No 12
December 1980
Benchtest: Microwriter/
Printerfacing: Series Part 1/Sharp PC -1211
speed-up/Programs: TRS80 Tarot, PET Cat &
Mouse. PET Rebound,
MZ-80K Alligator Swamp,
PET Connect, UK101
Minefield, PET Simon

4ar

Volume 4 No 1
January 1981
Benchtest: Transam
Tuscan/Real-time control
using trains - part 1/
Recover from a data tape
disaster/PET Music/
Multi-user systems - part
1/Programs: TRS80 Four
in a row, TRS80 Target
Practice, PET Convoy,
PET Wire, PET Maze
Chase. PET Android
Attack, PET Anagram

Volume 4 No 2
February 1981
Benchtest: The Vector
Graphics VIP/Patterns Part 1/The last one/Real
time control - part 2/
Multi-user systems part 2/
ZX80 Printer/Programs;
PET Greenfingers ZX80
Bumper Bundle
programs), PET Brick Stop

Volume 4 No 4
April 1981
Benchtest: ABC 24/
Slow scan TV/IDPM/
Word processing: Benchtests/ZX80 books/
Commons report/Casio fx
3500p/Programs: ZX80
Maths Test, ZX80 Calen;
dar, PET Link Index,
ZX80 Moon Lander, TRS80 Rocket Attack. TRS-80
Dropout, PET Giant
Trap.

Volume 4 No 3
March 1981
Benchtest: Onyx C8002/
Benchtest: Bigboard/Micro
music software package/
ALC circuit/Commons
report/HP 34C/Programs:
TRS80 Show Jumping,
PET Grand Prix, PET
Aircraft landing, PET
Bouncy.

Personal

77%

Compute
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Volume 4 No 5
May 1981
Benchtest: Pasca 640/
WP Benchtest: Magic
Wand/PET colour/Lowcost digital tape system/
Using calculator printers
on micros/Apple musicmaking/Multi-user Bench test: MVT-Famos/Programs: PET Grand Prix,
PET Aircraft Landing,
PET Bouncy.

"%-,J,'

Volume 4 No 6
June 1981
Benchtest: NEC PC -8001/
Multi-user Benchtest: MP/
M/Benchtest: Sinclair
ZX81/West Coast Faire
report/Radio Teletype/
WP Benchtest: Wordpro
4 Plus/Budget tape interface/Further Casio quirks/
Programs: UK101 Zor,
PET Chords.
Volume 4 No 7
July 1981
Benchtest: Sharp PC -3201/

Multi-user Benchtest: Acorn
Econet/ Case study:
Accident investigation on
TRS-80/Zilog Z8 family/
WP Benchtest: Format -80/
Pascal Benchmarks: readers
letters/Quicker Casio computations/Programs: ZX80
Sliding Letters, UK101 Car
Rally, TRS-80 Calendar,
UK101 m/c code to Basic
converter, PET Exam
Questions, MZ-80K
Designer, 1X81 Sketch
Pad.

Vol 4 No 9
Volume 4 No 8
September 1981
August 1981
Benchtests: Tandy Color
Benchtest: Tandy Model
Computer, Commodore
III/Viewdata update /WP
VIC/Checkouts: Hi Tech
Benchtest: Spellbinder/
Speakeasy, Tantel/ MultiPrinter survey /Micro user Benchtest: HMSOS/
holism /Programs: Z X 80
WP
Benchteq: Memorite
Othello; Easter Sunday;
III/Word proc program for
Apple Mondrian; MZ-80K ,PET/Apple
dealership
Duck Shoot; PET
run by spastics/PrmterGomoku; MZ-801( Footfacing
extra/Calc
Corner:
ball.
Casio fx602p review/
Programs: PET Arithmetic
test, ZX80 Eldorado,
380Z Memory test.

BACK ISSUES CENTRE
We have a complete selection of all available PCW back
numbers in our flashy new Back Issues Centre in the West
End of London, just half a minute's walk from Oxford Street
(close to Tottenham Court Road tube station). Of course,
you could order them from our excellent mail order service
using the coupon below, but by visiting in person you save
on postage costs. The Back Issues Centre also often has back
numbers of PCW on sale which we cannot offer through the
mail order service because of shortage of stock. And any new
issue is usually on sale in the Back Issues Centre several days
before it reaches your local newsagent. Our receptionists will
also be happy to sell you a set of binders or take your subscription. And there's a range of interesting computer books
on sale as well. Drop by next time you're in the West End.
We're open Monday to Friday, 10am to 6pm. The address is
14 Rathbone Place, London Wl.

COME UPAND SEE US..

DESK TOP
OMPUTIN

A COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO SUCCESSFUL
BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL MICROCOMPUTING

Send £2.25 to Desk Top
Computing Offer, 14 Rathbone Place,
London W1P 1DE. Cheques should be
made payable to Personal Computer
World.

PCW BINDERS
Strong, durable, attractive yellow
PCW binders - £3.25 each,
including postage and packing.
See coupon below.
I

Any one issue £1.25; Any two issues £2.25; Any three issues
£3.00; Any four issues £3.75. All additional issues @ '75p
each. Binders @ £3.25. All prices include post and packing.
Cheque or P.O. payable to (PCW) Sportscene Publishers
Ltd., 14 Rathbone Place, London W1P 1DE. Please allow up
Volume 2
Volume 1

10 20 30 60
80 '110
I Name
I

I

10 20 30 4D 50

to 3 weeks for delivery and don't forget to state clearly your
name and full address with your order. Please send me the
following copies of PCW. I enclose a cheque/P.O. for £
Please tick appropriate boxes.
Volume 3

Volt me 4

50 60
90 100 110 120

10 '30 20 40 50 6
7 0 80

Address

PCW 167
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SPECIAL OFFERS
FOR A LIMITED PERIOD
DISKETTES
Suitable for Computhink or CBM 8050
BASF
D/S
D/D
BOX 10 40.25
VERBATIM
D/S
D/D
BOX 10 36.80

,

Suitable for CBM 3040/4040

ICIREPanied S'erIPMPUice ter
Visicalc
Visicalc II
Visidex

Locksmith
DB Master

Visiplot
Visiterm
Visitrend/Plot

Mail List
DOS Toolkit

CCA Database
Tabs Modules

3.3 Upgrade
Super Apple Basic
Assbly Dev System
Verbatim Discs

Super Editor

The Data Factory

Symdis

WABASH
S/S
D/D
BOX 10 27.60
D/D
ACCUTRACK S/S
BOX 10 27.60
Prices include :- FREE LIBRARY CASE, VAT and postage.
DISCOUNTS FOR QUANTITIES.
BLANK CASSETTES
C12
BOX 10
5.75
BOX 10
C60
8.05
Prices Include :- VAT and postage.
DISCOUNTS FOR QUANTITIES.
FORMS RECEIVING TRAY
ANADEX DP8000
Suitable for :10.50
MICROTEK MT -80S
CBM 3022

Price includes :- VAT and postage.
We also stock :- RIBBONS * PLUGS * SOCKETS *
CONNECTORS * HEAD-CLEANERS * DEMAGNETISERS *

BUSINESSMEN
WHEN YOU WANT
PROFESSIONAL
Advice and Interest
COME TO US!

PAPER * INTERFACES * HI-RES GRAPHICS * UPGRADES.
FREE CATALOGUE on request.
MAIL ORDER BY RETURN OF POST
24hr. ANSWERING SERVICE
Please Quote
BARCLAYCARD & ACCESS
PCW 1081

Eaglescliffe Ind. Est. Stockton
Cleveland TS16 OPN Te110642) 781193

WE SPECIALISE IN
APPLE COMPUTER SALES and SERVICE

Intexi

and offer from stockCOMPUTERS, PRINTERS, ACCESSORIES
and a simply ENORMOUS range of
SOFTWARE

We give FRIENDLY advice
and try not to use confusing jargon
COME AND DISCUSS YOUR
REQUIREMENTS!

IEDg, ©C)HiPlrIR ICERTRE
r----_

,_I

/ Oi '(//
'

We offer LEASING and LEASE -PURCHASE
facilities

Our SHOP is in HORSE SHOE YARD
(corner of BROOK STREET and BOND
STREET)

Why not phone us on 493 3420
and see how much better we are!

II EUROPLUS

taPPla!

All

"

/

ls
OP,

48K
£625 + VAT
DISK WITH CONTROLLER
£360 + VAT
DISK WITHOUT CONTROLLER
£275 + VAT
MONITORS B/W OR GREEN
FULL RANGE OF CHEMPIALS,
EPSON AND PAPER TIGER.
PRINTERS ALL DISCOUNTED
o/c) £4.

a

+

A

Price includes fully tested unit with fitted plug.
Complete range of vic-pheriphials.
COMMODORE PET

Cw NEW 4000SR. with Large 12" Green Screen

C=

32K MODEL

£555.00
+ VAT

P -P £5.00

We keep large stocks of most popular
equipment

THE SOFTWARE HOUSE
HORSE SHOE YARD
BROOK STREET
LONDON VV1

16S IVV,

£175 'INCLUDING VAT'

Complete Range of Commodore Equipment Ex -stock.

Telephone your order 'NOW'. Access and Barclaycard
accepted.
Official orders welcome. Goods dispatched 24hr delivery.
Please phone for our lowest prices.
Sales

Service

Satisfaction

ADVANCED COMPUTER EQUIPMENT
(LEEDS) LTD
95 MEADOW LANE, LEEDS 11
PHONE 0532 446960 TELEX 335909

THE EXHIBITION FOR THE ELECTRONICS ENTHUSIAST
COMPUTERS AUDIORADIOMUSIC LOGIC TEST GEAR CB GAMES KITS
Wednesday 11th November 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Thursday 12th November 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
Friday 13th November 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Saturday 14th November 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sunday 15th November 10 a.m.-4 p.m.

COMPONENTS DEMONSTRATIONS SPECIAL OFFERS MAGAZINES BOOKS

Cost of entry will be £2.00 for adults and
£1.00 for children under 14 yrs and O.A.P.s.

Any one of the 17,000 people who thronged
the RHS for the Breadboard exhibition last
year will need no introduction to this year's
premier show for the electronics enthusiast.
They already know all about the
demonstrations, bargain sales, bookstalls,
games, kits, computers and music machines
to be found at BREADBOARD 81. They could
name -Jou all the leading companies who

ORGANISED BY MODMAGS LTD., 145
CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON WC2H OEE.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
NEW HALL, GREYCOAT STREET,
WESTMINSTER, LONDON S.W.1.

were there to see - and to buy from, at
fantastic prices.
Even those lucky 17,000 would be surprised
to hear that this year we've improved
BREADBROAD still further! More stands,
more demonstrations and wider gangways to
make it all easier to enjoy!
BREADBOARD 81 is the place to be from
November 11th to 15th at the RHS Hall. Why
not come and find out for yourself how much
you missed last year? We can promise plenty
to see and do at BREADBOARD 81.
Close to Victoria Station and NCP car
parking facilities.

r

To avoid queueing, advance tickets will be available from

1

Advance Tickets BB '81.
Modmags Ltd, 145 Charing Cross Road.
London WC2H OEE.

Special Advance Booking Price**
Adults £1.75 Children under 14 yrs and O.A.P.s 80p

Please send

tickets a £1.75

tickets Z.f. 80p

To.

I enclose PO cheque for
Advance tickets MUST be nriered BEFORE 20th October 1981.

PCW 169

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

TESTED & ASSEMBLED
PCB'S & KITS

PT.:71

6 MONTH GUARANTEE - REPAIR SERVICE
FuLcaum
COMPUTER PRODUCTS

%VW. MW;

1-8080 S-100 ENCLOSURE SHEET METAL KIT

Just like THE ORIGINAL IMSAI: Mainframe with blue cover, cardguides and
hardware spaced for PS -28D Power Supply, up to 22 slot motherboard.

Kit of all metal parts and hardware with documentation
Thinker Toys Wunder Buss 20 for above w/o coon.

S-100 Connectors -each
8015 Blank jump-start panel w/3 switches
8035 Jump start panel for 2 SA -400
PS28D POWER SUPPLY PARTS KIT

£120.00
£85.00
£3.60
£41.00
£95.00

Mounts in the 1-8080 enclosure, supplies + 8V 45 28A, +l - 16V @ 3A, kit
includes board, transformer, documentation, and all components. Improved
from original.
Kit

2 serial I/O ports, good to 9600 baud
VIO-F

The complete 8085 system, includes MPU-B, 64K RAM 10 slot terminated
motherboard. PS-28D.and jump start front panel.

Assembled & Tested

£269.00

DIOICD

£1035.00

1.8025 COMPLETE BUSINESS SYSTEM
Includes 1-8015 system and DS -8 Disk system wICPM 2.2.

1-8035

Improved memory mapped video I/O board, includes keyboard port, 256
character EPROM's, firmware. monitor.
Assembled & Tested

1.8015 BASIC SYSTEM

£180.00

£160.00

COMPUTER PRODUCTS

The basic 8080 based S-100 system. Includes CPA front panel, 20 slot 10 MHz
motherboard (with all 20 connectors). MPU-A 8080 CPU board. PS -28D power
supply ( + 8V 45 28A, + I - 16V 45 3A), and chassis.
£70600
Assembled & Tested. With MPU-A

Assembled & Tested.
1.2 M byte 8" drive
2.4 M byte 8" drive

SIO 2-2

FULCRUM"

1.8080 SYSTEM

£180.00

PIO 4-4

4 parallel inputs and outputs (8212)

INSTALLATION - SOFTWARE
PROGRAMMING - MAINTENANCE

£2933.00
£3017.00

The 8085 computer system with twin 51/2" disk drives, DIO-D, MPU-b, 64K RAM,
chassis, 10 slot motherboard and power supply. Includes CPM'' 2.2.
180K store
£2388.00
£2686.00
360K store
E3186.00
780K store
Assembled & Tested.
VDP-40

2 board disk controller for 8" or 5'/."

£299.00

For DIO including documentation

£125.00

CPM' 2.2

Desk -top 8085 microcomputer system with keyboard, 9" CRT display, 10 slot
S-100 board, 64K RAM, twin 51/4 " disk drives.

CPA

Assembled & Tested

2820.00

DS -8

Improved Imsai style front panel works with Z80, etc.

£249.00

MPU-A

Dual 801R horizontal style 8" disk enclosure wlpower supply, fan, and 2 Shugart
801R drives.

8080 processor board -requires CPA
MPUB
80853MHz processor SBC w/serial plus parallel port. monitor

£129.00

Assembled & Tested

£855.00
£1030.00

Above w/DIO-C & CPM 2.2
£249.00

RAM III 64K MEMORY

64K byte dynamic RAM board -Utilizes the Intel 3242 refresh controller and a
single delay line for totally internal refresh. Uses time proven 4116 RAMS.
memory mapped I/O boards are allowed to coexist by the use of phantom.
Board select via A16 thru A20 extended addreSs lines.

Assembled & Tested

£349.00

Intelligent keyboard uses 8035

£189.00

DS -5

Dual 5,4" disk enclosure wlpower supply, tan, and room for 2 drives.... £189.80

ALL PRICES PLUS VAT = 117
WIDE RANGE OF COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE AVAILABLE
FOR FREE PRODUCT
BROCHURE AND DETAILS
OF OUR SUPPORT SERVICES
& DEALERS

MDX
£78.00

Dual SA400 drive enclosure
DE 8

Dual 800R/801R horizontal style enclosure wlpower supply and fan

£270.00

VIO-X

New port mapped video I/O board w/8085 processor, 8275 CRT controller,
keyboard port, firmware.
Assembled & Tested

£249.00

IEEE 488 + 3P

New IEEE -4881/0 interface with 3 parallel ports
Assembled & Tested

/VI 0245 357136
di 0621 828763

Telex: 995411

Export enquiries welcome

£599.00

A STAR IS BORN
\

/

VIC-

THE BEST HOME COMPUTER YET

SEE IT TRY IT BUY IT
* SOFTWARE * PERIPHERALS
* COMPUTER CHESS GAMES
(FULL RANGE IN STOCK)

IN OUR SHOWROOMS NOW!
ALONG WITH ALL AVAILABLE

COMMODORE EQUIPMENT
SPECIAL MAIL ORDER
SERVICE WRITE OR
PHONE FOR FULL DETAILS

AND
ACCESSORIES
SALES
SERVICE
SATISFACTION
COMMODORE APPROVED SUPER DEALER
ZAIKIAVCARD

necrgionolc
Dept. PCW, 50 Newton St.,Off Piccadilly,
Manchester M1 2EA. Tel: 061-236 3083.
WE ARE AT THE CORNER NEWTON ST./ HILTON ST.

Telephone your order NOW

and MumVISA accepted

atiDag OEM OG

VD

MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM$
462 COVENTRY ROAD
SMALL HEATH
Telephone: 021-773 8240 or 021-772 5718

-

BIRMINGHAM 81000G
Telex: 335909 (Camden G)

COMPUTER
GAMES

Rumour has it that we sell
microcomputers
.

.

CHESS CHAMPION MARK V
SciSys' most advanced chess computer.

.

SciSys Mk V
*Plays strategic chess
*Has problem speed and
tournament modes.
"Can play 12 games
simultaneously.
*Provides analysis, comment,
advice or complete game

But we also supply:
Complete Business Systems
Wordprocessors
Bespoke software
Packaged software
Printers
Accessories
Full after sales support
Sound advice

history.
*Integral LCD chessboard
*Two clocks
*Memory retention when

switched off
*Modular game

*24K memory
*Full take -back and playback

facility

"Move entry by cursor or keys
*Intelligent sensor board and
printer available soon.

Great game machine with

Don't believe everything you
read in the press though -

Morphy program Capablanca and Gruenfeld
modules available.
CALL US FOR PRICE.
Morphy Encore available

Find out for yourself.

- SAE for details.

THE AVERY

ALSO Chess champion sensory challenger £320
SAE for details.
Atari 400 £30

COMPUTER COMPANY

We stock a vast range of chess computers at the most

VIC 20 - phone or SAE for details.

competitive prices. Call or write to:-

13 The Mall
Bar Hill. Cambridge.
Tel: Crafts Hill 80991

KRAMER AND CO.
DEPT. PCW, 9 OCTOBER PLACE,

LONDON NW4 1EJ. 01-203 2473

PRINTERS

Central
Semi Conductors

CENTRONICS 737
This versatile printer provides
consistently excellent standard print for
routine applications. Furthermore, under
software control, it will also generate
proportionally spaced high density matrix
characters of correspondence quality.
80 CPS - Proportional Spaced Mode
50 CPS - Monospaced Mode
Proportional Spacing, Plus 10 CP1
and 16.7 CP1
Nx9 (Proportional) or 7x8
(Monospaced) Dot Matrix
3 Way Paper Handling System
96 Character ASCII plus 6 European
character sets
Microprocessor Electronics
Expanded Print
Right Margin Justification

Production problems?
We guarantee prime parts & ex -stock
delivery on all common I.C.'s
Here is part of our list :

.£345

z80A
8085A
+VAT

EPSON

ftoroC1159

A FINE RANGE OF PRINTERS
WITH ASCII AND GRAPHICS

MX 70T, MX80T, MX80 FT, MX100 FT
The VIDEO GENIE SYSTEM

16K RAM, 12K Microsoft BASIC in ROM
TRS-80 Level II software compatible.

0

+vAT

EG3003

£.271
+VAT

8156

8255A
8251A

£4.50
£4.50
£5.50
£3.20

£3.80
£3.20
2716
200.ns 4164 (64K Dynamic)

f14.00!!

01-624 8581

L.R.COMPUTERS
CHURCHILL CHAMBERS
92 GEORGE LANE LONDON E18 1JJ

01.989.3259
PCW 171

If you are puzzled by the lack of
good application software for CP/M micros;
then puzzle no longer. - Ask about

our

GANG OF FOUR

We are exclusive distributors for UK of SERENDIPITY SYSTEMS
packages for Apple & CP/M;
of MAGSAM index sequential
access routines for
CBASIC
and IFO-Information
File Organiser - the best
data base package available
for use with Apple.

BASKAM

MINIMODEL DATAFLOW BILLFLOW

BASic Keyed Access Method
routines are merged into
your MBASIC programs to
provide simple but efficient
INDEX -SEQUENTIAL file
handling : Multiple indexes :

Financial Modelling system
for CP/M : Very easy to use :
Flexible report layouts :
consolidation : can handle
large models simply and
practically. Designed by
business consultants for
use by real businessmen.

re -organ isation : speeds
processing : cuts desk use :

cuts programming time by
60%. R.R.P. £95

The easy -to -use, fast and

flexible Database management and information
retrieval package for CP/M
systems. If you can file it
manually; then you can file
it faster and better with
DATAFLOW. R.P.P. £99.95

R.P.P. £399.00

Client Billing for
"Professional" business Accountant, Consultant,
Engineer, Surveyor :

Invoicing. Sales Ledger,
Work -in -progress, Analysis
Contribution by Fee- earner :
With Nominal Ledger forms
complete system from Time
Sheet to Balance Sheet.
R.R.P. £375.00

Also ask about; Inter-Stat, Advanced Maths and Video Message packages for Apple
Ask for leaflet on; Serendipity Ledgers and Stock Control for CP / M

All CP/M packages NOW AVAILABLE for APPLE II and SHARP MZ8OB

GREAT NORTHERN Computer Services Limited
116 Low Lane, Horsforth, Leeds LS18 5PX. Telephone (0532) 589980

0

MEW OR0014 FOR EPROM*

GEIIIIES

TEX ERASER SWEEPS CLEAN!
EPROMPT is Prompt Enough!

ISM

Hi -Res SOCCER:

The only real-time action SOCCER game for Apple. All
tackling, goal kicks, throw-ins, corners, are shown in full Hi -Res
graphics. Fully animated players.
£22.95
Alien Rain:
The Aliens swoop down from all sides in swift attack. Formerly
sold as Apple Galaxian.
£12.95
You are Snoggle, wending your way through a maze of ghosts
who will eat you if they catch you. You must be quick & bold. Please
note, the upper levels of this game are very difficult..
£12.95
Space Eggs:

A terrific arcade -style game. You will be hatching little spiders,
wolves, lips & fuzzballs!!!
£14.95
The Wizard & the Princess:
In this adventure you must do battle against an
evil wizard to save the life of the Princess.
£17.95
Tarturian:
As you explore 160 rooms you gather weapons & treasure for the
final battle aginst the Tarturian.
£14.95
Creature Venture: You have inherited your Uncle Stashbuck's mansion.
You must rid it of the horrible creatures to find your uncle's buried
treasure.
£14.95
The Galactic Empire I
The Galactic Trader II
The Galactic Revolution III
Tawala's Last Redoubt

Add 15% V.A.T. Postage & Packing Free
Write or phone for full catalogue of available software.
Dealer Enquiries Welcome.
Contact: S.B.D.SOFTWARE, 14 Jocelyn Road,
Richmond TW9 2TJ Tel: 01-948 0461, Telex: 22861
172 P('W

Eproms need careful treatment to survive their expected lifetime.
Rushing it could burn their brains out. So cop-out of this helter-skelter

Snuggle:

THE GALACTIC SAGA:

_J

£12.95
£12.95
£12.95
£14.95

world; take it easy the TEX way and give your chips a well-earned break.
Cool, gentle and affordable; EPROMPT does it properly.

* 16 -chip basic economy EPROMPT EB: £32 nett; £39 c. w. o. *
* 32 -chip interlocked de -luxe EPROMPT GT: £40 nett; £49 c.w.o. *

Our EPROMPT needs just half -an -hour to finish its job; this is the proper
erase time for all Eproms. While it's busy you may as well take a break
yourself, but don't take too long without a timer on the job; over -erasing
can shorten data storage time. So our TEXTIME will remember to turn
out the light and your chips will forget nothing new.

* 30 -minute solid-state TEXT/ME M30: £15 nett; £19 c. w. o. *

* * * Special Offer EB + M30: £45 nett £55 c. w. o. * * *
* * * Special Offer GT + M30: £53 nett; £66 c. w. o. * * *
TEX: Reliable quality at affordable prices. We manufacture in the U.K. and sell direct.
All items ex -stock from St. Albans or Watford Electronics.
C.W.O. Prices include Carriage Et VAT. Write post-free-

BOX 11;

TEX MICROSYSTEMS LTD. FREEPOST
ST. ALBANS, HERTS. All 1BR

ST. ALBANS 6407/ITRING 4797 ANYTIME

ICROTEK COMPUTER SERVICES')
MICROTEK INTRODUCE THE

'MICOM 81'

THE 'STATE OF THE ART' MICRO -COMPUTER SYSTEM.

4 MHZ Z80A CPU!
18 Slot S100 Mainframe!
* 32 MB or 96 MB CMD Hard Disk Storage!
* Up to 768K Dynamic or 384K Static RAM with Bank Switching!
* 2, 4 or 8 port Serial and Parallel I/O boards!
* 8" Double Density Floppy Disk Drives, (optional)!
* IBM Compatable Communications!
* Rugged and Reliable Rack Housing!
The 'MICOM 81' system will run CPM, (if you really must!) or
*

MV T

FA MOS

The most powerful and versatile multi -tasking, multi-user 8 -bit operating system currently available! You don't
believe us? Well we have a large international bank using this system with 6 terminals and 2 printers in a 'Real
Time' trading application!
Do you know of a UNIX, MPM, MBOS, OASIS or any other 8 -bit 'multi-user' operating system, that you can get
demonstrated doing the same? Well neither do we!
The 'MICOM 81' system is also currently being used in one of this country's leading universities, and in many
other different types of industrial and commercial applications.
Prices start from as little as £7,000 and OEM enquiries are welcome.

For further details phone Orpington 26803/36228 or write to Microtek Computer
Services, 50 Chislehurst Road, Orpington, Kent, BR5 ODJ.

LOW COST HIGH QUALITY
EPROM PROGRAMMER/COPIER MODEL
EC2000 FOR PET OR APPLE II
LOOK WHAT YOU GET FOR YOUR MONEY

******************************************

THE EXCITING TYPE - 'N' - TALK VOICE
SYNTHESIZER EC - 01.
FOR INDUSTRIAL, BUSINESS & PLEASURE USES
LOOK & COMPARE WHAT YOU GET FOR YOUR
MONEY

******************************************
*
*
*
*

HARD WARE
* ATTRACTIVE CASE.
* AC MAINS POWER SUPPLY.
* TWO ZERO IN FORCE SOCKETS.
* BUILT IN INTERFACE.
* BUILT IN PROTECTION CCT AGAINST: 1. VCC OVER CURRENT
2. VPP ON SLAVE OVER CURRENT.
3. S/C ON ADDRESS OR DATA LINES.
4. FULLY DOCUMENTED INSTRUCTIONS.
SOFT WARE
* SELECT THE TYPE OF EPROMS.
1. TMS 2532/MCM 2532. 2. I 2732.
3. TMS 2516/MCM 2716/MOSTEK 2716.
4. TMS 2508/TMS 2758.
* FUNCTIONS:- COPY MASTER
SLAVE.
"
RAM
SLAVE.
VERIFY MASTER
SLAVE.
READ MASTER
RAM.
SLAVE
RAM.
"
EMPTY CHECK
SLAVE.
* INDICATORS:- SOCKET EMPTY
VCC O'LOAD ON MASTER
+ SLAVE.

SELF CONTAINED BOXED UNIT.
AC MAINS POWER SUPPLY.
ON BOARD BUFFER.
RS 232 INTERFACE FOR TRS80, APPLE,
NASCOM OSI, UK 101, ECT.

*

*
*
*

IEEE INTERFACE FOR PET, HEWLETT
PACKARD
AUDIO AMPLIFIER & SPEAKER.
COMPLETE INSTRUCTION MANUAL.
UNLIMITED VOCABULARY. CONTINUOUS
SPEECH.

DATA ECHO OF ASII CHARACTERS.
NO LANGUAGE BARRIER & MANY MORE
FEATURES.
ALL FOR ONLY £149.95p + VAT + P&P.
EXSTOCK. FOR FURTHER DETAILS FULL SIZE
S.A.E. PLEASE.
*

EASI COMP SOUND EFFECT BOARD DOWN IN
PRICE £40.00 + VAT.
SUPER BOARD III
£159.00 + VAT
£159.00 + VAT
610 EXPANSION BOARD
CD3P FLOPPY DISC DRIVE FOR UK101
£285.00 + VAT
OR OSI SUPER BOARD
CHALLENGER 2 SERIES 8K
£225.00 + VAT
BUS EXTENTER FOR UK101/SUPERBOARD
£6.00 + VAT
MICRO CASE FOR NASCOM, UK101, OSI
£26.00 + VAT
GAMES PROGRAMS WITH DIFFERENT
FROM £2.00
EXAMPLE ALLIEN INVASION WITH SOUND
BETTER THAN THE PUB GAME FOR NAS COMP
ONLY £10.00
SEND S.A.E. FULLSIZE FOR LIST

VERIFY FAIL
EMPTY FAIL
ALL EX STOCK.
ALL FOR ONLY £79-95p
UNITS BUILT & TESTED.
S.A.E. FOR FURTHER DETAILS
MID OCTOBER EC 2000
AVAILABLE FOR TRS80, UK 101,

Ecisicomp Ltd

NAS COM, CSI ECT.

57 Parana Court, Sprowston, Norwich NR 7 8BH.
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SUPERB SOFTWARE

a busy airport. Animated display shows radar
screen with moving aircraft with name tags and a
list of call sign, height, speed, heading is displayed,

INVADERS + Self play vers:
PHONE BOOK:

The increase in speed depends on type of program, but PCW
benchmark tests indicate that a compiled program wilt run at up to
10 times faster than its interpreted equivalent.

TRANSL8R:

Cleveland 71116 QPN Tel (842781193

174 PCW

Computer dating program... who will it pick for
you?

16/81/2
ADVENTURE ATLANTIS:

You are shipwrecked in the middle of a terrific
storm... in this game you can become wry rich...
or you may be marooned on a desert island for
ever!

BREAKOUT + self play vers:

COMPUTAPUNT:

A ZX81 implementation of the arcade game with
full screen, and a self play version is supplied.
Translates any European language into any other!
This program stores its vocabulary on cassette.
Keeps statistical records of horses' or dogs' per-

formances in races - and wit make predictions on
future races.
both packs contain the four programs described; these programs come with user instructions
and are loaded and ready to run. Pack: 16/81/1 and 16/81/2 are £4.95 each or £5.95 for
both incl.

=20 5k RAM VOLKSCOMPUTER
Tapebook 15.15 VIC-20 programs at £3.95, Tapebook 30 = £5.95 incl.
See list of ZX81 Tapebooks for details!

ACORN ATOM (original ROM) f/p not required
Code

Contents

a/1

STAR TREK: sound effects, damage control, help,
animated display + all features found on other
versions available, requires 6K + 4K upper text area
min.
PHONE BOOK: keep records on a data tape of
useful phone nos, menu driven.
FRUIT MACHINE: 6K + mode3 graphics; E6.95 inc
GALAXIONS, PIANO, requires 6K + 6K £6.95 inc

£300.00 + VAT Post free
Additional run time packages in EPROM £25.00 + VAT.
Under LICENCE ONLY

Now you can keep all your friends' and relatives'
phone numbers on cassette, uses very fast data
retrieval technique,

DATE 81:

FULL DETAILS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED
Please Quote PCW 1081

Esoloscliffe Ind. Est. Stockton

by contacting the pilot you must bring in all the
planes without them hitting the mountains or
running out of fuel.
A ZX81 implementation of the arcade game with
full screen, and a self play version is suppled.

A program has been SAVED normally on disk is compiled back
onto disk in a directly loadable program file.
The COMPILER is completely written in machine code and is compatible with CBM-Microsoft interpreted BASIC.
It supports all BASIC commands and all CBM peripherals.
The largest program that can be compiled is about 28k (depending on its structure).

(1) Integer loops for faster execution.
(2) RUN/STOP disable/enable command.
(3) Optional fully formatted listing of the program as it is compiled
(4) Optional production of a cross reference table of variables and
line references at compilation.
(5) True integer arithmetic.
(6) Full syntax check with optional object file.

VISA

Small surcharge

ZX81 16K SOFTWARE
The following is a list of our 16K ZX81 Software (which fit into 11K)
Details
Code and contents
An absorbing simulation of air traffic control over
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL:

FOR THE

Extra facilities available in a COMPILED program include -

ACCEPTED

ACORN ATOM

ID.

CBM RANGE OF
MICROCOMPUTERS

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

ZX81 VIC-20

I

`PC -BASIC' COMPILER
A TRUE COMPILER

A

TELEPHONE:- (0603) 416352.

a/2

Both a/1 and a/2 for £8.95

CONTROL TECHNOLOGY, 39 Gloucester Road, Gee
Cross, Hyde, Cheshire SK14 5JG. 061-368 7558

NOW OPEN
MONDAY-SATU RDA
9.30-5.30
to etypes,

0110;1711111:

equipment, microprocessors,
In stock now test
gen's, r otors, per
supplies, scopes, sig.
transformers, power
variacs, keyboards,
+ thousands of
equipment, I.C.'s, tools, components,

RAM AND EPROM NEW LOW VAT INCLUSIVE PRICES
2716 5v Rail
2716 3 Rail
2708 450 NS

4116
2114L-3
2102L-3

17-50
£8-50
14-50

200 NS 16KX1DYN. 8 for E19-95
300 NS 1KX4 ST.
8 for £22-50
650 NS 1KX1 ST.
8forf 5-50

V.D.U's sub -assemblies
transistors, microswitches,
of our vast range, is
Just
a
mere
fraction
other stock lines.
of bargains for callers._
displayed below: 100's

TMS4030J L 300 NS 4100 DYN 8forE 9-95

2708 Ex Equip 12-25

All devices full spec. and guaranteed. Bulk enquiries welcome.

TELETYPE ASR33

ICL TERMIPRINTER
SCOOPPURCHASE
300 BAUD TERMINALS 12"VIDEO MONITORS

I/O TERMINALS

EX

STOCK S

OFTY

EPROM BLOWER
Software deve opment system
invaluable tool foi designers, hobby ists, etc. Enables pen heart surgery

PRICES
REDUCED

CONNECT
DIRECT TO

YOUR MICRO

ONLY
£295
+ CAR
+ VAT

From £195 ++CAR
VAT

Made under licence from the world famous GE Co.
The ICL Termiprinter is a small attractive unit with
so many features it is impossible to list them in the
space available! Brief spec. as follows; RS232

Fully fledged industry standard ASR33 data terminal. Many features including: ASCII keyboard
and printer for data I/O, auto data detect circuitry,
RS232 serial interface, 110 baud, 8 bit paper tape
punch and reader for off line data preparation and
ridiculously cheap and reliable data storage. Supplied

serial interface, switchable baud rates 110, 150,
300, (30 cpsl, upper and lower case correspondence type face, standard paper, almost silent running, form feed, electronic tab settings, suited for
word processor applications plus many more
features. Supplied in good condition and in working order. Limited quantity.

in good condition and in working order.

Options: Floor stand 112.50 + VAT
Sound proof enclosure 125.00 + VAT

Made by the "BALL MIRATEr CORPORATION USA
the CD12 is a self contained, mains powered chassis

which can be brought out for external use. Many
features such as composite video, quoted bandwidth
of 19 Mhz, superb linearity and definition make this a
must for any MICRO/CCTV application.
Brand new and boxed only
+ carriage E7.50 + VAT.
Input harness, brightness pot and connector £2.50
+ VAT. Dimensions TN x 11"D x 11}1N

£97.50+ VAT

LX180L. MATRIX PRINTER
A massive bulk purchase enables us to offer you this
superb professional printer at a fraction of its recent
cost of over E2000. Utilising the very latest in
microprocessor technology, it features a host of
facilities with all electronics on one plug in P.C.B. Just
study the specification and you will instantly realise it
meets all the requirements of the most exacting
professional or hobbyist user.

£9.95
1.u5 pp
Superb professional fully enclosed, made for the
G. P.O. to the highest standard, offered at a
fraction of their original cost they feature
aluminium sides, hinged removable front panel,
which can be secured by 2 screws to prevent
prying fingers. All are finished in two tone G. P.O.
grey and although believed brand new may have
minor scuff marks/scratches due to bad storage.

STANDARD FUNCTIONS * Full ASCII character set * Standard
ink ribbon *RS2M/V24 serial interface -7 xtal controlled baud rates up
to 9600 *194 characters per line * Parallel interface * Handshakes on serial and parallel
ports *4 Type fonts, italic script, double width, italic large, standard * Internal buffer
* Internal self test *170 CPS * Variable paper tractor up to 17.5" wide * Solid steel
construction * All software in 2708 eproms easily reconfigured for custom fonts etc.

Dimensions 16"D x 614"H x 145:"W

NATIONAL MA1012 LED

CLOCK MODULE
*12

All this and more, not refurbished but BRAND NEW At Only f525 + VAT
+ carriage and ins. £18.00 + VAT
OPTIONAL EXTRAS * Lower case 05.00 * 16K buffer £30.00 * Second tractor for
simultaneous dual forms £85.00 * Logabax maintenance. P.O.A.

* ALARM
* 50/60 HZ

radios today, the only difference is our price! All
electronics are mounted on a PCB measuring only

;

3" x 11" and by addition of a few switches and 5/16
volts AC you have a multi function alarm clock at a

fraction of cost. Other features include snooze
timer, am pm, alarm set, power fail indicator, flashing seconds cursor, modulated alarm output etc.
Supplied brand new with full data only
£5.25
Suitable transformer £1.75.

SEMICONDUCTOR
'GRAB BAGS'
Amazing value mixed semiconductors, include
transistors, digital, linear
triacs. diodes, bndge
recs. etc. etc. All devices guaranteed brand new, full
spec. with manufacturers markings, fully guaranteed
BAGS £5.15
BAG 12.95 100
50

SMAAvriCs HARD DISK DRIVES

unguaranteed.

£39.99 +17.50 carriage
Complete with circuit

STEP INTO THE 80's
WITH TOMORRDWS WORLD
TECHNOLOGY TODAY

THE TANTEI
PRESTEL-VEWDATA
ADAPTOR
At last this amazing piece of midi o technology is
available at a price you can afford. Just connect to
the aerial socket of any colour or black and white
domestic TV receiver and to yi ur Post Office
installed jack socket and you are to the exciting
world of PRESTEL. Via simple push button use you
i

are able to view a staggering 170,00 pages of up to
the minute information on man' services and

utilities, order goods from comps nies, even play
games!! All this and more without ver leaving your
armchair!

Keep your equipment Cool and Reliable with our tested ex equipment
"Muffin Fans" almost silent running and easily mounted. Available in

two voltages 110 V.A.C. E5.05+ns 90n OR 240., A.C. f6.15-0- pp
Sop DIMENSIONS
4*" a 1/

661,

into the "BARGAIN PARCEL OF A LIFETIME"
Thousands of components at giveaway prices!
Guaranteed to be worth at least 3 times what you
pay plus we always include something from our ads.
for unbeatable value!! Sold by weight

2.5kIs £ 4.75+pp £1.25

5kis f 6.75+pp £1.80

10kIs £11.75+ pp £2.25

20kIs £19.99+ pp £4.75

SEND £197.51

CASED
CODED

and a 4000 drive continuously 24 hours a day for over a year without a single

IDEAL -

I read/write error we can most certainly vouch for the quality.
DIABLO/DRE series 30. Fully refurbished this 2.5 MB drive accepts 2315 exchangable (via removing top cover) disk cartridges. Sectoring is a feature of the disk pack

TANGERINE,
OH 10 ETC,

and may range from 8.48. Fully DEC RK05, Nova, Texas, system computable.
Requires + & -15v DC Supply.
Series 30 Drive £475 + VAT Series 30 Front Loader £695 + VAT
DC Power Supply £125 + VAT

Straight from the U.S.A. made by the world t mous R.C.A Co., the
VP603 Series of cased freestanding keyboa ds meet all require -

ments of the most exacting user, right

ORE 4000 B Series. Model 4044. Technology at its finest, this drive currently
manufactured by DRE features 10 MB's of on line storage split into two disk plattens,
1, 5 MB fixed and 1 top load 5 MB type 5440 exchangable cartridge. Features, DC

drive motor, built in air conditiong system, write protect, mains powered, etc.

For DEC compatability or alternate sectoring please enquire. Xylogics DEC LSI 11
controller for 4 S30 or 2 4000 drives £850 + VAT Newton Labs S100 controller for 4
S30 or 2 4000 £625 + VAT Controller for TRS80, PET, APPLE, price to be announced.
NEW 2315 12 sector disk packs £40 + VAT
NEW 5440 any sector packs £48 + VAT
ORDER NOW!! These prices may never be repeated. Specialist carriage S30 £15.00 + VAT 4000
£20 + VAT

.

DISCOUNT

Due to our massive bulk purchasing programme
which enables us to bring you the best possible
bargains, we have thousands of I.C.'s, Transistors,
Relays, Cap's., P.C.B.'s, Sub -assemblies, Switches,
etc. etc. surplus to our requirernents. Because we
don't have sufficient stocks of any one item to
include in our ads., we are packing all these items

+ £1.75 carr. + VI T

Another major purchase allows us to bring you the professional technology of hard
disk drives at a price you can now afford. Just imagine absolutely masses of correct
data transferred or saved on your system by the time your finger leaves the carriage
retum key!! All drives offered are made to the highest professional standard by the
DRE Co., perhaps the largest of UK OEM peripheral manufacturers. All components
are batch selected to obtain the utmost reliability and after having run two series 30

Supplied Brand New and Boxed complete with Manual and Rack Slides.
Manufacturers current price £3100, our price £1495 + VAT

8, EQUIPMENT

mains powered, video monitors,
composite video input with inbuilt
5v 3 amp DC P.S.U. Tested, but

ONLY £170

The same module as used in most ALARM/CLOCK

E L.E CTRONIC
COMPONE NTS

Secondhand chassis 9" Blue -best

HURRY WHILE STOCKS LAST

THE PRINTER SCOOP OF THE YEAR

ONLY

JUS TIN

single PCB with exception of the brightness control

THE LOGABAX ZBO MICROPROCESSOR CONTROLLED

A HOME

Function Card £4 + VAT. PSU £20
+ £1.50 c rr. + VAT
Write or phone or more details.

professional monitor. All controls are inbuilt on a

EQUIPMENT CASES
GIVE
YOUR
M.P.U.

on 2716, 2708 e c. Blows, copies,
reads
EPROM:
or emulates
EPROM/ROM/RA M in situ whilst
displaying conter its on domestic TV
receiver. Many ol her features. E115
+ ca'. + VAT. C ptional 2716, 2716

own to the price!

Utilising the latest in switch technology. Gui ranteed in excess of
5 million operations. The keyboard has a hi st of other features

including full ASCII 128 character set, u ser definable keys,
upper/lower case, rollover protection, sini le 5V rail, keyboard
impervious to liquids and dust TTL or CMI S outputs, even an
on -board tone generator for keypress fee& ack, and a 1 year full
R.C.A. backed guarantee.

VP601 7 bit fully coded output with del yed
strobe, etc.
VP611 Same as VP601 with numeric pad.
VP606 Serial, RS232, 20MA and TTL output, with
6 selectable Baud Rates.
VP616 Same as VP606, with numeric pad,
Plug and cable for VP601, VP611 £2.25
Plug for VP606, VP616

£43.95
£54.95
£60.95
£72.50

E.2.10

Post, Packing and Insurance.

£1.95

ORDER NOW OR SEND FOR DETAILS.

5v D.C. POWER S PPLIES
Following the recent "SELL OUT" d emand for our 5v

ELECTRONICS

3 amp P.S.U. we have managed to SE cure a large quancity of ex -computer systems P. S . U.'s with the following

Dept. P.C.W. 64-66 Melfort Rd., Thornton Heath,
MAIL ORDER
Croydon, Surrey. Tel: 01-689 7702 or 01-689 6800
INFORMATION
Unless otherwise stated all prices inclusive of V.A.T. Cash with order. Minimum
order value £2.00. Prices and Postage quoted for UK only. Where post and
packing not indicated please add 60p per order. Bona Fida account orders
minimum £10.00. Export and trade enquiries welcome. Orders despatched
same day where possible. Access and Barclaycard Visa welcome.

variable current limiting on the 5v s
contained on a P.C.B. measuring of
The 7.2v output is ideal for feeding
lators or a further 3 amp LM323K re

spec.; 240 or 110v A.C. input. Out uts of 5v @ 3-4
amps, 7.2v @ 3 amps and 6.5v @ 1 amp. The 5v and
7 .2 v outputs are fully regulated an adjustable with

pply. Unit is self

ly 12" x 5" x 3'.
'on board" reguulator to give an

effective 5v @ 7 amp supply.
Supplied complete with circuit at only I 10.95 + E1.75pp.
Believed working but untested, ungua ranteed.
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for ATARI

The World-beating
ATARI PERSONAL
COMPUTERS

ATARI'

.3343illiAMMOSH
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3 consoles available

Atari 400 with 16K RAM (AF36P) £345
Atari 400 with 32K RAM (AF37S ) £395
Atari 800 with 16K RAM (AFO2C) £645

Atari 400 Console,

(expandable to 48K)

All consoles when connected to a standard UK colour (or
black and white) TV set can generate the most amazing
graphics you've ever seen.
MORE HARDWARE

Look at what you get:

Atari 410 Cassette Recorder (AF28F) £50

* Background colour, plotting colour, text
colour and border colour settable to any
one of 16 colours with 8 levels of

Atari 810 Disk Drive (AF066)

£265
£135
Joystick Controllers IAC37S1
£13.95
Paddle Controllers IAC29GI
£13.95
16K RAM Memory Module (AMU
£65
Printer IAF04E)

illuminance!

Atari 850 Interface IAF29GI

* Video display has upper and lower case
characters with true descenders, double
and quad size text and inverse video.
* 57 -Key keyboard (touch type on Atari 400)
and four function keys.
* Full screen editing and four-way cursor
control.

* 29 keystroke graphics and plottable points
up to 320 x 192 1160 x 96 only with 8K

character set.

* Player missile graphics.
* Four programmable sound generators can
be played individually or together and each
has 1785 possible sounds playable at any
one of eight volume settings, for game
sounds or music.

* Full software control of pitch, timbre and
duration of notes in 4 -octave range.

* Four joystick or paddle ports, sounds
output to TV.

* BASIC cartridge and 10K ROM operating
system and full documentation.

mown
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

Maplin Electronic Supplies Ltd
P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex.
Tel: Southend (0702) 552911/554155
PCW 176

Atari 800 Console (with cover removed)

MUCH MORE FOR ATARI COMING SOON

SOFTWARE
SEND S.A.E. NOW FOR OUR LEAFLET') XI -152G I;

*
*********
* 57OPPRESS ROAD SHOWS*
Friday 25th September

RAM).

* 40 character by 24 line display.
* Extended graphics control and high speed
action using a DMA chip with its own

£345

Atari 822 40 -column Thermal

*

Newcastle Centre Hotel

Saturday 26th September
Grosvenor Centre Hotel, Edinburgh *

Sunday 27th September
Portland Hotel, Manchester

SPECIAL PACKAGE OFFER
Disk -based system for £725 with Le Stick
The Atari 400 Console
Special 32K RAM Module
Atari 810 Disk Drive
Disk Operating System
Documentation
Interconnecting Leads
Everything in "Look at what you get' list.

Can any other computer on the market
offer all this at anything like this price?

* Monday 28th September
Birmingham Centre Hotel

Tuesday 29th September
Hotel Nelson, Norwich

For further details phone 0702 554155

**********
LE STICK
For Atari

or Video Game
Replaces standard joystick, but much
easier to use. Internal motion detectors
sense hand movements. Large pushbutton
on top of Stick. Squeeze Stick to freeze
motion. A MUST for SPACE INVADERS,

VERSAWRITER
121/2 x Bin. drawing board. Drawing on
board is reproduced on TV via Atari with

32K RAM and Disk Drive. Closed areas
may be filled in with one of 3 colours. Text
may be added in any one of 4 fonts. Paint
brush mode: select size of brush and paint
away. Air brush mode: shade in your
drawing-colour and density is up to you.

Plus many more features. S.a.e. for price
and further details.

STAR RAIDERS Er ASTEROIDS.

ONLY £24.95 (AC45Y)

Note: Order codes shown in brackets.
Prices firm until 14th November, 1981
and include VAT and Postage and Packing.
(Errors excluded).

at our
Demonstrations
NOVV
shops
Road,
at 284 London
Essex.
See Atari
-on-Sea, and at
Westcliff
W6.
Tel: (07021554000
St., Hammersmith
0926
159-161 King
Tel: 01748

NOEXPLORER 85

For Maximum flexibility

A thoroughly versatile S100 based computer

Start the system for as little as * £85
17K system from £327

29K system from £410

Expand to the full 64K disk system
C.P.U. 8085A- 3.5 mhz S100 slots expandible to 6
Languages 8K Resident ROM Microsoft basic
Running on CP/M 2.2 M basic FORTRAN COBOL
Memory. 17K RAM expandible to 64K

2K monitor

Stand alone full alphanumeric Keyboard. 64/32
characters 16 lines

80/25 lines, VDU available
Full cursor control
COMPLETE BUSINESS SOFTWARE AVAILABLE

Disks

Monitors

8 -Control Data Corporation
Professional Drives

NEVV 12" Green screen monitor

L contra e
Single density 400
Double density 800K
Access time 25 ns

Printers

£350

1011010.1111.1111.111"...1111110r

Controller I/O 5100 card

Up to 4 drives
1771 ALSI floppy disk controller
On board data separation.IBM compatible
2716 PROM socket
On board I/O Baud rate
Two serial I/O ports
Generates to 9600 Baud

£170

Disk drive cabinet P.S.U.

Cable set
Coming shortly. Hard disks.

£79
£19

Oki Microline
10" Black & white monitor.
Ideal for Apple. Nascom. UK 101

£79.95

and more

Serial Interface £75 extra

Centronics 737-2 £399
737-4 £429

10 MHZ band width
Metal cabinet 9" x 9" x 9.5"
Trade enquiries welcome.

ELF 11

Other models available

Expansion Cards

A great beginner's computer

SJ64K S100 Dynamic Ram Card

16K from £149 48K from £239
32K from £194 64K from £284

for as little as £49.95
Ideal for controller systems
Extra low power RCA Cosmac 1102

SS-TbK Board

Add memory beyond the 64K limit
Expand to a multi terminal system

Learn to programme in machine code and rea

Bank selectable

understand computer systems

Expand it to meet your requirement up to 64k

£149

NEW Electric Mouth Cards

RAM working in basic level 111

S100
Elf 11

Starters pack - Elf 11 and RF modulator and
T. Pitmans short course for

£299

£56.70

Expansion Kits. Full Range available. Hardware. Firmware
Software. Manuals. Send S.A.E. for literature

from £99

TRS 80
Apple

FDC Controller Card £170
SEND SAE FOR COMPREHENSIVE BROCHURE

NEWTRONICS
255 ARCHWAY ROAD,
LONDON, N.6 TEL: 01-348 3325

Please add VAT to all prices. P&P extra. Please make cheques and postal orders pay-

able to NEWTRONICS or phone your order quoting BARCLAYCARD, ACCESS
number.
We are open for demonstrations and Sales. Monday -Saturday 9.30 a.m.-6.30 p.m.

Near Highgate Underground on main Al into London.

PCW 177

CASTLE ELECTRONICS
MICRO COMPUTER CENTRE
Telephone Hastings (0424)437875
Commodore International Ltd. (AMEX-CBU) has officially introduced the

Cw COMMODORE
VIC
/r -As

world's first full -featured colour computer priced at under £200.
The new VIC 20, which retails at £189.95 was unveiled on January 8th at
the Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas.
The new computer puts Commodore squarely in the low priced personal
computer market with a fully expandable microcomputer which connects to
any television set and rivals the features of existing microcomputers selling
at four or five times the price. The features speak for themselves:
at

..

-CO;16

£189.95

VAT

colour

Acorna

Atorn

10

sound

graphics character set
plug-in programme/memory cartridges
low-priced peripherals
joystick / paddles/ lightpen

programmable function keys
5K memory expandable to 32K
, standard PETBASIC
full-size typewriter keyboard

rill
= MR
£138.00

self -teaching materials

The ATOM is a British -designed personal computer -simple to operate, and
in kit form, simple to build. It has all the features found in machines twice the
price or more, and yet it has one outstanding advantage. It is designed on an
expandable basis.
8k Rom + 2k Ram -kit

,

8k Rom + 2k assembled

...
...

4K (Floating Point ROM (inc.

138.00
172.50
195.50

12k Rom +12k Ram -kit ...
12k Rom + 12k Ram -assembled

incl. VAT

in

23.00
21.85
9.20

... ...
12K version)
Colour Encoder
..
..
Mains Power Supply (1.3A)

230.00

TANGERINE

Microtan 65 is the most advanced, most powerful,
most expandable microcomputer available
-It also happens to be the most cost effective.
Microtan 65 kit...
79.35 MPS1 5v Power Supply ...
10.90
26.45 Lower Case Kit... ...
Microtan 65 built
... ...
Graphics Kit ... ...
90.85 + 12v Power Supply Kit
7.50
Tanex Min. Config. kit ...
72.50
49.45
(for use with RS232 on TANEX) MPS2 Power Supply
Tanex Fully Expanded kit 103.15
9 20 6522 VIA
... ...
9.20
,Tanex Min. Config. built
56.35 System Rack.
..
...
60.95 Mini -Rack (with PSU)
56.35
Motherboard
(inc.
4
Tanex Fully Expanded built 114.65 XBUG ROM with manual
19.95 System
connectors) ... ... ...
44.85
20 Way Keypad
..
... 11.50 10K Basic in EPROM
...
56.35
5.00 ASCI IKeyboard( incl.Case)
92.95
Full ASCII Keyboard (less Case) Microtan 65 Manual
69.95 Tanex manual ...
Mini -Motherboard (M /Tan and Serial I/O kit
...
17.25

microtan 65

.

tit
.

alet
0..

£79.35

incl. VAT

5.00 Tantel Prestel
1.75 adapter ... 199.00

.

Tanex) ...

...

...

11.50

Microtan /TV Ca-ble (k -it)...

t_COMMODORE
PET
NakEverything has been said about PETBritain's number one selling
microcomputer. A full range of
accessories and software (both
games and business), is held in stock

1

ligapple

it

incl. VAT

.

The Apple II + is more powerful APPLE II Plus 48K RAM Fitted
(Video out ONLY)
... 759.00
than its predecessors with built-in Apple
Disk Drive with Controller
sound and high resolution graphics,
368.00
which make it ideal for scientific and Apple Disk Drive WITHOUT

£759

,..

4016 PET 16K RAM
550.00
4032 PET 32K RAM
... 599.00
PET C2N Cassette Deck ...
63.25
4022 Tractor Feed printer: Full PET
454.25
Graphics

.--,-__

£550

incl. VAT

Controller

games applications.

nascom

Nascom 1

kit -NAS-SYS1-without

3881 PIO
Nascom

...

...

..

2

-

143.75

built-NA5-SYS1

1

without 3881 PIO ...
Nascom

161.00

kit-NAS-SYS1--

NO USER MEMORY ... 258.75
16K RAM "B" Expansion Memory

Kit ...

...

.

161.00

Nascom

3A

+5V,g3A,

( + 12Vg 1A,
-5V@0.5A
and

PSU

-12V@1A) ... ...
Nascom IMP Printer
78 Way Veroboard 5"
78 way Veroboard 15"

...
...
...
...

Buffer Board (Nascom 1)
ZEAPAssembler (4 x 2708)

37.40

...

...

291.00

NAS-DIS Disassembler (3 x 2708)
. 43.20
NAS-DEBUG Uses NAS-DIS (1 x 2708) 17.25
... 34.50
NAS-PEN Text Editor (2 x 2708)

373.75 NAS-SYS 3 Monitor ROM...
3.20 NAS-GRA Graphics ROM
9.50
37.50
57.50

...

(Nascom 2)

...

46.00
17.25

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT.
*DELIVERY: POSTAGE/ PACKING WILL BE NOTIFIED
*BARCLAYCARD AND ACCESS ORDERS TAKEN BY PHONE

CASTLE ELECTRONICS 7 CASTLE ST., HASTINGS, E.SUSSEX
Telephone Hastings (0424) 437875
Shop hours 09.00 to 1730 Mondays to Saturdays
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SALES
-LEASE
and other services
64K

A
P

S

P

P

E

E

R
B
R
A

C
P

M
8
0

SUPERBRAIN 64K

so

SUPERBRAIN STANDARD MODEL
(350KB DOUBLE DENSITY DISK DRIVE)
SUPERBRAIN QUAD MODEL
(700KB QUAD DENSITY DISK DRIVE)
SUPERBRAIN + PRINTER
(BUSINESS SYSTEM CONFIGURATION)
SUPERBRAIN + PRINTER
+`WORD STAR' SOFTWARE PACKAGE
(COMPLETE WORD PROCESSING SYSTEM

FORTRAN
CIS -COBOL

COBOL 80
FORTRAN 80
MBASIC
CBASIC
APL

WORDSTAR
MAGIC WAND
SPELLBINDER
MAILMERGE
DATASTAR
SUPERSORT 1
IBM 3780 EMU
STATIONERIES

MPM

INCOMPLETE RECORDS
INTEGR. ACCOUNTS
SALES LEDGER
PURCHASE LEDGER
NOMINAL LEDGER
INVOICING
PAYROLL
STOCK CONTROL

115
100

90
98

370
100
10

AUTO START ROM PACK
GRAPHICS TABLET
CONTROLLER CARD
APPLETEL SYSTEM
80-CC L DISPLAY CARD FOR BASICS
DISCTO CONVERT DV80 TO PASCAL

145
120

IEEt INTERFACE
CLOCK/CALENDER CARD
SUPERTALKER

EPSON

PRINTERS
SILENTYPE 80 -COL GRAPHICS PRINTER
10 ROLLS THERMAL PAPER FOR
A2M0034
DUSCT COVER FOR SILENTYPE
PRINTER
CENTRONICS 737 PRINTER
380
C/W ADAPTOR
20
11o9.5" PAPER FOR CENT. 737
12 ZIPPACK RIBBONS FOR CENT.737
DUST COVER FOR CENT.737 PRINTER
TEXAS OMNI 810 PRINTER
T1810 PAPER 11x14.5" 12000)
T1810 PAPER 11x15.5/16" 12000)
TEXAS 810 RIBBON
FULL UK ASCII
DUST COVER FOR T1810 PRINTER
PAPER TIGER PRINTER WITH GRAPHICS
SERIAL CABLE FOR TIGER PRINTER
GRAPHICS SOFTWARE FOR TIGER/G
2000 SHEETS 11x9.5 PAPER 1 PART
RE -INKING RIBBON & ROLLER SET

MX 80T

* All prices ex. VAT
* On site maintenance. Low Cost!!
* On site customer training

MX 80/ FT

MX100

STELLAR INVADER
APPLE FORTRAN PACKAGE
APPLE PLOT
APPLE ADVENTURE
MICROCHESS 2.0 CHESS CASSETTE
CHECKER KING DISKETTE
GAMMON GAMBLER
BRIDGE PARTNER
VISICALC DISK & BOOK COMPLETE

MILLIKEN MATHS PACKAGE
ESTATE AGENTS (RES. PROPERTIES)

MICROBASE MAILING LIST
MICROCHASE STOCK CONTROL

GENERAL ACCESSORIES
20

1101 BLANK APPLE DISKETTES

VINYL CARRYING CASE
MINT DISC LABRARY BOX
DUST COVER FOR APPLE II
DUST COVER FOR APPLE DISK DRIVE
APPLE DESK TWO TIER
PRINTER TABLE FOR APPLE
PRINTER DESK ECONOMY RANGE
TWO TIER DESK ECONOMY RANGE
SINGLE TIER APPLE DESK
ADD ON PRINTER STAND FOR APPS
MONITOR SHELF FOR APPS
FREESTANDING MONITOR SHELF
DATA DESK TWO TIER WORKSTATION
DISCOFLEX FILING CASE -MINI

325

Qume

APPLE DESK TOP PLAN
CCA DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
CONTRIBUTED SOFTWARE VOLS 3-5
CONTRIBUTED SOFTWARE VOLS 1-2
MICROCHESS 2.0 CHESS DISK
DISC UTILITY PACK
APPLE BUSINESS CONTROLLER
PROGRAM
APPLE POST PROGRAM
APPLE BOWLING DISKETTE
3.3 DISK OPERATING SYSTEM
APPLE CASHIER PROGRAM
APPLE WORD PROCESSING PROGRAM

APPLE II REFERENCE MANUAL
6502 HARDWARE MANUAL
6502 SOFTWARE MANUAL
APPLE II BASIC PROGRAM MANUAL
APPLESOFT II REFERENCE MANUAL
DOS 3.2 MANUAL
APPLE II BASIC TUTORIAL MANUAL
AUTOSTART ROM MANUAL

APPLE BLACK & WHITE MODULATOR
HEURISTICS CONTROLLER 70
HEURISTICS SPEECHLINK 2000

ROM -PLUS BOARD
ROMWRITER
COPYPLUS ROM
MUSIC SYSTEM COMPLETE

SOFTWARE

DOCUMENTATION

APPLE JUICE
5

110

Unbelievable quality from the world's
largest print head manufacturer.

ALF MUSIC SYNTHESISER CARD
TIMING MODE INPUT BOARD
ALF MUSIC ALBUM 1
ALF MUSIC ALBUM 2
ALF MUSIC ALBUM 0 (CHRISTMAS)
ANALOG OUTPUT BOARD 4 CHANNEL
ANALOG OUTPUT BOARD 8 CHANNEL
A1.02 DATA ACQUISITION CARD
35
DIGITAL INTERFACE
PROTOTYPE/HOBBY CARD
PARALLEL PRINTER INTERFACE CARD
COMMUNICATIONS CARD
HIGH SPEED SERIAL INTERFACE CARD
PASCAL LANGUAGE SYSTEM
80
CENTRONICS CARD
APPLESOFT FIRMWARE CARD
INTEGER CARD
EUROCOLOUR CARD
SPEECH LAB
PROGRAMMERS AID 1

DBMS

PLI

£

CARDS & ACCESSORIES

260

ALL CPM SOFTWARE P.O.A.
PASCAL

260
320
25

HARDWARE
APPLE 16K VIDEO OUTPUT ONLY
DISC DRIVE WITHOUT CONTROLLER
DISC DRIVE WITH CONTROLLER
16K ADD ON

VIDEO MONITORS

155

150

120
175

9" HIGH RESOLUTION 8/W MONITOR
9" BLACK & WHITE VIDEO MONITOR
12" BLACK & WHITE VIDEO MONITOR
CABLE FOR VIDEO MONITOR
12" VIDEO MONITOR GR EEN DISPLAY
MONITOR CABLE FOR VM12G
VERSA WRITER
Z80 SOFTCARD
TABS ACCOUNTS

MICROCOMPUTER HIRE SERVICE
Superbrain with application packages
Apple System
PET Tandy Sorcerer Horizon Printers

A TRIAL PERIOD FOR YOUR COMPUTERISATION.

-Promglow Ltd, 3 Westholm, London NW11.

01-458 5845

- Microcomputer Spacedrome, 12 Dene Road, New Southgate. Tel 01-368 9002.
PCW 179

Now we never
say no
Icarus can now offer a complete range
of microcomputers from 320K 60M
.1.
COMMANDER COMPUTERS
IEEE Communications Port with 4
RS -232 serial ports and 4 8 -bit parallel

ports. Full graphics standard. Three
models - the fully self-contained 964 with
integral 9" video display, the F64 with 2 8"
disk drives and the M64 with one 5" disk
drive.

.......
.....
........
...
.......
%Zip, ...
111101,Mt_IIIVIZILia

.11

........
.............
Trtittts

MULTI-USER MULTI -PROCESSOR
SYSTEMS
Designed to give unparalleled performance for one to
16 users. Each terminal has a dedicated processor with
its own RAM.

SINGLE AND MULTI-USER UPGRADEABLE/
EXPANDABLE SYSTEMS
Offering the disk storage capacity that's exactly right for you. Single user
machines to take 51/4 " or 8" floppy disks giving 320K -2.4M capacity and
multi-user machines with up to 60M on hard disk.

A comprehensive new range of microcomputers so versatile that a system may be compiled for each and every micro -based
application - that's the exciting news from Icarus. Columbia Data Systems of the USA has appointed Icarus to handle its full
range of CP/M and MP/M single and multi -terminal products with hard and floppy disk storage capacities. Which means that
whenever you need a microcomputer, for whatever purpose, Icarus will never have to say no.
For full details of the complete Columbia range, or if you would like to become a dealer yourself, contact

Computer Systems Ltd.

Icarus Computer Systems Ltd. Deane House 27 Greenwood Place London NW5 1NN Tel: 01-485 5574 Telex: 264209
PCW 180

SEIKOSHA
GP80,only £195 11"1

33/35, CARDIFF ROAD, WATFORD, HERTS, ENGLAND
Tel Watford (0923) 40588. Telex: 8956095

J71

ALL DEVICES BRAND NEW FULL SPEC. AND FULLY GUARANTEED ORDERS
DESPATCHED BY RETURN OF POST. TERMS OF BUSINESS CASH/CHEQUE/
P.O.s OR BANKDERS DRAFT WITH ORDER. GOVERNMENT AND EDUCATION.
AL INSTITUTIONS OFFICIAL ORDERS ACCEPTED (TELEPHONE ORDERS BY
ACCESS NOW ACCEPTED Minimum £10.00 please) TRADE AND EXPORT
INQUIRY WELCOME. P&P ADD 50p TO ALL ORDERS UNDER £10.00 NETT

At last it is here, the long-awaited
Commodore's VIC20 Microcomputer.
Connects directly to any colour (or
B&W) TV set. Sound reproduced
through TV Speaker (Music, Language and other Sound effects).
Has PET type graphics. Standard
PET Basic. Full size keyboard. Has
5K Memory expandable to 32K on
Board. Attractively Cased.

Export orders on V.A.T. Applicable to UK Customers only. Unless stated

VAT otherwise all prices are exclusive of VAT. Please add 15% to the total cost

incl. p&p.
We stock many more items. It pays to visit us. We are behind Watford Football ground
Nearest Underground/Br Rail Station Watford High St. Open Monday to Saturday
9am. - 6pm. Ample Free Car Pa king space available.
COMPUTER ICE

21141_,200i1

325
720
250
250
99
110
130

2532450n

725

2708
2716-5V

225
250

1702
1802
2101,2
2112-2

2114450n
2114 LGOOn

2732450n

725

4027
4116-3

240

89

411 8 -25011

530

4315CMOS

995

4 3 34-3

325
£12

4864-3

6116

£11
495
850
795
325

6502CPU
6503
6505
6520P IA

6522V IA
653ORR I OT
6532R I OT

6545CR TC

6551ACIA

495
1350
795
1450
785

£26

6592PC
6800

375

6803
6808
6809

1350
520
£13

6810

175
176

6821

470
1459

6840
6843
6845
6847
6850
6952

£1 2

795
175

225
450

8080A
8085A
81LS95

550

115
115
115
210

81 LS96
81 LS97

8212
8214
8216

425
200
400

8251

8253
8255
8257

799

399
BOO
90
90
350
160
90
395
360
700

81264
8T 28 A

8731A
8165N
8797N
AY -3-1015

AT -51013
Al -5.2376

62
62

MC1488
MC1489
MC14411
MC14412

695

800
600
850

80,3,2513U
R0,3,2513L

950
420
820

SF F96364E
IM6402
SF C71301

TMS27163V

875

TMS4027
TMS6011
TMS9900J
TMS9980A
Z80CPU2.5M

240
365

2804CPU4M
Z8OPIO
7806 P10

280CTC
280A CTC

E36
£20

390
550
400
440
400
440

Z80A S10

£15
£23

Z80DART

726

Z80A DART

776

ZN423

195
325

Z80510,1

Z
2
Z
Z

N426
N427
N428
N429

625
478
210
200
685

ZN1034
ZN1040

TT L 74

TEXAS

7400

11p

7401
7402

11

7403
7404
7405
7406
7407
7408
7409
7410

14
14

7411

7412

7413
7414
7416
7417
7420
7421
7422
7425
7426

7427
7428
7430
7432
7433
7437

11

18

28
28
16
16

7438
7440

27

7441

68
38
90
90
65
55

7442
7443
7444
7445
7446
7447
7448
7472
7473
7474
7475
7476
7480
7481
7484
7485
7486
7489
7490
7492
7493
74100
74110
7411,
74112
74116
74118
74119
74120
74121
74122
74123
74125
74126
74132
74136
74143
74144
74145
74147
74148
74150
74151
74153
74154

74155
74156
74157
74159
74160
74161

74162
74163
74164
74165
74166
74167
74170
74172
74173
74174
74175
74176
74177
74178
74179
74180
74181

74182
74184
74185
74188
74190
74191
74192
74193
74194
74195
74196
74197
74198
74199
74221
'4246
74247
74248
74249
74251

74265
74273
74278
74279
74283
74284
74285
74290
74293
74297
74298
74365
74366
74367
74368
74390
74393
74490

17

50
50

30
30
25
40
30
48
120

BO
95
26

205
28

30
30

65
40
55
170
88

80

32
30
45

50
42
40
48
35

250
250
70
99
75

60
45

45
75

75
75
45

99
60
60
62
64
64
62
65
185
168
290

es
72
72
55
75
95

68
65
140
75

99
99
290
70
70
70

65
75

65
65
65
99
99
80
150
150
150
150
80
65
195
160
90
90
199
199
105
125
236
100
55
55
55
55
99
99
120

14

20
20
24
32
25
25
16
20
20
28
30
27
28

74LS
TEXAS
741,500

LS01

LSO2
LSO3
LSO4
LSO5
LSO6
LSO8
LSO9
LS10

16

LS11

26
27

L512
LS13

27

12
13
1414

15

15
15
15

L514
LS15
LS20

48

LS21

15
15
18
15

L022
LS26
LS27
LS28
LS30
LS32
LS33
LS37
LS38
LS40
LS42
LS47
LS48
LS49
LS51

LS54
LS55
LS63
LS73
LS74
L575
LS76
LS78
LS83
LS85
LS86
LS90
LS91
LS92
LS93
L595
LS96
LS107
LS109
LS112
LS113
LS114
LS122
L5123
LS124
LS125
L5126
LS132
LS133
L5136

LS373
LS374
LS375
LS377
LS378
LS379
LS384
LS385
LS386
LS390
LS393
LS395
LS396

15

15

20
18
15
16

16
16
16

LS3913

LS399
L6445
LS447
LS471
15490
LS541
LS571
LS640
LS641
L5645
LS668
LS669
LS670
LS673
L5674

35
40
80

60
15
15

30
150
25
25
28
20
24
50
70
38
35
80
36
36
45
120
43
30
30
40
35
44
55
105
30
30
45
35
28

LS138
LS139
LS145

35
38

LS14 7

199

LS148
LS151
LS153
LS155
LS156
LS157
LS158
LS160
LS161
LS162
L5163
LS:64

99
39
39

74 L85

741121

741123

138

240
240
210

745188
745189 158
745194
380
745195
795
745201
745241
540
745262 850
745287 325
210
745288
745470 325
745472 1150
745475 825
745571
620

75

39

39
35
36

75 series

754 91

LS275
LS279
LS280
LS283
LS290
LS293
LS295
LS298
LS299
LS300
LS302
LS320
LS323
LS324
LS325
LS326

73

350
140
150
95
70
225
89
95

744 54

75492

110

290

240
323

290
270
323
300

Low
Prof.

72
72
58
130

8 pm

8p
10p
10p
16p

16 pin

18 pin
20 pin

28 pin

22p
25p
25p
28p

36 pin
40 pin

30p

22 pin
24 prn

275
58
58
58
65

40
40

DI I. PLUGS (Headers)
17 p,1.
44p, 24 P01
16 pin
49p. 40 pin

58
85

A 4K Monitor Chip especially
designed to produce the best from
your Superboard II, Superboard II
Series II, UK101, and Enhanced
Superboard. Facilities available
are: Full Screen Editing - Home
cursor/ screen clear facility -- True
insert/ delete - Fully programmable
cursor control with meaningful
sumbols on screen - Single Key
Basic - True ASCII Keyboard
routine Auto remote control of
tape recorder (requires only a relay)
-- Open line facility - Named Tape
files - Two Key Video Swop (Series
II only) - Bell (Series II only) -Cursor Indication of quotes mode
User definable flashing cursor
character - User controllable
command vectoring for your own
machine code routines -- Full or
partial scroll -up or down (callable
by programs) - Au [o list on error -Single command save (automatically
returns "List") Centronics
compatible printer driver Monitor
Functions include: Scrolling list in
Data mode - Warm restart vector Fill memory - Search memory Two save & three load routines Floppy disc vector -- Break handling
routines - Tabular display of memory.
All this for Only: £19.95

270
290
320
275
290
240
300
323
383

14 pm

Woe
Wia,
25p
35p
42p
52p
60p
70p
70p
80p
105p
99p

88P
255p

'D' CONNECTORS
1:
120
165
96
85

I Cannon Typal

85
80
118
.0
65
68
40
40
48
40
85
195
25
90

290
86
250
45

Sockets

95p

125p
198p
284p
398p

Covers

ETI/WATFORD'S MICRO
EXPANSION SYSTEM

145P
170p
195p
210p

AMPHENOL PLUGS
Centronics

575P

IEEE

Switches
(SPOT)

2 x 10 ways
2 x 15 way

6 way 85p

18 way
2 x 22 way
2 x 25 way
2 x 30 Way

10 wok 145p
(SPOT)

46
5

140,

1351,
1451.

1601.

1651.

160p

1851.

Send SAE for details.

265p
280p

1A, T0220 Plastic Case
+5V, +12V, +15V, +18V

S011iji 1.1111 [211 .A11,11,
111,

14

16 pm 1,0,.7
IJ

10

165p

pi,J,

24

40

240p
385p

1A -5V, -12V, -15V, -18V
78H05 5A/5V 550p; 79HG

1.00 DIP Jtir,i1,i s

length

14 pm

16 pin

24 pin

12"
24"
36"

185p
195p
215p
230p

205p
215p
235p
250p

300p
315p
350p
375p

15
15
15
15

ZERO FORCE:

30

24 war 650p

C) I

28 way 820p

A complete
(p&p £5)
80 Column
Dot Matrix Printer
available in tractor or friction feed
Speed: 125cps - Unidirectional
Print -PET Compatible Graphics.
Various Interfaces available.

VIDEO GENIE
A Complete System. Ideal for Schools,
Colleges or as a small business system.

16K Users RAM - 12K Microsoft Basic.
in ROM. - 64 x 16 line display 128 x
48 dot graphics resolution - Software
compatible with TRS80 level II
Built in Cassette (Recorder - Output
and control for second cassette -Full expansion via Expansion box to
Disc/Printer. Basic demonstration tape
Three manuals. The computer
connects straight to a Domestic TV
set or Monitor.
-

Only

£275

(p&p 4.50)

SOFTY -2

The complete
microprocessor development system
for the engineers & beginners, now

supplied fully built, tested & with
encapsulated Power Supply. Enclosed
in neat Black ABS Case - Displays
memory contents on TV -- New
powerful instructions - can replace
monitor ROM to test & develop
programs -- Serial/parallel Input/

Output routine for interfacing to
Computer/Printer -- New improved
touch Keyboard -- Fast cassette
interface - On board EPROM (any
single rail 5V 24pin chip) programmer

- Copies software - Supplied fully

40 pin

465p
490p
540p
595P

78HG

L Sockets

Only £169

ACCESSORIES

VOLTAGE REGULATORS

JUMPER LEADS

Fi.blwn Cab,
p5., 145p

£235

All this for

2351,

(Ribbon Cable Assemblies)
24"

SPECIAL OFFER

tested and guaranteed.

1991,

2 x 36 way
2 x 40 way
2 x 43 way

way .190P

215
130
420

1,10

2

way 90p

8

This versatile economical Expansion
System as published in ETI Oct 1981
issue provides a cheap but reliable
Expansion possibility for most of
the popular Microcomputers.

.1" .156"

4 way 708

'

675p

EDGE
CONNECTORS

DI L

4

;:
270
270
320
330
315

Platt.

Plugs

9 way

15 way 135p
25 way 198p
37 way 290p

Print Density 12CPL @ 80CPL
Paper Feed 8" Tractor
Parallel Interface Standard.
Other Interfaces available.
IEEE/488, PET, TANDY,
APPLE, RS232

Monitor IC

DI L SOCKETS
ITegas)

Character Set 5x7 matrix.

Watford's Ultimate

323
240

10.0MHz
10.7MHz
12.0MHz
14.31818M
16.0MHz
18.0MHz
18.432M
19.968MHz
20.0MHz
26.0MHz
26.69M Hz
27.145MHz
27.648MHz
38.6667M
48.0MHz
100.0MHz
116.0MHz

60

74 5158

85

LS241
LS242
LS243
LS244
L5245
LS247
LS248
LS249
LS251
LS253
[7257
LS258
LS259
LS261
LS266
[S273

7.680M Hz
3.0MHz

Graphic.
Printing Speed 30CPS.

EPSON
TXBO

300
390
240
240
290
290
290
300
240
362
240

8.08333M
8.867237M
9.375MHz

74S series
74500
74504
745132
745138

1,165

LS240

50

Cassette Deck incltiding a free 6
£34
programme Cassette

150
300
240
290
270
120
240

6.144MHz
6.5536MHz
7.0MHz
7.168MHz

145
349
165
325

Only £165

240
240
300
240

6.0N1Hz

68

:_5166

LS221

150
175
550
750

380

754 51

LS196
LS197
L5200
LS202

175

74L

4B
145

L5192
LS193
LS194
LS195

620
225
225
210

All this for:

295
290
392
323
323

1.008MHz
1.28MHz
1.6MHz
1.8MHz
1.8432MHz
2.0MHz
2.4576MHz
3.2768MHz
3.57954M
3.6864M
4.0MHz
4.032MHz
4.19430M
4.433619M
5.0MHz
5.185MHz
5.24288M

135

74 L 75

290
370
370

455K Hz
1.0MHz

74L30
74L47

75108
75150
75154
75450

1.5191

CRYSTALS
100KHz
200KHz

74 LOO

41
41
41
41

L5170
LS173
0174
LS175
LS181
.5183
LS190

75
48
90
69
69
250
250
378
28
62
60
199
190
275
220
140
195
620
245

(p&p £4)
This unihammer dot matrix printer
gives normal and double width
characters as well as dot resolution

50p

55p
850p

650p; LM309K 135p

TEX Eprom Eraser
TEX Eprom Eraser with
30 min. Electronic timer

Full ASCII Keyboard "756"
Micro Case Beige/Brown ABS
Attractive, for Superboard, UK101

Numeric Keypad
ASTEC UHF Modulator 8MH2
ASTEC UHF Modulator 6MH2

9" B & W Monitor Cased
816" Fan Fold Paper (500)
9'4" Fan Fold Paper
Teleprinter Roll

£33
£45
£39
£26
£9

450p
280p
£69
595p
595p
350p

40 ink, 975p
I
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FERGUSSON
COMPUTERS LIMITED
IlliTcippla

Et COMPUTER

SALES AND SERVICE

SALES
* Authorised Apple Dealer
* Full range of equipment
on demonstration
AFTER SALES
* Full support services
* Installation
* Staff Training
* Consultancy

AGENTS FOR:
HARDWARE
Qume
Anadex
Epson

*

NEC

ACCOUNTING
Systematics

*

Vlasak
Computech
Tabs

MAINTENANCE
*

Apple Level I Service Centre

ITT Repair and Maintenance
*

On -Site contracts
Ad -hoc repairs
Workshop Services
Collection from Red Star

FINANCIAL
*
*
.

.

Visicalc
Micromodeller
.and many others

Come and see us for a demonstration
or telephone for an appointment
4 PYRFORD ROAD, WEST BYFLEET, SURREY
TELEPHONE (09323145330/41810

182 PCW
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A 6809 BASED SYSTEM SUPPORTING EITHER MINI -FLOPPY OR
FLOPPY DISK MEMORY SYSTEM CHOICE OF TWO POWERFUL DISK
OPERATING SYSTEMS
OS -9

DOS69

TRUE MULTI-TASKING/MULTI USER
FAST BASIC INTERPRETER/COMPILER

SINGLE USER
BASIC
EDITOR/ASSEMBLER
DOS 68 EQUIVALENT

PASCAL
EDITOR/ASSEMBLER
STYLOGRAPH WORD PROCESSOR

WIDE RANGE OF TERMINALS PRINTERS AND ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT
NATIONWIDE MAINTENANCE
PERSONEL TRAINING
RAM EXPANDABLE FROM 32K TO 1 MEGABYTE
PRICED FROM £2515

a
E

0
U

0
L
E

INTERESTED? THEN CALL US FOR YOUR DEMONSTRATION FREE
OF OBLIGATION.

777
STRUMECH
PORTLAND HOUSE, COPPICE SIDE,
BROWNHILLS, WALSALL, W. MIDLANDS.
TEL 054 33 78151 TELEX 335243 SELG
PON 183

MORE PRICE MAGIC ON
MIRACLE MICRO NETWORKS!
When 2-64 micros share up to
72Mb of Corvus hard disc through
Constellation host multiplexing, you get a
Miracle- no less.
Miracle puts distributed data
processing on tap, with each user station
enjoying high-speed access and total
flexibility. A Miracle can outperform a mini network and save you money all along
the line.
You can expand your network as
your needs expand with many kinds of
micros: Apple II and III, S100 North Star
Vector Graphic, Cromemco, Superbrain,
Research Machines 380Z, TRS-80 I and II,
DEC LSI 11-and more to come.
In addition to his own dedicated
computer and associated memory, each
Miracle user has access to a central hard
disc memory - normally twenty times faster
than floppies-without interference from
other users. Like computers can communicate with each other in the network and
peripherals shared.
Traditional peripherals, such as
printers and VDUs, and interactive devices
like speech output, voice recognition, colour
graphics, light pens and digitisers, can be
linked up to give a Miracle system unrivalled
configurability.

How a Miracle system works
Each Constellation host multiplexer
links 2-8 micros in star configuration to 5Mb,
10Mb or 18Mb of Corvus hard disc drive. Up
to 8 host multiplexers can be connected
together, allowing up to 64 micros to use
four disc drives for a total system capacity

of 72Mb.
Inexpensive back-up for the hard
disc system is provided by the unique
Corvus Mirror. It interfaces the data signals
on the disc with a 100Mb capacity video
Typical five -user
Miracle system

5,10 orl8Mb
Corvus hard
disc drive

2 -user from £5,709
4 -user from £7,625
8 -user from £12,707
16 -user from £22,026
tape system; and the entire contents of a
10Mb disc can be archived in about
15 minutes.

Applications software
Miracle can make use of a comprehensive range of languages, from BASIC,
COBOL and FORTRAN to PASCAL, ALGOL
and APL.
PASCAL -written applications
software packages include: Accounting
Systems, Payroll and Stock Control (fully
integrated with order processing/invoice
generator); Addressing/Mailing; Database

Five 64K

micros

Four b/w
monitors

Come and see Miracle being put
through its paces at our London or
Nottingham showrooms. Phone now for an
appointment or complete the coupon below.
London 01-236 5682
Nottingham 0602 412777

Haan

Computer5
I Please send me details of:

Mirror VCR
interface

To further
micros and
peripherals

Miracle with the following micros

VCR tape
back-up

140K floppy
disc drive

Constellation
host
multiplexer

Management; Incomplete Records; Job
Costing; Time Records; Graphics; Critical
Path Analysis.

Applications software packages
(please state)

Constellation

caste
multiplexer

Name
Position

Company/Establishment
Address
Tel

Please post to Keen Computers,
Marketing Department,

L5 Giltspur Street, London EC1A 9DE
Imo
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ENQUIRIES FROM OEMs DEALERS AND OVERSEAS
WELCOME. SPECIAL TERMS ARE AVAILABLE FOR
EDUCATIONAL/GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS

THE
COMPUTER BOOK SHOP
RUN BY PEOPLE WHO KNOW COMPUTERS

LION MICRO COMPUTERS

NEW
COMPUTER BOOK SHOP
(ALSO STOCKING HI-FI, VIDEO AND C/B BOOKS)

LONDON'S LARGEST
SELECTION OF COMPUTER
BOOKS
PLUS ALL THE HARD TO GET COMPUTER MAGAZINES

OPEN MONDAY to SATURDAY 9-6 PLUS

THURSDAY LATE CLOSING 9-7

GROUND FLOOR
LION HOUSE
227 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD
LONDON W1
TEL: 01-580 7383
SEND SAE FOR FULL CURRENT LIST - BETTER STILL, CALL IN.

PCW 185

ALL SMALL BUSINESS COMPUTERS
HAVE THEIR FAULTS.
AT PANASONIC WE AVERAGE
most common of all microcomputer languages.
ONE A YEAR.
True, most small business computers have the
capacity to transform your business overnight.

But how many can you rely on to be working
efficiently a year from now?

It's an unpleasant little detail most manufacturers
tend to gloss over.
Not Panasonic, however.

Because reliability is the first principle we build
into all our computers.
One fault a year per computer is our mean average
(including minor faults like a blown fuse).
That's almost unheard of in the computer industry.
Mind you, it does explain why we offer you a year's
guarantee instead of the usual three or six months.

Plus a CP/M' operating system giving you access to
a wide range of software.
And, to show you we really mean business, all our

computers support Microcobol.
Specifically developed for commercial use, it's gen-

erally regarded as the most comprehensive software
available for small business computers.
Finally, we build in all the brainpower you're likely
to need.

You've got 64k bytes at your disposal and the
capacity to store up to 2 million characters on twin
floppy discs.
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY

By now you're probably wondering what it's all
going to cost you.

With our 1 megabyte JD -800U you could be in
business from about £6,000.
A little pricey, you're
thinking?
We'd say realistic.

.14tri 04'11 yet
Qattatlt hat pt 32. %
2-3 32 2.23

Because we're talking

Waal,

Fat iortlez.

about a complete set-up,
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including a printer and
software. (Some of our
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competitors even regard a
screen as an optional
extra). We're also talking

DIViAr 2

about computers that
genuinely double up as
word processors, courtesy
of our programmable
function keys.

JD -840U

Nonetheless, we'd
%NW IOW VIM VII1116

11.11I,

Ift

411101.

be the first to admit you'll
find several cheaper
systems if you're
prepared to shop

%an

WE MEAN BUSINESS

Another key difference about our computers is that
we developed them specifically for business use.

around.
But if you intend to be in business this time next
year, better buy a Panasonic. CP/M is a registered trade mark of Digital Research.
rTo: Panasonic Business Equipment (UK) Ltd.,107/1o9 Whitby

From the outset we designed them to be selfcontained desktop units rather than a collection of

Road, Slough, Berks SLI3 DR. Tel: 0753 75841. Telex: 8478n.

boxes. Mind you, they're quite prepared to adapt to your
particular needs.

Name

Both our current models have three input/output
ports for linking up with printers and telephones.
(Essential if you're thinking of running them as
intelligent terminals off a mainframe computer).
We also make sure they speak your language.

All our computers are supplied with BASIC, the

Please send me details of your JD Series microcomputers.

Position

Company
Address
Tel.

Panasonic
Small Business Computers

1110EPEF1001T COMPUTER EMPEE191110 LTD

APPLE AND 5100 USERS:
A 51/4 "WINCHESTER DISK SUBSYSTEM

* UP TO 12.6 MBYTE FORMATTED (256 BYTE SECTORS) CAPACITY PER DRIVE
* OPTIMISED SEEKTIMES (DRIVE HAS ON BOARD MICROPROCESSOR)
* CABINET & POWER SUPPLY SUPPORTS 2 WINCHESTER DRIVES
OR MIX OF 514" FLOPPY +WINCHESTER
* DRIVES AVAILABLE SEPARATELY
* SUB -SYSTEM INCLUDES: CONTROLLER, CABLES, DRIVE, CABINET
AND SOFTWARE TO SUPPORT YOUR SYSTEM.

PRICES FROM : £1560 FOR COMPLETE SUBSYSTEM
LCOMPLETE S100 BUS COMPUTER SYSTEM (Z80, 64K,
1 x 51/4" MINI FLOPPY, 1 x 5%" WINCHESTER, 6.3 MBYTE FORMATTED)

CROMEMCO SYSTEMS & SOFTWARE
CP/M 2.2

£150

MP/M 1.1 -

£350

£3240

CALIFORNIA COMPUTER SYSTEMS:?
S100 BOARDS & SYSTEMS

L 64K DYNAMIC RAM BANK SELECT

- £380
J

EPSON: MX80

L

£395

TELEVIDEO:

MX80 FIT + HIGH RES. GRAPHICS £455

910,920,950 FROM £425

NEW: MX100 - 15" CARRIAGE

WORDSTAR/CUSTOMISING OPTIONS

PLUS HIGH RES. GRAPHICS £575 A
:ALL PR!CES

EXCLUDE VAT

END USER & OEM ENQUIRIES TO: ASHFORD (STD 07842) 47171 or 47271
INDEPENDENT COMPUTER ENGINEERING LIMITED
16/18 LITTLETON ROAD, ASHFORD, MIDDLESEX, TW15 11JO.

TELEX:
8952042

Is the payout
costin.g you more
than it should?

SUPERPAY and BASICPAY - two payroll systems
from Computastore to cut the cost of payroll, whatever
the size of your company.
Over the past two years Computastore Payroll systems
have proved their effectiveness for over 500 companies
- ranging in size from six employees to over a thousand.
Suitable for all types of PET and CBM
Disk, Computastore's SUPERPAY
II Easy to read departmental
and BASICPAY are the only Payroll
analysis with up to 20 rates of
Programs approved by
pay and adjustments, for up to
Commodore.

SUPERPAY

£350

26 departments.
1. Automatic printing of year end
P60's, P11's and P35 's.

Automatic printing of credit

transfers.
IN Automatic increase of all tax
codes for budget changes.
II Net Pay Rounding to any
amount less than £10.
II PLUS all of BASICPAY's
standard features.

ytC

eta

0,31/4° coo

coe koc' o"
,94

BASICPAY £75

1.Q

SNP
C.00.ah

Automatic calculation of Tax

XPC

and NI for weekly, monthly,
four weekly, or irregular
payment periods.

Automatic advancement of tax
week for holiday periods.
II Automatic coin analysis for
cash payments.

Can produce individual payslips.
Option to process all employee
payslips automatically.

Easy to install. Even

newcomers to computers can
use BASICPAY within a few hours.
Each program takes no more than 35 seconds per employee for build up
to gross, net pay calculation, and printing a payslip in duplicate.
That works out at only 2 hours each week for a typical payroll of 200, or just 15 minutes for

0

a staff of 20.

SUPERPAY is designed for medium size companies which need a comprehensive, flexible, and
easy to use payroll; BASICPAY is for small companies who want a flexible, low cost system
which carries Commodore's seal of approval.

0

For the name of your local Computastore Agent, contact:

Computastore

80080 Computing for Business
Computastore Ltd., 16 John Dalton St., Manchester M2 6HG. Tel: 061-832 4761
PCW 188
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COMPUTER KIT
DIVISION

COMPUTERSE

TANGERINE

4piil°8(44/

LONDON 8E HOME COUNTIES STOCKISTS

404 EDGWARE RD. LONDON, W2 1ED

-!?&-E-

TEL: 01-402 6822

TANGERINE TANGERINE TANGERINE TANGERINE TANGERINE
MICROTAN 65
MICRON
TAN EX £43.00
Minimum

Config Kit

COMPUTER

Microtan 65 is the most advanced,
powerful, expandable microcomputer available - it
also happens to be the
most cost effective!

WINS COMPUTER CLASS!

High quality, plated thru hole printed circuit board, solder resist and silk
screened component identification 6502 microprocessor. 1K monitor
TANBUG. Now with 'V' Bug 1K RAM for user programme, stack and
display memory. VDU alphanumeric display of 16 rows by 32 characters
MICROTAN 65 system file binder. 136 page, bound, users hardware/
software.manual with constructional details and sample programmes.
Logic and discrete components to fully expand MICROTAN 65
The MICROTAN 65 kit has won widespread acclaim for its superb
presentation. We pay attention to detail!

KIT FORM £69.00 + 110.35 V.A.T , total f79.35.
MICROTAN 65 assembled and tested,
Specification as above, but assembled and fully bench tested by ourselves

£79.00 +El 1 85 V.A.T. total (90.85.

MICROTAN 65 OPTIONS
MINI MOTHER BOARD
Used to connect Microtan to Taney

Built £10.00 VAT

£9.48 + f1.42, total £10.90.
GRAPHICS PACK
Five integrated circuits which connect into locations on MICROTAN
allowing the display of chunky graphics (64 x 64 pixels). What are
chunky graphics? Well, imagine a piece of graph paper with 64 squares
vertically and 64 squares horizontally, a total of 4096. Each square can
he made black on white.

£6.52 +

I

BUILT,
TESTED,

MICROTAN 65 CONTENTS

LOWER CASE PACK
Two integrated circuits which connect
into locations on MICROTAN
allowing 128 displayable characters

CONTENTS

High quality plated thru hole printed circuit board. solder resist and silk
screened component identification C sockets for maximum expansion
64 Way 0 I N edge connector 1K RAM, cassette interlace, 16 parallel
I/O lines, a T T L serial I/O port, two 16 hit counter tuners, data bus
buttering, memory mapping, logic and discrete components for
maximum expansion TANEX users manual

FULLY

Electronic Today
International held a
mammoth survey of kits.
The result. Microtan 65

and housed in
ATTRACTIVE
CASES.

TANEX (Muumuu( configuration) Assembled

£53.00 + VAT (7 95, total (60 95

£395
VAT P&P

6502 based microcomputer VDU alpha numeric display Powerful
monitor TANBUG.
RAM 32 parallel I/O lines 2 TTL serial I/O lines
Four 16 Bit counter timers. Cassette interface. Data bus buffering
Memory mapping contol 71 key ASCII Keyboard, includminumenc
keypad. Includes power supply Also includes the first '10K MICROSOFT BASIC' available in the 11 K All the usual BASIC commands

TANRAM

Expanded. TANEX otters 7K RAM
locations for 4K EPROM 12716).
locations for 10K extended
MICROSOFT BASIC. 32 parallel I/O
lines, two TTL serial I/O ports, a

third serial I/O port with
RS232/20mA loop, hill modem
control and 16 programmable baud
rates, four 16 bit counter timers
cassette interface, data bus
buffering and memory mapping

£89.70 +V A T

fl 3 46, total f103 16

AVAILABLE NOW TANRAM 40K Bytes on
one board! Single board of bulk memory
offering 7K Static RAM 121141. and 32K
Dynamic RAM 14116) Onboard refresh is
totally transparent to CPU operation and IS
unaffected by normal OMA's TANRAM fully

EXPANDED TANEX ASSEMBLED

expands the available address space of the
6502 microprocessor. MICROTAN. TANEX and TANRAM together
provide 16K RAM, 48K RAM. and 1K I/O that's a lot of memory
and a lot of I/01 Built and tested TANRAM ASSEMBLED

(49.00 +V A T f7 35, total f56 35

40K RAM CARD with 16K DYNAMIC RAM £76 -VAT

XBUG

£99.70 +V A T fl 4 96 total f114 66
OPTIONS TO FULLY EXPANDED TANEX IN SIMPLE
INEXPENSIVE STAGES,
10K Extended MICROSOFT BASIC in EPROM with manual)

CONTENTS. High quality plated thru hole printed circuit board, solder
resist and silk screened component identification. Full complement of
I C sockets for maximum expansion 64 way D I N edge connector
1K RAM (2114) Data bus buffering. TANRAM users manual
EXTRA RAM:
STATIC (2114)

£2.95 each '16K DYNAMIC 14116)

fl 50 each.

Extra RAM 1K(2 x 21141£5.20+VAT 70p, total £598
SERIAL I/O KIT (10.26 +V A T ft 60. total (11 80
6522 VIA f8.00 + V A T fl 20. total f9 20

fl 7 35 +V A T f2 60. total /19 95

AS YOU CAN SEE THE PRICES OF OUR EXPANSION
COMPONENTS ARE VERY, VERY COMPETITIVE!

TANGERINE DISC SYSTEM
Z8 CONTROLLER CARD £150.00 =VAT
DOUBLE SIDED DOUBLE DENSITY DRIVE

20 WAY KEYPAD
Inexpensive means of getting up and running. Uses 'Schoeller' key switches, and connects to MICROTAN through a 16 pin D.I.L. plug on
ribbon cable. Black anodised escutcheon, with TANGERINE legends,
finishes off what must be the best value for money keypad available.
Available assembled -and tested

£10.00 +V.A.T. £1.50, total 111.50.
'Space Invaders game (for use with keypad only)

Discounts 10% tor 4, 15% for 8, 20% for 16

APPROVED CHIPS.

2102 1K x Static RAM 110p'
IM 6402 DART f4.50
2708 13.50
2114 IK x 4 Static RAM (2.95
2716 £6.50
8080A £5.00
MK 4116 16K x 1 Dynamic RAM
4118 1K x 8 Static RAM- (7.50
£1 50
All plus VAT

MPS 1 Input 120 or 240V AC. Output 5 Volts at 3 Amps Regulated.
MPS 1 will power both MICROTAN and TANEX fully expanded. Built on

the same size printed circuit board as MICROTAN etc. Available as a
fully built and tested unit.

Model 730 £350 +VAT

FULL SYSTEM RACK
For the man that has everything, 19 inch wide
system rack which accepts MICROTAN 65. TANEX. TANRAM, SEVEN
FURTHER EXPANSION BOARDS. TANOOS and THE SYSTEM POWER

SUPPLY Available in many formats, e.g.Individual front panels, full
width hinged front panel, back panel with or without connectors

£29.95

NEW MICROTANTEL

Full ASCII characters

Parallel output with strobe
Power light on control
Chip by General Instrument

POST OFFICE APPROVED
PRESTEL - VIEWDATA
FULL COLOURGRAPHICS MJCROTAN
OWNERS CAN COMMUNICATE WITH EACH
OTHER CAN STORE PRESTEL CAN BE
USED AS AN EDITING TERMINAL CAN BE
INTERFACED WITH PET, APPLE etc.

IG

£179

Just connect to the aerial socket of any colour or black and white
domestic T V receiver and to your Post Office installed lack socket and
you are into the exciting world of PRESTEL. Via simple push button use
you are able to view 170,000 pages of up to the minute information on
many services, order goods from companies all this without leaving

HIGH DEFINITION COLOUR GRAPHICS"

£90.85 ino VAT

CONTROLLER CARO £120.00 .VAT

SERIAL MO CARS 'From'

£58.00 VAT

PARALLEL I/0 CARO1From1

£47.50

ROM CARNBUILT1LESS ROM £47.50 -VAT
AIMAIM INTERFACE CARD
SERIAL MO KIT

£59.00 .VAT
£1 7.25 Ind VAT

SYSTEM MOTHER BOARD WITH
4 SOCKETS FOR SYSTEM RACK
SYSTEM MOTHER BOARD WITH

£39'voi

12 SOCKETS FOR SYSTEM RACKvar
£55
32K RAM CARD.

VAT

52 key 7 bit ASCII coded
Positive strobe +50-12V

your armchairs

£49.00 + VAT f7 35, total f56.35.

£20.00 +V A T f3 00, total 123 00

Ideal for
Tangerine

Model 737 £395 + V A T

£43.00 + V A T £6 45. total 149 45

Uses gold crosspoint keys Includes numeric keypad and ribbon cable
Available as fully assembled and tested

PROFESSIONAL ASCII KEYBOARDS

I £150 + virr

X MPSZ r5V 6A, +12V, -5 and -12V switch mode system PSU

We have produced a mini -system rack which accepts MICROTAN 65,
TANEX and our mini -mother board. It has an integral power supply, just
plug it into the mains and away you go! Finished in TANGERINE/BLACK
it gives your system the professional finish. Front panel access for I/O
cables AVAILABLE AS AN ASSEMBLED UNIT.

NO EXTRAS NEEDED.

SUPER METAL CABINET IN TANGERINE/ BLACK

PRINTERS
CENTRONICS P

SHEIKOSHA £199 I vAr

MINI -SYSTEM RACK

£80 +VAT

71 KEY ASCII KEYBOARD £56.34+ V A

CENTRONICS Ideal for Tangerine

£23.00 = V.A.T.(3.45. total £26.45.

£69.13 + V A T

CP/M DISK OPERATING SYSTEM

1

RECONDITIONED AND NEW FROM (35.00 to £129.95

POWER SUPPLIES

£215.00 =VAT

MEMORIES EXPAND YOUR SYSTEM WITH OUR TANGERINE

MONITORS (PROFESSIONAL)

f15.22 +V A T. £2 28 total £ 1 7.50

AVAilAgi

TANEX EXPANSION

EXPANDED TANEX KIT (Excludes ROM, XBUG and BASIC)

PLT 98p, total £7.50.

NEW PRODUCTS
NOW

+VAT £6 45, total f4945

E115.7Ar

STAMM CARD !LESS CHIPSI £54.65 me vAr

1

1

TTL output

ADD-ON
KEYPAD

Superbly made

Sizel3x 55x15ins
Black keys with white ledgers
Escape shift return &
reset keys
Control repeat & bell
Complete with DATA

A compact 12 button keypad
LIST PRICE
suitable for use with above
£22 00
keyboard to extend its functions
OUR PRICE
plus four extra keys. Supplied
brand new with with data. A
4 x 4 non -encoded single mode
VAT
keyboard

£7.95

PLUS MANY NEW EXCITING PRODUCTS IN DEVELOPMENT
AUTOMATICALLY AVAILABLE FROM US WHEN RELEASED BY OUR
PRINCIPALS TANGERINE LTD

All products are available from stock
FULLY GUARANTEED ' BUY WITH CONFIDENCE

BRITISH DESIGN & MANUFACTURE AND ON DEMONSTRATION
IN OUR COMPUTER DEPT

TANGERINE TANGERINE TANGERINE TANGERINE TANGERINE TANGERINE -TANGERINE *TANGERINE
All orders pre -paid and official advertised here and elsewhere
COMPUTER KIT LTD.(Principa I Distributors in U K )
in this magazine by TANGERINE to be forwarded DIRECTLY to
Stockist Enquiries on headed notepaper to:

11(12 Paddington Green London. W2.Tele 01-723 5095
Telex 262284 Ref 1400 TRANSONICS

COMPUTER DEPT., 11/12 PADDINGTON GREEN, LONDON W2
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ZX80 - ZX80 - ZX80

JRS SOF TWARE 2X80 - ZX80 - ZX80

PROGRAMMABLE MOVING DISPLAY
YESI Now you can write your own GENUINE, continuous,
flicker -free routines on a 1K ZX80 (4K ROM). Just enter
your routine into the MOVING DISPLAY PROGRAM
(using a simple numeric coding system devised by JRS
SOFTWARE) then sit back and watch your routine being
carried out on CONTINUOUS display.
Sent first class post in a padded envelope, your package
contains: -

Cassette in a library case with 1K AND 2K versions plus three
example programs, copied on both sides of the cassette.
Eight page instruction booklet. Completed Coding Charts
showing how the example programs work. Eight blank
Coding Charts to prepare your own routines. Graph paper
for designing your displays.

ALL FOR ONLY £4.95

ZX81 - ZX81 - ZX81 JRS SOFTWARE

ZX81 - ZX81 - ZX81

SLALOM
Can you weave your skier accurately between the 14 slalom
posts and achieve a fast time. Beware hitting a post or the run
boundary markers. Think you can miss out a post? You will
get disqualified if you do.
BLACK HOLES
Black holes, continuously evolving at random, are bearing
down on you. You must manoeuvre your starship to avoid
being swallowed up. Dare you take the chance of entering the
hyperspace corridor to escape or will you switch to a different path to gain a few more seconds before destruction.

These great real time games require the addition of the
16K RAM pack.
CASSETTE and INSTRUCTION - £2.95 for each
program or, for the two on one cassette - £4.50
JRS SOFTWARE, 19 WAYSIDE AVENUE, WORTHING BN13 3JU.

CRAB SOFTWARE
(for the TRS-8(b,*

Level II)

THE CRAB ASSEMBLER
Standard Z80 assembler, features syntax checking on
entry, full documentation, 40% MORE BUFFFER SPACE
THAN EDTASM.
£10.00

(g

JENNINGS
ATARI
JENNINGS STORES LTD.

244/8 HERTFORD ROAD, ENFIELD, MIDDX. EN3 5BL.
Tel: 01-804 1767.
400 COMPUTER WITH 16K RAM
800 COMPUTER WITH 16K RAM
410 RECORDER
810 DISK DRIVE
825 80 COL PRINTER
853 16K RAM MEM MODULE
PADDLE CONTROLLER
850 INTERFACE

£399.00
£625.00
£44.95
£325.00
£549.00

£ 63.95

each £599.00
£120.00

SOFTWARE
STARRAIDERS
MUSIC COMPOSER

£29.95 SPACE INVADERS
£32.50 ENERGY CZAR

SCRAM

£ 8.95 KINGDOM
£12.95 BASKETBALL

INVITE TO DROG

£11.95 SUPER BRAK OUT

HANGMAN

£12.95

£ 8.95
£ 8.95

£20.50
£24.50

Orders to: JENNINGS FREEPOST ENFIELD MIDDX EN3 4BR
or Tel: 01.804 1767
Payment:
VISA, ACCESS, DINERS, AMERICAN EXPRESS
H.P. Available. Send S.A.E. for written quotations.

SHARP PC 3201 PAYROLL
Up to 500 employees All Tax and NHI codes Monthly
and weekly paid with full coin analysis, full end of year
printout. Complex Bonus calculations, voluntary deductions
3 overtime rates.
All output, payslips etc on PLAIN PAPER Full support and
updates available. Personalisation undertaken
£275.00

INVADERS FROM SPACE
The old favourite video game

24.00

E.O.S
Extended Operating System adds 17 commands to L If
BASIC:
user defined shift key entries, multiple USR
calls, improved cassette I/O, controlled delays, full error
messages etc.
£8.00
MA GR ATH E ANS
Based on the pub game 'Galactic Guerrillas'
£5.00

CP/M REVIVE
Ever erased a file by mistake? Revive enables you to recover
all erased files on a disc! You must have REVIVE if you
use CP/M, fully menu driven

ONLYE20

DEBUG
Machine code debugging aid: single step through code,
update registers, contents of memory and all registers
displayed and updated on screen.
£6.00

DISAS
Z80 disassembler, compatible to EDTASM, inserts labels.
£6.00
TRACE
More civilized than TRON, current line number displayed
in top left hand corner - powerful debugging aid. £4.00

Make cheques/postal orders payable to:

PC 3201

now with choice of

PRINTERS

MZ8OB

on display.

The Latest

CRAB SOFTWARE

Prices are completely inclusive
10% discount on orders over £15
Send S.A.E. for full software list
Orders, by post only, to: CRAB SOFTWARE
2, PONDWICK RD.
HARPENDEN

HERTS AL5 2HG
190 PCW

Phone Chris Robinson on (0473) 50152

IPSWICH

15 Lower Brook St Ipswich Suffolk

'GI

The pure mathematics
operations have been
mastered, you've played
it at chess, business

information has been
analysed and printed out.

Now for the next stage:
the monitoring and control
of other equipment. These
working applications of the
microprocessor function

generator and many

Modules

Each module comes
complete with manuals
suitable for classroom
instruction or direct use by
the student.

MIC 957 Traffic Control
MIC 958 Binary Input/Output

others.

Interfaces
MIC 944 PET
MIC 945 AIM

MIC 946 Apple
MIC 947 ABC 80
Prices exclusive of VAT

are becoming even more

important in full computer
courses, and Feedback's
new range of MICA
interfaces and modules
provides immediate
hands-on experience in
analysing, programming
and operating models of
real life applications such
as traffic control, heating
cycle control, diesel

MIC 951 Automatic Washing Machine £74
£45
MIC 952 Project Board
MIC 954 Stepping Motor
MIC 955 Temperature Control

rI am very interested in thb Feedback
MICA series of interface modules. Please
send me detailed information.

11

My present microcomputer is

111
FEEDBACK
Feedback Instruments Limited. Park Road. Crowborough
Sussex TN6 2E1R Telephone (08926) 3322 Telex 95255

IBM SELECTRIC GOLFBALL PRINTERS
AND INPUT, OUTPUT 735
TYPEWRITERS
PRINTERS FROM
735 TYPEWRITERS FROM
WIRING AND COMMISION
TO SUIT ACULAB INTERFACE
ACULAB INTERFACES EX STOCK

£195.00
£245.00
£48.00
£155.00

ALSO AVAILABLE

IBM 71, 72, 82 typewriters.
Full workshop facilities for rebuilds and servicing.
Keyboard ASCID-ASCII, 10-12 pitch, language
conversions undertaken.
11", 13", 15" platen lengths, split platens pin
feed platens. Operational keylever repeats fitted
on request.
Full IBM range of 10-12* pitch heads including
language, symbol and metric.
Language keybuttons blue or grey

MALVERN MICRO SYSTEMS
TEL. 06845 68500

COMPUTERS:

NEW Adler Alphatronic
NEW Gemini G801
Intertec Superbrain

NEW Shelton SIG/NET
Most makes supplied including
Commodores and S100 Systems
DIG I -PLOT Plotter

PRINTERS:
Ricoh RP 1600S
Adler DRH80
Microline 80/82
Epson MX70/MX80
Seikosha GP80

WE BUY SELL OR EXCHANGE ALL IBM
SELECTRIC TYPEWRITER MODELS

NEW CP/M Software for
Alphatronic!! Phone Now.

For further details phone Stuart Kirby or
Louis Baker Prices excl VAT @ 15% carriage &
packing, callers by appt only please

CP/M Software including
MBasic-80, CBasic, Wordstar
Osbourne A/P, A/R and G/L
Fig -Forth

Saul Lodge, Saul, Gloucester GL2 7JE
Tel: 0452 740 612

WYCHE CUTTING, UPPER COLWALL,
MALVERN, WORCESTERSHIRE, WR13 6PL
PCW 191

OHIO SCIENTIFIC

Superboard. Seikosha GP8OR

COMPUTERS
Our prices are so low we dare not
print them! Special offer -

Buy any of the below and get a
free interface kit and word
processor program for UK101 or

NEW! For Atom Owners

?at

PRINTERS

£199. Centronics 737 £395.
OKI Microline 80 £299. OKI
Microline 82A £399. OKI Microline 83A £699. OKI Microline 82
£399. OKI Microline 83 E699.
Epson MX7OT £259. Epson
MX8OT £359. Epson MX80F/T1
£399. Epson MX80F/T2 £449.
Epson MX100 £575.

JhO

Acorn are right on target w'th a
whole range of games

GET THE BEST - FORGET THE REST
All Acornsoft games are designed and produced by the manufacturers of the Atom. Trust the manufacturer to get the very best out
of his product. Realistic sound effects, great graphics and colour too!

******
WO WOO
1,00410

Pa

WOO

41,600

GAMES PACK 1
Asteroids Shoot them before
they crash into you. Lists ten
best scores. Program 4K, graphics
6K.
Sub Hunt Command a destroyer
tracking a submarine, find its
position and destroy it. Program
1K, graphics 'AK, needs floating
Point.
Breakout Score points knocking
bricks from wall. Ball has two
changes of angle and speed.
Program 3K, graphics 1-2K.
COLOUR
GAMES PACK 2
Dogfight Two -player game
each player controls a plane and
tries to shoot down his opponent
without crashing. Program 4K,
graphics 6K.
Mastermind Guess the computer's code before the computer
guesses yours; program 3K,
graphics '/,K.
Zombie Land on Zombie island,

try to lure all the zombies Into
the swamp. In desperation jump
into hyper-spacel Program 3K,
graphics 'AK. COLOUR
GAMES PACK 4
Star Trek Classic computer
game, rid the universe of
Klingons. Short and long-range
scans, galactic map, phasers,
photon torpedoes, shields, etc.
Program 5K, graphics 2K.
Four Row Take turns in placing
marbles on the board; the first
to get a line of four wins.
Program 5K, graphics 6K.
COLOUR
Space Attack Repel the
invasions of earth and avoid
being hit by the gunner ships.
Becomes progressively harder
with each invasion. Program
3K, graphics 6K.
GAMES PACK 6
Dodgems Steer your car and
avoid the computer -controlled
car programmed to collide.
Survive, and the game gets faster.

Program 4K, graphics 6K.

Simon Test your ability to

remember a progressively longer
sequence of lights and tones.
Adjustable skill level. Program
2K, graphics 3K. COLOUR
Amoeba Try and create the
shapes devised by the computer.
Program 3K, graphics 3K.

SPACE INVADERS
This has proved to be the most
popular video game ever. And
now we've brought it right up
to date. Different, types of

invaders, flying saucers, shelters,
laser guns and full sound effects.
Program 5K, graphics 6K
Also in Games Pack 5
Wumpus + Reversi

1

6"
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VIDEO GENIE £289

SHARP COMPUTERS

MZ8OK 20K £418 36K E440,
48K £460. PC1211 E82.
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VIC 20 COMPUTER

ITTL

Our prices are the lowest yet.
Ring for a quote.

5V POWER KITS

Fully stabilized 5V computer and
Power kits. Automatic
current limiting and short circuit
portection. Crowbar over -voltage
protection. 1.bA £7.93, 3A
4r£12.17, 6A £19.13.

...
GAMES PACK 3
Rat Trap Move your rats without
colliding with the trails left.
Entangle your opponent before
he entangles youl High-speed rat
action -replay. Program 4K
graphics 6K.
Lunar Lander Land a spacecraft
on a lunar crater, altitude
velocity, fuel and drift. Program
1K, graphics 'AK.
Black Box Deduce the position
of four invisible objects in the
Black Box by firing rays at them.
Program 4K, graphics 'AK.

SWANLEY ELECTRONICS
Dept PCW, 32 Goldsel Rd,
Swanley, Kent BR8 8EZ.
Tel Swanley (0322) 64851

Postage £3.50 on computers,
£4.50 on printers and 45p on
other orders. Lists 27p post free.
Please add VAT to all prices.
Official credit orders welcome.
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GAMES PACK 7
Green Things An alien life -form
has invaded your spacecraft;
discover a way of destroying it
with the weapons available on
the ship, Program 5K, graphics
2K. COLOUR
Ballistics Take turns in firing
shells at the other player, taking
into account the wind and shape
of the hill, Program 3K, graphics
6K, needs floating-point.
Snake Grow yourself a snake by
guiding it towards digits which
it eats. Program 2K, graphics 'AK.

ORDER TODAY!
Just send a cheque or money order only £11.50 per pack
including VAT and post and packing. State which packs you want.
Or ring 0223 316039 or 01-930 1614 quoting your
Access or Barclaycard number. Allow 14 days for delivery.

Or if you think you can wait for more details just write to

Acornsoft Limited, 4a Market Hill, Cambridge.

ACORNSeFT TAKE GAMES SERIOUSLY

EMG MICROCOMPUTERS LTD.
30 HEATHFIELD ROAD, CROYDON, SURREY CR0 lEU.

TEL: 01-688 0088
We are specialists in complete installations, tailormade
software for your business needs.
WORD PROCESSING SYSTEM
£14.99/WEEK
COMPLETE BUSINESS SYSTEM
£24.99/WEEK
Software includes customer and invoice system, leads
and sales system, VAT outputs and debtors, insurance
agents system, car sales program, order processing
program.
We provide any printer to fit your Sorcerer e.g. Qume,

Starwriter, Spinwriter, Centronics 737 and NEW Adcomp
printer plotter matches '8.8 Graphics capability of Sorcerer
to give complete graphics.

ilk

SPECIAL OFFER itfr

Sorcerer 48K for only £595*
* Special Educational Discount
* Demonstrations and Quotes given
* Free Software and Hardware catalogue
* 6 copies of Source magazine £6
ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT

*Subject to dollar surcharge.

192 PCW '

Superboard 3 with free Cegmon
monitor poa. Superboard 3 +
free power supply, modulator
and guard band kits poa. Series
2 challenger 4K poa, 8K poa.
Power supply kit £11.95. Modulator £3.b0. Guard band kit £10.
4K extra ram £10.90. Case £27.
Cegmon £22.b0. Wemon £19.95.
Assembler/Editor tape £25. Word
processor program £10. Centronics
interface kit £10. 610 expansion
board poa. Cased minifloppy disc
drive with DOS and Psu poa.

AN EMG COMPANY

A DYNAMIC

SOLE UK DISTRIBUTOR

REVOLUTIONARY
CONCEPT IN
APPLE WORD
PROCESSING
MAGIC WINDOW allows you to type up to EIGHTY
CHARACTERS per line" This alloys you to see year
report etc exactly the way it will be printed. Inserting dolet
centering, and justifying can be done on the sc-

'n without thP

need to print a work copy

The real power and sophistication of a word processor 's
fudged by how easy it is to use. MAGIC WINDOW as easy to
use as a standard typewriter vet it has the POWER a PROFESSIONAL requires.

Gesso`

MAGIC WINDOW

s$0169`e'c'e5 PRICE £ 79.95 + V.A.T.

LOOK INTO OUR MAGIC WINDOW AND EXPERIENCE A

postage and packing free

WONDERLAND IN WORD PROCESSING.

NO MATTER WHAT YOUR ABILITY. MAGIC WINDOW'S
HUMAN ENGINEERING WILL GUIDE YOU FROM BEGINNING TYPING THROUGH PROFESSIONAL DOCUMENTS

Novice typists to professional secretaries and administrators
are amazed at the ease and simplicity of MAGIC. WINDOW.

INSTANTLY AND EFFORTLESSLY.

EDITING 8 FORMATTING

MAGIC WINDOW is a Apple II word processing,text editing
system that is designed to increase your office productivitythose time-consuming typing tasks can now be done quickly
and efficiently.

USING VERY SIMPLE KEY STROKES, MAGIC WINDOW
WILL MANIPULATE PARAGRAPHS. MAKE ADDITIONS,

DELETIONS AND CORRECTIONS. THE DAYS OF
RETYPING ARE OVER.

The simplest and best-known word processing machine is
the standard typewriter. We have retained the simple operating

AFFORDABLE & EXPANDABLE

features of the typewriter while providing complete editing

See your local dealer
or send cheques to :

ND SOFTWARE
15 JOCELYN ROAD
RICHMOND TW9 2TJ
TEL :01- 948 0461

facilities.

MAGIC WINDOW is a word processing system that allows
text to be entered, edited, printed. and saved on a diskette.
MAGIC WINDOW is unique in the way it performs these
functions.

Telex : 22861

MAGIC WINDOW DOES NOT REQUIRE ANY MODIFICATION TO YOUR APPLE II COMPUTER. YOU CAN MODIFY
MAGIC WINDOW TO USE ANY CUSTOM ADDITIONS YOU
HAVE IN YOUR APPLE, LOWER CASE MODIFICATION,
LANGUAGE CARDS, CUSTOM PRINTER INTERFACES
ETC.

HUMAN ENGINEERING
Most systems separate the tasks of editing text and
formatting for printing. This separation requires formatting
commands to be placed in the text file. MAGIC WINDOW has no

need for these commands because it formats the text as you

enter it, What you see- is truly what you get. There is no
guesswork in laying out your document.
MAGIC WINDOW will instantly convert your Apple system
into a word processor-no modifications or fancy gadgets to
buy. Simply insert the MAGIC WINDOW diskette into your disk
drive and experience word processing as never before.

MAGIC WINDOW'S FOUR WAY SCROLLING ALLOWS
YOU TO VIEW EIGHTY -COLUMNS ON YOUR FORTY COLUMN SCREEN. MOST PAPER SIZES CAN BE
SIMULATED. MAGIC WINDOW WILL SHOW ALL FOUR
EDGES OF THE "PAPER" AS YOU TYPE. THIS SIMULATION
OF A STANDARD TYPEWRITER HAS CAUSED A REVOLUTION IN APPLE II WORD PROCESSING.

MAGIC WINDOW WILL KEEP YOU SPELLBOUND WITH
OUR SPELLBINDER-A WEBSTER'S WORD SPELLER.'
DIVIDER.

MARCH COMMUNICATIONS Ltd.

MICRO

1

OCK

The March Micro -Clock is possibly the

cheapest and smallest real time clock card
for the APPLE II COMPUTER. The Micro -

Clock is designed to provide a useful and
economical timing facility for
incorporation within the users own
programs. The unit provides a time count
from tenths of seconds to months and
years. Once initiated the count will
continue without supervision and can be
read at any time.
Possible uses include: micro -monitored
experiments, micro -controlled processes,
data logging, games and lots more.
The comprehensive handbook contains the
necessary software and applications
programs required to make full use of the
card.
Available from most good Apple dealers
or direct from March Communications Ltd.

MARCH COMMUNICATIONS Ltd.
4 COMMUTATION ROW

LIVERPOOL Ll 1JB

Tel. 051-207 7477

Send me

Micro -Clock cards @ £57.

inc. V.A.T.

Send details of the full range of March products.
I am paying by cheque/P.O./ Barclaycard/Access.
Barclaycard/Access No
Name

Address
LMypresent computer system is
PCW 1081a

MM
PCW 193

THERE'S ONE PLACE
IN GLOUCESTERSHIRE
THAT REALLY MEANS

Bus

Appropriately, we're called
The Business House.
We produce complete
systems based on the Apple II. Everything from
selecting the equipment to the training of your
staff.

But before you buy anything from us, you'll
have to answer a few questions. For example:
"What do you expect to achieve?"
Above all else, we'll make sure that's exactly
what you get.

So our service is rather

N. more
helpful than you
may be used to. And in
fact there's literally no end to it all.
We'll give you complete after -sales support,
with up -grades, on -going system development
and full maintenance for everything we sell.
And it's worth noting we're the only Apple
Level I Service Agents apple'computer
in the county.
Sales and Service

THE BUSINESS HOUSE
Systems Division
The Business House, 37 St Michael's Square, Gloucester; GL1 1HX. Telephone (0452) 424411.
MONITORS: HITACHI, PACT, SCANTIC, BMC. DATA STORAGE: VLASAK MEGASTOR, CORVUS HARD DISK.
PRINTERS: EPSON, PAPER TIGER, ANADEX, VLASAK DUET LANGUAGES: BASIC, PASCAL, FORTRAN, COBOL, FORTH, PILOT.
SOFTWARE: SYSTEMATICS, TABS, PADMEDE, FARMPLAN, MICRO -MODELLER AND DECISION MODELLER, VISICALC, DESK TOP PLAN, CC A DMS, PFS, DATAPLAN, WORDSTAR.
COMMUNICATIONS: MODEMS, MICROCOURIER, NOVATION, APPLE -CAT FURNITURE: EMKAY WORKSTATION. ACCESSORIES: Z80 CARDS, VIDEX 80 -COLUMN CARD, VERSAWRITER.
SUPPORT: DOCUMENTATION, SERVICE, MAINTENANCE, TRAINING, CONSULTANCY. SUPPLIES: PAPER, PRINTWHEELS, RIBBONS, DISKS.

SCOOP

Professional ASCII Keyboards

ONLY

f29.95
+VAT
BRITISH MADE
52 KEY 7 BIT

The 'CHERRY'

Computer
Keyboard

ASCII CODED
POSITIVE STROBE ' CHIP BY GENERAL
INSTRUMENT IG
+51/ . 1 2V
TTL OUTPUT
' FULL ASCII
'
SUPERBLY
MADE
CHARACTERS
I

' PARALLEL OUTPUT SIZE 13 x 5 5 x
WITH STROBE
' POWER LIGHT ON
CONTROL

1

5 ins

Fipple computer
I

' ESCAPE SHIFT
RETURN & RESET
KEYS

' CONTROL REPEAT

' BLACK KEYS WITH
WHITE LEDGENS

& BELL

This is definitely the BEST BUY FULLY
GUARANTEED Supplied BRAND NEW in
manufacturers original packing Just post

Complete with DATA remittance total :35 95 rung V A T 8 Poor

The 'Apple' Power Supply
A PROFESSIONAL BUILT & TESTED, CASED &
VENTILATED POWER UNIT WITH BUILT IN OVERLOAD
& CUT OUT PROTECTION CIRCUITS

Suitable for use with
most computers

The Apple Power Supply is a high -voltage

SPECIFICATIONS

-switching" power supply While most
other power supplies use a large
transformer with many wrnthngs to
convex the input voltage into many lesser
voltages and then rectify and regulate
these lesser voltages, the Apple Power
Supply first converts the AC line voltage
Imo a 0 C voltage, and then Uses this OC
voltage to drive a high -frequency
oscillator The output of this oscillator is
fed into a small transformer with many
wings
din
voltages on the secondary
windings are then regulated

Input voltage 210250v
Supply voltages .5 O.

+118.-120.-52

Power consumptron 60
watts max (full load
Full load power output

+5v 2 5 amp. -5v 250ma.
.12v
5 amp, -12v 250ma
1

Size

Ideal for use wrth TANGERINE.
TRITON, TUSCAN. APPLE and most
computers. Ex -Stock from HENRYS

10" x 3',"x 2'2"

Weight lApprox 13.lbs

Complete with full data
Si information Supplied brand new

KAI is a NEW breed of Business Microcomputer Store
dedicated to meeting the needs of today's Micro Managers.
Our professional standards and willingness to serve ensures
that our clients receive the very best attention.
We are specialists in:

PREVENTS DAMAGE 8 RETURNS UNIT TO

NORMAL WORKING CONDITIONS

'CHERRY'
ADD-ON
KEYPAD

I.T.T.20 20 CABINET
Complete PROFESSIONAL Case

1

beard dully constructed with cut
out for one 'CHERRY keyboard, plus
ample f00 111 to house a COMPLETE SYSTEM
and our power supplycomplete wrth finings (Case
too detachable) Unit is siNergrey trt colour Robust
construction Sloping front with side ventilation
Ideal lot NASCOM. ACORN. TANGERINE
or your own system
A snip at
Sze 18" x 15' "x 4'," IFroel elopes I
Intl VAT post tree
.

HENRYS
194 PCW

f 39.-95

When you have decided that Apple means
business for you, what next?
Most businessmen would ask 3 key questions
1 Where can I get the best service
and back up? KAI
2 Where can I get the best deal? KAI
3 Who will deliver promptly? KAI

* Financial Planning & Modelling
* Accounting, Invoicing & Stock Control
* Project Control & Costing
* Word Processing & Mailing
* Database & Bespoke Programming

'CHERRY' ADD-ON KEYPAD
A compact 12 button keypad suitable for use
!inn,
with Cherry keyboard to extend its
plus tour extra keys.
Supplied brand new with data
-

r-i.an

A 3)1 nonencoded single mode L /
keyboard m sloped formal

COMPER KIT DIVISION
404 Edgware Road, Lando , W2 England

Telephone 01-402 6822
Telex 262284 Mono Transoms

i

AN\
n

The KAI Full service package is designed for first time micro
users who can benefit from having the system installed and
tested, staff trained and operational support in the early stages.

..

KOMPUTATION AUTOMATION INFORMATION LTD
BANCLAYOUte

203A Belsize Road, London NW6

01 328 7038
01 328 3968
24 hour personal answering service 01 486 4808

SUMLOCK BONDAIN

makes the decisions easier
Casio fx 180p
38 PROGRAM STEPS
55 SCIENTIFIC FUNCTIONS
7 MEMORIES
18 PARENTHESES
TRUE ALGEBRAIC LOGIC
INTEGRATION
LINEAR REGRESSION
LOG. EXP. & POWER
REGRESSIONS

THE EASIER WAY TO BUY THE CASIO
PROGRAMMABLE OF YOUR CHOICE
DON'T WASTE TIME SEARCHING THE SHOPS-BUY AT HIGH STREET PRICES FROM SUMLOCK
BONDAIN-ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT POST & PACKING

1-0000

fx 200P 44 Sci. Functions 38 Prog. Steps Handheld Size £17.95 (inc. VAT)
fx 2700P 50 Sci. Functions 38 Prog. Steps Notebook Size £19.95 (inc. VAT)
fx 3500P 61 Sci. Functions 38 Prog. Steps Notebook Size £22.95 (inc. VAT)

EI a

fEtt(ttitti

000000

GUARANTEED 1 Year

a FP IP
0 PP

fx 502P 51 Sci. Functions 256 Prog. Steps 22 Registers £74.95 (inc. VAT)
fx 602P Alphanumeric - over 500 steps - up to 88 mems (Inc VAT)
fx 120-40fns-Green Display
fx 310-50fns-LCD
fx 330-38fns-LCD
fx 550 50fns-LCD-10 digit
fx 2600-43fns-LCD

131

Plagiq

Same Capability as fx 180p + Hyperbolics (6 Functions)

£12.95
fx 31-29fns-Green Display
£15.95
fx 39-40fns-Green Display
fx 68-38fns-LCD Credit Card £19.95
£12.95
fx 81-30fns-LCD
fx 100 College-44fns-LCD
£16.95

£ 19.95 (inc. VAT)
FAMOUS CASIO
RELIABILITY

Complete with Batteries
Cover and Full Instruction

.,SOP

Book.

fx 3200-43fns-LCD-10 digit
fx 6/00-39fns-Clock, Stp. watch, Alarm
fx 7100-39fns-CL,Alm.,Stp.wch.Cr.Cd

£17.95
£17.95
£15.95
£19.95
£19.95

£21.95
£19.95
£24.95

ix 8/00-46fns-CI.,Calendar,Alm.,Stp.wch. £24.95

ORDER NOW BY TELEPHONE (24 hour) USING YOUR BARCLAYCARD/ACCESS NUMBER
Please send me
Cheque/P.O. Enclosed £
Please Debit Barclaycard/Access

SUMLOCK BONDAIN LTD.
263-269 CITY ROAD, LONDON EC1V 1JX

Photocopy page to avoid spoiling magazine.

Name*

Address*

Tel: 01-250 0505 Telex 299844

Shops-Cannon Street Station, London EC4

Signed

360 Euston Rd. Nw11,near Gt Portland St. Tube)

WE STOCK THE ENTIRE RANGE OF CASIO CALCULATORS-Request FULL COMPETITIVE PRICE LIST

I

Pet Graphics
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FOR 8K to 32K PETS EQUIPPED WITH
PET 3022 OR 4022 PRINTER ONLY

(no disk drive and no plotter required)

C:

I nfabco House,

COMPUTACE

IG

CT I 0
si-icEti

-1-----...6,CCENTRICITIE.5

552/556 London Rd,
North Cheam

LTD Sutton, Surrey.
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rProfessional quality, Single Pixel accuracy graphs are.,
printed on the standard PET Tractor Feed Printer by
the AUTOGRAPH programme: - Simple to use, all
Basic Software, fully flexible graph dimensions and
page position. Plots multiple X, Y functions on same
axes. Automatic or manual scale selection options.
Plain, Dotted or Squared graph background, com,prehensive Alphanumeric labelling (as illus.) on and
around graph enabling rapid, quality presentation.

Curve Fit
Linear or general
regression of any

function to least
squares data fit

+ full graph plot
Send for
rochure

LSend for brochure. Inc! CURVE FIT
AUTOGRAPH is written and supported exclusively by
ComputAce Ltd and is supplied with extensive
documentation and after sales service.
(Please specify printer when ordering)
Plots graphs in continuous line (as illus.) or in
AUTOGRAPH 1

EXF'ONENTIAL
SP I PAL -

(16K, 32K only)
AUTOGRAPH II
(16K, 32K only)

AXIS AS SHOWN

A

(1-6-6)(.05.+1)

spaced dots £3q.50 incl.
As Autograph 1 but includes multiple data
point plotting with joining lines and marking
circles option (as centre graph).
Autographs 1 and 2
£49.50 incl.
combined pack

CURVE FIT 2 (8K) Regression curve fit programme, £19.50 incl
11

I

1

11.1

1

11

1

1

1

I 171 1

1

11

1 1.-%

`CURVE FIT 1 (32K) As above but with graph plot, £55.50 incl
PCW 195

litapplcrecomputar

COMPLETE SYSTEM
FOR
£1190

BETTER PRICES!!

*48K Apple I I Plus
*Disc Drive w/controller
*Visicalc or Magic
Window

*Video Monitor

APPLE

*Plus 12 months
warranty

I PLUS
APPOINTED DEALERS

SHARP

£49.95

Microclock

+ V.A.T.

MZ-80K, 20K .
.
PC1211 Computer.
CE121 Interface . .
CE122 Printer

The March Micro -Clock is possibly the cheapest and smallest real
time clock card for the Apple II computer. The Micro -Clock is

designed to provide a useful and economical timing facility for
incorporation within the users own programs. The unit provides
a time count from tenths of seconds to months and years. Once
initiated the count will continue without supervision and can be
read at any time without interfering in any way with the
operation of Micro -Clock.
Possible uses include: micro -monitored experiments, micro -

controlled processes, data logging, games and lots more.

Microtalker £84.95

SPECIAL OFFER

Tandy

SAVE £10011 ON

16K LI I CPU £295.00

+ V.A.T.

The March Communications Micro -Talker I is designed for use

with the Apple II computer and is based on the National
Semiconductor Digitalker TM chip set. The basic vocabulary is in
excess of 140 words. The speech system used involves digital

NORMAL PRICE £395.00

WANTED: Young sales
person, good salary +
commission.

compression of a REAL VOICE and thus Micro -Talker does not use

animated robot-like phonetic generators. The result is a clearer
and cleaner speech output than is usually achieved with
conventional computer voice synthesis equipment.
The Micro -Talker I can be programmed from either low or high
level languages with a minimum of software overhead. This then
leaves maximum space available for user programs.
Applications include verbal warning devices, process control and
data monitoring, point of sale terminals.

Microport £49.95 + V.A.T.
In keeping with March Communications design philosophy of
producing small low cost peripheral cards for the Apple II
computer, we have developed a dual port card. Each port
provides eight input/output lines and two handshake lines.
The card is based on the Motorola MC 6821 peripheral interface
adapter device. The TTL lines terminate in 20 -way ribbon cable;
connectors and suitable matching cables are supplied with the
card.

£399
. £75
£13
£69

DEANS

Add 15% VAT
Delivery is paid at cost

Of
Kensing ton

191, KENSINGTON HIGH STREET, LONDON W.8.
Tel. 01-937 7896 Ext. 3.

Infra Computer
Components Ltd.

Applications include process control, data monitoring, alarm
systems, music systems, model railway control, etc.

Mic

Eproms.

£49.95 + V.A.T.

The March Communications Micro -Synth produces complex
sound waveforms under user program control. It consists of two
AY -3-8910 programmable sound generator devices which enable

the user to obtain both sound effects and music.
Possible applications include games, music composing aid,
electronic organs.

THE COMPREHENSIVE HANDBOOKS CONTAIN THE NECESSARY
SOFTWARE AND APPLICATIONS PROGRAMS REQUIRED TO MAKE
PULL USE OF THE CARDS.

MARCH COMMUNICATIONS Ltd.
4 COMMUTATION ROW

LIVERPOOL Ll 1JB

Tel. 051-207 7477

r
I

For details of the MARCHCARDS and a FREE copy of our

AM2708
FU2716K
FU2716
HM2532
FU2732

Rams
TM2114
UPD4116
FU4116
M K4118
UPD5101
TC5114

45ONS
45ONS
35ONS
45ONS
45ONS

20ONS
15ONS
20ONS
450N S

HM6116
P3
HM6116
LP3
HM486413

1+

100+

Crt Controllers

1.97

1.70
2.19

SF F9636E

2.45
3.98
5.80
5.80

3.42
4.85
4.85

MC6845
MC6847

1+

100+

CPU's

1.26
1.05
.79
4.50
2.90
3.25
9.85
10.80
9.80

1.09
.90
.68

MC6809
MC6802
MC6502
Z80CPU
Z80CPU4
8255

3.99
2.50
3.00
8.75
8.75
7.50

1+

7.00
10.00
10.50

1+

12.30
5.50
5.50
5.25
6.25
4.10

I

comprehensive book list, fill in the coupon and post to: March Communications Ltd., 4 Commutation Row,
Liverpool Ll 1JB

Minimum Orders £10.00 Please ring for 1000 piece prices.

I

Name

Please request prices for 74LS series and CMOS series.

I

Address

I
I

Telephone

196 PCW

Please add 50p for postage and packing and 15% V.A.T.

PENDORRIC HOUSE
GREAT SHELFORD

7 WESTFIELD ROAD
CAMBRIDGE CB2 5JW

Telephone: (0223) 841728/843953

WHY DON'T YOU PLAY A ROUND
WITH OUR NEW GAMES?

Now a whole world of skilled entertainment is at your fingertips.
LEISURE GENIUS introduces games like EXPLOSION, DEATH,
and WORMS to test your strategic ability and your dexterity.
Unlike most other computer games, you can play these with partners
and opponents and you can play WORMS against your own micro.
Invented by some of Britain's brightest experts, they are a challenge
you can't pass up or put down. Don't let all work and no play make
computing a dull business!

Leisure
Genius

Each game is available on floppy disk for only £15.00 plus VAT from
most computer retailers or direct mail order from:
Leisure Genius, Suite 504, Albany House,
324 Regent Street, London W1R 5AA
Telephone: 01-580 6361

In U.S. write to:
Leisure Genius, 34-36 83rd Street, Jackson Heights, New York 11372

TECHNICAL PROGRAMS

PIEVIOTECII
48K MEMORY EXTENSION FOR

THE ZX81

--

1 _IIBEIONGBIE CO.. TOP

PlaTIOTECIi

Zii81

memory extension
board

We specialise in producing technical programs for
Microcomputers - PET, APPLE, and shortly ZX81.
All our Programs have been written by Professionals
for Professionals in an easy to use, self prompting,
conversational style.
If you fall into one of the following categories then
we have a Program for you:

- STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
- PIPING DESIGN

- ROTATING MACHINERY
The MEMOTECH memory extension board will allow
the ZX81 to run 48K Basic programs which may include
up to 16K of assembly code.

The ZX81 sits on a custom built case which
contains the MEMOTECH memory and a power supply
which not only supplies power to the MEMOTECH
memory, but also to the ZX81.

The MEMOTECH memory board has a fully
buffered control -data -address bus with PCB 40 way
header plug. All leads are provided.

The MEMOTECH memory costs:
£109.00 + 15% VAT in kit form. £129.00 + 15% VAT
ready assembled. Please make cheques payable to
MEMOTECH. Delivery in two weeks from receipt of order.
L

MEMOTECH, 103 Walton Street, Oxford.

- GAS PROPERTIES

- PIPELINES

- LAND SURVEYING
- PRESSURE VESSELS

- RETAIL JEWELLERY
(If your application is not listed, ask about our custom
programming service - competitive rates)
Contact us for further details at:
TECHNICAL & SCIENTIFIC
MICROCOMPUTER SOFTWARE LIMITED
The Parade, Frimley, Surrey GU15 5HY
Tel: 0276 23054
Telex: 858/47 SPC UKG
TECHNICAL IL SCIENTIFK MICRO -COMPUTER SOFTWARE LTD.

PCW 197

FOR THE PET/CBM

,

PETS APPLE II USERS

TINY PASCAL
Plus +

GRAPHICS

It's easy to
VIGIL is an exciting, new interactive language for your PET/CBM.
learn and lets you quickly create games and graphics applications.

More than 60 powerful commands for manipulating oraphics figures
Double density graphics give you SO

50 plot positions

Large numher displays, too timers and tone (with ext. speaker)

The TINY Pascal System rums your APPLE II or PET micro into a 18 -bit P -machine.

LOADing and SAVEing of VIGIL programs to Cd55dttd or diskette

You too can loam the language that is slated to become the successor to BASIC.
TINY Pascal offers the following:

t!c!0'.77'41:an!'=,;!rZ:!'.n1=4e";=:Iier.

LINE EDITOR to create, modify and maintain source
COMPILER to produce P -code, the assembly lanpauspe of the P -machine
INTERPRETER to execute the complied P -cod (has TRACE)

Comprehensive Sac pap, manual
For OLD, NEW or 4.0 Poms
1)

VIGIL for PET/CBM on cassette or diskette w/9 programs
VIGIL User's Manual (refundable with software order)
VIGIL Interpreter Listing (6502 Assembler Language)
PET MACHINE LANGUAGE GUIDE (OLD, NEW, or 4.0 ROMS)

Structured programmed constructs: CASE -OF -ELSE, WHILE -DO, IF.THEN.
ELSE, REPEAT -UNTIL, FOR.TO/DOWNTO.DO, BEGIN -END, MEM, CORSI,
VAR ARRAY

FOPE IGN

A CANADA
$35
SIG
$25

S40
SI2
130

S9

$11

Our new TINY Pascal PLUS -c provides graphics and other bulltin functional
GRAPHICS, PLOT, POINT, TEXT, INKEY, ABS AND SOP. The PET version sup
ports double density plotting on 40 column screen giving 80 K 50 plot positions.
The APPLE II version supports LORES and for ROM APPLESOFT owners the
Plus
GRAPHICS

PET & APPLE II USERS TINY PASCAL
The TINY Pascal System turns your PET or APPLE

into

II

a P-machire with:

PET BASIC 4.0 version also available

LINE EDITOR - creates, modifies and maintains source language

COMPILER

-

41/a.

produces R -code. the assembly language of the R -machine

INTERPRETER - executes compiled P -code. Features built-in TRACE.
STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING - CASE -OF, WHILE -DO,
FOR-TO/DOWNTO, BEGIN -END, PPOC, IONE
Graphics vension has more

-

C",

IF -THEN -ELSE, PEREAT-UNTI

GRAPHICS, PLOT, POINT, TLC, IIMEY, ABS, SOP.

RET/Cilli has double density plotting and APPLE II has LOPES and HIRES
(with ROM Applesoftl - COLOR, HGRAPN1CS, HCOLOR, HPLOT, PR and TONE
FOREI(f,
U.S.
CANADA

TINY Pascal PLUS. GRAPHICS VERSION includes manual
PET 32K NEW/4.0 ROMS diskette
PET 32K NEW/4.0 ROMS cassette
APPLE II ABA and DOS 3.2/3.3
TINY Pascal NOW -GRAPHICS VERSION includes manual
PET 16K/32K NEW ROMS diskette
PET 160/326 NEW ROMS cassette
APPLE II 32A and DOS 3.2/3.3
NY Pascal Users Manual (refundable with software order)
T
TINY Pascal 6502 Interpreter Listing -GRAPHICS version
T NY Pascal 6502 Interpreter Listing -NON -GRAPHICS version
PET MACHINE LANGUAGE GUIDE ifor OLD, NEW or 4.0 ROMS

ILL//14.44

VISA'

TINY Pascal NON -GRAPHICS VERSIONS -Includes manual
PET 18K/32K NEW Roms cassette
PET 16K/32K NEW Roms diskette
APPLE II w/ROM Applesott 32K w/DOS
APPLE II w/RAM Applesoft 48K w/DOS

$50
$45
$45
$45

S35
S40

S4S
150

non -graphics

S35
SIO
$25
$15

s65
112
130
$20

EuroMMI Accosa eortumosn3 Mc

S9

III

0. Box 7211

616/ 241-5510

$65
$60
$60

160
$65
$60

USER's Manual (refundable with software order)
6502 Assembly Listing of INTERPRETER -graphics
AM.. Odom" to Euro,. Pug

Prices include

Grand Rapids, Michigan

TINY Pascal Plus - GRAPHICS VERSION -Includes manual
PET 32K NEW Roms cassette
PET 32K NEW Roms diskette
APPLE II w/ROM Applesoft only wIDOS

SSO
$5S
$50

ABACUS SOFTWARE
P.

HIRES graphics plus other features with. COLOR, HGRAPHICS, HCOLOR,
HPLOT. POL and TONE. For those who do not require graphics capabilities, you
may still order our original Tiny Pascal package.

49510

postage.

Orders rust be prepaid via
check, money order or part card.
Foreign orders may be
paid for via international
money order or barkcard,
(Access,Eurocard,Barclaycard)

$12
$30
$25

romt d peep 01 5, MitnMartl Onclude card number mod mOtrodon Oolm

ll//lJ44444

ABACUS SOFTWARE

fiTTIITHIJ

Grand Rapids, Michigan

P. 0. Box 7211
49510

CREAM

E -X -P -A-N-D -E -D

Cream, with its large modern shop centrally situated in Harrow (5 minutes from Harrow on the Hill Tube) has long been
recognised as THE Computer Shop in North-West London to see and buy the latest in Apple and Commodore
PET computer systems.

- NOW WE HAVE EXPANDED More professional demonstrators and consultants and AN EVEN GREATER PRODUCT RANGE!

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
* The best demonstrators in town.
*First class consulants to help identify your
specific business needs.

* Programming expertise second to none for
special software and tailoring.
* Full after sales service and training of your
staff.

PRODUCT RANGE
*THE Fullest range of Apple and Commodore
Pet computers and the latest peripherals.
* MORE printers to choose from - Qumes,
Okis, Epsons, etc.
* Excellent business software.
*THE NEW VIC 20 personal computer with
colour and sound - plugs straight into your

TV - Just £189.95 inc VAT.
* Disks Tapes Books, Paper Ribbons.
FOR KEEN PRICES PROMPT DELIVERY AND THE BEST SERVICE IN TOWN -

CREAM COMPUTER SHOP
380 STATION ROAD, HARROW, MIDDLESEX HAI 2DE.

Open Tuesday - Friday 10am - 5.30pm - Saturday 10am - 5.00pm Tel: 01-863 0833/4
ACCESS BARCLAYCARD and MAIL ORDERS WELCOMED.
198 PCW

BUSS STOP

Have you ever
wished that you

PROP: PHOTO ACOUSTICS LTD

Cash& Carry
could Prices
see it,
PRE

mon
PET

PREST
PRES TEL
ES TEL
TEL
L

tappia

A FULL RANGE OF PERIPHERALS

file it,
IiLPllRrsPri644.1

rEELPRST

AND SOFTWARE AVAILABLE.

RING NOW!!
58 HIGH ST

WATFORD, HERTS
(entrance in Judge St)

TEL: (0908) 610625
LISA

MErhme

sort it,

255a ST ALBANS RD

NEWPORT PAGNELL
BUCKS

TEL: 32006

Mail order
credit charge

print it,

0
II

PRE

PRES T

S

I

TEMPLEMAN
SOFTWARE
LIMITED

use it?

... Comprehensive packages for complete
solutions to . ..
* INVOICING
* PURCHASE LEDGER
* STOCK CONTROL/RE-ORDERING
* PALLET/WAREHOUSING
* WORD PROCESSING WITH
ADDRESSING

* PAYROLL
* PRODUCTION CONTROL

* HI Fl RETAILING
* GROCERY RETAILING
* WHOLESALING
SOFTWARE IS OUR MIDDLE NAME
TEMPLEMAN SOFTWARE LTD
STRATFORD-ON-AVON
WARWICKSHIRE

Tel 0789 66237

Well now you can,

automatically.

It's a major breakthrough in computer communications,
heralding a new era in information manipulation.
It's a British 'First'.
It's a brilliantly simple piece of 'kit' which makes it possible to
call up Prestel or any other Viewdata System, to go automatically
to any pages, to store, retrieve, sort and print information
and to integrate it with an application program.
It's the Rostronics S-100 Viewdata board.
And it costs only £400.
See Prestel pages 42075. For more details contact John
Pendreich, Rostronics Limited, 115-117 Wandsworth High Street,
London SW18 4HY. Tel. 01-874 1171.

Dealership and OEM enquiries welcome.

ROSTRONICS
SPECIALISTS IN MICROCOMPUTERS

keep your

apple ][*
online

11111171i11113S

ZX81

26 Spiers Close
Knowle, Solihull
West Midlands
B93 9ES England

ZX

1K Space Intruders £4.00

Super
Fan II

3K Super Version

£5.00

Written in machine code
to give fast moving
'Flicker Free' graphics.
A superb achievement.
Supplied as a listing only.

(01.00 extra if cassette required)

£ 60 + VAT

16K High Resolution £4.00
(192x184)graphic pictures

Heat is hardware's greatest enemy. The APPLE

]['s design provides insufficient ventilation for

Never before achieved on the ZX
Create your own artwork. Supplied
as a listing (Lioc, extra if cassette
required) with full screen
demonstration picture.

peripheral cards. If you use several, the results
could be disastrous. Cool your APPLE with the
SUPER FAN II.

Matches the APPLE case
Clips on -no holes or screws

Durable, quiet motor
Separate switch with pilot light

9K Nightmare Park £3.75
A good example of a BASIC
program using MACRONICS
'Amazing Active Display'
The park of DEATH - can
you get through this
-)
nightmare. No human hes
yet succeeded. Confronted by all sorts of 'Happenings'
you'll be taken to your wits end. Supplied on cassette only.

BRAND NEW INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS for the 16k ZX81

Copy

prices for software that is pro-

vided without backup? Now

Write
Disk Backup System
for the APPLE 11

£ 50 + VAT
disks,

£5.95
£3.95

DRAGON MAZE an

Are you tired of paying high
you can protect your software

exciting game of skill
PLANETOIDS blast through the asteroids
LAP RECORD random circuit car racing
SCROLL rolling large text display

_____ £3.95

£2.95

Introductory offer: £12.95 all four listings

investment with COPY -WRITE.

COPY -WRITE Disk Backup
System allows you to make
backup copies of your most

COMMODORE PETS ci)

valuable software. COPY -

WRITE will duplicate virtually all

including the uncopyable protected

ones. No longer will you be at the mercy of the

original manufacturer to replace damaged
disks or be forced to be without your software
while a new disk is being shipped.

Additional Features
Illustrated manual
Allows visual examination of disk structure
Special parameter files allow easy
program updates
Automatic half -tracking
Synchronized copies
Special fast copy feature (Data Mover)

Your order
can be placed by telephone. ACCESS and VISA

8032 Computer
8050 Floppy Disk
8024 Matrix Printer
8026 Daisy Printer Keyboard
8027 Daisy Printer Read Only
4032 Computer
4040 Floppy Disk
4022 Matrix Printer.
*Phone for latest prices *

** VIC'S NOW IN **
Second Hand Equipment Brought & Sold. Call now.
Other printers we supply are: Qume, Ricoh, Epson,
Centronics.
We also supply software: V isicalc, Wordcraft, Incomplete Records, Payroll, Stock Control, Invoicing,
Sales & Purchase, Time Recording, Ozz.
All accessories are available from us and our other
services include installation & training and maintenance contracts.

cards accepted. Or send your order with pay-

ment to the following address. Please add
15% VAT. Postage and packing free.

Spreebond, Ltd., Unit 7 Haslemere
Parkwood Industrial Park, Sutton Rd.
Maidstone, Kent ME15 9LZ
Telephone (0622) 683 866
* APPLE ]l is a trade name of Apple Computer, Inc.

200 PCW

Please phone for a quotation of our typing, work processing and personalised mail shot services.
DAVINCI COMPUTER SHOP
65 High Street
Edgware Midds
Mon -Fri. 9.00-4.30 Sat 9.30-5.00
or send for details.
Tel: 01-952 0526

10=

PLANNING
An important announcement
from Claremont Controls
Available from Commodore dealers
worldwide
Contact Claremont Controls
(0632) 610210 for further details

r

CRITICAL PATH OR PRECEDENCE NETWORK ANALYSIS
UP TO 1024 ACTIVITIES
PRINTED BAR CHARTS
A range of programmes to satisfy your most detailed
planning requirements: they are easy to use and

provide the tools you need to plan the future and
monitor the present. Powerful features have been
included for effective application throughout industry
and commerce.
Claremont Controls Ltd, Chimney Mill,
Newcastle upon Tyne, England
PCW8
NE2 4AL

Constructional software and Commodore computers
working together for you

DO YOU USE AN APPLE SYSTEM
IN YOUR BUSINESS?
*COMPLETE SYSTEM COVER

* FAST RESPONSE
-*COMPETITIVE RATES

*FULLY TRAINED PERSONNEL
*OVER 600 SATISFIED
CUSTOMERS

LOOKING AFTER IT
IS OURS

PHONE NOW

4COUR AREA

FOR PRICES

AND BROCHURE
DOWNHAM ROAD RAMSDEN HEATH BILLERICAY ESSEX

ON -SITE MAINTENANCE TEL. 0268-710292
FROM

COMMERCIAL DATA SYSTEMS LTD
HEAD OFFICE

4./

44,

Si'
0

e.9

'
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Powerful high-speed FX702P computer using BASIC language
* LCD alpha/numeric (dot mat-

rix) scrolling display (86

types)

* Variable input capacity from
32 functional program steps

with 88 independent

memories, to 512 steps with
22 memories.

* Memory and program reten* Up to 10 pairs unconditional

©ID C3 0 D CI

* Conditional jumps and count

E3 ©m C3 CI C3

13 0 0 0 0

CASIO FX-702P
(R.R.P. £134.95)

Available September
LCD scrolling display of alpha/numeric (dot matrix) characters.
Input can be varied from 1680 program steps with 26 indepen-

Program/data storage on cassette tape via optional FA -2 (available soon). Optional FP -10 mini printer and plug-in ROM modules
Two lithium batteries give approx. 200
available soon.
hours continuous operation, with battery saving Auto Power Off
after approx. 6 minutes non-use. Dimensions: 17 x 165 x 82mm

F-1Ir LLB 1=1 11=

TINS 1111E1 L-EVEL II
FINCI VIDEO GENIC

I<E1 IN F=IFid=1
...

RUN "KEY
MN

INSTRS
MIDS
OUTPUT
GRAPHICS
&H
&D

DEF KEY .
DEF LIST
DEF EDIT
DEF USR

.

EDIT/LIST .
SPECIAL FUNCTIONS .
Also for the
.

DEF FN
DEF 10-71

NUMBER

VARTAB
MERGE
SAVE

.

HET 1 EN

71:o-INIM314

Set memory size
Indirect references
Displayed in full
Eliminates keyboard bounce

Auto Run from tape
Screen Printer ILlist/LPrint/
Displays any program/data coming from tape
Find String
Replace part of string
Gives sound effects
Powerful new graphics features
Hex to decimal
Decimal to Hex
Define User Keys
Display Defined Keys
Alter Defined Keys
Define User Calls 0-9
.. Graphics characters displayed in Listings & Edits
.

VLDAD

.

One key Edit/List/Run/Cont

..

By the same Author

lations.

* Program storage on cassette
tape using optional FA -1.

* Compatible with FX-501/2P.
* 2 lithium batteries. Approx. 660 hours continuous use.
* Battery saving Auto Power Off.
* Only 9.6 x 71 x 141.2mm. 100g.
Prices include V.A.T. and P. & P. Send your company order, cheque, p.o. or phone
your ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD number.
DELIVERY NORMALLY BY RETURN POST

MASTER THE
MIGHTY MICRO.
RENT OR PURCHASE A MICRO
We supply micro wordprocessing and accountancy
microcomputer systems for full home and office use. A complete
micro system including printer with full wordprocessing is
£12.50 a week.

TAILOR MADE SOFTWARE
The micro should fit your company, not your company the
micro. We produce programs and systems that do exactly what
you want in your business.

TRAINING COURSES
Training courses in wordprocessing, micro operating, micro
computers, micro processing and micro data processing for
executives, secretaries, businessmen, students, accountancy
personnel and hobbyists. These short courses are attended week
days, evenings and weekends and are all with 'hands
on experience'.
LONDON
St

Define Functions
Video Scroll

TRS80/VIDEO GENIE
Fast, Flexible Reumbering routine
Full Variable Table for easier debugging

MICRO

.

qc.koa

CENTRE

TEL:

only 3 mins 1°

It
01430-8791 from
Victoria
TODAY

ER 8 [GRAVE ST

4 UNDERGROUND

44,

LI

Station

Effortless program and subroutine joining from tape

.
Saves time and memory by deleting spaces and/or REMs
ALL OASIS PRICES INCLUDE P&P & VAT
NUMBER,VARTAB,SAVE,MERGE £6.50 EACH, KBOARD + MANUAL £19.50

SPECIAL OFFER-ALL FIVE-THE COMPLETE SET ONLY £37.50
SEND A LARGE SAE FOR THE FULL OASIS CATALOGUE TO -

OASIS SOFTWARE
LOWER NORTH STREET CHEDDAR SOMERSET

PLEASE STATE MEMORY SIZE WITH ORDER
202 PCW

11 levels

*Ultra high-speed calcu-

164/167 EAST ROAD, CAMBRIDGE, CB1 1DB
TEL: 0223-312866

- - -F=IFNEEN'T" - -

MEMRESET
GOTO/GOSUB
ERRORS
KEYBOUNCE

Method) with 33 brackets at

DEPT. DEPT. PCW

IRS
F:

tions, all usable in programs.

sLEADING CASIO DISTRIBUTORS

TEMP
FEFITUPIE

El 0 0 0

* PAM (perfect Algebraic

ONLY £74.95

by tracing. Editing by moving cursor. 55 built-in scientific and

F' OF; THE

possible up to 9 levels.

* 50 built-in scientific func-

(R.R.P. £84.95)

(P0 to P9). Subroutine: Nested up to 10 levels. FOR -NEXT looping: Nested up to 8 levels. Straightforward program debugging

(5/8 x 61/2 x 31/4"). Weight: 180g (6.3oz).

jumps. Indirect addressing.

* Up to 9 subroutines. Nesting

CASIO FX602P

dent memories to 80 program steps with 226 memories. (All
retained when switched off). Up to 10 programs can be stored

statistical functions, can be incorporated in programs.

jumps (G010). Manual jump.

0 El El 13 13

II El El 0 0

ONLY £119.95

tion when switched off.

= C3 CI

E3 I:3

RETAIL

An EMG
Company.

ONLY

MICRO CENTRE

47, Lower Belgrave St., London, SW1.

The Currah Mini Digital
Recorder is the fast and
simple alternative to Disc
High ReadA/Vrite speed - 6000 baud
(10-20 times faster than audio cassette)

High data integrity (error better than 1:10')

No keys.- under software control - facilities
normally only available with disc
Uses proven Philips mechanism

Large capacity - up to 120K bytes

Additional RAM and ROM
Firmware included
Robust construction/
Attractive appearance
Compatible with 6502
based computers including

SEND FOR FULL DATA NOW!
imEmminimmommomommoolimen

1E195

Pledse serki me

÷ postage and
packing ÷ VAT

220m recorder

R R

Money Back
Guaranteed

£227.40 inc. I' & P. and VAT

Box (6) Cassettes £18.80 inc. P & P and VAT

DISTRIBUTORS REQUIRED IN SELECTED
AREAS

C

PCW

To. Currah Computer Components Ltd.,
Graythorp Industrial Estate, Hartlepool, Cleveland, TS25 2DF.

if returned in
7 days.

Further Information
I enclose my cheque/postal order fort
Barclaycard
No

AH

or debit my A«

Name

Address

COMPUTER COMPONENTS LIMITED
GRAYTHORP INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
HARTLEPOOL, CLEVELAND TS25 2DF

I

ple,iw,dlow 28 divs tor clelive'rvI

Signature

Telephone: (0429) 72996

ion ow

in

IIIN

IN I= In
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FREE SOUND WITH VIDEO GENIE
NEW "SUPER GENIE WITH UPPER/LOWER

CASE AS STANDARD
ONLY £299 INC. SOUND!
(THIS IS THE LATEST MODEL
NOT AN UPGRADE)
32K EXPANSION BOX ONLY £279

05-A1500 1' -6 Rio
1K KIT £99.95
8K KIT £119.00
8K BUILT £159.00

8K BUILT WITH FREE

EPSON
PRINTERS

MX8OT - £329
MX80F/T - £379

SOUND)

DISC CONTROLLER/24K
EXPANSION
FOR UK101/SUPERBOARD
ONLY £189

SEIKOSHA
PRINTER
NOW ONLY £179

* GENIE II *
THE BUSINESSMAN'S
MOST COST EFFECTIVE
COMPUTER

INCLUDING NUMERIC
PAD AND SOUND
ONLY £329

DISC DRIVES FOR
VIDEO GENIE
(40 TRACK)

SINGLE - £195
DUAL - £380

KRAM ELECTRONICS,
VICTORIA HOUSE,
17 HIGHCROSS ST.,
LEICESTER.
TEL. LEICESTER 27556

PCW 203

ATOM OWNERS

Pete& Pam Computers
apple computer

LOOK OUT
There are DODGEMS about!

-

APPLE SYSTEM SALES AND SERVICE
IN BOTH LONDON AND LANCASHIRE

Dodgems is just one of the
brand new games packs from
Acorn, the manufacturers of
your Atom. You have to steer
your car around the lanes
collecting points. But beware!
There's a computer controlled
car programmed on a collision
course. If you survive the game
gets faster. Also in Games Pack
6 are Simon and Amoeba,

Competitive Quotes and Personal Service

Ring Chris Gillard in London - Pete or Pam Fisher in Lancashire
erne dealer enquiries All the products we acKertise are avarlable front your losal
£99.95
I bK Expansion card for your Apple It will provide additional memory for VIsicalc. toad integer
from a System Master and is fully comparable with Apples Pascal System The only hoard with
Neon Read/Write indicators
E195.00
2.80 SOPTCARD
A ZOO microprocessor for Apple Comes with CP/M operating system and Microsoft Our,.
E299 00
COBOL 80
L109 95
FORTRAN 80
RAMCARD
A

GET THE BEST -FORGET THE REST
All Acornsoft games are designed and produced by the manufacturers
of the Atom. Trust the manufacturer to get the very best out of his
product. Realistic sound effects, great graphics and colour too!
GAMES PACK 2
GAMES PACK 1
Asteroids Shoot them before
Dogfight Two -player game; each
they crash into you. Lists ten
player controls a plane and tries
best scores. Program 4K,
to shoot down his opponent
graphics 6K.
without crashing. Program 4K,
Sub Hunt Command a desgraphics 6K.
troyer tracking a submarine,
Mastermind Guess the computer's
find its position and destroy
code before the computer guesses
it. Program 1 K, graphics 'AK,
yours, program 3K, graphics 'AK.
needs floating-point.
Zombie Land on Zombie island;
Breakout Score points knocktry to lure all the zombies into
ing bricks from wall. Ball has
the swamp. In desperation jump
two changes of angle and
into hyper -space! Program 3K,
speed. Program 3K, graphics
graphics AK. COLOUR
1-2K. COLOUR
GAMES PACK 3
Rat Trap Move your rats withFUEL
DRIFT
ALTITUDE DESCENT
out colliding with the trails
101
2316
159
S
left. Entangle your opponent
before he entangles you! Highspeed rat action -replay. Program
4K, graphics 6K.
Lunar Lander Land a spacescraft
on a lunar crater; altitude
velocity, fuel and drift. Program
1K, graphics 'AK.
Black Box Deduce the position
of four invisible objects in the
Black Box by firing rays at
them. Program 4K, graphics 'AK.
GAMES PACK 4
GAMES PACK 5
Star Trek Classic computer
Invaders The most popular video
game; rid the universe of Klingons. game, with invaders, flying
Short and long-range scans,
saucers, shelters, and full sound
galactic map, phasers, photon
effects. Program 5K, graphics
torpedoes, shields etc. Program
6K.
5K, graphics 2K.
Wumpus Wander in caves inFour Row Take turns in placing
habited by the Wumpus. Find
marbles on the board; the first
and shoot him before he eats
to get a line of four wins. Program you. Pits and bats make things
5K, graphics 6K. COLOUR
harder. Program 2K, graphics16 K.
Space Attack Repel the invasions
Reversi Reversi, or Othello
of earth and avoid being hit by
played with counters that are
the gunner ships. Becomes problack one side and white on the
9ressively harder with each
other; Program 3K, graphics
invasion. Program 3K, graphics
AK. COLOUR
6K.
GAMES PACK 7
Green Things An alien life -form

E19900

BASIC COMPILER
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

£79 00

80 COLUMN BOARDS
-

E195 00
E185 00

SUDDTERMINAL
VIDE%

E295 00
PASCAL JOB CONTROL SYSTEM - From High Technology.
A last sophisticated Job control/costing systPin able to control costs on 400 lobs providing
ireful reports and maintaining 50 cost centres with 500 sub cast centres Worth its weight in gold'
E129.95

DB MASTER

'f he Data Base with 100 fields operating on multi -diskette files for large capacity
E60

DB MASTER Utility Pack No. 1

Links DB master with Apple Text Files and VIsicalc 3 3 Add. delete or change existing DP Master
Fieldsand
L295
DB MASTER for Corms available soon
E79 00
INFORMATION MASTER - Data U.
A dream to use has advanced facilities such as global change and calculator mode of enteritis,
!figures A system that a novice can use with ease

E55.00
A utility for use with Information Master Allows the splitting of a data base system selectivity
hange of field types and transfer of print formats
E29.00
TRANSIT
A utility that enables you to link Information Master to many files including those created by
DATA MASTER

:

Visicalc
VISICALC 3.3

Our Price E105 U0
At last - Visicalc on 16 sector DOS 3.3 with 12 additional commands Enhanced Manual is
included
VISIDBX

E105.00
New from Personal Software Type in whatever key words Phase dates or numbers you want the
it
to be associated with and store it away
VISITEEM
E79.00
Allows your computer to communicate with larger computers or other personal computers Link
eour personal computer with your company s mainframe
VISIPLOT

E.85.00

Automatically creates high resolution graphs and charts Visualise data in six different formats
and six different colours Data can be directly entered or data files loaded from VIstcalc 3 3
VISITREND
E129.00
Allows you to perform sophisticated math operations on time series data such as stock prices or
production figures. Includes. Multi line regress, cumulative total, percent change, lead/lag, moving
averages, smoothing and various transformations
which let you create new time series This package also includes Visiplot
WORDSTAR for Apple
179.00

1111116._..411

If you want the best in word processing for Apple then Wordstar is the answer Very well
documented and great to use Require the installation of a LAO Soficard
MAILMERGE
E69.00
Allows you to maintain name and address lists and merge fields into text to form personalised
letters etc
Z TERM

LS9.95
Software that allows you to emulate the terminal of your choice whilst using Apple with a Z-80
Soficard

.:

THE MILL

£249.95
A 6809 plug-in board for Apple can run at full speed whilst the 6502 runs at 201. Comes with
either a Pascal speed-up lee to increase the speed of execution of Apples U65D Pascal or a 6809
assembler
DARIN 5 PROG AIDS 3.3

E49.00

12 Utility Programmes in one pack.

E29.95

APPLE HOW TO

Requires Int Basic or 16K Expansion Card - teaches calculating and programming
APPLE MUSIC THEORY

E29.95

RAMEX 16

E89.55
Ill entrant to the expansion card market - does not need to be ribboned to the memory area

ECHO II Speech Synthesiser

E139.95

Based on TMS 5200 chip from TI - type in speech direct from the keyboard
EXPANSION CHASSIS

1E399.00

Long awaited - here at last More slots for your Apple

MOUNTAIN CPS - multi -function card
E159.95
A hi -directional serial interface - parallel port and clock/calendar card - all on role board Can
made to use phantom slots

has invaded your space -craft; dis-

cover a way of destroying it with
the weapons available on the ship
Program 5K, graphics 2K. COLOUR
Ballistics Take turns in firing
shells at the other player, taking
into account the wind and shape
of the hill, Program 3K, graphics
6K, needs floating-point.
Snake Grow yourself a snake by
guiding it towards digits which it
eats. Program 2K, graphics 'AK.

ORDER TODAY!
Just send a cheque or money order. Only £11.50 per pack
including VAT and post and packing. State which packs you want.
Or ring 0223 316039 or 01-930 1614 quoting your
Access or Barclaycard number. Allow 14 days for delivery.

Or if you think you can wait for more details just write to

Acornsoft Limited, 4a Market Hill, Cambridge.

ACORNS*FT TAKE GAMES SERIOUSLY

es OLYMPIC DECLATNLON from Microsoft
e:e superb HI -Res Graphics - Winner of this years WCCF prize for creative progrenini toc
FLIGHT SIMULATOR by Salt -Logic

r, realistic - you might feel airsick' - be warned,

Disk
Cassette

E19.95

El4 95

DRAGON FIRE from Dokin Corp.

E29 95

WIZARDRY from Sir -Tech
PASCAL ADVENTURE needing only 4814

L2995

Apple Galaxian - Galaxy Wars - Head -On - Galactic Revolution - Galactic Trader - Galachi
; Empire - Mystery House - Bridge Partner - Checker King - Gammon Gambler - Roulette
Craps - Apple 21 - Puckman - Global War - Space Warrior - Apple Typhoon - Apple Pam,
-- Sneakers - Galactic Attack - Gorgon by Nasir
AU at /13.95
Microsoft Adventure - ABM - Dug fight - Phantoms Five - Orbitron - Pulsar - Micmchess
0 - Odyessy - La Land Monopoly - Morton s Tower - Rescue at Rigel - Space Eggs Trilogy of Games - The Prisoner - Raster Blaster
Autobahn -Space Raiders - Tawala s Last Redoubt- Gamma Goblins- Apple Panic All at
5.95
ompuler Conflict - Computer Quarterback - Cartels and Cutthroats
Space Album - Bill

Budge 3D Graphics Tutor - Cyber Strike - 3 Mile Island - Adventure 123 - Adventure 456
- Adventure 789 - Hi -Res Soccer - Temples of Apshai - Hellfire Warrior -ork

All at L20 95

Buy any five games and you can deduct 10'X. off the total price'

Authorised Apple Sales and Service
LONDON RETAIL. 98. Moyser Road. London, SW 16 6SH
Fel

01 677 2052/7341

MAIL ORDER AND DISTRIBUTION, Watngate Lodge. Waingate Close.
issendale, Lanes BB4 750
Pessendale (0706122701 1

1=- 1
VISA

ro not include VAT Please add 15'1 VAT to your remittance Postage and packing -FREE

.*:*.*:*

CASCADE COMPUTERS
OF NEWBURY
Telephone:
(0635) 201591
for the full range of
Apple products, Apple
compatible peripherals

and these high quality
software products:
*Financial Modelling with MicroModeller
*Decision Evaluation with VisiCalc, Desk Top Plan and Apple Plot

Integrated Accounts,
Stock Control and Job Costing with TABS Accounting Business
Systems
*Word Processing with AppleWriter and TAB Writer
*Portable Software Development with CIS -COBOL and PASCAL

"IfritteedovueretSizzadard

ZX81

owners

have you seen

74-e eetotkricl9e ediecticut
A book of

30 PROGRAMS
For Only f4.95
Each program has been designed to fit into 1K of RAM

TEACH YOURSELF PROGRAMMING
Comprehensive explanations of each listing will teach
you many techniques of ZX81 programming.
With titles such as FORTRESS, BALLOON, and ODD MAN
Plus,

entirely new implementations of well-known favourites;
LUNAR LANDING, MASTER CODE, ORBITAL INVADERS,

and many others.

CASSETTE AVAILABLE TOO!
If you order the book you can also buy the
programs on a quality cassette for only
£4.95 extra.
copies of the book at

f4.95 each

copies of the book and

cassette at f9.90 pair

From Strategic Simulations, we can now offer:
COMPUTER QUARTERBACK (48k -DI. A real time strategy football
game for 1 or 2 players. Pick your own team!
£27.00
PRESIDENT ELECT (48k -D). Change the course of history - rerun the
last 2 elections - stand yourself!
£27.00
COMPUTER NAPOLEON ICS (48k -D). Traditional wargame - 1 or 2
players - meticulous detail and realism
£40.50
COMPUTER BISMARK (48k -DI. Simulation of this historic ship's
battle with British Home Fleet. 1 or 2 players.
£40.50
COMPUTER AMBUSH (48k -D). World War II man-to-man street fight
in French town. 7 scenarios, 1 or 2 players.
£40.50
COMPUTER CONFLICT (48k -D). 2 Games for 1 or 2 players in HIRES
graphics - modern warfare with tanks and infantry
£27.00
COMPUTER AIR COMBAT 148k -DI. 36 famous World War II planes
accurately simulated, HIRES graphics, 1 or 2 players
£40.50
OPERATION APOCALYPSE (48k -DI. HIRES graphics, 4 scenarios of
WWII. 1 or 2 players - recreate actual battles.
£40.50
TORPEDO FIRE (48k-DI. 3-D graphics periscope view of fleet of 30
different WWII vessels. 1 or 2 players.
£40.50
THE WARP FACTOR (48k -DI. 1 or 2 player strategy space game with
12 starship designs - light years ahead of the rest!
£27.00
CARTELS AND CUTTHROATS (48k -DI. 1 to 6 player business
strategy game. You select difficulty (advanced version will beat the
boss!) - an accurate business simulation.
£27.00
THE SHATTERED ALLIANCE (48k -D1. First in a new series - send
for full details.
£40.50
Of course we still stock the best from other software houses! Our most
popular sellers are:SARGON II (24k -DI. The champion chess game for Apple
£23.85
A2-FS1 FLIGHT SIMULATOR 134k -DI. Extended and improved
version, including British Ace 3D Aerial Battle Game
£23.60
THE PRISONER (48k -D1. A nightmare world of 1984 - very difficult
- uses every trick, including subliminal techniques
£21.00
THE WIZARD AND THE PRINCESS 148k -DI. This has to be the best
HIRES adventure game. 100s of pictures. We're still trying to get past
the giant!
£23.00
ASTEROIDS IN SPACE (32k -D I. Blast approaching asteroids - watch
out for debris - and aliens!
£13.55
SPACE (48k -D1. Simulation of human life in space. You develop
characters and games.
£20.35
SPACE EGGS (48k -DI. Shoot down the aliens as they hatch - great
arcade game
£20.35
ADVENTURE LAND (32k -C) An enchanted world of lost treasures,
wild animals and magical beings.
£10.15
TEMPLE OF APSHAI (48k -DI Mythical labyrinth with fearsome
monsters and treasure.
£27.15
SAUCER WARS 124k -C) One person game with 150 levels of,
difficulty.
£11.55
VOYAGER EXCURSION (24k -C) Hires lunar landing game.
£11.55
GOLF 120k -C) 18 holes for 1 or 2 players - full choice of clubs and
direction.
£5.55
AIR FLIGHT SIMULATION (16k -C) ONLY
£7.15
13-1 NUCLEAR BOMBER (16k -C) Fly through Russian defences and back, missiles, to bomb your target
£10.40
A KALABETH (48k -D) 10 HIRES monsters, infinite dungeons, perfect
perspective
£24.00
NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

DOS BOSS (32k -D) Dos 3.3 Super value utility
change dos, rename
commands, plus lots more! Loads of tips in manual
£16.25
BEAGLE BROTHERS GAME PACKS (32k -DI 4 different packs of
super games - even includes magic tricks!
Each pack £16.25
GAMMA GOBLINS 148k -DI Defend your body against all manner of
intravenous nasties. Super HIRES arcade game
£23.15
GORGON 148k -DI Gorgons materialise from air to steal your man.
Defend him with your fighter. Beats space invaders out of sight for
HIRES graphics and action.
Easily worth £30.85
PLUS LOTS MORE!! Send large stamped addressed envelope for our

full list.

HOURS OF AMUSEMENT

Please send me:

Gate now sole UK Distributors for Strategic Simulations Inc!
Quality Games for your Apple!
2 more great new games from Strategic Simulations
Computer Quarterback & President Elect available now,
from Gatepost - see below!

NEW

NO MEMORY EXPANSION NEEDED

OUT, you could easily become a ZX81 addict.

I E posi-r[l

Please send your orders

with cheques/PO's to:

Richard Francis, Dept PCW

22 Foxhollow, Barhill,
Cambridge, CB3 8EP.

All programmes listed above are written in Applesoft or machine code.
C = on cassette, D = on diskette.
ALL THE ABOVE PRICES ALREADY INCLUDE VAT! Just add 50p
for post & packing and send your order with cheque or PO to our
address below.
Please note, we endeavour to obtain the best possible prices. However,

prices are subject to change in the event of dollar fluctuations.
STOP PRESS

STOP PRESS

STOP PRESS

STOP PRESS

SERIOUS STUFF DEPARTMENT
THE FAST ONE - no not LAST, FAST!
THE HAYDEN APPLESOFT comPILER - We've Bench marked it and amazed ourselves with the results! It's selling
like hot cakes, and no wonder!
S.A.E. for details and benchmark, or for the full kit £125.00
plus VAT and £1.00 p&p
Dealer enquiries welcome.

LATE FilICROSYSTEIT1S LIMITEEI
The Nethergate Centre,
35 Yeaman Shore,
Dundee.
PCW 205

riascom
162
Keys of Kraal (24K/B/G) - superb adventure game PLUS exciting
graphics. Fight the monsters & demons in real time. Swords flash,
arrows fly & spells home -in. Endless hours of enjoyment.
£8.95

Vortex (MC) - Speed up your display of pixel graphics. 29 routines
called from BASIC. Manipulate 2 screen images & then update your
VDU. Changes appear instantaneous. Extensive examples and instruc£8.95
tions supplied. State 16, 32 or 48K.

MORE NEW
PROGRAMS FOR

*

ACORN ATOM
Special Offer ***

Deduct £1/cassette when ordering 2 or more
QUALITY SPACE GAMES
ASTROBIRDS 15K* + 6Kgr) - incredible GALAX IAN type program, fantastic sound effects! Screaming missiles, swooping bird£8.95
men
LUNAR LANDER (5K' + 6K gr) - superb version of arcade game
incl long & short range scans.
£8.95

INVADER FORCE (5K. + 6K gr) -4 invader types, mother ship,
sound, hi -score, 6 skill levels.

£8.95

3D ASTEROIDS 13K* + 2K gr) - Steer through the rolling, hurtling
asteroids. Excellent real life graphics.

£6.95

ALIEN MAZE (5K* + 2K gr) - Escape the 30 labyrinth before
£5.95
being eaten.
SPACE STORM (41(") - Survive amid the raging comets & space
£4.95
debris.

STAR TREK (5K + fl. pt.) - 8x9 galaxy, starbases, torpedoes etc.
£6.95

Serpent IMC/G) - 8K of incredible M/C code. An interactive game
'par excellence'. Torpedo the moving snake -like sea serpents & the
marauding killer whales. Five levels & special missions with almost
£5.95
infinite skill settings.
Galaxian Attack (MC/G) - Fast machine code space game, featuring
diving Galaxian spacecraft. 10 speeds from good to impossible. No
£8.95
barriers for protection. Highest score displayed.

Vocabulary Tutor (B) £5.95
Blackjack (16K/B/G ) £5.95
Cowboy Shoot-out (MC/G/Sound) £4.95 Fruit Machine (B/G) £4.95
Road Race (MC/G/Sound) £4.95
Spider (13/G) £4.95
Death Run (BIG) £3.95
Tantaliser (B/G) £3.95

** NASCOM 1 - Cottis Blandford cassette interface - for N2
format, reliability and fast load
£14.90

WRITTEN ANY PROGRAMS? WE PAY HANDSOME
ROYALTIES!
Please add 55p/order P&P
+ VAT @ 15% or Sae for
FULL catalogue

\lover 60 items(

All programs supplied

City/CUTS format

PROGRAM POWER
5 Wensley Road
Leeds LS7 2LX

(listings available)

Tel. (05321 683186j

on cassette in Kansas

MUSIC BOX (5K" + VIA) - Make music with your Atom. Compose
tunes or key in old favourites. Hours of enjoyment.
£8.95
OTHELLO (5K" + 2K gr) - trad board game, 5 levels of skill, many
options, superb version, action replay.
£5.95
HISTATS (5K + 6K gr + fl, pt.) - Statistical analysis & graphical
rep. of file of input values,
£7.95
DEMON DUNGEON 15K I - Find the treasure, the way out &
£6.95
escape the demons.
SKETCH PAD (3K - Draw in black on white & vice versa. Many
options incl choice of gr. modes & save & recover routines.
£6.95
DISASSEMBLER 13K I - Lists object code & assembler
mnemonics.
£6.95
DAMBUSTERS 13K" + 2K gr) - Realistic bombing raids, bouncing
bombs etc.
£4.95
ZOMBIES (Real Time) + DEMOVADERS + LASER FIGHT (3K')
£6.95
LABYRINTH + SLOT RACER (5K + 6K gr)
£6.95
MINEFIELD + SNAKE + AVVARI (2K`)
£5.95
TERRITORY + AZTEC (3K + 2K gr)
£5.95
EXTRA MEMORY 2 x 2114 Low power chips
£3.75

WRITTEN ANY PROGRAMS? -WE PAY 20%
ROYALTIES!
Please add 55p/order P&P
+ VAT @ 15%.
Send Sae for catalogue.

PROGRAM POWER
5 Wensley Road,
Leeds LS7 2LX.

Tel (0532) 683186

THE WESTFARTHING
SMALL BUSINESS SYSTEM
for Apple & other micros
Designed from first principles for the family business and
small professional practice, it will pay for itself by keeping
the accounts in good order, saving management time on
paperwork, and accountant's fees.
FUNCTIONS: (in short, everything you need)

Invoicing (+ discounts, quotations, delivery notes)
Customer accounts and shop sales
Bank and cash balances calculated weekly
' Sales and overheads (30 categories) totalled weekly
VAT return calculated (while you have lunch)
SPECIAL FEATURES FOR OWNER - MANAGERS:

* VAT - inclusive bills split automatically
* Messages can be printed on invoices
' Automatic payment entry when customer pays on the spot
Uses plain fanfold paper, or headed sheets.
Prints s/a customer address labels
Users manual (50 pages) in clear, non - technical style
' Designed to be user - modifiable

Also available in the same suite :
Professional practice accounting Job costing
Car salesman's contact index system
Cost of programs £500 - £750.
.

inclusive.
.

.

aWestfarthing
Computer Services Ltd.
21 Wendron 5t. helston. Cornwall.

Tel: helston [03265] 4098.

206 PCW

We offer the following quality software for NASCOM systems:
NASPAS - a 12k PASCAL compiler which produces Z80 code
directly, i.e. no P -code. The compiler offers floating point and
integer arithmetic, arrays, sets, stringsand all major Pascal statements
together with fully recursive functions and procedures with value
and variable parameters. The object program runs very quickly.
Price: £35.00
NASMON -A new monitor for NASCOMs. Occupies 4k and includes
a sophisticated screen editor, a 'front panel' mode, blocked and
buffered tape routines and powerful debugging commands. Price:
£30.00 in EPROM
BAS12K - a 12K BASIC interpreter offering 11 digit precision
arithmetic, PRINT USING, IF...THEN... ELSE and other advanced
features. Price:£25.00
NASGEN - a fast 3K assembler generating a full symbol table and
with many assembler directives and commands. Price: £15.00 on
tape, £25.00 in EPROM.
NASNEM - a 2l/A disassembler which interfaces to NASCOM's
front panel to produce single step disassembly. Optionally it produces
labels and o/p may be directed to a text buffer suitable for NASGEN.
Price: £10.00 on tape, £15.00 in EPROM.
All the above software runs under NASMON except NASPAS
which can run under NASMON or NAS-SYS. All prices are fully
FREE: a free CHESS program with every order of NASMON.
GEMINI DISK OWNERS: HISOFT offer a Z80 development package to run under CP/M 1.4 on the Gemini Floppy Disk System.
Included in the package are:

- a powerful screen editor.
- a fast Z80 assembler with conditional assembly.
- a debugger based on the Front Panel of NASMON together with a
labelling Z80 disassembler. All this for the inclusive price of: £501
Send for details NOW.
Full details may be obtained from:

HISOFT 60 HALLAM MOOR,
LIDEN, SWINDON, WILTSHIRE.

DTL-BASIC COMPILER
The only BASIC Compiler fully
compatible with the full range of
Commodore Microcomputers.
* Up to 20 times faster when compiled
* More compact object code e.g. a 24K program when compiled would run on

a 16K machine
* Available now on 3000, 4000 & 8000 Series machines
DTL-BASIC handles full arithmetic expressions

* The compiler copes with nested loops, handles arrays and variables
dynamically and accepts extensions to Basic
* Thoroughly supported by a comprehensive manual and full back-up from
Dataview.

Unique new security system for compiled
programs for use by Software Houses - ring
us for details - Colchester (0206) 865835

£360.00

+ VAT

special prices for education

Dataview Ltd, Portreeves House, East Bay, Colchester, Essex.

Dataview

`SUPERBRAIN IN THE NORTH.

WEST

SUPER
VALUE FOR MONEY MICRO -COMPUTERS
WITH EXCELLENT SUPPORT FACILITIES

SUPER
SERVICE, NORTHWEST OPERATED
C.A. R. E. FACTORY APPOINTED AFTER
SALES TECHNICAL SERVICE.

SUPEFi LEfiS1116
THE "SUPERBRAIN" CAN BE LEASED
FOR £11.25 PER WEEK (+V.A.T.) OR A
COMPLETE WORD PROCESSING SYSTEM
FOR ONLY £18.00 PER WEEK (+V.A.T.)

WE fiLSO

SUPER SOFTWRRE SUPERBFiRIfI
64K RAM 2 RS232 PORTS
STOCK CONTROL 0 PURCHASE LEDGER
SALES LEDGER NOMINAL LEDGER

INVOICING POINT OF SALE
PAYROLL WORD PROCESSING
DATA BASE
RECIPE COSTING
MANAGEMENT

SUPPLY
PET APPLE

NORTH STAR IMS 8000
TWIN Z080A CPM OP. SYSTEM
2 DUAL DENSITY M. BASIC, COBOL, XEROX RANGER 0 OLIVETTI
OLYMPIA EPSON
FORTRAN, ETC.
DISK DRIVES
MICROLINE ANADEX
12" CRT 80 x 24 FULL ASCII
KEYBOARD

* PACKAGES CAN BE AMENDED TO SUIT YOUR REQUIREMENTS OR, IF NECESSARY, BESPOKE SOFTWARE CAN BE WRITTEN

35, EDGE LANE, LIVERPOOL, L7 2PA
TELEPHONE: 051-263 5738/5783/4421/6683
PCW 207

BULK EPROM

UTILITIES

'v.,#4.4,4

PROGRAMMING

EXPEDITER II - The Applesoft Compiler:
Expediter II provides an easy means by which Applesoft BASIC programs

P400 PRODUCTION EPROM PROGRAMMER

-

may be translated into machine language. As a result the compiled version
of the program will normally execute from 2-20 times faster. All features
of Applesoft are supported.
£75.00
LISA:
The assembler takes an assembly language source textfile and converts it to
the proper machine language. LISA has 30 pseudo opcodes and more
other built-in features than other assemblers available for the Apple II.

£39.95

//

4 -part LISA package:
Includes LISA as described above. XREF creates a cross-reference listing
of all variables and labels. TRACE provides symbolic trace listings.
DISASM creates LISA -based text files.
£79.95

AV/

AOPT:
Applesoft Program Optimizer is a 2.2K machine language utility that will
substantially reduce the size of the program without affecting the
operation of the program.
£19.95
APLUS:
Applesoft - Plus structured Basic is a 4K machine language utility that
adds structured programming commands to Applesoft Basic.

This unit provides simple, reliable programming of up to 8
EPROMS simultaneously it has been designed for ease of operator

use - a single 'program' key starts the self check - blank check program - verify sequence.
Independent blank check & verify controls are provided along
with mode, pass/fail indicators for each copy socket and a sounder to signal a correct key command & the end of a programming

£19.95

CRAE & MCAT:
A co -resident Applesoft Editor. Global changes & finds. Quote (copy) a
range of lines. Append, Renumber, Modify, 15 commands in all.
£19.95
MCAT which creates a sorted Master Catalog.
APPLE PROTECTOR III:
Protect your programs against pirating. The protected disks cannot be
copied by presently available commercial copy programs.
£60.00

run. Any of the 2704/2708/2716 (3 rail) & 2508/2758/25161
2716/2532/2732 (single rail) EPROMS may be selected without
hardware or personality card changes.
PRICE £545 + VAT. Postage paid.

SDC

Super Disk Copy III is a menu driven program that allows manipulation of
all types of files, under DOS 3, 1, 3,2 & 3, 3 COPY single files, DOS,
entire disk. UNDELETE, FIX, filesizes etc. Allow files to be transferred
back to DOS 3.2.
£24.95
DISK RECOVERY:
This utility will examine all the sectors on the disk. BAD BLOCK SCAN
option. And the REDO VTOC option may correct "messed -up" disks.
Repair your disks.
£24.95
DOS PLUS:
This utility adds 8 new commands to APPLE DOS. Three are built-in & 5
are user -definable. Now you can 'flip' between DOS 3.3 & DOS 3.2 while a
program is running!!
£19.95

4,4.
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Add 15% VAT Postage & Packing Free
Write or phone for full catalogue of available software.
Dealer Enquiries Welcome.
Contact:- S.B.D. SOFTWARE
15 Jocelyn Road, Richmond TW9 2TJ. Tel: 01-948 0461

*
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2X81

MODEL UV141 EPROM ERASER
14 EPROM capcity
Fast erase time

Built-in 5-50 minute timer
Convenient slide -tray loading devices
Safety interlocked to prevent eye and skin damage
Rugged construction
MINS & ERASE indicators
Price £78 + VAT postage paid.
MODEL UV140 EPROM ERASER

VIC ATOM

Similar to Model UV141 but without timer. Price £61.50 + VAT
post paid.

BULK EPROMS
2716 (450ns)
(single rail)
2708 (450ns)

1-9

10-24

25-49

£6.00

5.50

£5.00

50-99
£4.50

£3.90

£3.50

£3.10

£2.90

\

Make the most of your microcomputer with our range of
proven books:
0 GETTING ACQUAINTED WITH YOUR VIC
£5.95
El GETTING ACQUAINTED WITH YOUR
ACORN ATOM
£7.95
0 GETTING ACQUAINTED WITH YOUR ZX81
£4.95
(Each of the above contain around 80 programs)
El THE GATEWAY GUIDE TO THE ZX81
& ZX80
£5.95
(ZX BASIC explained in detail, 60 programs)
CI MASTERING MACHINE CODE ON YOUR
ZX80 & ZX81
£4.95
0 INTERFACE, monthly ZX81, ZX80 and Acorn
Atom magazine. £8.50 for 12 copies, £1 for sample

4r.
100 up
£3.90

Postage and Packing is included in all prices. ADD VAT at 15%.

All our EPROMS are manufactured by leading companies and
are fully guaranteed, branded and to full specification.

copy.

Send this ad., or a copy, with cheque to:

WRITE OR TELEPHONE FOR FURTHER DETAILS OR SEND
OFFICIAL COMPANY ORDERS/CHEQUES TO:

PLEASE NOTE NEW ADDRESS & TELEPHONE NUMBER
I

GP INDUSTRIAL
ELECTRONICS LTD
Unit 6, Burke Road, Totnes Industrial Estate, Totnes, Devon
Telephone: Totnes (0803) 863360 sales, 863380 technical
Telex No. AS 42596
DISTRIBUTORS REQUIRED - EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME
208 PCW

INTERFACE, Dept PCW, 44 Earls Court Road,
London W8 6EJ.

INTERFACE

The best way to learn a computer language is through actual
practice. FIFTY BASIC EXERCISES is a book of completely explained
exercises; a statement and analysis of the problem, flow -charts, programs
and actual runs. This format enables anyone to learn BASIC rapidly,
checking progress at each step.
Programs in the fields of mathematics, business, operations
research, games and more, presented in varying levels of difficulty, have
been chosen for their educational value as well as their relevance to everyday
applications.
FIFTY BASIC EXERCISES is a vital book for anyone who
wants an effective, practical way of learning to program in BASIC.
Get this invaluable book from your Local Bookshop or Micro
Store - NOW! In case of difficulty send a S.A.E. and we'll let you have the
name of your nearest stockist.
I

Dept.Pcwile Computer

Bookshop
30 Lincoln Road, Olton, Birmingham B27 6PA

/

The Computer Bookshop is the exclusive distributor for all Sybex Books in the U.K.

SUMLOCK BONDAIN
unveil the Al

Now anyone can afford a computer.
The Commodore VIC 20 is incredibly
low priced, has colour and sound, and
is so designed that anyone can operate
it with ease and confidence.

SEE IT
TRY IT

BUY IT

at one of these addresses:
Cannon St. Station, Cannon St., London EC4
360 Euston Road, London NW1
263/269 City Road, London EC1V 1JX (Head office)

C: commodore
COMPUTER

BEST PRICES
IN U.K
APPLE EUROPLUS 48K
£659.00
549.00
ITT 2020 48K
595.00
PET 4042
VIC 20
165.00
APPLE DISC DRIVE IF BOUGHT
249.00
WITH COMPUTER
(CONTROLLER £69 EXTRA)
ITT COMPLETE SYSTEM 48K
COMPUTER 2 DRIVES 12"
MONITOR
1199.00

THE
SUPERBRAIN
CENTRE
47, Lower Belgrave St., London, SW1.
Visit the Superbrain centre to see wordprocessing
systems and business systems with your own tailormade
software.
Software includes customer and invoice system, leads
and sales system. VAT output and debtors, insurance
agents system, car sales program, order processing
program.

SPECIAL OFFER!

SUPERBRAIN FOR ONLY £1,550*
*Subject to dollar surcharge.

All brand new boxed with full manufacturers
warranty. Send cash with order to

We provide any printer to fit the Superbrain e.g. Qume,
Starwriter, Spinwriter, Centronics 737 etc.

Mail order.
Prices exclude VAT and delivery.

* Special Educational Discounts
* Demonstrations and Quotes given
* Free catalogues on request

LTDADVANCE CHAMBERS

(0429) 61770

SURTEES STREET
HARTLEPOOL

CLEVELAND

AUTHORISED APPLE, COMMODORE

& ITT DEALERS
210 PCW

TEL:

only 3 mins

01.730.8791 Victoria
fr"
TODAY

BELGRAv

r,

Station

47, Lower Belgrave Street, London, SW1.
Tel: 01.730.8791

AN EMG COMPANY

microwave
FLOPPY DISK SUBSYSTEMS

DOUBLE DENSITY SINGLE SIDED DRIVES WITH POWER SUPPLY & ENCLOSURE
SINGLE 5.25" DRIVES £175.00

LOW
LOW
PRICES

DUAL 5.25" DRIVES £295.00
SINGLE 8"
DRIVES £395.00
DRIVES £695.00
DUAL 8"
EPSON PRINTERS

MAIL
ORDER

COMPLETE WORD PROCESSING PACKAGES FROM £2395.00
MEMOREX FLOPPY DISKS

COVER CRAFT PLASTIC COVERS
FOR: MICRO's
PRINTERS
V.D.U.s
FROM £6.95 -£9.95

We also stock Wheels and

Mutli-coloured ribbons
For: Qume, Diablo, N.E.C.

5+" Single Sided
Double Sided
8"

Single Density
Double Density
Single Sided
Single Density
Double Sided Double Density
Sold in Boxes of 10

£1.65
£2.10
£2.39
£3.45

INCREASE THE LIFE EXPECTANCY OF YOUR FLOPPY DISKS
INDEXING SYSTEMS FLOPPY SAVER KITS
£1.50 5+" Saver Kit
Refill pack
8"
£5.95
8" Saver Kit
For use with our
Refill Pack
Polymer Plastic Boxes

5; "DISK STORAGE SYSTEMS 8"DISK STORAGE SYSTEMS
* Capacity:
50 Disks * Capacity:
50 Disks
* Colour:
Smoke/Sand * Colour:
Seville/Black
* Construction:
Polymer * Construction:
Polymer
Plastic/3
partitions
£5.95
Plastic/6 partitions
***£14.95 ***
* Carrying Handle
* Lock and Key
Terms: Payment with written Order.
£7.95
£4.95
£8.95

***

P&P 1.00 Media -£3.00 Subsystems.
Please add 15% V.A.T. to total payment.
Made payable to Microware (London) Ltd.
Telephone and Mail Orders accepted. Telephone: 01-346 8452

***

£24.95

Microware (London) Ltd.. 5 Western Court, Huntly Drive, London N3 I NX

PERSONAL SERVICE FROM
SHARP'S BIG DEALER

-

KNIGHTS SHARP MZ-80K OFFERS
1. 48K Sharp with Basic
2. 48K Sharp with BASIC and PASCAL
3.48K Sharp with BASIC, PASCAL and MACHINE CODE
4. 48K Sharp with BASIC, PASCAL, FORTH and
MACHINE CODE
5. 48K Sharp with BASIC, PASCAL, FORTH, FORTRAN
and MACHINE CODE
6. PASCAL INTERPRETER tape with 4 programs
7. FORTH COMPILER tape and 4 programs
8. FORTRAN COMPILER tape and 3210 demo
9. PASCAL, FORTH, FORTRAN + machine code

£409
£415
£425

f439
£459
£20
£25
£30
£85

£1045
SHARP MZ-80B with 50 programs
Write for our latest newsletters and prices only KNIGHTS have six languages for the Sharp.
Our DISK COMMANDER (adds 300 commands) supplied with
each MZ-80FD.
PLEASE ADD VAT TO ABOVE PRICES AND NOTE THAT WE
WILL BEAT ANY ADVERTISED PRICE ON SHARP MICROS.

Knights TU
Cami[PUU
108 ROSEMOUNT PLACE ABERDEEN
Telephone 0224 630526 telex 739169

Not just a light pen but a complete data entry and processing system
for your PET. It can offer a much faster, more convienient and often
better alternative to the keyboard in almost any program. In fact any
task involving human participation in the office, lab or classroom can
be carried out faster and with fewer errors. (Especially if you can't
touch type!). Typical applications include: data input and selection,
word processor enhancement, graphics handling, fast program writing
and editing, computer assisted design, games etc. etc. This system is
very easy to use. All complicated machine code is out of sight in a
plug in ROM - just point the pen and touch the tip! The hardware
includes a stainless steel light pen with precision optics, programmable
touch switch and retractable cable. The 'pen -rest' houses the control
electronics (including CB2 sound) which simply plugs into the USER
PORT. The firmware supports both pic and track modes, auto cursor
movement (better than repeat keys for editing!), single key instant
screen reverse, high resolution (1 x 2 pixels) if needed, Coordinates and
screen address returned as BASIC variables. All this and more is fully
explained and documented in the comprehensive manual. There is not
enough room in this ad to list all its features but literature is available
on request. To order just send a cheque or phone (anytime) quoting
your credit card number.

ALTEK

(C.W.) 1 Green Lane
Walton -on -Thames Surrey

Order by post or phone (093 22) 44110 ... 24 hours
Access or Visa accepted... Callers by appointment
Selected dealers needed in U.K. and overseas.
PCW 211
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MICROS MEMORIES TTLs
AND INTERFACE DEVICES

KDIFL1M,M

The Expeditor - The Applesoft compiler
SuperScribe --- Word processor with true upper/lower case on screen
Both Barrels - 2 hir-res action games on one disk.
Star Cruiser - Real-time hi-res action game with sound.

Cyber Strike - 3K hi-res action adventure in space.
Phantoms Five - 3D action -packed hi-res game
Space Eggs - Hi-res super fast arcade style game
Pulsar II - 2 games on one disk
Orbitron - fight off enemy forces and avoid meteor showers.
Autobahn - Road race game with sound and hi-res graphics
Gemma Goblins - Yet another superb hi-res action game
Gorgon - Ultra -fast colour graphics with many different levels.
Sneakers - Waves of little creatures attack you.
Alien Rain (Galaxian) - Colour + hi-res version of the pub game.
Alien Typhoon -A much more difficult verson of Alien Rain,
Snoggle (Puckman) - Hi-res maze of ghosts. Great fun.
Demon Derby (Hyper Head -On) -4 skill level hi-res car race game.
Galaxy Wars - Colour graphics + Sound effects + hi-res.
Mission: Asteroid -Hires adventure in 21 colours. Superb value.
Mystery House - Hi-res adventure using over 100 pictures.
The Wizard and the Princess - Hi-res adventure in 21 colours
Hi -Res Soccer - English football for 1 or 2 players in hi-res
Missile Defense - Hi-res animation and sound arcade game
Thrilogy - Three super games on one disk.
Hi -Res Cribbage - The title describes it. Even hear the pegs move.
Pool 1.5 - Hi-res colour graphics pool table simulation. 4 games.
Oldorf's Revenge - Hi-res adventure with 100 rooms.
Tarturian - Yet another hi-res adventure game with 160 rooms.
Fracas - Graphics and sound effects in this multi -player adventure
Meteoroids in Space - Superb hi-res implementation of the pub game.
Cartels & Cutthroats - Business game for up to 6 players.
D/DATABASE - Ultra -fast database.
Cross -Ref - Machine -code programmers utility.
Linker - Dynamically loads and relocates machine -code programs.

£63.95 A48K
£57.95 M48K
£15.95 A48K
£15.95 M32K
£25.95 M48K
£1995 M48K
£19.95 M48K
£19.95 M48K
£19.95 M48K
£19.95 M48K
£19.95 M48K
£25.95 M48K
£19.95 M48K
£15.95 M48K
£15.95 M48K
£15.95 M48K
£15.95 M32K
£1595 M32K
£1295 M32K
£15.95 M48K
£21.95 M48K
£25.95 M48K
£19.95 M48K
£14.95 148K
£15.95 M48K
£23.95 M48K
£11.95 A48K
£14.95 A48K
£13.95 M48K
£12.95 M48K
£23.95 A48K
£39.95 A48K
£15.95 M32K
£31.95 M32K

A: Requires Applesoft in ROM. I: Requires Integer Basic in ROM. M:
Will run on any Apple. All software is available on disk only and boots
under DOS 3.2 (some programs will also boot under DOS 3.3). Many
of the games require paddles. Please write for your FREE copy of our
catalogue of Apple software. PRICES INCLUDE VAT @ 15%. Please

add 50p p&p for orders under £30.00 totally. DEALER INQUIRIES
INVITED.
MAIL ORDER ONLY.

MIMR EDFF WAR
98, AVONDALE ROAD, SOUTH CROYDON, SURREY.
Tel: 01-661 2365

Z80
Z80A
8085A

£3.70
£5.00
£5.00

6800
6802
6809

£5.00
£6.00
£12.00

£3.75
6502
£5.50 6502A
£12.00 2650A

£4.00 8205
£2.20
6522
£5.00
£5.00 8212
£1.80
6532
£8.00
£10.00 8216
Z8ODMA
£1.80
6821
£1.80
£12.00 8224
Z8OADMA
£2.50
6845
£10.00
Z80 ADART £10.00 8228
£2.50
6850
£1.80
£4.00 8251
Z80 PIO
£4.00
6852
£2.50
£5.00 8255
Z80A PIO
£4.00
6875
£6.00
£20.00 8279
Z80 S10-1
£9.50
Large range of PERIPHERAL devices available.
Z8OCTC
Z8OACTC

SPECIAL OFFERS
1-24

2114Low Power - 450ns
2114Low Power - 200ns
2716 (+5v)
2732 (+5v)
2532 (+5v)

4116 - 200ns
6113/3 - 150ns

£1.00
£1.25
£2.40
£6.00
£6.50
£0.90
£9.40

25-99
£0.95
£1.17
£2.30
£5.50
£6.00
£0.85
£9.00

100
£0.92
£1.10
£2.10
£5.50
£5.50
£0.75
£8.50

SPEECH SYNTHESISER
(A PROJECT BY TEXAS INSTRUMENTS LTD)
Superb major solid state speech project for under £100
Promises to have a dramatic impact on State -of -Art

Electronics A talking library of over 200 words with room for
expansion.
Easy interfacing to a microcomputer
Pitch control has exciting electronic music applications.

(A Reprint of original constructional article in E & MM

11181 SOFTWARE
ZXAS MACHINE CODE ASSEMBLER

(June 81) available at 65p + large SAE)
COMPLETE KIT (inc, PCB) £87.00
(NB. We are fully authorised TEXAS INSTRUMENT
distributor for the above project)

For 16K ZX81 & 8K ROM ZX80

Complete assembler. Assembles standard Z80 anemonics

written into REM statements. Overwrite protection.
Occupies 5K. Supplied on cassette, with written documentation. Amazing value at only £3.95!!
ZXDB - The complete debugging program.
Perfectly complements the ZXAS assembler. Includes

ACORN ATOM: Basic Atom Kit £120, Built £150
SOFTY: Ideal hardware/software development tool.
Ready built for programming +5V EPROMS. £170.

disassembler, single-step, string search, block transfer and
many more useful routines all in one amazingly compact
machine code program. SAE for details.

MULTIFILE (16K ZX81 only)
Versatile multipurpose filing system, with complete documentation and 3 data cassettes. Many possible applications.
PRICE £17.50, or £1.00 for documentation (refundable
against purchase).

UK101 : INTERFACING COMPUKIT
DECODING MODULE KIT £27.50
ANALOGUE BOARD KIT £47

Acorn Atom
ACORN ATOM SOFTWARE
The best software available for the Atom at low
prices. All software is supplied on cassette with

full instructions.
ATOM INVADERS (12k)
PINBALL 16k)
ATOM BREAKOUT 14k)
FRUIT MACHINE (8k)
UFO BOMBER 17k)

'STAR TREK (12k)
DISASSEMBLER (3k)

£8.00
£4.50
£4.00
£4.00
£4.00
£5.00
£4.00

Figures refer to total memory needed
= floating point required
We pay generous royalties

on your software!

2K PROGRAMS 111
2K PROGRAMS (21
2K PROGRAMS (31
PONTOON 14k)
BATTLESHIPS 14k)

£4.50
£4.50
£4.50
£3.00

BIORHYTHMS Mk)

£3.00

£300

NEW

LABYRINTH (12k)
GOLF (6k)
LUNAR LANDER (12k)

£5.95
£5.00
£5.50

SEND LARGE SAE FOR OUR FULLY ILLUSTRATED ATOM
CATALOGUE
Mail Order only
96-100 The Albany, Old Hall Street, Liverpool L3 9EG

Note new address

BUG
212 PCW

MEMORY EXPANSION PCB: Low price versatile system
for UK101 and Superboard. Compact memory
expansion PCB. 8K RAM (2114) plus 4 EPROM
SOCKETS FOR 2716, 2732 OR 2532 EPROMS.
Plated thru holes. Fully bufferred and decoded lay -out.
Interfacing instructions supplied £12.50.

The analogue board kit includes D/A converter, 8 channel A/D couverter, AY -3-8910 Prog. Sound
Generator, 6522 VIA giving timing and counting
functions plus extra 16 bit port.

PLEASE ADD P & P 40p AND VAT AT 15%

TECHNOMATIC LIMITS
RETAIL SHOPS:
15 BURNLEY ROAD
LONDON NIN10

305 EDGWARE ROAD
LONDON W2
Tel: 01-723 0233

MAIL ORDER
17 BURNLEY ROAD
LONDON NW10
Tel: 01-452 1500/450 6597
Telex: 922800

The Newest Peripheral for you
Microcomputer~ The Encyclopedia for theTRS 80
What's the key to getting the most from your TRS-80?
No, it isn't disk drives or printers or joysticks. Ifs information.
Without a continual supply of information and ideas, you
can't realize the full potential of the TRS-80.
Our response to the clamour for additional information
is the Encyclopedia for the TRS-80, a ten -volume reference
work that is absolutely packed with programs and articles
carefully selected to help you make the most of your
microcomputer You can consider the volumes of the
Encyclopedia to be an extension of the documentation that
came with your TRS-80. The articles and programs will be
similar to those found in 80 Microcomputing. Each book is
full of material on programming techniques, business.
games. tutorials, education. utilities, interfacing
you name it.
Unlike conventional encyclopedias, the Encyclopedia
for the TRS-80 will never become stale or out of date.
That's because the volumes of the Encyclopedia are being
issued one -at -a -time, over a period of months. This means
that each new volume will reflect the latest developments
and discoveries. making this a living encyclopedia for
TRS-80 users.
Volume 1 will be out in September. Its more than
270 pages in length . .. that's 270 pages of solid
information .. no advertising.
.

.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Order the entire set (the first ten volumes) of the
Encyclopedia for the TRS-80 and receive the tenth volume
FREE! PAY ONLY £53.91 for the first ten volumes normally £59.90.
Beat inflation by buying the whole set now ..
we cannot guarantee these same single volume prices for
future volumes. You cannot lose! Preview the first volume
of the set and iudge for yourself. If the Encyclopedia for the
TRS-80 does not meet your needs or expectations, just
return the first volume within ten days and we will refund
the entire amount of your purchase. If at any time you are
dissatisfied, you may cancel the remaining volumes. The
books will be automatically sent to you every 6 weeks.
Take advantage of this offer now! You can't afford to miss
out on the newest peripheral - the Encyclopedia for the
TRS-80. Telephone 021-632 6458 call your order in today
or use the coupon below.
Send me a complete set of the first ten volumes of the Encyclopedia of the
TRS-80 at your special introductory price of P53.91 including VAT and p & p
Send me Volume 1 priced £5 99 including VAT and p & p
Name
Address

(Day/Evg)
(Cheque enclosed/My credit card number is
Phone

OCOMPUTER
MIMIC1S1P9E JCIAhLIn BSTShltNsMt
MICROCOMPUTER

HARDWARE/SOFTWARE

Birmingham B1 1BE

COMPUTERS LIMITED Phone: 0-632 6458

BARCLAYCARD

VISA

14n n wuh

Happy Memories
THE BODY OF ANY
SYSTEM

Lets face it - you
can't produce as crisp
an image on a
domestic T.V. as you
can on a Crofton

'monitor.
Typically
P4 White
P31 Green

£64.97
£79.32

These monitor/floppy disk
SHUGART FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
No case, No Power Supply
SA 400 5%" S.S.S.D.
SA 450 5%" D.S.S.D.
S.S.S.D.
SA 800 8"
FLOPPY DISKS - BOXES OF TEN
35/40 Track
Single sided
5'4"
Double sided 35/40 Track
77 Track
Single sided
5%"
77 Track
Double sided

drive prices are dependent
upon sterling -dollar conversion rates. Please phone
us for up-to-date prices.

Single sided

£149.05
£283.31
£340.52

i 26.45
£ 37.95
£ 41.40
£ 47.15
£ 40.25

I KEGAMI 12" MONITORS
£171.50
£184.97

P 4 White
P31 Green

2/3" FULLY INTERLACED C.C.T.V. CAMERAS £149.00
ALL THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. AND
CARRIAGE
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
ACCEPTED - Small surcharge

17

CROFTON ELECTRONICS LTD
35 Grosvenor Road, Twickenham, Middx TW1 4AD
01-891 1923/1513

Part type
1 off 50-99 100 up
4116 200ns
.95
.85
.75
4116 250ns
.85
.75
.65
2114 200ns Low power 1.30 1.20
1.10
2114 450ns Low power 1.25 1.15 1.05
4118 250ns
3.45 2.95 2.75
6116 150ns CMOS
8.75 8.25 7.95
2708 450ns
2.40 2.25 2.15
2716 450ns 5 volt
2.65 2.40 2.20
2716 450ns three rail
7.40 7.00 6.75
2732 450ns Intel type 5.40 4.95 4.65
2532 450ns Texas type 5.40 4.95 4.65
Z80A-CPU £5.25
Z80A-PIO £4.75
Z80A-CTC £4.75
Low profile IC sockets:
24 28 40
19 25 33
Soft -sectored floppy discs per 10 in plastic library case:
5 inch SSDD £17.00 5 inch DSDD £21.00
8 inch SSSD £21.00 8 inch SSDD £26.65
8 inch DSDD £31.75

Pins
8 14
Pence 9 10

16
11

18 20 22
14 15 18

74LS series TTL, large stocks at low prices with
DIY discounts starting at a mix of just 25
pieces. Write or 'phone for list.
Please add 30p post & packing to orders under £15 and VAT @ 15%.
Access & Barclaycard accepted.
24hr service on (054 422) 618.
Government & Educational orders welcome, £15 minimum. Trade
accounts operated, phone or write for details.
Prices are still tending to drop, 'phone for a quote before you buy.

Happy Memories (PCW),
Gladestry, Kingston, Herefordshire,
HR5 3NY

Tel: (054 422) 618 or 628

PCW 213

AFTER NUMEROUS REQUESTS,

HERE IT IS....

FREE

THE ZX 81

BASIC TRAINING COURSE
WITH EVERY

SHARP

COMPANION

MZ-80K

PRICE INCEL71i3OSTAGE
LINSAC's latest publication includes over forty
ZX81 programs and routines, and sections on
real-time graphics and the monitor. It is designed

as an extension of the Sinclair manual, with all
the quality and depth found in its predecessor,
THE ZX80 COMPANION. Owners of 8K ROM

ZX80's will also find the book an invaluable
asset.

Also available at FOYLES Charing Cross Road.

Send cheque for £7.95 to:
Includes

L1NSAC

* 20K RAM
* One day BASIC course
* BASIC Cassette & Manual
* 12 months guarantee
* Many options & programmes
available
NETT

VAT

£549.70
£87.00 £13.03 £100.05
£62.00 £6.30
£48.30
£693.00 £103.95 £796.95
£616.00 £92.40 £708.40
£110.00 £16.50 £126.50
£430.00 £64.50 £494.50
L196.00 £29.40 £225.40
PC -1211 Pocket Computer
£91.00 £13.65 £104.65
CE -121 Cassette Interface
£12.60 £1.89
£14.95
RP1600 Daisywheel Printer
11450.001217.50 £1667.50
Ledger and stock control packages free with computer systems

Please send me

Name
Address

I enclose cheque/P.O. for f

Butel-Comco Limited
Garrick Industrial Centre
Garrick Road Hendon
London England NW9 6AQ
Telephone 01-202 0262
Telex 47523

IflOP&P)

Barclaycard

1111111111111

SOFTWARE

MAIL ORDER MICROCOMPUTER SUPPLIES
FOR THE APPLE
L.A.

Land

48K A

Monopoly

£16.75 Hi -Res Adventures
Hyperspace Wars 48K A
£16.75 Mission: Asteroid 32K M £10.75
£13.75
£14.75 Mystery House 48K M
Odyssey 48K I
The Wizard & The Princess 48K M
Wilderness Campaign 48k I
£18.75
£12.75
£21.75
Doom Cavern 48K I
£12.75 Hi -Res Football 48K M
£16.75
Sneakers 48K M
£16.75 Hi -Res Soccer 48K M
£13.75
£22.75 Hi -Res Cribbage 48K M
Gorgon 48K M
£16.75
Gamma Goblins 48K M
£16.75 Missile Defence 48K M
£19.75
£16.75 Cranston Manor 48K M
Autobahn 48K M
Orbitron 48K M
£16.75 Sabotage 48K M
£1133..7755
£
Pulsar II 48K M
£16.75 Gobbler 48K M
£19.75
£16.75 Higher Text 48K I
Space Eggs 48K M
Phantoms Five 48K M
£16.75 Higher Graphics II 48K I £19.75
£27.75
Cyber Strike 48K M
£21.75 E -Z Draw 3.3 48K M
£49.75
Star Cruiser 32K M
£13.75 Superscript 48K M
Both Barrels 48K A
£13.75
STOP PRESS
Infotree 48K P
£49.75
UK DISTRIBUTOR FOR
£17.75
Galactic Attack 48K P
SIR -TECH INC
Wizardry 48K P
£28.75

= Integer M = Runs on any Apple
A = Applesoft
P = Requires PASCAL or DOS 3.3
All software is disk based. All prices are inclusive.
On multiple orders of 3 or more programs P&P
I

I

Access

11111111111111111
Signed

Technology for business

WOODLAND

TOTAL

£478.00 £71.70

MZ-80 Computer 48K
MZ-80K 28K UPGRADE
MZ-80 I/O Interface Unit
MZ-80 FD Dual Disk Drive
MZ-80 FDK Additional MZ-80FD
MZ-80 R5232 Interface
MZ-80 P3 Matrix Printer
CP/M Operating System

68 Barker Road, Linthorpe,
Middlesbrough, Co. Cleveland TS5 5ES

*INSTANT M.P. CREDIT AVAILABLE*

is FREE; please add 50p P&P on orders less than 3.

A list of our full range of software is free on
request... from

WOODLAND SOFTWARE
103 Oxford Gardens, London W10 6N F.
Tel: 01-9 60 4877

TRADE ENQUIRIES
INVITED
214 PCW

SELECT THE BEST
New DIABLO 630

New DRE Series 8000

New AMPEX VDU

LETTER QUALITY PRINTING AT REALISTIC PRICES

HIGH QUALITY BUSINESS SYSTEM PRINTERS

NTERACTIVE VIDEO DISPLAY TERMINAL

Interchangeable Metall
Plastic Print Wheels

Automatic Bi directional

Word Processing Options
Diablo Quality and Reliability
Paper Handling Accessories

Printing

Full Range of Models with High Parts Commonality
Bi-Directional Logic Seeking and Efficient Paper Handling
Operator Changeable. Long Life 9 Wire Print Head
Cartridge Ribbon and Red Black Option

Optional Keyboards
Models 8820 1150 cps). 88301180 cps) 8840(240 cps)
Models 8910 8920.160 cps Correspondence 240 cps WP Draft

FOR INNOVATIVE DISTRIBUTION TO OEMs

Low Cost. Full Feature VDU
Conversational or Block Mode

Standard Serial Printer Interlace
2 Page Display & Optional 2 Pages

Transmission Rates tol9200Bauds Line Graphics
20 Programmable Function Keys
Switch Selectable Status Line
Detached Full ASC II Keyboard
Full Tabs

FOR INNOVATIVE DISTRIBUTION TO OEMs

FOR INNOVATIVE DISTRIBUTION TO OEMs

electronic,
Ggev'e

electronics
G"v'e

lectroniLs

Geveke Electronics Ltd RMC House,Vale Farm Rd.,Woking Tel : 04862 71337

MEMORIES
AT UNBEATABLE PRICES
1+

2114
2114

200NS LOW POWER
300NS LOW POWER GTE
(recommended for

1.28
1.28

25+
1.19
1.19

100+
1.11
1.11

Acorn Atom)
2708 450NS
2716 450NS (single +5V)
2532 450NS
2732 450NS
4116 15ONS
4116 200NS
4118 200NS
6116 200NS
8264 200NS
E. & O.E.

1.99
1.86
2.49
2.37
5.50 5.31
5.43 5.24
1.06
1.15
0.80
0.72
3.90
3.23
10.95
9.93
12.00 11.00

1.73
2.29

5.13
5.07
0.99
0.66
3.13
9.27
10.50

ALL PRODUCTS BRANDED FULL SPECIFICATION
AND GUARANTEED. ALL PRICES EXCLUDE POST
& PACKING (50p ON ORDERS UNDER £10) AND
V.A.T. OFFICIAL ORDERS FROM SCHOOLS,
COLLEGES AND GOVERNMENT ESTABLISHMENTS
WELCOME. CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED (ACCESS
AND VISA) PLEASE SEND S.A.E. FOR FULL
COMPONENT PRICE LIST.

MIDWICH COMPUTER COMPANY LIMITED,
HEWITT HOUSE,
NORTHGATE STREET,
BURY ST. EDMUNDS,
SUFFOLK. IP33 1H O.
TELEPHONE: (0284) 701321
(24 HOUR SERVICE FOR CREDIT CARD ORDERS)

Try us
%MEMORIES
2732 32K EPROM
2532 32K EPROM
2716 16K EPROM
2708
2114
2114
2114

8K EPROM
4K S RAM
4K S RAM
4K S RAM

4164 64K D RAM
4164 64K D RAM
4116 16K D RAM
4K CMOS
1K CMOS
5101
16K CMOS RAM
16K S RAM

6504

1
(4 x 8)
(4 x 8)
(2 x 8)
(1 x 8)
(1 x 4)
(1 x 4)
(1 x 4)

(64x 1)
(64 x 1)
(16 x 1)
(4 x 1)
(256 x 4)
(2 x 8)
(2 x 8)

450NS
450NS
450NS
450NS
450NS
300NS
200NS
200NS
15ONS

200NS
250NS
450NS
250NS
15ONS

£ 6.00
£ 6.00
£ 3.00
2.40

£ 1.15
£ 1.25
£ 1.35
£12.00
£13.00

£ 1.15
£ 3.30
£ 1.15
£10.00

£ 9.00

*LOGIC and CMOS IC'S
74LS09P £0.11 74LS48P
LS163P
LS138P £0.28
LS175P £0.40
LS257P
14001
LS368P £0.31
14049
£0.17 14081

*EPSON PR'NTER

£0.34 74LS90P £0.31
£0.63
LS174P £0.40
LS367P £0.31
£0.46
14011
£0.11
£0.11
£0.12

*14" COLOUR MONITOR

Please write to us for any item unlisted. We may be able
to help you.
Please add 50pfor Postage and Packing for orders under
£50.00.
Price includes VAT. Minimum order £15.00.

Calona Limited
Third Floor Broadway House
112-134 The Broadway Wimbledon
London SW191RH
Telephone 01-5431008 Telex 923416 CLNLDN G

VIDEO VECTOR DYNAMICS LTD
39 Hope St., Glasgow G2 6AE;
Telephone 041-226-3481/2
WE SELL 'SOLUTIONS.

Have you discovered that your problems really
begin after you've bought the hardware? Either you've bought the wrong
hardware or no software exists to make it work property. We specialise in
providing total solutions to problems and professional after -sales support
of hardware and software. We have the resources successfully to implement commercial, scientific and instrumentation/control projects.

Our scientific packages are currently in use by a number of
SCIENTIFIC
major multi -national companies. Typical of these packages is our Chemical
Graphics System used by pharmaceutical companies in drug design. This is

designed to run on PDP-11 configuration but a subset of the facilities is
available on microcomputers.

INSTRUMENTATION/CONTROL We can supply a complete range of
hardware and software packages covering analog, digital and graphical
input/output and logging using fast microprocessor -based systems.

COST

WORD PROCESSING SYSTEMS
+SOFTWARE
SYSTEM =
COMPUTER+VDU+PR INTER

COMPUTER:
North Star Horizon; S-100 based Z80A 64kB
RAM; 2x340 Kb Disc. Proved reliability.

VDU:

Due to our familiarity with a wide range of hardware we can supply
systems either optimised for minimum price or maximum performance you decide on the price/performance mix.
In addition to consultancy and turnkey packages we offer the following
proprietary products.

Volker -Craig VC404; Green screen; detachable
keyboard; WordStar keytops.
PRINTER:
FASTLIB.
This package is based on the AMD9511 arithmetic chip and is a
complete hardware/software system. Use of FASTLIB is completely transOlympia Scripta Daisywheel (14cps); or NEC
totally
parent
to the user of Microsoft FORTRAN. The software
integrated with the FORTRAN compiler and simply by replacing the
Spinwriter (55cps)
Microsoft -supplied library by FASTLIB existing programs can run 5 - 20
times faster without any modification. The hardware requires a single 5100
slot. In addition to enhancing the speed of execution of the existing SOFTWARE:
FORTRAN functions and operations, additional functions have been
implemented -N INT, TAN, ASIN, ACOS, SINN, COSH, THAN & RAN (a
MicroPro WordStar; Widely used and incredipseudo -random number generator). £495.
bly versatile; running under CP/M2 the
A graphics library enabling complex pictures to be produced for a
GLIB
industry standard operating system.
series of simple subroutines calls such as; VECTOR (draws a line between
ANY TWO lx,y) points); CIRCLE (draws a circle of any radius centered
With Scripta printer £3950
on any (x,y) point); TEXT (plots a 64 -character ASCIset); STEXT (plots SYSTEM/ I
Greek and Mathematical symbols); etc. Plots can be saved on or retrieved
SYSTEM/2
with Spinwriter £4650.
from disk by single subroutine calls. The standard package used the Vector
Graphic High -Resolution Graphics board but the software can be configuHard discs from £2075 (10Mb);
OPTIONS:
rated for any graphics board or device. Microsoft FORTRAN, MACRO
is also required £550.
132 col VDU's etc.
is

SOFTWARE FOR CP/M®
HIGH QUALITY SOFTWARE - WITH HIGH QUALITY SERVICE

NOTE NEW PRICES ON MICROPRO AND MICROSOFT PRODUCTS - Dealer enquiries
welcome ---good discounts for quantity orders let us supply your full range of software
VVORDSTAR - Professional word processing software. On -screen formatting,
wordwrap, pagination, line and character count on view. Micro -justification on
daisywheel printer. Search and replace. Block/paragraph manipulation. External

file reed/write. Background printing during editing etc.
MAIL-MERGE Powerful Wordstar enhancement for file merging and
document personalisation.
DATASTAR Screen orientated system for Date Entry, Retrieval end Updating.
SUPERSORT - Sort, merge and selection program.
CONFIGURABLE BUSINESS SYSTEM (CBS) - Unique information
management system with user definable files, powerful report generator, menu.
driven for ease of use. No programming experience necessary I

050

£65

£175
£125
£225

ACCOUNTING PACKAGES by Median - Tec: PAYROLL, SALES, PURCHASE, £500
NOMINAL Specially developed by UK software house to exacting specifications. each
Written in Microsoft Basic each package may be customised by end user, all are
widely used. Ledgers are open item. Payroll caters for weakly and monthly pay.
PROJECT COST CONTROL/JOB ACCOUNTING - A comprehensive set of
programs to monitor budgets, account for expenditure end project completion
etc. Ideally suited for contractors. Written in CBASIC-2.

E150

MICROSOFT FORTRAN COMPILER
MICROSOFT COBOL

£205

MAGSAM - Versatile easy to use Keyed File Management System for
Microsoft Basic or CBASIC.

E130

CIS COBOL - ANSI' 74 implementation to full level 1 standard. Supports
random, indexed and sequential files, features for conversational working,
screen control, interactive debugging, program segmentation etc.

£425

FORMS -2 - Automatic COBOL code generator for screen formats.
PASCA LZ

£100

£75

SELECTOR IV - Upward compatible version of III with enhanced reporting.

£300

BSTAM Telecomms facility for exchanging files between CP/M computers.

£75

£160
£185

ASCOM - Facility for communicating with other computers.

£95

TRANSFER - CP/M to CP/M file exchange - telecommt source code

£125

MACRO 80 - Macro Assembler

£99

CP/M 2.2 - Standard Version 8" Single Density.

099

£100

£110

MICROSOFT BASIC INTERPRETER

£155

MICROSOFT BASIC COMPILER

£195

Please contact us for availability of other products
All orders must be PREPAID. Add £1 per item P & P (Minimum £2.001 and VAT
CP/M is trade mark of Digital Research

TELESYSTEMS LTD
P.O. Box 12, GREAT MISSENDEN, BUCKS, HP16 9DD
Telephone (02406) 5314
216 PCW

£235

STRUCTURED BASIC- Relocatable compiler
CBASIC-2 - Extended Disk Basic pseudo compiler and run-time interpreter.
SELECTOR III C2 - Information management system written in CBASIC-2

STATISTICS PACKAGE - Over 25 routines including Regression & ANOVA
MATHS PACKAGE - Over 40 easily used routines.
IBM - CP/M COMPATIBILITY - Powerful utility to transfer data to/from
IBM machines in standard disk format.

£100

£310

ME SYSTEMS FOR THE
WTI COMPUTER
111
B SINES ENTH
SHARP

11.1115llulluu.

ATARI

MZ 80K

\el ta0r1400 :

Atari 400 - 16K

Sharp MZ-80K 48K
£470, Twin Disk Unit
for MZ-80 £660, 80 Col. Printer for MZ-80
£399, *A complete
business system for
less than £2000.00.
Now available Sharp MZ-80B

P.O.A. ring for details of this
outstanding system.

Ram expandable
to 32K Amazing
graphics
amazing 3D
games the game

EinmereeriperimeemeTimmeio

0 atniJ 0 Fi WO alCIeemenn
min
II/m C.J E0 0

am [Liu o OD& oimine3Ligm

SHARP MZ 80K - £437

ATARI 400 - £335
ATARI 800 - £625

SHARP 3201
SHARP 3201

SHARP PC 1211 Pocket Comp
Sharp PC1211 Pocket computer Programs in Basic Qwerty
Alphabetic Keyboard 01.9K Ram Long battery life with

interface £105.00, Printer for SHARP PC 1211
PC1211 £67.00

- £105

Phone for more details now

AVAILABLE
VIDEO SERVICES (BROMLEY)
(near Sundrid e Pork Station)'

seen to be believed

programs in

"Basic" "Assembler" "Pilot"

Atari 2600 plus Combat £95.45, Game cartridges from
£15.45, Atari 2600 Space Invader Package plus Combat,139
games only £119, Atari 2600 Asteroids package plus
Combat, 93 games, only £125, *"Asteroids Launched"
game cartridge only £29.95, Philips G7000 Computer
Game of the Future only £84, Game cartridges from
£13.50, Matel Intellivision the most advanced computer
game (3D graphics) an unbelievable £199.

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS FOR
CASH & CARRY CUSTOMERS

CREDIT FACILITIES

computer of the
future must be

GAME COMPUTERS

Business computer 64K Ram 32K Rom expandable to 112K Ram 72K Rom P.O.A.

8 SUNDRIDGE PARADE
PU(ISTOW BROMLEY KENT

400/800

Prices include VAT

Er may change during month

MAIL
ORDER
AVAILABLE

TELEPHONE 01-460 4169/8833

Colour

THOM SON

from

COM PUTERS

EuroApple

without
`Colour Card'
14" Colour Monitors
for Computer Application
Model AM 3781 dedicated to EuroApple. £325.
No 'colour card' required
High Resolution Colour Graphics
80 Character Capability
Full Screen Text Window Display

Green or white text

Model TVTM 3781. USA Apple, Texas TI 99/4
Atari 800 etc, E325.
TV Programmes
American Standard Video, NTSC (3.58)
European Standard Video, PAL (4.43)
add 15% VAT

PortaTelConversions Limited
25 Sunbury Cross Centre
Sunbury on Thames Middlesex
Tel. No. Sunbury (09327) 88972

VIDEO MODIFICATION SPECIALISTS

Personal support for the Small
Business and First Time User
with

cuppic®
ill COMPUTER si
PRODUCTS

ONYX Systems
Sales and Software Support

Contact Mr H A Thomson BSc
Phone 01-485 8430
or 01-723 5736

Computing Store Ltd
BETTER PRICES!
BETTER DELIVERY!
WIDEST RANGE OF
SOFTWARE

NORTH
STAR

* HORIZO

For the best deal HARP
from the largest
sharp dealer
phone Newbear

Installed on your site with full field
service anywhere in U.K. fully C.P.M.
compatible. Chosen by Newbear for
its reliability and performance.

(0635) 30505

Many unique products
111Z-MMII
Zen/Listings/Word Proc.

-,411114.

Apple
II plus

ACORN
PROM PROGRAMMERS
PROM ERASERS
KEYBOARDS
51/4 AND 8"

DISC DRIVES
WIDEST RANGE
OF BOOKS IN U.K.

and Bear care
Bear Bargains

For ex -stock delivery

12 months warranty

64K Dual Drive Quad
£1995.00
North Star Horizon
Newbury Laboratory 7009 terminal £795.00
Citoh8300 R.M. Printer
£499.00
CPIM 2.2.

Es95.00

Please send urgently:

B

Sharp 0

North Star Horizon 0 Cat. 0
Booklist 0 CitohO N.L. Terminals
Please contact me 0 Phone No
Name
Address
NEWBEAR COMPUTING STORE LTD. (HEAD OFFICE)
40 BARTHOLOMEW STREET, NEWBURY, BERKS

TEL. (0635) 30505 TELEX 848507 NCS
FIRST FLOOR OFFICES, TIVOLI CENTRE, COVENTRY ROAD,
BIRMINGHAM.
TEL. 021 707 7170
220-222 STOCKPORT ROAD, CHEADLE HEATH, STOCKPORT.
TEL. 061-4912290

Old tricks for new Pets...
LUMMAND-0
is a FOUR KILOBYTE Rom for the 4000/8000 Basic 4 Pets
with all the "Toolkit' commands RENUMBER (improved), AUTO. DUMP,
DELETE, FIND (improved), HELP, TRACE (improved I includes STEP),
and OFF - plus PRINT USING - plus
four extra disk
commands
INITIALIZE, MERGE, EXECUTE,
plus extra
and SENO
editing

'1'11 20

COMPUTERS in OXFORD

commands
SCROLL,
MOVE,
plus
SET
OUT,
BEEP,
and
KILL user -definable soft key, 190 characters - plus program scroll up
and down - plus 8032 control characters on key.
Ask for Model
CO -80N for the 8032 or CO -40N for the 4016/4032.£59.95 plus Vat

Now open, your /oca/ stockist of the latest and best in
personal and business computing.

VIDEO GENIE SYSTEM
Genie
£299
Genie II
£355
9" B/W monitor
£85
9" Green monitor
£95
Exp. Box/235
£225
Exp. Box
£195
Disk drive
£225
Visicalc
£60
PRINTERS
Centronics 737

£377
£210
£299

Seikosha

OKI Microline

New tricks for old Pets...

SUPERBRAIN
SD (320K)
QD (680K)
DQD (1.6 MEG)
HDI (5MEG/320K)
HD2 (5MEG/680K)
Microdeller
Wordstar
Mailmerge

£1990
£2490
£2900
£4100
£4350
£645
£250
£69

Epson MX80 F/T1
Epson MX80 F/T2
Epson MX82
Epson MX100

£389
£439
£379
£560

TANTEL PRESTEL TV ADAPTOR £169
BOOKS. SOFTWARE. MEDIA. PERIPHERALS.
INTEGRATED ACCOUNTS + SPECIALIST BUSINESS

015K -0 -PRO
is a FOUR KILOBYTE Rom that upgrades 2000/3000 Pets,
but lets you keep all your old software - including Toolkit. As
well as REPEAT KEYS and PRINT USING, you get
all
the Basic
4
disk commands CONCAT, DOPER, °CLOSE, RECORD,
HEADER,
COLLECT,
BACKUP, COPY, APPEND, DSAVE, DLOAD, CATALOG, RENAME, SCRATCH and
DIRECTORY - plus extra disk commands INITIALIZE, MERGE, EXECUTE
and SENO - plus extra editing commands SCROLL, MOVE,
OUT,
BEEP
and KILL - plus SET user definable
soft -key,
80
characters
recommend the
plus program scroll -up and scroll -down. We
4040
disk or upgraded 3040 for full benefit of disk commands. Ask for
Model DOP-16N for new Pets 2001-3032, and 2001-8 with retrofit
Rome I TK160P Toolkit. £59.95 plus Vat, other models available.

hard/soft reset switch for the 3000/4000 Pets. We
don't think you'll "crash" your Pet using our software, but
if
you do the Pronto -Pet will get you out) Also clears the Pet
for
the next job, without that nasty off/on power surge. £9.99 u Vat
PRONTO -PET

and no tricks missed!
Keyed Random Access Method. Kid your Pet it's an IBM) VSAM
disk handling for 3032/4032/8032 Pets with 3040/4040/8050 disks
means you retrieve your data FAST, by NAME - no tracks,
sectors
or blocks to worry about. Over 2,500 users worldwide have joined
the 'Klub"! Now you can too, at the 1981 price.f86.95 Plus Vat.
KRAM

SYSTEMS.

All our Rom products ere compatible with each other,
SPACEMAKER
but should you want, say, Wordpro with Kram, or Disk -o -pro
with
Visicalc, then SPACEMAKER will allow both Roms
to
address one
Rom socket, with just the flip of a switch, forE21 .95 plus Vat.

SEND LARGE S.A.E. (32p) FOR LIST + DETAILS.
ALL PRICES, VAT EXTRA.

We are sole UK distributors for all these fine products. If your
CM dealer is out of stock, they are available by mail from us,
by cheque/Access/Barclaycard (UK poet paid) or send for details.

.

_

Open 9.00 - 5.30 Monday - Friday
9.30 - 1.00 Saturday.
All prices VAT -extra.
MICRO BUSINESS SYSTEMS

C.T. MADDISON LTD
THE CROFTS
WITNEY OXFORD TEL: WITNEY (0993) 73145
218 PC \A

CROFTSI

z

WITNEY

o
HIGH ST

Falco
Lakeside House

Kingston Hill

Software
Surrey

KT27QT

Tel 01-546-7256

Compare & Save I
.00-

Sappla 1[

Epson

10101:. MX -80 F/T2

europlus
48K

+ VAT

£695 VAT

The Best Buy in Printers Today

Complete 48K with Games
Paddles manuals + 12
Months Warranty
Service available nationwide

9 x 9 Matrix with 40, 60, 80,
132 Columns
Friction Et Tractor Feed With
High Resolution Graphics

Software
3.3 VISICALC II
VISIPLOT
Desktop Plan
Apple Plot

gapple
Disk][

Musicomp
Galactic Wars
D B Master
Data Plot
Anti -Ballistic Missiles
Visidex.

With 3.3 Controller £350
Without Controller £279

Apple G raphics Tablet
Parallel Interface
Apple Serial Interface

Apple Centronics Interface
Apple PRESTEL Interface
12" Green Monitor/cable
Epson MX100
Paper Tiger 560

£413
£79
£89
£99
£536
£177
£517
£795

Don Lancaster

£99
£89
£99

Andrew C. Staugaard Jr

The Cheap Video
Cookbook

6809 Microcomputer

£33
£21

£3.85 672-21524-1

f16

Mitchell Waite

£109
£49
£17
£99

Data
force

Hardware

new and
popular
Sams Books

68 Alma Road
Bristol BS8 2DJ

Computer Graphics
Primer

£9.05 672-21798-8

£8.40 672-21650-7

Son of Cheap Video

Stephen Murtha and Mitchell Waite

CP/ MTm Primer
£7.75 672-21791-0

£5.80 672-21723-6
Jonathan and Christopher Titus
and David Larsen

TRS-80 Interfacing: Book 1
J. Krutch

£5.80 672-21633-7

TRS-80 Interfacing: Book 2

0272-37555

£4.50 672-21785-6

Mitchell Waite and Michael Pardee

PLEASE REMEMBER TO ADD 15% VAT

David Fox and Mitchell Waite

Your Own Computer

Mail Order Desk

Pascal Primer
£11.00 672-21793-7
J. Downey and S. Rogers

PillaiR COMPUTER CE11TRE
MICROCOMPUTERS FOR BUSINESS,
EDUCATION AND HOME
FOR ALL YOUR BUSINESS, EDUCATION & LEISURE
COMPUTER REQUIREMENTS!!!

PET Interfacing
£11.00 672-21795-3
Marvin L. De Jong

Progamming and

Interfacing the 6502,
with Experiments
£10.35 672-21651-5
Elmer C. Poe
and James C. Goodwin III

The S-100 and
Other Micro Buses

Cromer

King's Lynn

Second Edition

£6.45 672-21810-0

Dereham

Great Yarmou th
NORWICH

+PRINTERS AND
OTHER PERIPHERALS Thetford
Bury
BOOKS**
St. Ed. unds
SOFTWARE*

MAGAZINES**
STATIONERY***

Don Lancaster

Experiments in Artificial
Intelligence for
Small Computers

ALL PRICES ARE FOR MAIL ORDER ONLY. NO MAIL ORDER SALES AT SHOWROOM.
WE TRY TO KEEP PRICES STABLE BUT THEY ARE LIABLE TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

APPLE II
TRS-80
SHARP
NORTH STAR
HORIZON
TANGERINE
J.K. 101
NASCOM

Programming and
Interfacing, with
Experiments

Diss

Second Edition

£5.15 672-21860-7
William Barden, Jr.

Z-80 Microcomputer
Handbook
£5.80 672-21500-4
Elizabeth and Joseph Nichols
and Peter Rony

Z-80 Microprocessor
Progamming and
Interfacing: Book 1
£7.75 672-21609-4

Z-80 Microprocessor
Progamming and
Interfacing: Book 2
£9.70 672-21610-8

Leon Scanlon

6502 Software Design
£7.50 672-21656-6
Andrew C. Staugaard, Jr.

Lowestoft

£7.10 672-21739-2

6801, 68701 and
6803 Microcomputer
Progamming and
Interfacing
£9.05 672-21726-0

Prices are correct at the time of
going to press but may be subject to
change. All titles advertised are
published as paperback books.

For details of our full range of Sams
Computing Books please write to
Jean Walmsley at Prentice -Hall
International at the address below.

BUSINESS+

INDUSTRIAL
CONTROL

WE ARE HERE!!!
88 St. Benedict's Street
NORWICH NR2 4AB
Tel. (0603) 29652
24hr. Answering Service.

Ipswich

Dealer enquiries are welcome:
please contact Roy Jones at the address below or
telephone Hemel Hempstead (0442) 58531.
Prentice -Hall

International

66 Wood Lane End, Hemel Hempstead, Hertfordshire, HP2 4RG, England.
Exclusive distributors of Howard W. Sams books in the UK and Europe.

MIEFiDAGE ELEETBORIES
135 HALE LANE EDGWARE MIDDLESEX HA8 9QP
TEL. 01-959 7119 TELEX: 8813241

(i3ITSr, 111E' EP)
COMPUTER PRODUCTS LTD

We make a good deal a
good deal better
We stock the best products at the best prices then add
a personal or postal service and helpful advice.
THE

The North's Leading Computer
Specialist
Service & Advice our Speciality

EIT1

OUTSTANDING
ACORN ATOM

Duanium Micros

ACORN
CO PUTER

HIGH RESOLUTION
,GRAPHICS FOR MZ 80K

2114 RAM sets - MUST GO
AT ONLY £2 each

Available Now
At £150 + VAT
Resolution down
to a single dot. User definable
characters. Reverse Video. New Pixel graphics
which actually join Rotate Characters through
360°. High resolution plotting. Three
dimensional drawing & high resolution rotates.
Fixes internally and is fully compatable with all
existing hardware & software. Comprehensive
graphics editor with twenty commands. Fully
built and tested units, easily installed or
alternatively we will arrange for installation.

PLUS

.

all the latest software - games, maths, VDU
PLUS

inc V

the Seikosha pr

assettes

onito

STOP PRESS!

MZ 80K High Res. *

Now only f199 inc. VAT and postage
for the Seikosha uni-hammer printer.
96A SCII characters.

This is a Sharp MZ 80K (48K Version) already
fitted with high resolution system.

Only £560 (Carriage £10) + VAT

NE 80K ONLY £460 + VAT
FULL RANGE OF EPSON PRINTERS AT
COMPETITIVE PRICES.
Interfacing details & Cords available for
Nascom & Sharp.

DAI personal computer 24K ROM
111111.m.

FOR THE
COMPUTER
MAN WHO
WANTS

DAT

£684

inc. VAT

Full Range of NASCOM & GEMINI
MULTIBOARD products, see the MICRO
VALUE Ads for details.

Atari games
flti

Software for MZ8OK £7.00 each
Star Trek, Spacefighter, Stock car, Labyrinth. Reverse. Test.

f

"MI

GAMES (1)

IR

4/

GAMES (2)

Electric organ, Othello, Ambush,Fox & hounds. Metric
conversions, Hangman, Shuffle.

GAMES (3)

Ten pin, War, Swamp, Minefield, Biorythm. Scramble.

GAMES (4)

Paper stone, Jumping balls, Bounce, Race. Calendar,
Alarm clock. One armed bandit.

GAMES (5)

Poker. Stamp, Obstacle, Battleships. Surround, Animal.

PC1211 POCKET COMPUTER
£96.00 inc VAT
PC1211 POCKET COMPUTER
PRINTER
£88.00 inc VAT
PC1211 CASS INTERFACE
£16.95 inc VAT

BITS & P.C.s Computer Products Ltd. il"!
4 Westgate, Wetherby, West Yorkshire
LS22 4LL
Tel: 0937 63744.
SAE for details

-

A J.

A
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L

The top range of games programs at rock bottom
prices.

MISSILE COMMAND £27.50
(Asteroids available soon)

For all these things and more, come to Microage
at Edgware and browse. We are open Monday to

Saturday, from nine in the morning until late.
If you cannot pay us a visit, just telephone or send
a self addressed envelope for our mail order prices.

1111EFiCIfiGE ELEETRETIES
135 Hale Lane, Edgware, Middlesex, HA8 9QP TEL 01-959 7119
7113VISA

Main Line: Mill Hill Broadway
Tube Station: Edgware
On the 240 and 221 bus routes

The Sinclair ZX80 is innovative and powerful.
Now there's a magazine to help you get
the most out of it.

Hard -Hitting, Objective Evaluations

By selecting the ZX80 or MicroAce as
your personal computer you've shown
that you are an astute buyer looking for
good performance, an innovative design
and economical price. However, select-

ing software will not be easy. That's

Get in
sync

where SYNC comes in. SYNC evaluates
software packages and other peripherals

and doesn't just publish manufacturer

descriptions. We put each package
through its paces and give you an indepth, objective report of its strengths
and weaknesses.

SYNC is a Creative Computing publication. Creative Computing is the number 1 magazine of software and applica-

tions with nearly 100,000 circulation.
The two most popular computer games
books in the world, Basic Computer
SYNC magazine is different from other
personal computing magazines. Not just

on many levels, with tutorials for the beginner and concepts that will keep the
pros coming back for more. We'll show
you how to duplicate commands available in other Basics. And, perhaps, how
to do things that can't be done on other

Games and

More

Basic

Computer

Many computer applications require
that data be sorted. But did you realize
there are over ten fundamentally differ-

Games (combined sales over 500,000)
are published by Creative Computing.
Creative Computing Software manufactures over 150 software packages for six
different personal computers.
Creative Computing, founded in 1974
by David Ahl, is a well -established firm
committed to the future of personal computing. We expect the Sinclair ZX80 to

The ZX80 doesn't have memory map-

ent sorting algorithms? Many people

be a highly successful computer and

ped video. Thus the screen goes blank
when a key is pressed. To some review-

settle for a simple bubble sort perhaps
because it's described in so many programming manuals or because they've
seen it in another program. However,
sort routines such as heapsort or Shell Metzner are over 100 times as fast as a
bubble sort and may actually use less
memory. Sure, 1K of memory isn't a lot
to work with, but it can be stretched
much further by using innovative, clever

correspondingly, SYNC to be a respected and successful magazine.

coding. You'll find this type of help in

years (12 issues) or, if you really want to

SYNC.

beat inflation, f 25 for three years (18

Lots of Games and Applications

issues). SYNC is available only by subscription; it is not on newstands. We gu-

different because it is about a unique
computer, the Sinclair ZX80 (and kit ver-

sion, the MicroAce). But different because of the creative and innovative philosophy of the editors.
A Fascinating Computer

ers this is a disadvantage. To our editors

this is a challenge. One suggested that
games could be written to take advantage of the screen blanking. For example, how about a game where characters

and graphic symbols move around the
screen while it is blanked? The object
would be to crack the secret code gov-

erning the movements. Voila! A new
game like Mastermind or Black Box
uniquely for the ZX80.
We made some interesting discoveries

machines.

Order SYNC Today

Right now we need all the help we can
get. First of all, we'd like you to subscribe
to SYNC. Subscriptions are posted by air

directly from America and cost just £10

for one year (6 issues), f18 for two

Applications and software are the meat

arantee your satisfaction or we will refund the unfulfilled portion of your sub-

of SYNC. We recognize that along with
useful, pragmatic applications, like financial analysis and graphing, you'll want
games that are fun and challenging. In
the charter issue of SYNC you'll find se-

scription.
Needless to say, we can't fill up all the
pages without your help. So send in your
programs, articles, hints and tips.
Remember, illustrations and screen

photos make a piece much more interesting. Send in your reviews of peripherals and software too-but be warned: reviews must be in-depth and objective.

Or consider the TL$ function which
strips a string of its initial character. At

veral games. Acey Ducey is a card game
in which the dealer (the computer) deals
two cards face up. You then have an option to bet depending upon whether you
feel the next card dealt will have a value
between the first two.
In Hurkle, another game in the charter

first, we wondered what practical value it
had. Then someone suggested it would

issue, you have to find a happy little

course we pay for contributions-just

Hurkle who is hiding on a 10 X 10 grid. In

don't expect to retire on it.

be perfect for removing the dollar sign

response to your guesses, the Hurkle
sends our a clue telling you in which

The exploration has begun. Join us.

soon after setting up the machine. For
instance, the CHR$ function is not limited to a value between 0 and 255, but

cycles repeatedly through the code.
CHR$ (9) and CHR$ (265) will produce
identical values. In other words, CHR$

operates in a MOD 256 fashion. We
found that the "=" sign can be used several times on a single line, allowing the
logical evaluation of variables. In the
Sinclair, LET X=Y=Z=W is a valid expression.

from numerical inputs.
Breakthroughs? Hardly. But indicative
of the hints and kinds you'll find in every

issue of SYNC. We intend to take the
Sinclair to its limits and then push beyond, finding new tricks and tips, new
applications, new ways to do what
couldn't be done before. SYNC functions

direction to look next.
One of the most ancient forms of arithmetical puzzle is called a "boomerang."
The oldest recorded example is that set
down by Nicomachus in his Arithmetica
around 100 A.D. You'll find a computer
version of this puzzle in SYNC.

We want you to respect what you read on

the pages of SYNC so be honest and
forthright in the material you send us. Of

The mega ne for Sinclair ZX80 users

27 Andrew Close
Stoke Golding
Nuneaton CV13 6EL. England

ONLY Kansas could do it - REAL inovative software -

MODEL1 TO MODEL!!!
Yes, you can actually upgrade your existing Tandy TRS-80 Model I to Model I l
performance - for under £10!
This exclusive Kansas program enables you to both save and load Basic and
machine language programs at three times your normal speed - 1500 baud, giving

complete level III compatibility.
Not only this, but in addition to doing the normal checksum on machine
language, it does an unheard of checksum on Basic too! Telling you the moment
anything goes wrong.
Why put up with the so slow 500 baud any longer, when everything can be three
times faster? The program takes up a mere 1/2K, is very friendly, in that it is easy
to operate and gives you full information as it goes along, and is well documented.

As with all our programs it's from Kansas and ONLY from Kansas - £9.50

cKapsa

All prices are Vat paid and post free. Same -day return first class post
service. All software fully guaranteed and in stock as we are the actual
publishers and not a software house. Free catalogue upon request.
Programs are for the Tandy TRS-80 and Video Genie.

Kansas City Systems, Unit 3, Sutton Springs Wood,Chesterfield, Derbys.Tel 0246 850357

_J

apple computer
- Software
HOTEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
comprehensive system for
the administration of bookings, guest billing and miscellaneous
accounting for the small to medium size hotel. Will accept bookings
up to 13 months ahead, print confirmation notes, print guest bills,
produces managerial and accountancy reports. For hotels up to 36

rooms £525. For hotels up to 75 rooms £575.
DENTAL RECORDS SYSTEM - Stores all records usually held on
FP 25 or similar. Uses standard charting methods. Apple's Hi -Res
graphics capability displays patient charts on screen. Detailed
information on request £395.
SALES CONTROLLER - Forget old fashioned ledgers! Sales
Controller is a complete sales office system. Checks credit control; it
prints works orders, invoices, customer delivery notes, purchase
office stock shortage advices, customer credit situation,
accountancy reports, and keeps customers' accounts. The entire
sales administration and accounting of a sales office for f350.

PAYROLL-The best payroll system we've seen. Provides hitherto
unseen facilities on micro computers. Supports both weekly and
monthly paid employees up to 1000 total. Handles overtime rates,
adjustments to gross pay, pension contributions etc. Produces an
edit list prior to final payslip printing, produces P.45's and P.60's as
required. £200.

PROPERTY RENTAL CONTROLLER -A simple, efficient and low
cost system for estate agents to control their property rentals.
Automatic production of rent demands, overdue letters, statements
and management reports. £250.
HIRE PURCHASE CONTROLLER -A comprehensive program.
Sorts all agreement details, produces statements, calculates interest
and profits, prints management reports and even forecasts cash
flow! £250.
GOODS RENTAL CONTROLLER - Similar to hire purchase

controller but for the rental industry. Whether for T.V.'s, office
equipment, furnishings or machinery, this program will amortize its
cost in a very short period! £250

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME.
COMPLETE DETAILED OVERVIEWS ARE
AVAILABLE ON ALL THE ABOVE SOFTWARE

DON'T DELAY!!! RING US FOR MORE DETAILS NOW!!!
Dataforce (UK) Ltd.,
161 68 Alma Road, Bristol BS8 2DJ Tel 0272 314496

(1 force Authorized *Tapia Dealer
222 PCW

RP.

HAVING TROUBLE
GETTING THE
RIGHT STAFF?
If you're having the same trouble that
everyone else in the Micro industry is
having filling that Sales or Technical job
then we've got news for you.
Starting in November, Personal Computer
World is running a special trade recruitment
page right here opposite Chip Chat to help
you solve your problems.
Even if your ideal candidate is not already
in the business, if micros are as important to
them as they are to you they will be
reading PCW cover to cover, every month.
So you get the best either way. Over
120,000 readers must have somewhere in
their midst just the person you need to
keep on expanding your business.
And you won't find us anywhere near as
expensive as the national press, the computer weeklies or a recruitment agency.
Call Margaret Burton now on 01-631 1433.

ADVERTISERS INDEX
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217
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CIIRChut
Our friend Les Solomon of
Popular Elecronics called in
recently with news of a
Japanese pocket micro which
incorporates a full keyboard
and a TV -quality flat LCD
display. There's also a real
TV, using the same screen,
apparently. Les also told us
about his latest robot which
he's trained to go to the
fridge and fetch a can of beer.
He went strangely quiet when
we asked what else he's
trained it to do... Talking of
robots, 'Squire' Allason has
been buying up all those
unwanted ZX8Os and using
them to control his latest toy,

a multi -armed robot with an
'80 in each joint. Rumour has
it that once he's found a way
of fitting it with legs, he'll
let it run Printout.
Then we'll really have to
smarten up our act... Julian
calls his robot 'Bradbeer', by
the way. We can't print what
it calls him... News from
other mags time: Henry of
Toady has moved into what
he calls a 'spanking' new

office - so that's what you
and Tina get up to, Henry;
Richard Pawson of Printout
has a policewoman for a

girlfriend - we think we'd
better not say any more

about that; and Dennis
Jarrett was going to start up a
trade newsletter until people
started trying to bribe him
not to do it... If you've seen
our new section, `TJ's
Workshop' and you still don't
know what it stands for
then, for the last time, TJ
means terminal junkie...
Editor Rodwell has now
taken to going round in
disguise since a ridiculous
photo of him appeared in our
sister publication Which
Bike? (page 83 of its August
issue if you want a good
snigger)... We spotted a car
outside a particularly

sleazy Soho strip joint the

other day - with an
Alphatronic set up on the
back seat. Odd. And no, we
won't explain what we were
doing outside a sleazy Soho
strip joint... This was written
just before the PCW Show,
which is why it's short and
sweet - stand by for a
bumper bundle next month,
starring 'Bumper' Harris and
`Legless', among many
others!

PCW 223
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TOOK THE NEW Et
EXCITING
TRS80

ATARI CARTRIDGES
for
IN STOCK Phone
availability

WE ARE NOW STOCKING THE
APPLE II AT REDUCED PRICES
AUTOSTART
EURO PLUS

MODEL
III

48K
£599

,

MEMORY UPGRADES
£15.90 + VAT
16K (8 x 4116)
4K Compukit (8 x 2114) £15.90 + VAT

VAT

Getting Started APPLE II is faster, smaller, and more
powerful than its predecessors. And it's more fun to use too
because of built-in features like:

48K £619 +VAT
The Radio Shack TRS-80TM Model III is a ROM -based
computer system consisting of:
A 12 -inch screen to display results and other information
A 65 -key console keyboard for inputting programs and data
to the Computer A Z-80 Microprocessor, the "brains" of

the system A Real -Time Clock Read Only Memory

(ROM) containing the Model III BASIC Language (fully
compatible with most Model I BASIC programs) Random
Access Memory (RAM) for storage of programs and data
while the Computer is on (amount is expandable from "16K"
to "48K", optional extra) A Cassette Interface for long-term
storage of programs and data (requires a separate cassette
recorder, optional/extra) A Printer Interface for hard -copy
output of programs and data (requires a separate line printer,

optional/extra) Expansion area for upgrading to a disk based system (optional/extra) Expansion area for an RS232 -C serial communications interface (optional/extra)
All these components are contained in a single moulded case,
and all are powered via one power cord.
Disc Drives Kit with 2x40 Track Drives - £15911 + VAT

Disc Drives Kit with 2x80 Track Drives -E729 +VAT
Add 1:25 for Installation

ACORN ATOM
UNIQUE IN CONCEPT THE HOME COMPUTER
THAT GROWS AS YOU DO

Fully Assembled £149 + VAT

The
PEDIGREE
PETS
--swims

w

0

32K

BASIC - The Language that Makes Programming Fun.
High -Resolution Graphics (in a 54,000 -Point Array) for
Finely -Detailed Displays. Sound Capability that Brings
Programs to Life. Hand Controls for Games and Other
Human -Input Applications. Internal Memory Capacity of

R R P £795 4 1111 MI PP4 p

48K Bytes of RAM, 12K Bytes of ROM; for Big -System Performance in a Small Package. Eight Accessory Expansion
Slots to let the ystem Grow With Your Needs.
You don't need to be an expert to enjoy APPLE II. It is a
complete, ready -to -run computer. Just connect it to a video

Very popular for home & business use, 8K Microsoft Basic in
ROM. 32K with new improved keyboard.

display and start using programs for writing your own) the
first day. You'll find that its tutorial manuals help you make it
your own personal problem solver.

2
0

ONLY

£549
+ VAT

0

for 32K

Cassette Deck £55 extra

Interface PET IEEE

Centronics Parallel

Decoded £77.00 + VAT

APPLE DISC II
3.3 Dos

2
0

m

8032

80 COLUMN PET

Disc with
Controller

ONLY 1E825 + VAT

f349 + VAT

The reliable value for money
system with after sales support,

Additional Drives
VAT

099

instruction and training facilities

in Heavy -Duty, Colour -Coordinated Steel Cabinet

Colour Monitors for Apple - £216 +VAT

m

and a wide range of

Powerful Disk Operating Software Supports up to 6
drives Name Access to Files for Ease of Use BASIC
Program Chaining to Link Software Together Random
or Sequential File Access to Simplify Programming
Dynamic Disk Space Allocation for Efficient Storage
Individual File Write -Protection Eliminates Accidental
File Alterations Loads an 8K Byte Binary Image in 6.5
sec. 11.2 sec. in Pascal) Storage Capacity of 116
Kilobytes 1143K Bytes with Pascal) on Standard 5'4"
Diskettes Powered Directly From the APPLE (Up to 6
Drives) for Convenience and High Reliability Packaged

programmes.

GET YOURSELF

A NEW MX70
PRINTER AND SAVE
A FORTUNE
only £249

C

VAT

Interface Cards for Apple

ATARI PERSONAL
COMPUTERS IN COLOUR
Special

features

include

Full

Sized

80 Column, Upper &
lower case Apple dot Graphics
Centronics Parallel Uni-dimensional.
TXBO - £229 + VAT

Keyboard

Assembler and Basic Top Quality Moulded Case High
Resolution Colour Graphics 6502 Microprocessor

MX80 - E290 + VAT

COMMODORE

ONLY

£159

VIC-20

TV GAME BREAK OUT

+ VAT

m
cn

Has got to be one of the
world's greatest TV games.
You really get hooked. As
featured in ETI. Has also 4
other pinball games and lots

Atari 800 Console
(with cover removed)

Atari 400 Console

m

Consoles available: -

of options. Good kit for

Atari 400 with 8K RAM - f225

up -grading old amusement
games.

MINI KIT - PCB, sound & vision modulator, memory chip
and de -code chip. Very simple to construct. £14.90 + VAT
OR PCB CIO MAIN LSI £11.50 Both plus VAT

1;gP

Atari 400 with 16K RAM - £295
Atari 800 with 16K RAM - £625
Atari 800 with 32K RAM - f649
Atari 800 with 48K RAM - f659

16 foreground colours
8 background colours
Real typewriter keyboard with full graphics
Music in three voices and three octaves
language and sound effects

0

m

THE VIDEO GENIE SYSTEM
TANTEL
ONLY

£169
+VAT

Demonstation available
at our showroom
PRESTEL BY TANTEL The greatest thing since television &
telephones. Communications at your fingertips for business
& home. 180,000 pages of up-to-date information on travel,

news, investment, holidays, hotels etc etc. Ask Prestel a
question and you have your answer in seconds in full colour
on your own TV. Only requires a telephone jack socket
available from the PO.

HITACHI
PROFESSIONAL
MONITORS

" - f 09.95

12" - Llag £149

Reliability Solid state circuitry using an IC and silicon
transistors ensures high reliability. 500 lima horizontal
resolution Horizontal resolution in excess of 500 lines is
achieved in picture center. Stable picture Even played
back pictures of VTR can be displayed without jittering.
Looping video input Video input can be looped through
with built-in termination switch. External sync operation (available as option for U and C types) Compact
construction Two monitors are mountable side by side in a
standard 19 -inch rack.

4, CENTRONICS 737
DOT MATRIX

Ideal for small businesses, schools, colleges, homes, etc.
Suitable for the experienced, inexperienced, hobbyist,
teacher, etc.

EG3000

PRINTER

Series
WITH
NEW
EXTRA

on!` £369 vAT
including cables
Standard Features

80 CPS - Proportional

Spaced Mode 50 CPS

Monospaced Mode Proportional Spacing, Plus 10 CP1
and 16.7 CP1 N x 9 IProportionall or 7 x 8 (Monospaced)

Dot Matrix 7 x 8 Dot Matrix 3 Way Paper Handling

System 96 Character ASC1 1 plus 6 European character
sets Microprocessor Electronics Expanded Print Right
Margin Justification Print Underlining 9 -Wire Free Flight
Print Head Bidirectional Stepper Motor Paper Drive Full
One Line Buffer 21 LPM With 80 Columns Printed 1158
LPM With 20 Columns Printed 6 Lines Per inch Vertical
Spacing Paper Tear Bar Centronic Colours and Logo

MICROLINE 80
only
£299

KEYS(

16K user RAM
plus extended 12K Microsoft
BASIC in ROM Fully TRS-80 Level II
software compatible Huge
range of software already available Self contained, PSU,

£279
vA

lower case Centronics parallel interface

C

UHF modulator, and cassette Simply plugs into video
monitor or UHF TV Full expansion to disks and printer
Absolutely complete - just fit into mains plug.
The Video Genie is a complete computer system, requiring

only connection to a domestic 625 line TV set to be fully
operational; or if required a video monitor can be connected

to provide the best quality display. 51 key typewriter style
keyboard, which features a 10 key rollover. Supplied with
the following accessories:- BASIC demonstration tape:

Video lead; Second cassetee lead; Users manual;
BASIC manual; Beginners programming manual. Write
useful programs in the BASIC computer language yourself.

VIDEO GENIE
EXPANSION BOX
Friction or pin feed 40/80/132 columns Upper and

C

16K

+ VAT

9 x 7 dot matrix 096 ASCII and 64 graphic character set
Selectable line spacing Condensed, double width print

0

Complete with RS232 interface and floppy disc

controller. 0 memory. 025 +VAT.
Memory expansion card 15100) 16K £110 32K E159 + VAT
Further S100 cards available later in the year.

3

EUROPE'S FASTEST SELLING ONE BOARD COMPUTER

YOUR ZX80 IS
NOW NO LONGER
REDUNDANT
Upgrade your ZX80 to the full animated graphics of
the ZX81. (No screen flicker).

FOR ONLY £12.95 + VAT IN KIT FORM
UJ

Works only in conjunction with NEW 8K ROM from
Sinclair (Not Included).

1.7

ZX81 part -exchanges accepted GOOD PRICES OFFERED

10

SINCLAIR 16K RAM PLUS
EXPANSION BOARD
3 SLOTS WITH EXTRA POWER SUPPLY
I -

4K ONLY £59 +VAT

16K ONLY £79+ VAT

COMP PRO MIXER

DJ

0
0
40

Professional
audio mixer

I

" Pro

(..>

5

and save

1100400

fx

cn

that you can
build yourself

.1

LAI

UNTIL

plus VAT for

COMPUKIT

Fully Assembled - E149 + VAT

FOR THE COMPUKIT - Assembler Editor £14.90

GAME PACKS - 11. Four Games £5.00

TTL SALE
74LSOO
74LSO4

74LS32
74LS74

TEAC FD -50A has 40 tracks giving 125K Bytes
unformatted single density capacity.
The FD -50A can be used in double density recording
mode.

The FD -50A is Shugart SA400 interface compatible.
Directly compatible with Tandy TRS80 expansion
interface.
Also interfaces with Video Genie, SWTP, TRS80,
North Star Horizon, Superbrain, Nascom, etc, etc.
Address selection for Daisy chaining up to 4 Disks.

74LS 10

case.

£0.10
£0.10
£0.15
£0.15
£0.20
£0.25

Minimum Order - E5

74LS86
74LS93
74LS 157

74LS165
74LS365
74LS373

E0.30

£0.50
MAW
E0.90

£0.40
£1.20

Z80
6502

£4.90
ACIA 6850 £1.90
OP -AMP
CA3130

£0.46

REG.

7805 5V

£0.75

14 PIN £0.05
16 PIN f0.06

18 PIN £0.10
20 PIN £0.15

PANASONIC KX-T1520
AUTOMATIC
TELEPHONE
ANSWERING
SYSTEM

24 PIN E0.20
40 PIN E0.27

19 Herbert Street, Dublin 2.
Telephone: Dublin 604165
HEAR OUR ADS ON
RADIO NOVA 88.1 VHF Stereo

£389+ VAT

Double
Disk Drive

£499

+ VAT

FANTASTIC FOR FILE HANDLING

ACULAB
FLOPPY
TAPE
The tape that behaves
like a disc, for TRS-80
7

LEVEL 2.

only £169 + VAT

The Aculab Floppy Tape for the TRS-80 and Video Genie is a

highly reliable digital storage system that provides many of

the advantages of floppy disks at less cost. Automatic

0

debounce routine for the Level 2 keyboard.
Connects directly to TRS-80 Level 2 Keyboard. Operating

and file handling software in ROM. 8 commands add 12
powerful functions to Level 2 BASIC.

,i- VAT
One of the most technically advanced telephone
answering units available, the KX-71520 features a double
cassette system, a C60 cassette for incoming calls, which
can be limited to 30 secs each or recorded in their entirety,

and a 20 sec continuous loop cassette for your outgoing
messages

which

are

recorded

through

the

built-in

'microphone. Your telephone conversations can also be
recorded after a bleep tone has notified your caller they are
being taped. Incoming calls can be monitored and the ring
control is adjustable.
The remote call -in pick-up with Playback /Reset/Repeat
world.

£1490
+ VAT

WE HAVE ONE OF THE LARGEST
COLLECTIONS OF COMPUTER BOOKS
UNDER ONE ROOF, ALONG WITH
RACKS OF SOFTWARE FOR
THE GENIE AND TRS80.

faster, more reliable printer that can cope with plotting and
printing (128 ASCII characters) with up to five copies, friction or tractor fed. The ribbon and thimble can be changed in
seconds. 55 characters per second bidirectional printing -

SHARP

toottlitit

with red/black, bold, subscript, superscript, proportional
spacing, tabbing, and much, much more.

PC1211
£79.90
+ VAT

COMPUTER

8MHz Super Quality Modulators

£4.90

6MHz Standard Modulators

E2.90

10 for £4.00

C12 Computer Grade Cassettes

Anadex Printer Paper - 2000 sheets

£15.00

Floppy Discs 53/4" Hard and Soft Sectored

£2.90

Floppy Disc Library Case 5'/."

E3.50

Ribbons

DP8000
DP9500 9501

£3.50

f12.50

All Prices exclusive VAT

POWER THAT
ONCE FILLED A ROOM
CAN NOW BE CARRIED IN YOUR POCKET,

Programs in BASIC "OWERTY" Alphabetic
Keyboard 1.9K Random Access Memory
Long Battery Life.

We give a full one year's guarantee
on all our products, which
normally only carry 3 months guarantee.
A SELECTION OF APPLE INTERFACES
ARE NOW AVAILABLE AT OUR
EDGWARE ROAD SHOWROOM

Delivery is added at cost. Please make cheques and postal orders payable to COMPSHOP LTD., or phone your order
quoting BARCLAYCARD, ACCESS, DINERS CLUB or AMERICAN EXPRESS number.

cC

0
U.

CREDIT FACILITIES ARRANGED - send S.A.E for application form.
MAIL ORDER AND SHOP:
14 Station Road, New Barnet, Hertfordshire, EN5 1QW (Close to New Barnet BR Station - Moorgate Line).

Telephone: 01-441 2922 (Sales) 01-449 6596

1.7

V)

£190

°LAB

less diameter and inertia than a daisy wheel, giving a quieter,
Double
Disk Drive

77 TRACK
a- L=
Disk Drive

LE.

NO

and Skip controls, activates the system to play back your
messages to you over the phone wherever you are in the

NEC
SPIN WRITER
only
NEC's high quality printer uses a print "thimble that has

+ VAT

£1603

Low Profile Sockets

Disks plus power supply housed in an attractive grey

Single

Screen Editor Tape £1.90

1(1t

Four Games E5.00
31. Three Games 8K only E5.00
Realtime Clock £3.00
Super Space Invaders (SKI £6.50 Chequers £3.00
All Prices exclusive VAT
40
pin
Expansion
Jumper
Cable
E11.50
Case for Compukit £29.50

Plus FREE

TEAC
DISK
DRIVES

a-

Upgrade

41(

21

PAI

c225 + VAT

DEALER ENQUIRIES
INVITED

NEW MONITOR IN ROM - available separately at E7.90 + VAT.
Improved Basic function - revised GARBAGE routine. Allows correct -use of STRING ARRAYS E4.90
+VAT
This chip can be sold separately to existing Compukit and Super board users.

74LS05

ACCESSIT AUDIO ADD-ONS

Single
Disk Drive

KIT ON THE
MARKET.
Now WITH
NEW EXTENDED FREE
" MONITOR (a saving),
which includes
Cursor, Screen Flashing
&
Save Data onEditing,
Tape.

KIT ONLY £99.95 -VAT

and Program your
Build, Understand
for only a small outlay.
own Computer

complete kit
vaf2lu5edwat

CC

40 TRACK

LAST

WITH ALL
THE FEATURES
THAT
MADE IT THE MOST
PROFESSIONAL
COMPUTER

*6502 based system -- best value for
money on the market. * Powerful 8K
Basic - Fastest around * Full Qwerty
Keyboard ,t 1K RAM Expandable to 8K
on board. * Power supply and RF
Modulator on board. * No Extras
needed - Plug-in and go * Kansas City
Tape Interface on board. * Free
Sampler Tape including powerful
Dissassembler and Monitor with each
Kit. * If you want to learn about
Micros, but didn't know which machine
to buy then this is the machine for you.

Only

£99.90

power supply

.

STOCKS

over £100.

I

4410

IA

1

S

mk

"Europes Largest Discount
Personal Computer Stores"

Telex: 298755 TELCOM G

OPEN (BARNET) - 10am - 7pm - Monday to Saturday
NEW WEST END SHOWROOM:
311 Edgware Road, London W2. Telephone: 01-262 0387

TELEPHONE SALES
OPEN 24 hrs. 7 days a week

01-449 6596

OPEN (LONDON) - 10am - 6pm - Monday to Saturday
* IRELAND: 19 Herbert Street, Dublin 2. Telephone: Dublin 604156
* COMPSHOP USA, 1348 East Edinger, Santa Ana, California, Zip Code 92705.
Telephone: 0101 714 5472526

011.15 CIUS
milIVNAION At

BUYING THE HARDWARE IS
ONLY HALF THE STORY...

ht

-)11! colleagues

ex -stock items

excellent demonstrations

.. in the unlikely event

. . At Personal Computers we'll
give it a happy ending.
Personal Computers Limited have been in the personal
computing business right from the start - so we've got
our values sorted out.
It's important for you to choose the right hardware and
vital to select the right software.
To help you make the right choice we offer our highly trained staff.
They know what makes computers whirr, and they know
how to give you the right kind of support and
maintenance.

Dow Jones & Prestel (including I P Terminal) services
to the city, plus access to city commodities data base.
Word Processing. Our Format 80 system is recognised
as the best of its kind.
Databases. State-of-the-art products like Personal
Filing Systems and Data Factory.
Graphics. Pad to plotter software and low-cost plotter.

THE BEST AVAILABLE

maintenance.

We stock the best available hardware and software

Technical Support. Our knowledge of computer
languages and application requirements is unrivalled.

And we can supply either on -site or in-house

packages in the market.

Once again... Personal Computers Limited give the story
a happy ending.

Such as Apple and Sharp units, with the latest additions
like 16K RAM card.
We have I E.E E Interface, low cost serial, parallel

Computers are only as good as the people who use them
... and sell them. Think about that! Then give us a call.

interfaces, Doublevision 80 character card, numeric
keypads, personal computer plotters, Paper Tiger printers
and much more besides.

Whatever you need in computing, we will satisfy your
requirements.

FROM PERSONAL COMPUTERS

Small Business/Accounting. We provide low-cost
invoicing, purchase, sales and general ledger
systems.
Financial Planning. Micromodeller or Visicalc for ad
hoc or regular financial reporting.

Personal Computer6-Lirnttec
Masters of Personal Computer Technology
194/200 Bishopsgate London EC2M 4NR Tel 01-626 8121

